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Music does a lot for us these days.  It accompanies our films and videos, it has invaded
shopping, dining, lifts, the workplace, every conceivable activity and special event.  Our
loudspeaker culture tries its best to quell stray non-consumerist thoughts via the
repeating refrains of popular music.  The more accessible and catchy, the more
transitory, the better.  This confirms music as socially essential and economically potent,
yet something that becomes ubiquitous can thereby lose its special powers.  How aware
are fish of the nature of water?

A related question about sonic art might be:  Where does music that is innovative,
complex, or confrontational fit in?  In social or economic terms, such music is not notably
functional or versatile; it typically requires sustained attentive openness from listeners,
which most don't prefer to muster, and economically unviable levels of preparation from
the performers, which can lead over time to burn-out.  So it continues due to hothouse
cultivation, and the passion of devotees, with results that definitely can't be packaged as
sonic background for socializing at the end of the ever-lengthening work day.  Auditory
innovation battles for sparse representation in the concert hall, specialist radio show,
alternative venue, emotionally esoteric film context, happening or festival.  It doesn't
make it into otherwise superb Olympic ceremonies.  Or certified subscription series.
Producers everywhere are sure that you only get good box office by giving people what
they already think they want, and Australian culture is pragmatic, suspicious of lofty
intellectual extensions.  Epigonism and the send-up come more naturally.

What is the likely future state of health of this endangered creature, progressive music?
From the artistic product view, there can be no question that Australia has impressive
areas of recent achievement that are likely to continue. Just talk and listen to our
upcoming performers and composers, and feel the fire within them.  But they face an
uphill battle, for from the mainstream perspective, progressive music largely languishes,
hived off in labeled niches/subcultures - minimalist, environmental, interactive electronic,
fluxus/dada, new romantic, world music, free jazz, etc., such monikers sourced from
commentators, spin physicians, and increasingly, the artists themselves, as in Jon Rose’s
The Violin in the Age of Shopping. In straitened and culturally pluralistic times, this is the
way the survival game has to be played.  Nothing new in that: artists have always had to
do whatever it took to get the product out, and it may be that poverty has less romance
in it now that we live with the myth that we can all get rich in our spare time from
internet stock trading.

Why has this pluralism of progressive minority tastes blossomed now? From our current
vantage point it’s easy to credit the 20th century's explosive advances in information and
communication technologies, which have also brought to the fore a progressively
expanding set of musical tools, emerging from technological offshoots of scientific
research, the inventive capacities of remarkable individuals, and novelties wrung from
youth spirit and cultural cross-talk.



This has made it clearer than ever that progress in music - as opposed to progressive
music -  is largely a chimera.  The amazing diversity of world musics across time and
space has confirmed that musical change is not Darwinian evolutionary advancement, but
a set of elliptical, ambling trajectories prone to simplifying and complexifying cycles.
Many of us have come far from the early 20th century, when erudite musicologists –
radicals like Percy Grainger dissenting – inadvertently flaunted their cultural limitations by
“correcting” (into basic Western 4/4 time) the complex meters of Balkan folk musicians.
Over the course of the rest of the century, time, pitch and timbre were explored to near
their perceptual limits, via experimentation and avant-garde intuition, but mainstream
Western musical culture is still 4/4, though now with an African-American backbeat.

How do we evaluate music when pluralism dominates? A fully relativistic perspective finds
no way to pick between Beethoven, Burundi zither-playing, or Blink 182.  In fact, for
many purposes we don’t need to choose:  each can stand validated by its communicative
power to its target audience.  But such relativism, while an important step in ideological
liberation, doesn’t tell the whole story. Each music’s structural specializations both
liberate power and impose constraints - establishing traditions and setting in motion
counterreactions. It was only the European-derived cultures that fully developed music
with dense polyphony, modulation between keys, and self-conscious experimentalism –
but at the expense of such things as hot rhythm and natural tuning systems.

Serious electronic music developed uniquely from the same cultural matrix, and has
become a powerful specialist domain, particularly in the US and Europe (notably France).
It has suffered shameful neglect in Australia, despite some talented practitioners;
educational institutions specializing in this area have been downsized, reflecting pressure
from a market-driven arts policy and a failure of imagination by policymakers.  This has
left us with the intellectual vacuity of loops and samplers, instead of finely crafted digital
signal processing and mutating sound clouds.

So can progressive music capture the public imagination again, as it has in some periods
of the past?  There are, I think, two conflicting answers to this. The broader swath of
history says yes, of course; visionaries do sometimes infiltrate senior arts positions, the
Zeitgeist will once again rank idealism above the bottom line, now-unimagined factors will
transform the nature of music, work and leisure.  Creative artists will go on trying to bend
society to their aesthetic will.  If they are good enough, and the conditions are right,
niches can expand into the normative.  The Australian Tax Office might even begin to
understand what artists do.  New models of sound distribution and ownership loom
through the internet, and the future will be whatever our children’s heartfelt impulses
solidify into.

But the skeptic will say, no:  what’s really going to change this comfortable corporate
aesthetic, which is so well entrenched internationally?  Are we not apparently quite
content with our one-class-fits-all consumerist values?  What might be the engine of a
real musical broadening?  Answers to this will involve the application of innovative
research, more apt public intuitions and institutions, perhaps new kinds of musical
formats and heroes.  We understand far too little about the nature of musicality, or the
alchemy of how people's tastes change, be it via education, marketing, teen spirit, or
social schism.



It may not always be so;  these are salad days for research in music psychology, which is
clarifying such things as how musical processes cause emotion, how expertise is
achieved, the sources of preference, the general effects of music on learning. It is an
exciting area where Australian workers are making a significant international contribution.
By coupling the implications of this work with visionary policy-making and focussed
educational pluralism, we could boost the artistic and social potentials of Australian
music.
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Black Atlantic Rhythm1: Its Computational and
Transcultural Foundations

J E F F  P R E S S I N G

University of Melbourne

The “Black Atlantic” rhythmic diaspora, be it realized in jazz, blues,
gospel, reggae, rock, candomblé, cumbia, hip-hop or whatever, seems to
have widespread capacity to facilitate dance, engagement, social interac-
tion, expression and catharsis. This article examines the reasons for this.
Black Atlantic rhythm is founded on the idea of groove or feel, which
forms a kinetic framework for reliable prediction of events and time pat-
tern communication, its power cemented by repetition and engendered
movement. Overlaid on this are characteristic devices that include syn-
copation, overlay, displacement, off-beat phrasing, polyrhythm/polymeter,
hocketing, heterophony, swing, speech-based rhythms, and call-and-re-
sponse. Using an evolutionary argument, I point out here that nearly all
of these have at their heart the establishment of perceptual multiplicity
or rivalry, affecting expectation, which acts as either a message or a mes-
sage enhancement technique (via increased engagement and focusing of
attention), or both. The causal path for the remaining devices is based on
adopting structures shared with speech, notably prosody, conversational
interaction, and narrative. Several examples illustrate how, particularly
in jazz and jazz-related forms, extensions and relatively complex creative
adaptations of traditional African and African diasporic rhythmic tech-
niques are a natural consequence of a culture of questioning and reflec-
tion that encompasses maintenance of historical reference and accom-
modation to innovation.

BLACK Atlantic rhythm is taken here to be rhythm that has significant
links with temporal features common in the music of West Africa and

the West African diaspora. (Hence, the term “African and African diasporic
rhythm” will be used interchangeably hereafter.) This music, prominently

1. “Black Atlantic” refers to geographic and cultural origins and persisting influence,
and is not meant to be an excluding racial phrase in contemporary society. This term will be
considered equivalent to the cumbersome but more precise phrase “African and African
diasporic” throughout this article.
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influenced by the drum ensemble and harp player/singer griot traditions,
came to the Western Hemisphere under conditions of extreme coercion. It
was there suppressed and transformed, later blossoming in conjunction
with European and eventually American elements into many variants over
many decades of social, cultural, and geographic dissemination. Still later,
in the postcolonial era, infusions have persisted in both directions be-
tween Africa and the West, creating worldwide populist traditions based
on aspects of Black Atlantic rhythm that have become uniquely influ-
ential. The pervasiveness of this influence suggests that there is some-
thing special about such rhythm—something intrinsic, apparently go-
ing beyond the historical linkages of the music to U.S.-based capitalist
audio product dispersal.

This leads to the central questions of this article:

• What is it that is so special about Black Atlantic rhythm?
• What are its specific effects and how does it achieve them?
• In what general and specific qualities of the human organism are
its effects grounded?

In addressing these questions, I will take two parallel tracks: African and
African diasporic music in general, and jazz in particular, in as much as it is
arguably the structurally most sophisticated African-American music built
on Black Atlantic rhythm.

Rhythmic Effects

There are evidently structural and psychological reasons that Black
Atlantic rhythm has this inspirational capacity. Had history been dif-
ferent, it is difficult to imagine a similar commercial global impact based
on, for example, the layered structures of Thai court music, or the
hocketing of Guillaume de Machaut, whatever the political or cultural
impositions involved. The Black rhythmic diaspora, be it realized in
jazz, blues, gospel, reggae, rock, candomblé, cumbia, hip-hop or what-
ever, seems to have remarkable capacity to facilitate dance, engagement,
and expression. There also seems to be a cathartic quality to this rhythm,
making it viable in achieving a personal sense of release or relief. Last
but not least, it is effective in underpinning solidarity in social gather-
ings like ceremonies.

Black Atlantic rhythm is not unique among musics in its facilitation of
dance, engagement, expression, group interaction, and catharsis; but what
is sought here is an explanation of how it specifically achieves these effects
with characteristic impact and near universality.
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Rhythmic Techniques

Before attempting an explanation, it will be essential to sketch the
nature of the phenomena. First of all, we may classify Black Atlantic
rhythm as being founded on two main sources or approaches to time:
groove (or feel, discussed further later) and speech (monologue, con-
versation, narrative). Speech alone may drive the rhythmic design, as in
the traditional U.S. field holler. Feel alone may form the basis, as in the
rhythm section parts of nearly all 20th-century dance-oriented African-
American musical styles.

Quite often, both sources are at work. Three examples follow.

• In Yoruba Dundun (talking drum) ensemble music of Nige-
ria, the rhythmic patterns relate to an apparent central groove,
visible in the dance steps, but the same parts actually also
express spoken proverbs or other sayings, by systematically
mimicking their Yoruba speech rhythms and tonal contours
(Euba, 1990).

• In the hands of jazz singers such as Billie Holiday, Jimmy Scott,
Betty Carter, Sarah Vaughan, Cassandra Wilson, and many oth-
ers, speech rhythms can float above the regularity of the underly-
ing rhythm section, giving aligning reference to it only at certain
points. In other words, synchronization of certain chosen notes
with selected rhythm section pulses or accents is maintained, to
the accuracy of human performance capacity, but intervening
notes are driven by speech timing predilections that do not trans-
late into natural rhythmic interpretations.  Hence, this is a type
of rubato.

• In contemporary rap/hip-hop, the lead vocal line often cuts across
the phrase and accent structure of the underlying repeating in-
strumental groove, driven by the motoric designs of speech to
effect heightened semantic impact.

GROOVE/FEEL

The rhythmic devices of African diasporic music typically rely on the
support of a firmly structured temporal matrix, typically called a “feel” or
“groove.” Hence it is useful to provide a considered discussion of this phe-
nomenon. It should be noted that while the term groove is normally re-
served for the phenomenon under discussion, feel is also used in a some-
what different sense—to suggest sensitive rhythmical nuance in note delivery
by an individual musician, as in the in the phrase, “he plays with a nice
feel.” This sense is not intended here.
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A groove or feel is taken here to be a cognitive temporal phenomenon
emerging from one or more carefully aligned concurrent rhythmic patterns,
characterized by:

1. perception of recurring pulses, and subdivision structure to
such pulses,

2. perception of a cycle of time, of length 2 or more pulses, en-
abling identification of cycle locations, and

3. effectiveness in engaging synchronizing body responses (e.g.,
dance, foot-tapping).

Simply stated, a groove is the temporal foundation of readily danceable
music; thus, it is by no means confined to African and African disaporic
music, but occurs widely. Yet its constituent rhythmic patterns have at-
tributes that allow Black Atlantic grooves to be distinguished from those of
other dance forms such as the waltz or sarabande. In general, they show
relatively high levels of syncopation, as discussed further later. They also
emphasize a metronomic approach to timing, without rubato. And Black
Atlantic music overwhelmingly favors equal pulse durations, whereas some
traditions, such as those of Macedonian dance music, use unequal pulse
lengths widely (in additive meters such as (3 + 2 + 2)/8).

The pulse stream of a groove may be stated directly, or induced (“beat
induction”) by the cognitive effect of one or more concurrent rhythmic
patterns. More than one pulse stream may be simultaneously produced as
an outcome of the rhythmic patterns, as is common in West African
polymetric drum ensemble music, especially that with a cycle length of 6,
12, or 24 time units (e.g., Ghanaian Ewe drum ensemble music, Locke,
1979, Pressing, 1983a; Asante ensemble music, Euba, 1990, further ex-
amples in Pressing, 1983b); but also note that ambiguity or multiplicity of
fundamental beat occurs in both rock and jazz music (as in double-time/
half-time feel in both, or the hemiola style jazz waltz). Normally the time
cycle exhibits a fixed tempo, with the most common exception to this rule
being a very gradual accelerando in tempo over many minutes (e.g., Kete
music of the Asante, Magill & Pressing, 1997), typically acting to heighten
intensity in accompanying ceremony and dance.

Points 1 (first part) and 3 above I take to be so commonly dispersed in
dance music that evidence of the aptness of this definition is not required.
With regard to the second part of point 1, it is worth emphasizing that
groove beat subdivision is based on a strong cognitive predilection toward
simplicity—division of durations into 2, 3, or 4 parts. Subdivisions of greater
complexity are produced hierarchically by subdivisions of subdivisions,
yielding partitioning into 6, 8, or 9 parts. These numbers are all composite
(6 = 2 × 3, 8 = 4 × 2, 9 = 3 × 3), or nonprime. For example, a triplet sub-
subdivision of triplet subdivision is used in some very slow gospel tunes,
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where each beat is effectively divided into 9 parts. Division into 4 has dual
potentials: it may be conceived of without further subdivision, or as com-
posite (2 × 2, as often implied in the standard reggae doubletime backbeat).

Higher prime numbers (5, 7, 11) violate this predilection for simplicity;
accordingly, grooves based on subdivision of 5 are extremely rare, and those
of higher prime numbers nonexistent to my knowledge. Thus, groove design
presents a prioritization of rhythmic subdivision distinct from that generated
by such attitudes as asymmetric Romantic expression (e.g., Chopin’s piano
music) or intellectual numerical extension (e.g., multiserialist techniques stem-
ming from 1960s Western composers; Yeston, 1976), and generally relies on
hierarchical application of elements of length 2 and 3 to achieve complexity.

The time cycle of Point 2 above is commonly demarcated by rhythmic or
melodic patterns that repeat exactly, or with variation. The perceptual de-
marcation of cycles is also aided by recurring patterns of phrasing and
articulation, and where harmony is present, chord changes. Cycles and
pulses must be divided into at least two parts to create the effect of hierar-
chy. The provision of perceptual locations by the cycle allows the listener
to distinguish groove from undifferentiated pulse, and is nearly always pro-
vided by meter in harmonically based African-American music such as jazz.
In West Africa itself, or in certain older South American neo-African forms
(e.g., Bata drumming of Cuba, the Latin clavé pattern), this may be pro-
vided by a timeline, a central recurring rhythmic pattern in relation to which
all others are conceived (Jones, 1959).

In all cases, production can be considered to present a figure-ground
relationship (Pressing, Summers, & Magill, 1996), with the rhythmic pat-
terns the figure, and the ground defined either by pulse, meter, or timeline.
A metric ground may be based on either equal (e.g., common Western met-
ric traditions) or unequal pulses (e.g., additive folk rhythms like (3 + 2 + 2)/
8) of smaller time units. Timelines always feature unequal groupings of
small units in their central pattern and are distinguished from purely addi-
tive metric constructions by their invocation of isochronous rhythmic pul-
sations underlying their recurring cycle (Pressing, 1983b; Magill & Press-
ing, 1997)—hence, they must have cycle lengths that are composite numbers
(that is, not prime). The classic example is the 2212221 timeline found widely
in West Africa, which engenders cycles of 3, 4, 6, and 8 pulses in the overall
cycle length of 12, which exist in multiple forms based on displacement (see
Figure 1). Other variants and examples are discussed by Pressing (1983b).

Repetition (literal or varied) is an essential ingredient in the achievement
of all three points above, for it limits the burden on memory, achieves in-
tensification of engagement and attention, and promotes automaticity. This
heightens the groove’s potential for emotional impact, reinforcing the power
of imposed communal rhythms to establish behavioral coherence in masses
of people (Roederer, 1984).
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The regularity and arousal qualities of the groove also allow heightened
attention to, and perceptibility of, performance microstructure (e.g., Clarke
& Windsor, 1997; Pressing, 1987), increasing the potential emotional im-
pact of small shifts in timing and dynamics widely used to achieve expres-
sive performance (Berliner, 1994; Iyer, Bilmes, Wright, & Wessel,1997;
Magill & Pressing, 1997). In addition, the regularity and bodily entrain-
ment have the capacity to reduce anxiety. From the performer’s perspec-
tive, when the groove is well-tuned, improvisers experience a sense of re-
laxation and surety that facilitates expression and imagination (Berliner,
1994); this supports the feeling of automaticity, where so little conscious
control is required that the instrument can subjectively appear to play it-
self.

How is one groove or feel distinguished from another? The attributes of
feel are listed in Table 1, which also provides some examples. What makes
one groove more effective than another? Effectiveness of a groove from the
standpoint of reception is assessed by its ability to engage human move-
ment and attention. With respect to movement, this means that it is effec-
tive in calling up multiple motor schemas (engaging different motor con-
trol resonances) that are widely dispersed among people, and that these
schemas are compatible—they are nonconflicting and pleasurable when
concurrently engaged (hence the predilection for energy-conserving simple
relations). Such schemas are multiply sourced: partly inherent (based on
force response properties of the body, intrinsic dynamical predilections of
different movement subsystems, and environmental constraints such as grav-
ity), partly constructed in relation to personal and cultural goals, and partly
learned in development.

Fig. 1. A common 12/8 African timeline and prototypes of its implicit pulse streams. (a) 3-
cycle, (b) 4-cycle, (c) 6-cycle, and (d) 8-cycle. Note that each pulse stream may exist in
several forms (not indicated here), displaced by an appropriate small unit. For example, the
4-pulse stream has two other alternative forms (shifted by one or two 8th notes to the
right). The 3-pulse stream has three other alternative forms (shifted by one, two or three 8th
notes to the right), the 6-pulse one other, etc. These cases are all explored in West African
music.
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Effectiveness of a groove from the standpoint of production is attested
to by the surety of the framework it provides for the placing of improvised
and composed rhythmic patterns and melodies. In jazz groups and in many
others, the congruence of timing conception essential to an effective groove
is most critically shaped by bass and drums/percussion. Next in importance
are other members of the rhythm section. Success relies on shared or at least
compatible conceptions of timing and accentuation by the performers.

At the level of musical timing, an important further factor is the degree
of metronomic exactitude used in the parts generating the groove. In quan-
titative terms, metronomic exactitude is achieved by stationarity of tempo,
exactitude of location of the targets for note placement (minimization of
bias relative to a cognitive template), and the suppression of performer
production variance (minimization of noise). Machine rhythmic produc-
tion can achieve a level of exactitude that humans cannot, and this creates
a potentially different type of groove, as can be easily heard and felt in
comparisons of quantized and unquantized versions of MIDI files.  Such
exactitude has more potential for aesthetic success in certain Black Atlantic
traditions, such as Afro-Latin percussion, than in others (e.g., straight ahead
jazz).

HIGHER LEVEL TECHNIQUES

Building on the groove or feel are a number of African and African
disaporic rhythmic devices. These include syncopation, overlay, displace-
ment, off-beat phrasing, polyrhythm/polymeter, hocketing, heterophony,
swing, speech-based rhythms, and call-and-response. These are discussed
further later. At this point, it is sufficient to note that virtually all entail the

TABLE 1
Technical Attributes of Groove/Feel

Attribute Presence Example(s)

Tempo Essential MM = 88, normally stationary
Cycle length Essential 4 beats
Cycle location identifier Essential 4/4 meter, timeline
Pulse Essential 1/4 of cycle
Pulse subdivision Essential Duplet subdivision
Subdivision subdivision Optional Triplet 16th within duplet 8th notes,

   yielding sextuplet feel in pulse
Part alignment (macro Essential Relation of bass notes to pulse-defining
   and micro)    parts of the drum kit in jazz
Motives/parts Essential Percussion patterns, bass lines, lead

   lines, chordal vamps in jazz
Accents Optional Swing feel lines of Oscar Peterson
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placement of notes with timings that present a perceptual challenge to the
underlying pulse of the feel or to the rhythmic patterns defining the feel.
Hence we target, as a foundation of explanation, the rivalry or cognitive/
perceptual multiplicity that these techniques create. To do so, I will take a
substantial detour to develop criteria of explanation appropriate for this
psychological concept.

Level of Explanation

An explanation of the why or how of a phenomenon constitutes a causal
model, and causation, in human affairs, is a complex matter: it is often
based on multiple sources and often consists of a chain of probabilistic
causal links ranging from distal to proximal. For example, aspects of musi-
cal style can often be given alternative cultural explanations on the basis of
their importation from different social groups or societies or historical pe-
riods, on the basis of their reflection of a dominant aesthetic or belief, or
on the basis of effects of individual creative effort.

If, as desired here, we are to make general psychological and transcultural
claims, the ultimate causal sources must be relatively distal from specific
musical details and intrinsic to nature (Wallin, Merker, & Brown, 2000).
Hence I attempt to base explanation on two distal sources: the nature of
the physical world, and natural selection processes, noting the utility of
this approach in the work of Diamond (1997), which aims likewise to ex-
plain cultural predilections, though on a vastly larger scale. The perspec-
tive is firmly epigenetic; genes require expression to have their effects, and
are in a dynamic dance with environmental pressures. From this perspec-
tive, if Black Atlantic rhythmic techniques have profound psychological
impact on humans, our first step should be to recognize that they are likely
to be a concomitant of such evolutionary developments as auditory per-
ception, rhythmic movement, cognition, and emotion, which seem the es-
sential ingredients enabling musical effects.

These four ingredients can be immediately separated into two groups of
two. The first two, audition and regular movement, are well-developed in
nonhuman animals that do not produce or respond to music. A number of
animals show larger hearing ranges than humans (Sekuler & Blake, 2001),
and except for the concomitants of the opposable thumb, many animals
show commensurate or superior movement skills. Music does not require
an opposable thumb, since many traditional societies have predominantly,
some even exclusively, vocal music. Hence these two skills are of a more
general, foundation character and cannot explain musical aptitudes in
humans. In logical terms, these ingredients are necessary but not suffi-
cient.
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In the second group fall emotion and cognition, which provide starker
contrasts with other animals. Many nonhuman animals have limbic sys-
tems, the neural foci of emotion, and share some apparent emotions with
us—or at least behaviors that look similar to those we exhibit with those
emotions (e.g., fear, anger, satisfaction). Other emotions appear restricted
to humans, such as envy, guilt, aesthetic or spiritual feelings, and some of
these evidently have an important role in music. Yet recent neuroscience
work confirms that the pleasure centers for music are in or near the limbic
system, coextensive with regions linked to pleasure in sex and food (Blood,
Zatorre, Bermudez, & Evans, 1999).

Emotion in music can be ascribed in part to the sensory experience
of sound, and in part to the propulsive entrainment of rhythm; but the
best developed stream of theory focuses on a third approach, the link
between emotion and cognition, specifically via the phenomenon of
expectation (Mandler, 1984; Meyer, 1954; Narmour, 1992). But note
that the first two paths to emotion show significant parallels to the
expectation approach. Rhythmic entrainment must naturally invoke
sympathetic resonance in body oscillators, providing a time scale for
judging, predicting, or effecting action (Large & Kolen, 1994). Like-
wise, the periodicity detection apparatus of the inner ear, associated
subcortical pathways, and auditory cortex forms a significant founda-
tion of the sensory experience of sound, and this has the same potential
for  oscillator-based regulation. Oscillator entrainment is one founda-
tion upon which expectation (and prediction) can naturally rest—though
certainly not the only one, in my view.

If the link between cognition and emotion is broken, certain kinds of
pathological “estrangement” from music can occur. This constitutes a form
of amusia in which music is subjectively reported to sound like “noise,” or
be “flat” and uninteresting (Wilson & Pressing, 1999). The functional prob-
lems behind this condition have not been definitively identified, but it is
apparent that likely candidates are faulty auditory input processing (sen-
sory amusia), or breaks in communication between auditory cortex (per-
ception) and limbic lobe (emotion), or between frontal cortex (cognition)
and limbic lobe (emotion). Note that a similar apparent dissociation be-
tween emotional associations and cognition also occurs in vision, notably
in Capgras syndrome (Hoffman, 1998). Patients with this rare condition
have normal perceptual capacities for face identification, but apparently
do not have a connection between visual and emotional centers of intelli-
gence, which they typically interpret by claiming that close friends and
loved ones have been replaced by visually identical imposters, who don’t
“feel” authentic.

Thus, expectancy is a central aspect of musical rhythm (Richman, 2000),
is significant in major theories of musical influence on emotion, and is
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particularly important in the emotion-cognition loop. Hence it is natural
to ask: How does expectation figure into cognition itself?

Cognition appears to have evolved in humans because it enhances the 3 P’s:

1. Perception: how well the animal notices changes in its envi-
ronment

2. Production: how well the animal operates within and upon its
environment

3. Prediction: how well the animal predicts future events in its
environment (Dawkins & Krebs, 1978).

The “environment” as used here includes the natural world, other organ-
isms, and other parts of the self extrinsic to the acting control center, taking
note of the heterarchical nature of nervous system control of the body.
Cognition enhances perception and production by the discernment, stor-
age, and retrieval of organizing patterns (of sensation and action). Enhance-
ment of all of these abilities will enhance the chances of survival of the
animal and hence will be favored by evolutionary processes.

The physical environment will shape sound perception, via the nature of
the resonances found in natural objects and spaces, and via the need to
identify and locate sound sources that may be dangerous or useful for sur-
vival. Yet neither such perception, nor the actions taken to deal with such
naturalistic perceptions, appears to be critical in understanding the impact
of rhythm. Rather, the crucial component for rhythm is prediction (which
is a foundation for expectation). There can be little doubt that prediction
has value in survival: our ideas of causation and planning are crucially
linked to it, ideas that dominate purposeful human communication and
the formation of models of the world.

The value of prediction suggests several evolutionary pressures:

1. Cognitive control structures that enhance prediction will be
favored.

2. Correct predictions will be reinforced by amplification circuits
(emotion).

3. Situations of high predictability will achieve special status (be
habitually constructed, sought out, exploited, etc.).

It is these pressures that we aim to link with the evolutionary genesis of
behavioral rhythm.

A Rhythmogenesis Proposal

Biological oscillations are found throughout the human body, and over
a great range of time scales (walking, breathing, heart rate, limb resonance
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frequencies, electroencephalography, cell refractory times, etc.; Winfree,
1980). Yet rhythm that provides musical engagement via cognition is not
explained by these oscillators; at best, they provide raw material for the
development of engagement on the time scales of human thought.

My hypothesis is as follows. Musical rhythm arises from the evolved
cognitive capacity to form and use predictive models of events—specifi-
cally, predictions of the timing of anticipated future events. In evolutionary
terms, musical rhythm is an “exaptation”—it arises via a feature in one
context (event prediction) that is subsequently exploited in another (audi-
tory cognition) (Tattersall, 2002).

Note that there are two aspects to prediction or expectation: what is
going to happen, and when it is going to happen. Each of these is indepen-
dently important, depending on circumstances, but typically the two as-
pects show important relationships. The claim here is that rhythm devel-
ops from cognitive structures that produce predictions of timing of events
whose character is largely known. Like nearly all cognitive evolutionary
claims, this one has to primarily rely on plausibility, consistency, and ex-
planatory power to make its case, for direct historical evidence is lacking.

To develop an appreciation for the claim, we first note that music fits
well with all three evolutionary pressures just listed. Next we consider the
consequences of point 3. What situation might maximize predictability of
timing? Evidently it must be a situation that has the simplest possible tim-
ing structure, with ready perceptibility and the most consistency in produc-
tion. The elements in this situation must therefore involve rapid event on-
sets (since our perceptual systems are attuned to register change; Sekuler &
Blake, 2001) and be discrete (for efficiency of demarcation of time points).
The consistency constraint can be shown mathematically to correspond to
the situation with the lowest entropy relative to alternatives and that is
fulfilled by a regular recurring pulse. Hence expectancy will be best served
by a special situation featuring a regular isochronous stream of rapid-onset
events. The facilitation of prediction by evenly paced time marking in mu-
sic has been noted before and linked to the coherent performance found in
traditional ceremonies that facilitates social cohesion (Merker, 2000). Note
that such regular time demarcation also allows complex events or pro-
cesses to be more accurately timed in relation to it.

In what sensory domain should this recurring pulse reside? There are
only two natural candidates for registering action at a distance: vision and
audition, as the other senses lack essential qualities of speed or reliability.
Now, if both these senses are to be able to locate items in both space and
time, it turns out that audition must have a much higher time resolution
than vision, because adequately accurate localization in space requires
interaural time differences as small as tens of microseconds to be assessed
(e.g., Sekuler & Blake, 2001). Hence, the need for spatial localization will
automatically guarantee greater temporal resolution in the auditory system
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than the visual. As a consequence, rhythmic representation can preferen-
tially use audition to provide greater accuracy, this preference ultimately
becoming normative over the time scale of evolutionary change. In addi-
tion, unlike visual images, sound radiates automatically in all directions,
reaching all members of a social group within hearing range, without the
need for attention, facilitating communication.

Hence, a combination of the practicalities of the radiative properties of
sound coupled with our physical dimensions on the one hand, and the
mathematically demonstrable criterion of maximal cognitive predictability
coupled with evolutionary constraints on perception on the other, leads us
to the conclusion that regular auditory events must have special cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral utility for humans. In other words, for an or-
ganism with sufficient cognitive sophistication, evolutionary considerations
suggest there will be special situations where regular auditory pulses will
feature as foundations to impose order, reference event occurrences, and
engage motor activity. Mostly, we call this rhythm, and it forms a founda-
tion for music.

This explanation of the origin of regular pulsation extends naturally to
an understanding of feel. For given the foundation pulse, what will further
improve predictive capacity of temporal placement? Clearly, minimization
of those factors that limit expectation accuracy: Such things as loss of at-
tention, lapses of memory, instability of tempo, and crudeness of resolu-
tion (events not near pulse locations are less accurately gauged than those
that are near). Each of these limitations is curtailed by the use of feel or
groove, according to its definition provided earlier. Since a groove is arous-
ing and engaging, lapses in attention will be reduced, which will also di-
rectly reduce memory lapses; stimulation to movement will also enhance
memory by providing multiple coding of timing relations (acoustic and
motor), in line with standard learning theory. Multiple coding will also
enhance accuracy of representation. Local stability of tempo is a wide-
spread human capacity and has been successfully modeled as due to a stable
random variable (e.g., Vorberg & Wing, 1996) or oscillator entrainment
(Large & Jones, 1999); whereas pulse subdivision, like ticks on a clock
face, provides a framework for enhanced accuracy of prediction. Precise
models of subdivision processes in accord with this function have been
successfully built and empirically tested for a range of repeating rhythmic
patterns (Magill & Pressing, 1997; Pressing 1998a; Vorberg & Hambuch,
1984; Vorberg & Wing, 1996).

In summary, the claim here is that rhythmic feel arises from refinements
to special conditions of heightened cognitive prediction of time. The time
scale of the elements of feel must, under this interpretation, be those rel-
evant for human action and prediction. This is in accord with experimental
findings, which show a correspondingly limited time scale range in which
temporal patterns engage human rhythmic responses (Fraisse, 1982). Fur-
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thermore, while many species of animals move rhythmically, and synchro-
nized group rhythmic activities are found in certain cases such as groups of
fireflies and the signaling of certain primates, only humans can effectively
entrain their movements to an external time keeper (Wallin et al., 2000);
this supports the idea that humans are unique in forming predictive timing
models of regularly recurring events, and in complexly timed forms of be-
havioral imitation.

Productive Aspects

The idea that evolutionary pressures might favor certain cognitive con-
trol structures is unconvincingly abstract unless there is evidence that ac-
tion processes in bodies actually exist to naturally implement them. As it
turns out, there is considerable experimental and theoretical work in mo-
tor control theory in support of this position. The two strands of most
direct relevance are the generalized motor program approach (e.g., Keele,
Cohen, & Ivry, 1986) and the dynamic systems approach (e.g., Kelso, 1995).
The generalized motor program approach states that control is implemented
by “programs” with tunable parameters, naturally encompassing the idea
of adaptability to context, and of controlled variation processes, as found
in music performance. The dynamic systems approach shows that the gen-
eral outcome of any nonlinear control system such as that available in the
human body will include wide domains of regular oscillation or pulse, as
well as phenomena with some relationship to music, such as bifurcation,
suggestive of metrical modulation, and phase locking, suggestive of musi-
cal polyrhythms.

An elaborated integration of these approaches called Referential Behav-
ior Theory has been given by Pressing (1998b, 1999a). This has shown,
inter alia, that criteria of cognitive complexity and performance difficulty
emerge convincingly from a consideration of the control attributes in rhyth-
mic production (see also Pressing, 1999b). In particular, control is gov-
erned by a control function, and higher harmonics in its expansion natu-
rally generate the processes of musical pulse subdivision, providing an
explicative link between the cognition implicit in widespread musical prac-
tices and mathematical perspectives on dynamic control (Pressing, 1999a).

The view on rhythm given here subserves a related general characteriza-
tion of music. Music is not merely an auditory perceptual phenomenon,
but a control structure expressed in sound. Hence music encodes not only
the resonant properties of objects, and the cognition of their organization;
significant effects are also based on the encoded motor control information
latent in the sound production, and on the attentional and motor control
that the sound can engender in the listener’s body and mind. Thus listeners
can respond on the basis of basic sound quality (timbre, consonance/disso-
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nance), as in meditative immersions; on the basis of structural prediction,
in which case expectation theory provides a path of explanation; on the
basis of dynamical patterns of affect, producing emotional impact; or on
the basis of groove, inducing movement and dance. The transmission of
information in music about sensory, dynamic, motor, and emotional func-
tions associated with its design and production is essential in engendering
music’s social effects, which are often considered primary in explaining its
origins (Roederer, 1984). Music’s social functions can be considered to pro-
vide release from the epistemological solipsism of the individual’s construc-
tion of meaning from sensory and action experiences (Freeman, 2000), and
shared models of temporal prediction, based on such things as a common
perception of groove, figure significantly into this release.

Once musical effects attain a certain currency, they form a part of cul-
tural evolution, which proceeds nongenomically from generation to gen-
eration. This yields an altered auditory environment, which in turn influ-
ences development in children, due to their high cerebral plasticity. In other
words, cultural and epigenetic effects interact via a positive feedback loop,
converging on context-specific musical styles.

Rivalry and Multiplicity in Perception and Action

Given that pulse and groove form a natural carrier framework for predic-
tion and expectation, we now need to examine how they are used in practice
to communicate sensation, emotion, control, and cognition. Essentially, this
occurs by the meaningful placement of events in relation to the framework. To
examine this meaningful placement, and the processes that engender it, we
turn to the twin related concepts of perceptual rivalry and multiplicity.

The most common usage of the term perceptual rivalry is in the area of
optical illusions, where it refers to a cluster of related phenomena that
feature competition between different perceptual interpretations of a sen-
sation, stream of sensations, or external scene. This may take the form of
alternations or phase transitions between two interpretations of a picture,
as happens in bistable perceptions like the Necker cube and the vase/faces
silhouette picture.

Another form of perceptual rivalry is where two interpretations that are
in contradiction are maintained, creating an anomalous, energizing per-
cept that can be clarified by reasoning, but not banished. An example is the
Fraser illusion, where a perception of a twisted cord on a converging check-
erboard background seems to be that of a spiral, but closer investigation
reveals that the spirals are actually circles, in as much as a finger tracing
around the contours eventually returns to its starting point. Despite such
an investigation, which provides a cognitive explanation, the experience of
perceptive anomaly remains. A dynamic example of this is barber’s pole
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illusion, which shows apparent monotonic vertical motion that contradicts
recursive perception of the overall figure.

In the auditory domain, the best known case of illusion by contradiction
is the Shepard illusion (Risset, 1971; Shepard, 1964), in which the over-
tone distribution of a specially constructed tone is systematically altered to
create a repeating cycle of pitch at long time intervals, whereas all local
motions of overtones are uniformly ascending or descending. In this case,
the perception of smooth ascent or descent created by the motion of per-
ceived fundamental pitch is in contradiction or rivalry with the perception
of cyclic recurrence, creating the sense of perceptual anomaly. Again, it is
characteristic that analytical knowledge of the structure of how the effect is
achieved does not extinguish or even notably diminish the experience of
perceptual anomaly. Here as elsewhere, perceptual rivalry is an arousing
process, because it is based on a kind of cognitive dissonance, a contradic-
tion between interpretations.

Rivalry and multiplicity also exist in behavior, taking the form of several
different action options, which are prepared and retained in parallel for
action until one is chosen. This provides preparedness, and is common in
many situations, including speech and competitive sport. For example, in
tennis, simple choices about returning a ball down the line or cross court
may be held in motor memory before one is finally chosen for execution,
with the delay in choice used to adaptively ensure aptness and decrease
time given to the opponent to infer the choice (by reading body language).

Origins of Perceptual and Productive Rivalry

There are two views of the origins of perceptual and productive rivalry
(multiplicity) that are germane here. The first comes from neuroscience
and is that of functional brain organization. It is well known that neural
subsystems, notably audition and movement control, contain many pro-
cessing centers with partly overlapping functions. Cells and groups of cells
with specialist functions create multiple “views” of any stimulus. Likewise,
in production, the motor system is both hierarchical and heterarchical, cre-
ating multiple competing centers for control, some relatively more auto-
matic, some relatively more intentional. These rival centers compete and
cooperate to yield our experience and actions (Kandel, Schwartz, & Jessel,
2000). Evidently this perspective suggests that competition between differ-
ent brain regions may lead to perceptual and productive rivalry, with mini-
mal or no need for any supervising homunculus.

The second view comes from computer science and is agent-based. In
this view, complex systems like minds, internet communities, and percep-
tion/action systems arise most naturally from collections of autonomous,
yet partly interdependent, agents (Minsky, 1987). Speaking perceptually,
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the mind is seen to consist of a large range of agents, each tailored to one or
possibly more particular perceptions; these agents interact by competition
and collaboration, resulting in both conscious and unconscious percep-
tions. There are analogous agents for action, which are close to what have
traditionally been called schema. Such perceptual agents or schema may be
explicitly set in motion by other agents, or instigate due to signals provided
by the environment or other schema when their inputs reach certain thresh-
olds or relevance criteria. Agents may be created, maintained, edited, com-
bined, and deleted. Agents may exist to coordinate other agents. Accord-
ingly, the mind is a seething adaptive conglomeration of agents, and
perceptual/productive rivalry is an expression of agent rivalry. The utility
of this perspective has been supported by many models and simulations
(e.g., Arbib, Érdi, & Szentágothai, 1998; Ferber, 1999; Minsky, 1987).

The two views are complementary, in that the neurophysiological view
(supported by empirical anatomical work and positron emission tomogra-
phy and functional magnetic resonance imaging) supports agentlike local-
ization of function, and the pure functionality of conception of the com-
munity of agents view reminds us that agency need not neatly resolve into
nonoverlapping cortical regions to exhibit emergent properties.

Techniques of Perceptual Rivalry in Black Atlantic Music

Perceptual rivalry and multiplicity are established foundations of Afri-
can rhythmic design and take a number of forms. Examining West African
drum ensembles, Pressing (1983b) showed that the design of African
timelines can be simply and naturally derived from the group-theoretic prop-
erties of the appropriate cyclic groups (e.g., C12). This is based on the sym-
metries inherent in cyclic objects.

These time lines can be shown mathematically to “sample” the different
cyclic structures in the time cycle with maximal uniformity, making them
simultaneously maximally perceptually ambiguous and versatile (Pressing,
1983b). An isomorphism was found to exist between standard generative
mathematical processes on groups and the cognitive, emotional, and mo-
tor potentials of the resulting patterns. Further support for this notion is
shown in specific analysis of drum ensemble patterns by Pressing (1983a)
and can be observed in other published studies of drum patterns (e.g., Jones,
1959; Locke, 1979), wherein overlays or successions of different pulses are
apparent in the design.

Turning now from this specific African case to Black Atlantic rhythm in
general, we are in a position to examine the functionality of the various
techniques. The primary devices are taken to be syncopation, overlay, dis-
placement, off-beat phrasing, polyrhythm/polymeter, hocketing,
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heterophony, swing, speech-based rhythms, and call-and-response. Nearly
all of these have at their heart the establishment of perceptual multiplicity
or rivalry, which acts as either a message or a message enhancement tech-
nique (via increased engagement and focusing of attention), or both. The
causal path for the remaining devices is based on the music-language link.

The first eight techniques present clear effects of perceptual multiplicity,
and simple examples are given in Figure 2. Syncopation (Figure 2a) estab-
lishes a tension between the accent structure of the meter or underlying
beat and the accent structure of the syncopated line. The degree of synco-
pation indicates the degree of cognitive complexity or dissonance set up by
the pattern-ground relation. Pressing (1999b) has described a quantitative
procedure, based on Pressing and Lawrence (1993), to calculate cognitive
complexity of rhythmic patterns based on a categorical classification of
different types of syncopation on multiply perceived rhythmic strata. This
index of complexity is claimed to arbitrate stability of pattern production
under difficult (e.g., speeded) conditions and is supported by preliminary
experimental work (Williams & Pressing, 2001).

The overlay (Figure 2b) subverts the meter by temporarily establishing a
rival accent or phrase structure not congruent with the metrical structure,
before eventually returning to it. Overlays are of two types: in-time and
out-of-time, with the former retaining a common time unit between ground
and overlay, and the latter moving (normally for rather limited periods) in
complete independence from the ground meter, as in displays of vocal rubato.
The example given is an in-time overlay.

Displacement (Figure 2c) takes a motive and presents it at alternative
locations with respect to the meter or timeline, generating multiplicity of
phrasing. In jazz, this has been brought to a fine art by such artists as Duke
Ellington, Thelonious Monk, and Joe Henderson, in both improvisation
and composition.

 Many significant jazz singers such as James Scott and Betty Carter “drag”
entire phrases, inflecting notes as necessary to fit chord changes as they
reconstitute the durational structure of a melodic line.

A special subcase of this is what may be termed the “fake 1” technique.
This refers to the use of displacement to “turn the beat around” so that
some other point in the cycle appears to be the “1” (starting point). This
was achieved via consistent phrasing displacement over the course of a
chorus by bop master Charlie Parker, and by reversal of the usual positions
for the “oom-pah” left hand components by stride piano players like James
P. Johnson and Earl Hines. The effect also appears by shifting the standard
rock backbeat structure by one or two sixteenth notes in relation to the
harmonic elements, as performed by jazz-rock drummer Dave Weckl on
the CD Hard Wired (“Displace This”). Such examples have a psychologi-
cally disorienting effect on listeners, musicians and nonmusicians alike.
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Off-beat phrasing, the preponderance of off-beat starting and ending
points for phrases (Figure 2d), sets up persistent tension between the phrase
accents and the metrical accents. Polyrhythms (Figure 2e) set up tension by
introducing two (or possibly more) pulse streams of significant perceptual
viability. Hocketing (Figure 2f), traditionally associated with African xy-
lophone traditions, distributes a single line among two or more parts,
thereby creating interlocking syncopations that heighten the projection of
energy, since each part contains much more temporal variance of event

Fig. 2. Simple examples of African and African diasporic rhythmic devices. (a) syncopation,
(b) overlay, (c) displacement, (d) off-beat phrasing, (e) (4:3) polyrhythm, (f) hocketing, (g)
heterophony, and (h) notation suggestive of swing.
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location than the composite emergent line, which typically has little synco-
pation. Heterophony (Figure 2g) refers to the simultaneous presence of
multiple variations of the same line, as in gospel choir embellishments or
freer large jazz ensembles, for example John Coltrane’s Ascension (1965).
These concurrent variations are improvisational and can create secundal
dissonances that convert the single focal line into a fuzzy phenomenon of
perceptual multiplicity.

Swing is a phenomenon primarily confined to jazz, though aspects of it
are found in other genres and eras (e.g., the unequal durations of French
note inegale). The phenomenon has an extensive literature, some of which
is noted more for passions of belief than clarity, and our treatment will be
quite limited. Several aspects are central. First, swing represents an indi-
vidual approach to time and articulation, one that projects a view of move-
ment characteristics in time and emotional characteristics in pitch/time space.
Second, it is based on an unequal subdivision of the fundamental pulse,
with the ratio of durations varying systematically with tempo, perhaps ap-
proximating 2:1 onbeat:offbeat for slow groove tempos (MM = ca. 60–80)
for many players and styles, and varying toward less equality at slower
tempi and toward more at faster tempi, with values in the range 1.3–1.6:1
common in most tunes. It is possible—in fact normal—to selectively swing
a particular rhythmic level of a hierarchy; in swing jazz it is the 8th note,
but in jazz-rock beats the 8th note may be even while the 16th note is
swung.

Third, it is based on frequent accenting of off-beat positions located
between main pulses. Fourth, swing includes selective “pushing” of phrases
ahead and behind their metronomic position for expressive effect. Thus,
swing has much in common rhythmically with both groove and emphatic
speaking patterns and has much in common in terms of phrasing with nar-
rative.

Figure 2h gives notation of a blues phrase from which an experienced
jazz player will readily produce a certain kind of swing. The notation can-
not show the full range of effects, and in fact only the third aspect of swing
given above is explicit.

 Speech-based rhythms, as noted earlier, in genres varying from talking
blues to hip-hop, superimpose timings organized by oral articulatory pre-
dilections on a foundation structure that has divisive and metrical proper-
ties. As with overlays, these may exist in-time, merely adopting the accent
or tonal structures of speech, or out-of-time. They may draw on various
contexts for use of speech: solo, conversational, narrative.

Languages are also not uniform in their organization of prosody: En-
glish is largely a “stress-timed” language, whereas French is “syllable-timed”;
Yoruba is tonal and Pitjantjatjara is not. Hence language-specific effects
will affect the musical settings. Space precludes elaboration here.
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Ensemble Properties of Black Atlantic Rhythm

Some of the effects already discussed are ensemble techniques, notably
the groove itself, heterophony, and hocketing. Also widespread is call-and-
response, which refers to two repeating antiphonal phrases, the first (the
call) being answered by the response, which either copies the call, or comple-
ments it. In practice, when the response does not copy the call, the response
typically has an invariant form and involves several to many singers or
instruments, whereas the call is often solo and is more likely to feature
substantial variation and improvisation, for example, vocal melisma.

Call-and-response permeates African music, both vocal and instrumen-
tal. Instrumental compositions and improvisations by lead drummers are
often set up as the call to the support drums’ response (Arom, 1991;
Pantaleoni, 1972), so that lead drum phrases end at the point in the cycle
just before the response, even if they are more than one cycle in length. In
jazz, call and response is characteristic of classic big band sectional writing
(often reeds provide the call, brass the response). The ultimate source for
this process is not perceptual multiplicity, but conversational speech.

Many issues of ensemble timing are linked to form and pitch relations,
which are beyond the scope of this article. But two larger time frame issues
are notable. First, the narrative aspect of speech—the telling of a story—is
a widely adopted metaphor for how improvised solos can be effectively
paced, and this is hence another aspect of how speech contributes to jazz
rhythm (Berliner, 1994). Second, there exists an interesting tension between
Western-style linear counterpoint and the groove structures set up by bass
and drums in African-American music. It is in jazz (among the African
diasporic musics) that we find particularly skillful blending of these rather
opposed predilections. In early jazz, the trio front-line sections put a guid-
ing main melody in the hands of one instrument, typically the cornet, with
two other parts (typically clarinet, trombone) improvised in relation to it,
all of this above a highly patterned rhythm section. In later jazz, with the
rhythm section becoming generally more contrapuntal, and paraphrase fall-
ing from favor, this format became far less viable, yet contrapuntal tonal
approaches were apparent in the cool predilections of Lennie Tristano and
Gerry Mulligan, and in the hot polyphony of independent lines associated
with avant-garde traditions stemming from Free Jazz (e.g., Ornette Coleman,
Cecil Taylor, Anthony Braxton, late John Coltrane).

Creative Manipulations of Black Atlantic Rhythmic Traditions

Any set of standard musical devices can be combined, extended, ma-
nipulated, negated, generalized, or otherwise altered, in line with the ex-
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ploratory and creative nature of musical expression, and these develop-
ments, if successful, will inevitably be reified, as part of the process of cul-
tural accretions, to become new standard techniques, a process that can
recur repeatedly. The influence of such developments is typically closely
linked to their simplicity and potential for adaptation. An example of the
effective combination of displacement and polyrhythms has already been
noted in the caption to Figure 1.

Dean (1992) has given many examples of such extension processes in
post-1960 jazz, including, with respect to rhythm, a focus on nontradi-
tional meters (e.g., John McLaughlin, Don Ellis) and complex percussive
subdivisions (e.g., Tony Oxley, Elvin Jones). Here for reasons of concision,
I will confine examples to examining extensions to two techniques: the
overlay and polyrhythm.

The overlay technique has featured prominently in jazz of all eras and
has been particularly developed in modern jazz, notably in its two seminal
historical ensembles, the John Coltrane Quartet and the Miles Davis Quin-
tet (especially of Wayne Shorter vintage). In both these groups, the rhyth-
mic influence of specific pianists (McCoy Tyner and Herbie Hancock, re-
spectively)—supported by drummers such as Elvin Jones and Tony
Williams—was critical. Their most common uses of overlays were place-
ment of 2- or 4-cycle patterns over 3/4 meter and placement of 3/4 or 3/2
patterns over 4/4 meter. In the hands of these sophisticated groups, such
overlays might extend in the latter case over an 8- or even 16-bar phrase,
establishing a subsidiary metric feel to a degree sufficient to generate over-
lay cycle-based subdivisions with a quite distant relation to the main meter.
The end structural effect recalls layered subdivision techniques of late 13th
century French motets (e.g., those of Petrus de Cruce), but its generation,
by spontaneous subdivision within layered grooves, appears to be via a
quite distinct body-based psychological process.

Pianist Bill Evans was a master of the rhythmic overlay, particularly the
use of cycles of 3 overlaid over cycles of 4. For example, this is found in
extended fashion in later improvised sections of the solo piece Never Let
Me Go (Evans, 1968), and Dean (1992) points to his use of novel subdivi-
sions within overlays in the piece My Romance (Evans, 1961), where 3-
cycles are embedded within overlaid 3-cycles. Overlays of longer cycle
lengths are seen in compositions of Chick Corea (e.g., 5 beats in Inner
Space and Litha in Corea, 1968), and various works by Steve Coleman,
Horace Tapscott, Joe Henderson, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, and Andrew Hill.

Figure 3 shows two excerpts from the piece Lesser Trocanter (1981)
(Pressing, 1998c), built around cycles and overlays of length 5. There is a
single fastest note value of the 16th note, creating a cycle length of 20 = 5
beats of four 16ths each. Division of the cycle into 5 parts is emphasized by
the drum kit. Figure 3a shows the central time-line pattern, played on an
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African bell (gankogui) based on phrasing of the form (3 + 3 + 4)/8, creat-
ing a nearly equal division of the cycle into 3 parts. The accompanying
syncopated bass line consists of a 2-note rhythmic cell of duration five
16ths, which divides the cycle into 4 equal parts. Hence the cycle is divided
into 3, 4, and 5 parts simultaneously. Figure 3b shows the bass part in a
later section of the piece, which exhibits pitch and rhythmic cycles of dif-
ferent lengths in the same line. The pitch cycle, supported by phrasing (see
brackets in figure), defines a cycle of 15/16 which repeats 4 times in the 15-
beat main cycle (3 bars of 5/4). Rhythmically, the pattern defines the 4:5
polyrhythm of case (a), recurring three times in the 15-beat main cycle.

An even more novel use of polyrhythm is given in Figure 4, in the piece
Digestivo (1997) by Mark Dresser, a New York-based bassist and composer
(Dresser, 2002; Dresser & Helias, 2000). The bass line from bars 9 to 20 is the
area of focus here, as it forms the basis for improvisation. The chord structure
is that of a 4/4 twelve-bar blues in B�, and the piece breaks down into three 16-
beat phrases, as is customary. But the structure is, unusually, sequentially
multimetric and polyrhythmic, for while every bar has exactly four regular
bass notes, their polyrhythmic design creates walking bass lines at distantly
related tempi; the structure contains a sequence of metrical modulations be-
tween grooves at 5 different speeds, with pulses of duration 1, 3, 4, 5, or 6
sixteenth notes. The excerpt given is one of five such 12-bar structures used in
the improvisation section, the last of which uses double time feel. This case is

Fig. 3. Main bell pattern and two bass lines for Lesser Trocanter (1981) (Pressing, 1998c):
(a) a 5/4 cycle showing division into 4 exactly equal phrases (bass) and 3 approximately
equal phrases (African bell gankogui); (b) differing pitch and rhythmic cycles embedded in
a single bass line later in the piece.
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a highly extended example of linear polyrhythms within the same line, a rec-
ognized African tradition (e.g., Chernoff, 1981).

It is of course true that Black Atlantic rhythmic devices are far from the only
path to temporal multiplicity, for complex metrical modulations are endemic

Fig. 4. Digestivo (1997) (Dresser, 2002, reprinted with permission). The focus here is on the
innovative linear polyrhythmic designs of the bass line in bars 9–20.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikG1ogXYsJs&t=96s
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in the work of Elliot Carter, complex subdivided strata are found in the works
of Brian Ferneyhough, and polytempi and polyrhythms of unperformable com-
plexity are commonplace in the music of Conlon Nancarrow, to single out a
few cases of Western composers. The clearest psychological distinction be-
tween these musics and those of the African and African diasporic traditions is
the continued adherence to a relationship with the simple, direct experience of
groove in the latter, with, it may be argued, concomitant heightened power to
evoke emotion and affect in the nonspecialist.

Concluding Remarks

This article has detailed the generic properties of African and African
disaporic rhythm and claimed that their origin is linked to two phenom-
ena: (1) cognitive models of prediction and (2) speech. Groove or feel forms
a kinetic framework for reliable prediction of events and time pattern com-
munication, and its power is cemented by repetition and engendered move-
ment. Various characteristic rhythmic devices achieve their effects in rela-
tion to it. They do this by manipulating expectancy with techniques
producing perceptual rivalry and multiplicity, using direct temporal ma-
nipulations of musical materials, and by adopting structures shared with
speech, notably prosody, conversational interaction, and narrative. Percep-
tual rivalry creates arousal and has emotion-generating power, helping to
account for African and African diasporic rhythm’s effectiveness in engage-
ment in general and its capacity for facilitating impact in consciousness
alteration, communal ceremonies, social cohesion, communication of emo-
tional patterning, movement expression, and catharsis.

 Finally, it has been noted that, particularly in jazz and jazz-related forms,
extensions and creative adaptations of traditional African and African
diasporic rhythmic techniques are a natural consequence of a culture of ques-
tioning and reflection that encompasses both maintenance of historical refer-
ence and accommodation to innovation.2
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Introduction

Patterns are fundamental to all cognition.  Whether inferred from sensory input or constructed to guide
motor actions, they betray order:  some are simple, others are more complex.   Apparently, we can erect a
simplicity-complexity dimension along which such patterns may be placed or ranked.  Furthermore, we
may be able to place the sources of patterns—such things as mental models, neural modules, growth
processes, and learning techniques—along a parallel simplicity-complexity dimension.

Are there psychological forces pushing us along this dimension?  Seemingly so.  The drive to
simplify and regularize is seen in familiar Gestalt ideas of pattern goodness and Prägnanz, which hold in
many situations.  The drive towards complexity can be seen in the accretional processes of individual
development, or the incremental sophistication of many cultural behaviours such as systems of musical
design (e.g. musical harmonies in mid to late 19th century Europe), or new scientific methodologies (e.g.
increasing sophistication in brain imaging techniques).

Quite beyond this, the handling of complexity is a central issue in human skill and learning,
providing the drive to efficiency in resource-limited processes like memory, attention, or multi-tasking.  It
has parallel implications in systems engineering, organization management or adaptive neural network
design problems.  In these cases, complexity is something to be circumscribed by various information-
management strategies while functional performance specifications are maintained.  Yet another picture
of complexity is as an emergent property, one embodying sophisticated implicit order springing up as a
cumulative consequence of simple, typically iterative nonlinear processes operating in certain ranges of
their control parameters.  This is an approach derived from dynamical systems theory, and it has been
used to model phenomena as diverse as social interactions, development, perception, motor skills, and
brain organization, to say nothing of areas outside of psychology.

I aim here to examine the utility and reconcilability of these different aspects of the concept of
complexity.   This is to be done by examining some central questions:

What is complexity and how is it achieved?
How can complexity be measured?
What are the consequences of complexity for human behaviour?

In addressing these questions, it will be useful to primarily draw examples a single well-structured
domain, music.  However, the validity of the concerns is not limited to music.

What is  complexity and how is it achieved?

Complexity is multi-faceted.    One perspective on it might be called hierarchical complexity, which
refers to the existence of structure on several or many scales or levels.  These may be scales of space or
time, or levels within a domain-specific functional space.  The different structural levels may be
apparently autonomous, or causally related (the first case providing greater complexity).   Examples
include intricate sets of interrelated rules (e.g., medical diagnosis), or conflicting and partially
overlapping sets of case-based knowledge (e.g., legal precedents relevant to a particular case),
hierarchically ordered sensory stimuli (e.g., a visual array corresponding to looking at a tree) or
hierarchically ordered performance plans (e.g., a pianist's memory for a Chopin Polonaise).

Structural complexity is an important aspect of artistic design for three main reasons:  a) hierarchical
order increases the potential impact of the artistic statement by increasing the range of elements that can
be coherently included within it;  b) different hierarchical levels can vary in their complexity, so that
access via at least one level is possible regardless of the sophistication level of the receiver (listener or
performer); and c),  multiple levels of order increase the potential for repeated listening, since attention
can wander from level to level, defining a unique trajectory for each experience with the work.

Composers have exploited the potential for ambiguity or multiplicity of reference that hierarchical
complexity makes available.  In J. S. Bach's Die Kunst der Fuge, notes function as elements of linear
processes operating at different time scales, and are at the same time compatible with a vertically-oriented
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chordal progression process.  In many types of West African drum ensemble music, the organization of
time line patterns used to coordinate the ensemble has been shown to follow an anti-Gestalt basis,
intentionally promoting polymetric multiplicity of interpretation (Pressing, 1983).

Another slant on complexity focuses on time behaviour and change.  Systems that show a rich range
of behaviours over time, or adapt to unpredictable conditions, or monitor their own results in relation to a
reference source, or can anticipate changes in self or environment, we may take to be complex.   Examples
are adaptive filter systems, human artistic creation, improvisatory performance, or fluid intelligence in
general.  This might be called dynamic or adaptive complexity.

A third slant on complexity is provided by algorithmic information theory, which derives from an
idea originally suggested by Gregory Chaitin and Andrei Kolmogorov.  This generative complexity is the
length of the shortest program which can generate the object in question, when the program is written in
a universal programming language (C, LISP  or the coding of the universal Turing machine are three
examples).  It is known that the only (trivial) limitation is that coding lengths may differ between any two
universal languages by a characteristic constant.   This perspective has seen recent development as an
area of computer science known as information-based complexity, to which we now turn.

Information-based complexity

In this approach the starting point is a target problem that requires a solution.  Since solutions are
seldom exact, we are actually seeking an approximate solution to a problem within a certain tolerance ε .
According to the theory of information-based complexity, a problem is framed by specifying three things
(Traub, Wasilowski, & Wozniakowski, 1988):

•a problem formulation, which identifies relevant variables, what is to be approximated, and what
error criterion is to be used;

• relevant information, which is not simply a list of facts but also a description of what operations are
available to gain information from problem elements; and

• a model of computation, which says what operations are allowed and how much they cost (in terms
of time to process or number of operations or even monetary units).

Given this, complexity is defined as the minimal cost of computing an approximate solution to the
problem that has an associated error less than or equal to ε .  So instead of basing complexity on number
of structural levels or capacity for adaptation, here complexity is based on a minimum set of resources
(cost).

Notice that to complete this definition of complexity we have to specify how cost and error are
defined.  Cost in musical terms we can interpret in relation to cognitive and motor loading; error
tolerance will depend on contextual standards of evaluation.  In computer science, several significant
cases of error and cost settings are distinguished:  worst case, average case, or probabilistic.  These refer to
the operation of our system over a class of cases, and whether we respectively seek to minimize the worst
case error, the average case error, or the worst case error when we ignore certain classes of rare events
(Traub, Wasilowski, & Wozniakowski, 1988).  Cost may be further based on relative or absolute error.
Further distinctions are made on the basis of whether the process utilizes random information in
decision-making, and whether it is necessary to accommodate noisy (possibly erroneous) information.
Results are typically expressed in a function relating complexity to error tolerance ε  and other
parameters.

One particular interpretation of this approach is MDL, the Minimum Description Length Principle,
which can be seen as a principled version of Occam's razor (Zemel, 1995).  This principle states that
(Rissanen, 1989, cited in Zemel, 1995):

The best model to explain a set of data is the one minimizing the summed length (in bits) of:
1.  The description of the model, and
2.  The description of the data, when encoded with respect to the model.
The conception of complexity as computational cost also has the advantage that it can handle the

effects of previous learning, which may predispose memory-guided (possibly biased) parsing of input
and construction of output.  Formally the change only requires that the theory-defining costs be framed in
conditional terms:  what is the shortest program given a certain knowledge base and given a certain
production basis, with the cost of using elements from these bases set perhaps at much lower levels due
to developed automaticity of processing.

How relevant is this to musical complexity?   Although the dominant essence of music is not taken
to be problem-solving in any culture that I am aware of, the idea that composing or performing music
entails problem-solving activity that is subject to  aptitude, memory, training and attentional constraints is
widely acknowledged.  Thus, in musical terms we face such archetypical problems as

• exposure to a pattern via audition or notational display, with the task of perceptually coding it, 
 analyzing it, literally reproducing it, or producing a variant of it; or,

•creation of a new pattern that must be effective in a nominated context,
 where, in each case, we are allowed a certain tolerance of timing, pitch, timbre, etc.,  in our solution.
Solution details will be conditioned by previous learning, and the state of previous learning is assessable.
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How can complexity be measured?

If the concept of complexity is to have computational power, we must be able to measure it.
Complexity evaluation boils down to some central concerns, regardless of the type of complexity
involved.  And there is of course no need for the three types of complexity to be mutually exclusive.

With hierarchical complexity, we can begin by counting hierarchical levels.  Then we are left with
the problem of evaluating complexity of the individual levels, which may somehow be weighted to give a
global complexity.  The evaluation problem at each individual level is then nearly the same as when our
complexity is not differentiated into levels—as in some adaptive or generative cases.

To quantify the complexity on each scale/level requires some computational notion of order or the
sources of order.  Information theory, one well-developed attempt, bases information on entropy, giving
the highest information content to random noise, since any redundancy reduces information content
(Shannon, 1948).  This is known to be implausible with regard to human affairs, since psychological
engagement requires some amount of order—white noise in any sensory medium is boring.
Furthermore, information theory defines information in relation to the probabilities of all other inputs
that might have been encountered, and this is in general hard to specify, especially in ecologically realistic
circumstances.  A similar dilemma of context dogs the spin-off known as (psychological) coding theory,
where special purpose coding languages are required for each context.  This has been recently well
discussed by Chater (1996), to whom I refer the reader for details.

Another theoretical position, as described above, is to use a measure of the complexity of the process
generating the patterns.  In algorithmic information theory, this is the length of the program generating
the data and model.  A familiar approach in this same spirit is to characterize the complexity by the
number of free parameters needed to explain a substantial fraction of all the variance in the data. If we
boil the data down to N underlying factors or clusters or defining parameters then N can be an index of
complexity. We can weight the relative viability of various competing models by including penalties for
too many free parameters, as in the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion).

A fundamental problem here though is that all parameters are not created equal when it comes to
generating evident complexity.  Although under some circumstances it can be proved that numbers of
parameters alone provides a good estimate of complexity, as with neural networks (Amari, 1995), in the
general modelling context, one particular parameter may explain a very small percentage of the variance
in the data, another a very large percentage.  An even more worrisome bugaboo is of course nonlinearity.
Our apparently high dimensional white noise dominated data may in fact arise from a discrete iterative
nonlinear one dimensional system operating in a chaotic domain.

This problem can be approached by the use of nonlinear dynamical indicators of complexity. There
are many such indicators, but they may be broadly classed as either dimensional or entropic.  The
dimensional indicators include the correlation dimension D2 (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983) and its
various modifications D2i  (Farmer, Ott, and Yorke, 1983) and PD2i (Skinner, Goldberger, Mayer-Kress,
and Idekere, 1990). These suppose the system to be a nonlinear deterministic one, and attempt to find the
number of dimensions (which may be noninteger) characterizing the attractor in phase space that
describes the system's behaviour over time.  The correlation dimension has been linked with musical
timbre by Monro & Pressing (in press).  For psychological time series, which are typically short and
noisy, Gregson & Pressing (in press) have recommended D2i or PD2i as being more robust.

The entropic indicators look at the rate of loss of information over time of behaviour associated with
the attractor.  Approximate Entropy, Kolmogorov Entropy, and Lyapunov exponents are three such
indicators (Pincus, 1991; Schuster, 1995).  Discussion of the details of these indicators is outside the scope
of this article.  However, the presence of white or coloured noise sources in the data generating system
can limit the validity of these approaches.  Nevertheless, they are being refined to greater utility.  For
further discussion Gregson & Pressing (in press) and Abarbanel (1995) are recommended.

Two other approaches to complexity measurement are more pragmatic.  In the first we equate
pattern complexity with difficulty in learning.  Whether the learner is human, animal, or a computational
system like a neural network, we can examine time (or number of cases) required to learn a pattern (or
solve a problem) to a certain level of accuracy, and asymptotic accuracy level or cumulative number of
errors incurred during learning.  These must be counted as relative measures, and they may differ
depending on whether learning is shown by recognition or recall/production.  The main problem here is
trying to be certain whether we are predominantly measuring the complexity of the pattern to be learned
or the complexity of the resources of the learning system.

Finally, we may engage domain-specific experts to assess pattern complexity.  This allows the
assessment of patterns in either their intended (in music, notated) form or their realized (in music,
performed) form.  Yet high inter-rater reliability in domains like artistic expression can be difficult to
achieve.  My own experience in a pilot survey of expert musicians' ratings of complexity of musical
motives, done some years ago, confirmed that consensual judgment is difficult to achieve, apparently due
to an evaluative pluralism that reflects the pluralism of late 20th century musical languages and values.
In other areas like language or sport performance this may be less problematic.
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Sidebar 1:  Complexity and maximum likelihood

Before examining how humans handle complexity, it will be useful to illuminate two established yet
contrasting views on the nature of perceptual organization.   One theory, initially raised by Helmholtz
(1910/1962), is based on the likelihood principle:  sensory input is organized into the most probable event,
object or process consistent with the input.  The second theory, developed by Wertheimer and subsequent
Gestalt psychologists, is founded on the simplicity principle: sensory input is organized into the simplest
possible coding consistent with the input (Chater, 1996).  The simplicity principle is evidently very close
to Minimum Description Length principle.

Chater (1996) argues that the simplicity and maximum likelihood criteria are identical.  He submits
two proofs:  one using Shannon's information theory, and one using Kolmogorov's theory of complexity.
The first proof is limited in psychological application for the reasons described above, but the equivalence
proof based on Kolmogorov theory makes a stronger claim for our attention.

The equivalence between the two views is shown by straightforward mathematics, which I will not
review here, for the underlying idea is simple.  The essential point (Solomonoff, 1964) is that if events or
perceptual objects are generated or naturally describable by processes (e.g., programs), the optimal
description of such events is not best based on their own a priori equal likelihood, but on the a priori
relative likelihood of encountering programs (that is, coherent algorithmic processes) that generate such
events.  Clearly, short coherent programs are more likely to be randomly generated than longer ones.
Hence, likelihood of occurrence and simplicity of description form natural dual representations of the
same "selection" process.

This is a nice result, though its relevance for human experience is tempered by several
considerations, as raised by Chater (1996) himself.   First, the intrinsic computational approach takes no
account of the goals or interests or the class of potential actions which the perceiving agent may execute.
These may drive productive description into a form that is not the simplest representation.  Second,
organisms do not normally have time to find the simplest or most likely description, but must be content
with an approximate solution that is contextually sufficient given limited time and resources.   This
clearly accords with the perspective of algorithmic information theory given above.

These points are particularly relevant when we consider production tasks, and especially those
subject to stringent real-time constraints.  Music performance or sight-reading provides the classic
normative case.  At the time of performance, the performer has certain information structures (perceptual
schemata) and production structures (generalized motor programs, dynamical systems) available, and not
others, and these will critically shape organization of both input and output.  These will be used to
generate an effective solution, which may be far from the best.  The push towards simplicity is
conditional on the existing data and production structures.

For example, a pianist may produce an awkward fingering passage during sight-reading that later
study will allow to be replaced by a better, simpler, but rarer  fingering pattern that is much harder to
find in the space of possibilities, given normative fingering practices.  An example which readily comes to
mind is the first theme of the last movement of Beethoven's Appassionata, where an initially
counterintuitive but functionally more natural fingering of crossing the 4th right hand finger over the 3rd
in ascent in moving from Ab to C is recommended by some editors.  See Figure 1, measure 20.  Variants
of this motive permeate the movement, and this motor pattern can be

Figure 1: first theme, Mve 3, Sonata No. 23, Op. 57 By L. van Beethoven.

transferred widely because it does not entail thumb crossing and so is not limited by white/black
topography.  It is functionally more natural, hence expressively simpler, because it automatically
supports the phrasing of the melody, providing an accent on the C and tending to shorten the length of
the preceding Ab.  Initially more natural fingerings, those which previous normative training will tend to
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bring up, all tend to contradict the phrasing of the melody.  My own experience with this is that as a
student performer this "counterintuitive" recommendation felt unnatural and I persevered with different
normative fingerings, never reaching public performance standard.  When I returned to it many years
later, this fingering felt immediately appropriate and viable.

The point of this example is that due to performance traditions and habits of the hand, the
"counterintuitive" fingering is simpler and more effective, yet rare.   This suggests that this limitation on
the equation of maximum likelihood and simplicity cannot be patched up by the equating of conditional
likelihood with conditional simplicity.  The essential problem is that of encountering new situations, where
contextually effective simplicity can be very hard to find (rare).   This is not a minor concern, since this
must be a major component of fluid intelligence or creative action in performance and problem-solving.

Sidebar 2:  Complexity of musical patterns

To make the above considerations more concrete, let us take a test set of musical patterns and assess
their complexity.  Consider a set of musical patterns made up of conventionally distinct note events
defined as all the repeating patterns satisfying the following criterion:

  Members of the set of patterns consist of a repeating cycle of 4 units duration, with 2 tones (one 
A, one B) at any two positions of the 4-position cycle.

This yields the following 6 patterns,

Figure 2:  6 related repeating rhythmic patterns

plus 6 more with identical rhythmic structure but with reversed note order (AB rather than BA).  There is
no reason why note order will affect complexity of this pattern and hence it is sufficient to treat the 6
cases of Figure 2.

Note that, given perfectly literal and metronomic performance, as from a computer notation package
realization, or an idealized literal performer, and apart from an identified starting point, the aural results
from cases a, c, d, & f are identical (forming category 1), as are cases b & e (category 2).  Thus, if listeners
were asked to discriminate between the patterns within each category played by a literal performer or
such a software package, based on fade-in from zero volume of a looped recording (as done for example
in the classic pattern perception work of Garner (1974) or Handel & Todd (1981) —see Pressing, 1983 for a
music-related discussion) they would fail to distinguish members of the same category, as there would
simply be no information in the recording allowing them to do so.

If, in contrast, the recordings of the patterns were made by musicians, then we should find
differential evidence of distinct mental models (metrical frameworks) at work.  The evidence will be of
two kinds:  dynamics and timing.  Not only should mean and variance of dynamics and interonset
intervals of the two notes betray the distinct mental model, but so should the patterns of correlation
between these variables.  Although this experiment has not yet been done, this supposition is to be
expected on musical grounds, and on the basis of concordance with recent experimental work showing
that structural equation modelling (which analyzes the performance covariance matrix) can distinguish
between mental models used by musicians in patterns which have the same literal performance target
(for timing of 4:3 polyrhythms, Pressing, Summers & Magill, 1996;  for timing of certain African musical
patterns, Magill & Pressing, in press).

How do such distinctions reflect underlying complexity?  If we adopt the complexity-as-
computational-cost idea, then there are cognitive costs incurred in maintaining the metrical framework,
motor and cognitive costs in the physical production of the pattern, and cognitive costs in reconciling the
pattern's placement within the metrical framework.  Although there may well be interactive effects
between these three costs, if we assume separability of costs as a starting approximation, then all 6
patterns will have the same framework cost CF, and all patterns within each category will have the same
production cost, CP1 or CP2, for categories 1 and 2 respectively.  The residual differences are due to the
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pattern-framework reconciliation cost CR, and if we consider that for slow to moderate tempos CP1 and
CP2 are not likely to be very different (CP1 somewhat greater, to be sure), then the dominant effect on
complexity in production will be via reconciliation cost CR.

Pattern-framework reconciliation corresponds in musical terms to the handling of syncopation.  For
the purposes here I will use the ideas of syncopation-generated cognitive cost found in the autonotation
software package Transcribe, developed by Jeff Pressing, Xudong Cao, and Peter Lawrence  (Pressing &
Lawrence, 1993) for the Macintosh computer, and available from the author.  Transcribe takes MIDI or
audio input and produces a cognitively optimal musical notation.  The package distinguishes 5 types of
syncopation, which are ordered to provide an implicit measure of cognitive cost.  Cost is specified at each
meaningful level of pulse;  in this case that comprises the 8th-note level, divided in 2 parts, and the
quarter-note level, divided into 2 or 4 parts.  Five syncopation types can occur, and they are, in order of
increasing cognitive cost: filled (note at each of the four 16th-note positions or two 8th-note positions, e.g.,
pattern b,  quarter-note level), run (note in first position followed by a run of others, e.g. pattern a  at
quarter-note level), upbeat (note in first position plus one or more consecutive pickup(s) to first position
note, e.g. pattern c at quarter-note level), subbeat (this type cannot occur in a cycle of length 4), and (fully)
syncopated (starting and ending on off-beats, e.g. pattern d at quarter-note level, pattern e at both quarter-
note and 8th-note levels).  In addition, a null case occurs when there is no subdivision of the given level—
that is, if the time window has no notes or only a single on-beat note.

To calculate pattern complexity due to reconciliation, the following procedure may be used.   We
assign to each syncopation type the following weights (ranks):  null, 0;  filled, 1;  run, 2; upbeat, 3; subbeat, 4;
and (fully) syncopated, 5.  Then we calculate the pattern complexity as the sum of the complexity ranks at
the quarter note level and the average of the complexity ranks of the two eight-note windows making up
the pattern.  This yields

Pattern
Quarter note

syncopation (weight)
Eighth note

syncopations (weights)
Pattern

complexity

a run (2) filled (1), null (0) 2.5
b filled (1) null (0), null(0) 1.0
c upbeat (3) null(0), upbeat (3) 4.5
d sync (5) upbeat (3), null (0) 6.5
e sync (5) sync (5), sync (5) 10.0
f sync (5) null (0), filled (1) 5.5

Table 1.  Computed complexities of the six patterns of Figure 2.

Hence the ranking of complexity of the patterns would be, in increasing order, b, a, c, f, d, e, which is
in accord with standard musical judgment.  This complexity ranking allows us to make predictions about
stability of these patterns and the likelihood of transitions occurring between them under conditions of
speeded or otherwise stressed performance, using the simple reasoning advanced by Pressing (1995):
more complex patterns will be less stable than simpler patterns, and spontaneous transitions between
patterns due to skill limitations will always move in the direction of reducing complexity.   Thus, we
predict stability will increase with pattern type in the order  e, d, f, c, a, b, and that spontaneous transitions
will always be from left to right in this list.  If we further assume that skilled performers can readily
distinguish category 1 patterns from category 2 patterns cue to their very different motor demands, then
spontaneous transitions should be dominantly intracategory, of the form   e → b  and

    d → ( f ,a, c), f → (a,c),a → c .  These are exactly the kinds of common errors found in performing
these patterns, a fact especially notable in West African drum ensemble music, where repeating patterns
of these kind are widespread.  (This also appears to be the case in other repertoires where these kinds of
figures occur, as in the inner (e.g., viola) parts in some of Johannes Brahms' symphonic works.)

In performance, experienced musicians soon become aware of such pattern errors, and will correct,
if possible, back to the target rhythm.  This shows that intentional transitions can move in the opposite
direction in our pattern ranking, acting to increase complexity.  Over the course of an extended learning
trial, the performer may repeatedly get trapped in a spontaneous phase transition to a less complex
version of the pattern, recognize the error, and then correct it either by direct phase adjustment (speeding
up or slowing down until alignment is reached), or by stopping and then restarting after mentally
realigning to the beat.

What are the consequences of complexity for human behaviour?

Space constraints prevent saying very much about this topic here.  Evidently though, complexity is
dealt with by humans by the development of automatic routines, information bases and heuristics (for
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interpretation, decision-making, action, etc.) that both circumvent the impact of normal limitations in
memory, attention, and control, as described by classical formulations of skill learning (e.g. Fitts, 1964;
Rasmussen, 1986), and extend the hierarchy governing the task to deeper and richer levels, building
expertise.   When complexity overwhelms the system's capacity, performance breaks down by faltering,
stopping, or by substitution of a simpler behaviour that typically still retains some contextual fit, as we
saw above in the musical pattern example.  Adaptive practice reduces the likelihood of breakdown, and
promotes rapid recovery to contextually apt behaviour.

Conclusion

I have tried here to sketch the potentials and pitfalls of evaluating pattern complexity and using this
to predict behavioural consequences.  The domain of music has provided the foundation for the
examples, even though the approach is by no means limited to the acoustic domain.  The results are in
encouraging accord with musical knowledge of performance practice, and they suggest that more
systematic experimental investigations be performed.
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Cognitive Models of Music Psychology and the 
Lateralisation of Musical Function Within the Brain 

Sarah J. Wilson, Jeff Pressing, Roger J. Wales, and Phillipa Pattison 
The University ofMelbourne 

In this study, a computer-based musical composition task was used to access higher order musical represen- 
tations of adult nonmusicians, and patients having undergone left- or right-sided anterior temporal lobec- 
tomy (ATL). Compositions were rated according to the main features of cognitive structuralist models of 
pitch, tonality, rhythm, and phrase structure (musical grouping), as well as in terms of their nontonal 
complexity. The results showed that all participants created compositions that contained features typical of 
Western tonal music. The a priori music-theoretical structure of the cognitive models, however, was not 
reflected in the data. Laterality effects were observed for the left and right ATL patients in comparison to the 
adult nonmusicians. Left ATL patients showed less use of tonal features in their compositions, whilst right 
ATL patients placed less emphasis on phrase structure and melodic contour. The right ATL patients also 
showed impaired melodic discrimination in comparison to the normal controls. 

ognitive models of music typically have relied on two C fundamental assumptions. The first is that a direct 
mapping exists between theoretical structures of music and a 
listener’s internal cognitive representation. In this way, histori- 
cally and analytically derived concepts of Western music 
theorists provide researchers with implicit cognitive theories 
that can be tested using experimental paradigms (Krumhansl, 
1990). Secondly, different parameters of musical structure, 
such as pitch or rhythm, are considered to be processed by 
relatively independent, specialised psychological mechanisms 
@aramerric separatism; Clarke, 1989). As auditory infoma- 
tion is processed, individual parameters are accumulated and 
integrated into successively more abstract representations. 
Higher levels of representation capture, therefore, higher order 
features of the music (Clarke, 1989); a stance which is readily 
compatible with the theories of Heinrich Schenker (Forte & 
Gilbert, 1982). 

This “bottom up” approach to music cognition can be clearly 
demonstrated for the parameter of pitch (Figure 1). At each 
level of auditory processing, the psychological correlates of 
pitch are shown, as based on dominant theories within the 
field. Basic neural correlates have also been included, to 
broadly link these two domains. Although pitch processing 
involves both feedback and feedforward pathways, research 
within the field has focused on the construction of higher 
order, hierarchical representations of pitch. Purely musical 
analysis has typically proceeded in the same direction. 

Neuropsychological research on musical functioning has 
also assumed parametric separatism. In general, nonmusicians 
have shown preferential processing of pitch, timbre, musical 
chords, and melodic sequences by the right temporal lobe 
(Wilson, 1996). Zatorre found that primary auditory cortex 
contributes to early stages of perceptual processing, including 
pitch, duration, intensity, and spatial location, with a central 
pitch processor existing within right Heschl’s gyri (Zatorre, 
1988; Zatorre, Evans, & Meyer, 1994). Associative auditory 
cortex engages in more complex feature extraction, with 
systems on the right specialised to extract features relevant to 
melodic and timbral discrimination, including invariant pitch- 

interval relationships, and the spectral characteristics of pitch 
and timbre (Samson & Zatorre, 1988; Zatorre et al., 1994). 

In contrast, Peretz adopted the broad framework of auditory 
agnosia to examine disorders of music cognition (Peretz, 
1993a; Peretz et al., 1994). She has developed a taxonomy of 
cortical auditory disorders, based on dissociations of function 
in brain-damaged patients (see Wilson & Pressing, in press). In 
line with traditional amusia research (Benton, 1980; Henson, 
1985; Wertheim, 1969). she found that different components of 
musical function are differentially lateralised and localised 
within the left and right cerebral hemispheres of the brain 
(Wilson, 1996). 

In the case of melodic processing, a hierarchical contribution 
of the cerebral hemispheres has been proposed (Liegeois- 
Chauvel, Peretz, Babai, Laguitton, & Chauvel, 1998; Peretz, 
1990). The right hemisphere primarily processes the global 
contour of the melody, whilst the left hemisphere encodes 
local, intervalic structure (Figure 1). Similarly for rhythm, 
Peretz and Morais (1993) suggested that the right hemisphere 
may be involved in metric organisation, whilst the left 
hemisphere encodes rhythmic grouping, although more recent 
research has not supported this claim (Likgeois-Chauvel et al., 
1998). As yet, tonal encoding of musical stimuli has not been 
reliably lateralised (Peretz & Morais, 1993; Wilson, 1996). 

Within the neuropsychological domain, no study has simul- 
taneously examined the broad range of components of models 
of  music cognition in relation to cerebral lateralisation. 
Furthermore, neuropsychological research has predominantly 
used lower order perceptual and cognitive processing tasks, 
leaving higher order features of the hierarchical models within 
the theoretical domain (Wilson, 1996). This study aimed to 
address both of these issues using a new musical composition 
task that allowed access to these multiple representations in 
patients with left- or right-sided brain damage. 

Composition requires complex mental manipulations of 
musical  information, engaging higher order  cognitive 
processes. We chose a task that required no previous musical 
training, involving a musical composition computer program 
that has been used by children as young as 6 years (Wilson & 
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LEVEL OF PROCESSING PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATE 

Sensat ion Continuously variable frequencies 

JI 
Perception Discrete pitches 

(e.g. Bregman, 1990) 

Cogni t ion  

JI 
Construction of pitch structures, 
such as melodic configurations, 

& scalar and  harmonic frameworks 
(e.g. Deutsch & Feroe, 1981; Lerdahl, 1988) 

JI 
Significance of pitch events derived 

within the  context of a tonal framework 
(e.g. Shepard, 1982; Krumhansl, 1990) 

JI 
Long range structural relations 

(e.g. Lerdahl k Jackendoff, 1983) 
Figure I 
Auditory processing of the parameter of musical pitch. 

Wales, 1995). This program allows untrained individuals to 
create music by manipulating its formal symbols on a 
computer screen, and to monitor the outcome via a playback 
mechanism. The interactive medium enables, therefore, the 
musical thinking of novices to be examined, without the 
constraints of an imprecise notation, or an inconsistent perfor- 
mance (Scripp, Meyaard, & Davidson, 1988). 

Previous use of this task with a large group of musically 
untrained children ranging in age from 6 to 10 years revealed 
that many of them were able to internally represent formal 
structures of music. Their novel compositions supported repre- 
sentations of melodic contour, tonality, rhythmic pattern, and 
meter. Furthermore, the complexity of these features generally 
increased with age (Wilson & Wales, 1995). 

The task has not been previously used with a group of adult 
nonmusicians or brain-damaged patients. It was selected for 
this study because it provided a systematic and detailed means 
of examining the musical representations of participants, 
through an analysis of the content of their novel compositions. 
In this way, the presence of predicted features of cognitive 
models of music psychology could be compared in normal 
adults and those with left- or right-sided brain damage. 

METHODS 
Participants 
Thirty-four patients undergoing post-operative evaluation of 
anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL) for temporal lobe epilepsy 
were sequentially sampled from the Comprehensive Epilepsy 
Program (CEP) at the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 
Melbourne. Pilot testing was performed on the first 3 patients 
to ensure that the experimental tasks could be adequately 
performed. The remaining 3 1 patients formed the experimental 
group. Of this group, 2 were taking psychiatric medication at 
the time of testing, 1 had a psychiatric history, and 3 were 

NEURAL CORRELATE 

Hair cells of the inner ear 

Peripheral auditory pathways 
(e.g. Handel, 1989) 

‘and Primary auditory cortex 
(e.g. right Heschl’s gyri; Zatorre, 1988) 

JI 
Associative auditory cortex 

- Right temporal specialisation 
(e.g. Zatorre et al., 1994) 

OR 
- Bilateral representation 

(e.g. Peretz, 1990; Li6geois-Chauvel et al., 1998) 

JI 
No consistent lateralisation or 

localisation effects 
(e.g. Peretz & Morais, 1993) 

JI 
No empirical research 

found to have lesions in other areas of the brain, and hence 
were excluded from the study. This left a total of 1 I right ATL 
(RATL) and 14 left ATL (LATL) patients. 

Methods of localising the pre-operative seizure focus, and 
the surgical technique used within the CEP have been previ- 
ously described in detail (Wilson, 1996). The left and right 
ATL groups were matched according to the number of years 
for which patients had seizures prior to surgery, the number of 
patients who had experienced post-operative seizures, those on 
mono- versus polypharmacotherapy, and the time of testing 
after operation (Wilson, 1996). The ATL sample was 
compared to a group of 16 right-handed, neurologically normal 
controls who were drawn from nonmedical general hospital 
staff and community-dwelling volunteers. The first normal 
control was included in the pilot testing, leaving 15 normal 
controls for experimental comparison. None of these partici- 
pants had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. 

The normal control (NC) and ATL groups were matched for 
a range of demographic variables, including sex, age, country 
of birth, occupation, and marital status. Right-sided laterality 
(handedness and footedness) was assessed using the Laterality 
Scale, revealing no difference between the three groups 
(Wilson, 1996). The possibility of bilateral or right- 
hemispheric language representation had been ruled out in 
patients through the administration of a pre-operative Wada, 
where considered necessary in the CEP. This was required for 
two patients undergoing RATL and two undergoing LATL. 
Full scale IQ (FSIQ) and auditory-verbal immediate memory 
span fell within the normal range for all three groups (Wilson, 
1996). The participants were essentially musically untrained. 
There were no differences between the three groups on the 
Assessment of hemorbid Musical Capacity Scale (Barbizet, 
1979), or the scale of Past Musical Experience, as developed 
by the first-named author (Wilson. 1996). Table 1 provides a 
summary of these data. 
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35.2 (k9.8) 

(20.346.8) 
8.6 (2  I .O) 
(6.0-9.0) 

99.6 (f14.8) 
(80-128) 

(5 -8)  
3.0 (+I .2) 

(2-5) 
I .2 (2 I .5)  

7.0 (+ I .O) 

4 J P J N  

36.7 (+ 13.5) 
(20.5-6 I .9) 
8.4 (+ 1.2) 
(5.0-9.0) 

99.8 (It 13.9) 

(79- I 25) 
6.8 ( + I  .2) 

(4-8) 

(1-6) 

2.9 ( + I  .4) 

1.4 (kl.7) 

J P J N  
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Table I 
General Characteristics of the Participants 

Characteristic RATL' group (n = I I )  LATLb group (n = 14) NC' group (n = IS) 
34.5 (28.5) 

(24.0-56.0) 
8.9 (f0.5) 

11.0 (k10.1) 

(85-121) 
7.4 (fl.1) 

(5-9) 

(0 -5)  

(range) (0-5) (0-5) (0 -5)  

(7.0-9.0) 

2.4 (k I .2) 

I .9 (+ I .6) 

Note. Values represent means (5 standard deviations) and range. 
Right anterior temporal lobectomy. Left anterior temporal lobcctorny. ' Normal control. Score out of 9. measured using the Laterality Scale (Wilson, 

1996). Full Scale IQ, estimated from Reynolds' Shon Form (Reynolds. Willson, 81 Clark, 1983). 'Auditory-verbal immediate memory span, measured 
using forward span of the Digit Span subtest of the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1981). Score out of 7, measured using the Assessment offremorbid Musicol 
Capocity Scale (Barbizec 1978). Score out of 6. measured using the Scale of Post Musical Experience (Wilson, 1996). 

The Melodic Tasks 

A. Recognition of a familiar tune 

- Advance Australia Fair (national anthem) 

8. Singing a familiar tune 
-Jingle Bells (without words) 

C. Discrimination of unfamiliar tunes 
- use of a sametdifferent discrimination task 

First melodic pair: 

I I 1  I I  I l l  I 
I A 1 1 1  I I 1 1 1  I I I 
I I 1 

d 4 i d +  4 P 4 

Second melodic pair: 

D. Singing an unfamiliar tune 
- reproduction of a novel tune upon hearing it twice: 

Figure 2 
The melodic and rhythmic tasks (Wilson. 1996). 

Procedure 
Each participant was required to complete approximately half 
an hour of individual musical testing in a quiet area. This 
included some brief lower level cognitive musical tasks as well 
as the computer composition task. The lower level tasks 
involved the recognition, discrimination, and reproduction of 
melodic and rhythmic stimuli, as depicted in Figure 2. These 
were played to participants and their responses recorded on a 

The Rhythmic Tusks 

A. Recognition of a familiar rhythm 
-Happy Birthday to You 

B.  Tapping a familiar rhythm 
- God Save the Queen (former national anthem) 

OR -Row Row Row Your Boat (2nd option only) 

C. Discrimination of unfamiliar rhythms 
- use of a same/different discrimination task 

First rhvthmic vair: 

Second rhythmic pnir: 

W I -  

D. Tapping an unfamiliar rhythm 
- reproduction of a n o v e l  rhythm upon hearing it  twice: .. 

cassette tape deck. The melodic and rhythmic stimuli were 
designed to provide a basic determination of the participants' 
pitch and rhythmic abilities, since the composition task 
required the use of both. They also provided a link between 
this study and previous neuropsychological research. The 
melodic and rhythmic tasks were presented separately in 
counterbalanced order either side of the composition task, and 
took approximately 5 minutes each to complete. 
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1 r & File Edit Options Windows Instruments Uariations 

D l  I 
Note. The G major scale has been composed using the program to illustrate the appearance of notes once they 

have been placed upon the musical staff. 
Figure 3 
Visual presentation of the computer screen for Music Works (version 0.42. 1984; see Wilson, 1996). 

The composition task was performed on a Macintosh Classic 
computer using Music Works software (version 0.42). This 
presented two musical staves (using treble and bass clefs) to 
the user, on which notes of varying pitch and rhythmic value 
could be placed (Figure 3). Participants selected a desired note 
duration from a palette directly above the staves, using a 
mouse attached to the computer. They then placed the note on 
the staff at a desired pitch by positioning it with the mouse. 
The composition could be heard at any time by selecting the 
“play” button positioned in the top right-hand comer of the 
screen. The playback sound was produced via the built-in, 8- 
bit audio chip of the Macintosh. Undesired notes could be 
deleted through the use of an “eraser”, positioned in the left- 
hand comer of the note palette (see Figure 3; Wilson, 1996). 

Prior to beginning the composition task, participants were 
given a simple explanation and demonstration on how to use 
Music Works. They were then asked to render a well known 
tune (“Jingle Bells”), familiarising them with the symbols on 
the computer screen and the related sound of the composition. 
Following this, the participants were asked to create an origi- 
nal composition in any style, not reproducing previous tunes 
familiar to them. A minimum of 15 minutes was allocated for 
the completion of both of the compositions. 

The Music Works program also allowed its user to alter the 
key, meter, and tempo of a composition as well as the timbre 
and volume of the playback sound. Four separate parts could be 
created within one composition, symbolised by the letters A 
through to D on the computer screen adjacent to the palette 
(Figure 3). Additional features of the program, such as these, 
were shown to participants only when requested as they 
performed the task (see Wilson, 1996 for more details). Default 
settings included the key of C major, simple quadruple meter, 
an “organ” monotimbral output, and Part A for compositions 
with only one part. The volume and tempo also remained 
constant unless adjusted on the computer screen (see Figure 3). 

Data Coding 
Specific details of the scoring procedures for the melodic and 
rhythmic tasks and the composition task have been appended to 
this paper (Appendixes 1-5) or can be found on the web site 
accompanying this special issue. For the melodic and rhythmic 
tasks, the performance of each participant was rated by the first- 
named author. who was blind to group membership at the time 
of rating. For the purpose of inter-rater reliability, a representa- 
tive subset (n = 20) of the participants’ singing and tapping 
performances was co-rated by an independent expert musician. 
The results showed that the rating criteria provided a reliable 
means of assessing participant productions (see web site). 

Both qualitative and quantitative scoring procedures were 
used to assess the composition task. The qualitative procedures 
measured the participants’ general approach to the task, 
observed by the first-named author whilst participants were 
composing (see web site). The quantitative analysis of the 
composition task differed for the familiar tune (Jingle Bells) 
and the original compositions. Renditions of the familiar tune 
were scored for their degree of accuracy to the target tune, in 
terms of pitch and rhythmic content, and overall structure. 
Three 10-point indices were developed to assess these areas 
(see web site). 

The original composition task was used to assess the degree 
to which music spontaneously generated by untrained partici- 
pants contained features typical of Western tonal music. This 
provided a test of cognitive models of music psychology, in 
describing internal representations of music by nonmusicians. 
Several recent reviews were used to identify cognitive models 
having the most significant impact on the field (Cross, West, 
& Howell, 1991; Dowling, 1991; Sloboda, 1992). These 
primarily invoked the constructs of the tonal and metrical 
hierarchies. Four 10-point indices were developed a priori to 
reflect the main features of these hierarchies, including pitch, 
tonality, rhythm, and phrase structure (musical grouping). A 
fifth index was designed to assess the use of complex, sophisti- 
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Table 2 
Inter-rater Reliability of the Indices of Jingle Bells and the 
Original Compositions 

Pearson coefficient (r) 

Jingle Bells compositions 
Index I :  Pitch 

Index 2 Time and rhythm 

Index 3: Grouping' 

Original compositions 
Index A: Centricity 

Index 6: Scale-oriented tonality 

index C Rhythmicity 

Index D Phrase structure 

Index E: Complexity 

0.99- 

0.84- 

0.93- 

0.88- 

0.88- 

0.5 I* 

0.73- 
0.85- 

Note The lowest value was obtained for Index C: Rhythmicity of the 
original compositions. Scrutiny of the dam revealed one highly discordant 
rating largely pertaining to the subjective judgement of pulse within the 
composition. Removal of this case increased the Pearson correlation 
coefficient to a more acceptable level (r = 0.66. p 
'The Spearman tank correlation was used to calculate th is  value as the 
scores were not normally distributed. 

0.0 I ). 

* p <  o.os.**p< 0.01. 

cated musical features independent of Western tonal music. 
These five indices are shown in Appendices 1-5 respectively. 

Both the familiar and original compositions were rated by the 
first-named author, who was blind to group membership at the 
time of rating. For the purpose of inter-rater reliability, a repre- 
sentative subset of 40 compositions (20 Jingle Bells, 20 origi- 
nal) was sampled across the three groups (6 RATL, 7 LATL, 7 
NC) and randomly presented to an independent, expert 
musician. Total scores on each of the indices were cornelated 
across the two raters. Significant, positive correlations were 
observed for all of the indices (refer to Table 2). supporting 
their use as reliable measures of the composition task. 

RESULTS 
The Original Composition Task 
Index A: Centricity. Ninety-five per cent (95%) of the original 
compositions were judged to contain a centre note around 
which the melody moved. This note was repeated at least twice 
every seven notes in 48% of the compositions, whilst its 
duration accounted for at least 30% of the total duration in 
53% of the compositions. Over half (55%) of the participants 
used the centre note to begin their compositions, whilst fewer 
used it to end (33%) or begin and end (25%) the compositions. 
Subjectively, the strength of centricity was rated to be high in 
28% of cases. Figure 4 contains an example of a composition 
receiving a maximum centricity score. 

Index B: Scale-oriented tonality. Ninety-eight per cent (98%) 
of the participants' attempts were judged to be composed 
within a major or minor diatonic key, with the centre note 
deemed to be the tonic in approximately half of these cases 
(45%). Tonal scale passages and use of the second or third 
scale note to approach the tonic were the most frequently used 
musical features (63%), followed by use of tonic arpeggiation 
(40%), resolution of the seventh scale note onto the tonic 
(35%), and use of the tonic octave (30%). The tritone was 
infrequently used by all participants (lo%), with evidence of a 
floor effect in the data. Fifty-eight per cent (58%)  of the 
compositions were judged to contain a strong sense of tonality, 
as illustrated by the composition in Figure 5. 

I 
Smn on Index A - Ccnhiot): 

Score 

AI: Centre note strength 2 (cu\1.r "Ole I Fl 
A2: Repetition of the centre note 2 (6 /14 -0443%)  

Ax Duration of the centre note 2 (4.7S/1315-03;36%) 
Ac Composition bgim on the centre note 
h: Campsition ends on the centre note 

1 
1 
1 As Composition begins and ends 

on the centre ncte 

Note. An idmticd .con w u  i n d r p d m l l y  award4 by the cc-raler for h i s  c m p a i t i a .  

Figure 4 
A n  original composition receiving a maximum score on Index 
A Centricity (Wilson, 1996). 

Anori@nalcomposilionaeatrd by. normal control: 

I I I I I 1 

3 L 
- I  , , L  I I I ]  
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Smm on Index B - SEaltOriented Tonality: 

81: Tonal key strength 

Bz: Use OF the toruc as the centre note 

Bj: Use of the tonic &ve 

B1: Use of the bitone 
65: Use of tonic -ation 

B% Resolution of the seventh onto the tonic 

B& Use of the semnd or third to approach the tonic 

86: Use Of t o l d  Scale P-geS 

Figure 5 
An original Composition receiving a high score on Index B 
Scale-oriented tonality (Wilson, 1996). 

Index C: Rhythmicity. Ninety-five per cent (95%) of the 
participants created compositions that contained a sense of 
pulse. This was judged to be easily felt (strong pulse) in 78% 
of cases. Seventy-eight per cent (78%) of the compositions 
also contained a sense of meter. This was considered strong in 
43% of cases, with notes more frequently falling on strong or 
medium beats in over half of the bars of these compositions 
(see Appendix 3). Rhythmically coherent patterns were used in 
88% of the compositions, with six cases occurring in the 
absence of pulse or meter. A strong coherence between pulse, 
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meter, and rhythmic pattern was observed in 58% of cases, as 
indicated by a high score on the coherence measure. Syncopa- 
tion and the anacrusis were least used by the participants, 
occurring in 38% and 30% of cases respectively. Figure 6 
contains an example of a composition receiving a maximum 
rhythmicity score. 

Anoriginal mrnposition mated by. normal conhob 

I I )  I I I 

SEorconlnduC.Rhythmicily: 
S C O W  

Ci: Strength of a 'felt' pulse 2 

C2: Strength of meter 2 (W9-1.44) 

Cs Coherence of rhyihnuc pattern 2 
CF Use of Iyncopahon 1 

C5: Use of an a n a m m s  1 ( m s d  Or 2nd phrase, b u  3) 

Note .  Th total YM was mulhpLd by a ladm d 1.125, pduaw a m e  ol9 p-b 

Figure 6 
An original cornposition receiving a maximum score on Index 
C: Rhythmicity (Wilson. 1996). 

Anori(lin.l mmpoaitioncnatad bya normalcontrol: 

I 
I I I I 

%on on Index D - Phraae Stnrcturr: 

D1' Strength of phrase structure 

Dz. Use of phrase symmetry 

Dg Use of tonal phrase mdmgs 
DF Use of m e l d c  repwon 
Dg. Use of mslodc vanation 
D6. Use Of rhythDUC mphhOn 

DT Use of rhythMc vanstion 
Dg Use of ~ONC closure 

scorr 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 [b-9-12) 
1 
1 (phraselP3.284) 

1 

Figure 7 
An original composition receiving a maximum score on Index 
D: Phase structure (Wilson, 1996). 

Index D: Phrase structure. Eighty-five per cent (85%) of the 
original compositions were judged to contain phrase structure, 
considered strong in 60% of cases. Tonal phrase endings 
(68%) and melodic variation (48%) were the most frequently 
used structural features, followed by melodic repetition (38%), 
tonic closure (38%), use of phrase symmetry (33%), and rhyth- 
mic repetition (30%). Rhythmic variation was the least used, 
occurring in only 23% of cases. Figure 7 contains an example 
of a composition receiving a maximum score for Index D. 
Index E: Complexi@ Ninety per cent (90%) of the composi- 
tions comprised 10 bars or less. Eighty per cent (80%) showed 
a pitch range greater than five notes, with contour inversion 
used in 73% of cases. Use of differing note durations (rhyth- 
mic range > 3) occurred less frequently, evident in 50% of the 
compositions. Very little use was made of the remaining 
features of complexity, such as accidentals not signifying a 
tonal key (20%), or the use of more than one compositional 
part (13%). Only 5 of the patients attempted to create a 
composition with two or more parts and, in each case, inspec- 
tion of the data revealed that the additional parts were primar- 
ily for the purpose of harmonic accompaniment. Use of more 
than one meter (multimeter) also occurred infrequently (5%). 
showing clear evidence of a floor effect in the data. Figure 8 
contains an example of one of the few compositions receiving 
a high score on this index, with no composition obtaining the 
maximum score. 

Statistical coherence of the indices. Correlations between the 
individual criteria of each index were examined using 
Goodman and Kruskal's gamma. Individual criteria were also 
correlated with their total index score using Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients. Index A displayed the greatest coher- 
ence of all of the indices, but small correlations were still 
noted for some of these criteria. In contrast, Index E was the 
most heterogeneous, showing only one strong positive correla- 
tion between the  criteria. Negat ive correlations were 
frequently observed, best exemplified by Index B, where use 

%ore on Index E - Complmly 

Ei: Lmgth of the composrhon 
Ez: Rtch range of the notes 
E$ Rhythmc range of the notes 

EF Use of more t h ~  one put 
Es: Use of contau mvemon 
66: Use of acudentals 

Er. Usc of m m  Uun one meter (rnulhmeter) 

Figure 8 
An original composition receiving a high score on Index E: 
Complexity (Wilson, 1996). 
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of tonal scale passages (and resolution of the seventh scale 
note onto the tonic) tended to preclude the use of tonic arpeg- 
giation, and vice versa. Although the indices were developed 
on a priori theoretical grounds, the results suggested that they 
did not pertain to single, homogeneously measured constructs. 
Furthermore, the indices did not show greater homogeneity 
when considered separately for the patient and control groups. 

Hierarchical modelling of the data. An alternate hierarchical 
representation of the data was sought using hierarchical classes 

Criterion 
claw 

Participant 
a- 

IF1 

1 

analysis (HICLAS; De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988). This aims 
at recovering the underlying structure in two-way data arrays 
with binary entries of 0, 1. It provides a discrete, categorical 
representation of participants (objects) and the attributes they 
do or do not possess, simultaneously. A series of solutions of 
increasing rank is generated, using an iterative Boolean regres- 
sion technique to minimise the discrepancies at each rank. 

HICLAS is specifically suited to recovering hierarchical 
structure in data arrays, by postulating an order relation among 

where: [ F 1 = use of tonal scale passages, use of the second or third scale note to approach the tonic, 
use of tonal phrase endings, pitch range of > 5 notes, use of contour inversion 

- 'sophistication in melodic figuration' 

- 'centre note incidence' 

rhythmic repetition 

[El = repetition of the centre note (t 30%), duration of the centre note (2 30%) 

[ D ]  = use of the tonic octave, use of tonic arpeggiation, use of melodic repetition, use of 

- 'structured long-term recall' 

- 'rhythmic sophistication' 
[ C1= strength of meter, use of syncopation, rhythmic range of > 3 notes 

[ B I = composition begins on the centre note, use of the tonic as the centre note, use of 
melodic variation 

- 'intention to use a tonal centre' 
[ A ]  = composition ends on the centre note, composition begins and ends on the centre note, 

use of the tritone, resolution of the seventh scale note onto the tonic, use of an anacrusis, 
use of phrase symmetry, use of rhythmic variation, use of tonic closure, use of 
use of > 1 meter 

1 part, 

- 'long-term tonal scale processes' 

11 I = 1 RATL patient, 5 tATL patients 
[ 21 = 3 RATL patients, 3 LATL patients, 1 normal control 
[ 3 I = 2 RATL patients, 3 LATL patients, 6 normal controls 
[4l= 3 RATL patients, 2 LATL patients, 2 normal controls 
I5 1 = 1 LATL patient, 2 normal controls 
[ 61 = 1 RATL patient, 2 normal controls 
[ 71 = 2 normal controls 
[ S l - 1  RATLpatient 

Figure 9 
The Rank 3 solution of the hierarchical classes analysis (HICLAS; see Wilson, 1996). 
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the object classes and the attribute classes. The solution for 
each rank (r)  specifies these classes and their respective hierar- 
chical arrangement (see De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988). The 
presence of hierarchical relationships between the criteria of the 
indices made it less likely that standard experimental 
techniques such as factor analysis, cluster analysis, multidimen- 
sional scaling, and unfolding would reveal the structure of the 
data. This was confirmed in that they all showed psychologi- 
cally less meaningful findings, pointing to the use of HICLAS. 

The analysis was performed on the presence (score 1) or 
absence (score 0) of the more objectively defined criteria of 
the original compositions. The lower two categories of criteria 
originally rated on a 2-point scale (criteria A,, A,, C,) were 
collapsed and recoded in binary form. The subjective ratings 
were excluded (criteria A,, B,, C,, C,, D,), as was the criteria 
of compositional length (El) due to its nonspecificity. 

The Rank 3 solution (r = 3), derived from a starting point of 
r = 1 through 6, provided the most psychologically meaningful 
interpretation of the data. It had a standardised goodness-of-fit 
of 0.509, thereby accounting for approximately 50% of the 
data. This solution is presented in Figure 9, showing the 
classes of criteria and participants, and their respective hierar- 
chical arrangement. 

As can be seen from the criterion classes, features of pitch 
height, melodic contour, tonal scale passages (pitch alphabet), 
and lower level grouping structures were the most salient in 
the original compositions (Class F). Strong markers of centric- 

Table 3 
Use of Criterion Classes as a Function of Participant Classes. 
According to the Rank 3 HICLAS Solution 

Participant Criterion classes 
Classes A B C D E F  

Q Q Q Q Q Q  
0 I 0 0  I I 

0 0  I 0 0  I 
0 I I 0 I I 
0 0 0  I I I 

0 I 0 I I I 

0 0  I I I I 

0 I I I I I 

Note This cable was derived from the raw data matrix of the hierarchical 
classes analysis (see Wilson, 1996). A score of I indicates frequent use (> 
50%) of the criterion class by the participanrs within their original compo- 
sitions, whilst a score of 0 indicates infrequent use (5 50%). Refer to 
Figure 9 for descriptions of the criterion and participant classes. 

ity, including duntion and repetition of a centre note (2 30%) 
were also salient (Class E), supporting the fundamental impor- 
tance of centricity in Western tonal music. These salient 
features overlaid more specific features of the tonal and metri- 
cal hierarchies, and higher level grouping structures (Classes 
B-D), which were less frequently used by the participants. The 
bottom class of the hierarchical model (Class A) comprised a 
large number of theoretically heterogeneous features, grouped 
presumably due to their infrequent use. Table 3 summarises 
the use of criterion classes as a function of participant classes. 

The hierarchical model of participant classes did not conform 
with the classification of individuals into RATL, LATL and 
NC groups (see Figure 9). Normal controls were spread across 
Classes 2-7, with a preponderance of individuals in Class 3, at 
the lower end of the hierarchy. The RATL patients were 
relatively evenly spread across all classes, with the exception of 
Classes 5 and 7. The highest class comprised one RATL patient 
(Class 8). whose composition is shown in Figure 8. LATL 
patients spanned the lowest five classes, with a preponderance 
of individuals in Class 1. This class was only composed of 
patients, representing the bottom class of the model. It was 
directly associated with criterion Class A, indicated by the 
zigzag line in Figure 9. All other participant classes contained 
the features of criterion Class F, most had E, and otherwise 
they had a combination of B, C, and D (see Table 3). 

Statistical comparison of the patient and control groups. 
Given the distributed categorisation of the participants within 
the HICLAS model, the RATL, LATL, and NC groups were 
compared on the unweighted, individual criteria of the five 
indices using loglinear analysis on SPSS (Norusis, 1990; 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). Log-linear models have been 
formulated for the analysis of categorical data. The analysis 
was based on an ordered interaction model (Agresti, 1990), 
with parameters constructed according to pairwise contrasts 
among groups and a linear contrast for the criteria. 

Findings of note are shown in Table 4. There was a signifi- 
cant effect for the use of tonic arpeggiation (Criterion B,) 
within the original compositions. Only 3 of the 14 LATL 
patients used this tonal feature compared to 9 of the 15 normal 
controls (z  = -1.97, p < 0.05). There was also a trend for the 
LATL patients to less frequently use the second or third scale 
note to approach the tonic within their compositions, compared 
to the normal controls (z = -1.93, p < 0.1; see Table 4). 

In contrast, the original compositions of the RATL group 
contained significantly less use of rhythmic repetition (Crite- 
rion D6) in comparison to the normal controls ( z  = -2.06, p < 
0.05). Only 1 of the 11 RATL patients used this structural 
feature in contrast to 8 of the 15 normal controls (see Table 4). 
A similar trend was observed for the LATL patients when 

Table 4 
Summary Statistics of the Indices, Shown as a Function of Group (see Wilson, 1996) 

Criterion NC' group (n = 15) RATL' group (n = I I) LATLb group (n = 14) 
Raw scores (frequency) 

Score: 0 I 
B,: Use of tonic arpeggiation 7 4 

0 I 0 I 

I t  3" 6 9 

B,: Use of the second or third 

D,: Use of rh@rnic repetition 10 I *  I1 3* 7 8 

E,: Use of contour inversion 5 6* 4 10 2 13 

scale note to approach the tonic 4 7 8 6*. 3 I2 

Score: 0 I 2 0 1 2  0 1 2  

D,: Strength of phrase structure 4 2 5* 2 5 7  0 3 12 

'Right anterior temporal lobecromy. Left anterior temporal lobectomy. Normal control. 
* p <  O . I . * P '  0.05. 
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compared to the NC group ( z  = -1.67, p c 0.1 ). There was also 
a trend for the compositions of the RATL patients to contain 
less strength of phrase structure (Criterion D,) in comparison to 
the control group ( z  = -1.92, p c 0.1). Strength of phrase struc- 
ture and use of rhythmic repetition were strongly positively 
correlated ( r  = 0.86), supporting the contributory role of rhyth- 
mic repetition to this effect, and the theoretical interdependence 
between these two criteria (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; 
Ockelford, 1991; Sloboda, 1985). 

Finally, a trend was observed for the use of contour inver- 
sion (Criterion E,) within the original compositions. Only 6 of 
the 11 RATL patients used this feature compared to 13 of the 
15 normal controls ( z  = -1.69, p c 0.1; see Table 4). 

jingle Bells 
On average, the participants completed the first phrase (four 
bars) of Jingle Bells, beginning on similar starting notes (see 
Wilson. 1996). Forty-six per cent (46%) of the renditions 
contained an accurate representation of contour, whilst 39% 
contained accurate representations of exact pitch (Index 1 : 
Pitch). These findings lend support to the ability of musically 
untrained adults to represent the correct patterns of pitch class 
(chroma) of highly familiar tunes (Dowling, 1991; Dowling & 
Harwood, 1986). 

Sixty-nine per cent (69%) of the renditions contained a 
sense of pulse, accompanied by use of the correct meter, whilst 
39% displayed accurate representations of rhythmic pattern, as 
judged by note onset (Index 2: Time and rhythm). Perfor- 
mance of the grouping criteria (Index 3: Grouping) fell consid- 
erably below the pitch and rhythmic indices. Only 8% of the 
participants were able to accurately represent the surface 
grouping of the notes of Jingle Bells, whilst bar and phrase 
accuracy were evident in only 18% and 3% of the renditions 
respectively. Figure 10 contains examples of actual attempts at 
Jingle Bells, including compositions that received high, low, 
and variable index scores. 

Stafisfical coherence of the indices. Overall, the correlations 
between the criteria of each index were high, supporting the 
notion that each provided a homogeneous measure of its 
respective construct. Correlations between all of the Jingle 
Bells criteria also tended to be high, suggesting that good 
performance on one implied good performance on most of the 
others (see Wilson, 1996). 

Statistical comparison of the patient and control groups. 
Examination of the total scores for each of the three indices 
showed no evidence of significant skewness or kurtosis 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). A multivariate analysis of 
variance (MANOVA) was used, therefore, to compare the 
performance of the RATL, LATL, and NC groups. The three 
10-point indices comprised the three dependent variables, 
whereby accuracy to the target tune was examined as a 
function of group (three levels). The results revealed no signif- 
icant main effect for group (Wilks’s A = 0.813, F(6, 68) = 
1.24, ns), suggesting the absence of laterality effects for the 
Jingle Bells task (see Table 5). The participants’ scores on the 
unweighted, individual criteria of the three indices were also 

analysed, to ensure that differential lateralisation effects did 
not occur for individual criteria of a given index, thereby 
cancelling out B main effect. These results also showed no 
significant effects of group. 

The results contrast with previous studies in which either 
left or right ATL patients showed performance deficits for 
familiar stimuli (Zatorre, 1984, 1989; Zatorre & Halpern, 
1993). Reasons for the lack of effects are unclear, but it is 
likely that they relate to task-specific factors. This is the first 
known study to examine familiar tune reproduction using a 
computer composition task. Replication of the results, there- 
fore, is essential. 

Qualitative aspects of the composition task. Qualitative 
aspects of the participants’ general approach to the composi- 
tion task are shown in Table 6. There were no significant 
differences between the RATL, LATL, and NC groups for 
previous use of a computer and/or mouse ( ~ ~ ( 2 )  = 1.36, ns), or 
difficulty using the computer equipment during the course of 

(i) Performancz of a normal conhul receiving high total index scores: 

Total index scores; Index 1 = 9; Index 2 = 7.9; Index 3 = 6 .5  

(ii) Performance of a LATL patient receiving variable total index scores: 

Total index scores; Index 1 = 4.8; Index 2 = 8.5; Index 3 = 2.25. 
Note. LATL - left anterior temporal lobedomy. 

(iii) Performance of a RATL patient receiving low total index scores 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I I I I I 

Total index scores; Index 1 - 2.6; Index 2 - 1.5; Index 3 =. 3.3. 
Nofc IMTL - right mterior temporal lobectomy. 

Figure 10 
Examples of renditions of the chorus of “Jingle.Bells” (Wilson, 
1996). 

Table 5 
Total Index Scores of “Jingle Bells”, Shown as a Function of Group 

Index 

Index I:  Pitch 5.71 (f2.82) 5.07 (52.56) 5.76 (f2.53) 
Index 2: Time and rhythm 4.76 (53.66) 5.49 (22.24) 5.95 (f2.81) 
Index 3: Grouping 3.26 (f3.16) 2.00 (f2.29) 2.90 (f2.38) 

Note Values represent means (k standard deviations). ranging between 0 and 9. 
Right anterior temporal . Left anterior temporal lobectomy. Normal control. One case of missing data. 

__ 
RATL’ group (n = I O)d LATLb group (n = 14) NC‘ group (n = IS) 

- 
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testing (~’(2) = 1.98, ns). The findings of the composition task 
are unlikely to be attributable to difficulties in these areas. 

Loglinear analyses were used to compare the participants’ 
use of play and the eraser whilst composing, according to the 
ordered interaction model previously described. For the Jingle 
Bells renditions, the RATL patients made significantly less use 
of play compared to the NC group ( z  = -2.16, p < 0.05; Table 
6). A similar trend was observed for the LATL patients in 
comparison to the normal controts (z  = -1.65, p < 0.1). The 
LATL patients also showed a trend towards less use of the 
eraser to edit unwanted effects from their Jingle Bells rendi- 
tions in contrast to both the RATL ( z  = 1.75, p < 0.1) and NC 
groups (z = -1.95, p < 0.1; Table 6). Only one qualitative 
effect was observed for the original compositions. Signifi- 
cantly fewer LATL patients made use of play compared to the 
normal controls ( z  = -1.98, p < 0.05; Table 6). The findings 
suggest that the patients were generally less successful in their 
use of the aid devices of the computer program, in comparison 
to the normal controls. 

The Melodic and Rhythmic Tasks 
Exploratory data analysis revealed that the data were 
negatively skewed for each of the melodic and rhythmic tasks, 
suggesting that the participants generally showed minimal 

performance difficulties. Exceptions to this included recogni- 
tion of a familiar rhythm (“Happy Birthday”), which was 
positively skewed. This is concordant with previous comments 
made by Peretz (1993a; Peretz & Morais, 1993) noting that, 
although possible, tune recognition on the basis of rhythm 
alone is a highly limited skill. Ratings of the novel vocal 
production approached a normal distribution, suggesting more 
variability of performance on this task (refer to Table 7). 

The performance of the RATL, LATL, and NC groups was 
compared for each of the components of the melodic and 
rhythmic tasks. The recognition and discrimination compo- 
nents (Parts A & B) were analysed using loglinear analysis, 
according to the model previously described. The results 
revealed that there were no significant differences between the 
three groups for the recognition of a familiar tune, recognition 
of a familiar rhythm, or discrimination between novel, five- 
note rhythms (see Table 7). In contrast, there was a significant 
difference between the patient and control data for the discrim- 
ination of unfamiliar melodies. The RATL group were signifi- 
cantly worse at discriminating between the novel, five-note 
tunes than the NC group (z  = -1.98, p < 0.05; Table 7). No 
significant differences were observed between the other 
pairwise contrasts for this task. 

Table 6 
Qualitative Aspects of the Participants’ General Approach to the Composition Task 

Observation RATL’ group (n = I I )  LATLb group (n = 14) 
Raw scores (frequency) 

NC‘ group (n = 15) 

Score: 0 I 
Familiarity 

Previous use of the computer 6 5 

0 I 

5 9 

0 I 

5 10 

Difficulty using the equipment 8 3 9 5 13 2 

Jingle Bells compositions 7 4“ 7 7* 3 I2  

Original compositions 6 5 9 5- 4 I I  

Play (use of the computer play button) 

Editing (use of the computer eraser) 

Jingle Bells compositions 

Original compositions 

0 I I  5 d  8* 0 15 

3 8 4 10 2 13 

a Right anterior temporal lobectomy. ’ Left anterior temporal lobectomy. ‘ Normal control. One cafe of missing data. 
* p <  O . I . * p <  0.05. 

Table 7 
Results of the Melodic and Rhythmic Tasks, Examined as a Function of Group 

Task 
~ _ _ _  

RATC Group (n = I I )  MTLb Group (n = 14) NC‘ Group (n = 15) 

Raw scores (frequency) 

Score: 0 I 2 0 1 2  0 1 2  

A. Recognition of a familiar tune 0 2 9  0 4 10 0 I 13‘ 

Recognition of a familiar rhythm 7 3 1  9 5 0  I I  3 I 

Discrimination of Unfamiliar rhythms 0 2 9  1 4 9  0 3 I 2  

6. Discrimination of Unfamiliar tunes 0 5 6- 0 4 10 0 I 13d 

C. Singing a familiar tune 

Tapping a familiar rhythm 

D. Singing an unfamiliar tune 

Tapping an unhmiliar rhythm 

Mean scores (2 SD) 

0.77 (+O. 19) 0.69 (20.35) 0.80 (20. 1 8)d 

0.72 (20.24) 0.74 (20.27) 0.8 I (20.18) 

3.55 (2 I .  13) 2.64 (22.10) 3.39 (2 I .30)d 

4.27 (20.9 I )  4. I4  (20.86) 4.33 (20.62) 

Note. Components C and D are scored out of I and 5 respectively. 
a Right anterior temporal lobeccomy. ’ Left anterior temporal lobectomy. Normal control. One case of missing data. 
++ p c 0.05. 
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The singing and tapping tasks were analysed using the 

Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric procedure (SPSS, 1988). This 
performs a one-way analysis of variance based on the ranks of 
all cases from each group. It computes the Kruskal-Wallis H 
statistic, corrected for ties, which has approximately a chi- 
square distribution. The results revealed that there were no 
significant differences between the RATL, LATL, and NC 
groups for any of the singing or tapping tasks (see Table 7). 

DISCUSSION 
The results of this study showed that musically untrained 
adults are able to represent higher order, cognitive musical 
structures to which they have been enculturated. The computer 
composition task provided a means to assess this nonverbal 
auditory knowledge, which has traditionally been difficult to 
measure and quantify systematically. The strength of the task 
lies in its ability to make explicit, previously implicit paramet- 
ric relationships in the musical thinking of untrained adults. 
Pitch and note duration can be independently manipulated in 
the symbolic representation, and their importance considered 
relative to higher order structures, such as melodic and rhyth- 
mic pattern, and phrase structure. The task provides, therefore, 
a means of linking previous research findings, such as the 
tonal and metrical hierarchies, that have typically operated 
within the framework of parametric separatism. 

Research by Wilson and Wales (1995) also showed that 
children aged between 6 and 10 years can create novel compo- 
sitions containing the features of melodic contour, tonality, 
rhythmic pattern and meter. The complexity of these features 
generally increases with age, with the greatest degree of 
sophistication displayed by the musically untrained adults of 
this study. This suggests a developmental progression in the 
representation of Western tonal music. 

Previous research has argued that, beyond the age of 7 or 8, 
musical development tapers off in the absence of formal train- 
ing (for more details, see Bamberger, 1982; Davidson & 
Scripp, 1988). The results of Scripp et al. (1988), Wilson and 
Wales (1995), and the present research challenge this notion, 
through the use of compositional software. As stated by Scripp 
et al. (1988), the computer medium can be regarded “as a lens 
through which we can view the previously hidden musical 
development of untrained adults” (p. 82). 

Although the data provided general support for features of 
the cognitive structuralist theories of tonality and rhythm, 
hierarchical classes modelling challenged the theoretical 
salience and interrelationships of these features in the represen- 
tations of musically untrained adults. A direct mapping may not 
exist between theoretical attributes of music and a nonmusi- 
cian’s internal representation, and such mappings as do exist 
may show some variability from one individual to another. 

General features of pitch and tonality were most salient in 
the adults’ representations. They consistently used a pitch 
range greater than five notes, signifying their concern with the 
construct of pitch height. This finding lends support to early 
research by Krumhansl and Shepard (1979), in which pitch 
height was a prominent feature in the probe tone ratings of less 
musically trained listeners. 

The adults also displayed frequent use of contour inversion, 
which was initiaIIy surprising, given its relatively restricted 
definition. On further reflection, however, it was considered to 
support the importance of melodic contour in the representa- 
tions of musically untrained individuals (Dowling, 1991). The 
renditions of Jingle Bells were also characterised by a more 
accurate representation of contour compared to exact pitch, 
highlighting its elementary nature. 

Early work by Dowling (1978) proposed that melody was 
cognitively represented “by hanging a melodic contour on the 

tonal scale representation” (Dowling, 1991, p. 44). The adults’ 
original compositions supported this conceptualisation in that 
they also contained frequent use of tonal scale passages and the 
second or third to approach the tonic. Dowling (1991) later 
refined this notion in terms of the pitch alphabet, as described 
by Deutsch and Feroe (1981). The findings of the present study 
provide general support for the cognitive reaIity of the diatonic 
scale as a pitch alphabet in nonmusicians (Deutsch & Feroe, 
1981; Knrmhansl, 1990, 1991; Lerdahl, 1988; Shepard, 1982). 

Lerdahl (1988) hierarchically grouped the musical alphabets 
of Deutsch and Feroe (1981), designating the diatonic scale to 
a lower level (Level 4) of salience in the musical representa- 
tion. In contrast, he suggested that the octave space was most 
salient, followed by the open-fifth-space. This hierarchy was 
not supported by the results of the present study. In fact, the 
reverse pattern was shown, representing the diatonic scale at 
the highest level of the hierarchy, whilst use of the tonic 
octave and tonic arpeggiation occurred at the second-lowest 
level. These findings may reflect differences in the representa- 
tions of musically trained and untrained individuals (for a 
review, see Wilson, 1996; Wilson & Pressing, in press). 

The HICLAS model also demonstrated the importance of 
local-level phrase structure in the representations of nonmusi- 
cians. This was signified by frequent use of the tonic, second, 
or fifth scale notes to complete musical phrases within the 
compositions. This level corresponds to the lowest level of 
hierarchical grouping structure specified by Lerdahl and 
Jackendoff (1983). It supports the fundamental role that lower 
level grouping structures play in musical perception. 

Laterality effects were most evident for features of pitch and 
tonality, and phrase structure. Although the effects were small, 
a relatively clear dissociation was observed, whereby the 
LATL patients showed less use of tonal features, including 
tonic arpeggiation and use of the second or third scde note to 
approach the tonic. In contrast, the compositions of the RATL 
patients displayed less evidence of phrase structure, as judged 
by the use of rhythmic repetition and strength of phrase stkc- 
ture. Their use of contour inversion was also less frequent. 

These findings support the previous work of Peretz and 
colleagues (Peretz, 1990; LiCgeois-Chauvel e t  al., 1998), 
where left or right hemispheric lesions were associated with 
impaired interval. or contour and interval processing respec- 
tively. Peretz argued that the left hemisphere primarily 
processes local features of melody, such as intervalic scale 
structure. Tonic arpeggiation and use of the second or third to 
approach the tonic represent examples of these features. In 
contrast, the right hemisphere primarily processes global 
features, such as contour. Higher order grouping structures 
also presumably reflect global features, supporting this notion. 
For melodic discrimination, the two cerebral hemispheres 
contribute hierarchically, with a right-sided lesion being more 
disruptive than a left-sided lesion (Peretz, 1993a; Litgeois- 
Chauvel et al., 1998). 

The LATL patients, however, also showed a trend towards 
less use of rhythmic repetition in their compositions. Reasons 
for this effect are currently unclear; however, it may suggest 
left hemispheric involvement in short time-span sequential 
antilysis. The present study is the first known to the authors to 
examine the representation of hierarchical musical grouping 
mechanisms in brain-damaged individuals, highlighting the 
need for further research in this area. 

Previous research by Zatorre (1985) failed to differentiate 
between the use of scale or contour in melodic discrimination 
using ATL patients. He concluded that impaired melodic 
discrimination following RATL is due to a more general 
deficit in tonal processing. Furthermore, the present study did 
not support impaired contour and interval processing in RATL 
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patients, as described by Peretz (1990; Litgeois-Chauvel et al., 
1998). These differences may be partly attributable to task 
factors. The original composition task appeared sensitive to 
subtle differences between the use of contour and scale 
features. It allowed a more fine-grained componential analysis 
of the participants’ higher order cognitive representations, 
compared to lower level cognitive discrimination tasks used in 
previous studies (Wilson, 1996). In its current form, the 
composition task provides a unique and proper way of access- 
ing the active creation of music, through symbolic grounding 
of implicit tonal knowledge. 

Litgeois-Chauvel et al. (1998) argued that only the posterior 
portion of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) is important in 
pitch perception. Consistent with previous research, however, 
the discrimination of short, novel tonal melodies was signifi- 
cantly impaired in our RATL patients in comparison to the NC 
group. These findings support the role of the right anterior 
STG in melodic processing. They appear to be particularly 
robust given their frequent replication in the literature (Milner, 
1962; Samson & Zatorre, 1988; Zatorre, 1985), even when 
using a limited sample of stimuli, as in the present study. The 
lateralisation effect for this lower order discrimination task 
supports the generalisability of the findings of this study. 

Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, and Gjedde (1992) have suggested 
that melodic discrimination involves both abstract pattern 
matching and short-term retention of pitch in auditory working 
memory (Zatorre & Samson, 1991). The RATL patients of the 
present study showed impaired melodic discrimination, associ- 
ated with impaired use of contour and phrase structure in the 
original composition task. This highlights the possibility of an 
underlying deficit that is common to both behavioural 
measures. Specifically, RATL may impair the ability to struc- 
ture groups of pitches relative to each other. This, in turn, may 
affect the organisation of pitch information in auditory 
working memory. Although such notions are speculative, they 
provide clues for possible avenues of future research, drawing 
attention to the need for more detailed examination of the 
relationship between contour, melody, and phrase structure. 

Use of tonic arpeggiation and the second or third scale note 
to approach the tonic reflects the tonality of the original compo- 
sitions. Previous research investigating the lateralisation of 
tonality has not shown consistent findings (Peretz & Morais. 
1993). This may be partly due to the small number of studies 
performed, as well as experimental difficulties with early 
research (Peretz, 1993b). Alternatively. both the perceptual and 
cognitive components of a task and their respective asymme- 
tries may influence higher order tonal lateralisation effects. 

For example, Peretz (1993b) proposed that musical scales 
provide the basic reference on which tonality is based. Our 
left-sided lateralisation effect for tonality most likely reflects 
left hemisphere processing of interval structures of the diatonic 
scale. In contrast, Tramo and Bharucha (1991) showed that 
expectancies generated for harmonic progressions in music are 
lateralised within the right hemisphere. These expectancies 
also reflect Western tonal structure (Bharucha & Krumhansl, 
1983),; however, they were based on fine-grained spectral 
analysis, shown to be predominantly performed by the right 
hemisphere (Zatorre, 1988). The representation of tonality may 
relate, therefore, to a complex cognitive construct that is 
composed of many subcomponents that may be differentially 
lateralised (see Wilson, 1996). 

Features of the tonal and metrical hierarchies were observed 
in approximately half of the original compositions, occurring 
at the same level of representation within the HICLAS model. 
Separate representation of these features supports the 
frequently made dissociation between melody and rhythm. 
Neuropsychologically, this has been strongly argued by Peretz 
(1990, 1993a; Peretz & Kolinsky. 1993). Converging evidence 
has been obtained from the present study, presumably indicat- 

ing the gross level of this distinction within the cognitive 
representation. 

Also of interest was the lack of rhythmic features at higher 
levels of the representation. This presumably reflects the 
dominant role of pitch and tonality in Westem tonal music. A 
similar finding was observed in the novel compositions of 
musically untrained children, with the development of tonal 
representation superseding rhythmic representation (Wilson & 
Wales, 1995). 

Finally, of all of the tonal structures, higher order grouping 
was least represented, indicating its more abstract, complex 
nature and, thus, the facilitatory effect of formal musical train- 
ing in this domain. As stressed by Lerdahl and Jackendoff 
(1983), the generative theory of tonal music presents an 
idealised account of an experienced listener’s final-state under- 
standing of a piece of Western tonal music. The results of the 
renditions of Jingle Bells also showed less salient representa- 
tion of grouping structures, supporting this notion. 

Conclusions 
The HICLAS solution provides an intuitively meaningful 
interpretation of the data, characterising some of the complex 
relationships existing between the features of the cognitive 
models of music psychology. The composition task provided a 
method of performing a highly detailed, componential analysis 
of higher order music cognition in relation to cerebral laterali- 
sation. This is the first study we know of to use such an 
approach, allowing higher order lateralisation effects to be 
assessed in relatively “pure” form. The findings supported the 
utility of the technique, recommending its use in further 
research for the purposes of replication and expansion of the 
present findings. Future research using alternate compositional 
programs is also important in replicating the findings. 

APPENDIXES 
Features of the tonal hierarchy included the strength of a 
centre note within the original compositions (centricity), as 
well as tonal key strength and use of the tonic as the centre 
note. The prominence of the octave, the fifth and third 
(through arpeggiation), and notes of the diatonic scale was 
assessed relative to notes outside this scale (Krumhansl, 1990). 
Also included was resolution of the seventh scale note onto the 
tonic, use of the second or third to approach the tonic 
(Krumhansl, 1990). and use of the tritone to create a sense of 
tonality within the compositions (Butler, 1990). Index A: 
Centricity and Index B: Scale-oriented tonality represented 
pitch structure and tonality. 

Appendix I. Index A Centricity 

Criteria Score 
(circle I value for each criterion) 

A,: Centre note 0 I 2 
strength none weak strong 

As Reperitlon of 0 I 2 

A3: Duation of 0 I 2 

A4 Composition 0 I 

A,: Composition 0 I 

A6 Composition 0 I 

the centre note NJN 5 14% 14% e NJN < 30% NJN 2 30% 

the centre note DJD 5 14% 14% < D j D  < 30% DJD 2 30% 

begins on the absent present 
centre note 

ends on the absent present 
centre note 

begins and ends 
on the centre note 

Total score for Index A: 

absent present 
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Note. The centricicy index was designed to  measure the presence of a 
centre note to which all other notes were relative. It included a subjec- 
tive rating of centre note strength, which was used to define the centre 
note, where present Compositions not considered to contain a centre 
note received a score of 0 for all the criteria. Statistical properties 
pertaining to centre note repetition and duration were also assessed. For 
repetition, the number of centre notes (NJ was divided by the total 
number of notes (N), with chance performance considered to lie at 14%. 
This value represents the percentage repetition that would occur in a 
composition if the centre note were used once every seven notes of the 
diatonic scale. Repetition of the centre note twice every seven notes 
results in a value of approximately 30%. Centre note duration was calcu- 
lated according to a quarter note = I. The total duration of centre notes 
(DJ was divided by the total duration of all notes within the composition 
(D). Similar percentage values were then used to assign ratings. All ratings 
allowed for use of the centre note at any melodic octave level. 

Appendix 2. Index B: Scale-Oriented Tonality 

Criteria Score 
(circle I value for each criterion) 

_ -  

6,:  Tonal key 0 I 2 

B,: Use of the 0 I 

6,: Use of the 0 I 

strength none weak strong 

tonic as the absent present 
centre note 

tonic octave absent present 

present 
6,: Use of the 
tritone absent 

arpeggiation absent present 

scale passages absent present 
(major o r  minor) 

of the seventh absent present 
scale note onto 
the tonic 

or third scale note absent present 
to approach the tonic 

Total score for Index 6: 

0 I 

6,: Use of tonic 0 I 

B,: Use of tonal 0 I 

6,: Resolution 0 I 

6,: Use of the second 0 I 

Note. This index was designed to measure the degree to which the origi- 
nal compositions were based on a Western diatonic major or minor 
scale. Compositions were scrutinised for a range of features considered 
important in defining scale-oriented tonalicy. Use of the tritone interval 
was only considered present if it occurred between two consecutive 
notes of the composition. The tonic triad could be used in any position, 
but all three notes of the chord had to be present either simultaneously 
or consecutively to be scored. A scale passage was defined as the occur- 
rence of three or more consecutive ascending or descending notes of the 
major or minor diatonic scale. Allowance was made for occasional repeti- 
tion of notes within the scale passage. Compositions not considered to 
contain a key received a score of 0 for these criteria. 

Appendix 3. Index C: Rhythmicity . .  

Assessed components of the metrical hierarchy included use of 
a pulse and meter in the compositions, as well as the coherence 
of rhythmic patterns of differing note durations relative to the 
meter (Dowling & Hanvood, 1986; Johnson-Laird, 1991; Lee, 
1991). The presence of syncopation and use of an anacrusis 
were also included to assess higher levels of metrical organisa- 
tion (Forte, 1974; Johnson-Laird, 1991). 

Criteria Score 
(circle I value for each criterion) 

C,: Strength of 0 I 2 

C,: Strength 0 I 2 

C,: Coherence 0 I 2 

C,: Use of 0 I 

C,: Use of an 0 I 

a "felt" pulse none weak strong 

of meter NJN, 5 I I < NAN, < 1.3 NJN, 2 1.3 

of rhythmic none weak strong 
pattern 

syncopation absent present 

anacrusis absent present 

Total score for Index C 
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Note. This index was designed to  assess the rhythmic and metrical 
content of the original compositions. Strength of "felt" pulse was depen- 
dent on the degree to which one could tap along with a steady underlying 
beat The racing of meter was based on the statistical property of note 
onset relative to  positioning within the bar. For compositions with a 
strong sense of pulse, the number of notes falling on strong/medium beau 
of the bar (N,) was divided by the number of notes falling on weak beau 
(N,). Only notes that had the duration of the beat or longer were used 
to calculate this value. NJN, values vary according to  the number of 
beau assigned per bar. Values shown relate to compositions with two or 
four beau in each bar. Compositions with a weak sense of felt pulse were 
not easily assigned to  bars. A rating of I or 0 reflected a subjective 
impression of the presence or absence of meter in these compositions. 
Compositions devoid of any sense of pulse received a score of 0 on the 
meter criterion, as did those with a changing sense of pulse, giving rise to 
the impression of more than one meter (multimeter). For compositions 
with more than one part the composite rhythm of all of the parts was 
used to determine the NAN, value. Syncopation was defined as rhythmic 
displacement of the metrical pattern, with the displacement falling on a 
subdivision of the underlying meter. Iu presence was only inferred in 
compositions Containing a sense of meter, or those with more than one 
meter (multimeter). Use of an anacrusis was loosely defined as the onset 
of a phrase on the upbeat of a bar. It was only considered for composi- 
tions containing a sense of meter, and could occur on a note of metrical 
or submetrical duration. The total score for Index C was multiplied by a 
factor of I. I25 for each composition to produce a final score ranging 
between 0 and 9 poinu. 

Appendix 4. Index D: Phrase Structure 
Higher order structural properties of the original compositions 
pertained to the strength and symmetry of phrase structure as 
well as aspects of form. including melodic and rhythmic repeti- 
tion and variation (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Jackendoff, 
1991; Johnson-Laird, 1991). The use of tonal phrase endings 
and tonal closure were also included, further representing 
higher order features of Western tonal music (Serafine, 1988). 

Criteria Score 
(circle I value for each criterion) 

D,: Strength of 0 I 2 
phrase structure none weak strong 

D,: Use of phrase 0 I 
symmetry absent present 

D,: Use of tonal 0 I 
phrase endings absent present 

D,: Use of melodic 0 I 
repetition absent present 

D,: Use of melodic 0 I 
variation absent present 

D,: Use of rhythmic 0 I 
repetition absent present 

D,: Use of rhythmic 0 I 
variation absent present 

D,: Use of tonic 0 I 
closure absent present 

Total score for Index D: 



Note This index war designed to assess structural characteristics typical of 
Western tonal music. Strength of phrase structure was a subjective fating 
of the degree t o  which the compositions were divided into phrases. 
Phtases could be indicated through the use of a rest(s) or longer note at 
the end of a note group to separate it from the next, or the use of two or 
more motifs within the cornposition. Melodic and rhythmic repetition 
were defined as repeating pitch or rhythmic motifs. of more than two 
notes or spanning more than one bar in length. Melodic variation involved 
the use of a repeating melodic motif that differed slightly in its pitch 
sequence. Pitches could vary in order, or they could be raised or lowered, 
whilst st i l l  retaining a similar identity to the original motif. Rhythmic varia- 
tion involved the use of a repeating rhythmic motif that differed slightly for 
note onset The order or length of note durations could be changed, 
whilst still retaining a similar identity to the original motif. Phrase symme- 
try was defined by the use of a symmetrical (even) number of phrases, of 
roughly equivalent length. Use of tonal phtase endings comprised use of 
the tonic, second, or fifth scale note to  complete a phrase. The last phrase 
was considered separately, requiring use of the tonic to achieve a full 
sense of closure. Compositions showing no evidence of phme structure 
could not be rated for the use of tonal phrase endings, other than the 
tonic to achieve a sense of closure. In addition, the latter two criteria 
were only applicable to compositions containing a sense of key. as outlined 
for the scale-oriented tonality index. 

Appendix 5. Index E: Complexity 
In order to prevent a bias towards Western tonal features 
within the original compositions, subjects were not directly 
instructed to create music within this idiom before beginning 
the task. This allowed the possibility that some subjects may 
have deliberately composed music outside of the tonal frame- 
work. Index E: Complexity provided a mechanism for assess- 
ing aspects of complexity of the original compositions not 
limited to tonality. 

Criteria Score 
(circle I value for each criterion) 

El: Length of 0 I 2 

E2: Pitch range 0 I 

E,: Rhythmic 0 I 

E4 Use of more 0 I 

E,: Use of contour . 0 I 

E,: Use of 0 I 

E7: Use of more 0 I 

the composition 1-5 bars 6- I0 bars > 10 bars 

of the notes 1-5 notes > 5 notes 

range of the notes 1-3 durations > 3 durations 

than one pan absent present 

inversion absent present 

accidentals absent p r e s e n t 

than one meter absent present 
(multimeter) 

Total score for Index E 
Note The length of the compositions was used as a general measure of 
complexity. All compositions had notes assigned to  bars, as a default 
aspect of the computer program. An incomplete bar at the end of a 
composition was not included in the scoring, if it war less than half-full. A 
greater range of pitch and rhythmic values also signified greater complex- 
ity. Pitch range was defined by the distance between the highest and 
lowest notes of the cornposition, in terms of pitch class, where one 
octave equalled a range of eight notes. Rhythmic range reflected the total 
number of different note durations used in a composition. with a 
maximum value of eight. as set by features of the Music Works software. 
The number of parts within a composition had an upper limit of four, also 
imposed by the Music Works software. Contour inversion occurred 
when consecutive interval(s) between two or more notes were inverted. 
Inverted inteml(s) involved notes of close or identical pitch, the latter 
representing exact contour inversion. Use of accidentals was only scored 
for accidentals not signifying a tonal key. Use of multimeter has been 
previously defined as a changing sense of pulse. giving rise to the impres- 
sion of more than one meter within a composition (refer to  the rhyth- 
micity index). Similar to the rhythmicity index, the score was multiplied 
by a factor of I. I25 to produce a total ranging between 0 to 9 points for 
each composition. 
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Cognitive Multiplicity in Polyrhythmic Pattern Performance
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The performance of 4 forms of a 4:3 polyrhythm by 3 experienced percussionists using a
synchronous protocol was examined. The percussionists were able to selectively apply
different production models to their performance, and the authors show that these can be
systematically elaborated in cognitive terms using structural equation modeling. All models
were found to be variants of a general hierarchical standard model, which is based on a clock
pulse, motor delay variables, subdivision variables, and certain basic covariance assumptions.
Size of cognitive ground (fundamental clock pulse) was the primary variable affecting
production; control processes were predominantly hand independent. The ground-associated
hand showed better accuracy and consistency than the nonground (figure) hand for within-
hand intervals. In contrast, ground hand motor delay variances were larger than correspond-
ing figure hand variances.

Polyrhythms are widely found in world music, and they

make nontrivial cognitive and motor demands on perform-

ers and listeners. In Africa, where such rhythms are wide-

spread and sometimes very sophisticated, they are used to

create perceptual entrainment effects in ritual, sometimes

resulting in trance induction (Chernoff, 1979; Locke &

Agbeli, 1980; Pressing, 1983b), effects that have been

linked to multiplicity of perception (Kubik, 1979; Pressing,

1983a).

One source of perceptual multiplicity in polyrhythms is

figure—ground separation. That is, for a polyrhythm con-

sisting of two separate rhythmic streams, the elements of

one stream act as a ground, whereas the elements of the

other stream act as figural elements perceived in relation to

the ground. This terminology is also used by Peters (1985,

1990), but in our usage, we always identify the ground with

the musical beat. Other terms for the ground are found as

follows: "underlying pulse train" (Beauvillain & Fraisse,

1984) and "time base" (Summers & Pressing 1994). The

figure also goes by other names such as "rhythmic pattern"

(the musical term) or the "superimposed pulse train" (Beau-

villain & Fraisse 1984).
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Consider an mm polyrhythm. It can be perceptually or-

ganized in a number of ways, of which the following three

are most common: (a) as a composite pattern of n + m

elements, (b) with the n stream as ground and the m stream

as figure, and (c) with the m stream as ground and the n

stream as figure.

The first organization is purely serial and, therefore has

only one structural level, whereas organizations b and c

have two structural levels and are therefore hierarchical.

The conditions under which each perceptual organization is

heard have been thoroughly investigated by Handel (1984)

for a number of polyrhythms. He found that the perceptual

organization experienced by a listener was subject to con-

siderable individual variation, and it also varied with pattern

speed and type, use of accents, attentional strategy, and

frequencies of tones used in the two streams.

Multiplicity of perceptual and cognitive organization has

also been investigated for polyrhythm production. The two

streams are normally controlled by two different body parts,

and there are many ways that these may be coordinated. In

this study, we distinguish three classes of production orga-

nization: parallel, serial, and hierarchical (integrated). This

represents a slight conflation of terminology established by

Vorberg and Hambuch (1984) and Jagacinksi, Marshburn,

Klapp, and Jones (1988).

In parallel organization, each stream is separately timed

from the start of the cycle. Serial organization is equivalent

to Case a given above where all elements are brought into a

common level and are timed in simple serial order of

occurrence. Hierarchical organization, as used here, refers

to the use of one stream as a timing reference for the other.

That is, it is based on a figure-ground referencing process.

This threefold classification does not uniquely specify the

associated performance processes. For example, different

parallel production models may have different time-

generation procedures within each stream; different hierar-

1127
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chical models may produce their cross-stream referenced

intervals in different ways.

Vorberg and Hambuch (1984) found that models based on

serial coordination provided a good fit only for isochronous

rhythmic sequences. Rhythmic patterns composed of un-

equal time intervals showed hierarchical (integrated) orga-

nization. Evidence in favor of hierarchical organization and

against serial or parallel organization has since been found

by many researchers (Beauvillain & Fraisse, 1984; Ibbotson

& Morton, 1981; Jagacinski et al., 1988; Peters, 1985;

Peters & Schwartz, 1989; Summers, Ford, & Todd, 1993;

Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers, Rosenbaum, Bums,

& Ford, 1993; and Summers, Todd, & Young, 1993). In

these studies, repeating rhythmic patterns were examined.

However, Shaffer (1981), working with highly experienced

pianists playing actual music, found evidence of consider-

able hand independence (parallel organization).

In these studies, figure-ground relations have not always

been explicitly modeled. Where this issue has been ex-

plored, the finding has been that the faster of the two

streams nearly always provides the ground for the slower

stream (Beauvillain & Fraisse, 1984; Peters, 1985; Sum-

mers & Pressing, 1994; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993).

However, participants in many of these studies were

nonmusicians, and where musicians were tested, they were

typically undergraduates, primarily pianists. The true ex-

perts in polyrhythm production, professional percussionists,

have been tested very rarely. Training procedures for poly-

rhythms are similar for pianists and percussionists for the

simplest patterns, but often differ for more complex poly-

rhythms (Summers & Pressing, 1994).

The training procedures for Western percussionists com-

monly aim for maximal limb independence, and they in-

clude studies in hand role reversal, mental subdivision of

time, and figure-ground production (Bajzek, 1988). Expe-

rienced Western percussionists are able to selectively apply

different cognitive models of rhythm in performance

(Bajzek, 1988; Hindemith, 1969; Magadini, 1968; Summers

& Pressing, 1994), for example, selectively changing

figure-ground relations. Therefore, we have worked with

highly experienced percussionists as participants to obtain

highly reliable data enabling extensive model refinement

and disambiguation.

different polyrhythmic patterns, a design which has been

thought to favor dynamic models more than cognitive ones

(Treffner & Turvey, 1993). In contrast, the analysis of

detailed covariance data based on the stable performance of

fixed polyrhythms has, to the best of our knowledge, only

relied on nondynamic approaches. Because we will be ad-

dressing this experimental design in this article, we will

focus on a cognitive approach.

Two-Tiered Timing Models

The most widely used "cognitive" models have used a

two-tiered approach to timing based on a model by Wing

and Kristofferson (1973a, 1973b), investigated further in

later articles (e.g., Wing, 1977, 1980; Wing, Church, &

Gentner, 1989; Vorberg & Wing, 1996). These articles and

others (e.g., Turvey, Schmidt, & Rosenblum, 1989) have

experimentally confirmed the basic validity of the two-

tiered Wing and Kristofferson model for many experimental

contexts. Other theoretical formulations, without two sepa-

rate tiers, also exist (e.g., Hary & Moore, 1987a, 1987b), but

these have been applied only to the simplest patterns.

The basic model for simple tapping is shown in Figure 1.

Cognitive clock pulses (called timekeeper pulses by Wing

& Kristofferson, 1973a, 1973b) are considered to drive the

tapping. These pulses are internally generated, producing a

series of cognitive clock intervals Q. Each of these pulses

triggers a motor response that is characterized by a certain

motor delay £>,. This results in an interresponse interval /,

given by

/,- = C, + (Di+l - D,). (1)

Under the hypothesis of independence of all the Cs and Ds,

which are treated as random variables, Wing and Kristof-

ferson (1973a) showed that the Lag 1 autocorrelation func-

tion for the interresponse interval is predicted to be

P,(D =;
-1

(2)

These simple assumptions resulted in a good fit to the

data, and allowed plausible estimates to be obtained for

motor and clock (timekeeper) variances. The independence

Modeling of Polyrhythms

In the modeling of polyrhythms, both dynamical and

cognitive/generalized motor program approaches have been

shown to have explicative power. These two approaches are

often considered to be in conflict, but their reconciliation

and partial equivalence is another possibility (e.g., Aber-

nethy & Sparrow, 1992; Pressing & Summers, 1993; Sum-

mers & Pressing, 1994; Pressing, 1995a). For example,

figure-ground assignments can be interpreted as unidirec-

tional coupling between oscillators.

We adopt a pragmatic stance here. Pressing (1995d) has

shown that both approaches provide equivalently accurate

descriptions of experiments that entail transitions between

I u,

>

i+1

Figure 1. The Wing-Kristofferson model. C, =
intervals; Di — motor delays; /, ~ interresponse

cognitive clock
intervals.
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of these two variables was further shown by studies of

different tapping rates. The motor delay variance was found

to be roughly independent of tapping rate, whereas the clock

variance varied in approximate linear relation to it (Wing,

1980).

In some cases, the hypothesis of complete independence

of all random variables has had to be modified. This has

most commonly taken the form of allowing nonzero corre-

lations between adjacent motor delays (Wing, 1977, 1979;

Wing et al., 1989).

Two-Tiered Models of Rhythmic Patterns

Extensions of the two-tiered timing approach to more

complex two-hand rhythmic patterns have been given by

Vorberg and Hambuch (1984) and Jagacinski et al. (1988).

Here the idea is that one central clock (or possibly two

clocks that coordinate only intermittently) drives separate

motor systems; one left and one right. Their results were

consistent with a hierarchical model based on a single

central cognitive clock system for nonisochronous patterns,

as mentioned above. Summers, Rosenbaum, et al. (1993)

investigated the implications of hierarchical modeling for a

number of common polyrhythms. They found evidence that

a hierarchical strategy of beat counting and within-beat

delays provided an excellent account of mean deviations

from target and selected Lag 1 autocorrelations for both

musicians and nonmusicians.

In perhaps the most thorough exposition of model selec-

tion for a single pattern, Jagacinski et al. (1988) applied the

two-tiered approach to a 2:3 polyrhythm. They considered a

wide range of models, finding evidence for an integrated

hierarchical organization, and in many cases, a particular

type of hierarchical organization they called "multiplica-

tive," in which the timing of the subinterval within the basic

pulse was fixed at a certain fraction of the basic pulse.

However, their analysis was based on regression that was

founded on truncation of a Taylor series expansion of cer-

tain parameters, and more significantly, their only free

parameters were variances. They did not attempt to explore

the possibility of modifications to the basic Wing and Kris-

tofferson (1973a, 1973b) approach based on arbitrary co-

variances, such as those between the constitutive motor

delays and clock pulses. One reason for this was that the

number of possible models that could be considered is more

than 30, and complexity builds rapidly if more complex

patterns are used. Jagacinski et al. also assumed, along with

nearly all previous researchers, that the ground (cognitive

clock) in integrated hierarchical models is associated with

the faster stream. In this article we consider hierarchical

models based on a ground associated with either stream.

To achieve a more general analysis we have used an

alternative and, we believe, more systematic and powerful

approach based on structural equation modeling, which is

outlined in the next section. Its main advantages are that it

allows a fuller exploration of the relevant parameter space

and simultaneously considers the effects of all data points in

model optimization.

Structural Equation Modeling of Polyrhythms

The general formulation of the polyrhythm problem in

structural equation modeling terms is as follows. Consider

an n:m polyrhythm. Each cycle of such a rhythm contains

n + m taps and n + m independent interonset intervals

(including one interval that reaches to the start of the next

cycle). These data can be used to construct an (n + m) X

(n + m) covariance matrix, and the structure of this matrix

provides one kind of testing ground for various possible

models of rhythmic production.

The cycle data may be compactly represented by the

empirical covariance matrix S. Because the variance is a

special case of the covariance, this may be written as a

lower triangular matrix, with variances along the diagonal

and covariances below it. For the case of a 4:3 polyrhythm,

as in this article, we use the following seven observed

variables: 70, /,, 72, /3, /4, /5,16, so that S is

jVara

Covm

Cov5a

\Covm

Vart

Cov,,

Cov6,

Var2

Var3

Cov43 Var4

(3)

Var

where Vark = Variance(/t) and Covjk = Covariance(/;,4).

The empirical matrix S is modeled by a matrix S(6),

where 6 is a vector of parameters used to define the model

'S.(O). In general, for n observed variables there are n(n +

l)/2 entries in the matrix, which constitute the data points to

be matched by the model. Best fit of the model is obtained

by varying the 0 vector so as to minimize a function Q =

(S - 5(9))' W(S - 2(ff)). W is a weighting matrix chosen to

optimize the minimization process. The procedure is imple-

mented in several structural equation modeling programs,

such as LISREL and EQS. In the work done here, the

program EQS by Bentler (1994) was used.

The, form given above for S is the most common one, but

it is not the most general one. The matrix can be extended

to include mean values of the measured variables. However,

we have obtained excellent parameter fits without them, and

inclusion of these variables for the data in these experiments

created convergence problems for the method that made

wide exploration of model space impractical. Therefore, we

have not found it necessary or profitable to use this exten-

sion here. Instead, we analyze means independently, as a

way to address other questions.

Models for a 4:3 Polyrhythm

The models used here are defined in reference to four data

collection conditions used in the experiment. Each of these

corresponds to the application of a particular mental model

by the participant to the performance task. These mental

models that participants believe they are using, although not
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as elaborated as those described above, are consistent with the

idea of integrated hierarchical organization with a single

clock.

The four models and data collection conditions are no-

tated 3L4R*, 3Z*4R, 4L3R*, and 4L*3fl. The asterisk indi-

cates the location of the ground (left or right hand). For

example, 3IAR* means that the performer uses the right-

hand pulse of four as ground, while the left hand plays the

three pulse as figure; 3L*4R means that the performer uses

the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand

plays the four pulse as figure. Figure 2 shows musical

notation for the four cases.

The intervals in the cycle are of two types: between hand

and within hand. Figure 3 shows the nomenclature used for

intervals, which is designed symmetrically to allow ready

comparison of mirror-image cases. The within-hand inter-

vals will most commonly be referred to by the notation

given in parentheses.

Our extension of the Wing-Kristofferson (1973a, 1973b)

model to this case is similar in framework (although not in

certain details) to that of earlier work (Jagacinski et al.,

1988; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993; Vorberg & Ham-

buch, 1984). The timing diagrams for the two cases, 3IAR*

and 3i,*4R, are given in Figure 4. The other two cases can

be obtained from these by parity (left and right hand)

reversal. In these diagrams the Cs are cognitive clock in-

tervals, the DJfs and DLs are, respectively, right hand and

left hand motor delays, and the Us are subpulse intervals,

presumed to be generated in reference to their respective

containing clock intervals. Note that it is the clock pulses

associated with the ground hand, and not the actual ground-

hand events, that serve as reference points for production of

the figure-hand events.

It is then a simple matter to calculate the interresponse

intervals I0-I6 for each of the four cases. For 31AR* and

3L*4R, we obtain the following:

R

L

Figure

Ground

-J-

r
-4i

r
4-
r

M
r

—^— HI 4L*:3RPolyrhythm

tu—i-
Figure LJU

4L:3R* Polyrhythm

Figure

Ground

i 3L*:4R Polyrhythm

R

L

Ground

Figure

3L:4R* Polyrhythm

Figure 2. Four data collection conditions. The asterisk indicates the location of the ground (left
or right). 4L*:3/J = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of four as ground, while the right hand
plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground,
while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L*:4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse
of three as ground, while the right hand plays the four pulse as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer
uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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C1

3L4R* polyrhythm

C2 C4

DR1 DR2

J B 1 I

DRs
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DR4

4-cycle

DRs
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X
DL2

X
DL3

3-cycle
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3L*4R polyrhythm
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Figure 4. Structure of the 3LAK* and 3L*4R polyrhythm models

where 3L4R* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure and
3L*4R = performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground,
while the right hand plays the four pulse as figure. C = cognitive

clock intervals; DR = right-hand motor delays; DL = left-hand
motor delays; B = subpulse intervals.

would be expected of skillful performers and highly re-

hearsed behaviors. We have also made interparticipant
comparisons.

Covariance Structure Modeling

The four conditions were modeled using the equations

defined above. We attempted to fit the results using EQS,

beginning with a normative standard model, which we

propose to apply to all examples of referential hierarchical

liming for repeating patterns. The model principles are

generally applicable, and give a unique model structure for

each data collection condition. The standard model makes

the following five assumptions: (a) There are four concur-

rent processes: clock pulse generation (C,), left motor re-

sponse generation (.DL,), right motor response generation

(DRj), and subpulse generation (B,); (b) the four processes

are stationary; (c) the pulses in the clock process trigger all

other processes; (d) the four processes are independent of

one another and all pairings of random variable durations

have zero covariance, with one exception: Subpulse gener-

ation is derived from its containing clock interval, and

therefore, covariances of the form C0var(B,-,C,), where B; is

contained in C,, are allowed to be nonzero, that is, freely

varying parameters of the model; and (e) the variances of

clock and motor processes are independent of position in the

cycle.

These assumptions are consistent with the training prac-

tices and introspections of professional percussion perform-

ers, but they go far beyond it in specificity. We interpret

assumptions b and e as indicating that the variances of all

DLs are equal, the variances of all DRs are equal, and the

variances of all Cs are equal. Assumption d is the only

assumption that goes beyond the spirit of the simple and

extended Wing-Kristofferson (1973a, 1973b) formulations;

however, it is essential for the idea of figure-ground rela-

tion used here, and it proves to be essential to obtain good

fits for the data. The remaining variables are then free

parameters of the model. Formally, then, this can be sum-

marized as follows.

Figure 5. Equivalence operations between the four polyrhyth-
mic conditions. P = parity (mirror) equivalence; GL = left-hand

ground; GR = right-hand ground equivalence; T = target equiv-
alence. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L-.3R*

= the performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while
the left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L*:4R = the per-
former uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right
hand plays the four pulse as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer
uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while the left hand
plays the three pulse as figure.
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Standard Model for Polyrhythmic

Covariance Structure

Constraints. Var(DL,) = Var(DLj) for all ij; Var(DR,)

= Var(DRj) for all «,;; and Var(C,) = Var(Cj) for all i,j.

Independence conditions. All variables are independent

except for the Bt and their containing Cj. That is, Cov(Xi, Xj)

= 0 for all ij, where X,,Xj E. [DL^DL^,... ;DR!,DR2,...;

C,,C2-.. ;Bi,B2,. ..}, with i * j, unless X, = Bm C Cn =

Xj (or X< = Cn D Bm = Xj).

Remaining free parameters. Var(DL), Var(DR), VartC),

Var(Bi) for all i (two or three parameters) Covari.Bj, Cj) for

all B; contained in Cj (two or three parameters).

For the current experiment, models with a four ground

will have 3 + 3 + 3 = 9 free parameters, whereas models

with a three ground will have 3 + 2 + 2 = 7 free param-

eters. Because there are (7*8)/2 = 28 covariance data points,

four-ground models have 28 — 9 = 19 degrees of freedom,

and three-ground models have 28 - 7 = 21 degrees of

freedom.

Structural equation models are customarily shown in the

form of a path diagram. Figure 6 shows the path diagram

that corresponds to the standard model for the case of a

3L4R* polyrhythm.

Variable parameters are indicated, as is customary, by an

asterisk, but this should not be confused with the asterisk

used to denote ground in our notation. An asterisk connect-

ing two variables refers to covariance. Path diagrams for the

other three cases are analogously derivable from the equa-

tions of the standard model.

The EQS method outputs best estimations for variances

and covariances acting as free parameters in the model. It

also computes a number of indices of goodness of fit. Here,

we focus on Bender's comparative fit index (CFI), which

indicates the goodness of fit obtained by the chosen model

in comparison to the fit achieved by the independence

model, that is, the model in which all measured variables

(here, 70 through 76) are uncorrelated. The CFI is defined so

as to be fairly independent of sample size and number of

degrees of freedom (Bentler, 1994), and varies from 0 (no

improvement over independence model) to 1 (maximum

possible improvement over independence model).

To assess each model, we determine the probability of

obtaining a value of x1 as large or larger than the value

actually obtained, given that the model is correct. The null

hypothesis is that the model fits the data well, and hence, the

derived probability should exceed a standard cutoff in the x2

distribution such as .05. In a model that fits well, p will be

large—.20 or more. In a poorly fitting model, the probabil-

ity will be below the standard cutoff.

One central advantage of using a structural equation mod-

eling procedure is that when the model chosen does not

initially fit the data well, the program can compute which

constraints are most responsible for the poor fit and show

the effects of selective release of existing constraints or the

introduction of additional freely varying parameters. In

DRl*} (DM*} C1* (DR2*) ( Bl*

Vai(DLl) = Var(DLZ) = Var(DL3)

Var(DRl) = Var(DR2) = Var(DR3) = Vat(DR4) = Var(DRS)

Vai(Cl) = Var(C2) = Var(C3) = Var(C4)

Figure 6. Path diagram for structural equation modeling of the polyrhythm 3LAR*, where 3L4R*
= performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground while the left hand plays the three pulse
as figure. C = cognitive clock interval; DR = right-hand motor delays; DL = right-hand motor
delays; B = subpulse intervals; / = interresponse intervals; Var = variance.
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EQS this is done by a Lagrange multiplier technique, which

allows both univariate and multivariate testing. The advan-

tage is that this provides an optimum way to make small

modifications to an existing model. Although it does not

guarantee finding a unique set of values and choice of free

parameters that provide an optimum fit, in practice we have

found it rare for convergence to present any problem, and

solutions seem to be stable with respect to small changes in

data. This last conclusion was reached by considering the

variations in program output that occurred using differing

preprocessing procedures for the covariance data. This is

described in more detail below, and in Pressing (1995b).

Method

Participants

Participants were professional percussionists who had (a) exten-
sive professional performance experience (at least 10 years), (b)
formal training in polyrhythmic percussion performance, and (c)
extensive practical experience with a repertoire that required the
extensive use of polyrhythms of the type examined here.

In practice, the third condition was met by all participants
having had considerable experience with both jazz and West
African percussion ensemble music. The focus of the latter music
was primarily on southeastern Ghana, with an emphasis on music
of the Ewe and Ga peoples. All participants also had training in
Western classical music and specific training hi Western subdivi-
sive performance of polyrhythms as described earlier. All partic-
ipants performed their music nationally and internationally.

Participant G.G. is a trap set percussionist who plays frequently
with a range of ensembles. Participant C.L. is a pianist, guitarist,
percussionist, and composer who has specialized in the music of
West Africa for the last 10 years. Participant J.P., one of the
authors of this article, is a pianist, percussionist, vocalist, and
composer and was a teacher of Participant C.L. Participants C.L.
and J.P. have both done ethnomusicological fieldwork in West
Africa on polyrhythmic percussion music. All participants have
studied with African master drummers, and all are self-ascribed
right banders.

Procedure

The participants' task was to perform the various 4:3 poly-
rhythms by tapping on two keys on a flat table, one tap with each
hand. The keys were connected to an IBM XT or 486 computer
equipped with special recording and data analysis software (see
Young, 1994). The cycle length chosen for the pattern was 1,800
ms, which was a comfortable speed for all participants.

Each completed pattern constituted a trial. In all cases a run
terminated when the participant played 40 acceptable trials. Trials
were deemed acceptable when the following two criteria were
fulfilled: (a) The order of nonsynchronously targeted taps within
the cycle conformed to the template order and (b) the interval
between synchronously targeted taps in the pattern was less than
20ms.

Exclusions of trials based on these criteria were rare (<1%).
The program also checked whether the within-hand intervals of
each trial were within three standard deviations of the mean, and
trials that failed this test were excluded from consideration. Such
trials were rare, and their exclusion had a negligible effect on the
analysis.

There were three experimental variables. The first variable was
data collection protocol. In the synchronization protocol the par-
ticipant listened to two computer-generated tones playing the
polyrhythm (left ear for left hand and right ear for right hand) and
then, when ready, the participant began tapping on the keys in
synchrony with the tones. The tones continued to the end of the
run. The synchronous protocol corresponds to the performer fol-
lowing another highly accurate performer who acts as a reference
timekeeper, or performing to a click track, as in a studio environ-
ment, a procedure which is now very common for professional
percussionists.

hi the spontaneous protocol, the participant began on his own
without any computer prompting. However, the performers did
attempt to operate at approximately the same tapping rate as for the
synchronous protocol. In each case the computer disregarded the
first two (preliminary) trials of each run. The results reported here
only treat the data obtained for the synchronous protocol. The
spontaneous data will be reported elsewhere.

The second experimental variable was the data collection con-
dition, that is, the pattern used by the performer. The four patterns
were 3IAR*, 3L*4R, 4L3R*, and 4L*3R, as described above. The
left hand and right hand allocation of the three and four streams
was controlled by corresponding left or right allocation of the
headphone three and four streams. The figure-ground allocation
was controlled by requiring the participants to perform the pattern
according to the notations of Figure 2, which specified ground
location unambiguously to these experienced performers.

The third experimental variable was the time of data collection.
Data collection took place in two periods of 3-4 weeks separated
by 14-20 months (depending on the participant), allowing some
comparison of long-term stability of the performance patterns
used. The first period of data collection is termed Time A and the
second period is termed Time B.

Each participant performed 6 runs of 40 synchronization trials
for each of the four patterns, at both Time A and Time B. Runs
were normally blocked by condition, and order of blocks followed
performer preference, which resulted in approximate counterbal-
ancing of block order. There was no attempt to counterbalance
order of blocks due to the high degree of previous practice of the
patterns by the performers.

Results and Discussion

The experimental measurements allow the computation of

means and variances of single intervals and covariances

between intervals. We may conveniently characterize the

interval structure of the performances by using either the

seven consecutive intervals (numbered /0-/6 in Figure 3)

that, with one exception, are measured between the hands,

or the seven within-hand intervals (numbered /7-/13 in Fig-

ure 3). We treat the means first, and then turn to the

variance-covariance structure.

Mean and Variance Analysis

The data show that these performers are very consistent in

their pattern timing and that the intervals they produce are

all fairly close to the target time intervals that exact metro-

nomic production would predict. We focus on the within-

hand intervals, /7-/i3 of Figure 3. The deviations of the

means from their targets vary over the absolute range 0.0 ms

to 30 ms, for target intervals of 450 ms or 600 ms, with
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mean absolute deviations on the order of 10 ms or less. The

temporal control of these participants is among the most

accurate reported in the literature. Despite this, it is readily

possible to differentiate among the four conditions on the

basis of small but consistent patterns of deviation of the

mean values of actual intervals from their targets.

Pattern structure and accuracy. We define accuracy as

closeness to the metronomically exact pattern. Our use of

this term may be somewhat perjorative, because small in-

tentional deviations from metronomic exactitude are known

to be important in musical performance (Pressing, 1987;

Shaffer, 1981; Sloboda, 1985). However, the tapping task

was limited in its musical aspects, and moreover, metro-

nomic exactness was considered the target by the performer

and was cued by the headphones.

As a measure of performance accuracy, we use deviations

from target intervals for each participant. Figures 7, 8, and

9 show the results for this variable for the four data collec-

tion conditions for each of the 3 participants, G.G., C.L.,

and J.P., respectively, averaged over Time A and Time B.

The intervals on the x axis are listed in the order 450 ms,

600 ms, 450 ms, 600 ms, 450 ms, 600 ms, 450 ms, or in
other words, 4,, 3j, 42, 32, 43, 33, and 44, for all plots

(77-/13). Standard errors of the mean for these plots are in

the range 0.5—1 .Oms, that is, about the size of the data-point

icons. Hence, the different patterns of results show, overall,

highly significant distinctions between the four data collec-

tion conditions for all participants.

Participant G.G. is the most experienced performer, and

he shows the lowest deviations from target intervals on

average. Although his four patterns are significantly differ-

ent, they show similar trends of deviation in certain posi-

tions. For example, the mean intervals 3, are all less than

target, whereas mean deviation intervals 43 and 33 are all

greater than target, and in all cases mean deviations satisfy

the inequalities 33 > 43 > 44. With Participant C.L. and

particularly with Participant J.P., there is a tendency for

mirror-image data conditions to show very similar patterns

of deviations from target. That is, the patterns of deviation

break down into two groups: Group 1, containing 3L4R*

and 4L*3R, and Group 2, containing 3L*4R and 4L3R*.

This suggests that these two performers are attempting to

use a model that minimizes handedness effects (and to a

considerable extent, they succeed). As mentioned earlier,

this corresponds with the training of such participants. The

overall smaller deviations from target by Participant G.G. is

interpreted as evidence that the cognitive models he used

have been refined to the point that the influence of both

cognitive ground and hand parity are not readily apparent

above noise thresholds and slight covariance parameter

drift.

The role of individual intervals was examined by using

separate t tests to evaluate the significance of the concor-

dance of mean intervals with target intervals. The results are

shown in Table 1.

Concordance is indicated by a failure to show significant

difference from target interval at the .05 level. That is, p >

.05, supporting the null hypothesis of equality of means of

the distributions.

The details of concordance with target varied markedly

with performer. C.L.'s accurate intervals were all in the four

stream, with 44 having a dominant role, found in three out

of four protocols. J.P.'s most accurate intervals were in the

three stream, with 32 playing a dominant role. These accu-

rate intervals only appeared in the two P-related protocols,

3L*4R and 4L3R*. G.G.'s accurate intervals were largely

confined to the four stream, and were found overwhelm-

ingly with the two P -related conditions, 3L4R* and 4L*3R.

The intervals selected as showing the greatest concordance

did not show much overlap between Times A and B.

Greater accuracy of performance was expected for the

ground stream than the figure stream. In fact, 14 of the 19

Interval

3L4R*(A+B)

C 4L":3R(A+B)

--*-- 3L':4R(A+B)

--A-- 4L:3R*(A+B)

Figure 7. Deviation from target intervals for Participant G.G. for Times A and B combined in the
four experimental conditions, for the intervals /7 to /I3. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand
pulse of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer
uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure;
3L*:4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the
four pulse as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while
the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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3L4R*(A+B)

d 4L":3R(A+B)

•* 3L':4R(A+B)

--* 4L:3R"(A+B)

Interval

Figure 8. Deviation from target intervals for Participant J.P. for Times A and B combined in the
four experimental conditions, for the intervals 77 to 7,3. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand
pulse of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer
uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure;
3L*:4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the
four pulse as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while
the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.

most accurate intervals were found in the ground stream,

and 5 were found in the figure stream. Overall, this achieves

a binomial distribution significance with p = .032 (one-

tailed). Fourteen of these 19 most accurate intervals were

found in the 4 stream, and only 5 were found in the three

stream, showing a clear tendency but not formally achieving

significance with p = .064 (two-tailed, because there was

no directional presumption here). 11 of the 19 most accurate

intervals were located in the left hand, and 8 were located in

the right (not significant). These results suggest that accu-

racy is greater for the ground stream than the figure stream,

possibly greater for the four stream than the three stream,

and not significantly affected by hand used for the stream.

Pattern structure and consistency. Standard deviation

• 3L:4R*(A+B)

n 4L*:3R(A+B)

--*-- 3L':4R (B)

--*-- 4L:3R'(A+B)

Interval

Figure 9. Deviation from target intervals for Participant C.L. for Times A and B combined in the
four experimental conditions, for the intervals I-, to /13. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand
pulse of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer
uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure;
3L*;4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the
four pulse as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while
the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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0.66

B

3L4R* 3L*4R 4L*3R

Pattern

4L3R*

0.8 -

0.5

3L4R* 3L*4R 4L*3R

Pattern

4L3R*

0.5 -

3L4R* 3U*4R 4L*3R 4L3R*

Pattern

Figure 10. Normalized standard deviations for the 3 participants—G.G. (A), J.P. (B), and C.L.
(C)—averaged across the two rhythmic streams. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse
of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer uses
the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L*:4R
= the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the four pulse
as figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while the left
hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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Table 1

Intervals Showing Significant Concordance Between

Actual Mean Size and Target Size

Participant and
interval

G.G.
42 (G)
4, (G)
3j (F)
44 (G)
3i (G)
4, (G)
42 (G)
44 (G)
42 (G)
4, (G)

J.P.
32 (G)
\ (G)
42 (F)
32 (G)

C.L.
44 (G)
4, (G)
42 (F)
44 (F)
44 (F)

Condition

3L4/J*
3Mfi*
3L4R*
3L4«*
3L*4«
4Z,*3fl
4L*3/f
4L*3/f
4Z*3«
4i*3/J

3L*4tf
4Z3S*
4L3R*
4L3R*

3I4J?*
3L4tf*
3L*4«
3L*4R
4L3tf*

Time of
experiment

A
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
B

A
A
B
B

A
B
B
B
B

P>

.20

.30

.30

.20

.10

.40

.50

.80

.40

.70

.50

.30

.50

.05

.80

.80

.05

.50

.20

Note. G = ground; F = figure. 3L4R* = performer uses the
right-hand pulse of four as ground, while the left hand plays the
three pulse as figure; 3L*4R = the performer uses the left-hand
pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the four pulse
as figure; 4L*3R = performer uses the left-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L3R*
= performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the
left hand plays the four pulse as figure.

indexes consistency in performance. If we average all runs

and all intervals of the pattern that form part of either the

three stream or the four stream, then for each data collection

condition, and for each of the three participants, we find that

mean standard deviation for the four stream is lower than

for the three stream for almost all cases. This is in agree-

ment with findings of Peters and Schwartz (1989). How-

ever, we believe that a more apt comparison between

streams requires consideration of the effect of different

mean interval size on standard deviation of the two streams.

The relation between mean and standard deviation for the

distribution of polyrhythmic intervals is unknown. Larger

intervals would be expected a priori to have a larger stan-

dard deviation, in the absence of other knowledge. The

literature on temporal production contains empirical find-

ings of a linear relation between variance and interval mean,

and also findings of a linear relation between standard

deviation and mean (Vorberg & Wing, 1996). Summers,

Rosenbaum, et al. (1993) used coefficient of variation, that

is, s/I, where s is sample standard deviation and / is mean

interval size, in assessing variability of polyrhythmic per-

formance, which presumes the second kind of linear rela-

tion. However, we expect the first kind of linear relation to

be more likely to apply for the constant tempo and pattern

type conditions found here.

This choice has both empirical support (e.g., Wing, 1980)

and a theoretical justification. If, as has often been sug-

gested, clock intervals are measured by a timekeeper pro-

cess that steadily increments a count of random neural

events until a certain threshold is achieved, then the stan-

dard deviation can be shown to be proportional to V?

(Creelman, 1962; Vorberg & Wing, 1996). Hence in Figure

10 A, B, and C we plot values of s/V7, a variable here called

normalized SD.

The results are that s/V/ is lower for the ground than the

figure in 10 out of 12 cases (4 models X 3 participants),

corresponding to a binomial distribution p (one-tailed) =

.0371, significant at .05. The two exceptions were the

3L*4R condition for participants G.G. and J.P., where dif-

ferences were slight. These two cases are readily interpreted

if we consider that the four-based clock interval and right

hand confer additional smaller effects of increased consis-

tency on a stream (relative to the three stream and the left

hand), as only this condition (3L*4R) opposes the strong

consistency enhancing effect of the ground with the weaker

consistency reducing effects of both the three stream and the

left hand.

This conclusion on the ground location effect can be

tested another independent way with respect to standard

deviation, and in this form, no normalization assumptions

are required. We compare the pairs of conditions that are

identical except for ground placement, and ask whether the

shift of ground has an effect on standard deviation in the

correct direction within each stream. That is, for the iden-

tically targeted pair 3L47?* and 3L*4R, we examine whether

s4(3LAR*) < s4(3Z.*4R), s3(3LAR*) > s3(3L*4R), and for

the pair 4L3R* and 4L*3R, we examine whether s4(4L3R*)

> s4(4L*3R) and s3(4L3R*) < .s3(4£*3«), where sk(a) is

mean standard deviation of the ^-stream intervals found for

data collection condition a. That is, we see if the ground

location correctly predicts better consistency within each

stream. The results are that these inequalities hold for 10 out

of the 12 possible cases, binomially significant as before at

.05 withp (one-tailed) = .0371.

Overall, then, the conclusion is that both relative accuracy

and consistency of performance are better for the ground

stream than the figure stream and that ground location is the

primary parameter affecting these variables. Accuracy is

Figure 11. Mean deviations from target intervals for the 3 participants for the four data collection
conditions for the intervals /7-/i3. 4L*:3R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L:3R* = the performer uses the
right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L*:4R = the
performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the four pulse as
figure; and 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as ground, while the left hand
plays the three pulse as figure.
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also affected by stream size, but consistency is only weakly

affected. Handing effects are weak, and they appear to be

based on individual differences that only rarely rise above

the floor of performance noise. The limited influence of

hand choice on the accuracy or consistency of polyrhythmic

patterns has been found by previous researchers (Peters &

Schwartz, 1989; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993).

Interindividual similarities and differences. We now ex-

amine the patterns of deviations from metronomicity across

the 3 participants. Figure 11A-D shows mean deviations

from target for all 3 participants for each of the four datac-

onditions, for Time A only (a similar result was found for

Time B).

Again, the targets are the seven within-hand intervals.

Standard errors for these plots are again quite small (0.5-1.0

ms), on the order of the size of the icons used for plotting.

Because of the relatively high consistency of the perform-

ers, and given that each point represents 120 trials, virtually

all the interparticipant differences are highly significant on

a point-by-point basis. However, there are obvious trends of

similarity between participants in some cases, particularly

for condition 3L4R* for all participants, and for Participants

G.G. and J.P. for condition 3L*4R. Our expectation was that

interparticipant similarities of this kind should reflect dif-

ferential familiarity with the four conditions (i.e., the fre-

quency of the four conditions in the normative repertoire)

and perhaps also patterns of training.

These findings support this idea. This is because 3L4R*,

which showed the most interparticipant consistency, is the

most common way in which percussionists are called on to

perform 3:4 polyrhythms in both African-American and

West African musical repertoire (e.g., Locke & Agbeli,

1980; Pressing, 1983b). Although we know of no systematic

studies that examine developmental polyrhythmic peda-

gogy, the experience of the 3 participants in this study was

that 3L4R* was most common and was studied first. It

would then be a logical next step to change the mental

ground and preserve the motor actions to obtain 3L*4R.

The much higher interparticipant variabilities of the other

two conditions, 4L*3R and 4L3R*, can be interpreted to

mean that lack of familiarity breeds greater individuality of

solutions. Alternatively, this can be attributed to the placing

of the four stream in the left hand. In view of the low

influence of handedness in the results in general, we prefer

the first interpretation.

Stability over time. We found a considerable degree of

consistency between Times A and B for the 3 participants.

Examples of this can be seen in Figure 12, for Participant

J.P., and Figure 13, for Participant G.G., which show a

comparison of the deviations of the mean for the seven

within-hand intervals from the pattern target intervals, for

the 3L4R conditions for Times A and B.

Whereas there are numerous changes in detail, the pat-

terns of deviations from targets evidently show considerable

stability for periods of at least a year and a half.

T tests were used to compare the stability over time of the

patterns of deviation from metronomical exactitude for the

individual intervals. The intervals that did not achieve sig-

nificant differences between the results at Time A and Time

B at the .05 level are considered especially stable, and these

are found in Table 2. Intervals listed in boldface had p >

0.30 (If statisticl < 1.0364).

We were unable to find any consistent patterns across

individuals or within the results of any one individual. The

differential stability of intervals in this polyrhythm appar-

ently shows strong individual difference effects.

Covariance Structure Analysis

The full details of the covariance structure analysis pro-

cedures used here have been discussed and justified in detail

in a companion article (Pressing, 1995b). In the companion

article, it is shown that the manner of combination of data

from different runs can be critical in model evaluation. The

procedure used may be summarized as follows. Covariance

matrices were calculated for each run of 40 trials. An

estimate of population variances for each interval in the

pattern was then obtained by simple averaging:

1
(4)

where o^ = the estimate for population variance of in-

terval n, and s^(n) = the computed variance of interval n for

run m.

Each correlation in the matrix was then converted to its

Fisher z transform, a procedure known to normalize the

distribution of correlations, averaged with the correlations

of other runs recorded under the same condition, and then

inverse transformed, to give an optimal estimate of the

population value of the correlations p,y. Covariances are

then readily computed by the standard formula

where Covy is the covariance between intervals i and j in the

cycle, using Equation 4 for the <rs.

This produced a processed covariance matrix that acted as

an estimator for the population covariance matrix. This

processed matrix was input into EQS.

In general, correlations were found to vary over the range

of -0.7 to +0.2. Correlations between adjacent intervals,

predicted by simple Wing-Kristofferson (1973a, 1973b)

theory to fall in the range —0.5 to 0.0, did so approximately

85% of the time, but there were a number of cases above

and below this range. These deviations are accounted for in

an automatic way by the covariance assumptions of the

standard model. Tests for normality of distributions of in-

tervals were all satisfactory.

Tests of the standard model. Table 3 shows the degree

of fit obtained by application of the standard model to the

processed covariance matrices for all 3 participants.

Separate fittings were performed for Time A alone and
for Times A + B combined. Overall, the fit to the various

forms of the standard model is very good. Comparative fit

indices are high, and if p > .05 is taken as the criterion of
significance of fit, then the model provides a significant fit

in 20 out of 24 instances without any modifications. The
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3L4R' Time A

n 3L4R' Tims B

• 3L*:4R Time A

o 3L':4R TimeB

Internal

Figure 12. Longitudinal comparison of accuracy of 3MR patterns for participant G.G. for the
intervals /7-/13. 3L*:4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right
hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.

four exceptional cases are marked with a superscript a in

Table 3 and are 4L*3R (A) and 4L3/f* (A, A+B) for

Participant G.G. and 3L*4/f(2B) for Participant C.L.

Because the 4L*3/?(A) results for G.G. became signifi-

cant for the 4L*3R (A+B) case, and because the 4L3.R*

(A+B) value of p = 0.046 is very close to the cutoff of

p = 0.05, only one case shows a very marked failure to fit

even with 480 trials: case C.L. 3L*4R(2B). This is the case

that only includes data from one time, due to a failure in

data storage, as mentioned earlier. Although data from more

musicians is obviously required for confirmation, it is clear

that these musicians' data do correspond to the models they

think they are using, and that the articulation of these

models we produced, the standard model, based on the

assumptions of independence of the different motor, clock,

and nonlinked subdivision processes, is strongly supported.

The observed discrepancies in the four exceptional cases

will be discussed further below.

Model uniqueness. More difficult questions to answer

are: How unique are these forms of our standard cognitive

model? Would other models based on different cognitive

preconceptions fit equally well, or perhaps better? This is a

complex issue in structural equation modeling, and it has

appeared in various implicit and explicit guises in the in-

vestigation of polyrhythmic performance (see, notably,

Jagacinski et al., 1988). Structural equation modeling is

basically a confirmatory statistical technique, although it

does allow both the explicit testing and fine tuning of

alternatively formulated models.

With this in mind, we performed several investigations of

the stability and uniqueness of the standard model. First, we

made changes on heuristic grounds, selectively dropping

3L4R' Time A

Q 3L:4R' Tims B

• 3L':4R Time A

O 3L*:4R Time B

Interval

Figure 13. Longitudinal comparison of accuracy of 3L4R patterns for participant J.P. for the
intervals /7-/i3. 3L*:4R = the performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right
hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L:4R* = the performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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Table 2 ways had a strong beneficial effect. It became apparent that

Pattern Intervals of Significant Longitudinal Stability the structural equation modeling method, as instanced in

^ ~ EOS, makes effective predictions and does not appear to
Participants . . . _ . . r . . . . . , ,

_ _ _ miss significant minima in its recommendations for model
Condition _ G.G. _ J.P. _ C.L. improvement.

3IAR* 42 3,, 32, 43, 44 _ One change that consistently produced a poor fit was the
3L*4« 43 4t, 33 — imposition of an independence assumption (zero covari-
4i*3* 4i> "*2> 3z 3i> 43 3, ance) between the Bs and their enclosing Cs. We take this to

- * - 3" 3^ 3* - 4" 4* 32 - 112-3 - be a strong indication that the B intervals are generated from
Note. All listed intervals showed p > .05 (t statistic). Intervals ^g ground clock stream, as has been found by earlier
printed in boldface had p > 30 (, statistic) 3MJ?* = performer research (Jagacinski et al 1988; Summers, Rosenbaum, et

.
left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays the *elr Production is a hierarchical cognitive process that
four pulse as figure; 4L*3R = performer uses the left-hand pulse includes the mental subdivision of the C intervals into equal
of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as parts. However, mental subdivision is not the only possible
figure; 4Z.3S* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as process that might explain the data, and the details of this
ground, while the left hand plays the four pulse as figure. process remain to be elucidated. Models were tried that

imposed a proportional multiplicative fit, that is, a ratio of

VariB) to Var(C) equal to the ratio of sizes of the B and C

constraints and adding free parameters where such changes intervals, but these did not typically produce a better fit or

were not specifically advocated by the program, to assess its resolve residual model ambiguities. Often, the results were

diagnostic capacity. Such heuristic changes did not yield slightly worse. Analysis of model parameters gave only

significant improvements in fit, in contrast with the pro- limited support to a multiplicative hierarchical model, as

gram's recommended parameter changes, which nearly al- described more fully below.

Table 3

Fits to the Standard Model for All Data Collection Conditions, Using Time A Alone

and Combined A + B Data

Participant and data
condition (times)

G.G.
3L*4fl (A)
3L*4S (A + B)
3LAR* (A)
3IAR* (A + B)
4Z.*3fl (A)
4L*3fl (A + B)
4L3R* (A)
4L3R* (A + B)

J.P.
3L*4R (A)
3L*4/J (A + B)
31AR* (A)
3L4/J* (A + B)
4L*3« (A)
4L*3R (A + B)
4L3R* (A)
4L3R* (A + B)

C.L.
3L*4R (2B)
3L4R* (A)
3L4K* (A + B)
4L*3« (A)
4L*3R (A + B)
4L3R* (A)
4L3R* (A + B)

Comparative
fit index

0.984
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.899
0.982
0.801
0.912

0.980
0.985
0.961
0.988
0.893
0.975
0.876
0.980

0.809b

1.000
1.000
0.887
1.000
0.947
0.989

t

20.628
16.086
19.044
18.884
39.687
23.888
58.297
30.484

20.551
20.051
27.759
22.679
31.456
23.198
29.707
20.448

49.312
20.370
10.585
32.486
14.299
22.888
19.837

df

19
19
21
21
21
21
19
19

19
19
21
21
21
21
19
19

17
21
21
21
21
19
19

P

.358

.652

.583

.593

.008a

.299
<.oor

.046"

.362

.391

.147

.361

.066

.333

.056

.368

<.oor
.498
.970
.052
.856
.242
.404

Note. 3L*4R = performer uses the Left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays
the four pulse as figure; 4L3R* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the
left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3LAR* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L*3R — performer uses the left-hand
pulse of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure.
a Exceptional cases. b Convergence problems.
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Parallel models based on independent clocks in the two

hands were built and tried, but these gave extremely poor

fits to the data or failed to converge. We also tried serial

models in a number of representative cases, but although

these normally converged, comparative fits were poor, typ-

ically in the range 0.000 to 0.500. These findings constitute

strong evidence that a hierarchical model of the kind out-

lined here is essential.

We then applied a more stringent test of model unique-

ness by a comparative analysis based on a given standard

model (S) and its ground-reversed form (S*). This test is

fairly stringent because the model and its ground-reversed

form are similar in structure and differ by only a few

parameters. At the same time, we allowed a small number of

recommended changes in the covariance structure of the

standard model to be made, and the increased fit was

compared with the increased fit afforded by an equivalent

number of recommended changes in the 5* model. This

served to allow a refined sense of comparison in several

cases.

Each of these changes (relaxation of a constraint or in-

troduction of a new free parameter) acted to reduce the

residual degrees of freedom in the data, and this was notated

as in the following examples: S + 1 indicates that the model

was the standard one for the data collection condition, with

one additional parameter or imposed constraint (1 reduced

degree of freedom); S* + 2 indicates that the model was

that for the ground-reversed form of the data collection

condition, with a reduction of 2 degrees of freedom. These

will be called extended models.

Where several possible additional degrees of freedom

were proposed by the program, we fully explored alternative

minimization paths for the parameters. The results of these

model fine tunings were then compared for the four data

collection conditions. We performed modifications to the 5

and S* models for all cases where the initial p value was less

than .20, and continued the process until it went above this

value, unless the process self terminated before then (that

is, no further improvement of fit was possible). Self-

termination happened rarely, and only with 5* models.

Equivalent reductions in degrees of freedom were explored

for S and 5* models. Parameters were allowed to vary

freely, except that variances were constrained to be

nonnegative.

An examination of the results showed that for Participant

J.P., on the basis of p and CFI values, the standard model

was always clearly preferable to the reversed standard

model, and the extended standard models were always pref-

erable to the equivalent extended reversed models. The few

recommended improvements to the standard models most

commonly involved the introduction of negative correlation

between two clock pulses within the cycle.

For Participant G.G., a more complex picture was found.

Unambiguous preference for the standard model over the

reversed-ground model only emerged for the case 3LAK*.

For 3L*4R, the fit was extremely good for both S and S*

models, and they could not be distinguished either on the

basis of goodness of fit or plausibility of resultant parameter

values. For the case 4L*3/?, the two models could not be

distinguished on the basis of fit for Time A, but for Time

A + B, the standard model provided a better fit. For both

Time A and Time B, however, the S* model proposes

anomalously large values of Var(DR), values in conflict

with previous findings for clock and motor variances (e.g.

Jagacinski et al., 1988; Wing, 1980) and also the other cases

here, making this fit less credible in our view than that of the

standard model. For the case 4L3R*, the initial nonsignifi-

cant fits of the standard and reversed models could not be

distinguished, but when the models were extended by the

addition of other recommended parameters, convergence to

a fit of CFI = 1.000 was considerably more rapid for the

standard model. For Time A, the standard model required

three extensions, compared with six such extensions for the

reversed model. For4Z3R* (A+B), one parameter sufficed

to extend the standard model to a CFI of 1.000, whereas the

S* model required three additional parameters to reach

CFI = .985, with no further improvement possible. Overall,

the few changes to the standard model involved the intro-

duction of nonzero covariances between clock pulse and

ground hand motor delay or between Cl and C2 in the case

of 4L*3R, and the introduction of nonzero covariance be-

tween clock pulse and ground hand motor delay and un-

equal ground hand variances for the case 4L3R*.

Participant C.L. showed a better fit for the standard model

than the reversed standard model for the cases 4L3R* and

4L*T>R. For the case 3L4R*, both models fit extremely well

and no model disambiguation was possible on the basis of

either fit or parameter values. For the case 3L*4R, the fit

was poor for both standard and reversed models, and when

they were extended, convergence was more rapid to CFI =

1.000 for the reversed model. Both S-based and S*-based

high CFI fits to the data in this case required markedly

unequal DLs or DRs, which does not square well with the

idea of a uniform and stationary motor process.

With regard to stability over time, in the vast majority of

cases, optimum parameter values found for models at Time

A were close to those found for Time A + B. Evidently the

cognitive models used are relatively stable. Effects of time

variation were more substantial for correlation parameters

than for variance parameters.

Overall, a better fit was found for the standard or ex-

tended standard model than for the respective reversed or

extended reversed model for 18 out of 23 cases. In four

cases it was impossible to pick between the S and the S*

model fits, and in one case the 5* model provided a some-

what better fit.

Model parameters. For the purpose of model parameter

comparison, a single optimally fitting model was chosen for

each combination of data condition and participant, using

the standard or an extended standard model, based on

pooled A + B data. In this optimal selection, the fits were

chosen to satisfy the two criteria p > .25, and minimum

number of extensions from the standard model. The guiding

principle here is considered to be that the best comparisons

of different parameters of the standard model would be

obtained by minimal differences in covariance structure, but

with a threshold ensuring excellent fit. These optimum

models are given in Table 4.
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Interparticipant variability was addressed first. With the

exception of the anomalous CL 3L*4R(2B) case, the vari-

ances of DL fall in the range 14.51-52.02 ms2. The DR

variances fall in a slightly smaller range: 6.13-42.21 ms2.

Standard errors for both of these variances fall in the range

5-9 ms2. There is no significant tendency for right-hand

motor delay variances to be systematically smaller than

left-hand motor delay variances (or the reverse). However,

there is a significant systematic tendency for ground hand

motor delay variances to be larger than their corresponding

figure hand motor delay variances (11 out of 12 cases,

binomial p < .001). No normalization of motor variances

based on interval size need qualify this conclusion, because

motor variances are known to be independent of main

interval size (Wing, 1980).

Clock variances fall in the range 66.40-134.17 ms2, with

standard errors of 9-16 ms2. Larger clock variances are

associated with larger clock sizes, and indeed, under the

assumption that both types of clock (three stream and four

stream) are generated by independently concatenating a

steady fastest pulse, they would be related by 4:3 ratio. The

actual ratio found averaged for all participants was slightly

larger (1.46). The numbers making this up were computed

as VariC^4R)/Var{C3IAKf) and Var(.C^Kt)tVar(CA,^K),

and had the following values for Participants G.G., J.P., and

C.L., respectively: 1.606, 1.523; 1.408, 1.175; and 1.367,

1.661.

The patterns of B variances and B-C correlations across

participants showed a number of similarities, but also

marked differences. Evidently this aspect of the control

structure is subject to considerable individual variation.

Standard errors for Var(B)s were in the range 15-25 ms2.

There was one simple finding. For all 3* cases for all

participants, Var(B^) > Var(C). Because the Bj interval is

contained in C\, this significant difference indicates that Cl

and B, are not produced by concatenation of some simpler

common process. A separate (subdivision) process is used

to clock B! (and presumably the other Bs as well), and this

process is subject to more variability per unit time than the

central clock process. This result confirms the design of our

model, and also earlier experimental and modeling work by

one of the authors and coworkers (Summers, Rosenbaum, et

al., 1993).

The obtained model parameters allowed the testing of the

multiplicative hierarchical model approach, which was

found by Jagacinski et al. (1988) to provide the overall best

fit to performances of a 2:3 polyrhythm. This model pro-

poses that the B, intervals are a multiplicative fraction Pt of

their respective including C, intervals, with Pt given by the

ratio of the actual interresponse B, and interresponse Ct

intervals. Using Jagacinski et al.'s assumptions, it is easy to

show that the following relation should hold for such cases:

P, = p(B,, Cj) (6)

For 3* conditions, the actual values_of P averaged over

participants are Pl = .76, P2 = .50, P3 = .25; for the 4*

conditions, Pt = .32, P2 = .66. The results are shown in

Table 5.

A number of cases show values of P calculated from

Equation 6 that support a multiplicative process, for exam-

ple, for Participant G.G. 3* P, and P2, for Participant J.P. 3*

P2, and for Participant C.L. 3L4R*, but others are very

different. Four cases produce impossible (negative) values

of P. Evidently a strict multiplicative approach to the pro-

duction of subintervals may be used in some cases by these

participants, but is definitely not used in other cases. For

this reason we feel it is better in general to keep Cov(Bi,CJ)

as a free parameter, to encompass the range of cognitive

strategies used by participants.

More consistency was apparent in control parameters

within participants. As in the case of the means analysis, the

Table 5

P Ratios Calculated From Equation 6 Under the Assumption of a Multiplicative

Hierarchical Model Compared With Actual P Ratios

Participant
and condition

G.G.
3L*4R
4L3R*

J.P.
3L*4R
4L3R*

C.L.
3L*4fl
4L3R*

3* P

f,(.76)

0.718
0.760

0.958
0.918

1.345
0.698

ratios (mean

^2(.50)

Calculated

0.328
0.638

0.453
0.439

0.548
0.052

actual)

/•a(.25)

0.058
-0.092

0.106
0.056

0.413
0.303

Participant
and condition

G.G.
3L4R*
4Z,*3fi

J.P.
3L4R*
4L*3R

C.L.
3L4R*
4L*3R

4* P ratios
(mean actual)

P,(.32) P2(.66)

Calculated

-0.158 0.396
-0.064 0.572

-0.207 0.840
0.092 0.915

0.285 0.702
0.173 0.981

Note. 3L*4/? = performer uses the left-hand pulse of three as ground, while the right hand plays
the four pulse as figure; 4L3R* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of three as ground, while the
left hand plays the four pulse as figure; 3L4R* = performer uses the right-hand pulse of four as
ground, while the left hand plays the three pulse as figure; 4L*3R = performer uses the left-hand
pulse of four as ground, while the right hand plays the three pulse as figure.
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strongest determinant of behavior was the ground location.

There is a clear tendency for P-related conditions to share

close values of the parameters. (T-related patterns showed

no obvious tendency to have related parameter values,

within participants or between them.)

The similarity of P-related conditions was examined in a

more systematic fashion by computing t values for each of

the seven free parameters for the 4* model pair, and for each

of the nine free parameters for the 3* model pair, using the

standard errors provided by EQS. Specifically,

t(f, 3*) =

and

flLAR' /4i.*3K

(7)

(8)

where/is a model parameter (a variance or covariance) and

SE = standard error. This allows the examination of the null

hypothesis that both sets of parameters (those from each of

the members of the P-related pair) come from a common

model (have equal mean values).

The results were as follows. For the 3* models, the results

center around zero for all participants and no single tvalue

exceeds in absolute value the p < .05 cutoff of ca. 1.96.

This strongly suggests that the same model is being used

with respect to covariance structure in the two cases, but

with reversed parity. In contrast, whereas all except one of

the absolute values of the t values for the 4* models are less

than the .05 cutoff, there is a clear tendency for the vari-

ances and covariances for the 31AR* model to be smaller

than the corresponding values of the 4L*3^? model (t values

are consistently below zero).

Our suggestion is that this may be attributable to the much

greater familiarity of the 3L4R* pattern. As discussed ear-

lier, this is by far the most common handing arrangement

when playing a 4:3 polyrhythm. This idea was examined

further by hypothesizing that the effect of differential prac-

tice was to scale variances and covariances of the 3ZAR*

pattern below that of the others. We therefore sought the

uniform scaling factor that if applied to the 3LAR* pattern

covariance matrix, would cause the Mest averages to equal

zero. This occurred at .80. That is, the 3LAR* variances and

covariances were on average 20% smaller than the 4L*3R

variances. When such a factor was applied, the resulting t

tests now necessarily centered around zero, there were only

two cases that slightly exceeded the .05 cutoff. The other

cases were well below cutoff. This provides support for the

idea that the effect of extensive integrated practice may be

to multiplicatively reduce variances and covariances of un-

derlying control variables (i.e., the clock, motor, and sub-

division processes).

Conclusions

We have shown that the procedures used by expert mu-

sicians in performing polyrhythms can be systematically

translated into covariance structure models that provide an

excellent fit to data collected under a synchronous protocol.

The synchronous protocol corresponds to a situation where

a performer is required to track another highly accurate

performer or a click track.

These models are all examples or slight variants of a

hierarchical standard model, one that we believe may apply

widely to cases of timed motor coordination. The central

features of the standard model build on earlier work by

other authors (Jagacinski et al., 1988; Summers, Rosen-

baum, et al., 1993; Vorberg & Hambuch, 1984; Wing &

Kristofferson 1973a, 1973b) and comprise a central clock

process, separate motor delay processes for the two timed

streams, a separate process of referential timing based on

the clock process, and specific assumptions about variances

and covariances.

The standard model not only fits the data very well for

different participants and conditions, but also provides a

better fit than any of a number of alternative nonhierarchical

models. The standard model and its minimal extensions

were also successful in showing a clear superiority in rela-

tion to tested alternative hierarchical models that were struc-

turally similar.

The success of the model is surprising from one perspec-

tive. Namely, the synchronization condition of data collec-

tion is predicated on the idea of tracking an audio stimulus,

and this cannot be achieved without error correction. Yet,

no explicit consideration of error correction is made in our

model. We believe the explanation is as follows. First,

strong similarities in the covariance data between synchro-

nization and nonsynchronization conditions have been

noted by other authors (e.g., Pressing, 1995c; Vorberg,

1992). This may particularly apply to experienced or well-

practiced performers, who have a well-defined internal pro-

duction process based on a very stable cognitive clock, with

error correction effects that are relatively small and possibly

intermittent.

Second, Vorberg and Wing (1996) have shown that when

error correction processes based on adjustment of the clock

intervals are added to a Wing-Kristofferson framework, the

resulting deviations from Wing-Kristofferson covariance

structure fall to zero for a condition of optimal error cor-

rection, which they take to occur when the performer at-

tempts to minimize the asynchrony variance, that is, the

variance between the actual tap and the reference audio

tone. Their conclusion is fairly robust, and their proposed

optimum cognitive strategy is plausible here. Third, exper-

imental measurement of synchronization error correction

parameters for 3:4 polyrhythms (Pressing, in press) has

shown that error correction effects are fairly uniform across

the cycle, with the exception of the first double tap, and also

do not vary significantly with ground allocation. Taken

together, these three factors argue for minimum model

fitting effects due to error correction. (It should be noted

that the structural equation modeling approach can be ex-

tended to include explicit measurements of errors, measure-

ments not made in this study.)

The principles underlying the standard model are ex-

pected to apply whenever referential timing exists; in mu-
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sical terms this corresponds to the idea of meter. We point

out that the judgment of whether referential timing is or is

not being used will, in many cases, depend on more than

pattern temporal structure alone. First, tempo will have an

effect. At sufficiently slow speeds all patterns can be seri-

ally executed; at faster speeds hierarchical design tends to

be favored. Second, in many cases expert performers are

capable of choosing the type of cognitive process used, as

we found in the present study. For example, with a 1:2

pattern, a choice of the two stream as the ground could

produce serial (single level) cognition, whereas a choice of

the one stream as the ground would require referential

(hierarchical) timing for every other element of the two

stream. Third, there can be effects due to accent or pitch or

timbre differences between the two streams.

Although we expect the model to be readily generalizable

to virtually all rhythmic patterns, we do not expect that it

will apply for all conditions. There is anecdotal and peda-

gogical evidence that specific different models may be used

in certain situations. For example, it is known that pianists

often execute more complex polyrhythms by giving the two

streams a certain amount of independence between their

starting and ending points. Likewise, single-line performers

such as vocalists sometimes report a strategy of nonatten-

tion to precise points of coordination with the beat within a

highly complex syncopated rhythm. Such cases merit fur-

ther study.

The results here also provide a perspective on the role of

attention in timed performance. We found that the accuracy

and consistency of interonset intervals are greater for

ground stream intervals than for figure stream intervals. One

interpretation of this is that greater attention is allocated to

the ground stream (fundamental pulse) than the figure

stream (superimposed pattern). Yet, an opposite pattern

applies to motor delays: Ground stream motor delay vari-

ances are greater than their corresponding figure stream

motor delay variances in all but one case. Taken together,

these results can be interpreted as implying that the result of

preferential attention is to lower the variance of the associ-

ated cognitive processes, but to raise the variance of the

associated motor delay processes. The first effect is stron-

ger, resulting in an overall reduction of interonset interval

variance for the attended stream. We speculate that the

increase in motor variance may be due to attention-mediated

interference with automaticity of execution, possibly due to

the involvement of small error compensation processes.
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To the extent that we are unpredictable, we improvise. Everything else is 
repeating ourselves or following orders. Improvisation is thus central to 
the formation of new ideas in all areas of human endeavour. Its importance 
experientially rests with its magical and self-liberating qualities. Its 
importance scientifically is that it presents u s  with the clearest, least- 
edited version of how we think, encoded in behaviour. From this one might 
well imagine that improvisation would be a phenomenon much-studied by 
psychologists. Yet this is emphatically not the case. A search through 
'Psychological Abstracts' reveals a nearly complete absence of research, 
even in areas, such as creativity research and artificial intelligence, of 
presumably direct relevance. 

There seem to be methodological problems right from the start. For example, 
since no action can be completely free of the effects of previous training, 
how does one reliably distinguish learned from improvised behaviour? How 
can one construct a useful model (one that makes testable predictions) to 
describe that which is by definition unpredictable? Experienced improvisers 
most commonly operate within highly specialized artistic domains - how will 
the non-specialist psychologist assess the results of such improvisations 
when the specialists may disagree among themselves? Furthermore, the fact 
that improvisation involves substantial body movement makes psychological 
measurements (e.g., EEG, GSR, evoked potentials) a highly dubious approach 
due to the production of muscular artifacts. 

THE ARTISTIC PERSPECTIVE 

On what can we then base a study of improvised behaviour? 
source of information is unquestionably the activities of improvising artists. 
The primary materials - the improvised artistic products - have been and are 
being recorded at this very moment on vast numbers of audio and video 
recording tapes. There is no shortage of data. Furthermore, improvising 
performers in general have access, by introspection, proprioception and 
self-observation, to additional information about such issues as learning, 
training, the usefulness of imagery, muscular coordination, and cognitive 
processing. The result of this is that there exists a large literature on 
improvisation in the arts, consisting mainly of: (a) descriptions by artists 
of their own improvisation processes; (b) analyses (e.g., by musicologists) 
of the recorded improvisations of artists; and (c) prescriptive teaching 
manuals written by artists. 
consists of an analysis of this extensive body of writings which in Western 
culture dates back at least to the ninth century A.D. 

This literature is very unevenly distributed over the various artistic 
disciplines, and with good reason. 

The single largest 

The first part of this chapter therefore 

For an additional sense of the word 
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improvisation is that it concerns actions whose effects are indelible. If 
erasing, painting over, or non-real-time editing exist, improvisation does 
not. Hence the visual arts are normally excluded, though there are always 
exceptions, such as the Japanese painting form that requires that the brush 
never leaves the paper until the painting is finished. 

It is among the time-based arts, namely music, dance, theatre and mime that 
we find the greatest literature. From a survey of this material, certain 
facts emerge quite consistently, and allow the formulation of plausible 
cognitive models for improvisation. What is particularly striking is the 
similarity of general cognitive processes employed in many different areas 
of endeavour, when one penetrates beyond the specific language and traditions 
of each artistic discipline. 

While no such cognitive overview has been made by any previous author, the 
extraction of field-specific improvisational principles has been clearly 
formulated in several areas, most notably in the pioneering works of Ferand 
(1938, 1961), which concern pre-1900 European music, Also noteworthy for 
their cognitive implications are the recent works by Bailey (1980) which 
contain perceptive interviews and commentary on a number of musical 
traditions, the thesis by Sperber (1975) which examines improvisation in 
contemporary music, dance and theatre, Duke's (1973) comparison of eighteenth 
and twentieth century musical improvisation teaching methods, Mettler's 
(1960) extensive prescriptive text on modern dance, and articles by Nett1 
(1974) and Hood (1975) on non-Western musics. A study of these and other 
references leads to the following conclusions about time-embedded art forms: 
(1) There is a continuum of possibilities between the extreme hypothetical 
limits of 'pure' improvisation and 'pure' composition. These limits are 
never obtained in live performance because no improviser (even in 'free' 
improvisation) can avoid the use of previously learned material, and no re- 
creative performer can avoid small variations specific to each occasion. 

The very approximate placement of a number of traditions along the 
composition-improvisation axis is indicated in the diagram below. 

( 2 )  Central to improvisation is the notion of the 'referent'. The referent 
is an underlying formal scheme or guiding image specific to a given piece, 
used by the improviser to facilitate the generation and editing of improvised 
behaviour on an intermediate time scale. The generation of behaviour on a 
fast time scale is primarily determined by previous training and is not very 
piece-specific. If no referent is present, or if it is devised in real-time, 
we speak of 'free' or 'absolute' improvisation. This is much rarer than 
referent-guided, or 'relative' improvisation. 

Much of the variety of improvisation comes from the many different types of 
referent which may be used, and the many kinds of relationships the 
improviser may choose to set up between the referent and the sounds, 
movement, words, etc., that constitute the improvised behaviour. For 
example, the referent may be a musical theme, a motive, a mood, a picture, 
an emotion, a structure in space or time, a guiding visual image, a physical 
process, a story, an attribute, a movement quality, a poem, a social 
situation, an animal - virtually any coherent image which allows the 
improviser a sense of engagement and continuity. 
improvisation practice just about anything is possible. But, historically, 
referents most commonly take the following forms for the indicated fields: 

In contemporary 
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TYPICAL REFERENTS 

Music : musical structures or motives, mood. 
Dance: music, kinetic or structural images, 

Drama: social situations, stories, emotions. 
movement qualities, stories, emotions. 

The referent typically functions either as a source for material, which is 
then repeated, transformed, varied or developed, or as a focus for the 
production and organization of material from other sources. 

FIGURE 1 

Heuristic classification of selected artistic traditions on the 
basis of improvisation content. 

_I, tradltlonal Japanese music 
4 classical ballet, symphony 

-b contemporary rock music 

2o t 
-b 17th century baroque ensemble 

-+ Commedla dell' Arte 

--+ jazz solo based on song form 9'0 improvlsatlon 

'O t -b cadenza 

-b organ virtuoso tradition 

+ contact lmprovlsatlon 
+ some avant-garde theatre 

-b Persian avaz, Indian alap + Free jazz 

100 

Those referents which have an associated time dimension (e.g., a story or 
a chord progression) also serve a place-keeping function, which is 
particularly useful in co-ordinating ensemble improvisation. These may be 
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called 'in-time' referents, as distinguished from 'out-of-time' referents. 
A further distinction in the class of in-time referents is between those 
that contain precise durational information (e.g., musical rhythm or clock- 
measured cueing)and those that merely consist of a specified sequence of 
events or a process that does not have a well-defined time scale (e.g., a 
story or a sequence of crawling movements). The first group of such in- 
time referents requires the construction of an internal cognitive clock, 
which is not necessary in the second situation. These may be termed 
'clocked' and 'sequenced' in-time referents respectively. 

The relationship between improvised behaviour and referent is variable. It may 
be imitative, metaphoric, allegorical, antagonistic, canonic, contrapuntal, 
variational or independent, just to mention a few possibilities; and the 
time scale for behavioural response may vary from very short to long. In 
strict improvisation contexts compatability between referent and behaviour 
is continuous, in freer contexts the expressive continuity of the improvised 
material may cause temporary abandonment of the referent. 

To see these distinctions more clearly, we look at a variety of historical 
examples of improvisational practice. Most examples are musical, as this is 
the field with the greatest literature and most extensive history. 

(a) The Ornamented Melody 

Here a given melody is used as referent, and some aspects of it are changed 
while others essential to the preservation of its identity are maintained. 
Stereotyped ornamentation formulae typically develop, alongside free 
embellishment, This is round in virtually all cultures and all histroical 
epochs. 

(b) The 'Melody Type' 

This very ancient improvisation style lies at the heart of many Oriental and 
Middle Eastern music traditions, such as the Indian 'raga', the Arabic 
'magam' and the Persian 'dastgah'. Its influence extends also to early 
Western 'chant', ancient Greek 'tonoi', many traditional Jewish melodies, 
and the Byzantine 'echoi'. These musics are basically monophonic 
(consisting of one melodic line) and the loosely in-time referent is in the 
first instance a repertoire of melodic motives arranged in different 
registers. Yet beside these large-scale motives, standard ornamentation 
formulae are employed, which may be transposed at will. Furthermore, each 
different tone contained in the melody type of a given piece has a specific 
function - one is a final tone, one is a reciting tone, another is a 
characteristic highest note, and so forth. The result is a powerful system 
of melodic improvisation. 

(c) The Thoroughbass 

This technique originated about 1600 in baroque chamber ensembles and the in- 
time referent consists of a composed bass line above which one or more 
players improvise chords and counterlines. 
further restricted by the addition of figures above the bass notes, 
indicating the permissible chord types, producing a figured bass. 

(d) Theme and Variations Form 

Very common in many styles, from sixteenth century England to tonal jazz. 
The referent is in-time and may consist of the chord progression, song 

The improvisation was often 
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melody. and distinctive rhythmic features. In short, all the developmental 
possibilities of the theme may be exploited. 

(e) 'Free' Jazz 

A twentieth century phenomenon beginning in the 1940's. 
although sometimes a very loosely structured out-of-time one is used, not 
based on traditional tonal musical structures. The task of such improvisers 
often involves finding a shared context. To this end each experienced free 
jazz performer creates (by practice) a personal repertoire of usable 
musical gestures and procedures which may be adapted to fit into almost any 
situation. 

Normally no referent, 

(f) Silent Film Accompanists 

Before audio-visual technology was able to cope with the synchronization of 
music and film, theatre organists (either solo, or as leaders of groups of 
musicians) had to improvise accompaniment to all silent films. They used 
everv conceivable Western musical stvle and the in-time referent was 
generally considered to be the 'mood' and story line of the film (Hanlon, 
1975) . 
(g) Commedia Dell' Arte 

This Italian improvised theatre form flourished from the sixteenth to 
eighteenth centuries throughout Europe. It is a comedy based upon a 
standard cast of characters and the barest outline of a plot, which serves 
as the referent for the improvised dialogue. For example, Pantalone is a 
doddering elderly parent or guardian of the heroine; Columbina is the maid 
of the heroine who connives with her to arrange meetings for the two central 
lovers; the Harlequin is a jester who speaks the truth in parables; and so 
forth. 

(h) Contemporary Theatre 

Twentieth century theatre has seen the wide scale use of improvisation in 
training and teaching, and somewhat less frequently, in performance. A few 
important names are thoseof Constantin Stanislavski, Charles Dullin, Peter 
Brook and Jerzy Grotowski. For example, Grotowski's Actor's Training 
includes bird and kangaroo improvisations, foot and mime exercises, imitation 
of natural sounds with the voice, expression of conflicting emotions in 
different parts of the body, and the cultivation of an ability to exploit 
errors - a widely mentioned feature of improvisation. His techniques are 
designed not to promote the accumulation of skills but the eradication of 
expressive blocks (Grotowski, 1968). 

(i) Ballet and Much Modern Dance 

Here music is the common in-time referent, and the amount of improvisation 
varies from very little in ballet to considerable in some modern dance. 
Often the music-dance relation is fairly imitative, with direct movement 
responses on the basis of musical rhythm, pitch contour, timbre, harmony, 
dynamics, activity level and mood. For  example, fast tempi usually give 
rise to quick movements. The dance-referent relation may also be much more 
indirect or abstract. 
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(j) Some Contemporary Dance (e.g., Martha Graham; Mary Wigman; Alwin 
Nikolais; Anna Halprin; Barbara Mettler - See Mettler, 1960.) 

Music is no longer automatically the referent. The referent may be, for 
example, a physical object - with focus either in its structure or 
associations: for example, box, arch, church, crossbow, water, earth, cloud, 
frog, insect, lathe, sunrise, fire. It may also be based on properties or 
qualities, such as permanent, buoyant, lazy, cautious, peaceful, flippant, 
rough: or on abstractions like gravity, force, energy, beauty, flow, 
continuity. Very common are referents based upon specific movement qualities 
such as the following verbs: wriggle, sway, curl, slouch, sprint, burrow, 
jog, burst, congeal, effervesce, boil, pluck, fling, grope, trample, caress, 
linger, repulse, wither, hesitate. And, finally, emotions are used: anger, 
love, hate, indifference, etc. This list is far from exhaustive and except 
for the case of specific movement qualities these are out-of-time referents. 

(k) Contact Improvisation 

This is an improvised ensemble dance form that became popular in the United 
States in the 1970's. It is a fairly free form, as the single agreed-upon 
constraint (a token referent) is that each dancer must at all times remain 
in physical contact with (at least one of) the other dancers. The journal 
'Contact Quarterly' is devoted to this form. 

Most commonly the referent is stated in some form by performers alongside 
the improvised material. However, the situation is variable and in other 
cases (e.g., h,j, above) the referent may be imperceptible. 

( 3 )  On a faster time scale than changes in the typical in-time referent, 
intact behaviour-encoded ideas, motives or 'seeds' are produced and 
manipulated by the performer. These 'seeds' come from the referent, the 
performer's memory, or are freshly created. Those originating from the 
performer's memory may be subdivided into those he or she has personally 
created, and those that are copies of the work of others - that is, 
innovative or imitative seeds, respectively. The aesthetic evaluation in 
many traditions favours innovative seeds, but this is by no means always so. 

(4) All referent-guided improvisation systems, and even some free ones, 
stand in clear relation to a parallel repertory of compositions. That is, 
each such improvisation tradition has an associated group of devices used for 
development of ideas or seeds and those devices are in general very similar 
to those of the allied compositional practices. 
music and that of many traditional non-Western cultures fail to make any 
distinction between composition and improvisation). These developmental 
devices may be consciously learned by training but more typically are 
inferred by playing repertoire and the imitationof teachers. One common 
teaching system is always to present several versions of each new concept 
or movement sequence, so that the student intrinsically thinks of variation 
and a certain controlled fuzziness. 

(In fact, early Christian 

The development of seeds normally is based on repetition, juxtaposition and 
variation, wherein some aspects of the seed are held fixed while others 
change. This has been most clearly documented in the case of music since 
many (ethno) musicologists (e.g., Jones, 1959; Locke, 1979; Nett1 and 
Reddle, 1974; Owens, 1974) have made detailed transcriptions of improvised 
music from around the world. Subsequent analysis is useful in inferrring 
cognitive processes, but this is only reliable in conjunction with 
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corroborating information, such as discussion with the performers. The 
problem otherwise may be likened to trying to infer the details of the 
machinery in a factory by looking at the finished products alone. 

(5) The generation of seeds is an associative process. That is, each new 
seed generated will almost always be the result of combining previously 
learned gestures, movement patterns or concepts in a novel relationship or 
context. The conservatism of this process derives largely from the limited 
resources of cognitive processing available for real-time composition. But 
all or nearly a l l  improvisation traditions also proclaim the notion that 
completely new and unprecedented seed ideas sometimes spontaneously occur. 
The origin of such material is often ascribed to God, mysterious higher 
forces, or undefined transpersonal powers. 

Another factor limiting the kinds of seeds or improvised behaviour the 
performer will present is the goal of the occasion. A professional performer 
in a concert situation will edit or filter his or her behaviour much more 
stringently than someone doodling at the piano at home. Hence we may 
distinguish the product orientation of an improviser whose primary goal may 
be pleasure, therapy, education, artistic discovery or spiritual development. 
The most common aesthetic stance of the professional improviser is a balance 
between adherence to structure and self-expression, whereas the most common 
goal is to make appropriate music/movement/words that support the sense of 
occasion. 

(6) As a general rule, the larger the performing ensemble, the more 
restricted the scope for successful improvisation, and the more necessary 
a detailed referent to achieve overall coherence. That is, the referent is 
more likely to include information about relationships between improvisers. 
A soloist, either alone, or surrounded by fixed elements, is accorded the 
greatest 1atitude.of action. An ensemble without agreed-upon common referent 
(e.g., free music ensemble) frequently results in a presentation of co- 
existing rather than inter-relating streams. 

This then is the information provided by artists and analysis in the arts, on 
improvisation. 

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The next step is to interpret the above conclusions on the basis of existing 
research in psychology. 
performance, attention and memory, which are discussed below. Before that 
I give an abbreviated general description of improvisational cognitive 
process, couched in psychological language. It is convenient to use the 
language of a specific field, in this case music. With some appropriate 
modifications the following descriptions may also be applied to dance, 
theatre, etc. 

The most relevant areas appear to be skilled 

Let u s  consider the case of the instrumental improviser. Motivation to 
improvise is an obvious pre-requisite. Given this, the improviser awaits 
some impulse to begin, which may come from the surroundings, or may be 
internally generated. 
appropriate to the performance context, along with some idea of how the idea 
might be developed. The idea is the result of the player's interaction with 
the instrument and the performing context, and has meaning on at least three 

This results in the production of some seed or idea 
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FIGURE 2 Major factors influencing the production 
of improvised musical behaviour. 
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levels of structure - as a musical structure, as an acoustic stimulus and 
as a pattern of muscular movement. The player may attend to any of these 
levels of meaning (and there may well be others, such as an associated 
emotion or movement metaphor) with the aim of development or continuity. 
Attention is also periodically directed to the referent and sounds produced 
by other musicians. The development of this seed and the introduction of 
new ideas is continually modified by the associated cognitive strategies 
employed, the sounds being produced and the direct proprioceptive 
feedback. The primary feedback link is, however, the evaluation of musical 
stability by some sort of evaluation processor. This judgment of suitability 
is coloured by goals, previous training, what has gone before, and the sounds 
produced by other musicians. The major factors influencing the production 
of improvised behaviour are indicated in Figure 2. The origins of all 
actions are considered to be long-term memory (referent, training, some 
earlier material), short-term memory (some earlier material) and the ever- 
mysterious 'new ideas'. 

It is possible to view the course of the improvisation as a succession of 
creative impulses mapped onto music and adapted to the acoustical surround- 
ings. At this point in research such a perspective cannot be proved -- it 
merely sounds plausible. 
formation of impulses into sound are legion and include the extent of 
knowledge of composition and theory, instrumental technique, the ability to 
link theory and practice quickly (achieved through practice), the speed and 
scope of the player's imagination, memory, attention, depth and span,attention 
strategies used, the nature of the instrument used, beliefs about what is 
possible, set, setting, state of consciousness and goals. A diagram 
incorporating all such factors would contain numerous levels of feedback 
and look messy. A simple description of the process might run as follows: 
ideas are generated and realized into sound via technique. This produces 
continuous aural and proprioceptive feedback, which allows continuous 
evaluation, on the basis of which the current ideas are either repeated, 
developed or discarded. In this way a long-term improvisation can be built 
UP. 

Given this, the factors that affect the trans- 

IMPROVISATION AS SKILLED PERFORMANCE 

The body of psychological research most relevant to an understanding of 
improvisation is probably work on skilled performance. That is, 
improvisation may be viewed as a special kind of aesthetically constrained 
motor performance that maintains a comriitrnent to high levels of real-time 
decision making. Sophisticated perceptual, intellectual and motor skills 
are required for success. In common with other kinds of skilled 
performance, improvisation then involves a chain of mechanisms leading from 
sensory input to motor output: first, perceptual coding of incoming 
sensory data; second, evaluation of possible responses and choice of 
response; and, third, execution and timing of chosen actions (Welford, 1976). 
The dedicated unpredictability of improvisation and the consequent high 
levels of continuous decision-making mean that the improviser will seek to 
operate all three stages as efficiently and as concurrently as possible. 

The autom; ticity of certain motor sequences (discussed further below) shows 
that stage 3 can occur simultaneously with other processing. That is, the 
results of one decision can be performed while a new set of sensory data 
are being processed. However, whether or not Stages 1 and 2 can run 
concurrently is uncertain. The view that they can run concurrently is 
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supported by the fact that fluent musical improvisers can produce unbroken 
complex and coherent melodic strings of notes of nearly arbitrary length at 
speeds of up to ca. 10 notes/sec. This is close to the limiting reported 
values of kinesthetic reaction times of 119-136 msec (Chernikoff and Taylor, 
1952; Glencross, 1977; Higgins and Angel, 1970). On the other hand it is 
possible that incoming sensory data of their perceptual representations 
(stage 1) could be stored in short-term buffers to avoid intrinsic 
interference with evaluation processing (stage 2). 
such concurrent processing is feasible for simpler improvisation tasks but 
unviable for more complex ones. 

It is also possible that 

In any case feedback is crucial to the control of skilled improvisation. 
In the case of instrumental music, while aural feedback is clearly most 
important, proprioception, touch and vision are also significant. In 
vocal music improvisation, only hearing and proprioception are relevant. 
In a fixed task, such feedback is oriented towards the detection (and 
subsequent correction) of errors. In improvisation, only certain kinds of 
small errors can really be 'corrected' - as, for example, in music when a 
violinist grasps for a high note, misses the correct spot slightly and 
qLickly adjusts the intonation according to a cognitive representation 
of the correct pitch, 
fixed tasks as well), wherever there is a continuous variable which can he 
fine-tuned for error correction, such as pitch, distance along a fingerboard, 
or embouchure. Commonly, however, larger improvisational errors occur, 
such as striking an unintended key on the piano, plucking the wrong string 
on a guitar, or executing an inappropriately chosen (incorrectly pre-heard) 
motor sequence on an instrument; errors that are so noticeable and discrete 
that correction is impossible. Rather, such actions must be accepted as 
part of the irrevocable chain of acoustical events, and contextually 
justified after the fact by reinforcement or development. The ability to 
handle such errors is a crucial component in the array of cognitive skills 
the improviser brings to the performance. Without such a skill no long- 
scale musical development would be possible, and the sense of relaxation 
required for efficient and effective improvisational performance would be 
difficult to achieve. 

This sort of process goes on continually (and in 

An interesting and long-standing controversy connected with feedback in 
skilled performance is the so-called peripheralist-centralist debate: are 
the fine muscular movements of skill controlled by central motor programs 
Cdisregarding sensory input) or by continuous sensory monitoring? The 
issue has been clearly stated by Glencross (1977, p. 25): 

'On the one hand, very precise patterns of movement can be 
made by the human operator at a speed too fast for 
sensory feedback to be processed and thus cannot be 
controlled by continuous sensory monitoring. But as soon 
as the feedback is blocked or even distorted, finely 
graded and temporally precise skill is lost in other 
movements. What these findings suggest is that for a 
central control process (e.g., a motor program) to be 
f u l l y  effective, it must be integrated with peripheral 
sensory information at some stage. But how does this 
integration occur and in what precise way is the 
feedback used to facilitate the ongoing organization?' 
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To give a plausible answer to this question, it is necessary to first look 
at the effects of training and practice on the development of improvisatory 
skill. The first point here is a distinction between what may be called 
'object memory' and 'process memory': that is, the musical improviser 
typically practises in two rather distinct ways. One method is to practise 
the execution of specific forms, motives, scales, arpeggios or less 
traditional musical gestures, so that such musical objects and generalized 
representations of them are entered into long-term 'object memory' in 
conceptual, muscular and musical coding. A second method is to practise 
the 'process' of compositional problem-solving: transitions, development 
and variation techniques, and methods of combining and juxtaposition are 
practised in many musical contexts and with many different referents. This 
experience (along with actual performance) forms the basis for long-term 
'process memory'. 

One result of the first practice method is the creation of a number of small 
motor programmes or units of action. Continued practice refines these 
programmes, producing even greater economy of action. These programmes can 
be temporally integrated to form a continuous response (Bryan and Harter, 
1899), and they may be combined by further practice to form composite units 
of action. The continuation of this process builds eventually an elaborate 
sequence and hierarchy of composite motor units that can encompass at its 
limit the whole of a task. This is the basic technique of skill acquisition 
for a fixed task. In an improvisation task, on the other hand, where there 
is no fixed ordering of action units, the construction of habit hierarchies 
is still crucial, but not sufficient. For a task entailing a relatively 
limited amount of improvisation,such as ordinary motoring, it may be 
sufficient to appreciate the various possible linear sequences of required 
action. For a more ambitious project, like jazz improvisation, it will be 
necessary for the performer to actually find, by practise, appropriate 
procedures for linking up novel combinations of action units in real-time 
and changing chosen aspects of them. In other words, the ability to 
construct new, meaningful pathways in an abstract cognitive space must be 
cultivated. Each such improvised pathway between action units will 
sometimes follow existing hierarchical connections, and at other times break 
off in search of new connections. It is the second practice method which 
builds this venturesome second possibility. 

It should be emphasized that such motor action units are stored in higher 
cognitive as well as muscular coding. This means that practising them will 
also increase the size of units used in perceptual coding, that is, in stage 
1 of the three-stage skill model mentioned earlier. Comparable effects will 
also be obtained (to use the language of music again) by listening to 
recorded improvisations, particularly one's own improvisations. This 
improved coding will tend to reduce central processing load, since many aural 
data are now partially 'pre-processed'. In effect training increases the 
appreciation of redundancy in the incoming sensory information. 

To return to the question of how feedback is used, the best existing model 
applicable to improvisation is probably the model of Glencross (1977). He 
proposes that the first two stages of Welford's (1976) three-stage model 
constitute an executive control system that is feedback dependent, while the 
final motor output stage, once initiated, normally runs its full course 
without further sensory or central intervention. This seems eminently 
satisfactory if one adds the proviso that for improvisation, central 
interruption of motor programmes may be much more frequent due to the 
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unpredictability of the task demands. The time scales given by Glencross 
for the operation of this executive control system are 300-500 msec for 
complex sequences of signals and decisions, and 150-200 msec for discrete 
responses which are in line with the practising improviser's experience ofthe 
real-time processing limits. 

Here one must also note the notions of feedforward, so-called 'corollary 
discharge' and other concepts that postulate a pre-setting of the sensory 
systems for the anticipated consequences of chosen motor actions (Teuber, 
1974). With improvisation, the ability to 'pre-hear' internally a chosen 
motor action without relying on either memory or subsequent auditory 
feedback is widely recognized as a critical component of musicianship. In 
improvised jazz melody, for example, a skillful pre-hearer is complimented 
by saying that his or her instrumental lines are 'singing'. 

What are the limits to such real-time processing? Despite the effects of 
training, feedback and feedforward, there can be no doubt that there are 
practical limits to the possible complexity of improvised behaviour. Two 
critical variables are usually considered to be attention and memory. Yet 
attention is a notoriously difficult concept to pinpoint, and the principal 
historical theories of early selection o r  filtering (Broadbent, 19591, late 
selection (e.g., Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963; Norman, 1968), and attenuation 
(Treisman, 1964) are clearly inadequate as models here, because they do not 
allow for the attentional flexibility characteristic of successful improvi- 
sation. Less well-defined than those theories but heuristically more useful 
here is the notion of attention as the allocation, from a limited pool, of 
cognitive processing capacity. Kahneman (1973) and Norman and Bobrow (1975) 
are the developers of this so-called resource allocation model. We propose 
here, following this idea, that conscious attention is the allocation of 
central cognitive processing (stage 2 decision-making) and that unconscious 
or automatic attention is the allocation of peripheral cognitive subroutines: 
perceptual analysis (stage 1) and pre-coded motor sequences (stage 3). The 
experience of virtually all improvisers, that automatic (not consciously 
monitored) activity can spontaneously occur, makes this division of attention 
into conscious and unconscious types unavoidable. This distinction has been 
proposed previously by Broadbent (1977). 

Evidence of the usefulness of considering attention to be resource allocation 
may be seen by considering the long-standing problem of multiple attention, 
a critical one for improvisation. 
at once? Many researchers have answered 'no' (Broadbent, 1959; James, 1890; 
Welford, 19761, preferring to believe that (a) one task is 'automated' while 
attention tracks the other task; or (b) attention alternates rapidly between 
the tasks (time-sharing); or (c) the two tasks are time-integrated (often by 
training) and reconceptualized as one task. These explanations have behind 
them the idea of attention as a 'single channel' processing capacity. While 
it is undeniable that all the above possibilities do occur, Shaffer (1975) 
has criticized such explanations as either begging the question of what 
attention is (point a) or being untestable (point b). Point (b) is also 
open to criticism when one considers that an experienced jazz drummer can 
perform a double-stroke drum roll of at least 20 strokes/second and 
simultaneously improvise complex patterns with both feet, This would require 
continuous attentional shifting of the order of 20-50 msec, which although 
possible seems most unlikely in view of introspective 'evidence' and other 
measured times associated with cognitive processing. Point (c), the time 
integration mechanism, undoubtedly has considerable validity in learning 
processes in general (e.g., Welford, 1976, and see below) but is most 

Is it possible to attend to two things 
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unlikely to be a general explanation inasmuch as experienced inprovisers can 
perform two improvised tasks in novel time relation without rehearsal. 
Psychologists seem to have ignored such facts because of the dearth of non- 
specialist publications on improvisation. For example, Welford (1976, p. 94) 
has stated: 

'The child's trick of patting the head with one hand while making 
circular motions with the other is an example; the actions are 
different, but nobody seems able to perform them simultaneously 
without making the one a unitary multiple of the other.' 

On the contrary, the present writer and other practising improvising 
musicians whom I have contacted, have little difficulty in rubbing the 
stomach with one hand in a circular motion at one tempo and patting the head 
with the other at an apparently continuous graduation of tempi. 

Other cognitive research, notably by Hirst et a1 
mitigate the likelihood of point (c) as an ultimate explanation. These 
researchers trained two adults to read and take dictation simultaneously. 
Attention to the reading material (short stories) was monitored by frequent 
tests of comprehension. The dictation entailed writing down simple 
sentences like 'a fire alarm went off' that were simultaneously dictated at 
a rate of 25-30 words per minute, admittedly rather slow. Initially the 
tasks interfered, but after extensive training, both subjects were able to 
read at the same levels of speed and comprehension whether they were taking 
dictation simultaneously or not. These results are in accord with earlier 
reports, such as those of Paulhan (1887), who could write one poem while 
reciting another; Allport et a1 (1972) who demonstrated that music students 
can sight play piano music while shadowing prose; and Moray and Fitter (1973) 
who showed that two different auditory targets could be simultaneously 
detected in different spatial locations as accurately as either could alone. 
Finally, the impressive performances of simultaneous translators further 
bolster the idea that attention is not exclusively single-channel. 

Hirst et al. (1980) went on to propose that there are no obvious capacity 
limits in performing two tasks at once. However, the experience of keyboard 
improvisers from before the time of Bach to the present day suggests this 
is false. No one in this long period has been able to improvise complex 
polyphonic music at the level of rigour and symmetry attained by the finest 
composers. Apparently in the limited space of a lifetime, training in real- 
time decision making cannot equal the privilege of editing available to the 
composer for certain styles. (Let this not be taken as proof of the 
superiority of composed music over improvised. Certain other styles cannot 
really be written down in notation and can only be properly realized by 
improvisation.) 

Most of the above fits very well with a resource allocation model of 
attention. This predicts that one can perform two tasks concurrently 
without interference if the cognitive load of the two tasks does not exceed 
available resources. Likewise two tasks can interfere if their total 
processing demands exceed existing capacity. The result of task rehearsal 
is thus to convert processing routines requiring conscious attention into 
automatic routines requiring only unconscious attention. As James said in 
1890, 
performed' (p. 114). This process is indicated schematically in Figure 3 .  

(1980),also appears to 

'habit diminishes the conscious attention with which o u r  acts are 
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FIGURE 3 

Results of improvisationaltraining: a progressive decrease in central 
processing load and required conscious attention. 
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Fitts (1965) labelled this the 'autonomic phase', while Schmidt (1968) 
referred to it as 'automatization'. The result for the performer is a 
sensation of automaticity, an uncanny feeling of being a spectator to one's 
own actions, since increasing amounts of cognitive processing and muscular 
subroutines are no longer consciously monitored (Welford, 1976). Attention 
allocation becomes increasingly more task-driven, increasingly less 
volition-driven. This accords well with introspective reports of 
improvising musicians (see,for example, Bailey, 1980), Mhich may be 
summarized as follows. The experience of some improvisers is that 
attention shifts fairly quickly between different levels of meaning and 
structure - from referent to timbre to rhythm to remembered motives to 
melodic development to the sounds of other musicians to body movements to 
completely extraneous topics like sex or politics. All such resources are 
useful, but there are too many of them to be efficiently allocated to 
conscious attention. The danger with this attention strategy is that one 
factor will be tracked at the expense of uthers. This is a well-known 
phenomenon in the training of airplane pilots, called 'chasing the needle', 
where the student pilot follows one dial of the instrument panel too closely 
and allows others to drift to extreme ranges. 

As the other extreme from this policy of rapid alternation is a strategy of 
conscious attention that focuses exclusively on overall musical stability - 
a global and diffuse attention strategy that attempts to leave all detail 
under the control of unconscious processing (presumably located at lower 
levels of the central nervous system). At its limit this approaches a 
meditation-like state, where the player's consciousness mainly 'stays out of 
the way' of the developing music. This attention strategy is normally 
considered to produce better music than the first. 

Two points remain which are not clearly covered by resource allocation. The 
first is the question of modality: it has been shown that it is usually 
easier to divide attention between sensory modalities than within one. 
Treisman and Davies (1973) concluded that attention capacity is limited in 
(at least) two different stages: one stage modality specific and a second 
shared between modalities. Such a distinction is supported by the experience 
of musical improvisers. For example, a pianist playing a repeating left-hand 
figure and improvising with the right hand will commonly use visual feedback 
to assist the execution of one or the other of the hands or the relation 
between them. Or, the performer may rely on the tactile and proprioceptive 
'feel' of the left-hand pattern and divert conscious (aural) attention 
predominantly or exclusively to the right. If non-aural feedback is reduced, 
accuracy may drop. 

The second point is time behaviour, and there are two relevant issues. First, 
the model of improvisational attention given above is centred around the near 
future and the near past. We have spoken about the loading of motor action 
units, and their discharge while conscious control reverts to the central 
decision-making stage and fresh data are considered and fresh actions planned, 
using both feedback and feedforward. This process means that little if any 
decision-making is concerned with long-scale structure. Indeed this is a 
criticism sometimes levelled against improvised art and it is sometimes 
justified. This explains the use of long-term memory in the form of the 
referent as a guide over longer time scales. The central short-term decision- 
making processor has only a few options in one sense: repeat the last motor 
action unit, vary it, introduce contextually new material, or rest. 
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The second part of this issue is timing. It is known that, as mentioned 
earlier, simultaneous fixed tasks are often voluntarily integrated into a 
single time-line to facilitate performance. Musical tasks often require the 
performance of two sets of timed motor actions, each simple in itself, but 
difficult to do together. For example, tapping two rhythms in 5:4 relation 
is far more difficult than tapping either one alone. Simple resource 
allocation does not explain this. One most postulate the necessity of 
building an integrative cognitive routine that puts both actions on a common 
time-scale, either by forming a composite rhythm or using one tapping rate 
as an automated conceptual ground into which one inserts the other taps 
at appropriate points. In general it appears that required relationships 
between subtasks must be considered in determining the overall difficulty of 
a composite task. 

The other variable requiring further comment here is memory. The traditional 
distinction into short- and long-term stores is adequate for many purposes. 
Long-term memory critically shapes the kind of sound ideas the performer will 
produce, and the way in which they will be developed. This memory ranges 
over musical theory and composition concepts, 'auditory images', specific 
pieces and motives, and memorized muscular sequences (action units), 
corresponding roughly to the traditional music labels of theory, musicianship, 
repertoire, and technique. Each of these areas allows the cognitive 
organization of many events under smaller umbrella concepts like scale, 
modulation, interval of a major sixth, mordent, 'swing' time, etc. The 
reader will recall the earlier distinction between object and process long- 
term memory. It is long-term memory that is also critical to interaction 
with the referent, and in establishing long-term musical relations in an 
extended improvisation. 

Short-term memory shapes improvisation primarily by the limitation of the 
magic number 7 plus or minus 2 - the number of 'chunks' that may be retained 
in short-term memory (Miller, 1956; Woodworth, 1938). This well-known limit 
implies that few, if any, performers can take all of a sequence of, say, 15 
newly-presented notes not arranged in any standard sequence and improvise 
successfully with them. There are just too many independent variables. Of 
course, if these notes can be conceptionally 'chunked' into larger groupings, 
this statement is no longer true. For example, if each adjacent group of 3 
notes belongs to a different major chord, played in a consistent order, then 
only 5 objects must be memorized and the experienced improviser would have no 
difficulty in manipulating the material. Without knowledge about tneory, 
musicianship, repertoire and technique the limits of short-term tnewl'y would 
make sophisticated musical development and impressive technical displays 
impossible. 

Yet at the same time that the development and training of memory is 
liberating it is restricting. For the improviser yields the detailed control 
of fast events to previous (non-spontaneous) decisions, and introduces an 
element of composition. Thus, as stated earlier, fast time-scale decisions 
cannot be very piece-specific; they are training-specific. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter has contained two main sections. First, it has reviewed the 
extensive literature on improvisation in the arts for its implications for 
cognitive process. Focusing then largely on music, it has blended these 
results with existing psychological research data, primarily with regard to 
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skilled performance and attention, to create a general sketch of a theory of 
improvised musical action. Many issues have been left unresolved, for this 
is really a new field. In this spirit, let me end by proposing some 
questions deserving further reflection: (1) Is it possible to define a logic 
or grammar of the generation and transformation of improvised action in the 
arts? Perhaps even a mathematical formalism of association?; (2) Could 
improvisation be approached as a problem-solving activity (for which there is 
an extensive literature) that does not permit editing?; (3) Can methods used 
to teach improvisation in the arts be adapted t o  facilitate creative action 
in other fields, like science, industrial skills or sport?;(4) By detailed 
analysis of the transcriptions of improvisations can we refine our knowledge 
of the limits of attention and short-term memory?; and (5) Pupil size appears 
to be a sensitive index of momentary fluctuations in the expenditure of 
mental effort (Kahneman, 1973). Mental effort is clearly related to 
conscious attention allocation. Could pupil monitoring be used to track the 
attentional processes occurring in improvisation? 
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 Bundoora, Victoria, 3083 Australia

 Cybernetic Issues in
 Interactive Performance

 Systems

 Introduction

 In this article I discuss cybernetic issues in inter-
 active performance interfaces and systems and their
 musical implications. The traditional models of in-
 strument performance are presented in terms of in-
 formation processing and subsequently contrasted
 with the potentials of extended, reconfigured, inter-
 active, and intelligent instruments. The idea of di-
 mensionality of control is proposed as an index for
 the real-time expressive potential of such music
 performance systems.

 The greater part of this last decade has seen a re-
 markable growth of activity in what may be called
 computer-based interactive music systems. In this
 period the adoption and exploration of the MIDI
 standard has coincided with a dramatic improve-
 ment in the expressive potential of the commercial
 synthesizer, enabling focus on the real-time control
 of sound by those without enormous financial re-
 sources. Compatible ideas from artificial intelli-
 gence research have developed in parallel. The spec-
 trum of musical activities with "fixed" composition
 and free improvisation as its two endpoints has be-
 come increasingly densely populated, including ac-
 tivities that have variously been termed interactive
 composition (Chadabe 1984); composed improvisa-
 tion (Chabot, Dannenberg, and Bloch 1986); ex-
 tended instruments (Pressing 1988e); intelligent
 instruments (e.g. Polansky, Rosenboom, and Burk
 1987); hyperinstruments (Tod Machover); and real-
 time performance synthesis (David Mash). These
 terms refer to an arrangement of people, musical
 instruments, computers, synthesizers and other
 hardware designed to produce music whose details
 are modified in real-time by the interaction of dis-
 tinct parts of the system. The different terms pro-
 pose different points of view about the activities

 involved, and these will be explored below, but they
 typically have in common computers, synthesizers,
 and MIDI. The issues go beyond music, for MIDI is
 also being used for such things as the control of
 light displays, robotic motion, and animation.

 The goal of this article is to look at the relations
 between the cybernetics of such systems and the
 music they can produce. By cybernetics I am refer-
 ring to the science of control and communication.
 Hence we will be concerned with how different

 parts of such systems may control and send infor-
 mation to each other and what the musical strengths
 and limitations of various design choices will be.

 Analytical and Historical Framework

 To understand the development of interactive sys-
 tems, we first need to look at their origins in tradi-
 tional music making. We begin, therefore, by look-
 ing in detail at the human/instrument interface.
 Playing an instrument causes the transfer of spatial
 and temporal information from the central nervous
 system to the system that physically produces the
 sound. Any such information transfer operates from
 within complex traditions of culture, musical de-
 sign, and performance technique, and is shaped by
 human cognitive and motor capacities, as well as
 personal experience.

 A cybernetic sketch of the process of a person
 playing an instrument is given in Fig. 1. In nearly
 all instruments, the information transfer from hu-
 man to instrument depends upon its dynamic en-
 coding in human movement. The parts of the instru-
 ment that are directly controlled or manipulated by
 parts of the body, and to which information is di-
 rectly transferred, are called the control interface.
 The parts that actually produce the sound are called
 the effector mechanism. Intervening between the
 control interface and effector mechanisms is often a
 processor of some kind that converts information in

 Computer Music Journal, Vol. 14, No. 1, Spring 1990,
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 control format to effector format (yielding appropri-
 ate form, range, and sensitivity). The remaining
 parts of the instrument (the housing) have deco-
 rative or structural functions and most commonly
 relate to cybernetic issues only peripherally, through
 their aesthetic or historical associations.

 For example, consider a person playing the piano.
 Here hands and feet are the directly controlling
 body parts, the control interface includes the keys
 and pedals, the processor is the piano action mecha-
 nisms, effector mechanisms are the strings and
 sounding board, and just about everything else is
 housing.

 With such traditional instruments the only "in-
 telligence" of the instrument is what the instru-
 ment's designers and builders provide. Because there
 is traditionally a nearly one-to-one response be-
 tween actions of the performer and the resulting
 sound, a stimulus-response model fits well. Inter-
 action between the person and the instrument takes
 place through the aural feedback loop indicated,
 but it is only the performer who makes decisions in
 real-time. This is not to deny the tremendously so-
 phisticated musical decisions that have been made
 by instrument makers and built into such instru-
 ments' playing mechanisms.

 In comparison, development of even the most so-
 phisticated contemporary electronic instruments
 is at a comparatively rudimentary phase, and, as

 Michel Waiswisz (1985) has pointed out, the recent
 introduction of the technology of commercial digi-
 tal synthesizers, with its single-editing input de-
 vice, has in some ways decreased their overall real-
 time controllability relative to the one-knob/
 one-function editing of older analog machines. In
 compensation, digital systems can allow much
 easier reconfiguration and upgrading of instruments.
 They can also make much easier the type of inter-
 action and instrument intelligence that is the focus
 of this article.

 Such things are also not without precedent in the
 worlds of acoustic instruments and analog elec-
 tronics (Davies 1985a; 1985b; Mumma 1975). Two
 other performance models besides the traditional
 "person physically manipulating instrument" illus-
 trate this. The first of these different conceptualiza-
 tions relies on using information from the human
 body not produced by voluntary physical move-
 ment: that is, it is either traditionally considered to
 be involuntary, or it doesn't directly involve motion
 in space. This information is monitored, amplified
 and/or transduced to be used either as (1) a sound
 source, or (2) a control source for sound production.
 Examples of the first usage are Pauline Oliveros'
 Valentine (1968) or Merce Cunningham's Loops
 (1971), which are based on the amplified heartbeat.
 The second usage has most commonly been based
 on brainwaves (EEG) or myoelectric signals from
 muscles (EMG). Alvin Lucier's Music for Solo Per-
 former (1965), David Rosenboom's Ecology of the
 Skin (1970), later suggestions by Polansky, Rosen-
 boom and Buck (1987), and electronic devices in
 pieces by Richard Teitelbaum have exploited brain-
 wave control. Myoelectric control has been out-
 lined, for example, by Gillett, Smith, and Pritchard
 (1985).

 The second type of novel performance model oc-
 curs when the human operator shapes some external
 ongoing process or its effects (naturally occurring or
 designed) that is being concurrently amplified or
 transduced to function as, again, either a sound
 source or a control source. Shaping can be simply
 turning on and off, filtering, or various types of pa-
 rametric control. A simple but familiar example is
 the operation of a mixing console at a live concert.

 This second type of control is actually very an-
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 cient, since it includes some of what is usually called
 sound sculpture, which almost certainly dates to
 prehistoric times. Some water clocks and musical
 fountains also belong to this tradition. Yet most
 such sound sculptures are not people powered, and
 hence not directly relevant here. However, some
 sound sculpture is meant for human interaction,
 such as the foot-pressure activated carpet of Horst

 Glisker's Tret-Orgel-Teppich-Objekt or Stanley
 Lunetta's Moosack Machine--sensitive to light,
 temperature, and proximity-or some of Michel
 Waisvisz' sound machines. Outside of the confines

 of the term sound sculpture more exotic informa-
 tion sources have been used, which sometimes rely
 on relatively sophisticated scientific sensing de-
 vices. These include electronic disturbances in the

 ionosphere (Alvin Lucier's Whistlers [19661), the
 earth's magnetic field, vibrations in the earth, and
 pulsars (Annea Lockwood's World Rhythms [1975]),
 the radio (John Cage's Imaginary Landscape No.4
 [1951]), a Geiger counter (Cage's Variations VII
 [1966]), incoming telephone calls to a radio station
 (Max Neuhaus's Public Supply [1966]), voltages
 from plants (Ed Barnett, Norman Lederman, and
 Gary Burke's Stereofernic Orchidstra), and so forth.

 Both of these unusual performance models have
 in common strong elements of unpredictability,
 where musical production is controlled to a consid-
 erable degree by neither performer nor composer.
 The listener is left in some cases to provide the
 sense of the resultant sounds, without reference to
 any tradition.

 Cybernetics of the Control Interface

 We return now to the traditional instrument design
 of Fig. 1 and focus on the issues involved in the
 control interface of the instrument. Parts of the per-
 former's body interact with the control interface,
 and information is passed on for further processing.
 It is not possible to completely disengage this part
 of the control chain from subsequent parts, since
 an aural feedback loop controls the entire system.
 But it is possible to list some fundamental issues
 which must be addressed by anyone designing an
 interface for human interaction.

 1. Physical variables carrying the informa-
 tion, as a function of time-position, force
 (pressure), acceleration, velocity, or area
 (shape)

 2. Dimensionality of control (degrees of free-
 dom)-l-, 2-, 3-dimensional or greater;
 strong/weak dimensions

 3. Multiplicity of control-how many parallel
 streams of independent information (e.g.,
 musical lines) can be sent simultaneously;

 4. Control modality--discrete, continuous, or
 quantized continuous (meaning that the
 control interface is physically continuous
 but it dispatches only a noticeably limited
 set of discrete values)

 5. Control monitoring--one-shot or continu-
 ous time, hold last value or return to nomi-
 nal value, skips out of the continuum pos-
 sible or continuous output only

 6. Control distance function--monotonic,
 nonmonotonic, partially redUndant, uni/
 bipolar

 7. Literalness of control-one-to-one =

 WYPIWYG (what you play is what you get),
 one-to-many, many-to-one, unpredicta-
 bility (stochastic, chaotic), response delay,
 time dependence

 8. Historical foundations-using an existing
 technique, modifying an existing tech-
 nique, or creating a new technique

 9. Design appropriateness-design efficiency,
 ergonomics, motor and cognitive loads,
 degree of sensory reinforcement and re-
 dundancy, appropriateness of gestures to
 expression

 10. Psychological nature of control-perceived
 naturalness of the link between action and

 sound response, reflexive-creative con-
 tinuum, exploratory or goal-oriented

 For reasons of space, the issues will be explored se-
 lectively, initially by looking at two well-known
 examples. Consider the violin played arco, issue by
 issue. The physical variables carrying information
 are primarily downward bow force (coding for dy-
 namics), horizontal bow velocity (primarily affect-
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 ing timbre), bow distance from the bridge (affecting
 timbre), and finger position on the fingerboard (cod-
 ing for pitch). Hence there are three or four control
 dimensions (an alternative term is degrees of free-
 dom) in total for a single melodic line. The level of
 control multiplicity is two (in the hands of a first-
 rate player, two independent lines are possible).
 Control modality (the spatial nature of control) is
 continuous, as is control monitoring (this means
 continuous time read-out of what the performer is
 doing). The distance function is partially redun-
 dant. This last term means that each string when
 stopped is a monotonic pitch controller, but there
 is more than one place to find each note. Control is
 traditionally highly literal on the violin, given good
 technique, with the exceptions of certain types of
 extended techniques, such as bowing sul ponticello
 (actually on the bridge) or on the tailpiece. Other-
 wise, what you play is what you get.

 The origin of the technique used for the violin
 was clearly based around existing techniques on
 previous instruments. There can be little doubt of
 the design appropriateness of the violin for expres-
 sive sound production. Visual feedback of position
 is clearly quite adequate for the musicality of a sea-
 soned professional, but it is far less than that avail-
 able on fretted string instruments. The violin's
 ergonomics can certainly be called into question, as
 many violinists with stiff necks will readily testify.
 The violin is seemingly well designed gesturally
 and can be used profitably with either an explora-
 tory or goal-oriented performance attitude, as can
 most traditional instruments.

 We next examine the current crop of synthesizers
 and synthesizer controllers, which form the essen-
 tial sound production and control components of
 most intelligent music systems. These machines,
 with few exceptions, have their primary variables
 (always including pitch) controlled by an interface
 that imitates a traditional instrument, most com-
 monly keyboard, guitar, saxophone, trumpet, mal-
 let percussion, or violin. Ancillary controllers add
 to this and include the wheel, joystick, dial, knob,
 lever, drawbar, strip, ribbon, foot pedal, foot switch,
 button, two-dimensional touch pad and surface,
 struck pad or bar, slider, breath controller, pressure
 sensor (single channel or polyphonic), proximity de-

 tector (body capacitance or resistance based), pitch
 to MIDI converter, and accelerometer.

 Most synthesizers are keyboard synthesizers, with
 basically two control dimensions per voice (key
 number, key velocity) plus channel pressure, for a
 possible total of 2 x 3 + 1 = 7 dimensions, if we
 somewhat arbitrarily say that a performer's two
 hands at the keyboard can play three parts with
 complete independence. (This figure obviously can
 vary with the performer and is musically context-
 dependent; it seems at best a compromise value for
 the rough calculations involved here.) If we add
 controller effects (two feet and breath controller),
 the potential number rises to ten.

 Keyboards (and other controllers) with polyphonic
 aftertouch have potential for greater control. Taking
 three as the nominal number of independent parts,
 this can yield up to ten dimensions of control from
 the keyboard alone, a potential that is only cur-
 rently being explored. If ancillary controllers can
 be used simultaneously, as in the case of foot and
 breath controllers, then an additional three dimen-
 sions are possible, for a total of 13.

 The ancillary MIDI controllers have become fairly
 standardized, perhaps partly because they are almost
 all based on either position or force (a few less com-
 mon ones, not discussed here, respond to area or
 acceleration). Their control features are listed in
 Table 1.

 The first two columns are self-explanatory. Col-
 umn 3, polarity, refers to whether the range of con-
 trol is unipolar (allowing movement in only one
 direction from zero effect position or other nominal
 value) or bipolar (allowing movement in both direc-
 tions from zero effect position or a nominal value).
 Return or hold refers to whether the controller re-

 turns (snaps back) to a nominal value or keeps its
 position upon release. Most controllers cannot skip
 to arbitrary points in their ranges but must send
 out intervening values; those that can skip have a
 "yes" in column 5. The sensory reinforcement of
 controllers is mostly good, but it has two compo-
 nents. First, there is the direct tactile feedback of
 the body part in contact with the controller; sec-
 ond, there is usually visual reinforcement that pro-
 motes accuracy of performance by not having the
 player put all his or her eggs in one sensory basket.
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 Table 1. Characterization of standard MIDI controllers

 Physical Return/ Skips Sensory Fully In-
 Controller Dimension Polarity Hold? Possible? Reinforcement dependent?

 Mod wheel 1 Uni Hold No Good Yes

 Pitch bend wheel 1 Bi Return No Good Yes

 Joystick 2 Bi Both No Good Yes

 Slider 1 Uni/bi Hold No Very good Yes

 Ribbon/strip 1 Uni/bi Both Yes Very good Yes

 Breath controller 1 Uni Return No Goodt Yes

 Foot controller 1 Uni Hold No Fair' Yes

 Channel pressure 1 Uni Return No Good' No

 Poly pressure Multi Uni Return No Goodt No

 Note selector

 (Keyboard, etc.) 1 or multi - - Yes Variable Yes

 'Entry describes tactile feedback only; visual reinforcements are nil.

 In other words, the performer sees as well as feels
 and hears the control. Four controllers have limita-
 tions in this area and are marked with t in column

 six. Finally, some controllers are only usable in tan-
 dem with other controls and are therefore not fully
 independent: this refers to the pressure variables,
 since they are inaccessible without a previous key
 depression.

 Given these examples, let us consider issues 7-10
 above more fully. Just what are the optimal ergo-
 nomic, philosophical, and psychological principles
 of instrument design? This question is too vast to
 address comprehensively in this single article, but
 it is useful to look at some of the points of refer-
 ence before proceeding to extended and interactive
 systems.

 The desirability of literalness of control is an im-
 plicit or explicit design principle in the instruments
 of every known musical culture. Exceptions are ex-
 tremely rare until twentieth century Western cul-
 ture, and are even so a question of degree only (as
 in some rough-hewn folk instruments such as the
 gut bucket bass). Yet literalness is in another sense
 more an attitude toward music than an absolute fac-

 tor in musical design, since such unpredictable ef-
 fects can be readily achieved on all traditional or-

 chestral instruments: con legno or sul ponticello
 strings, woodwind multiphonics and reed biting,
 the properly prepared piano, etc. Electronic instru-
 ments can also function this way, by overloading,
 feedback, or pathological choices of parameter val-
 ues, as in the 'mistreated' oscillator circuits used in
 compositions by Louis and Bebe Barron since the
 early 1950s. But I have seen such effects achieved
 most readily with either "low-tech" mechanical/
 electromechanical conglomerations, or extended
 string instruments-for example, the stringed sound
 devices of Jon Rose. Here multiple and movable
 bridges (and bizarrely constructed single and mul-
 tiple bows) mean that the instrument is really con-
 tinuously evolving under one's hands during per-
 formance, so that technique must be continuously
 updated during playing-a joyfully risky form of im-
 provisation at its best.

 Issues 8-10 above are interrelated. One central

 design question is whether the control mechanism
 should use an existing technique, modify an existing
 technique, or propose a completely new technique.
 It is of course a question of degree, since very little is
 really without precedent in this world. But the com-
 monness of a conservative stance is illuminated by
 the words of William Hazlitt (ca. 1820): "We never
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 do anything well 'till we cease to think about the
 manner of doing it." A new technique takes that
 much longer to master to make sub- or unselfcon-
 scious. Until that stage is reached, real musical ex-
 pression does not emerge. Yet new technical proced-
 ures do come forward when the time is ripe, often
 blossoming several places independently.

 Another way to look at these issues is from the
 perspective of transformation of gesture. People act
 expressively by way of gesture, by which I mean the
 integrated production of motion shapes, character-
 ized by parametric control. Cadoz (1988) has dis-
 cussed these issues with regard to MIDI systems,
 pointing to an incomplete classification of gesture
 into modulation (parametric or sound object shap-
 ing control), selection (picking from a range of dis-
 crete values), or exciter (putting energy into the
 system, e.g., with a violin bow) gestures. Gibet and
 Florens (1988) have modelled gesture using simple
 mechanical systems. Azzolini and Sapir (1984) used
 a gestural system for real-time control of the digital
 process 41. Other gestural descriptions can be based
 on associative kinetic images, like scrape, slide,
 ruffle, crunch, glide, caress, etc., as used in modern
 dance instruction. Such ideas have been imple-
 mented by some dancers through the use of special
 costumes or body position monitoring effects (e.g.,
 Gillett, Smith, and Pritchard 1985). Other workers
 have focussed on the idea of a "spatial trajectory."
 What is clear is that gesture is a complex phenome-
 non, one strongly related, when used as a control
 source, to what it is routed to control.

 This is apparent in the difficulty encountered in
 playing certain instrument sound types via a MIDI
 keyboard. For example, playing sets of drums is
 very challenging because the small finger motions
 characteristic of piano technique do not seem to
 provide the right type of gestural link to the power
 and required rhythmic precision of percussion.
 Consequently, either a large amount of special prac-
 tice is necessary, or a two-arm technique is used,
 where the fingers function primarily like the mal-
 lets in classical multimallet percussion technique.
 Some synthesizer players who emphasize expres-
 sive real-time performance use breath controllers
 and strap-on type keyboards and have evolved a
 system of one-to-one gestural mapping between

 musical effect and body motion, linking the small
 appropriate finger motions to larger and expressive
 body gestures. It not only makes for a more engag-
 ing performance visually, but is objectively effective
 in increasing the rhythmic precision and integrated
 musicality of performance.

 An Imaginary Superinstrument

 The question can also be asked, just how much con-
 trol is humanly possible? The limitations in prin-
 ciple are apparently both motoric and cognitive.
 To frame an answer to this we perform a Gedan-
 kenexperiment, by building an imaginary super-
 instrument. We quantify the control issues in a
 very rough way by using our idea of dimensionality,
 with the underlying possibility that an active di-
 mension of control requires something like an ac-
 tive channel of attention or considerable focussed

 preparatory rehearsal to diminish the real-time cog-
 nitive load (Pressing 1984). This supposition has its
 limitations, but it should not hinder us here.

 Discrete switches with a few states will be dis-

 regarded in this calculation in comparison to con-
 tinuous variables or switches with many states,
 many meaning at least a dozen or so (e.g., woodwind
 fingerings or the keyboard). But one also needs to
 consider how much sound modification is express-
 ible using the dimension in question. If this is in-
 trinsically limited, either by the nature of the map-
 ping to sound or by the limited resolution of the
 dimension, we will label it a weak control dimen-
 sion. In making such an evaluation, it is necessary
 to look at the entire chain of control. For example,
 one-shot monitored dimensions are often weaker

 than those based on continuous time. Perceptual
 factors can work against this tendency however-
 notably with regard to the attack portion of enve-
 lopes (typically controllable by key velocity di-
 rectly, or indirectly via the layering of sounds, a
 one-shot monitoring protocol), which has dispropor-
 tionate influence over perceived timbre relative to
 steady state sound (typically controlled by continu-
 ous time monitoring). It is also conceivable that
 one could design superstrong control dimensions
 that had atypically powerful control capacities, per-
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 haps with the aid of commercial micromanipula-
 tion devices. I have not yet heard of anyone doing
 this with music.

 As we saw earlier, monophonic traditional in-
 struments have something like two to four dimen-
 sions of control, with one of them possibly weak;
 polyphonic instruments have two to three per inde-
 pendent voice. A historical survey of a wide variety
 of traditional musical instruments is consistent

 with this. It is also true of a majority of contempo-
 rary instruments based on synthesis. To see what
 might be possible, we first note that it is a physical
 fact that each controlling body part could in prin-
 ciple code six dimensions (three of position, three
 of orientation). Since traditional instruments have
 two or three controlling body parts, 12-18 dimen-
 sions total are readily available in principle under
 this simple design. But let us carry this further.
 Of what might an imaginary superinstrument be
 capable?

 We may try to estimate the dimensionality of
 control possible for human beings as follows: ac-
 cepting hands as the most sensitive controllers, and
 focussing on traditional physical variables, we as-
 sume that each finger of each hand could in prin-
 ciple act independently (against an external refer-
 ence frame) over two dimensions of position and a
 third dimension of pressure, as could each foot.
 Breath pressure could provide one additional con-
 trol and perhaps positions of the knees could add
 one or two dimensions. Hence there is no reason

 that (10 + 2) x 3 + 1 + 2 ? 40 independent di-
 mensions of control could not operate simultane-
 ously, on purely physical grounds. As suggested
 above however, all existing forms of music perfor-
 mance (and similarly for dance and sport) use so
 much less than this capacity that there must be a
 strong suspicion that cognitive limitations im-
 pose far more restrictions than do motor control
 limitations.

 A discussion of the cognitive limitations that
 pertain to performers would be pertinent here, but
 it would take us too far from our central concerns.

 The issues are very similar to those encountered in
 the cognitive modelling of improvisation, and these
 have been discussed in depth in two of my recent

 publications, to which I refer the interested reader
 (Pressing 1984; 1988b).

 Likewise, this article will not discuss in any sys-
 tematic way the effector mechanism part of the
 music synthesis control chain, for the simple rea-
 son that this would require a full survey of current
 synthesis techniques. Instead, we discuss the im-
 plications, illustrating with generic examples, of
 the concepts of extended, reconfigured, interactive,
 and intelligent instruments, looking particularly at
 widely accessible MIDI-based systems.

 Extended and Reconfigured Instruments

 An extended instrument is one that adds new physi-
 cal controls to an existing (traditional) control inter-
 face. A reconfigured instrument is one that has an
 unchanged control interface, but has been repro-
 grammed or rebuilt so that traditional technique
 gives distinctly different results, necessitating tech-
 nique modification. Note that if control mecha-
 nisms and resultant effects are changed radically
 enough, we essentially have a new instrument,
 rather than an extended or reconfigured one. These
 definitions can obviously apply to many innova-
 tions in the history of acoustic instruments. His-
 torically, the term luthier nouvelle has been used
 for such developments. We will focus on electronic
 instruments, and draw our examples from recent
 digital keyboard synthesizers.

 We look first at extended keyboard interfaces.
 The term raises the question: extended relative to
 what? All synthesizers are extended relative to the
 piano, due to their ancillary controllers (even as
 they are more limited in certain ways, such as ped-
 alling). Here we use as our reference instrument the
 generic MIDI keyboard synthesizer described above.
 Keyboards of greater than normal control capacity
 include the Kurzweil Midiboard, which has four di-
 mensions of control per voice: key number, key-on
 velocity, release velocity, and polyphonic pressure.
 A step beyond this is Key Concepts' Notebender
 keyboard, where keys can move in and out as well
 as up and down, giving five dimensions of control
 for each note, two of them of continuously moni-
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 toring type. Big Briar's multiply-touch sensitive
 keyboard goes even further, sensing key number,
 key-on velocity, release velocity, polyphonic pres-
 sure, and two further dimensions of control derived
 from two-dimensional finger position on the chosen
 key (Moog 1987). This yields six dimensions of con-
 trol per note, and if we assume that a player can
 control three such note streams with full indepen-
 dence at once and also operate two foot pedal con-
 trollers, we get 6 x 3 + 2 = 20 dimensions of si-
 multaneous control. That's a lot to think about, and
 it approaches half of our superinstrument's control
 capacities.

 We look next at examples of the reconfigured in-
 strument approach. The commercial devices that
 allow such possibilities include synthesizers, mas-
 ter keyboards, and MIDI transformation devices (or
 equivalent software). The most powerful effects can
 be obtained by MIDI transformation devices, the
 best known of these being the Yamaha MEP4 MIDI
 event processor, Digital Music Corporation's MX-8
 patchbay/processor and the Axxess Mapper.
 Equivalent software is becoming more widespread.
 Such devices allow MIDI data to be altered by multi-
 plication or addition, modulo filtered, range limited,
 inverted, time-delayed, or completely reinterpreted
 by changing MIDI status bytes. A few devices also
 allow data lists to be triggered, with variable entry
 points.

 To illustrate this, we look at the kinds of modi-
 fications of traditional keyboard technique necessi-
 tated by such MIDI systems. (We ignore, for reasons
 of space, all controllers except those found on older
 acoustic keyboards.) Such technique modifications
 can be roughly fit into the following categories and
 are demonstrated by examples.

 Cross-switch and Cross-fade

 The cross-switch chooses one from among two or
 more distinct sounds on the basis of key velocity
 or a controller value. In cross-fading, the relative
 volumes of two or more components of a mix are
 determined by the applied velocity or controller

 value. In terms of keyboard technique modification,
 it is primarily key velocity and pressure response
 that are affected. Where the different sounds or

 components do not function as different aspects of
 the same sound source, this design requires a con-
 ceptual readjustment from velocity or pressure as a
 dynamic control to a timbral selection control.

 Note Reconfiguration

 The many possibilities inherent in split and layered
 keyboards are one aspect of keyboard reconfigura-
 tion. These have been widely discussed elsewhere
 (e.g. Pressing 1988c; De Furia 1988); here we focus
 on the possibilities of pitch remapping.

 The most versatile machines allow the keyboard
 to be assigned any arbitrary tuning system on a
 note-by-note basis. This enables such familiar pos-
 sibilities as keyboard reversal and quartertone tun-
 ing (Pressing 1988d). A less common design occurs
 in one of my pieces, Constellation, where the key-
 board is configured to preserve 12-note tempered
 pitch classes, but with an irregular pattern of mul-
 tiple octave displacements up and down. With this
 set-up simple physically conjunct patterns map
 into radical leaps. Other possibilities include micro/
 macrotuning (increasing resolution at the expense of
 range, or vice versa), key redundancy (many one
 mappings to make errors difficult to make), quasi-
 redundancy (to allow microtonally different ver-
 sions of the same note to be accessible), and tuning
 by distinct interval cycles within selected ranges.
 For example, to single out only a few possibilities
 we have

 C3--- C1,

 C#3-->F1,
 D3-- B-> 1,

 C4---> C2,
 C#4-- Ef2,
 D4-> F#2,
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 Articulation Effects

 Keyboard articulation can be strongly affected by
 the envelopes used in synthesized sound. For ex-
 ample, an exaggerated legato technique is often re-
 quired for sounds with long attack times. Or, stac-
 cato and legato can be reversed by setting envelope
 parameters to make decay to zero time longer than
 release time.

 Pedalling Effects

 Features such as sustain and portamento can be
 turned on and off during performance. Technique is
 limited here relative to the piano, since the syn-
 thesizer foot pedal is nearly always a switch and
 not capable of the piano's range of subtle gradation.

 Interactions with Unpredictability

 This idea is well known to those who habitually op-
 erate in the low end of the technological resource
 spectrum and means that the performer gets (at least
 partially) unpredictable output for the same input.
 This requires a reconceptualization of performance
 actions. Such effects are typically programmed on
 synthesizers by using random generators or "patho-
 logical" synthesis parameter values that produce
 partially erratic output due to quirks in the syn-
 thesizer's operating system.

 Functional Conversion

 Here the status bytes of MIDI commands are al-
 tered, so that commands sent out by the hands are
 functionally completely reinterpreted by the syn-
 thesis module. For example, if polyphonic pressure
 messages are converted to note-on commands, re-
 peated notes are produced from each key at a rate
 proportional to the rate of change of pressure and
 with a key velocity given by applied pressure. If
 the polyphonic pressure messages are converted to
 note-on commands with the data bytes swapped,
 pressing on a key after striking it produces hyper-

 virtuosic glissandi. These can be changed to scales
 or arpeggii by filtering out some note-on messages.
 This technique should be tried with sounds with
 envelopes that are nonsustaining, since the note-on
 commands produced are not followed by note-offs.

 Interactive and Intelligent Instruments

 Interaction means mutual influence. Since there

 can be no doubt that performers influence instru-
 ments, we define an interactive instrument as one
 that directly and variably influences the production
 of music by a performer. By directly we mean other
 than through the performer's normal listening pro-
 cess; by variably we mean that the instrument's
 effects on the performer are programmable. In prac-
 tice this most commonly means that the instrument
 is acting "intelligently;" conversely, intelligent in-
 struments are nearly always interactive.

 We therefore focus on the concept of intelligent
 instruments, considering the fundamental process
 to be an interaction between two or more agents, to
 borrow and use somewhat differently a term Marvin
 Minsky has revitalized. By agent we mean anything
 capable of displaying intelligence in the control of
 music production. This can be a person, nonhuman
 living thing, computer program, robot, sequencer,
 hardware device, or invoked process (naturally oc-
 curring or designed). Of course, defining what is
 meant by intelligence is no simple task. Its crucial
 components seem to be real-time decision-making
 and flexibility of response.

 The simplest intelligent music system config-
 uration is one with two agents, occurring most
 commonly where one agent is a human performer
 and the other is the intelligent instrument. Larger
 configurations can be readily generalized from this
 basic case. A schematic representation of a basic
 two-agent interactive music system is given in
 Fig. 2.

 In simple terms, sound (S) and performance data
 (R or T) are produced by the two agents. The agents'
 choices are shaped by previous output and by a vari-
 ety of operating constraints, including cognitive and
 motoric limitations; stylistic and formal adherences
 (e.g., score, referent, plan); knowledge of interpretive
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 Fig. 2. Interactions be-
 tween two musical agents.

 Audio Audio
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 traditions; etc. The performance data they produce
 are of two types: representation (R) and transforma-
 tion (T). Representation data describe or represent
 the musical output of an agent. Transformation
 data are data produced by one agent, designed to
 affect the output of other agents. These are the data
 that make the system interactive. Sound is either
 produced directly by manipulation of a musical in-
 strument or with the aid of an intermediary repre-
 sentational form, using some kind of control device.
 This intermediary representation is most commonly
 MIDI code, but traditional music notation, graphic
 notations (e.g., two-dimensional computer displays
 as in Laurie Spiegel's Music Mouse), Music-V-style
 event lists, spectral display schemes, as well as
 other designs, are also used. The reverse procedure
 also happens, as indicated in the figure: representa-
 tions are produced by directly converting sound
 from the instrument, most commonly via pitch-to-
 MIDI or amplitude- or spectrum-to-control voltage
 converters.

 The essential interaction process involves trans-
 formation data from one agent affecting the output

 of another agent. The transformation data operate
 either directly on the sound (via real-time, control-
 lable audio processing devices), or on its representa-
 tion (most commonly via MIDI-based processors).
 This means that MIDI is the dominant means of

 control used, since there is a strong recent tendency
 for audio processors and mixers to be MIDI driven.
 Although MIDI has noticeable bandwidth limita-
 tions (Moore 1987), these are often insignificant
 when each performer uses a separate MIDI routing.
 Work not based on MIDI includes Gordon Mumma's

 Cybersonic Consoles (Mumma 1975), older analog
 systems with plentiful knob-twiddling possibilities,
 existing devices using a QWERTY keyboard for
 real-time input (e.g., the DMX-1000 DSP, cf. Truax
 [1984]), and Morton Subotnick's Ghost Boxes (a se-
 ries of real-time controllable audio processors).

 We call a particular configuration of connections,
 instruments, computers, and processing devices
 functioning as an interactive instrument a set-up.
 Each set-up will call for appropriately defined and
 refined techniques from the human performer(s).
 "The problems ... are those of defining a composi-
 tional algorithm and deciding which of its variables
 are best controlled by a performer and with what
 device." (Chadabe 1984, p. 26).

 Cybernetics of Intelligent MIDI Systems

 The idea of instrumental intelligence raises new
 cybernetic issues that go beyond those raised ear-
 lier. This section will survey and discuss these
 issues and then give generic examples. For a look at
 specific, practical approaches used by a number of
 current workers in this field the reader is directed

 to Roads (1986), Logemann (1987), and Pressing
 (1988e). In what follows, I will assume that the
 reader is familiar with the general aspects of the
 MIDI message protocol.

 We look at six cybernetic issues here, which are
 either unique to intelligent instruments or are quali-
 tatively different when applied to them. Each issue
 is phrased as one or more questions about the nature
 of the transformations used by one agent to affect
 another.
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 Range of Operation

 Does the transformation operate on each sent mes-
 sage alone or on groups of messages? Can data bytes
 of different messages be combined? The simplest
 and most common computer transformation effects
 are those also achievable by MIDI processing boxes
 such as the MEP4, as discussed earlier; single mes-
 sages can be converted into different single mes-
 sages. More intelligent environments can consider
 groups of messages and hence musical issues that
 operate over longer time-spans than that of the
 single message.

 It is impossible to be exhaustive with regard to
 possible group message transformations, but if we
 limit our attention to note-on messages, by way of
 example, typical possibilities can be sketched. In
 general, a parsing (segmenting) control is needed to
 define the messages belonging to the group to be
 transformed. Typical operations on such a group in-
 clude: permutation of notes, changing notes of the
 group with specific order numbers, arpeggiation
 through different octaves, selected transposition or
 copying and pasting of a subset, time reversal, de-
 leting or adding material, delaying specific notes in
 the set, various mathematical reordering processes,
 and "convolution" (e.g., interleaving) with stored
 material.

 Functional Conversion

 Is the MIDI status byte (message type) preserved
 under the transformation? This issue also exists
 for extended and reconfigured instruments, as dis-
 cussed earlier. But commercial hardware units,
 even though becoming steadily more sophisticated,
 have limitations in scope and versatility that can be
 relaxed in an intelligent instrument environment.
 Notably, extensive system exclusive synthesis pa-
 rameter editing can be programmed for direct real-
 time access from the control interface.

 Use of Precomposed Materials and Processes

 Does the transformation incorporate other pre-
 composed or prerecorded material or processes? Are
 the stored musical materials algorithmically de-
 fined or entered in by previous or concurrent per-

 formance? There are many ways such ideas can be
 used. One generic approach calls up stored motives
 or samples-riffs-on the basis of chosen MIDI
 note(s), key velocity, controller values, QWERTY
 keyboard or mouse actions, or combinations of
 such variables. The same method can be used to
 call up stored processes that transform the musical
 inputs. Another approach uses such variables for
 real-time control by affecting parameters control-
 ling the stored material. Such parameters include
 tempo, timbre, envelopes, note velocity, starting
 point, note density, and note order. Some of these
 features are available in commercial intelligent mu-
 sic software such as the well-known packages M,
 Ovaltune, Riff, and Big Band.

 Still another approach enables the convolution
 of played data with stored data, depending on con-
 trollable or preprogrammed criteria. In all such ap-
 proaches, a fundamental distinction for the per-
 former is whether stored materials are entered in

 prior to, or at the time of, performance. The first
 approach tends to create more long-term order, the
 second more immediacy. Even the most basic stor-
 age device, the simple digital delay unit, can pro-
 duce some powerful effects when configured for
 sufficiently sophisticated real-time control. Overall,
 the musical treatment of material here often yields
 results like motivic liquidation (in the sense of
 Shanberg) or the production of sonic mosaics.

 When the player is improvising, there can be a
 qualitative difference between the situations in
 which he or she chooses from among a small num-
 ber of motives or data lists and situations in which
 many (more than a dozen or so) motives or lists are
 involved. This is because most control interfaces
 except pitch selection interfaces and ribbons have
 insufficient visual reinforcement to allow the reli-
 able calling-up of individual lists in the second
 case. Unless such interfaces are used for the selec-
 tion of stored material, certainty about output di-
 minishes, and from the performer's perspective we
 approach a situation of unpredictability.

 Time Independence

 Does the nature of the transformation change from
 moment to moment, or is it fixed? Time indepen-
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 dence is characteristic of all traditional instruments,
 as well as extended and reconfigured ones. The po-
 tentials of time dependence remain relatively un-
 developed even with intelligent instruments. This
 is probably because time dependent control poses
 some difficult (though hardly insurmountable) prob-
 lems for the performer if the changes in transforma-
 tion are frequent and substantial; problems such as
 accurate timing, memory requirements, and con-
 ceptualization arise in these cases.

 In terms of musical effect, the character of the
 time dependence is critical. If changes are sudden,
 the effect will tend to be one of introducing sharp
 formal boundaries in the music, i.e., sectionaliza-
 tion. If changes are gradual, the performer can hear
 the transformational shifts gradually and adapt,
 often without the need for extensive rehearsal. This

 situation can be used to good effect by the impro-
 vising performer.

 Unpredictability

 Does the transformation contain elements of un-

 predictability? Unpredictability is not without
 precedent in conventional instruments, but can be
 much more powerfully explored within the intelli-
 gent instrument concept. Most commonly, unpre-
 dictability comes from tapping explicit random
 processes (designed or naturally occurring), erratic
 control interface or synthesis engine design, unre-
 memberable complexity, rapid and complex changes
 in processing by another agent, or interprocess com-
 petition between equally matched protagonists. To
 the performer the source is largely irrelevant. Un-
 predictability favors the production of music that is
 more statistical and less focussed or goal-oriented
 than that provided by traditional musical develop-
 ment techniques.

 Design Flexibility

 Is the set-up primarily hard-wired, or does it provide
 a readily reprogrammable environment for refining
 the control relations in dialogue with musical out-
 come? Clearly, only software-based instruments can
 offer a high degree of flexibility of design. Particu-
 larly powerful in this regard is the idea of a multi-

 functional environment allowing both instrument
 design and the interaction of definable musically
 intelligent agents.

 Applications

 These issues do not, of course, exhaust what com-
 puters can do in intelligent interaction with per-
 formers. When more explicit musical considerations
 are integrated into the control environment, more
 musically useful set-ups are created. These may be
 illustrated generically by the following cases.

 Variation generators-Here the computer
 (agent) takes dictation from live instrumen-
 tal performance and spits back variations.
 Stochastic or highly nonlinear sources may
 be used (Pressing 1988a) as well as the ex-
 plicit programming of the traditional proce-
 dures of musical development.

 The synthetic accompanist-The computer
 takes dictation, as above, but produces an al-
 gorithmic accompaniment rather than, or as
 well as, composing variations on the dictated
 material. This concept has also been used to
 create a synthetic accompanist that plays a
 fully notated piece by following the leader-
 ship of the live performer in such matters as
 tempo and dynamics (Vercoe and Puckette
 1985).

 The computer as musical director-Here the
 computer monitors information put out by
 the performer(s) and other parts of the sys-
 tem and applies tests, which are used to de-
 cide whether to invoke interruptions to
 ongoing processes, change data transforma-
 tions, correct errors, issue commands to per-
 formers, etc.

 Multifunctional environments-Here one or

 more computers allow instruments to be
 defined, interactive musically intelligent
 agents to be created, and a host of additional
 features that come from both generalizations
 of musical processes and current ideas in ar-
 tificial intelligence (e.g., learning, parallel
 processing, neural nets). Notable examples
 of this approach include Lee Boynton's pre-
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 FORM, and Mills College's Hierarchical Mu-
 sic Structuring Language (HMSL) (Polansky,
 Rosenboom, and Burk 1987).

 Final comments-The procedures here show a
 tremendous potential. The main hope is for
 powerful new ways and means of expression;
 the main danger is that technique outraces
 musicality. The most profitable path for de-
 velopment may be found when intelligent in-
 strument makers continuously refine their
 work in consultation with virtuoso perform-
 ers, particularly those skilled in the many
 schools of contemporary improvisation.
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Encomium for Jeff Pressing

B E N  W I L L I A M S

University of Melbourne

ON April 28, 2002, the world lost one of its most vibrant and unique
polymaths. At 55 years young, Dr Jeffrey Lynn Pressing passed away

in his sleep, the victim of meningococcal disease.
Born in San Diego in 1946, Jeff spent his formative years in the United

States of America. By all accounts he was interested in just about every-
thing, but especially in music and science. Jeff’s brilliance was obvious even
in his youth. In 1962 he was admitted to CalTech at a mere 15 years of age,
making him the youngest student to be enrolled in a CalTech degree course
to that date. Following his undergraduate degree, Jeff spent a year in Munich
on a Fulbright Fellowship, where he learned to speak fluent German. Re-
turning to the States he obtained a Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the
University of California in 1972, working under the distinguished Joseph
Mayer. Anecdotal evidence suggests that, while deeply involved in his sci-
entific studies, Jeff was constantly listening to all forms of recorded music,
particularly classical, much to the annoyance of his college roommates.
Despite a successful publication record in physical science, not long after
gaining his Ph.D. Jeff decided to turn his attention more fully to music. In
1975 he moved to Australia, where he took up an academic position in the
music department of La Trobe University, eventually becoming head of the
department.

Primarily a pianist (or as he preferred “keyboarder”), Jeff’s talents spanned
a range of instruments including bass, guitar, woodwind, and strings. He
was probably best known for his mastery of unusual world percussion
instruments, particularly West African drums. Much of Jeff’s knowledge of
African drumming was obtained first-hand doing ethnomusicological re-
search in West Africa, where Jeff was privy to a number of ceremonies and
performances previously unseen by Western eyes (ears?). He founded the
African drumming group Adzohu, teaching a vast body of complex and
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316 Ben Williams

strangely beautiful world rhythms to any who cared to learn. Adzohu is
still an active university club today, more than 20 years after its inception.
Jeff’s office was adorned with a variety of well-worn and exquisite musical
artifacts. Many visitors recall a particularly special instrument given him
by one of his teachers that was “not to be touched by anyone who didn’t
respect the soul of the drum.” As well as playing these more traditional
instruments, Jeff was also an avid musical experimenter and toyed with
many electronic instruments. In 1988 he held a guest position of associate
professor in the synthesis department of the esteemed Berklee College of
Music. He devoted much time to exploring computer-assisted and interac-
tive performance, eventually forming an all-electronic ensemble OZDIMO.
In 1992 he wrote the book Synthesizer Performance and Real-Time Tech-
niques. Highly regarded at the time of publication, it is still considered a
definitive work on the subject.

Jeff had other interests along the person-machine boundary. He spent
some time during the late 1980s and early 1990s collaborating with com-
puter scientists Peter Lawrence and Xudong Cao on an ambitious auto-
transcription project known as transcribe. Jeff married psychological ideas
about pattern recognition, categorical perception, and symbolic represen-
tation to more mathematical concepts like complexity and error-functions.
With a minimum of human intervention, the resulting program produced
transcriptions that strove for cognitive parsimony and cleanliness of musi-
cal notation rather than blind adherence to machine-accurate timing or
more purely computational methods, which typically produces messy no-
tation bearing little resemblance to the performers’ actual cognitive or ar-
tistic intentions. Despite the demonstrated power and utility of the method
realized in transcribe, it has yet to be exploited as a commercial product.

Jeff showed great spontaneity in his performances but also brought a
scientist’s attention to detail and razor-sharp analysis to his work. In the words
of his musical colleague and concert pianist Associate Professor Tony Gould:

Jeff Pressing was an extraordinary musician for several reasons. I had
the great pleasure of playing two-piano pieces with him a number of
times. The pieces consisted of improvisations, some totally free, others
built around pieces from the contemporary jazz repertoire. Knowing
the way that Jeff’s mind worked (as much as one could get into the
mind of a high intellect) and how mine by comparison was somewhat
slow, I played with Jeff with no small degree of trepidation. What be-
came clear very soon was that he had an enormous musical vocabulary
from which to draw—and marvelous aural comprehension. I remem-
ber him stopping and coming around to my keyboard right in the middle
of an “all hell breaking loose” section, and asking me if I was going to
play “that flattened thirteen chord” next time around. I didn’t hear it
amongst the “chaos” the first time!
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Jeff’s more celebrated compositions and performances were those he made
with the World Rhythm Band. The group created a fusion of African, Eu-
ropean, and Middle-Eastern rhythms interwoven with a rich tapestry of
traditional melodies, modern tonal jazz elements, and synthesizer creations.
Simultaneously challenging to the master musician and accessible to the
causal listener, the distinctive sounds of this highly talented ensemble could
be heard at some of Melbourne’s most famous jazz clubs. The band made
several original recordings. The most innovative of these, Ibex, was re-
cently reissued on CD.

At the end of 1993, Jeff made a public return to the world of science.
Leaving the music department at La Trobe, Jeff moved to the University of
Melbourne to become a senior lecturer in psychology. As a great impro-
viser, he sought a greater understanding of the process of improvisation,
and turned his attention to psychological problems of creativity, skill, and
expertise. Central to his thoughts on improvisation was a concept he called
the referent. Jeff began from the viewpoint that even the most structured
music, such as traditional classical music, must contain some novel ele-
ments when performed, if only because of human memory, mood, and per-
formance limitations. Jeff also realized that there was no such thing as
100% improvised, since a person would always bring their skills and past
experiences to a performance, which by definition, could not be novel. Jeff
laid out a quantitative spectrum of creativity in performance with tradi-
tional Japanese music at one end, Persian Avaz and free jazz at the other,
and Commedia dell’ Arte somewhere in the middle. He then proceeded to
try and unify the processes invoked in all these kinds of performances.  In
an article encompassing music history, psychology, and subjective perfor-
mance experience, Jeff used the concept of the referent to articulate a con-
ceptual linkage between the motoric, psychological, experiential, emotional,
and dynamic aspects of improvisation. The referent was cognitive repre-
sentation of information that was dynamically utilized in the control of
skilled performance and the creation of novel musical sequences. It could
be used to embody well-known psychological constructs such as general-
ized motor programs, previously memorized melodies, and deliberately
chosen cognitive structures such as “themes” for improvisation. Jeff also
integrated aspects of the artist’s subjective experience, noting that the refer-
ent could also encompass representations of mood, emotion and “vibe” of
a performance. A referent could also spontaneously emerge as a dynamic
theme in a novel performance, feeding back on itself. The exposition of
these ideas certainly had a strong motor-programming flavor, with these
knowledge structures embedded in control-feedback loops. Other ideas from
contemporary cognitive psychology also had a place in this work, but played
a mere supporting role in the more general theme of skilled, yet novel hu-
man performance.
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This concept of the referent was, at least in name, to play a key role in
one of Jeff’s major contributions to behavioral science in general and music
psychology in particular. As in his music, Jeff sought unity—or harmony if
you prefer—between diverse scientific concepts. Jeff applied his consider-
able mathematical talents to understanding the production of musical
rhythms. He authored several papers on rhythmic tapping, extending the
now-familiar derivatives of the Wing-Kristofferson rhythmic tapping model,
and pushed the limits of this framework to encompass the polyrhythms he
was so fond of. Referents and error-correction based control were clearly
rooted in the so-called motor programming perspective. However, Jeff was
fascinated by nonlinear phenomena and saw great merit in the now popu-
lar dynamical systems approach. Jeff became somewhat obsessed with find-
ing a rapprochement between these dominant, and apparently antithetical,
psychological paradigms. His monolithic effort at fusing these was pub-
lished in the prestigious Psychological Review in 1999. He spent the best
part of 5 years working on this manuscript. I can vouch for this personally,
having at least six completely different drafts of this paper in my filing
cabinet. Beginning under the working title “Death of a Paradigm Crisis,”
and later changed to the less inflammatory “Reconciling Dynamics and
Cognition,” the work finally appeared in print with the more modest handle
“The Referential Dynamics of Cognition and Action” (although Jeff some-
how managed to slip in the running head “Reconciling Dynamics and Cog-
nition.”) The paper expounded the fundamental concepts of referential
behaviour theory, a unifying framework that would allow the more useful
ideas of motor programming and dynamical systems to coexist peacefully
and potentially incorporate the concepts found in neural nets, chaos, goal-
directed behavior, social interactions, and a host of other “standard” psy-
chological results.

Bruno Repp, a leading expert in the area of music perception and skilled
motor performance, describes Jeff’s Psychological Review article as fol-
lows:

Jeff Pressing’s 1999 article is like one of those musical masterpieces
that opens new horizons and reveals new secrets upon each repeated
encounter. It is dense with insights at a detailed level and at the same
time offers an Olympian view of the scientific landscape. It could have
been written only by someone who, like Jeff, possessed an exception-
ally broad perspective, acquired through immersion into diverse scien-
tific disciplines and artistic activities, and who at the same time was
free of any desire to identify with and promote a particular approach
to the exclusion of others.
One of Jeff’s goals was the unification and reconciliation of diverse
approaches, and this was as much a humane as a scientific agenda. The
reader of his article learns that seemingly conflicting formalisms associ-
ated with different approaches to the study of human behavior (such as
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control theory, information-processing models, dynamic systems theory,
and connectionism) are merely subspecies of a grand master equation
for controlled processes, and that the choice of approach is (or should
be) a matter of empirical adequacy, not of ideology.
Another goal of Jeff’s article was the detailed exploration of one par-
ticular area, that of human rhythm production. Here he arrived at an
astonishing number of interesting conclusions through astute analyses
and modeling of a quite limited set of data, produced by two subjects
(one being he himself). Although Jeff would surely have agreed that the
generality of his conclusions needs to be tested with additional data, he
covered so much ground by exercising his theoretical and methodological
virtuosity that others are now faced with the less exciting prospect of
merely retracing his steps and, most likely, confirming his insights.
If Jeff’s masterful article has not made a great splash, it is because it has
not stirred controversy. Readers are neither moved to disagree vehe-
mently, nor are they elated by a confirmation of their staunchly held
beliefs. Rather, they are likely to come away with feelings of gratitude
and enrichment, and with a desire to return to the article for deeper
study and intellectual refurbishment. Despite a tragically short career
in psychology, Jeff Pressing has made a lasting contribution to the study
of cognition and action.

Jeff’s work on time-series analysis led logically to an interest in the
sharemarket. “If I am meant to be so smart,” he remarked, “Why aren’t I
rich?” In the late 1990s he put himself to work on the problem of analyz-
ing markets. He realized that such analyses required a great deal of com-
puting power but also a measure of intelligence that current computers
lacked. To this end he co-founded Intelligenesis Corporation, a company
producing artificial intelligences to aid in futures trading. Intelligenesis
projects had Jeff’s usual eclectic stamp, and drew on ideas from comput-
ing, advanced mathematics, psychology, neuroscience and a host of other
disciplines to achieve their aims. Of course for Jeff, it was not really about
money. Price movements had to be caused by something and Jeff used the
enterprise, in part, as a vehicle for exploring deep philosophical issues in
the sticky topic of causation—a topic, incidentally, he had hoped to write a
book on.

The list of achievements described in this short piece only scratch the
surface of Jeff’s works. Throughout all the larger themes of his life, he
continued to stay staggeringly productive in a diverse collection of fields.
In addition to his contributions to music psychology, he wrote dozens of
short articles on music theory and music technique, for both academic jour-
nals and popular publications like Keyboard magazine. He was a regular
contributor to the cultural columns of Melbourne’s largest daily newspa-
per, for which he was a music reviewer. Even the famous Grove encyclope-
dia has several entries penned by him. His opus consists of more than 50
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published musical manuscripts, including works for solo piano, orchestra,
choir and vocal groups, chamber ensembles, and completely electronic
groups. These works span a broad range of styles from “new classical,”
through the heartland of modern jazz, and on to the frontiers avant-garde.
Jeff’s most recent published recording was Zalankara, a modern symphony
for traditional Western, multicultural and, electronic orchestras. The work
reveals a side of Jeff that would be easy to overlook if one were to concen-
trate solely on his academic achievements. The apparent collision of cul-
tures in Zalankara had a deeper purpose. The work is dedicated to the
plight of refugees, and represents a poetic plea for universal understanding
and acceptance, a harmony between the peoples of the world.

Jeff the man was as interested in people as he was music, and contrib-
uted greatly to the working and personal lives of the people around him.
Dr. Sarah Wilson:

I’m sure many could say that after meeting Jeff, the way they thought
about life and perhaps even events in their life changed for the better—
this was certainly my experience. Jeff became my thesis co-supervisor,
greatly enriching my experience as a graduate student and adding new
dimensions to my research. He had an enormous capacity to acquire
and utilise knowledge on seemingly any topic, and he did this with
apparent ease. This meant that he was always involved in numerous
fascinating and complex projects, but remarkably he always had time
to talk. Perhaps even more amazing was his ability to interact with his
students on multiple and changing levels. He didn’t defer to a tradi-
tional teacher student model, but rather used any opportunity for the
bilateral exchange of ideas. And on completion of my doctorate, he
allowed a seamless transition of our working relationship from teacher/
student to research collaborators, as we shared and worked out of the
same auditory laboratory. Most of all, Jeff was a wonderful friend.
There was never a dull moment—he had a great sense of humor, and an
exuberance for life that permeated everything he did. I feel honored to
have had the opportunity to work with him, and I would like to thank
him for all he has added to my life.

Jeff was fundamentally committed to enriching the lives of the students
he taught. I myself have a clear memory of checking a result he assured me
was correct. When he discovered I had spent a week on it, I cringed expect-
ing a rebuff. “I’m glad you don’t believe me!” he exclaimed, “We’ll make a
scientist out of you yet.” Most students who did not know him personally
saw him as a brilliant, if slightly terrifying, intellect. Everyone who knew
Jeff or had the privilege of speaking with him remembered him as a kind
and patient person, humble, with a wry sense of humor.

Despite a hectic professional schedule, Jeff was always calm and appar-
ently carefree. It was common to see him sauntering to and from appoint-
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ments whistling a tune, un-self-consciously singing a jazz standard, or per-
haps beating out a three-part polyrhythm while talking with a student.
Weather permitting, he was a devotee of the Hawaiian shirt, and no reli-
able witness can recall seeing him in any shoes other than sneakers. His
two children were a frequent feature in the psychology department and he
always made time to spend with his family, which he considered his num-
ber one priority.

How Jeff managed to achieve all that he did in a mere 55 years was a
mystery to most. He confided in me once that his secret lay in sleeping only
5 hours a day. Jeff was, however, a man who knew that all humans have
limitations, but was a firm believer in testing them thoroughly! He had
recently become interested in the game of Royal Tennis—a game which he
found both intellectually and physically demanding—and in the space of 3
years had managed to gain a berth in the world championship competi-
tion. Luck was not on Jeff’s side, and he was knocked out of the competi-
tion three games from the title. He took this with good humor. Among his
last words to me was a reflection on this experience: “Oh well. You can’t
be good at everything. Although,” he grinned, “Heaven knows I try.”

In sum Jeff was talented, energetic, compassionate, brilliant, eclectic and,
above all, indefatigable. Jeff is survived by his wife Jill and their two chil-
dren, Adam and Rebecca. Jeff lives on in the lives of all those who knew
him and in a legacy of creative and scientific works that will continue to be
a source of knowledge and inspiration for many years to come.

A selected list of Jeff’s scientific publications, music and music psychol-
ogy articles, book and magazine contributions, recordings and musical
manuscripts can be found at http://web.access.net.au/~bwilliam/macam/
jeff_pressing.html. A limited number of Ibex and Zalankara CDs are avail-
able for purchase. All proceeds go to a memorial fund in Jeff Pressing’s
honor.
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Error Correction Processes in
Temporal Pattern Production
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A second-order autoregressive model for error correction is applied to
measurements of synchronized tapping by an expert and a nonexpert subject
for a wide range of patterns, ranging from simple off-beat tapping to a com-
plex polyrhythm. The model can be seen as an extension of the first order
approach of Vorberg and Wing and, also, as a linearized version of a general
nonlinear model proposed by the author in another publication. The central
measured variable is the asynchrony between presented tone and produced
tap. General relations for the asynchrony autocovariance functions are
derived, as well as covariance-based expressions for first- and second-order
autoregressive error correction parameters. A second method of error
parameter estimation, based on ``local'' binned calculations, is also presented.
Combination of the two methods, buttressed by simulations, allows effective
characterization of the time series' order and parameter values, and
experimental support for the model is found to be strong in all cases. Error
correction processes prove to be predominantly first order; second (and
possibly higher) order effects occur predominantly under conditions of
expertise and relatively high task demands. Expertise in tapping (as deter-
mined from these two subjects) is found to lead to reduced bias, reduced
asynchrony and interonset variance, and, with the exception of a single case,
increased values of error correction parameters relative to untrained perfor-
mance. In a clear majority of cases where it could be tested, both the AR1
error correction parameter alpha, and the asynchrony and interonset
standard deviations showed a strong tendency towards a linear relationship
with tapping period. � 1998 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

In recent work, models of human tapping to a recurring external (normally
auditory) source have been developed, based on linear autoregressive error correc-
tion (Hary 6 Moore, 1987; Mates, 1994a, 1994b; Pressing, submitted; Pressing 6

Jolley-Rogers, 1997; Schulze, 1992; Vorberg 6 Wing, 1996). These models share a
number of central features and can also be seen to be special cases of a more
general nonlinear model that has been proposed by Pressing (submitted; 1998a).
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Experimental support for this class of models is good, yet rests primarily on the
case of simple unimanual synchronous tapping (Hary 6 Moore, 1987; Mates
1994a, 1994b; Pressing, submitted; Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers, 1997). The purpose of
this paper is to show that the first-order autoregressive approach, as developed by
Vorberg and Wing (1996), can be successfully extended to second order and multi-
event cycles to interpret a wide variety of synchronized tapping experiments. The
experimental patterns examined here vary from unimanual off-beat tapping to a
bimanual 4:3 polyrhythm and, hence, cover a range from cognitively simple
isochrony to cognitively complex syncopation from the domain of skilled musical
performance. This range of patterns was selected to allow various between-pattern
comparisons and to assess whether cognitive complexity of pattern affects model fit
and type.

The applicable equation in all these cases is found to be the linearized form of
the elaborated discrete temporal control equation (EDTCE), which is derived in
(Pressing, submitted) and builds on the valuable existing work of Vorberg and
Wing (1996). After an introduction to the theoretical origins of this equation it is
then presented in full detail for the case of first-order off-beat tapping and partial
detail for the case of second-order 2:1 tapping. These cases serve to introduce the
solution procedures for the general formulation of the linearized EDTCE, which
allow the direct computation of error correction parameters for all possible tem-
poral patterns. Variance parameters cannot be derived in complete generality (that
is, decomposed into central and peripheral components, as discussed below)
because these details of solution (including parameter identifiability) depend on the
details of the cognitive model proposed to produce the temporal behavior.
However, the principles for doing so are straightforward and are summarized here,
drawing on established principles in the field of timed performance modeling
(Jagacinski et al., 1988; Pressing, Summers, 6 Magill, 1996; Summers 6 Pressing,
1994; Vorberg 6 Hambuch, 1984; Vorberg 6 Wing, 1996).

The EDTCE exists in first-order and second-order formulations. Analysis based
on the first-order form of the equation is unproblematic. Assessing fit to the second-
order form is much more challenging, due to the complexity of the time series'
structure and the more pronounced impact of noise. Two distinct estimation
methods are developed, which in tandem allow the reliable determination of
autoregression order. Detailed examination of the results allows some general con-
clusions about the structure of temporal error correction processes used by humans
in synchronization tasks and the effects of expertise.

THEORETICAL MODEL

The general nonlinear model proposed by Pressing (submitted; 1998a) applies
generally to error correction in psychological processes. The approach can readily
address synchronization experiments, in which a performer taps or produces some
other behavior in relation to a reference stream of supplied events, commonly
auditory tones generated by a computer. The natural variable of interest is the asyn-
chrony An , which is defined as the timing difference between the n th behavioural
event and the nearest reference point in the reference stream.
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In the most general case, we envisage an experimental situation where the per-
former produces a sequence of behavioral events based on a repeating pattern or
cycle of length L. In this case, the asynchrony time series describing the behavior
can be generally written using two indices as

[Aj, n]=A11 , A21 , A31 , ..., AL1 , | A12 , A22 , ..., AL2 , | A13 , A23 , ..., AL3 , | ..., ALN , (1)

where the first index j=1, 2, ..., L indicates position within the cycle and the second
index n=1, 2, ..., N indicates cycle number. Thus, Aj, n is the asynchrony of the j th
tap in the nth cycle. It is convenient to define the error correction process in terms
of relative asynchronies, defined as A*j, n=Aj, n&+j , where +j is the mean value of the
jth asynchrony in the cycle.

Given this, the finding of Pressing (submitted) is that the equation governing the
asynchronies is given generally by

A*j+1, n=(1&:j) A*j, n&;j A*j&1, n+Qj, n , j=1, 2, ..., L. (2)

This is the linearized form of the EDTCE. Differences between this form and the
parent nonlinear form appear to be very small for stable series, where asynchronies
are not very large (Pressing, submitted). However, in unstable behavioural regimes,
the nonlinearities of the parent equation are essential in understanding experimen-
tal results. For the purposes of this paper, however, which treats exclusively stable
behavior, I will use only the linear form, which not only presents theoretical con-
veniences, but which connects directly with the previous work of Vorberg and Wing
(1996).

Here the parameters :j and ;j are, respectively, first- and second-order error
correction parameters associated with the generation of the ( j+1)th asynchrony.
These parameters may be interpreted as reflecting plasticity or degree of responsive-
ness in behavior. Their effects on successive asynchronies are shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The presence of separate interleaved autocorrelative processes creates a
rather novel time series structure. For notational simplicity, the convention is used
that AL+1, n=A1, n+1 , and A0, n=AL, n&1 . In other words, the subscripts ``wrap
around'' the cycle boundary.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the autocovariance structure of a general temporal pattern. Here the
( j+1)th asynchrony is determined from the j th asynchrony via a first order error correction process
governed by :j , and also from the ( j&1)th asynchrony via a second order error correction process
governed by ;j .
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Qj, n is a noise term with zero mean, and its particular form depends on the task.
However, its autocorrelation is nearly always found to be zero beyond lag one
(Pressing, submitted; Summers, Rosenbaum, Burns, 6 Ford, 1993; Vorberg 6

Wing, 1996; Wing, Church, 6 Gentner, 1987; Wing 6 Kristofferson, 1973a, 1973b),
and hence, its general form may be written as (Pressing, submitted)

Qj, n=[Cn , Bn , Pn]j+(Mj+1, n&Mj, n), (3)

where the constituent sources on the right-hand side are taken to be Gaussian white
noise sources, as described further below, with the exception of Pn , which is the
driving pulse interval. In (3), [ ]j is a linear combination (all coefficients =\1) of
Cs , Bs , and Ps that are structurally relevant to position j. Its specific form will
depend on the specific task and cognitive model (Pressing, submitted). This is
illustrated below, first by looking at the case of first-order off-beat tapping, which
has not been previously derived.

Off-Beat Tapping

This is the case of a person who taps in alternation to a steady repeating auditory
tone. The subject taps between the tones, creating, in musical terms, a situation of
permanent syncopation.1 If the asynchrony between the n th tap and the tone is An ,
the intertap interval In is

In=P+An+1&An , (4)

where P is the intertone interval, assumed here to have negligible variance (Pn#P).
Another expression for In can be derived starting from the two-tiered Wing�

Kristofferson model (Wing 6 Kristofferson, 1973a, 1973b) of human rhythmic
production in the absence of error correction. We extend the model to include a
subdivision process, following the approaches of previous workers (Jagacinski et al.,
1988; Vorberg 6 Hambuch, 1984; Pressing, Summers, 6 Magill, 1996; Summers 6

Pressing, 1994):

In=Cn+(Bn+1&Bn)+(Mn+1&Mn), (5)

which is based on an internal cognitive clock process generating regular intervals
Cn , whose starting points trigger a subdivision process Bn . The end point of each
Bn triggers a motor system action characterized by a delay interval Mn . This can
be seen in Fig. 2.

All Cn and Mn are treated as uncorrelated noise processes. The Bn are also
uncorrelated noise processes, with the exception that they may possess nonzero
correlation with the enclosing Cn interval. That is, it may be that Cov(Bn , Cn)#
#BC{0. This nonzero property was found to be essential for modelling a complex
polyrhythm by Pressing, Summers, and Magill (1996), but is typically not necessary
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FIG. 2. The structure of off-beat synchronized tapping. Audio tones are produced at time intervals
P, and tapping is achieved by an internal white noise clock process C, a triggered white noise motor
process M, and a subdivision process B. Asynchronies (An) are measured between taps and tones.

for simple regular rhythms (Vorberg 6 Hambuch, 1984), as here. For generality, it
is retained as nonzero in the formalism.

This formulation can be extended to include first- and second-order error correc-
tion by supposing that Eq. (5) is modified by a correction of the clock interval Cn

based on the most recent asynchronies between tone and tap, following the logic of
Vorberg and Wing (1996), and Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997). If only the last
two asynchronies affect the process, then additional linear correction terms of the
form &:(An&+) and &;(An&1&+) appear, where + is the mean asynchrony,
identified as an estimate of the position in the cycle from which error correction is
gauged. Given this expression, Eq. (5) becomes

In=Cn&:(An&+)&;(An&1&+)+(Bn+1&Bn)+(Mn+1&Mn). (6)

Combining this with (4) and defining An*=An&+ yields

A*n+1=(1&:) An*&;A*n&1+(Cn&P)+(Bn+1&Bn)+(Mn+1&Mn), (7)

which is clearly of the form of Eq. (2), with Qj, n equal to the last three ( ) expres-
sions on the right-hand side of (7). From this equation, under a condition of sta-
tionarity, the autocovariance functions at lag k, defined as #A(k)=cov(An*, A*n+k),
can be calculated. For simplicity and to allow direct comparison with the Vorberg
and Wing (1996) result for on-beat tapping, I present only the ;=0 case here (this
is generalized below). With this simplification, taking the variance of both sides of
(7), the series variance can be shown to be

#A(0)=_2
A=

_2
C+2:(_2

M+_2
B)+2(:&2) #BC

1&(1&:)2 , (8)

where _2
C , _2

M , and _2
B are the clock, motor, and subdivision variances, respectively.

By taking the covariance of Eq. (7) with An* we obtain

#A(1)=(1&:) #A(0)&(_2
M+_2

B)&#BC , (9)
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or

#A(1)=
(1&:) _2

C&:2(_2
M+_2

B)&(:&2)2 #BC

1&(1&:)2 (10)

The number of equations is insufficient to solve for the four individual variance�
covariance parameters. However, we can solve for alpha as follows.

For k�2, the general Yule�Walker equations for this case can be obtained by
forming cov(An* , A*n+k) and using (7) to substitute for A*n+k . This yields

#A(k)=(1&:) #A(k&1), k�2. (11)

In the above derivations, I have used the facts that

Var(Cn+(Mn+1&Mn))=_2
C+2_2

M (12)

and

Cov(Cn+(Mn+1&Mn), A*n&l )=&_2
M$l0 , (13)

for all l�0, where $l0 is the Kronecker delta. Equation (13) has been derived by
Vorberg and Wing (1996), and relies on the fact that, by definition, Cn and Mn are
random variables unaffected by effects at times earlier than n. Also,

Cov(Bn+l , An*)=0 (14)

and

Cov(Bn+l , Cn+(Mn+1&Mn))=0 for l�1, (15)

which hold because the Bn do not depend on earlier events than their own cycle
and are independent of the motor delays.

The general solution of these equations is

#A(k)={#A(0),
(1&:)k&1 #A(1),

k=0,
k>0.

(16)

The form of this equation is identical to the on-beat case, as derived by Vorberg
and Wing (1996), although the zeroth and first terms are different from the on-beat
case.

We can estimate alpha from the Yule�Walker equations as,

:=:(k)=1&_ #A(k)
#A(k&1)& , (17)

for all k�2 (Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers, 1997).
From this knowledge of the autocovariance functions we can plot a covariogram.

We can also use the Wiener�Khintchine theorem to obtain the power spectral den-
sity function. The result of this is identical to that found in Pressing and Jolley-
Rogers (1997), with the exception that the variance parameters are now different,
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due to the off-beat cognitive design. The modified result can be derived as follows.
According to the Wiener�Khintchine theorem (Gottman, 1981),

fA(|)=#A(0)+2 :
�

k=1

#A(k) cos |k

=#A(0)+2#A(1) :
�

k=1

(1&:)k&1 cos |k. (18)

Now

:
�

k=1

(1&:)k&1 cos |k=
1

1&:
Re :

�

k=1

[(1&:) ei|]k

=Re
ei|

1&(1&:) ei|

=
cos |&(1&:)

1+(1&:)2&2(1&:) cos |
. (19)

Hence,

fA(|)=#A(0)+2#A(1)
cos |&(1&:)

1+(1&:)2&2(1&:) cos |
. (20)

We can also compute the intertap interval spectral density function fI (|) by use
of the linear filtering theorem (Gottman, 1981), which from Eq. (4) yields

fI (|)=2(1&cos |) fA(|). (21)

This spectral formulation is of interest for two reasons. First, it allows com-
parison with recent findings of 1�f type spectral power shapes in human control
processes that have been attributed to cognition (Gilden et al., 1995) or attentional
fluctuations (Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers, 1997, Pressing, 1998b). Second, it provides
an alternative path for model evaluation, by fitting in the spectral domain. This fit-
ting procedure was successfully used by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) in assess-
ing autoregression order (first or second order) in on-beat tapping. Although this
procedure is not developed fully here, its potential is referred to later (cf. Fig. 12)
via a sample power spectrum plot for off-beat tapping that compares data with the
results of (20).

2:1 Tapping

The more general case can be approached by 2:1 tapping, which is shown in
Fig. 3. In the linearized case, we can write the two equations corresponding to
Eq. (2) as follows, where the possibility of second-order error correction effects is
now retained:

A*2, n=(1&:1) A*1, n&;1A*2, n&1+Q1, n (22)

A*1, n+1=(1&:2) A*2, n&;2 A*1, n+Q2, n , (23)
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FIG. 3. The structure of 2:1 tapping, represented via a 3-component internal process comprising a
white noise clock process C, a triggered white noise motor process M, and a subdivision process B.
There are two asynchronies (A1, n and A2, n) per cycle.

where

Q1, n=(Bn&+I1
)+(M2, n&M1, n) (24)

Q2, n=(Cn&Bn&+I2
)+(M1, n+1&M2, n) (25)

are the noise terms, and the +Ij
's refer to the means of the interonset intervals. If the

means of the two types of motor delays (M1 and M2) are equal, then +I1
is just the

average value of Bn , and +I1
++I2

=P.
These two equations can be solved analytically to obtain explicit formulas for

system variables, as given above. In this case we only present the Yule�Walker
equations to obtain formulas for alpha and beta, as follows.

Define

#1(k)=cov(A*1, n , A*1, n+k)

#2(k)=cov(A*2, n , A*2, n+k) (26)

#12(k)=cov(A*1, n , A*2, n+k).

Observe that all covariances involving noise terms of the forms cov(A*2, n , Q1, n+k)
and cov(A*1, n , Q2, n+k&1) are zero for k�1. Similarly, terms of the form
cov(A*1, n , Q1, n+k) are zero for k�1. This follows from consideration of the defini-
tions of independence of the contributions to the noise sources making up these
variables, which do not depend on events beyond than lag one. This was confirmed
by simulations.

Then form the covariance of both sides of (22) with A*2, n+k . This yields

#2(k)=(1&:1) #12(&k)&;1#2(k&1) for all k�1. (27)

Similarly, forming cov(A*1, n , A*1, n+k) and substituting for A*1, n+k from Eq. (23)
produces

#1(k)=(1&:2) #12(k&1)&;2#1(k&1) for all k�1. (28)
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Finally, forming the two covariances cov(A*1, n , A*2, n+k) and cov(A*1, n+k+1 , A*2, n),
and substituting for the (n+k)th asynchrony in each of these, respectively from
(22) and (23), yields

#12(k)=(1&:1) #1(k)&;1#12(k&1), for all k�1; (29)

#12(&k&1)=(1&:2) #2(k)&;2#12(&k), for all k�1. (30)

Equations (27) and (29) can then be combined to solve for :1 and ;1 , and
Eqs. (28) and (30) can be combined to solve for :2 and ;2 . The results are not given
here, as they form a special case of the more general derivation given in the next
section.

Covariance Estimation Procedures for Arbitrary Temporal Patterns

A general derivation is now given for all possible cases where there is an arbitrary
number of taps per cycle. The central equation is

A*j+1, n=(1&:j) A*j, n&;j A*j&1, n+Qj, n , 1�j�L. (31)

Define

#j (k)=cov(A*j, n , A*j, n+k) (32)

#j1 , j2
(k)=cov(A*j1 , n , A*j2 , n+k)=cov(A*j1 , n&k , A*j2 , n)=#j2 , j1

(&k). (33)

Then we can write

cov(A*j&1, n , A*j+1, n+k)=cov(A*j&1, n , (1&:j) A*j, n+k&;j A*j&1, n+k+Qj, n+k), (34)

or, equivalently,

#j&1, j+1(k)=(1&:j) #j&1, j (k)&;j#j&1(k). (35)

Likewise,

cov(A*j&2, n , A*j+1, n+k)=cov(A*j&2, n , (1&:j) A*j, n+k&;j A*j&1, n+k+Qj, n+k) (36)

may be written

#j&2, j+1(k)=(1&:j) #j&2, j (k)&;j #j&2, j&1(k). (37)

These formulas are valid for all k�0 and for all j{1, 2, L. The noise terms have
no explicit effect here because they do not correlate with earlier asynchronies due
to the arguments given above. Because of endpoint effects on the indices, these
equations change in form somewhat for the endpoint cases j=1, 2, L. However,
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they can be put in a comprehensive (albeit more complex) form as follows, where
from this point I use [ ] to emphasize that addition is L-cyclic addition for all sub-
scripts (viz., [&1]=L&1, [0]=L, [L+1]=1, [x]=x, 1�x�L):

#[ j&1], [ j+1](k+$j1+$jL)=(1&:j) #[ j&1], j (k+$j1)&;j #[ j&1](k) (38)

#[ j&2], [ j+1](k+$j1+$j2+$jL)=(1&:j) #[ j&2], j (k+$j1+$j2)

&;j#[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$j2), (39)

where $ij is the Kronecker delta. These two equations can be solved for alpha and
beta, yielding

:j=1&

#[ j&1](k) #[ j&2], [ j+1](k+$j1+$j2+$jL)
&#[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$j2) #[ j&1], [ j+1](k+$j1+$jL)

#[ j&1](k) #[ j&2], j (k+$j1+$j2)&#[ j&1], j (k+$j1) #[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$j2)

(40)

;j=
(1&:j) #[ j&1], j (k+$j1)&#[ j&1], [ j+1](k+$j1+$jL)

#[ j&1](k)
, 1�j�L, (41)

valid for all k�0. Hence all alphas and betas can be determined directly from the
time series autocovariance functions for all possible temporal patterns. In practice,
noise effects are substantial, and the structure of the formulas contributes to a rapid
falling off of accuracy of estimation with increasing k, since k is the number of
cycles (not positions) of lag.2 For example, for a cycle with three elements, the k=0
case corresponds to nearest neighbour error correction processes and the k=1 case
corresponds to error correction four positions away, via different intervening alphas
and betas. Hence estimates with these formulas are much more reliable for k=0 for
all cases, and this single value was used below. Parameter estimation via the single
value of lowest lag is often made in traditional time series analysis (Gottman, 1981)
and is even more clearly indicated here. These formulas (with k=0) constitute the
covariance AR2 method.

However, the above equations only possess a unique solution if the determinant
of the coefficients of (1&:) and ; in (38) and (39) is nonzero. Simple algebraic
manipulation shows that this is equivalent to the condition that the denominator
of the r.h.s. of Eq. (40) be nonzero. This turns out to be compromised if some betas
are zero, constituting a generalization of a similar problem found in the case of
simple on-beat tapping, as demonstrated by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997).
Specifically, it can be shown analytically (and has been verified by simulations; see
below) that if a particular ;j=0 or is near zero, then estimation of :[ j+1] and
;[ j+1] by this covariance method will fail. Analytical proof of this is simple and is
given in Appendix 1. The effect of such indeterminacies does not spill over to earlier
or later positions in the cycle. The problem cannot be circumvented in any obvious
way by recasting the Yule�Walker equations.
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The accuracy of the covariance AR2 formulas for runs of various lengths was
examined by simulations. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4, which shows 3:1 tap-
ping simulations with error parameters calculated using the covariance AR2 for-
mulas. Simulation values for the three subseries were: :1=0.5, :2=0.5, :3=0.3;
and ;1=0.3, ;2=&0.3, ;3=&0.15. All constituent noise sources in this and subse-
quent simulations were mean zero uncorrelated Gaussian noise with variance
parameters indicated in the accompanying figure captions. Each point in the figure
is the average of 10 runs of the indicated length. Error bars are \1 standard error.
This shows that the estimation improves with run length and has no apparent pat-
tern of bias. An increase in the variance parameters increases the standard errors.

The simulations also provide an example of the problems associated with low
beta in estimation, as discussed above: ;3 is clearly nonzero, but comparatively
small in magnitude, and the standard errors of alpha and beta in the next cycle
position, position 1, are therefore much increased relative to the other subcycles.
This effect of increased variance is markedly reduced for longer runs (1000 taps or
more) but becomes markedly worse as beta gets close to zero.

This estimation problem for low betas can be addressed in two ways. First, if we
know that particular betas in the cycle are zero, then it is a simple matter to
directly solve the first-order Yule�Walker equations for those cases:

#j, [ j+1]($jL+k)=(1&:j) #j (k),

from which

:j=1&[#j, [ j+1](k+$jL)�#j (k)]. (42)

This approach is termed the covariance AR1 method (k=0 is used, as above).
The accuracy of this formula can be seen in Fig. 5. Shown are typical results of an
AR1 simulation for 3:1 tapping, with error parameters calculated using the
covariance AR1 formula, Eq. (42). Simulation values are: :1=0.5, :2=0.4, :3=0.2;
all betas are zero. Each point in the figure is the average of 10 runs of the indicated
length. Error bars are \1 standard error. No patterns of bias are apparent and the
effect of run length is much less than for the AR2 covariance method.

This does not completely resolve the issue, however. As a practical example,
consider a pattern with four elements, where the respective subseries processes are
AR1, AR1, AR2, AR2. The error parameters in the first and fourth subseries will
be estimable by both covariance AR1 and AR2 methods because the cyclically pre-
vious subseries, numbers 4 and 3 respectively, have nonzero betas. Error
parameters in subseries 2 will be estimable only by the AR1 method, since ;1=0;
application of the AR2 formulas will produce widely diverging values. Error
parameters in subseries 3 cannot be correctly estimated at all, since because the
process is AR2, the AR1 model is inadequate, and because ;2=0, the AR2 for-
mulas are submerged in noise. Hence whenever an AR2 subseries is preceded by an
AR1 series, the covariance method fails in practice. (However, the method can then
be used to distinguish AR2 from AR1 cases, as described below.)

Because of this limitation and the considerable effect of noise on formulas (40)
and (41), a second procedure was developed for parameter estimation, the ``method
of bins,'' which is now described.
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FIG. 4. Results of AR2 simulations for 3:1 tapping with error parameters calculated using the
covariance AR2 formulas, equations (40) 6 (41). Simulation values are: :1=0.5, :2=0.5, :3=0.3 (Figs.
4a, b, c); ;1=0.3, ;2=&0.3, ;3=&0.15 (Fig. 4d, e, f ), period=1500 ms. Motor noise variance=9 ms2,
clock motor variance=225 ms2, for all subseries. Each point in the figure is the average of 10 runs of
the indicated length. Error bars are \1 standard error. All constituent noise sources in this and subse-
quent simulations were mean zero Gaussian white noise.

The Method of Bins

This alternative procedure is ``local,'' and proceeds as follows.
Begin by placing all the A*j, n's, for 1�n�N, where N is the series length, into

bins arranged in increasing values. This is done separately for each value of j. If the
number of bins is B and the total range of the A*j, n's is

Rj=max
n

(A*j, n)&min
n

(A*j, n), (43)

then the width of each bin for the j th subseries is Wj=Rj�B. For each subseries,
suppose that bin b contains kb A*j, n's: A*j, n1

, A*j, n2
, ..., A*j, nkb

. Then compute the
average j-position relative asynchrony in the bin:

[Aj*](b)=
1
kb

:
kb

i=1

A*j, ni
, (44)
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FIG. 4��Continued

where [ ](b) denotes binned average. We can also compute the mean of the relative
asynchronies that immediately follow (+1), or precede (&1)��in the time
series��the relative asynchronies found in bin b:

[Aj*](b, \1)=
1
kb

:
kb

i=1

A*[ j\1], ni
. (45)

Then consider a sum over all members of this same bin, applied to both sides of
Eq. (31) for ;j equal to zero. Solving for alpha, we obtain for each bin b a value for
the j th alpha:

: (b)
j =1&[Aj*](b, 1)�[Aj*](b)&[Qj]

(b)�[Aj*](b). (46)

The last term on the r.h.s. of (46) will tend to be small, provided the number of bin
members is large enough, since the chosen bin members are from disparate points
in the time series and the corresponding noise terms are substantially uncorrelated,
so that their sum will not be large. Hence a good first approximation to alpha can
be obtained by simplying setting the last (noise) term in (46) to zero, and averaging
over all bins.
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FIG. 5. Results of AR1 simulations for 3:1 tapping with error parameters calculated using the
covariance AR1 formula, Eq. (42). Simulation values are: :1=0.5; :2=0.4; :3=0.2 (Fig. 5a, b, c).
Motor noise variance=9 ms2, clock motor variance=225 ms2 for all subseries. Each point in the figure
is the average of 10 runs of the indicated length. Error bars are \1 standard error.

This approximation can be further improved by noting that the small nonzero
value of lag one autocorrelation (arising from the ``motor'' noise variance) is the
only consistent source of noise that makes the last term of the r.h.s. of (46) nonzero.
This was confirmed by simulations that varied mean and variance of all noise
parameters. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the motor noise source is
known to have an approximately uniform value over different subjects and different
task conditions. With reference to the work here, this value can be estimated with
some assurance, since the subjects used here were both tested extensively in pre-
vious work (Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers, 1997). The mean value for motor noise
standard deviation for both subjects was found to be approximately _m=3.5 ms.

Using this value, the bias occasioned by omitting the noise term was estimated
in a series of simulations, examples of which can be seen in Fig. 6, for 15 bins.

As can be seen, the magnitude of the fractional bias ((actual&true value)�true
value) is not strongly affected by run length or value of alpha, whereas the variance
of the fractional bias is typically reduced for longer runs. An overall mean fractional
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FIG. 6. Mean fractional bias occasioned in the estimation of alpha from the use of Eq. (46) with
neglected noise term. Each point represents 10 simulations, with 15 bins, but with bins whose means are
�4 ms from the mean asynchrony excluded. Run lengths were: Fig. 6a, 200; Fig. 6b, 400; and Fig. 6c,
800.

bias of 0.08+ was taken as a best estimate, yielding an improved estimate for the
true value of the binned alpha of

: (b)
j $0.92(1&[Aj*](b, 1)�[Aj*](b))). (47)

By averaging over all bins after discarding outliers (due primarily to cases where
[A*](b) is near zero), we obtain a global alpha estimate and standard error. In
practice, I discarded bins where the mean bin asynchronies had magnitude �4 ms.
This approach is termed the binned AR1 method.
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Systematic evaluation of this approach was made by Monte Carlo simulation of
an AR1 process, varying the number of bins and length of run. I also examined the
effects of linear and quadratic detrending, both of which tended to cause a positive
bias in estimation, primarily noticeable for shorter runs lengths (<300), with
greater bias for quadratic detrending. Consequently, no detrending was used.
Figure 7 shows typical results with no detrending, over a range of run lengths from
100 to 1500 points, with 5, 10, 15, and 20 bins, with true value of alpha=0.5, for
a simple tapping pattern. Each point in each graph is the result of 10 simulations,
with (47) used to calculate alpha, averaged over all bins, with bins with means
�4 ms discarded. The results suggest that the method exhibits negligible bias over
a range of run sizes and that results are little affected by bin number choice in the
range 5�20. A similar pattern of results was found for representative longer cycles
of length 2, 3, and 7 taps. In general, from this point, 15 bins were used.

In this approach all bins are weighted equally, irrespective of the number of bin
members. This has the advantage of readily displaying any systematic nonlinearities
in the error correction process as a function of asynchrony size, as has been
examined elsewhere (Pressing, submitted). In addition, the greater relative effects of
noise typically decrease the reliability of estimation of those bins with greatest
membership (values of relative asynchrony near zero).

In the more general case, where alpha and beta are both nonzero, the procedure
is underdetermined for each bin and provides no unique solution for the alphas and
betas, only a relation:

; (b)
j $

(1&:j)[Aj*](b)&[Aj*](b, 1)

[Aj*](b, &1) . (48)

(Here there are no bias effects expected due to bin-averaged noise, because there are
no lag two-noise correlation effects.)

However, optimization can be applied to this equation over the full range of bins
to determine the values of alpha and beta that minimize the residual (proportional
to standard error, since the fit is to a horizontal line through the various bins) in
the fit of the data. This optimization process is termed the binned AR2 method and
uses the value for number of bins (15) and the �4 ms bin mean exclusion criterion
determined from the binned AR1 method. The following procedure was found to
work well: Find the value of alpha which produces the minimum residual (standard
error) in beta across the full range of bins for each run. (I used steps of alpha of
0.05 and interpolated to find minima.) Average this alpha value across runs to find
an overall estimate. Then input this value of alpha into Eq. (48) for each run and
average the resulting values of beta across bins in each run. Finally, average these
values of beta across runs to get an overall beta estimate and standard error.
Simulations showed that this gave a more accurate and reliable estimate than direct
computation of beta from the best alpha in each run. This procedure produced
reasonably accurate results, but with greater variance of estimate than for the bin-
ned AR1 method, as expected. A typical result for estimation of an AR2 process
with parameters :=0.5 and ;=&0.2, using runs of length 100�750, with 10
simulations per point, is shown in Fig. 8. Similar results were obtained irrespective
of number of taps per cycle.
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FIG. 7. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of error parameter determination for a simple AR1 pro-
cess (:=0.5) using the method of bins, Eq. (47). Each point in each graph is the result of 10 simulations,
with bins whose means are �4 ms from the mean asynchrony excluded. Noise parameters are as in
Figs. 4 and 5, except that noise variance=(3.5)2 ms2. Error bars show one standard error of the mean:
(a) 5 bins; (b) 10 bins; (c) 15 bins; (d) 20 bins.
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FIG. 8. Results of simulations of an AR2 process, using the binned AR2 method for estimation,
based on Eq. (48). Error bars show one standard error of the mean. Simulation values: :=0.5, ;=&0.2.
Each point in each graph is the result of 10 simulations, with bins whose means are �4 ms from the
mean asynchrony excluded. Other parameters as in Fig. 7.

Applicability of the Two Methods

Supporting the above considerations, direct comparison of the covariance
method and the method of bins for both simulated and real AR1 data showed good
agreement. This agreement is best when run sizes are large (n at least 500 for each
subcycle) and noise source variances not too large. The run length limit could not
easily be met for any but the simpler experimental patterns, due to subject fatigue
in long runs and data collection limitations; and, of course, subject noise variances
are outside experimental control.

Therefore, both methods were used to obtain optimal estimates, since each has
domains of preferential utility. The covariance method is confined to linear systems,
but with one exception, it can accommodate arbitrary values of alpha and beta. The
exception occurs when two successive subseries are respectively based on AR1 and
AR2 processes, when the procedure fails to reliably estimate parameters of the
second process. The method of bins, which in its AR1 form is limited to calculating
a single error correction parameter, has the advantage that it can be used with non-
linear error correction, as described in Pressing (submitted; 1998a). Although no
rigorous analysis was performed, simulations and later analysis of real data
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appeared to suggest that the binned AR1 method might be more robust in the
presence of large amounts of noise, especially for short runs (compare 100 event
runs in Figs. 5 and 7, for example), than the AR1 covariance method. For cases
where the AR2 covariance method fails, only the binned AR2 method is available.

Logical Design of Error Parameter Estimation

How do we then identify a given subseries site j as AR1 or AR2? There are two
apparent indicators. One indicator is the degree of agreement in :j estimation
between covariance AR1 and binned AR1 methods: if these independent methods
agree, this is evidence that the subseries really is AR1. Another indicator is the con-
sistency of covariance estimation of AR1 versus AR2 processes for the next j+1
subseries: if the AR2 covariance estimation of :j+1 and ;j+1 is erratic and inconsis-
tent, this is evidence that the j th series must have its beta (;j) near zero, that is,
be effectively AR1, as described earlier.

This allowed the construction of two tests of the order (AR1 or AR2) of a sub-
series. Test One examines consistency of binned and covariance AR1 estimation.
The test simply measures the distance between binned and covariance AR1 values
and uses their standard errors to compute a t-statistic. The absolute value of the
t-statistic is labelled T, and if T is below a certain threshold, the test identifies the
subseries as AR1. If T is above threshold, the series is identified as AR2.

To compute the t-statistic, standard errors for both AR1 estimates are needed.
A standard error for the binned estimate is determined automatically for each sub-
series in each run. The covariance method, in contrast, uses the entire subseries to
produce a single value and so no standard error is directly computable. Hence, a
standard error estimate was computed by a quasi-bootstrapping technique, in
which each subseries was divided into two equal parts, and then into three equal
parts. Covariance AR1 and covariance AR2 analysis was then applied separately to
each of the five parts, and these were averaged to obtain a composite bootstrapped
standard error for the purpose of assessing model type, for three parameters at each
site: :AR1(cov)

j , :AR2(cov)
j , and ;cov

j . The test parameter T for the j th subseries is then
given by

Tj=
|:AR1(bin)

j &:AR1(cov)
j |

- SE(:AR1(bin)
j )2+SE(:AR1(cov)

j )2
. (49)

Here SE(:AR1(cov)
j ) is the bootstrapped covariance method AR1 standard error.

The power of this test was assessed by simulation. Figure 9 shows the result of
applying Test One to 600 AR1 and 600 AR2 simulated subseries of a 3:1 tapping
pattern, using a set of combinations of values of alpha (.2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7) and beta
(for the AR1 models, zero; for AR2 models, -.6, -.5, -.4, -.3, -.2, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6). Each
simulation consisted of 500 cycles.

From the figure, it is apparent that AR1 and AR2 distributions are quite dif-
ferent. On this basis a threshold of T0=4 was chosen, and the following decision
rule adopted:
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FIG. 9. Simulation showing the utility of Test One. 600 AR1 and 600 AR2 simulated subseries of
a 3:1 tapping pattern were run, using a range of values of alpha (0.2 to 0.8) and beta (&0.6 to +0.6).
Each simulation consisted of a run of 600 points. A threshold of decision of T=4 was chosen to dis-
tinguish between AR1 and AR2 distributions.

If (Tj�4) Subseriesj=AR1

else Subseriesj=AR2.

(To provide a check on the utility of this quasi-bootstrapping method of standard
error estimation and in response to a referee's request, I also computed standard
errors using the ``moving blocks'' method of Efron and Tibshirani (1993), a com-
putationally much more time-consuming procedure. This produced only a slight
change in estimated standard errors which did not yield any improvement in
AR1�AR2 discrimination, and so the current simpler procedure was used through-
out; further details of these simulations are given in Appendix 2.)

Test Two is based on the inconsistency of estimation of the AR2 covariance
formula relative to the AR1 covariance formula, as described above. Specifically we
compute the ratio

Rj=2SE(:AR1(cov)
j+1 )�(SE(:AR2(cov)

j+1 )+SE(; (cov)
j+1 )), (50)

which compares standard error for AR1 alpha to average standard error for AR2
alpha and beta and makes an inference about model type of the previous site. Low
values of R should indicate AR1, and high values AR2. This was verified by simula-
tions; Figure 10 shows the result of 600 AR1 and 600 AR2 sites, with identical con-
ditions as those described for Test One. As a result, R values �0.5 were taken to
indicate AR1, R values �1.0 to indicate AR2, and for 0.5<R<1.0 the test is taken
to be indeterminate. The formal rule is

If (Rj�0.5) Subseriesj=AR1

If (Rj�1.0) Subseriesj=AR2

else Subseriesj=indeterminate.
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FIG. 10. Simulation showing the utility of Test Two. 600 AR1 and 600 AR2 simulated subseries of
a 3:1 tapping pattern were run, using a range of values of alpha (0.2 to 0.8) and beta (&0.6 to +0.6).
Each simulation consisted of 600 points. As a result, R values �0.5 were taken to indicate AR1, R values
�1.0 to indicate AR2, and for 0.5<R<1.0, the test is taken to be indeterminate.

Note that because we are fitting different values of alpha and beta to a horizontal
line, the standard error is also a measure of goodness of fit of the data to their
respective model forms.

The logic of decision-making is then

Test One Test Two
result (Tj ) result (Rj)

AR1 AR2 Indeterminate

AR1 AR1 Indeterminate AR1
AR2 Indeterminate AR2 AR2

(AR3?) (AR3?)

This choice of thresholds for decision making yielded the following results: 6 out
of 600 AR1 runs were misidentified as AR2. Hence, viewing AR1 as a default or null
hypothesis, and AR2 as the alternative hypothesis, the likelihood of a Type I error
was 6�600=0.01. The number of AR2 runs not identified correctly was 160 out of
600, yielding a type II error incidence of 0.267 and a statistical power of 0.733.
These figures provide a sound foundation for the decision-making procedure, at
least with respect to the rival AR1 and AR2 hypotheses. A detailed examination of
the values of beta that caused failure of identification of AR2 runs showed that the
values of beta closer to zero (especially the minimal absolute value of 0.2) were
preferentially implicated. This is to be expected, since as beta approaches zero the
AR2 model becomes AR1. Thus, the statistical power for larger values of beta is
greater than 0.733.

If the decision was for an AR1 process, the binned method was used to compute
alpha. If the decision was for an AR2 process, the covariance AR2 method was used
to compute alpha and beta, when applicable. Where it was not, the binned AR2
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method was used. If the decision was indeterminate, fitting to both models was
reported.

It is of interest to consider whether there is any indication of longer range, for
example, AR3 processes, even though no attempt was made to estimate parameters
for such models in view of the complications with AR2's. Hence simulations of 3:1
AR3 processes were performed, using the ranges of alpha and beta given above,
with the third error parameter # set equal to 0.3. The results of 300 AR3 simulations
of length 500 cycles suggested that the most reliable indication of a true AR3 series
was an AR2 inference from Test One (Tj>4) and a non-AR2 inference from Test
Two (Rj<1.0). If these criteria are invoked, then AR3's were correctly identified
(distinguished from AR1 models, AR2 models, and residual undecided cases) in 93
out of 300 trials, yielding a statistical power of only 0.310. However, the Type I
error is still fairly small: Only 2 out of 120 AR1 runs were classified as AR3, yield-
ing a Type I error rate relative to AR1 of 0.0167; 26 out of 180 AR2 runs were
classified as AR3, yielding a Type I error rate relative to AR2 of 0.144. If we only
look at AR2 runs where the magnitude of beta was 0.3 or greater, then the last
error rate falls to 10�140=0.071. This suggests that given results from multiple
independent runs that indicate AR3, these criteria can successfully identify AR3
structure, particularly when beta is not too small.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In the experimental series here, two subjects tapped a range of temporal patterns
in synchronization to computer-generated auditory tones. Subject N (nonexpert)
had no previous background in musical performance and limited previous
experience in the tapping task, whereas Subject E (expert, the author of this paper)
is a highly experienced professional pianist and percussionist very familiar with
such tasks. Both are self-ascribed right-handers. The performed patterns vary over
a range from simple unimanual isochronous tapping to bimanual musical rhythms
of some complexity.

The data were collected by tapping one or two force sensitive keys (Honeywell
Microswitch PK89133) which were mounted 83 mm apart on a small table. The
keys were connected to an IBM 486 computer equipped with special recording and
data analysis software written by Young Ho Kim. Accuracy of measurement was
1�2 ms. The experimental setup is identical to that described in Pressing, Summers,
and Magill (1996).

Each completed pattern cycle constituted a trial. In all cases a run terminated
when the subject had played a prespecified number of acceptable trials. Trials were
deemed acceptable when two criteria were fulfilled:

(a) the number of taps and the order of nonsynchronously targetted taps
within the cycle conformed to the those of the template;

(b) the interval between synchronously targetted taps in the pattern was less
than 20 ms.

Runs that did not produce an uninterrupted series of acceptable trials of pre-
specified full length were discarded (these were quite rare).
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Tones were of 30-ms duration, approximately sinusoidal, and lay in the frequency
range 500�1000 Hz. They were played to the subjects via headphones at a comfor-
table listening volume, which still allowed the sounds of key tapping to be heard.
Unimanual tapping was consistently performed with the right hand, with the syn-
chronizing stream of tones heard in both ears. For all unimanual tasks and for the
alternating 2:1 and 8th-16th-16th bimanual tasks, one tone was delivered at the
start of each cycle. For the remaining bimanual tasks (paradiddle and polyrhythm),
separately pitched tones were delivered to each ear, one for each tap position, with
participants aiming to match left (right) hand taps to left (right) ear tones for every
tap.

When the participant was ready to begin, the computer began to produce the
synchronizing tone pattern; computer recording automatically began 2 cycles after
the participant began to tap along. For each executed configuration of pattern
type and period, each subject performed at least one long run of on the order of
250 trials (cycles) minimum. Multiple runs were performed for a number of the
more analytically complex cases to enable improved data analysis. The results for
all runs are summarized in Tables 1 (unimanual cases) and 2 (bimanual cases).
They are discussed below, and further description of the details of each task are
given in several cases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bias and Variability

Mean relative asynchrony is taken to be an indicator of metronomic exactitude,
sometimes called metronomicity. Values close to zero indicate high metronomic
exactitude and low ``bias'' (although small systematic deviations are often intended
by experienced performers). Mean relative asynchronies for both subjects were
negative in all cases save one, indicating that the performers anticipated the tap, as
is typically found in tapping tasks (e.g., Fraisse, 1982; Ivry 6 Hazeltine, 1995;
Summers et al., 1993). For the expert, mean relative asynchronies varied from 0 to
&46 ms, with one exception; the fastest off-beat pace had mean value +38 ms. This
single case of positive mean asynchrony reflects the performer's expressed difficulty
in playing consistent offbeats��that is, not ``dragging''��at this relatively fast tempo.
For the nonexpert, relative asynchronies varied from &19 to &98 ms. Absolute
values of mean relative asynchronies were less for the expert than the nonexpert in
all conditions, with the one exception of the slowest off-beat pattern, where the
difference was slight. Thus, as expected, the expert displayed less bias (greater
metronomicity) than the nonexpert.

With the exception of the off-beat task, absolute value of mean relative
asynchrony (bias) consistently decreased with decreasing period for the unimanual
tasks, where this was measured (2:1, 3:1), for both subjects. This argues against one
common interpretation of the source of such anticipatory bias in tapping
experiments as due to differing neural transmission lags in motor production and
auditory circuits, since the time differential should be independent of period if this
were true (Fraisse, 1982).
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Variability can be assessed by variance, and the two tables report standard devia-
tions for both the asynchronies (_A) and the interonset intervals (_I ). Both _A and
_I were less for the expert than the nonexpert for all subseries in all conditions. This
confirms that lowered variances for both asynchrony and interonset intervals are
hallmarks of expertise in such tasks.

There was also a clear tendency for both variances to decrease with decreasing
period for the expert in cases in the same condition (off-beat, 2:1 6 3:1 unimanual,
and 2:1 bimanual runs), with the single exception of the previously mentioned
fastest off-beat case, which was anomalously high. This suggests that variability for
the expert is generated due to a mechanism whose error source is relative, not
absolute. Correlations suggested linearity between standard deviation and period
for all cases where this could be tested (at least three different periods were
obviously required), as measured by correlations. Using r2

I to represent proportion
of variance accounted for in the correlation of interonset variance and period,
results were: off-beat��r2

I =0.8192 (excluding fastest case); 2:1 unimanual��r2
I =

1.0000 (subseries 1), r2
I =0.9994 (subseries 2); 3:1 unimanual��r2

I =0.9751 (sub-
series 1), r2

I =0.9972 (subseries 2), r2
I =0.945 (subseries 3). Values of r2 for the

asynchronies were very close in value. While more extensive data are required to
confirm such results, similar linearity has been previously observed in both time
production studies (Grondin, 1992; Gilden et. al., 1995; Ivry 6 Hazeltine, 1995;
Pressing, submitted) and time perception over the range 100�2000 ms for humans;
it has also been shown to hold for rats and pigeons (for a review see Ivry 6

Hazeltine, 1995). Linearity could not be tested here for the nonexpert due to the
paucity of experimental conditions.

Finally, it is useful to compare the relative values of _A and _I in each case, because
a consistent inequality may indicate the relative priorities set by the performer in
variance minimization. As discussed by Vorberg 6 Wing (1996), different strategies of
performance will have specific modelling implications. While large differences were rare,
there were some consistent trends. The expert showed _A<_I for all bimanual cases
except the second and third subseries of the R-RL pattern, with differences often 100

or less, whereas the nonexpert showed _A>_I for all cases except the 3:1 999 ms, sub-
series 1 and 2, with the differences sometimes considerably larger. This suggests that the
expert may give nearly equal weight to the goals of minimizing variance of asynchronies
and minimizing variance of interonset intervals, with some priority given to the
asynchrony intervals in bimanual coordination, whereas the nonexpert nearly always
prioritizes minimization of variance of the interonset intervals.

Discussion of error correction effects is handled separately on a case by case
basis, as follows; a few further specific comments on variability and bias are intro-
duced as appropriate.

Error Correction: Unimanual Cases

Off-Beat Tapping

Off-beat tapping with periods of 750 and 1000 ms was executed by both expert
and nonexpert performer, and the expert also performed at 500 and 375 ms, the
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smallest period representing close to the maximal possible speed for this performer.
These runs were based, from the performer's perspective, on mental subdivision of
the intertone interval into two parts, and, correspondingly, the mean position of the
taps was very close to the interval midpoint for both subjects in all cases. The
expert performer also performed a triplet off-beat pattern of the form &&R, in
which he mentally subdivided the 750 ms period into three parts and tapped at the
last triplet position in each cycle with his right hand. This corresponds to a syn-
copated triplet pattern.

Figure 11 shows a sample comparison of the covariogram of actual data from a
single run and the theoretical form, using Eq. (16). Figure 12 shows a sample com-
parison of the spectral form of actual data and the theoretical form given in
Eq. (20) for the same run.

Experimental results for the two subjects are found in Table 1. Analysis estab-
lished AR1 models as sufficient for E375, E500, E750, and N750 conditions. AR2
models were indicated for the three remaining cases: E1000, N1000, and E off-beat
triplet at 750 ms period, although the estimated value of beta in the third case is
small (&.075). AR2 model results showed a characteristic pattern of positive alpha
and negative beta, as found in fast simple tapping by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers
(1997). In these three cases AR2 error correction parameters were calculated using
the covariance AR2 method; otherwise the binned AR1 method was used, as out-
lined above. These three cases are the only ones that featured a tone-tap interval
as large as 500 ms, but it is not obvious why AR2 control should be due to this fact
(for example, Pressing 6 Jolley Rogers, 1997, found no evidence of AR2 control for
on-beat tapping at periods of up to 1000 ms).

Alpha showed a consistent pattern of increase with period for both subjects for
the off-beat cases. For the expert's runs, where four period values were measured,
the linear correlation between period and alpha was r2=0.893, in good accord with
previous findings of a linear relation between period and alpha for on-beat tapping

FIG. 11. A typical asynchrony covariogram for off-beat tapping, showing data and the predictions
of Eq. (16). Data are from a single run of 950 taps by the expert subject, with pulse size 375 ms.
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FIG. 12. Asynchrony power density spectrum for off-beat tapping, showing data and the predictions
of Eq. (20). The spectrum was computed using a Hanning-windowed periodogram. Same run as for
Fig. 11.

(Pressing, submitted). Where the alphas for the two subjects could be directly com-
pared, alpha for the expert was always higher, in accord with the idea that a greater
error correction parameter is an indicator of greater expertise. The expert's value of
alpha for the off-beat 750 ms case was slightly greater than for the off-beat triplet
750 case, suggesting that triplet off-beat error correction is less effective than duplet
off-beat correction, in accord with the subjectively reported greater difficulty of the
triplet pattern. Higher variability (variance) is found for the triplet case than the
corresponding simple off-beat case, supporting this interpretation.

Isochronous 2:1 Unimanual Tapping

In these runs the subjects tapped twice per tone with their right hands, at a
steady rate. The results for the expert at periods of 376, 750, and 1000 ms and for
the nonexpert at periods of 750 and 1000 ms are shown in Table 1. Evidence in
favor of AR1 control was clear in all cases, except the fastest expert case (intertap
period of 188 ms), where the most probable hypothesis was AR3. This shows
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apparent consistency with the finding of effects beyond first order for expert on-beat
tapping at periods of less than 200 ms by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997). A typi-
cal plot showing the best horizontal line fit of the data using the binned AR1
method is shown in Fig. 13.

The AR1 results show that, for each case except N750, :1 and :2 are basically
equal. In other words, error correction operates with equal efficiency at both cycle
positions, regardless of the presence of a tone at that position. The single apparent
exception to this (N750, the nonexpert's fastest speed) may be a statistical fluctua-
tion, but if not, it suggests that on-beat correction is more influential than off-beat
for this case. Error correction parameters in each position increased with period
size, again with the single exception of :1 at 750 ms period for the nonexpert (for
the expert data, although there are only three points, r2

:1
=0.903, and r2

:2
=0.995,

again suggesting linearity of alpha and period). For all cases where they could be
compared, corresponding error correction parameter values were larger for the
expert than for the nonexpert, again suggesting that expertise is associated with
higher parameter values and more rapid quenching of stochastic fluctuations.

Isochronous 3:1 Unimanual Tapping

In these runs the subjects tapped three equal taps per tone, synchronizing the
first tap of each cycle with the driving tone. The results for the expert at periods of
564, 1000, and 1500 ms and for the nonexpert at periods of 1000 and 1500 ms are
found in Table 1. A typical straight line fit of the three alphas using the method of
bins is shown in Fig. 14.

Results supported an AR1 model for all cases. :1 increased monotonically with
period size for the expert but not for the nonexpert. For the expert, with only three
points, the linear correlation between :1 and period size was r2=0.990. :2 and :3

did not show monotonic relations with the period for either subject; hence, the

FIG. 13. Lines of best fit for the two error correction parameters :1 and :2 using the binned AR1
method for 2:1 unimanual tapping. Expert subject, pulse size 750 ms. Below each subseries is a histogram
of the number of elements in each bin.
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FIG. 14. Lines of best fit for the three error correction parameters :1 , :2 , and :3 , using the binned
AR1 method for 3:1 unimanual tapping. Expert subject, pulse size 564 ms, run B.

linear relation between alphas and period found for on-beat, off-beat, and 2:1 tap-
ping does not necessarily generalize to more complex situations. Another finding
from 2:1 tapping, approximate equality of the alphas in the subseries for each con-
dition, also did not generalize to this case for either subject. The 3:1 results also did
not consistently support higher error correction capacity (higher alpha) for the
expert than the nonexpert, and this was the only condition to do so. In these ways,
the 3:1 tapping task results are rather anomalous.

8th-16th-16th Unimanual Tapping

In these runs the expert subject tapped three taps per tone. He did not play equal
intervals, but mentally divided the interval into four parts, and then timed his
strokes to coincide with the first, third, and fourth positions. This corresponds to
a musical pattern of 8th-16th-16th. The results for the expert at a single period size
of 752 ms are found in Table 1 and show a high degree of consistency across runs.
All subseries were well fitted as AR1, although evidence for AR3 effects was found
in two out of three runs for subseries 2. Error correction based on the on-beat posi-
tion (first subseries) has more impact (greater alpha) than at the other positions
and this is presumed to reflect the longer interval between tap positions 1 and 2,
allowing more thorough information processing.

Some indication of the relative significance of interval size and overall cognitive
design on alpha can be examined by comparing this case to the 3:1 unimanual
cases, which also feature one tone and three right-hand taps per cycle. If subseries
interval size and intended coincidence relation of tap to tone (that is, on or between
tones) are the dominant determinants of alpha, then we would expect :2 and :3

here to be the same as their counterparts in the 3:1 E564 case (since all feature a
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subseries interval of 188 ms) and :1 to be the same as its counterpart interpolated
from the 3:1 E999 and 3:1 E1500 cases, given the excellent straightline fit of :1 to
period in the 3:1 condition (although only three points were available). Two-tailed
t-tests between these respective cases yielded the following: :1 , t(4)=3.61, p<0.05;
:2 , t(4)=1.37, p>0.20; :3 , t(4)=1.84, p>0.10, where the extrapolated :1 value
for a 3:1 376 ms subseries was taken to be 0.295\0.043 (the standard error was
taken to be the average of the E1500 and E999 3:1 :1 standard errors, and thus,
this is a rough estimate only). Hence, there may be a significant difference (possibly
due to difference in cognitive pattern structure) between the cases at the first sub-
series, but no compelling evidence is found here for such a difference at subsequent
positions, suggesting that subseries interval size can be a dominant factor in deter-
mining alpha under certain conditions.

Error Correction: Bimanual Cases

Alternating 2:1 (RL) Tapping

Both expert and nonexpert performed runs at 750 and 1000 ms, with a single
tone per cycle of two taps. Results were best interpreted as an AR1 process for both
subjects, with one exception discussed below. The AR1 alphas for the expert perfor-
mer were either approximately equal to or clearly greater than those of the non-
expert under equivalent conditions. However, there was no consistent pattern of
variation of alpha with period size. Comparison of these results with the commen-
surate unimanual RR 2:1 1000 ms and 750 ms cases showed that the substitution of
left hand for right typically produced quite different results for error correction
parameter alpha. Variability, as measured by both variance parameters, was greater
in all cases for RL tapping than the corresponding RR tapping cases, presumably
due either to inferior control by the left hand or the heightened complexity of the
bimanual task over the unimanual. Here there was a suggestion of expertise-based
differentiation in the bimanual task: for the expert, left-hand variances were slightly,
but consistently, less than right-hand variances; for the nonexpert, left-hand varian-
ces were consistently greater than right-hand variances. Hence, it is possible to
speculate that increased bimanual variability arises from two sources: the
requirements of bimanual coordination, which are present for both subjects, and
the reduced control available with the nondominant hand, which is a significant
factor for the nonexpert but which has been trained away to nil for the expert.

For the nonexpert's fastest speed the second subseries gave largely indeterminate
results, with some tests indicating AR1, some indicating AR2, and one run suggest-
ing AR3. The subject reported considerable difficulty in performing this case, and
the AR2 results suggest marginal stability. These results raise the possibility that
control here is becoming significantly nonlinear; however, no nonlinear analysis
was performed, given the main focus of this paper.

8th(R)-16th(R)-16th(L) Tapping

This and subsequent cases were only executed by the expert performer. Here
there was only one tone per cycle, with a period size of 752 ms. All subseries were
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fit by AR1 models, but there was a suggestion of possible longer range effects (AR2
or AR3) for subseries three in some runs. Using the AR1 model, it was found that
for all three runs, :1r:3 .

Interestingly, results for the first two subseries are quite close to those of the
unimanual right hand 8th-16th-16th case and this suggests that the smaller value
of :2 is not primarily due to a handedness effect, but it is due to the shortness
of the available time interval for correction (188 ms). The values found here
(:376 ms

1 =0.410\0.16; :188 ms
2 =0.180\0.027) are also fairly consistent with the

results of simple unimanual on-beat tapping experiments (Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers,
1997) for this subject for matched time intervals (:375 ms=0.353\0.036; :175 ms=
0.144\0.025), supporting again the idea that the time interval can be a dominant
factor in determining alpha when basic conditions are matched.

The increase in the third subseries alpha in this bimanual case over that of the
second subseries, which is not found in the unimanual case, may be due to small
AR2 effects as discussed above. These would correspond to error correction based
on within-hand effects.

Paradiddle Tapping

The paradiddle is a standard percussion rudiment and consists of equally spaced
taps in the hand arrangement RLRRLRLL. The timing of this pattern is simple, but
the handing pattern is comparatively complex. All positions were found to be AR1
and to have approximately the same value of alpha, given the size of the standard
errors, although there was a suggestion of a higher alpha in the subseries ending the
pattern. The mean value of alpha across cycle positions was 0.349\0.015. There
were also no consistent effects of hand (R or L) on the asynchrony mean or the
variances. This suggests, in concordance with other studies (Pressing et al., 1996;
Summers et al., 1993) that expert musical performers achieve something close to
dominant and nondominant hand equivalence, particularly for isochronous patterns.

3L4R Polyrhythm Tapping

In this pattern, two different mental models are available to the expert subject:
one in which the ground (fundamental cognitive pulse) lies in the 4-stream (notated
3L4R*, following the notation of Pressing, Summers, 6 Magill, 1996), and one
in which it lies in the 3-stream (3L*4R). In musical terms these two models
correspond to the same pattern conceived in the distinct meters 12�8 and 3�2. This
distinction has been shown to be statistically discriminable via the interonset time
covariance structure of the two cases (Pressing, Summers, 6 Magill, 1996). The
intervals of the pattern which define the subseries are shown in Fig. 15.

FIG. 15. Intervals and, hence, subseries found in a 3L4R polyrhythm.
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As can be seen in Table 2, subseries 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 consistently indicated AR1
control for both polyrhythms. Values of alpha for these positions were not
significantly different across the two polyrhythm types (3L4R* 6 3L*4R). Notably,
for these five series there was a closely linear relation of alpha and interval size.
Using mean values across all runs, and the four intervals 0, 150, 300, and 450 ms
(averaging across subseries 2 and 7 for this last value), the correlation between
interval and alpha was r2=0.975. Asynchrony bias was also similar across
polyrhythm type, and both types of variance were very similar in value across dif-
ferent points in the cycle, irrespective of interval size, suggesting a well-regulated
performance strategy. In all cases the asynchrony variance was less than the inter-
onset variance, suggesting that the performer may give a higher priority to syn-
chronization than interval length, although the differences are quite small.

Consistent suggestions of an AR2 process were found at subseries 4 and 6 for the
3L4R* runs and subseries 6 for the 3L*4R runs. Subseries 4 for the 3L*4R runs
showed a consistent pattern of AR1 indication from the T-test and AR2 indication
for the R-test, which is an indeterminate result to which no precise model could
readily be ascribed, although AR processes beyond first order are certainly
implicated.

Since subseries 4 and 6 are nonadjacent, only the binned AR2 estimation techni-
que was available for parameter estimation. This estimation proved difficult with
this set of data, presumably due to the cognitive complexity of the pattern and
shorter run lengths, and in only one of the four cases (subseries 4 of 3L4R*) was
the determined beta clearly different from zero (t(3)=&4.42, p<0.05), due to the
high standard errors. The fourth and sixth subseries in the cycle are unique in the
pattern in consisting of a right-hand tap, preceded by an isolated left-hand tap, and
since the indication is that within-hand (right�right), as well as between-hand (left�
right) error correction occurs at these locations, correction to a previous right-hand
location occurs at all points in the cycle (the second interval corrects to an intended
simultaneous left and right tap). Hence, the dominant hand may have a special
referencing role in error correction in complex bimanual tasks, although further
studies are required to confirm this suggestion.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the applicability of the linear form of a general model
of synchronized tapping. This equation proposes an autoregressive control or
reference process based on deviations from target positions, cued by a reference
control stream. Linear error correction has been shown to apply to a wide variety
of temporal patterns, varying from simple on-beat tapping to cognitively complex
polyrhythms and percussion patterns. Although no specific statistical test to look
for consistent curvilinear deviations from linearity in error correction over the
range of measured asynchronies was applied, any such deviations are apparently
quite small, in view of the consistent linearity of plots in binned estimation. The
autoregressive process has been found to be first order for the vast majority of com-
binations of subject training, period, pattern, and cycle position.
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The first-order error correction parameters were greater on a case-by-case basis
for the expert than the nonexpert, with the exception of some 3:1 unimanual sub-
series. Thus, one general result of expert training appears to be the development of
more reliable error correction processes that more accurately and rapidly quench
stochastic fluctuations. Expertise was also found to be reflected in consistently
lower values of variance and deviations from metronomic exactness on a case-by-
case basis.

In the clear majority of cases, where it could be examined (expert off-beat, 2:1
unimanual, 3:1 first subseries, 4:3 polyrhythm), alpha was found to have a closely
linear relationship with period, with correlations falling in the range r2=0.893�0.990,
although further values at different periods are required to establish the limitations
of this claim. However, in some cases (unimanual expert 3:1 second and third sub-
series, bimanual expert alternating RL) no such monotonic relation was found.
Such exceptions also occurred for the nonexpert performer, and therefore this
finding is unlikely to be solely due to the effects of expert training. A number of
comparisons across different pattern types showed that period size can be a strong
general predictor of alpha value. However, comparisons across some conditions
(e.g., E750 2:1 vs E375 off-beat) indicated that under other conditions, period alone
cannot explain the variation in alpha; evidently cognitive pattern type, handing,
and possibly other effects are important.

A linear relation between period and asynchrony or interonset standard deviation
was found to hold in many conditions, particularly for the expert performer.

Evidence for second-order autoregressive error correction has also been found,
applying clearly to the slowest off-beat pattern for both expert and nonexpert
(1000 ms), the off-beat triplet pattern by the expert, and the fourth and sixth intervals
in the 3:4 polyrhythm by the expert. Indications of possible AR3 effects were obtained
for both positions in the fastest expert 2:1 unimanual case and single positions in the
8th-16th-16th pattern (by the expert for both unimanual and bimanual cases).

The results here thus support the view that higher order autoregressive control
is a characteristic of expertise in situations of relatively high task demands. In the
case of off-beat triplet tapping the high task demands occur due to the requirement
of insistent triplet syncopation. In the case of fast 2:1 unimanual tapping, high task
demands arise from speed of execution and the consequent potential for fatigue. In
the case of the 4:3 polyrhythm, the high task demands occur due to the pattern
complexity, which is known to be governed by a hierarchical control structure
based on cognitive figure-ground relations (Pressing, Summers, 6 Magill, 1996).
The 8th-16th-16th pattern is not musically complex but would also be expected to
have a hierarchical control structure.

The general link between relatively high task demands, expertise, and deeper levels of
autocorrection is also supported by a considerable body of analysis of expert musical
performance structure, showing that under certain (typically nonsynchronized)
conditions autocorrelation effects can extend over a number of sequential notes,
based on the effects of musical phrase structure (Shaffer, 1981; Sloboda, 1983;
Pressing 6 Jolley-Rogers, 1997; Tighe 6 Dowling, 1993; Vorberg 6 Hambuch,
1984). It will be of interest to see if further work reveals that autoregressive error
correction can be specifically confirmed as operating over such longer time scales.
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Evidently, however, expertise may be not the only factor influencing order of
control. AR2 control was also found for the slowest off-beat case for both subjects.
This result shows one or more of two things: either AR2 control does not only arise
from complex task demands, or achieving syncopation at slow tempo is a difficult
control process. Further investigation will be necessary to clarify such issues, which
point to the cognitive richness of these apparently simple tapping tasks.

APPENDIX 1

I demonstrate here the indeterminacy of solution of Eqs. (38) and (39) for :j and
;j , when ;j&1 is close or equal to zero. The determinant that must be nonzero for
an actual unique solution to the equations to exist is just the denominator of (40):

Det=#[ j&1](k) #[ j&2], j (k+$j1+$j2)&#[ j&1], j (k+$j1) #[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$j2),

(A1)

since otherwise :j (and ;j ) diverge or are indeterminate (0�0). Now if ;j&1r0, then
from (41)

(1&:j&1) #[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$[ j&1], 1)r#[ j&2], j (k+$[ j&1], 1+$[ j&1], L). (A2)

Substituting for the r.h.s. of (A2) in (A1) and noting the equivalence of the
various $'s, despite differing subscripts, yields

Detr#[ j&2], [ j&1](k+$j2)[(1&:j&1) #[ j&1](k)&#[ j&1], j(k+$j1)]. (A3)

But from (42), with j � j&1, (1&:j&1) #[ j&1](k)r#[ j&1], j (k+$[ j&1], L),
which, since $[ j&1], L=$j1 , yields Detr0 when substituted in (A3). Hence, if
;j&1r0, estimates of :j and ;j will be inaccurate and inconsistent. Q.E.D.

APPENDIX 2

Here I compare the results of the quasi-bootstrapping technique used in this
paper with a more traditional approach, the ``moving blocks'' bootstrapping techni-
que for the estimate of standard error recommended by Efron and Tibshirani
(1993). In their approach, which is similar in spirit to the current procedure, sur-
rogate data series are constructed by piecing together short blocks of the original
series (chosen at random with replacement) to match the original series length.
They use blocks of length 3 or 5, but comment that ``the choice of block size can
be quite important, and effective methods for making this choice have not yet been
developed.'' (Efron 6 Tibshirani, 1993, p. 102) Blocks this short gave consistently
biassed estimates for error correction parameters here; I found that a block length
of 100 gave better results, although still showing some slight bias relative to the
2+3 piece method described. This is understandable in view of the significant
impact of autocorrelation in the current data.
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When Efron and Tibshirani's technique was used with 200 bootstraps and a
block length of 100, the computed standard errors were slightly larger than those
derived from the technique used in the main body of the paper. When I then
duplicated the simulations of Figs. 9 and 10, different values of the threshold
parameters were found to be optimal for discrimination: the T threshold was best
set at 3, and the R discrimination thresholds at 0.20 and 0.50, respectively.
However, when these results were then used to discriminate simulations, no
improvement was found over the procedure given in the paper for AR1 and AR2
estimation, in terms of Type I and Type II error rates. Furthermore, there was no
range of values which served to distinguish AR3 simulations (see AR3 discussion).
In addition, these simulations are much more time consuming to run than those
using the quasi-bootstrapping technique; since they offered no practical advantage,
the simpler 2+3 procedure was used throughout this paper.
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11 Free Jazz and the avant-garde

j e f f p r e s s i n g

‘Free Jazz’ refers to a historical movement that, despite earlier precedents,
first significantly flowered in the late 1950s in the US. Its central focus was
a liberation from musical conventions – but from a jazz player’s perspec-
tive, since no liberation is ever complete. Initially known simply as the New
Thing, it became Free Jazz after borrowing the title of a seminal 1960 album
by saxophonist/composer Ornette Coleman. It subsequently has had inter-
national repercussions that seem set to continue well into the twenty-first
century.

Its impact and relations to other developments remain controversial,
and a variety of accounts of it are possible: as a culmination of the drive
for individual creativity, a radicalisation of the scope of musical materials
of jazz, a collection of statements by salient individuals and groups, or as
a movement shaped by extramusical forces of political, cultural, racial and
spiritual liberation – to mention only the most obvious. Here these are all
taken as valid viewpoints, in need of reconciliation.

The seminal role of creative improvisation

The nucleus of all jazz is creative improvisational expression (Louis
Armstrong’s ‘the sound of surprise’), a process that brings into the music
the joy of discovery, the magic of communication, and the uniqueness of
both the moment and the individual. Yet it also introduces several profound
tensions which early on planted the seeds for the ultimate blossoming of
free jazz.

First, in all but solo improvisation there is a tension between the freedom
of expression of the individual and the need to form coherent relations
with other performers in the group. The most traditional handling of this
tension in jazz is via role-playing. Each instrument takes its nominal part
in the play: the bass provides chord foundations and time, the comping
instrument feeds chordal colorations, drums set up the rhythmic matrix
and drive, and the soloist plays a main melody. Other instruments, as far as
they are used, have well-defined roles of rhythmic or motivic support, as in
call-and-response designs or early jazz polyphony. In this way there is both
a functional framework promoting coherence and latitude for creativity.[202]
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Another tension is between freedom of expression and the song form.
The recurring song cycle (most commonly the 12-bar blues or the 32-bar
AABA form) provides harmonic propulsion and a time frame for phrasing;
yet it can also act as a straitjacket, with too slavish a following of it yielding a
vapid and predictable outcome. Experienced jazz performers and listeners
handle this tension by using or recognising characteristic form-marking
gestures (which may vary with instrument and performer), providing an
extra level of surety for the imaginative introduction of form-threatening
motivic processes, rhythmic overlays and accents.

A third tension is between freedom of expression and the conventional
musical materials of African-American traditions, including styles and ‘rules
of the game’ (see Jost 1974). These materials include technical resources such
as scales, blues riffs, vamps, etc., and also aesthetic building blocks, such as
swing, sound and feel. Such familiar materials and processes act psycholog-
ically, forming and invoking cultural and personal references that can bring
forth powerful emotional associations in listeners. The common handling
of this tension is to balance traditional materials with innovation, building a
personal language that extends traditions but keeps the connection to them
apparent.

Finally, there can be a profound tension between the creative urge and
commercial viability, strongly affecting the jazz player’s life conditions and
view of self (see Rubington and Weinberg 1999). Jazz’s origins are commer-
cial, and it has built acceptance for its novelties by basing performances on
the popular songs and styles of its own or earlier eras. When its expres-
sions become too novel, its social functions are subverted: the music loses
viability as a club music and has to move into the concert hall, alternative
multi-stylistic venues or obscurity.

In mainstream song-form jazz, the containment of these tensions serves
both improviser and listener, for constraints can spur both creation and
intelligibility; the performer can react subliminally to the musical elements
around him or her, saving precious cognitive facility for fluency and imme-
diacy. Listeners can track the events in terms of the song. In short, listeners
and performers have some sort of cognitive and emotional contract to ex-
perience and experiment with, and the ground rules ensure that everybody
can have a good time.

But if one, or especially several or all, of these tensions are left unre-
solved, there are revolutionary consequences for perception, attitude and
employability. And of course this is what free jazz set in motion. While jazz
revolutions had been heralded before, notably with bebop, continuities with
older traditions had soon become apparent and the fate of previous radical-
ism was rapid incorporation into an expanded view of the tradition. Not so
here: many of the radicalisations of free jazz struck hammer blows at all these
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simmering tensions, blows with effects that were to force a reconsideration
of the very nature of jazz.

The radicalisation process

Free jazz was a radical approach to music. Except for the choice of instru-
ments, it ultimately radicalised every aspect of jazz: form, style, materials,
context, relationships, sound, process – but not equally, nor at the same
time. The changes to form were simple: the blues and 32-bar song forms
might be abandoned, and new formats used, or form might emerge from
process and interplay. Likewise, style was now a variable that players could
adopt, extend, overlay and conceive anew, drawing on any source for ma-
terials, sometimes hearkening back to older roots like blues and the field
holler for historical empowering.

With respect to context and relationship, there gradually came a realisa-
tion that nearly anything could be made to work in any context if the con-
ceptual framework of expression were suitably broadened. Atonal clusters
or discordant multiphonics (chords played on a reed instrument by cross-
fingerings and overblowing) could sit in a complex polyphonic context,
heard as avant-garde outpourings, or they could be a plaintive emotive cry
within a traditional groove. Polyphony or heterophony could be replaced
by an energetic collision of parts, by pantonal call-and-response, by conver-
sational counterpoint or language-based gestures that might hearken back
to early musical sources such as chant.

The radicalisation of sound was a deep and far-ranging process of indi-
vidual exploration. The process was most powerful in instruments that pro-
vided continuous sustaining control of sound production, notably breath-
and bow-based instruments. The scope of control intimacy was particularly
acute with reed instruments, notably the saxophone (that most prototypical
of modern jazz instruments), where the reed, mouthpiece, diaphragm, teeth,
tongue, lips, cheeks and voice box provided an incredibly rich control ap-
paratus. The cries of animals, the screechings of machines, the susurrations
of the natural elements, the conversational twitterings of evoked harmonics
and the gorgeous jazz ballad tone were now all equally possible. Novel fin-
gerings were able to evoke luxuriant and unanticipated harmonic structures
in a single note. What need for a melodic line when the single note was really
a chord with internal movement, as could be heard in the centred urgency
of tenor saxophonist Pharoah Sanders and later in the harmonic cascades
of Evan Parker? But, was it still jazz?

The particular advantage that jazz brought to this putatively avant-garde
language arose from its foundation as an aural tradition, since many of these
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saxophone sounds were unnotatable (this was also true of some other in-
struments, notably the winds and double bass). The results differed from
instrument to instrument, and from embouchure to embouchure, requir-
ing the construction of a personal language for each performer based on
aural tradition and experimental self-evaluation. This was irreconcilable
with mainstream traditions of notation, except under a stance of virtu-
ally or literally unplayable hyperprecise notation (e.g., the works of Brian
Ferneyhough, which have little to do with jazz), but it fits well with the jazz
idea of the soloist’s personal voice.

A similar story applies to the brass traditions, although the scope of
timbral resources proves to be more restricted, particularly on trumpet.
Trumpeter Don Cherry, a vital partner for Ornette Coleman, was an early
brass explorer; later, trombonist Albert Mangelsdorf and others showed
the connection between free jazz and the sound world of extended brass
techniques via chords, glissandi and vocalisings into the instrument.

The piano became radicalised in several ways: first, the vocabulary of
chords grew without limit – every chord did not have to be either lush
or funky. Second, the insides of the piano could be used, and its timbre
possibly ‘prepared’ (under the inspiration of John Cage) by the addition
of materials to the strings (e.g., bolts, paper, wood). Third, new percus-
sive techniques of performance, for example, clusters and hand-alternation
techniques, notably pioneered by Cecil Taylor, changed the palette of ges-
ture and articulation. Finally, the piano became electric, and the keyboard
(followed by the guitar) became the dominant interface for the synthesiser,
which meant that any sound, digitally sampled or constructed, could be
tailored to polyphonic presentation.

In practice, these keyboard innovations exhibited limitations. The emo-
tive power of many complex chords and their sequences proved limited,
and the piano’s fixed tempered tuning clashed with the microtonal po-
tentials of all other jazz instruments (hence it was an early casualty from
Ornette Coleman’s line-up). The prepared piano is not practicable in most
club gigs, and it occupies a rather specific timbral world. The new percus-
sive piano techniques often came at the expense of a lyrical touch. Lastly,
the keyboard was not only a liberation for synthesised sound, it was also
a prison. Keyboard players were not expert in pitch bending and real-time
modulation actions, and most never mastered them to full fluency. Without
this, many synthesised and sampled sounds lack the note-to-note variability
that underlies expression; the exact repeatability of sounds tends to clash
(though not ineluctably) with the idea of the essential uniqueness of the
moment that forms part of the jazz attitude.

The bass kept its groove and melodic functions, but expanded into a
world of explosive bow-guided timbres. It was some time, though, before
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the lessons of extended bass technique (as shown, for example, by Bert
Turetzky) were fully incorporated into the playing of specific jazz bassists.
Seminal in this transition were Dave Holland and Barry Guy.

The jazz drum kit evolved for jazz time; in early free jazz, it was the time
which disintegrated first, replaced by clouds of activity that either played
with or implied a pulse, via asymmetrical overlays, or soon abandoned pulse
altogether. Drummers such as Rashied Ali and Sonny Murray saw to this.
Major changes to the sound came later. The idea of percussion as a collection
of timbral colorations of registral melody, with sounds drawn from found
objects and many cultures, evolved more slowly. German percussionist Paul
Lovens was among those who dramatically expanded the world of percussive
sound. The free improvisation group, Kiva, with percussionist Jean-Charles
François, was another.

The voice – the ultimate jazz source – was slower to find its freedom
in a jazz context than it was in the hands of European composers such as
Luciano Berio. Scat emphasises phonetics without semantic shackles, but
the radicalisation of melody remained the province of only a few, such as
the yodelling and falsetto techniques of Leon Thomas in the early free-jazz
period. In the later 1990s, Kurt Elling emerged as a stunningly hip singer-
commentator, showing a wealth of powers spanning impromptu sound
poetry, transcendent rap and phonemic deconstruction.

Some historical threads

In this short chapter it is impossible to give a comprehensive or even fully
balanced history of free jazz. Rather, I will recount some precedents and its
period of origin, and then examine the consequences of these developments
by focusing on a few selected individuals as exemplars.

Precedents

Free playing in jazz is not without historical precedent in other types of
music. Although in the mainstream folk or traditional musics of the world,
free self-expression reliably gives way to social function, something at least
approaching free improvisation can emerge in some situations of religious
ecstasy, trance or transcendence of the self – notably in traditional shaman-
ism, and traditions of the Arabic world, India and many parts of Africa
(though such situations often feature fixed music, too). In the West, such
ecstatic musical behaviour was largely limited to certain melismatic church
traditions (as in northern Scotland, or the spirituals of the American South),
since the larger religious institutions attempted with considerable success
to suppress them systematically.
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Yet freedom came not only by ecstatic self-abandonment. Another path
was driven by a frustration borne of the exhaustion of traditional materials.
This can be documented in the West by written improvisational textbooks,
whichdatebackmanycenturies;whilemost such texts taughtembellishment
techniques, freer sources can also be found. For example, Carl Czerny, best
known in today’s educational traditions as a deviser of exercises, also wrote
a book on free improvisation (Systematic Introduction to Fantasy Playing
on the Piano, 1826),1 emphasising the role of spontaneous intuition. This
heightened emphasis on intuition was an inevitable outcome of the broader
historical emphasis on the powers of the individual relative to received
authority, seen in the Renaissance, the advent of empirical science, the Ref-
ormation, the Industrial and Information Revolutions.

Yet it unquestionably fell to the twentieth century to receive the ulti-
mate consequences of these two approaches. Their timing was only roughly
synchronous in composition and improvisation. In art-music composition,
the exhaustively notated path to expressive freedom is traceable through
diatonic extensions (Debussy, Ravel, Skryabin, Stravinsky), dodecaphony
(Schoenberg, Webern, Berg), multi-serialism (Boulez, Babbitt) and hy-
percomplexity (Ferneyhough). This acted, of course, in tandem with its
opposite: deliberate simplicity or primitivism (Satie, Reich, Glass, Pärt).

The more intuitionist path of abandon, focusing on the performance
act via notation of deprecated specificity, is traceable through the works
of Dada, the futurists, John Cage, Earle Brown, Cornelius Cardew, Pauline
Oliveros, the Fluxus movement and many others. These two paths were
roughly contemporaneous, supporting the idea that they were different
responses to a widely felt underlying social condition, expressed in literature
as alienation or existentialism.

In jazz these divisions were also apparent, as we will see below. The
systematic extension of materials and their real-time performance poten-
tials continues side by side with pure intuitionist stances.2 The impact of
electronics and computers via synthesis, loudspeaker culture and digital
recording has also changed the concept of musical presentation drastically.
Improvisationscanbe frozenandpreserved, editedandreconstituted, funda-
mentally changing the face of the improvisation–composition continuum.

Early free jazz

The first unmistakably relevant evidence of free musical improvisation ap-
pears to be the home recordings made in the early 1940s in New York by
jazz violinist Stuff Smith and concert pianist Robert Crum. Later, in 1949,
pianist Lennie Tristano’s jazz group recorded the first spontaneous studio
tracks ‘Intuition’ and ‘Digression’. These recordings were not a spur-of-the-
moment idea, but documentation of a long-running practice by Tristano’s
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group. A measure of their shock value can be found in the facts that the
engineer intentionally erased two other free tracks recorded in the same ses-
sion and the recording company refused for years to release either ‘Intuition’
or ‘Digression’, or to pay royalties for them.

Tristano’s path was incremental, in that his group interleaved stances
of intuition (free playing) and rigour (public performances of tightly re-
hearsed complex jazz works and the Inventions of J. S. Bach). This led to a
freedom which threw out formal design but maintained the inherited sound
elements and phrasing of jazz, and the values of polyphony and the lyrical
line.

There was then a gap of nearly ten years before significant others ap-
peared. Important innovations occurred in this period that helped set the
stage for free jazz, notably the interactive group processes developed by
Charles Mingus and the modal approach to playing pioneered by Miles
Davis and John Coltrane, but otherwise the jazz world was preoccupied
with the dichotomy between hard bop and cool.

Then, in 1957–60, two artistic figures emerged of an individuality and
influence sufficient to call all this into question, and a free-jazz movement
was identified by jazz writers. Pianist Cecil Taylor and saxophonist Ornette
Coleman were separately the architects of this movement, and their innova-
tions were loudly decried as charlatanism and anti-jazz, even as they began
to become widely influential.

Cecil Taylor

Taylor brought uncommon intellectual drive to his African-American her-
itage, as his literary writings reveal (e.g., album notes for Unit Structures,
1966). Drawing on variegated musical influences, such as impressionism,
atonality, the dense voicings of pianist Dave Brubeck and the free linear
approach of Tristano, he early on abandoned the lyrical touch and con-
ventional jazz chords, and organised his compositional work as motifs for
performer communication, with form emerging from the process of group
interaction. Yet his most upsetting stance to jazz purists was the complete
abandonment of swing. If the words to Duke Ellington’s famous ‘It Don’t
Mean a Thing . . . ’ were right, either Taylor’s music was inconsequential or it
was not jazz, and perhaps both. There was no question that this music occu-
pied a different kinetic and emotional space from jazz that had gone before.

In a perceptive analysis of Taylor’s early work, Jost notes how Taylor’s
extended free pieces, such as Unit Structures, had in practice a clear structural
foundation, and that Taylor showed that ‘the freedom of free jazz does not
mean the complete abstention from every kind of musical organization.
Freedom lies, first and foremost, in the opportunity to make a conscious
choice from boundless material’ (Jost 1974, 83).
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Taylor’s originality and iconoclasm left little scope for commercial suc-
cess for many years. But by the time he gave a solo performance for Jimmy
Carter at the White House in 1979, times had changed and the idiosyncratic
virtuosity of Taylor’s expression (likened by some to a pianistic field holler)
was not only finely honed, but its expressive depth was evident even to the
unconverted. His influence has become wide-ranging within and without
jazz, even as it remains separate from the jazz mainstream, especially in
the US.

Ornette Coleman

Alto saxophonist Coleman’s early statement, ‘Let’s play the music and not
the background’ (cited in Jost 1974, 17), proposed an escape from the recur-
ring chordal prison of the song form. His novel approach rapidly attracted
attention through an extended seminal residency at New York’s prestigious
Five Spot in 1959.

Although clearly an original, he seemed to many to lack sufficient techni-
cal proficiency to justify his high public profile – and, in truth, he did not at
this time approach the fluidity or clarity of line of the best bop and post-bop
horn players. Also disconcerting was the conflict between his maintenance
of a tonal framework and traditional song forms in his compositions (which
were and continue to be widely admired), and the improvisations on them,
which though bop-like in style often gave faint reference to the chordal
progressions, acting instead more linearly via chains of association (see
Jost 1974). Controversy flared again in 1965 when, after a two-year hiatus,
he reappeared in public performance, now also playing violin and trumpet
with unconventional and (to most ears) rather limited technique.

The spirit of free thinking in his early work gave rise to the historically
important album Free Jazz, appearing in 1960, an unbroken single piece
featuring a double jazz quartet including both those associated with free jazz,
such as Don Cherry (trumpet) and Eric Dolphy (bass clarinet), and those
from the mainstream, such as Scott LaFaro (bass) and Freddie Hubbard
(trumpet). The result was complex and unlike anything heard before; with
hindsight it appears both seminal and emotionally static. It was a direction
Coleman did not pursue.

In the longer time frame, thecharacteristicpiano-less soundofColeman’s
group and his integrated ‘harmolodic’ tonal approach (see page 193) – a
vaguely specified philosophy also underlying his subsequent ventures into
fully notated string quartets, symphonies and ballets – were to be more
influential. In more recent work, his rhythm-and-blues roots re-emerged,
producing ‘free funk’, a free improvisation above a funk foundation. His
original compositions remain widely influential with both mainstream and
free-jazz musicians.
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Taylor’s and Coleman’s groups also served as training grounds for others
who subsequently became leaders in their own right, such as saxophonists
Archie Shepp and Albert Ayler, and trumpeter Cherry. But other indepen-
dent voices also soon arose.

Other early voices

Sun Ra, a keyboardist who played with Fletcher Henderson, took a de-
velopmental road to freedom in jazz, which involved the use of eccentric
‘intergalactic’ awareness (he claimed to have been born on the planet
Saturn), a novel big-band instrumentation (including such unusual jazz
instruments as timpani and bass marimba) and a pioneering use of elec-
tronics. Sun Ra’s ‘Arkestra’ grew to encompass elaborate dance, theatrical
and magic presentations which put him in the vanguard of performance art
and at the same time hearkened to folk rituals of an earlier era.

Chicago not only gave us the Arkestra, but also the Association for the
Advancement of Creative Musicians, which sought to heighten the cre-
ative potentials of jazz and also provide links to community that went be-
yond concertising to education and mentoring. Richard Abrams (piano)
more than anyone else began the process, which led to the Art Ensemble
of Chicago, which included Roscoe Mitchell (woodwinds), Lester Bowie
(trumpet), Anthony Braxton (saxophones) and others, whose influence con-
tinues. Braxton has remained highly prolific to the present day, his output
varying across standards, intimate small groups, and compositions for large
ensembles incorporating both simple folk traditions (e.g., parade music)
and developments in European contemporary music.

John Coltrane was not an early part of a free-jazz movement, but his
personal path came to intersect with it, notably in the last two years of his
life, when in the view of many he became its leading exponent. His path
was one of intense exploration of materials, giving in the view of many his
intuitive free-jazz developments a tremendous power and spirituality. His
great ‘free’ epic is the single-track album Ascension, its title referring not
only to the scaling of artistic heights but also the ascension of Christ. This
work has a level of intensity uncommon in music of any style, and brought
together a seminal big band of two trumpets, two altos and three tenors,
with Coltrane’s quartet of McCoy Tyner (piano), Jimmy Garrison and Art
Davis (basses), and Elvin Jones (drums). The piece is a series of alternating
solo and tutti sections, based on a simple diatonic motif, and presents a wide
gamut of approaches to expression, from the iconoclastic sound sculpting
of saxophonists Sanders and Shepp (smeared tones, animal cries, kinetic
outpourings) to the motivic manipulations of trumpeter Hubbard, and
Coltrane himself. A certain structural rigour informs Coltrane’s work, even
when it is at its most radical and confrontational, as here. In this same period,
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Coltrane developed the free-jazz ballad within the traditions of the jazz small
group, which juxtaposed lyrical directness with eruptions of broken quasi-
atonality (e.g., ‘Offering’ and ‘Ogunde’ on Expression). The spiritual side of
Coltrane’s music was continued by his wife Alice (piano, organ, harp), as
for example in Journey in Satchidananda.

Trumpeter Miles Davis also had a liberating influence on jazz language.
The seminal role of modal playing in the late 1950s has already been men-
tioned. (For further on modal jazz at this time, see Chapter 10.) Although he
himself did not play free solos, and spoke scathingly of free jazz, he later led
moves to freer contexts by progressive small-group liberalisations of form
and harmony with saxophonist Wayne Shorter and, most directly, by his
electric free funk fusions, as heard on Bitches Brew (1969) or Live at the
Fillmore East (1970), which brought together seminal musicians like Dave
Holland (bass), Jack DeJohnette (drums), Chick Corea and Keith Jarrett
(keyboards) in free-form gestures within a jazz-rock rhythmical matrix.

Beginning in the early 1970s, Jarrett has intermittently performed free
solo-piano concerts, resulting in some stunning examples of the improviser’s
art, such as The Köln Concert and the Solo Concerts. This music connected
not only with jazz but with the great nineteenth-century piano traditions,
and while it often was based on traditional tonal materials, its high level of
refinement and sheer beauty were incontestable.

In summary, this foundation period provided a real sense of a revolu-
tionary movement and exhibited great diversity. Since it was founded pre-
dominantly by African-Americans, a natural interpretation of this period is
as an expression of black liberation and cultural empowerment.

Later developments

Free jazz as a movement or foundation point may remain marginalised,
diffuse and a thing apart, yet its influence – as a source of possibilities in
jazz, contemporary concert music and even non-corporate rock music –
runs deep. The variety of persons operating in the less traditional forms of
jazz and improvised music is so great that it exceeds any ready classification
scheme. In this short chapter it is impossible to do full justice to more recent
developments, which are extensive and international.

Broadly, avant-garde jazz does not often appear at clubs, as it remains
commercially suspect. It has a better chance at festivals, and is better-
established in Europe than in the US, probably as a result of its cross-
fertilisation with the European avant-garde traditions. The line between jazz
and non-jazz is often blurred, with some mainstream jazz writers adopting
an exclusive position based on use of jazz phrasing and forms, but with others
taking inclusive positions based on the spirit of freedom of approach. At the
close of the twentieth century, free-improvisation traditions emerging from
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jazz but with their own traditions of development of nearly 40 years were
now well-established in many countries. At the same time, a common view
(expressed, for example, by pianists Anthony Davis and Chick Corea) is that
free improvisation is a useful process subserving the greater goal of richer
musical expression, but that aiming towards freedom alone often leads to
sterile or clichéd territory.

Strong traditions exist in Europe, notably in the UK (e.g., AMM, guitarist
Derek Bailey, bassist Barry Guy, saxophonist Evan Parker), Holland
(e.g., pianist Misha Mengelberg, drummer Han Bennink and saxophonist
Willem Breuker) and Germany (e.g., the Globe Unity Orchestra, trombon-
ist Albert Mangelsdorf). In the US, the dominant Zeitgeist at the end of
the millennium remained retrograde, as in the case of ‘rebop’. Many freer
players there strove to keep some explicit links with the traditional elements
of jazz, reflecting the greater American stake in the origins of black music.
Nevertheless, a number of players are active in presenting extensions of the
improvisational languages of the early free-jazz period, and others in setting
out in fresh directions that either extend, or go well beyond, the frontiers of
jazz. The diverse directions include the work of pianists Anthony Davis and
Marilyn Crispell, electric guitarist James Blood Ulmer, the Rova saxophone
quartet, influential composer Carla Bley, the Jazz Composer’s Orchestra,
electronic music systems designer and trombonist George Lewis, meditative
musician Pauline Oliveros and eclectic composer-saxophonist John Zorn,
to mention only a few.

Given the impossibility of adequate coverage, and the regrettable neglect
here of significant performers in Japan, Australia, Eastern Europe, Russia,
Scandinavia, South America, Canada and other locales, I have selected three
players to serve as case-studies of the directions in which free-improvisation
trends went in the last quarter of the twentieth century. These are the Aus-
tralian violinist Jon Rose, the British saxophonist Evan Parker, and the US
saxophonist and composer John Zorn. This choice may be controversial, in
that all three of these performers perform in a much wider context than that
of jazz. However, my view is that free jazz and the improvisational freedom
it presupposes have had a critical influence on their development.

Jon Rose

An Australian who was born in England in 1951, Rose has since 1986 been
based in Europe and has toured widely. He is dedicated to the development of
improvisational languages on the violin (e.g., Violin Music for Restaurants)
and on a myriad of other eccentric or extended string instruments of his
own construction (e.g., Fringe Benefits). He has also used interactive digital
electronics and interfaces extensively in recent work (e.g., The Hyperstring
Project).
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Trained early in classical music, he later (aged 15) abandoned formal
music study to evolve a personal language, which had input from a great var-
iety of musical genres, including jazz, soul, art-music composition, Italian
club bands, Indian ragas and sound installations. He became a central figure
in the development of free improvisation in Australia, both by prolific solo
concert-giving and by a series of musical conversations with other signifi-
cant players (e.g., drummer Louis Burdett), a project labelled The Relative
Band.

With time, his focus came to include a project towards bowed string in-
strument extension of unparalleled invention and transmogrification, called
The Relative Violin. This has embraced extra strings, multiple necks, multiple
bows, attached metal resonators, gigantic scale-ups in size, and such imagi-
native creations as the half-size megaphone violin, nine-string elbow violin,
automatic violin quartet, violin vivisection, violino del jesu, double-piston
triple-neck wheeling violin, amplified windmill violin, triple humming bow
and MIDI bow.

The textures of Rose’s music are busy and extroverted, often distinctly
nonlyrical, and give a central role to explorational improvisation and phys-
icality of performance. His music is also highly contrapuntal, and he sees
this latter attribute as the unique contribution of western music to world
culture. For him, the new technologies are not only of value for their ex-
pansion of the world of sound, but for their expansion of the potentials of
computer-interactive counterpoint for the solo improviser.

In technical terms, Rose is an impressive virtuoso and has a developed
ear for all manner of tonal relations. His bowing is not only a means of con-
trolling sound production, but an enactment of psychodrama. His work
is in parts intense, in parts whimsical, in parts satirical (e.g., The Fence)
and exhibits rapid changes of texture. He also combines high and low tech,
incorporating junk, kitsch and trash in his constructions. They not only con-
tribute light relief, but aid his central aims of unpredictability of interaction
and comprehensive exploration of timbre.

For example, he has created a mythical musical protagonist, Johannes
Rosenberg, and provided a detailed identity for him. His Violin Music in the
Age of Shopping is a wry modernist projection which has been incarnated
as a book and a CD, as well as numerous concerts. Another recent work,
Perks, features a deconstruction of snippets of music by Australian composer
Percy Grainger using a MIDI-controlled piano triggered by two badminton
players, with video and text presentation, an improvised violin obbligato
acting as commentary. The badminton strokes (as with the MIDI violin bow)
are monitored by pressure sensors and accelerometers, which can call up
different electronic sounds and video material, which can then be modified
and manipulated in real time.
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Evan Parker

Nowhere is the difference between the free-jazz paths of Europe and North
America clearer than in the instance of Evan Shaw Parker, born in Bristol in
1944. Virtually unknown in the US, he is regarded in Europe as a uniquely
powerful innovator who continues to disclose hitherto unknown potentials
of the tenor and soprano saxophones. He has worked in a variety of for-
mats, including small groups and duets, particularly with pianist Aleksander
Schlippenbach, guitarist Derek Bailey, bassist Barry Guy and drummers Paul
Lytton, Paul Lovens and John Stevens. He has taken part in all the major
European large free-jazz ensembles (including the Globe Unity Orchestra,
the London Jazz Composer’s Orchestra and the Berlin Jazz Composer’s
Orchestra), and has been involved in electronic projects, notably with
Lawrence Casserley in real-time digital signal processing using the IRCAM
workstation.

The originality of his contribution is most clearly seen in his solo sax-
ophone work. Particularly on the soprano saxophone, his repertoire of ex-
tended sounds is astonishingly diverse and well-controlled, establishing a
sense to many of a principled extension of the sound-world explorations
begun long ago by Coltrane, Ayler, Shepp and Sanders. His foundation tech-
nique includes a thorough mastery of circular breathing, effortless leaps be-
tween registers, and an uncommon tonguing approach (up/down motion
of the tongue rather than the tu-ku stop of the tongue on the hard palette)
that in his view allows more rapid sequences of very short notes, better
articulated over a greater dynamic range, than would otherwise be possi-
ble. In his own words, ‘the saxophone has been for me a rather specialised
bio-feedback instrument for studying and expanding my control over my
hearing and the motor mechanics of parts of my skeleto-muscular system’.3

Parker typically favours the use of additive and mutational procedures
for developing the potentials of prefigured material, generating complexity
from simple cells. He can achieve pauseless delivery of long solos (up to 30
minutes or more) via circular breathing, which veer from overtone cascades
to motivic manipulations across several distinct registers, the latter a form
of polyphonic melody that he likens to the simultaneous parallel actions of
circus performers. A conventional sense of tempo is absent from his playing,
replaced by a manipulation of the density of events in time. He is prolific,
having recorded over 150 albums.

John Zorn

Zorn, born in 1953, is a saxophonist and prolific composer who draws
on roots from many traditions. Whether he is really a free-jazz exponent
(a typically European view), or an avant-gardist/postmodernist (a more
American position), Zorn qualifies as one of the most eclectic musicians of
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any age. His eclecticism encompasses both high and low art, ranging from
the most intricate of atonal structures to conceptual art, jazz tunes, whimsy,
country music, reggae, klezmer and raging punk rock, not only in the same
set, but often in 30-second blocks within the same song. Early examples of
this mosaic style include the group Naked City, featuring Zorn on sax, Bill
Frisell (guitar), Wayne Horvitz (keyboards), Fred Frith (bass), Joey Baron
(drums) and Yamatsuka Eye (vocals).

Zorn’s subsequent album Spy vs. Spy is a bent tribute to the tunes of
Ornette Coleman. Zorn aimed to make the versions as iconoclastic as Cole-
man’s early free jazz was, and so recast all the pieces in a confrontational
hardcore punk style, using two drummers – a musical link not appreci-
ated by everyone. In 1986, Zorn collaborated with Frisell and George Lewis
(trombone) on News for Lulu, a tribute to four Blue Note hard-bop players
of the 1950s and 1960s: Kenny Dorham, Hank Mobley, Sonny Clark and
Freddie Redd. He has written many film scores.

Zorn also composes chamber music showing similar postmodern incli-
nations. For example, in his Cat O’Nine Tails (subtitled ‘Tex Avery Meets
the Marquis de Sade’) for string quartet (1998), which is neither jazz nor
improvised, we hear whimsically abrupt transitions between jazz standards,
comical portamento whines, braying donkeys, polyphonic atonal textures,
Jewish tangos and grinding solo cadenzas – a compressed version of the
musical life of Manhattan.

Another tradition in Zorn’s work is that of the game piece (e.g., Cobra),
the use of sets of interactive instructions to determine the tactics and pri-
orities of groups of improvising performers. Hand signals and cue cards
are used to effect communication, making this a spectator sport as well as
a sonic event. Such procedures have many precedents, such as the 1950s
and 1960s explorations of the ensemble led by composer Lukas Foss (in a
non-jazz style), and the graphic scores of composers such as Earle Brown
(String Quartet, 1965) and John Cage (Piano Concert). Traditions of graphic
composition for improvisers, though less fashionable than in the 1960s and
1970s, are still in active use, especially those involving mosaic techniques.4

The foundation of free jazz as a movement was a reflection of the richness
and depth of the African-American musical culture. Its rise was associ-
ated with the cultural liberations of the 1960s, notably black power, and
this early connection appears to have been essential in establishing vital
directions. Subsequent developments have confirmed that this outpouring
of freedom was the culmination of an individuation process in relation to
received western culture of many centuries’ duration, so that this freedom
also very soon appeared strongly in European jazz and showed parallel de-
velopment in contemporary art-music traditions, often yielding blurred
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stylistic boundaries. The potentials of free improvisation have been altered
dramatically by international media developments, computers, mass educa-
tion and ethnic interactions. While free jazz and the related improvisational
avant-garde remain confined to specialist audiences and certain types of film
score, their spirit of exploration continues to feed into more mainstream
musical forms, buttressed by the increasing incidence of stylistic crossover
in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.
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Websites change with time, and so few URLs are given here. However, in the area
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standard search engine. An excellent set of resources of major players on the
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In 3 experiments, the authors examined short-term memory for pitch and duration in unfamiliar tone
sequences. Participants were presented a target sequence consisting of 2 tones (Experiment 1) or 7 tones
(Experiments 2 and 3) and then a probe tone. Participants indicated whether the probe tone matched 1
of the target tones in both pitch and duration. Error rates were relatively low if the probe tone matched 1
of the target tones or if it differed from target tones in pitch, duration, or both. Error rates were
remarkably high, however, if the probe tone combined the pitch of 1 target tone with the duration of a
different target tone. The results suggest that illusory conjunctions of these dimensions frequently occur.
A mathematical model is presented that accounts for the relative contribution of pitch errors, duration
errors, and illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration.

Pitch and duration are critical dimensions in the music of many
cultures throughout the world. In Western tonal music, composi-
tions involve a relatively small set of discrete pitch and duration
categories, and listeners are highly sensitive to patterns of pitch
and duration (i.e., melody and rhythm). The distinct categories
used to classify different pitches and durations in compositions and
our sensitivity to the properties associated with patterns of pitch
and duration suggest that there are important mechanisms for
encoding these properties.

The initial processing of music may involve two basic stages. In
the first stage, acoustic dimensions such as pitch, duration, timbre,
location, and loudness may be registered by functionally indepen-
dent channels (Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). In the
second stage, these acoustic dimensions may be recombined to
yield the experience of a unified auditory event. If a processing
error occurs at the latter stage, listeners may experience an illusory
conjunction of features from different acoustic events (Deutsch,
1986; Thompson, 1994).
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The analysis of music into distinct structural dimensions is an
approach supported by theory, pedagogy, and compositional prac-
tice. For example, treatises on music psychology (e.g., Deutsch,
1999), ear training (e.g., Hindemith, 1946), and harmony (e.g.,
Forte, 1974) all assume an operational independence between
pitch, duration, and other dimensions of music. Moreover, tradi-
tional pedagogical exercises address pitch and rhythmic skills
separately, implying separate mechanisms for processing these
dimensions. Finally, in Western tonal composition, duration and
pitch often vary independently of each other. For example, in the
Art of the Fugue, J. S. Bach uses mensuration canons, in which the
same melody is presented at different speeds simultaneously. Sim-
ilarly, in the widely used Schenkerian reduction technique for
analyzing tonal works (e.g., Forte & Gilbert, 1982), pitch structure
is considered to operate independently of surface temporal rela-
tions. Thus, pitch and duration often operate independently in
music. How sensitive are listeners to the manner in which they are
combined?

In this investigation, we examined listeners' sensitivity to com-
binations of pitch and duration by assessing the possibility that
illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration occur in short-term
memory. Listeners were asked to remember combinations of pitch
and duration in short unfamiliar tone sequences. Memory errors
were then examined for evidence of illusory conjunctions. We also
conducted mathematical modeling to estimate the precise rate at
which pitch and duration were incorrectly integrated.

Encoding Auditory Dimensions

The question of how auditory dimensions are encoded (e.g.,
pitch, duration, timbre, location, loudness) may be addressed by
assessing whether they interact in perception or memory or
whether they are registered by functionally independent channels
(Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). On the basis of results
of speeded classification tasks, Melara and Marks (1990a, 1990b,
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1990c) proposed an interactive multichannel model of auditory
processing. They conceived of auditory processing as a bank of
channels, each targeted to a specific primary perceptual dimension
(e.g., frequency, loudness). Judgments of one dimension were
sometimes affected by variation in irrelevant dimensions, illustrat-
ing leakage or cross-talk between channels (see also Krumhansl &
Iverson, 1992).

According to some researchers, the combined effects of pitch
and rhythm suggest that these dimensions are encoded integrally.
Jones, Boltz, and Kidd (1982) found that recognition for the pitch
of a tone in a melodic context is better if the tone was rhythmically
accented than if it was not rhythmically accented. Moreover,
memory for melodic sequences is poor if the pitch pattern and
rhythm imply incompatible metric groupings (Boltz & Jones,
1986; Deutsch, 1980). These and other findings have led to the
proposal that pitch pattern and rhythm are encoded as a single unit
in perception and memory (see also Jones, 1987; Jones, Sum-
merell, & Marshburn, 1987).

Other evidence, however, suggests that pitch pattern and rhythm
are processed separately. First, pitch pattern and rhythm make
statistically independent contributions to judgments of melodic
similarity (Monohan & Carterette, 1985) and phrase completion
(Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a, 1987b). Second, listeners have
difficulty remembering how pitch patterns and rhythms are com-
bined in short melodies, even when memory for the individual
components is good (Thompson, 1994, Experiment 4). Third,
double dissociations of pitch pattern and rhythm have been docu-
mented in brain-damaged patients, suggesting a neural dissociation
between these dimensions (Peretz, 1993; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993;
Peretz & Morais, 1989).

Finally, in pilot work conducted for this study, listeners were
presented unfamiliar seven-tone sequences followed by a probe
tone. In a pitch-search condition, listeners judged whether the
probe tone matched any of the target tones in pitch. In a duration-
search condition, listeners judged whether the probe tone matched
any of the target tones in duration. In half of the trials within each
condition, the irrelevant feature was varied across target tones; in
the other half, the irrelevant feature was held constant. Memory for
one feature was not influenced by variation in the irrelevant
feature, suggesting that pitch and duration are processed separately
in short-term memory.

Illusory Conjunctions

If pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term
memory for novel tone sequences, it may be difficult to remember
how these features are combined. In such circumstances, listeners
may be susceptible to illusory conjunction errors; that is, they may
falsely remember the pitch of tone combined with the duration of
a different tone. It is well established that illusory conjunctions of
visual features occur, and a similar phenomenon may occur for
auditory features. Such errors suggest that once features are reg-
istered, a subsequent process is required to integrate features and
perceive objects (e.g., Ivry & JMnzmetal, 1991; Prinzmetal,
Henderson, & Ivry, 1995; Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Schmidt,
1982).

A number of tasks have been used to demonstrate the occur-
rence of illusory conjunctions in vision. One task involves asking
participants to detect the presence or absence of a conjunction of

two features in a briefly presented visual array. Treisman and
Schmidt (1982) used this task to reveal illusory conjunctions of
color and shape (e.g., perceiving a red O or a green X when
presented a red X and a green O) and illusory conjunctions of size
and solidity (filled vs. outlined shapes). As would be expected
from a system with limited processing capacity, illusory conjunc-
tion rate was found to increase when attention is overloaded.

Evidence of illusory conjunctions in vision has been critical to
the development of a unified theory of visual object perception
(e.g., Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman &
Gormican, 1988; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Treisman & Souther,
1986). According to feature-integration theory (FIT), individual
features are first preattentively registered in parallel from objects
in a visual array and tagged with respect to the location where they
occur. Integration of these features then is argued to occur through
a serial process of focusing attention at specific locations.

A number of researchers have questioned some of the assump-
tions of FIT, including that of parallel and serial processing of
items (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel,
1989) and the role of attention in the integration process (Ashby,
Prinzmetal, Ivry, & Maddox, 1996; Prinzmetal et al., 1995). As an
alternative to FIT, Ashby et al. (1996) proposed that illusory
conjunctions arise from uncertainty about the location of individ-
ual features. Support for location-uncertainty theory was based on
findings that illusory conjunction errors increased as the distance
between display items (colored letters) decreased. Other models of
illusory conjunction phenomena have been proposed by Wolford

(1975) and by Maddox, Prinzmetal, Ivry, and Ashby (1994).
Although such models embody different assumptions about object
perception, all share the assumption that illusory conjunctions
occur and that they result from errors in a process of feature
integration.

Evidence for illusory conjunctions of auditory features is lim-
ited. Efron and Yund (1974) and Deutsch (1975) reported illusory
conjunctions between the pitch of a tone presented at one ear and
the intensity or location of a tone presented at the other ear. Cutting
(1976) found that listeners may mistakenly combine the features of
two dichotically presented phonemes and report illusory pho-
nemes. Finally, in a study by Hall, Pastore, Acker, and Huang
(2000), listeners searched arrays of spatially distributed, simulta-
neously presented tones for the presence or absence of a cued
musical pitch, a cued instrument timbre, or a cued conjunction of
both properties. These tasks were used because they are analogous
to the visual-search tasks used by Treisman and Schmidt (1982).
The results, supported by mathematical modeling, provided evi-
dence for the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of pitch and
timbre.

Memory for Pitch and Duration:
The Current Investigation

Previous research has established that listeners are not highly
sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are combined
in atonal music (Krumhansl, 1991) or in unfamiliar tone sequences
(Thompson, 1994). These findings, along with neuropsychological
evidence described earlier, raise the possibility that pitch and
duration are processed separately and that illusory conjunctions
between these dimensions may occur.
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Thompson (1994, Experiments 1-3) presented listeners with
sequences in which two different tones were played consecutively
and repeatedly, in a randomly varying order. Such sequences were
defined as melodic textures. Listeners were asked to indicate when
they detected a change in texture. If a new pitch or a new duration
was introduced into the texture, listeners easily perceived the
texture change, even while performing a distraction task. However,
if the texture change was defined by the manner in which pitch and
duration were combined in the two tones, only attentive listeners
could detect the change. This auditory illustration of a conjunction-
search task differs from the visual-search tasks introduced by
Treisman and Gelade (1980) in that items are distributed across
time rather than spatial location. Thus, Thompson's (1994) results
raise the possibility that illusory conjunctions may occur across
temporal location as well as across spatial location.

The current investigation further examined the occurrence of
illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in short-term memory.
In three experiments, we presented a short target sequence and
then a probe tone. Listeners indicated whether the probe tone
matched one or more of the target tones in both pitch and duration.
To anticipate the results, error rates (false match responses) were
remarkably high if the probe tone combined the pitch of one target
tone with the duration of a different target tone. In contrast, error
rates were comparatively low if the probe tone differed from target
tones in an individual feature (i.e., in pitch and/or duration). A
mathematical model of response errors was developed to estimate
the precise incidence of illusory conjunctions and feature errors.

Experiment 1

We conducted Experiment 1 to assess short-term memory for
combinations of pitch and duration and to evaluate the possibility
that illusory conjunctions of these dimensions occur. Participants
were presented two tones in sequence (called target tones) and then
a probe tone. They were asked whether the probe tone matched one
of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. That is, partic-
ipants were required to search (in short-term memory) for a con-
junction of pitch and duration. We presented two target tones in
order to distinguish memory for individual dimensions (pitch and
duration) from memory for how those dimensions are combined.
In particular, the two target tones differed from each other in both
pitch and duration; thus, illusory conjunctions were implicated
when listeners mistakenly remembered the pitch of one target tone
combined with the duration of the other target tone.

There were five conditions, which were defined by the relation-
ship between the probe tone and the target tones. The probe tone
either matched one of the target tones (match condition) or differed
from both target tones in pitch (pitch-out condition), duration
(duration-out condition), both pitch and duration (both-out condi-
tion), or the manner in which pitch and duration were combined
(switch condition). In the latter condition, we constructed the
probe tone by combining the pitch of one target tone with the
duration of the other target tone. Thus, whereas both features of the
probe tone were present in the target sequence, the probe tone in
the switch condition did not match either target tone in both pitch
and duration. Figure 1 provides the notation for one target se-
quence and the probe tones used for each of the five conditions.

We made three predictions regarding the errors made by partic-
ipants. First, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe

probe tone

target sequence

match

pitch out

duration out

both out

switch

Figure 1. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment 1 and
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions.

tone differs from target tones in an individual feature (e.g., pitch-
out, duration-out, or both-out conditions) than if the probe tone
differs from target tones in how pitch and duration are combined
(switch condition). Detection in the former cases requires only
accurate registration of all target-tone features; detection in the
latter case requires both accurate registration and accurate integra-
tion of target-tone features. Thus, the latter condition should result
in an increased error rate because of the contribution of errors in
feature integration (i.e., illusory conjunctions).

Second, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe
tone differs from all target tones in both pitch and duration (both-
out condition) than if the probe tone differs from all target tones
along just one of these dimensions (pitch-out and duration-out
conditions). That is, confusions are more likely if target tones have
one feature in common with the probe tone than if target tones
have no features in common with the probe tone. Third, because
listeners are expected to have at least some sensitivity to the
manner in which pitch and duration are combined, the match
condition should yield a higher (though similar) proportion of
match responses than the switch condition. In both conditions, the
pitch and duration of the probe tone are present in the target
sequence. In the switch condition, however, these two features
occur in different target tones.

Method

Participants. Participants were 20 adults from the York University
community, ranging in age from 19 to 48 years (M = 23.3). No musical
training was required to participate in the experiment. A survey revealed
that participants had between 0 and 12 years of musical training (M = 4.2
years). All participants reported normal hearing.

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of four tones—two target tones sur-
rounded by two anchor tones—followed by a pause of 5.0 s and then a
probe tone. The anchor tones were 500 ms in duration and always had a
pitch of middle C (C4). They were included because previous research
suggests that illusory conjunctions for pairs of target items are increased if
those items are flanked by irrelevant stimuli (Ashby et al., 1996; Treisman,
1982, Experiment 4). In all trials, the pitch of the anchor tones (C4) always
differed from the pitch of both target tones and the pitch of the probe tone.
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Anchor tones were separated from target tones by a pause of 500 ms.
Target tones were separated from each other by a pause of either 0 or 1 s.

Tones were generated by a Roland Sound Canvas that was under the
control of a Power Macintosh and was set to equal temperament tuning.
The timbre of tones was fixed as the square-wave sound of the Roland
Sound Canvas. The tempo of sequences was set to 120 beats per minute, or
500 ms per quarter note. Participants were allowed to adjust the intensity
to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 dB SPL, and they heard
the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones.

There were 16 sequences of target tones. The pitches of target tones were
randomly varied between G3 and G4, with the constraint that neither target
tone matched the anchor tones in pitch. Each target sequence was presented
with each of five different probe tones (one for each of the five conditions
described above), yielding a total of 80 trials. All sequences of target tones
involved two different duration values: 500 ms and 250 ms, 250 ms and
125 ms, or 1,000 ms and 500 ms.

Procedure. After each presentation, participants indicated whether or
not the probe tone matched one of the two target tones in both pitch and
duration. Participants made their responses by using a mouse to select one
of two response options that appeared on the computer screen: YES (the
probe tone matched one of the target tones) or NO (the probe tone did not
match any of the target tones). Practice trials, selected at random from the
experimental trials, were provided to acquaint the participants with the
task. Participants were allowed to quit the practice trials and begin the
experimental trials at any time.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 displays the proportion of Yes (i.e., match) responses
for each of the five conditions. Match responses were subjected to
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with repeated measures
on the factors of separation of the target tones (0 and 1 s) and
condition (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both-out, and switch).
The ANOVA revealed no effect of separation and no interaction
between separation and condition, but it did reveal a highly sig-
nificant effect of condition, F(4, 76) = 41.20, p < .001. Figure 2
illustrates that the match and switch conditions were both associ-
ated with a relatively high incidence of match responses.

Planned comparisons confirmed the three predictions for Exper-
iment 1. First, the proportion of false match responses was signif-
icantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out conditions than for
the switch condition, F(l, 76) = 30.07, p < .001. This finding
confirms that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes
in individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how
features were combined. More specifically, it suggests that mem-
ory for the target sequences often involved illusory conjunctions of
pitch and duration.

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out
conditions, F(l, 76) = 23.41, p < .001. This finding indicates that
participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions
(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension.

Third, the proportion of false match responses for the switch
condition was significantly lower than the proportion of (correct)
match responses for the match condition, F(l, 76) = 6.80, p < .05.
This finding suggests that listeners retained some sensitivity to the
manner in which pitch and duration were combined. In both the
switch and match conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe
tone were present in target sequences; the two conditions are only
differentiated by whether those features occurred in a single target
tone (match condition) or in different target tones (switch
condition).

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration.1 Sensitiv-
ity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was
significantly poorer for the switch condition (M d' = 0.42) than for
the pitch-out (M d' = 1.03), duration-out (M d' = 1.19), and
both-out conditions (M d' = 1.76), F(l, 57) = 46.76, p < .0001.
Thus, participants were significantly more sensitive to individual
features in target tones than to how those features were combined.
Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the switch condition was greater
than zero, r(19) = 3.61, p < .01, indicating that listeners were not
entirely insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were
combined.
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Figure 2. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in
Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 indicated that listeners are remark-
ably insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are
combined in two-tone target sequences. Moreover, the high pro-
portion of match responses on the switch condition provides strong
evidence for illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. When the
probe tone matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of
the other target tone (but did not match any one target tone),
participants responded on 62% of trials that the probe tone
matched an individual target tone in both pitch and duration.
Experiment 2 was conducted to assess whether listeners also have
difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration in

1 Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was
evaluated by comparing the proportion of no responses on the pitch-out,
duration-out, both-out, and switch conditions (hits) with the proportion of
no responses on the match condition (false alarms). Proportions of 0 and 1
were converted to .05 and .95, respectively. Other strategies for dealing
with proportions of 0 and 1 are discussed in Macmillan and Creelman
(1991, chap. 1). Alternative strategies were examined, but none altered the
test outcome.
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probe tone

target sequence

j i J t

match

pitch out

duration out

both out

switch

Figure 3. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment 2 and the probe tones used for each of the
five conditions.

longer sequences. In this case, target sequences consisted of seven
tones, which is a common phrase length in Western melodies (e.g.,
"Mary Had a Little Lamb," "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star"). Dif-
ficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration in such
sequences would suggest that memory for unfamiliar melodies
may often involve illusory conjunctions of melodic features.

Method

Participants. Participants were 18 adults from the University of New
South Wales student community, ranging in age from 18 to 23 years
(M = 19.28). None of the participants had been tested in Experiment 1. A
survey revealed that participants had between 0 and 10 years of musical
training (M = 3.19 years). All participants reported normal hearing.

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence and then
a probe tone. The interonset interval (IOI) between adjacent tones in the
target sequence was 1,000 ms. The IOI between the last (seventh) target
tone and the probe tone was 1,500 ms. Tones were generated in the same
way as in Experiment 1. There were 16 target sequences. Each sequence
started and ended on the same pitch. Except for the first and last target
tones, all target tones differed in pitch and involved an upward melodic
contour for the first four tones followed by a downward melodic contour
for the last three tones. The starting pitch of target sequences varied
randomly between G2 and D3, and the pitch range of sequences was
between 7 and 11 semitones. Aside from these constraints, pitches were
assigned at random.

Each target sequence consisted of a pattern of two durations (which is
typical of Western melodic phrases): One of these duration values was
assigned to five target tones and the other duration value was assigned to
two target tones. Tone durations were one of the following: 125 ms
(sixteenth note), 250 ms (eighth note), 500 ms (quarter note), or 750 ms
(dotted quarter note). Aside from these constraints, durations were assigned
at random. Note that the IOI between adjacent target tones was always
greater than the duration of any target tone, leaving a pause between all
adjacent target tones. Pauses were included to facilitate the encoding of
individual tone durations.

Each of the 16 target sequences was presented with each of five different
probe tones (i.e., 80 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in
the Method section of Experiment 1 (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both-
out, and switch). Figure 3 provides the notation for one target sequence and
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. For conditions in

which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, duration, or both pitch
and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target tone (to
avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For con-
ditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match
in duration occurred with two target tones.2

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Figure 4 displays the proportion of match responses for each of
the five conditions. An ANOVA revealed a significant effect of
condition, F(4, 68) = 36.03, p < .001, with the match and switch
conditions associated with a comparatively high proportion of
match responses.

Planned comparisons again confirmed the three predictions out-
lined in Experiment 1. First, the proportion of false match re-
sponses was significantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out
conditions than for the switch condition, F(l, 68) = 30.89, p <
.001. This finding illustrates that participants were significantly
more sensitive to changes in individual features (pitch or duration)
than to changes in how those features were combined.

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out
conditions, F(l, 68) = 194.33, p < .001. This finding indicates
that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimen-
sions (pitch and duration) than in just one dimension.

Third, the proportion of match responses was significantly
greater for the match condition than for the switch condition, F(l,
56) = 6.06, p < .05. This finding illustrates that listeners retained
some sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were
combined.

2 We did not limit duration matches to one target tone because target
sequences always involved a pattern of just two different duration values
(which is typical of melodic phrases). If the duration of the probe tone
matched just one target tone, then the six nonmatching target tones would
have to be assigned the same duration, and the matching tone would be
identifiable by participants as the only target tone with a distinct duration.
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Figure 4. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in
Experiment 2.

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity
to differences between the probe tone and target tones was signif-
icantly poorer for the switch condition (M d' = 0.36) than for the
pitch-out (M d' = 1.24), duration-out (M d' = 0.77), and both-out
conditions (M d' = 1.44), F(l, 51) = 44.39, p < .0001. Thus,
participants were significantly more sensitive to individual fea-
tures in target tones than to how those features were combined.
Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the switch condition was above
chance, f(17) = 2.68, p < .05, indicating that listeners were not
entirely insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were
combined.

Experiment 3

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that listeners have
difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration and

implicate the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of these dimen-
sions. Target sequences in these experiments, however, were not
highly musical in that a square wave timbre was used and either
there were only two tones (Experiment 1) or there were pauses
between tones (Experiment 2). We conducted Experiment 3 to
assess whether illusory conjunctions also occur for more natural-
ized melodic stimuli. Thus, sequences in Experiment 3 consisted
of seven consecutive piano notes with no pauses between tones.

Method

Participants. Participants were 15 adults from the York University
community, ranging in age from 19 to 55 years (M = 25.5). None had
participated in Experiments 1 or 2. A survey revealed that participants had
had between 0 and 15 years of musical training (M = 4.8 years). All
participants reported normal hearing.

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, followed
by a 1.0-s pause and then a probe tone. The timbre of tones was fixed as
the Piano 1 sound of the Roland Sound Canvas, which was sampled from
a Steinway grand piano (for an acoustic description, see Fletcher &
Rossing, 1991, 12.8). In all other respects, tones were generated in the
same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. The tempo of sequences was set to
120 beats per minute, or 0.50 s per quarter note. Participants were allowed
to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70
dB SPL and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones.

There were 20 target sequences. As in Experiment 2, all target sequences
started and ended on the same pitch and involved an upward melodic
contour for four tones followed by a downward melodic contour for three
tones. The starting pitch of target sequences randomly varied between G2
and D3, and the pitch range of sequences ranged from 7 to 11 semitones.
All target sequences involved rhythmic patterns of two different duration
values: patterns of 500 ms and 250 ms durations, 250 ms and 125 ms
durations, or 1,000 ms and 500 ms durations.

Each of the 20 target sequences was presented with each of five different
probe tones (i.e., 100 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in
the Method section of Experiment 1 (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both-
out, and switch). Figure 5 provides the notation for one target sequence and
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. For conditions in
which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, duration, or both pitch
and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target tone (to
avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For con-

probe tone

target sequence

match

pitch out

duration out

both out

switch

Figure 5. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment 3 and the probe tones used for each of the
five conditions.
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ditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match
occurred with either two, three, four, or five target tones (see Footnote 2).3

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiments 1
and 2.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6 displays the proportion of match responses for each of
the five conditions. An ANOVA on match responses revealed a
highly significant effect of condition, F(4, 56) = 26.48, p < .001,
with a relatively high proportion of yes (i.e., match) responses for
the match and switch conditions.

Planned comparisons confirmed two of the predictions outlined
in Experiment 1. First, the proportion of false match responses was
significantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out conditions
than for the switch condition, F(l, 56) = 26.14, p < .001. This
finding indicates that listeners were significantly more sensitive to
changes in individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes
in how features were combined.

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out
condition, F(l, 56) = 11.52, p < .01. This finding indicates that
participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions
(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension.

Finally, in contrast to the results obtained using less natural
melodic stimuli (Experiments 1 and 2), the proportion of false
match responses for the switch condition was not significantly
lower than the proportion of match responses for the match con-
dition, F(l, 56) = 2.44, ns. This finding suggests that listeners
were not sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were
combined, and hence, responded similarly to match and switch
trials.

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity
to differences between the probe tone and target tones was signif-
icantly poorer for the switch condition (M d! =0.15) than for the

4>
!6

e
Q.
09

z
a
E
e
B

ofi.o

Match Pitch Out Duration Out Both Out Switch

Condition

Figure 6. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in
Experiment 3.

pitch-out (Md' = 74.00), duration-out (M d' = 0.73), and both-out
conditions (Md! = 1.15), F(l, 51) = 44.85,/? < .0001. Moreover,
whereas sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and
target tones was significantly greater than zero for the pitch-out
condition (M d' = 0.74), t{U) = 7.49, p < .01; duration-out
condition (M d' = 0.73), t{\4) = 5.02, p < .01; and both-out
condition {M d' = 1.15), t{\A) = 6.50, p < .01, sensitivity was not
significantly greater than zero for the switch condition (M d'
= 0.15), f(14) = 1.02, ns. Thus, participants were sensitive to the
individual features in target tones but insensitive to how those
features were combined.

Model of Illusory Conjunction Rate

In all three experiments, the high error rate for the switch
condition, in comparison with the relatively low error rate for other
conditions, implicates the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of
pitch and duration in short-term memory. A match response on the
switch condition indicates that a participant falsely remembered
the pitch and duration of the probe tone occurring in a single target
tone, whereas, in fact, the features occurred in separate target
tones. The contribution of illusory conjunctions to errors on the
switch condition can be roughly estimated by comparing the error
rate for the switch condition with the error rates for the pitch-out
and duration-out conditions. To obtain a more precise estimate of
the rate of illusory conjunctions, however, we developed a math-
ematical model of response errors.

The model is comparable to models of illusory conjunction rate
for vision proposed by Ashby et al. (1996), insofar as we assume
that response errors reflect either the misperception of a feature (a
feature error) or the illusory conjunction of features (see also
Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). The probabilities of three types of
encoding errors are included in the model: (a) false negative
feature error (fn), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature
in the target sequence, such that the participant fails to register an
existing match between a feature of a target tone and a feature of
the probe tone; (b) false positive feature error (fp), the probability
of incorrectly encoding a feature in the target sequence, such that
the participant falsely registers a match between a feature of a
target tone and a feature of the probe tone; and (c) illusory
conjunction (IC), the probability of incorrectly encoding the man-
ner in which a pitch and a duration are combined.

For each condition, a response error may result from one of
several encoding errors. To illustrate how different combinations
of events can lead to a particular response, Figure 7 displays four
of the possible encoding paths for a target tone that matches the
probe tone and depicts how feature registration errors can lead to
an incorrect response even when features are correctly bound (1 —
IC). In this case, three of the four paths shown lead to an incorrect
response. Moving from left to right, in the first path of Figure 7,
the duration and pitch of the matching tone are both incorrectly
encoded (false-negative duration, or fnd, and false-negative pitch,
or fnp). In the second path, the duration of the matching tone is

3 For the match and pitch-out conditions, the average number of target
tones that matched the duration of the probe tone was 3.6; for the switch
condition, the average number of target tones that matched the duration of
the probe tone was 3.7.
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incorrectly processed (fnd), whereas the pitch is correctly encoded
(1 — fnp). In the third path, the duration of the matching tone is
correctly encoded (1 - fnd), whereas the pitch is incorrectly
encoded (fnp). In the fourth path, both the pitch and the duration
of the matching tone are correctly encoded (1 — fnp and 1 — fnd).
Only the latter path results in a correct response. Because the three
paths that lead to a response error are mutually exclusive, their
contributions to the error rate are added. The final equation used
for the match condition also includes the contribution of binding
errors and other conditions.

The full modeling equations and their derivations are provided
in the Appendix.4 Equations Al through A5, respectively, describe
the error paths that lead to a response error for each of the five
conditions. Briefly, the equations express the rate of response
errors on each condition as a function of errors in encoding tones
in the target sequence; errors in encoding the probe tone were
excluded on the basis that the probe tone was presented immedi-
ately prior to the response, and its features should have been highly
salient in memory. We also assumed that each registered feature
may be represented in only one conjunction (Treisman & Schmidt,
1982). Finally, we excluded the possibility of illusory conjunctions
of incorrectly registered features, on the basis that the probability
of such an error combination is likely to approach zero and would
render the model unparsimonious. For example, we excluded the
possibility of errors in the switch condition from the joint occur-
rence of (a) falsely detecting a match between the pitch of a target
tone and the pitch of the probe tone (false-positive pitch, or fpp),
(b) falsely detecting a match between the duration of a different
target tone and the duration of the probe tone (false-positive
duration, or fpd), and (c) forming an IC between these two incor-
rectly registered features.

target sequence
A

probe
tone

matching
note

Correct"
binding
1-IC

Table 1
Mean Estimates of Encoding Errors for the Three Experiments

Experiment fnp fnd fpp fpd IC

1 .14 (.04) .13 (.05) .43 (.05) .35 (.05) .11 (.03)
2 .11 (.03) .30 (.06) .12 (.02) .38 (.03) .19 (.03)
3 .30 (.07) .52 (.06) .28 (.06) .37 (.07) .31 (.07)

Grand M .18 .32 .28 .37 .20

duration error
fnd

duration correct
1-fnd

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses, fnp = false-negative
pitch; fnd = false-negative duration; fpp = false-positive pitch; fpd =
false-positive duration; IC = illusory conjunction.

For each participant, the probability of a response error in each
condition was substituted into the corresponding equation. The
five parameters (encoding errors) in the equations then were esti-
mated using Newton-Raphson's method of nonlinear minimiza-
tion. This iterative procedure provides a least-squares estimate of
the probability of each type of encoding error (for a related
approach, see Ashby et al., 1996). Table 1 shows the means and
standard errors of these estimated probabilities for each experi-
ment. For all three experiments, the estimated probability of an
illusory conjunction was significantly greater than zero (p <
.001). Estimates of illusory conjunction rates varied across the
three experiments, with the lowest estimates for Experiment 1 (two
tone sequences, square wave tones) and the highest estimates for
Experiment 3 (seven tone sequences, piano tones). These differ-
ences among IC estimates parallel differences in sensitivity values
observed for the switch condition in the three experiments. Finally,
Table 1 also illustrates that duration errors were generally more
probable than pitch errors and that fp responses were more prob-
able than fn responses.

Predicted error rates for the five experimental conditions based
on these estimated probabilities are extremely accurate. Table 2
compares predicted and actual error rates for each condition,
averaged across participants. For each experiment, there is a high
degree of correspondence. Predicted error rates were also accurate
for individual participants. As displayed in Table 3, the mean
absolute difference between predicted and actual error rates by
participants is only .036. These results indicate that the estimated
probabilities of encoding errors provide an accurate account of
response errors.

Because the modeling equations are nonlinear and solutions
were limited to values between 0.0 and 1.0, the minimization

pitch error
fnp

pitch correct
1-fnp

pitch error
fnp

pitch correct
1-fnp

error error error correct respoxue
(l-IC)(fnd)(fnp) (l-IO(fnd)d-fnp) <l-IC)<l-tnd)tfnp) (l-IO<l-fndMl-fnp)

p I error = (l-IC)(£nd)(fnp) + (l-IC)(fnd)(l-fnp)+(l-IC)a-fncI)(fnp)

Figure 7. Four encoding paths for a target tone that matches the probe
tone in the match condition of Experiment 2. IC = illusory conjunction;
fnd = false-negative for duration; fnp = false-negative for pitch.

4 The current model is reported because it is parsimonious and yielded
conservative estimates of IC. Models with other assumptions were ex-
plored, but none resulted in significantly smaller estimates of IC. In one
approach, we examined a more complete model that accounted for all
possible errors in remembering the temporal location of a registered
feature, yielding a large number of possible error combinations. This model
resulted in higher estimates of IC for all three experiments. In another
approach, applicable to Experiment 3, we used separate equations for
conditions in which 2, 3, 4, and 5 target tones matched the probe tone in
duration. For each of these conditions, we obtained estimates for each of
the five error types for each participant. There was no significant difference
in the estimates of IC rate depending on the number of target tones
matching the probe tone in duration (i.e., 2, 3, 4, or 5), and the average
estimate of IC was similar to that obtained using the presented model.
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Table 2
Predicted and Actual Error Rates for the Five Experimental
Conditions: Comparison of Means

target sequence
A

probe
tone

Probe
condition

Match
Pitch-out
Duration-out
Both-out
Switch

Experiment 1

Predicted

.26

.41

.33

.20

.63

Actual

.25

.41

.35

.17

.62

Experiment 2

Predicted

.33

.25

.40

.19

.54

Actual

.33

.26

.40

.19

.55

Experiment 3

Predicted

.34

.35

.35

.27

.57

Actual

.36

.37

.37

.24

.57

procedure does not guarantee accurate predictions. To illustrate,
we reassigned operators in the model (addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, etc.) at random and repeated the estimation procedure.
As expected, predictions based on this randomized model were
highly inaccurate, even though this model also involved five free
parameters: The average difference between predicted and actual
errors, across experiments, was .41, indicating a very poor fit with
the data. We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to compare
residuals for the proposed model with residuals for the randomized
model. Predictions based on the randomized model were signifi-
cantly less accurate than predictions based on the proposed model
for all three experiments (for all experiments, F > 100.00, p <
.00001).

Figure 8 depicts how illusory conjunctions account for a pro-
portion of the errors in the switch condition of Experiment 2. For
purposes of illustration, mean estimates for Experiment 2 are used
(see Table 1). As shown in the figure, each of the two paths
involving an illusory conjunction is associated with an overall
probability of .12. Because these paths involve the same target
pitch, they are mutually exclusive. Thus, the estimated probability
of paths involving illusory conjunctions is .24, which accounts for
the increased error rate for the switch condition relative to other
conditions. Using estimates for individual participants, the com-
bined contribution of all paths (either involving IC or not) yield an
average predicted error rate of .54, which is extremely close to the
average error rate obtained for the switch condition (p = .55, see
Table 2, Experiment 2, switch condition).

To assess the contribution of illusory conjunctions in the model,
we conducted the estimation procedure once more but with the
estimated illusory conjunction rate restricted to a maximum
of 0.002. This step effectively removed the contribution of illusory
conjunctions, yielding a more parsimonious model that includes
only errors in encoding features (no-IC model). Predictions based

Table 3
Comparison of Mean Residuals for Full and No-IC Models:
Experiments 1-3

Experiment Full No-IC F p

1 .039 .058
2 .039 .076
3 .030 .069

Grand M .036 .068

Note. IC = illusory conjunction.

13.38
34.71
14.76

.0017

.0000

.0018

J J
duration correct pitch correct duration correct

p = 0.70 p = 0.89 p = 0.70

illusory conjunction illusory conjunction
p = 0.19 p = 0.19

false match
p = 0.12

false match
p = 0.12

p I error due to IC = 0.24

Figure 8. Error paths involving an illusory conjunction (IC) in the switch
condition of Experiment 2 and the probability of this outcome based on the
mean estimate of IC.

on the no-IC model, however, were less accurate. The average
difference between predicted and actual errors, across experi-
ments, participants, and conditions was .068. We conducted a
repeated-measures ANOVA to compare the residuals for models
with and without the contribution of illusory conjunctions. As
shown in Table 2, for all three experiments, predictions based on
the no-IC model were significantly less accurate than predictions
based on the model that includes illusory conjunction errors. This
finding further supports the occurrence of illusory conjunctions in
short-term memory for target sequences.

General Discussion

The results of this investigation illustrate that illusory conjunc-
tions of pitch and duration frequently occur in short-term memory
for unfamiliar tone sequences. When a probe tone matched the
pitch of one target tone and the duration of a different target tone,
participants responded on well over half of the trials that the probe
tone actually matched a single target tone in both pitch and
duration. The occurrence of illusory conjunctions is consistent
with a two-stage process of encoding unfamiliar melodies. In the
first stage, melodic features such as pitch and duration are ana-
lyzed separately. Following this analysis is an integration stage in
which these features are combined.

Neuropsychological evidence has confirmed that pitch and du-
ration are neurally separated at certain stages of processing. For
example, among brain-damaged patients who display impairment
in singing, some have problems with pitch, while displaying nor-
mal rhythmic skills; others have problems with rhythm, while
displaying normal pitch skills (Dorgeuille, 1966; cf. Peretz, 1993).
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Such observations are consistent with the hypothesis that pitch and
temporal information are associated with distinct brain regions (for
a review, see Peretz, 1993). A similar dissociation between pitch
and rhythm has been demonstrated in perceptual tasks (Peretz,
1990).

Although the occurrence of illusory conjunctions can be de-
duced by comparing the error rate for the switch condition with
error rates for the pitch-out and duration-out condition, mathemat-
ical modeling allowed a more precise estimate of the illusory
conjunction rate. The modeling acknowledges that errors on any
condition can arise both from improper encoding of features (i.e.,
pitch and duration) and/or from illusory conjunction errors. The
model illustrates how processing paths involving illusory conjunc-
tions account for the increased error rate on the switch condition,
relative to other conditions.

The estimated probability of an illusory conjunction error varied
depending on the melodic context: The estimated illusory conjunc-
tion rate was lowest for Experiment 1 (.11), intermediate for
Experiment 2 (.19), and relatively high for Experiment 3 (.31).
Such differences imply that the properties of melodic materials
affect sensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration. Experi-
ment 1 involved just two target tones, leaving little room for
difficulties in feature integration. Experiment 2 involved seven
target tones, increasing the potential for confusion in feature inte-
gration. Experiment 3 also involved seven target tones, but se-
quences were more naturalized melodic phrases, involving piano
timbres and no pauses between target tones. Interestingly, the
estimated probabilities of both feature errors and illusory conjunc-
tion errors were relatively high for these naturalized melodic
stimuli.

One explanation of these illusory conjunctions is that features
were weakly or improperly integrated at the perceptual stage at
which pitch and duration are initially conjoined. Another explana-
tion is that connections between pitch and duration were initially
strong but faded as tones were held in memory. Although further
work is needed to evaluate these possibilities, it is probable that
demands on short-term memory played an important role in the
occurrence of illusory conjunctions. For illusory conjunctions to
occur between the features of sequential tones, memory for one or
both features must be involved. Moreover, because the probe tone
was presented at the end of each target sequence, listeners were
required to compare the properties of the probe tone with their
memory for tones in the target sequence.

Although demands on short-term memory may account for the
results of the current experiments, other evidence suggests that
insensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration also occurs
when there is little demand on memory. Thompson (1994, Exper-
iments 1-3) found that listeners had difficulty detecting changes in
the way pitch and duration were combined in melodic textures—
sequences consisting of two alternating tones, each with a specific
pitch and duration, repeated in a random order. This detection task
should be less susceptible to memory confusions than the probe
tone technique because detection of a change in the combination of
pitch and duration across tones only required that the listener
compare currently available features with the memories for the
combination of previously available features that was repeated
numerous times on a given trial.

The incidence of illusory conjunctions between pitch and dura-
tion may depend on a number of factors. For example, the results

of the mathematical modeling suggest that illusory conjunctions
were less probable when sequences involved two tones (Experi-
ment 1) than when they involved seven tones (Experiments 2 and
3). A second factor is feature similarity: Tones whose pitches are
psychologically related may be more likely to switch features in
memory than tones whose pitches are psychological unrelated (for
a discussion of the psychological similarity between pitches, see
Krumhansl, 1990). Ongoing efforts in our laboratories are address-
ing this possibility. Third, training and familiarity may influence
the likelihood of illusory conjunctions. Illusory conjunctions may
be less likely for familiar melodies because of top-down influ-
ences. Moreover, training in music may help listeners to develop
strategies for remembering combinations of features, even for
unfamiliar musical materials. Fourth, illusory conjunctions may be
more likely if the conjoined features occur in temporally adjacent
tones than if they occur in temporally nonadjacent tones. That is,
illusory conjunctions may result from a difficulty in retaining the
temporal location of features, just as uncertainty about spatial
location may give rise to illusory conjunctions of visual features
(Ashby et al., 1996).

Finally, focused attention may decrease the likelihood of illu-
sory conjunctions (Thompson, 1994; Treisman, 1986). Thompson
(1994) found that distracted listeners were far less sensitive than
attentive listeners to combinations of pitch and duration. It is
notable, in this context, that normal listening conditions often do
not involve the degree of focused attention that is typical of
participants in an experimental task. Thus, the rate of illusory
conjunctions under normal listening conditions may be higher than
that reported here.

To conclude, the current results suggest that listeners are rela-
tively insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are
combined in novel melodies and that illusory conjunctions be-
tween pitch and duration frequently occur. Although listeners may
be sensitive to combinations of musical dimensions for familiar
materials, dimensions may be relatively dissociated for novel
materials. This dissociation between musical dimensions may, in
turn, have important aesthetic implications, influencing our per-
ceptions of theme and variation, and, more generally, melodic
similarity.
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Appendix

Mathematical Model

The equation for each condition represents the set of encoding errors
that lead to a response error. Each condition allows for a different
pattern of error paths. If two errors, A and B, are mutually exclusive,
their combined probability is given by p(A) + p(B). If two errors, A and
B, are independent, their combined probability is given by 1 — (1 —

Pitch-Out Condition

In the equations presented in this Appendix, fnp = false-negative for
pitch; fnd = false-negative for duration; fpp = false-positive for pitch;
fpd = false-positive for duration; n = number of target tones; k = number
of target tones with a duration matching that of the probe tone. For
Experiment 1, n = 2 and k = 1. For Experiment 2, n = 7 and k = 2. For
Experiment 3, n = 7 and k is taken as the average number of target tones
with a duration matching that of the probe tone (for the match and pitch-out
conditions, n = 3.6; for the switch condition, n = 3.7).

Match Condition

Four mutually exclusive paths, representing combinations of encoded
events, lead to a response error in the match condition: (1) incorrectly
encoding both the matching pitch (fnp) and the matching duration (fnd), (2)
correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 - fnp) but incorrectly encoding
the matching duration (fnd), (3) correctly encoding the matching duration
(1 - fnd) but incorrectly encoding the matching pitch (fnp), and (4)
correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 — fnp) and the matching duration
(1 - fnd) but failing to integrate those features (IC). Because the model
excludes illusory conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, registered
features in Paths 1-3 are bound together. The combined contribution of
these error paths is given by their sum, or (1 — fnp)fnd(l - IC) + (1 —
fnd)fnp(l - IC) + fnp(fnd)(l - IC) + (1 - fnp)(l - fnd)IC.

The above four error paths only lead to a response error on the condition
that no false matches (false positive, or fp) occur with nonmatching tones.
There were k tones in the target sequence with a duration that matched that
of the probe tone. One of these tones matched the probe tone in both
duration and pitch, and it — 1 target tones matched the probe tone in
duration but not pitch. A false match of the probe tone with the latter type
of tone is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching duration
(1 — fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe
tone, and binding these features together (1 - IC). The joint probability of
these events is given by (1 - fnd)(fpp)(l - IC). Thus, the probability that
no false matches will occur for any of these target tones is given by (1 -
(1 - fnd)(fpp)(l - IC))"-1.

An average of n — k target tones differed from the probe tone in both
pitch and duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is
assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of
a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and
correctly binding these features (1 — IC). The joint probability of these
events is given by their product, or (fpd)(fpp)(l - IC). Thus, the proba-
bility that no false matches with the probe will occur for any of these tones
is given by (1 - (fpd)(fpp)(l - IC))"-*.

The combination of all error paths in this condition is expressed in
Equation Al:

P(Error|Match) = ((1 - fnp)fnd(l - IC) + (1 - fnd)fnp(l - IC)

+ fnp(fnd)(l - IC) + (1 - fnp)(l - fnd)IC)

x (1 - (1 - fnd)fpp(l - IC))[*-'1(1 - fpd(fpp)(l - IC))'""11.

(Al)

In the sequences used for the pitch-out condition, an average of k tones
per sequence had a duration that matched that of the probe tone. A false
match with one of these tones is assumed to result from correctly encoding
the matching duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as match-
ing that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding these features together (1 —
IC).

An average of n — k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone in
both pitch and duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones
is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch
of a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and
correctly binding these features (1 — IC). The combination of error paths
is expressed in Equation A2:

P(Error|Pitch-Out) =

1 - (1 - (1 - fnd)fpp(l - IC))W(1 - fpp(fpd)(l-IC))1"-*1. (A2)

Duration-Out Condition

In the sequences used for the duration-out condition, one tone matched
the probe tone in pitch but not duration. For this tone, a false match is
assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 — fnp),
incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd),
and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). N — 1 other tones from the
target sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. A
false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from
incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that
of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and correctly binding these
features (1 - IC). The combination of error paths is expressed in Equation
A3:

P(Error|Duration-Out) = 1 - (1 - (1 - fnp)fpd(l - IC))((1

- fpp(fpd)(l - IC))""1). (A3)

Both-Out Condition

In the sequences used for the both-out condition, seven tones differed
from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. A false match with one of
these tones is assumed to result from the combination of three events:
incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd),
incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and
correctly binding these features (1 — IC). The combined influence of the
seven independent opportunities for this path (one per tone) is expressed in
Equation A4:

P(Error|Both-Out) = 1 - (1 - fpp(fpd)(l - IC))". (A4)

Switch Condition

Four different paths, representing different combinations of errors,
would result in an error response in the switch condition. These paths are
described separately below.

Illusory Conjunction

One target tone matched the probe tone in pitch, and an average of k
tones per sequence matched the probe tone in duration. A false match is
assumed to result if the matching pitch from one tone and the matching
duration from another tone are correctly encoded (1 - fnp and 1 - fnd,

(Appendix continues)
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respectively), and an illusory conjunction is formed between those features

(IC).

Pitch-Error

There were k tones per sequence with a duration that matched that of the
probe tone. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to result from
correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding
the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding the features
together (1 - IC).

Duration-Error

One tone matched the probe tone in pitch but not duration. For this tone,
a false match is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching
pitch (1 - fnp), incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the
probe tone (fpd), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC).

Pitch-Duration Error

An average of n - 1 - k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone
in both pitch and duration (for Experiment 1, this value is 0). A false match
with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both
the pitch and duration of a tone as matching the pitch and duration of the

probe tone (fpp and fpd, respectively) and correctly binding those features
(1 - IC).

Combined Error Paths

The k illusory conjunction paths are mutually exclusive of each other
(because all involve the same encoded pitch). The illusory conjunction
paths also are mutually exclusive of the pitch-error and duration-error path
(because they involve the same encoded durations or pitch, respectively).
The k pitch-error paths are independent of each other and independent of
the duration-error path. Finally, the pitch/duration error paths are indepen-
dent of the illusory conjunction paths, the pitch-error paths, and the
duration-error path. The resulting combination of error paths is expressed
in Equation A5:

P(Error|Switch) = (k(IC)(l - fnd)(l - fnp) + 1

- (1 - (1 - fnd)fpp(l - IC))W(1 - (1 - fnp)(fpd)(l - IC)))

l (A5)
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Abstract

In three experiments, we examined short-term memory for pitch and duration in 

unfamiliar tone sequences. Participants were presented a target sequence consisting 

of two-tones (Experiment 1) or seven-tones (Experiments 2 & 3), and then a probe 

tone. Participants indicated if the probe tone matched one or more of the target tones 

in both pitch and duration. Error rates were relatively low if the probe tone matched 

one of the target tones, or if it differed from target tones in pitch, duration, or both pitch 

and duration. Error rates were remarkably high, however, if the probe tone combined 

the pitch of one target tone with the duration of a different target tone (i.e., differed in 

the manner in which pitch and duration were combined). The results suggest that 

illusory conjunctions of these dimensions frequently occur. A mathematical model is 

presented that accounts for the relative contribution of pitch errors, duration errors, and 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. 

Illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in unfamiliar tone sequences

Pitch and duration are critical dimensions in the music of many cultures throughout the 

world. In Western tonal music, compositions involve a relatively small set of discrete 

pitch and duration categories, and participants are highly sensitive to patterns of pitch 

and duration (i.e., melody and rhythm). The distinct categories used to classify different 

pitches and durations in compositions, and our sensitivity to the properties associated 

with patterns of pitch and duration suggest that there are important mechanisms for 

encoding these properties. 

The initial processing of music may involve two basic stages. In the first stage, acoustic 

dimensions such as pitch, duration, timbre, location, and loudness may be registered 

by functionally independent channels (Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). In 

the second stage, these acoustic dimensions may be recombined to yield the 

experience of a unified auditory event. If a processing error occurs at the latter stage, 

listeners may experience an illusory conjunction of features from different acoustic 

events (Deutsch, 1986; Thompson, 1994). 

Pitch and duration 2 



The analysis of music into distinct structural dimensions is an approach supported by 

theory, pedagogy, and compositional practice. For example, treatises on music 

psychology (e.g. Deutsch, 1999), ear training (e.g., Hindemith, 1946), and harmony 

(e.g., Forte,1974 ) all assume an operational independence between pitch, duration, 

and other dimensions of music. Moreover, traditional pedagogical exercises address 

pitch and rhythmic skills separately, implying separate mechanisms for processing 

these dimensions. Finally, in Western tonal composition, duration and pitch often vary 

independently of each other. For example, in the Art of the Fugue, J.S. Bach uses 

mensuration canons, in which the same melody is presented at different speeds 

simultaneously. Similarly, in the widely used Schenkerian reduction technique for 

analyzing tonal works (e.g., Forte & Gilbert, 1982), pitch structure is considered to 

operate independently of surface temporal relations. Thus, pitch and duration often 

operate independently in music. How sensitive are listeners to the manner in which 

they are combined?

In this investigation, we examined listeners' sensitivity to combinations of pitch and 

duration, by assessing the possibility that illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration 

occur in short-term memory. Listeners were asked to remember combinations of pitch 

and duration in short unfamiliar tone sequences. Memory errors were then examined 

for evidence of illusory conjunctions. Mathematical modeling was also conducted to 

estimate the precise rate at which pitch and duration were incorrectly integrated.

Encoding auditory dimensions

The question of how auditory dimensions are encoded (e.g., pitch, duration, timbre, 

location, loudness) may be addressed by assessing whether they interact in 

perception or memory, or whether they are registered by functionally independent 

channels (Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). Based on results of speeded 

classification tasks, Melara & Marks (1990a, 1990b, 1990c) proposed an “interactive 

multi-channel” model of auditory processing. They conceived of auditory processing 

as a bank of channels, each targeted to a specific primary perceptual dimension (e.g., 
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frequency, loudness). Judgments of one dimension were sometimes affected by 

variation in irrelevant dimensions, illustrating leakage or “cross-talk” between 

channels (see also, Krumhansl & Iverson, 1992).

According to some researchers, the combined effects of pitch and rhythm suggest that 

these dimensions are encoded integrally. Jones, Boltz & Kidd (1982) found that 

recognition for the pitch of a tone in a melodic context is better if the tone was 

rhythmically accented than if it was not rhythmically accented. Moreover, memory for 

melodic sequences is poor if the pitch pattern and rhythm imply incompatible metric 

groupings (Boltz & Jones, 1986; Deutsch, 1980). These and other findings have led to 

the proposal that pitch pattern and rhythm are encoded as a single unit in perception 

and memory (see also, Jones, 1987; Jones, Summerell & Marshburn, 1987).

Other evidence, however, suggests that pitch pattern and rhythm are processed 

separately. First, pitch pattern and rhythm make statistically independent contributions 

to judgments of melodic similarity (Monohan & Carterette, 1985), and phrase 

completion (Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a, 1987b). Second, listeners have difficulty 

remembering how pitch patterns and rhythms are combined in short melodies, even 

when memory for the individual components is good (Thompson, 1994, Experiment 4). 

Third, double dissociations of pitch pattern and rhythm have been documented in 

brain-damaged patients, suggesting a neural dissociation between these dimensions 

(Peretz, 1996; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993; Peretz & Morais, 1989). 

Finally, in pilot work conducted for this study, listeners were presented unfamiliar 

seven-tone sequences followed by a probe tone. In a pitch-search condition, listeners 

judged whether the probe tone matched any of the target tones in pitch. In a duration-

search condition, listeners judged whether the probe tone matched any of the target 

tones in duration. In half of the trials within each condition, the irrelevant feature was 

varied across target tones; in the other half, the irrelevant feature was held constant. 

Memory for one feature was not influenced by variation in the irrelevant feature, 

suggesting that pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term memory.
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Illusory conjunctions

If pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term memory for novel tone 

sequences, it may be difficult to remember how these features are combined. In such 

circumstances, listeners may be susceptible to illusory conjunction errors; that is, they 

may falsely remember the pitch of tone combined with the duration of a different tone. It 

is well established that illusory conjunctions of visual features occur, and a similar 

phenomenon may occur for auditory features. Such errors suggest that once features 

are registered, a subsequent process is required to integrate features and perceive 

objects (e.g., Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Ivry & Prinzmetal, 1991; 

Prinzmetal, Henderson, & Ivry, 1995). 

A number of tasks have been used to demonstrate the occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions in vision. One task involves asking participants to detect rapidly the 

presence or absence of a conjunction of two features within a visual array. Treisman 

and Schmidt (1982) used this task to reveal illusory conjunctions of color and shape 

(e.g., perceiving a red O or a green X when presented a red X and a green O), and 

illusory conjunctions of size and solidity (filled vs. outlined shapes). As would be 

expected from a system with limited processing capacity, illusory conjunction rate was 

found to increase as a function of the size and complexity of the visual array.

Evidence of illusory conjunctions in vision has been critical to the development of a 

unified theory of visual object perception (e.g., Treisman, 1992; Treisman & Gelade, 

1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Treisman & Souther, 

1986). According to Feature-Integration Theory (FIT), individual features are first pre-

attentively registered in parallel from objects in a visual array and tagged with respect 

to the location where they occur. Integration of these features then is argued to occur 

through a serial process of focusing attention at specific locations. 

A number of researchers have questioned some of the assumptions of Feature-

Integration Theory, including that of parallel and serial processing of items (e.g., 

Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989), and the role of attention 
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in the integration process (Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, and Maddox, 1996; Prinzmetal, 

Henderson, & Ivry, 1995). As an alternative to Feature-Integration Theory, Ashby et al. 

(1996) proposed that illusory conjunctions arise from uncertainty about the location of 

individual features. Support for Location-Uncertainty Theory was based on findings 

that illusory conjunction errors increased as the distance between display items 

(colored letters) decreased. Other models of illusory conjunction phenomena have 

been proposed by Wolford (1975) and by Maddox, Prinzmetal, Ivry & Ashby (1994). 

Although such models embody different assumptions about object perception, all 

share the assumption that illusory conjunctions occur, and that they result from errors 

in a process of feature integration. 

Evidence for illusory conjunctions of auditory features is limited. Efron & Yund (1974) 

and Deutsch (1975) reported illusory conjunctions between the pitch of a tone 

presented at one ear and the intensity or location of a tone presented at the other ear. 

Cutting (1976) found that listeners may mistakenly combine the features of two 

dichotically presented phonemes, and report illusory phonemes. Finally, in a study by 

Hall, Pastore, Acker, & Huang (in press), listeners searched arrays of spatially-

distributed, simultaneously-presented tones for the presence or absence of a cued 

musical pitch, a cued instrument timbre, or a cued conjunction of both properties. 

These tasks were used because they are analogous to the visual search tasks used by 

Treisman & Schmidt (1982). The results, supported by mathematical modeling, 

provided evidence for the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of pitch and timbre.

Memory for Pitch and Duration: The Current Investigation 

Previous research has established that listeners are not highly sensitive to the manner 

in which pitch and duration are combined in atonal music (Krumhansl, 1991) or in 

unfamiliar tone sequences (Thompson, 1994). These findings, along with 

neuropsychological evidence described earlier, raise the possibility that pitch and 

duration are processed separately, and that illusory conjunctions between these 

dimensions may occur.
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Thompson (1994, Experiment 1-3) presented listeners with sequences in which two 

different tones were played consecutively and repeatedly, in a randomly varying order. 

Such sequences were defined as “melodic textures.” Listeners were asked to indicate 

when they detected a change in texture. If a new pitch or a new duration was 

introduced into the texture, listeners easily perceived the texture change, even while 

performing a distraction task. However, if the texture change was defined by the 

manner in which pitch and duration were combined in the two tones, detection of the 

change was possible only by attentive listeners. This auditory illustration of a 

conjunction search task differs from the visual search tasks introduced by Treisman & 

Gelade (1980), in that items are distributed across time, rather than spatial location. 

Thus, Thompson’s (1994) results raise the possibility that illusory conjunctions may 

occur across temporal location, as well as across spatial location.

The current investigation further examined the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of 

pitch and duration in short-term memory. In three experiments, we presented a short 

target sequence and then a probe tone. Listeners indicated if the probe tone matched 

one or more of the target tones in both pitch and duration. To anticipate the results, 

error rates (false match responses) were remarkably high if the probe tone combined 

the pitch of one target tone with the duration of a different target tone. In contrast, error 

rates were comparatively low if the probe tone differed from target tones in an 

individual feature (i.e., in pitch and/or duration). A mathematical model of response 

errors was developed to estimate the precise incidence of illusory conjunctions and 

feature errors. 

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was conducted to assess short-term memory for combinations of pitch 

and duration, and to evaluate the possibility that illusory conjunctions of these 

dimensions occur. Participants were presented two tones in sequence (called target 

tones) and then a probe tone. They were asked whether the probe tone matched one 

of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. That is, participants were required to 

search (in short-term memory) for a conjunction of pitch and duration. We presented 
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two target tones in order to distinguish memory for individual dimensions (pitch and 

duration) from memory for how those dimensions are combined. In particular, the two 

target tones differed from each other in both pitch and duration; thus, illusory 

conjunctions were implicated when listeners mistakenly remembered the pitch of one 

target tone combined with the duration of the other target tone. 

There were five conditions, which were defined by the relationship between the probe 

tone and the target tones. The probe tone either matched one of the target tones 

(Match condition) or differed from both target tones in pitch (Pitch-Out condition), 

duration (Duration-Out condition), both pitch and duration (Both-out condition), or the 

manner in which pitch and duration were combined (Switch condition). In the latter 

condition, the probe tone was constructed by combining the pitch of one target tone 

with the duration of the other target tone. Thus, whereas both features of the probe 

tone were present in the target sequence, the probe tone in the Switch condition did 

not match either target tone in both pitch and duration. Figure 1 provides the notation 

for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five conditions.

We made three predictions regarding the errors made by participants. First, the 

proportion of errors should be lower if the probe tone differed from target tones in an 

individual feature (e.g., Pitch-out, Duration-out, or Both-out conditions) than if the 

probe tone differs from target tones in how pitch and duration are combined (Switch 

condition). Detection in the former cases require only accurate registration of all target-

tone features; detection in the latter case requires both accurate registration and 

accurate integration of target-tone features. Thus, the latter condition should result in 

an increased error rate due to the contribution of errors in feature integration (i.e., 

illusory conjunctions). 

Second, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe tone differs from all target 

tones in both pitch and duration (Both-out condition) than if the probe tone differs from 

all target tones along just one of these dimensions (Pitch-out and Duration-out 

conditions). That is, confusions are more likely if target tones have one feature in 

common with the probe tone than if target tones have no features in common with the 
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probe tone. Third, because listeners are expected to have at least some sensitivity to 

the manner in which pitch and duration are combined, the Match condition should 

yield a higher (though similar) proportion of match responses than the Switch 

condition. In both conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe tone are present in 

the target sequence. In the Switch condition, however, these two features occur in 

different target tones. 

Method

Participants. Participants were twenty adults from the York University 

community, ranging in age from 19 to 48 years (mean = 23.3). No musical training was 

required in order to participate in the experiment. A survey revealed that participants 

had between 0 and 12 years of musical training (mean = 4.2 years). All participants 

reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of four tones - two target tones surrounded by two 

anchor tones - followed by a pause of 5.0 s, and then a probe tone. The anchor tones 

were 500 ms in duration and always had a pitch of middle C (C4). They were included 

because previous research suggests that illusory conjunctions for pairs of target items 

are increased if those items are flanked by irrelevant stimuli (Ashby et al., 1996; 

Treisman, 1984, Experiment 4). In all trials, the pitch of the anchor tones (C4) always 

differed from the pitch of both target tones and the pitch of the probe tone. Anchor 

tones were separated from target tones by a pause of 500 ms. Target tones were 

separated from each other by a pause of either 0 or 1 s.

Tones were generated by a Roland Sound Canvas that was under the control of a 

Power Macintosh and was set to equal temperament tuning. The timbre of tones was 

fixed as the square-wave sound of the Roland Sound Canvas. The tempo of 

sequences was set to 120 beats per minute, or 500 ms per quarter note. Participants 

were allowed to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 

dB SPL, and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 
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There were 16 sequences of target tones. The pitches of target tones were randomly 

varied between G3 and G4, with the constraint that neither target tone matched the 

anchor tones in pitch. Each target sequence was presented with each of five different 

probe tones (one for each of the five conditions described above), yielding a total of 80 

trials. All sequences of target tones involved two different duration values: 500 ms and 

250 msec, 250 msec and 125 msec, or 1000 msec and 500 msec. 

Procedure. After each presentation, participants indicated whether or not the 

probe tone matched one of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. Participants 

made their responses by using a mouse to select one of two response options that 

appeared on the computer screen: “YES” (the probe tone matched one of the target 

tones) or “NO” (the probe tone did not match any of the target tones). Practice trials, 

selected at random from the experimental trials, were provided to acquaint the 

participants with the task. Participants were allowed to quit the practice trials and begin 

the experimental trials at any time. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 displays the proportion of "Yes" (i.e., match) responses for each of the five 

conditions. Match responses were subjected to a two-way ANOVA, with repeated 

measures on the factors of Separation of the target tones (0 and 1 s) and Condition 

(Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, and Switch). The analysis revealed no effect 

of Separation, and no interaction between Separation and Condition, but a highly 

significant effect of Condition, F(4, 76) = 41.20, p < .001. Figure 2 illustrates that the 

Match and Switch conditions were both associated with a relatively high incidence of 

match responses.

Planned comparisons confirmed the three predictions for Experiment 1. First, the 

proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-Out and 

Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 76) = 30.07, p < .001. This 

finding confirms that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how features were combined. 
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More specifically, it suggests that memory for the target sequences often involved 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out condition, F(1, 76) = 23.41, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 

(pitch and duration) than just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of false match responses for the Switch condition was 

significantly lower than the proportion of (correct) match responses for the Match 

condition, F(1, 76) = 6.80, p < .05. This finding suggests that listeners retained some 

sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined. In both the 

Switch and Match conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe tone were present in 

target sequences; the two conditions are only differentiated by whether those features 

occurred in a single target tone (Match condition) or in different target tones (Switch 

condition). 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration.1 Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 

and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.42) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 1.03), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.1.19), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.76), F(1, 57) = 46.76, p < .0001. Thus, participants were 

signficantly more sensitive to individual features in target tones than to how those 

features were combined. Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the Switch condition was 

greater than zero, t(19) = 3.61, p < .01, indicating that listeners were not entirely 

insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 indicated that listeners are remarkably insensitive to the 

manner in which pitch and duration are combined in two-tone target sequences. 

Moreover, the high proportion of match responses on the Switch condition provides 
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strong evidence for illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. When the probe tone 

matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of the other target tone (but did 

not match any one target tone), participants responded on 62% of trials that the probe 

tone matched an individual target tone in both pitch and duration. Experiment 2 was 

conducted to assess whether listeners also have difficulty remembering combinations 

of pitch and duration in longer sequences. In this case, target sequences consisted of 

seven tones, which is a common phrase length in Western melodies (e.g., Mary had a 

little lamb, Twinkle twinkle little star). Difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and 

duration in such sequences would suggest that memory for unfamiliar melodies may 

often involve illusory conjunctions of melodic features.

Method

Participants. Participants were eighteen adults from the University of New South 

Wales student community, ranging in age from 18 to 23 years (mean = 19.28). None of 

the participants had been tested in Experiment 1. A survey revealed that participants 

had between 0 and 10 years of musical training (mean = 3.19 years). All participants 

reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, and then a probe 

tone. The IOI between adjacent tones in the target sequence was 1000 ms. The IOI 

between the last (seventh) target tone and the probe tone was 1500 ms. Tones were 

generated in the same way as in Experiment 1. There were 16 target sequences. Each 

sequence started and ended on the same pitch. Except for the first and last target 

tones, all target tones differed in pitch and involved an upward melodic contour for the 

first four tones followed by a downward melodic contour for the last three tones. The 

starting pitch of target sequences varied randomly between G2 and D3, and the pitch 

range of sequences was between 7 and 11 semitones. Aside from these constraints, 

pitches were assigned at random. 

Each target sequence consisted of a pattern of two durations (which is typical of 

Western melodic phrases): one of these duration values was assigned to five target 
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tones and the other duration value was assigned to two target tones. Tone durations 

were one of the following: 125 ms (sixteenth note), 250 ms (eighth note), 500 ms 

(quarter note), or 750 ms (dotted quarter note). Aside from these constraints, durations 

were assigned at random. Note that the IOI between adjacent target tones was always 

greater than the duration of any target tone, leaving a pause between all adjacent 

target tones. Pauses were included to facilitate the encoding of individual tone 

durations.

Each of the 16 target sequences was presented with each of five different probe tones 

(i.e., 80 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in the method section of 

Experiment 1 (Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, Switch). Figure 3 provides the 

notation for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five 

conditions. For conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, 

duration, or both pitch and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target 

tone (to avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For 

conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match in 

duration occurred with two target tones.2

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 4 displays the proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions. 

Analysis of variance revealed a significant effect of Condition, F(4, 68) = 36.03, p < 

.001, with the Match and Switch conditions associated with a comparatively high 

proportion of match responses. 

Planned comparisons again confirmed the three predictions outlined in Experiment 1. 

First, the proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-

Out and Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 68) = 30.89, p < .001. 

This finding illustrates that participants were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how those features were 
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combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out conditions, F(1, 68) = 194.33, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 

(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of match responses was significantly greater for the Match 

condition than for the Switch condition, F(1, 56) = 6.06, p < .05. This finding illustrates 

that listeners retained some sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were 

combined. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 

and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.36) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 1.24), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.77), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.44), F(1, 51) = 44.39, p < .0001. Thus, participants were 

signficantly more sensitive to individual features in target tones than to how those 

features were combined. Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the Switch condition was 

above chance, t(17) = 2.68, p < .05, indicating that listeners were not entirely 

insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined. 

Experiment 3

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that listeners have difficulty remembering 

combinations of pitch and duration, and implicate the occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions of these dimensions. Target sequences in these experiments, however, 

were not highly musical in that a square wave timbre was used and either there were 

only two tones (Experiment 1) or there were pauses between tones (Experiment 2). 

Experiment 3 was conducted to assess whether illusory conjunctions also occur for 

more naturalized melodic stimuli. Thus, sequences in Experiment 3 consisted of seven 

consecutive piano notes with no pauses between tones. 
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Method

Participants. Participants were fifteen adults from the York University 

community, ranging in age from 19 to 55 years (mean = 25.5). None had participated 

in Experiments 1 or 2. A survey revealed that participants had had between 0 and 15 

years of musical training (mean = 4.8 years). All participants reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, followed by a 1.0 

sec pause, and then a probe tone. The timbre of tones was fixed as the Piano 1 sound 

of the Roland Sound Canvas, which was sampled from a Steinway grand piano (for an 

acoustic description, see Fletcher & Rossing, 1991, 12.8). In all other respects, tones 

were generated in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. The tempo of sequences 

was set to 120 beats per minute, or 0.50 seconds per quarter note. Participants were 

allowed to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 dB 

SPL, and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 

There were 20 target sequences. As in Experiment 2, all target sequences started and 

ended on the same pitch, and involved an upward melodic contour for four tones 

followed by a downward melodic contour for three tones. The starting pitch of target 

sequences randomly varied between G2 and D3, and the pitch range of sequences 

ranged from 7 to 11 semitones. All target sequences involved rhythmic patterns of two 

different duration values: patterns of 500 ms and 250 ms durations, 250 ms and 125 

ms durations, or 1000 ms and 500 ms durations. 

Each of the 20 target sequences was presented with each of five different probe tones 

(i.e., 100 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in the method section of 

Experiment 1 (Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, Switch). Figure 5 provides the 

notation for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five 

conditions. For conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, 

duration, or both pitch and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target 

tone (to avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For 
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conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match 

occurred with either two, three, four, or five target tones. 2,3

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiments 1 and 2. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 6 displays the proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions. An 

analysis of variance on match responses revealed a highly significant effect of 

Condition, F(4, 56) = 26.48, p < .001, with a relatively high proportion of "YES" (i.e., 

match) responses for the Match and Switch conditions. 

Planned comparisons confirmed two of the predictions outlined in Experiment 1. First, 

the proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-Out 

and Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 56) = 26.14, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how features were combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out condition, F(1, 56) = 11.52, p < .01. This finding 

indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions (pitch 

and duration) than just one dimension. 

Finally, in contrast to the results obtained using less natural melodic stimuli 

(Experiments 1 and 2), the proportion of false match responses for the Switch 

condition was not significantly lower than the proportion of match responses for the 

Match condition, F(1, 56) = 2.44, ns. This finding suggests that listeners were not 

sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined, and hence, 

responded similarly to Match and Switch trials. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 
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and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.15) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 74), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.73), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.15), F(1, 51) = 44.85, p < .0001. Moreover, whereas sensitivity 

to differences between the probe tone and target tones was significantly greater than 

zero for the Pitch-Out condition (mean d’ = 0.74), t(14) = 7.49, p < .01, Duration-Out 

condition (mean d’ = 0.73), t(14) = 5.02, p < .01, and Both-out condition (mean d’ = 

1.15), t(14) = 6.50, p < .01, sensitivity was not significantly greater than zero for the 

Switch condition (mean d’ = 0.15), t(14) = 1.02, ns. Thus, participants were sensitive to 

the individual features in target tones, but insensitive to how those features were 

combined. 

Model of Illusory Conjunction Rate

In all three Experiments, the high error rate for the Switch condition, in comparison 

with the relatively low error rate for other conditions, implicates the occurrence of 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in short-term memory. A match response on 

the Switch condition indicates that a participant falsely remembered the pitch and 

duration of the probe tone occurring in a single target tone, whereas, in fact, the 

features occurred in separate target tones. The contribution of illusory conjunctions to 

errors on the Switch condition can be roughly estimated by comparing the error rate 

for the Switch condition with the error rates for the Pitch-out and Duration-out 

conditions. To obtain a more precise estimate of the rate of illusory conjunctions, 

however, we developed a mathematical model of response errors. 

The model is comparable to the model of illusory conjunction rate for vision proposed 

by Treisman and Schmidt (1982), insofar as we assume that response errors reflect 

either the misperception of a feature (a feature error), or the illusory conjunction of 

features. The probabilities of three types of encoding errors are included in the model: 

(1) fn (false negative feature error), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature in 

the target sequence, such that the participant fails to register an existing match 

between a feature of a target tone and a feature of the probe tone; (2) fp (false positive 

feature error), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature in the target sequence, 
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such that the participant falsely registers a match between a feature of a target tone 

and a feature of the probe tone; and (3) IC (illusory conjunction), the probability of 

incorrectly encoding the manner in which a pitch and a duration are combined.

For each condition, a response error may result from one of several encoding errors. 

To illustrate how different combinations of events can lead to a particular response, 

Figure 7 displays four of the possible encoding paths for a target tone that matches the 

probe tone. The Figure depicts how feature registration errors can lead to an incorrect 

response even when features are correctly bound (1-IC). In this case, three of the four 

paths shown lead to an incorrect response. Moving from left to right, in the first path of 

Figure 7, the duration and pitch of the matching tone are both incorrectly encoded 

(false-negative duration, or fnd, and false-negative pitch, or fnp). In the second path, 

the duration of the matching tone is incorrectly processed (fnd), while the pitch is 

correctly encoded (1 - fnp). In the third path, the duration of the matching tone is 

correctly encoded (1 - fnd), while the pitch is incorrectly encoded (fnp). In the fourth 

path, both the pitch and the duration of the matching tone are correctly encoded (1 - 

fnp and 1 - fnd). Only the latter path results in a correct response. Because the three 

paths that lead to a response error are mutually exclusive, their contributions to the 

error rate are added. The final  equation used for the match condition also includes the 

contribution of binding errors and other conditions. 

The full modeling equations and their derivations are provided in Appendix A. 

Equations 1 to 5 respectively describe the error paths that lead to a response error for 

each of the five conditions. Briefly, the equations express the rate of response errors 

on each condition as a function of errors in encoding tones in the target sequence; 

errors in encoding the probe tone were excluded on the basis that the probe tone was 

presented immediately prior to the response, and its features should have been highly 

salient in memory. We also assumed that each registered feature may be represented 

in only one conjunction (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982). Finally, we excluded the 

possibility of illusory conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, on the basis that 

the probability of such an error combination is likely to approach zero and would 

render the model unparsimonious. For example, we excluded the possibility of errors 
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in the Switch condition from the joint occurrence of: (1) falsely detecting a match 

between the pitch of a target tone and the pitch of the probe tone (false-positive pitch, 

or fpp),  (2) falsely detecting a match between the duration of a different target tone 

and the duration of the probe tone (false-positive duration, or fpd), and (3) forming an 

illusory conjunction between these two incorrectly registered features (IC).

For each participant, the probability of a response error in each condition was 

substituted into the corresponding equation. The five parameters (encoding errors) in 

the equations then were estimated using Newton-Rafman’s method of non-linear 

minimization. This iterative procedure provides a least-squares estimate of the 

probability of each type of encoding error (for a related approach, see Ashby et al., 

1996). Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of these estimated 

probabilities for each experiment. For all three experiments, the estimated probability 

of an illusory conjunction was significantly greater than zero (p < .001). 

Predicted error rates for the five experimental conditions based on these estimated 

probabilities are extremely accurate. Table 2 compares predicted and actual error 

rates for each condition, averaged across participants. For each Experiment, there is a 

high degree of correspondence. Predicted error rates were also accurate for individual 

participants. As displayed in Table 3, the mean absolute difference between predicted 

and actual error rates by participants is only 0.036. These results indicate that the 

estimated probabilities of encoding errors provide an accurate account of response 

errors. 

Because the modeling equations are nonlinear and solutions were limited to values 

between 0.0 and 1.0, the minimization procedure does not guarantee accurate 

predictions. To illustrate, operators in the model were re-assigned at random and the 

estimation procedure repeated. As expected, predictions based on this "randomized" 

model were highly inaccurate, even though this model also involved five free 

parameters: the average difference between predicted and actual errors, across 

experiments, was 0.41, indicating a very poor fit with the data. Repeated measures 

ANOVA was conducted to compare residuals for the proposed model with residuals for 
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the randomized model. Predictions based on the randomized model were significantly 

less accurate than predictions based on the proposed model for all three experiments 

(for all experiments, F > 100.00, p < .00001 ). 

Figure 8 depicts how illusory conjunctions account for a proportion of the errors in the 

Switch condition of Experiment 2. For purposes of illustration, mean estimates 

Experiment 2 are used (see Table 1). As shown in the Figure, each of the two paths 

involving an illusory conjunction is associated with an overall probability of 0.12. 

Because these paths involve the same target pitch, they are mutually exclusive. Thus, 

the estimated probability of paths involving illusory conjunctions is 0.24, which 

accounts for the increased error rate for the Switch condition relative to other 

conditions. Using estimates for individual participants, the combined contribution of all 

paths (either involving IC or not) yield an average predicted error rate of 0.54, which is 

extremely close to the average error rate obtained for the Switch condition (p = 0.55, 

see Table 2, Experiment 2, Switch condition).

To assess the contribution of illusory conjunctions in the model, the estimation 

procedure was conducted once more, but with the estimated illusory conjunction rate 

restricted to a maximum of 0.002. This step effectively removed the contribution of 

illusory conjunctions, yielding a more parsimonious model that includes only errors in 

encoding features (No-IC model). Predictions based on the No-IC model, however, 

were less accurate. The average difference between predicted and actual errors, 

across experiments, participants and conditions, was 0.068. Repeated measures 

ANOVA was conducted to compare the residuals for models with and without the 

contribution of illusory conjunctions. As shown in Table 2, for all three experiments, 

predictions based on the No-IC model were significantly less accurate than predictions 

based the model that includes illusory conjunction errors. This finding further supports 

the occurrence of illusory conjunctions in short-term memory for target sequences.

General discussion

The results of this investigation illustrate that illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration 
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frequently occur in short-term memory for unfamiliar tone sequences. When a probe 

tone matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of a different target tone, 

participants responded on well over half of the trials that the probe tone actually 

matched a single target tone in both pitch and duration. The occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions is consistent with a two-stage process of encoding unfamiliar melodies. 

In the first stage, melodic features such as pitch and duration are analyzed separately. 

Following this analysis is an integration stage in which these features are combined. 

Neuropsychological evidence has confirmed that pitch and duration are neurally 

separated at certain stages of processing. For example, among brain damaged 

patients who display impairment in singing, some have problems with pitch, while 

displaying normal rhythmic skills; others have problems with rhythm, while displaying 

normal pitch skills (Dorgeuille, 1966, cf. Peretz, 1996). Such observations indicate that 

pitch and temporal information are associated with distinct brain regions (for a review, 

see Peretz, 1996).  A similar dissociation between pitch and rhythm has been 

demonstrated in perceptual tasks (Peretz, 1990). 

Although the occurrence of illusory conjunctions can be deduced by comparing the 

error rate for the Switch condition with error rates for the Pitch-out and Duration-out 

condition, mathematical modeling allowed a more precise estimate of the illusory 

conjunction rate. The modeling acknowledges that errors on any condition can arise 

both from improper encoding of features (i.e., pitch and duration) and / or from illusory 

conjunction errors. The model illustrates how processing paths involving illusory 

conjunctions account for the increased error rate on the Switch condition, relative to 

other conditions. 

The estimated probability of an illusory conjunction error varied depending on the 

melodic context: the estimated illusory conjunction rate was lowest for Experiment 1 

(0.11), intermediate for Experiment 2 (0.19), and relatively high for Experiment 3 

(0.31). Such differences imply that the properties of melodic materials affect sensitivity 

to combinations of pitch and duration. Experiment 1 involved just two target tones, 

leaving little room for difficulties in feature integration. Experiment 2 involved seven 

target tones, increasing the potential for confusion in feature integration. Experiment 3 
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also involved seven target tones, but sequences were more naturalized melodic 

phrases, involving piano timbres and no pauses between target tones. Interestingly, 

the estimated probabilities of both feature errors and illusory conjunction errors were 

relatively high for these naturalized melodic stimuli.

One explanation of these illusory conjunctions is that features were weakly or 

improperly integrated at the perceptual stage at which pitch and duration are initially 

conjoined. Another explanation is that connections between pitch and duration were 

initially strong, but faded as tones were held in memory. Although further work is 

needed to evaluate these possibilities, it is probable that memory errors played an 

important role in the occurrence of illusory conjunctions. For illusory conjunctions to 

occur between the features of sequential tones, memory for one or both features must 

be involved. Moreover, because the probe tone was presented at the end of each 

target sequence, listeners were required to compare the properties of the probe tone 

with their memory for tones in the target sequence. 

Although memory confusions may account for the results of the current experiments, 

other evidence suggests that insensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration also 

occurs when there is little demand on memory. Thompson (1994, Experiments 1-3) 

found that listeners had difficulty detecting changes in the way pitch and duration were 

combined in melodic textures -- sequences consisting of two alternating tones, each 

with a specific pitch and duration, repeated in a random order. This detection task 

should be less susceptible to memory confusions than the probe tone technique since 

detection of a change in the combination of pitch and duration across tones only 

required that the listener compare currently available features with the memories for 

the combination of previously available features that was repeated numerous times on 

a given trial.

The incidence of illusory conjunctions between pitch and duration may depend on a 

number of factors. For example, the results of the mathematical modeling suggest that 

illusory conjunctions were less probable when sequences involved two tones 

(Experiments 1) than when they involved seven tones (Experiment 2 and 3). A second 
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factor is feature similarity: tones whose pitches are psychologically related may be 

more likely to “switch” features in memory than tones whose pitches are psychological 

unrelated (For a discussion of the psychological similarity between pitches, see 

Krumhansl, 1990). Ongoing efforts in our laboratories are addressing this possibility. 

Third, training and familiarity may influence the likelihood of illusory conjunctions. 

Illusory conjunctions may be less likely for familiar melodies because of top-down 

influences. Moreover, training in music may help listeners to develop strategies for 

remembering combinations of features, even for unfamiliar musical materials. Fourth, 

illusory conjunctions may be more likely if the conjoined features occur in temporally 

adjacent tones than if they occur in temporally nonadjacent tones. That is, illusory 

conjunctions may result from a difficulty in retaining the temporal location of features, 

just as uncertainty about spatial location may give rise to illusory conjunctions of visual 

features (Ashby et al., 1996). 

Finally, focused attention may decrease the likelihood of illusory conjunctions 

(Thompson, 1994; Treisman, 1986). Thompson (1994) found that distracted listeners 

were far less sensitive than attentive listeners to combinations of pitch and duration. It 

is notable, in this context, that normal listening conditions often do not involve the 

degree of focused attention that is typical of participants in an experimental task. Thus, 

the rate of illusory conjunctions under normal listening conditions may be higher than 

that reported here. 

To conclude, the current results suggest that listeners are relatively insensitive to the 

manner in which pitch and duration are combined in novel melodies, and that illusory 

conjunctions between pitch and duration frequently occur. Although listeners may be 

sensitive to combinations of musical dimensions for familiar materials, dimensions 

may be relatively dissociated for novel materials. This dissociation between musical 

dimensions may, in turn, have important aesthetic implications, influencing our 

perceptions of theme and variation, and, more generally, melodic similarity.
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Footnotes

1. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was evaluated by 

comparing responses on the Pitch-Out, Duration-Out, both-out, and Switch conditions 

with responses on the Match condition. Proportions of 0 and 1 were converted to 0.05 

and 0.95 respectively. Other strategies for dealing with proportions of 0 and 1 are 

discussed in Macmillan & Creelman (1991, Chapter 1). Alternative strategies were 

examined but none altered the test outcome. 

2. We did not limit duration matches to one target tone because target sequences 

always involved a pattern of just two different duration values (which is typical of 

melodic phrases). If the duration of the probe tone matched just one target tone, then 

the six non-matching target tones would have to be assigned the same duration, and 

the matching tone would be identifiable by participants as the only target tone with a 

distinct duration.

3. For the Match and Pitch-Out conditions, the average number of target tones that 

matched the pitch of the probe tone was 3.6; for the Switch condition, the average 

number of target tones that matched the pitch of the probe tone was 3.7.

4. The current model is reported because it is parsimonious and yielded conservative 

estimates of IC. Models with other assumptions were explored, but none resulted in 

significantly smaller estimates of IC.. In one approach, we examined a more complete 

model that accounted for all possible errors in remembering the temporal location of a 

registered feature, yielding a large number of possible error combinations. This model 

resulted in IC estimates of 0.27 (Experiment 1), 0.44 (Experiment 2) and 0.39 

(Experiment 3). In another approach, applicable to Experiment 3, we used separate 

equations for conditions in which 2, 3, 4, and 5 target tones matched the probe tone in 

duration. For each of these conditions, we obtained estimates for each of the five error 

types for each participant. There was no significant difference in the estimates of IC 
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rate depending on the number of target tones matching the probe tone in duration (i.e., 

2, 3, 4 or 5), and the average estimate of IC was similar to that obtained using the 

presented model. 

Appendix

The equation for each condition represents the set of encoding errors that lead to 

a response error. Each condition allows for a different pattern of error paths. If two 

errors, A and B, are mutually exclusive, their combined probability is given by 

p(A) + p(B). If two errors, A and B, are independent, their combined probability is 

given by 1 – (1 - p(A))(1 - p(B)). 

Note: In the equations, fnp = false-negative for pitch; fnd = false-negative for 

duration; fpp = false-positive for pitch; fpd = false-positive for duration; n = number 

of target tones; k = number of target tones with a duration matching that of the 

probe tone. For Experiment 1, n = 2 and k = 1. For Experiment 2, n = 7 and k = 2. 

For Experiment 3, n = 7 and k is taken as the average number of target tones with 

a duration matching that of the probe tone (for the Match & Pitch-Out conditions, n 

= 3.6; for the Switch condition, n = 3.7).

Match condition

Four mutually exclusive paths, representing combinations of encoded events, lead to a 

response error in the Match condition: 1) incorrectly encoding of both the matching 

pitch (fnp) and the matching duration (fnd); 2) correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 

- fnp), but incorrectly encoding the matching duration (fnd); 3) correctly encoding the 

matching duration (1 - fnd), but incorrectly encoding the matching pitch (fnp), and 4) 

correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 - fnp), and the matching duration (1 - fnd), but 

failing to integrate those features (IC). Because the model excludes illusory 

conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, registered features in paths 1-3 are 

bound together. The combined contribution of these error paths is given by their sum, 

or (1-fnp)fnd(1-IC) + (1-fnd)fnp(1-IC) + fnp(fnd)(1-IC) + (1 - fnp)(1 - fnd)IC

The above four error paths only lead to a response error on the condition that no false 
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matches (false positive, or fp) occur with non-matching tones. There were k tones in 

the target sequence with a duration that matched that of the probe tone. One of these 

tones matched the probe tone in both duration and pitch, and k - 1 target tones 

matched the probe tone in duration, but not pitch. A false match of the probe tone with 

the latter type of tone is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching 

duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone, 

and binding these features together (1 - IC). The joint probability of these events is 

given by (1-fnd)(fpp)(1 - IC). Thus, the probability that no false matches will occur for 

any of these target tones is given by: (1 - ((1 - fnd)(fpp)(1 - IC))k - 1.

An average of n - k target tones differed from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. 

A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly 

encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd 

and fpp respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The joint probability 

of these events is given by their product, or (fpd)(fpp)(1 - IC). Thus, the probability that 

no false matches with the probe will occur for any of these tones is given by: (1 - 

((fpd)(fpp)(1 - IC))n - k. 

The combination of all error paths in this condition is expressed in Equation 1:

P(Error | Match) = ((1-fnp)fnd(1-IC) + (1-fnd)fnp(1-IC) + fnp(fnd)(1-IC) + 

(1 - fnp)(1 - fnd)IC)(1 - (1-fnd)fpp(1 - IC))[k - 1](1 - fpd(fpp)(1 - IC))[n - k]

[1]

Pitch-Out condition

In the sequences used for the Pitch-Out condition, an average of k tones per sequence 

had a duration that matched that of the probe tone. A false match with one of these 

tones is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), 

incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding 

these features together (1 - IC).
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An average of n - k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and 

duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe 

tone (fpd and fpp, respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The 

combination of error paths is expressed in Equation 2:

P(Error | Pitch-Out) = 1 - (1-(1-fnd)fpp(1-IC))[k] (1 - fpp(fpd)(1-IC))[n - k]

[2]

Duration-Out condition

In the sequences used for the Duration-Out condition, one tone matched the probe 

tone in pitch, but not duration. For this tone, a false match is assumed to result from 

correctly encoding the matching pitch (1-fnp), incorrectly encoding the duration as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpd), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). N-1 

other tones from the target sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and 

duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe 

tone (fpd and fpp, respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The 

combination of error paths is expressed in Equation 3:

P(Error | Duration-Out) = 1 - (1-(1-fnp)fpd(1-IC))((1-fpp(fpd)(1-IC))n - 1 )

[3]

Both-out condition.

In the sequences used for the Both-out condition, seven tones differed from the probe 

tone in both pitch and duration. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to 

result from the combination of three events: incorrectly encoding the duration as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpd); incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of 

the probe tone (fpp); and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The combined 
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influence of the seven independent opportunities for this path (one per tone) is 

expressed in Equation 4:

P(Error | Both-Out) = 1 - (1-fpp(fpd)(1-IC))n [4]

Switch condition.

Four different paths, representing different combinations of errors, would result in an 

error response in the Switch condition. These paths are described separately below. 

Illusory conjunction. One target tone matched the probe tone in pitch, and an 

average of k tones per sequence matched the probe tone in duration. A false match is 

assumed to result if the matching pitch from one tone and the matching duration from 

another tone are correctly encoded (1-fnp and 1-fnd respectively), and an illusory 

conjunction is formed between those features (IC).

Pitch-error. There were k tones per sequence with a duration that matched that 

of the probe tone. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding the features together (1 - IC).

Duration-error. One tone matched the probe tone in pitch, but not duration. For 

this tone, a false match is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching pitch 

(1-fnp), incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd), and 

correctly binding these features (1 - IC). 

Pitch-duration error. An average of n - 1 - k tones per sequence differed from the 

probe tone in both pitch and duration (for Experiment 1, this value is 0). A false match 

with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the pitch 

and duration of a tone as matching the pitch and duration of the probe tone (fpp and 

fpd, respectively), and correctly binding those features (1 - IC).
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Combined error paths. The k illusory conjunction paths are mutually exclusive 

of each other (because all involve the same encoded pitch). The illusory conjunction 

paths also are mutually exclusive of the pitch-error and duration-error path (because 

they involve the same encoded durations or pitch, respectively). The k pitch-error 

paths are independent of each other, and independent of the duration-error path. 

Finally, the pitch / duration error paths are independent of the illusory conjunction 

paths, the pitch-error paths, and the duration-error path. The resulting combination of 

error paths is expressed in Equation 5:

P(Error | Switch) = k(IC)(1-fnd)(1-fnp) + 1 -  (1 - (1-fnd)fpp(1-IC))[k] 

(1- (1-fnp)(fpd)(1-IC))) (1-fpd(fpp)(1-IC))[n - 1 - k]

[5]

Table 1.

Mean estimates of encoding errors for the three Experiments (standard errors are 

shown in parentheses).

fnp fnd fpp fpd IC

Experiment 1 0.14(.04) 0.13(.05) 0.43(.05) 0.35(.05)

0.11(.03)

Experiment 2 0.11(.03) 0.30(.06) 0.12(.02) 0.38(.03)

0.19(.03)

Experiment 3 0.30(.07) 0.52(.06) 0.28(.06) 0.37(.07)

0.31(.07)

Grand mean 0.18 0.32 0.28 0.37 0.20
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Table 2.

Predicted and actual error rates for the five experimental conditions: Comparison of 

means

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Match 0.26 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.36

Pitch-Out 0.41 0.41 0.25 0.26 0.35 0.37

Dur-Out 0.33 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.35 0.37

Both-Out 0.20 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.27 0.24

Switch 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.57

Table 3.

Comparison of mean residuals for full and No-IC models: Experiments 1-3

Full No-IC F p

Experiment  1 0.039 0.058 13.38 .0017

Experiment  2 0.039 0.076 34.71 .0000

Experiment  3 0.030 0.069 14.76 .0018

Grand Mean 0.036 0.068
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Figures

Figure 1. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 1, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions. 
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Figure 2. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 1.
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Figure 3. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 2, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions.
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Figure 4. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 2.
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Figure 5. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 3, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions. 
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Figure 6. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 3.
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Figure 7. Four encoding paths for a target tone that matches the probe tone in the 
Match condition of Experiment 2.
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Figure 8. Error paths involving an illusory conjunction in the Switch condition of 
Experiment 2 and the probability of this outcome based on the mean estimate of IC.
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IMPROVISATION:  METHODS AND MODELS

to appear in:  Generative processes in music
(ed. J. Sloboda) Oxford University Press, 1987

Jeff Pressing

I. Introduction
     How do people improvise?  How is improvisational skill learned and taught?
These questions are the subject of this paper.  They are difficult questions,
for behind them stand long-standing philosophical quandries like the origins of
novelty and the nature of expertise, which trouble psychologists and artificial
intelligence workers today almost as much as they did Plato and Socrates in the
fourth and fifth centuries BC.
     In a previous article (Pressing 1984a) I summarised a number of general
properties of the improvisation process on the basis of the diverse historical
writings of artists, teachers, and musicologists.  This material was integrated
with precepts from cognitive psychology to sketch out the beginnings of a
general theory of improvisation.
     In this article a much more explicit cognitive formulation is presented,
the first proper (though by no means necessarily correct) theory of improvised
behaviour in music.  The building of this theory has required input from many
disparate fields with which the general musical reader may not be familiar.  For
this reason I begin with a survey of appropriate background research and its
relation to improvisation.  Some of these areas may initially seem distant from
the topic at hand.

II. A survey of pertinent research
(a) Some physiology and neuropsychology

     Although our state of knowledge in these areas is far too meagre to have
any definite repercussions for improvisation, there are a few facts which are at
least strongly suggestive.

To begin with, improvisation (or any type of music performance) includes the
following effects, roughly in the following order:
1. complex electrochemical signals are passed between parts of the nervous
system and on to endocrine and muscle systems
2. muscles, bones, and connective tissues execute a complex sequence of
actions
3. rapid visual, tactile and proprioceptive monitoring of actions takes place
4. music is produced by the instrument or voice
5. self-produced sounds, and other auditory input, are sensed
6. sensed sounds are set into cognitive representations and evaluated as
music
7. further cognitive processing in the central nervous system generates the
design of the next action sequence and triggers it.
-  return to step 1 and repeat  -

It seems apparent that the most starkly drawn distinctions between improvisation
and fixed performance lie in steps 6 and 7, with possibly important differences
in step 3.  This paper therefore inevitably focusses on these aspects.
     The given steps are often collapsed into a three component information-
processing model of human behaviour which has ready physiological analogues:



input (sense organs), processing and decision-making (central nervous system,
abbreviated CNS), and motor output (muscle systems and glands).
     Control of movement by the CNS is complex:  the cerebral cortex sends
signals to both the cerebellum and the basal ganglia, which process the
information and send a new set of signals back to the motor cortex.  The
brainstem nuclei are also involved in details of motor co-ordination.  It has
been suggested that the basal ganglia and cerebellum have complementary roles,
with the basal ganglia initiating and controlling slow movements while the
cerebellum is active in the co-ordination of fast, ballistic movements (Sage
1977).
     Motor signals from the cortex pass to the spinal cord and motor nuclei of
the cranial nerves via two separate channels:  the pyramidal and extrapyramidal
systems.  These two nerve tracts illustrate the simultaneously hierarchical and
parallel-processing aspects of CNS control, for they run in parallel but
interconnect at all main levels:  cortex, brainstem, and spinal cord.  Hence
while each tract has some separate functions there is a redundancy that can be
used to facilitate error correction and motor refinement.  Similar redundancy
and parallel processing is found at lower levels of motor control.  Alpha-gamma
coactivation, for example, describes the partial redundancy of neural
information sent to two distinct types of motoneurons, alpha and gamma, whose
axons and collaterals terminate on the main skeletal muscles and the intrafusal
muscle fibers, respectively.
     The organisation of behaviour has been often linked with the existence of
motor action units (or equivalent concepts), and their aggregation into long
chains to develop more complex movements.  The validity of the concept of motor
action units can be seen mirrored physiologically in the existence of command
neurons, single nerve cells in invertebrates whose activation alone suffices to
elicit a recognisable fragment of behaviour.  The effect is achieved by
excitation and/or inhibition of a constellation of motoneurons (Shepherd, 1983;
Bentley and Konishi, 1978).  While there are no known single cells that fully
trigger complex behaviour in mammals, populations of neurons in the brains of
higher animals are strongly suspected of serving a similar function (Beatty
1975).  It is therefore possible to speculate that skilled improvisers would,
through practice, develop general patterns of neural connections specific to
improvisational motor control.
     Finally, it is of interest that neurological correlates have been recently
discovered for a division of knowledge and memory into two separate categories:
declarative and procedural.  A degree of independence of these two types of
memory (for facts or procedures) has been reported among amnesic and post-
encephalitic patients for some time (e.g. Milner 1962;  Brooks and Baddeley
1976).  Typically, patients can not remember new facts, but are able to learn
new motor skills over a period of time, yet without any awareness on successive
days of having performed the tasks before.  In recent studies, Cohen (1981) and
Cohen and Squire (1981) have shown that declarative learning is linked to
specific diencephalic and bitemporal brain structures.  Unaware of this work, I
drew a related distinction in a recent paper (Pressing 1984a) between object and
process memory, based on the rehearsal strategies of improvising musicians.  As
Squire (1982) has pointed out, there are parallel distinctions in earlier
writings:  artificial intelligence (Winograd 1975), knowing how and knowing that
(Ryle 1949), habit memory and pure memory (Bergson 1910), and memory with or
without record (Bruner 1969).  What is suggestive about these correlations is
that physiological locations for some specific cognitive skills used in
improvisation might very well exist.

(b) Motor control and skilled performance
     This area traditionally has centered around industrial skills, sport,
typing, handwriting, specially-designed laboratory tasks like tracking, and to a
lesser degree music (see other articles in this volume).  It is a complex field



of considerable relevance to improvisation, even though improvisation per se is
scarcely mentioned.  Therefore I first review general theories of motor control,
and then delve into a number of special issues in skilled performance and skill
development that are relevant here.

(i) Theories of motor control and skill
     The starting point for nearly all the existing theories is the 3-stage
information-processing model mentioned earlier, based on sensory input,
cognitive processing, and motor output.  To this must be added the notion of
feedback (auditory, visual, tactile, or proprioceptive).  Traditional 'open-
loop' theories include no feedback, and hence no mechanisms for error
correction.  In its starkest form this theory is clearly inappropriate for
improvisation;  however, there is persistent evidence, dating back to the
medical work of Lashley (1917), and including studies of insect behaviour (e.g.
Wilson 1961) and deafferentation techniques in monkeys (Taub, Heitmann and Barro
1977) that points to the existence of motor programs that can run off actions in
open-loop fashion.
     In contrast stand 'closed-loop' theories, which contain feedback, and hence
allow for the intuitively natural possibilities of error detection and
correction.  The closed-loop negative feedback (CLNF) model is one of the
oldest.  In this model the feedback (primarily auditory in the case of musical
improvisation) is sent back to an earlier stage in the control system which
compares actual output with intended output, producing a correction based on the
difference between the two (see for example Bernstein 1967).  Such closed-loop
models have their historical roots in engineering models of servomechanisms,
control theory and cybernetics.
     A wide variety of closed loop formulations has been given.  Gel'fand and
Tsetlin (1962, 1971) used a mathematical minimisation procedure to model the
cognitive search for appropriate motor behaviour.  Pew and Baron (1978) sketched
out a theory of skilled performance based on optimum control (see also Kleinman,
Baron and Levison 1971).
Powers (1973) proposed a hierarchy of motor control systems whereby the
correction procedures of higher-order control systems constitute reference
signals for lower-order systems.  Another hierarchical model was given by Pew
(1974), in which specific single movements are combined into sequences, and
ultimately into various subroutines that make up goal-directed action.  Actions
are then organised and initiated by an excutive program (Fitts 1964).  As is
apparent, many such hierarchy theories are based on the application of computer
programming principles (cf. Miller, Galanter and Pribram 1960).
     These ideas offer a more sophisticated understanding of motor behaviour,
but they have serious limitations.  They model motor learning either poorly or
not at all, and are not based on empirical findings about human actions (Adams
1961).  A closed-loop theory of motor learning was proposed by Adams (1971,
1976) in an attempt to rectify some of these problems.  In this theory there are
'memory traces' which select and initiate movements and 'perceptual traces'
which are representations of the intended movements, and are used as templates
for error correction.  A perceptual trace is gradually built up by repeated
practice from feedback, knowledge of results (often abbreviated KR) and error
correction.  Eventually the perceptual trace can function as an internalised
goal, diminishing dependence on the externally-based knowledge of results
(Namikas 1983).  Hence open-loop control characteristics are not completely
excluded.
     By the late 1970s the consensus was that both open- and closed-loop control
must occur in skilled performance (Keele and Summers 1976, Delcomyn 1980,
Paillard 1980, cf. Summers 1981 for a review).  That is, movements are both
centrally stored as motor programs, and susceptible to tuning (adjustment) on
the basis of feedback.  Coupled with the well-established concept of flexibility
characteristic of skilled (but not rote) performance (Welford 1976), this



promoted approaches based on more abstract programming notions that brought the
field closer to artificial intelligence (and made it more germane to
improvisation).
     In this spirit Schmidt (1975,1976) proposed a theory of motor schemata that
models both recall and recognition.  The schema is considered to contain the
general characteristics of a movement which must be organised in any given
situation to satisfy environmental requirements and the goals of the performer.
Context then guides the production of a series of motor commands that ultimately
generate a spatiotemporal pattern of muscle actions.  Feedback is based on a
template-comparison idea.
     Because schema are not specific movement instructions but are 'generalised'
motor programs, this theory is capable of modelling novelty (at least in a very
general way), which the others above could not (except Pew 1974, which also uses
a schema notion).  The possibility of novelty is also catered to by Schmidt's
inclusion of degree of variability of practice conditions as one determiner of
schema 'strength'.  At its core, the so-called 'novelty problem' is very close
to that of improvisation.
     Similar to schema is the notion of action plan.  Miller et. al. (1960) gave
a general description of plans, while Clark and Clark (1977) described plans for
language discourse, and Sloboda (1982) and Shaffer (1980, 1981, 1984) specify
plans for playing music.  As discussed by Shaffer (1980), a plan is an abstract
homomorphism representing the essential structure of the performance and
allowing finer details to be generated or located as they are needed during
execution.
     Other related theories include Allport's proposal of a system of condition-
action units which are links between sensory calling patterns and categories of
action (Allport (1980).  Also related are adjustable control or description
structures from artificial intelligence such as frames and scripts (see below).
     This convergence of theory is useful in constructing a model of
improvisation (see below).  However, it remains rather unspecific, and has run
far ahead of experiment.  But as of this writing there seems only one
alternative in the area of motor behaviour.  This is the organisational
invariant approach of Turvey, Kugler, Kelso and others (Turvey 1977, Kugler,
Kelso and Turvey 1980, cf Kelso 1982 for further references).  This approach
draws on two sources:  the ecological perspective of Gibson (1966, 1979) and the
dissipative structure model of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (Prigogine 1967,
Prigogine and Nicolis 1971, Prigogine, Nicolis, Herman, and Lam 1975).
Essentially the theory de-emphasises notions of cognitive process and control,
replacing them with, in so far as is possible, 'organisation invariants'.  These
organisational invariants are characteristic constraint structures that allow
the emergence of specific spatial relationships and dynamic processes in the
behaviour of non-linear systems when the parameters controlling these systems
fall in certain critical ranges.  Thus if the human motor action apparatus is
considered to be (as it certainly is) a non-linear system, characteristic
properties of muscle groups and patterns of human limb co-ordination will
naturally emerge from the constraints imposed by a given task situations (Kelso,
Holt, Rubin and Kugler 1981, Saltzman and Kelso 1983).  The proposals are
exciting, but their ultimate fate remains unclear.  The theory is still being
formulated, and comparable ideas from non-linear mathematics have infiltrated
many fields in the last ten years, with uneven results.
     Organisational invariant theory seems also likely to apply primarily to the
dynamics of motor program execution, and not to the formulation of intentions
and high level decision-making (Wilberg 1983).  Since these functions are vital
elements in improvisation in any but an extreme mechanistic approach, the theory
as it stands is not particularly suitable for improvisation modelling.
Nevertheless, these ideas may be used in an understanding of the sources of
behavioural novelty, and are discussed further in part III.



(ii) Some special issues relevant to improvisation
Skill classification
     Various dimensions of skill classification have been proposed and
improvisation can be placed within these.  One division is into 'open' skills,
which require extensive interaction with external stimuli, and 'closed' skills,
which may be run off without reference to the environment (Poulton 1957).  Solo
improvisation is therefore a closed skill, as it relies only on self-produced
stimuli, whereas ensemble improvisation is more open.  Other dimensions of skill
classification are gross-fine, discrete-serial-continuous, complex-simple, and
perceptual-motor (Holding 1981).  Improvisation is a fine, complex skill, with
both perceptual and motor components;  continuous actions predominate, although
there are also discrete and serial motor aspects.  This last point varies
somewhat with the nature of the instrument played.
     It is important to also emphasise the contrast between unskilled and highly
skilled performance.  A vast majority of reported skill studies treat simple
motor tasks like tracking, under an implicit reductionistic scientific
methodology.  It is increasingly acknowledged, however, that highly developed
skills have distinctive emergent properties missed in these earlier short-term
studies, properties such as adaptability, efficiency, fluency, flexibility, and
expressiveness (Welford 1976, Shaffer 1980, Sparrow 1983).  These are vital
components of improvisatory skill.

Feedback and error correction
     Feedback is a vital component in improvisation for it enables error
correction and adaptation - a narrowing of the gap between intended and actual
motor and musical effects.  But feedback is also important for its motivational
(Gibbs and Brown 1956) and attention-focussing effects (Pressing 1984a).
     Feedback redundancy is an important concept for music.  Aural, visual,
proprioceptive and touch feedback reinforce each other for the instrumental
improviser, whereas the vocalist has only hearing and proprioception available
(Pressing 1984a).  Likewise the design of some instruments allows more precise
visual feedback and more categorical kinesthetic feedback than others.  This is
almost certainly why sophisticated improvisation using advanced pitch materials
is more difficult on the violin than the piano, and extremely challenging for
the vocalist.  For every first-rate scat-singer in the world there must be 500
talented jazz saxophonists.

Feedback can also be considered to operate over different time scales.
Thus short term feedback guides ongoing movements, while longer term feedback is
used in decision-making and response selection.  Still longer term feedback
exists in the form of knowledge of results (KR) for skills where external
evaluation is present or result perception is not sufficiently precise or
immediate.  The importance of this for improvisation has been demonstrated by
Partchey (1974), who compared the effects of feedback, models and repetition on
students' ability to improvise melodies.  Feedback, in the form of playbacks of
recordings of the students' own improvisations, was clearly superior to
listening to pre-composed model melodies or repetition as an improvisation
learning technique.  In group improvisation, feedback loops would also operate
between two or more performers (Pressing 1980).
clear that internal feedback (and feedforward) loops exist not based on sensory
processing (Brooks 1978).  That is, if higher cognitive levels set the design of
motor programs while movement fine structure is specified in closed-loop fashion
by lower levels of the CNS, notably the spinal cord, then copies of these lower
level motor instructions are almost certainly sent directly back up to higher
centres.  In other words, there is some kind of central monitoring of efference.
This would serve to increase overall processing speed and accuracy.
     The role of errors in improvisation has been discussed previously (Pressing
1984a).  It will simply be pointed out here that error may accrue at all stages
of the human information processing system:  perception, movement/musical



gesture selection and design, and execution.  Minor errors demand little or no
compensation in following actions, whereas major errors may require a complete
change of musical process or context.
Anticipation, preselection and feedforward
     These three concepts have to do with preparation for action.  Physiological
recording of the Bereitschaft potential (BP) and contingent negative variation
(CNV) (cf. Brunia 1980) now provides explicit support for the long standing idea
that higher cognitive control centres bias lower ones towards anticipated
movements.  This is therefore a type of feedforward, and has been described from
various perspectives:  spinal 'tuning' (Easton 1978, Turvey 1977), corollary
discharge or efference copy (von Holst 1954), and preselection (cf. Kelso and
Wallace 1978 for discussion).
     The idea of preparation is very important for improvisation, where real-
time cognitive processing is often pushed up near its attentional limits.  It
can be formally proved, for example, that only a control system with a model of
disturbances and predictive power can become error free (Kickert, Bertrand and
Praagman 1978).  For improvised performance that aims at artistic presentation,
where discrepancies between intention and result must be kept within strict
bounds, practice must attempt to explore the full range of possible motor
actions and musical effects, to enable both finer control and the internal
modelling of discrepances and correction procedures, including feedforward.

Hierarchy vs heterarchy
     Because of influences of the physical sciences and control theory, an
overwhelming majority of models for motor behaviour have used a hierarchical
control system.  However the interconnectedness between different locations in
the CNS and the many documented types of feedback and feedforward processes
mentioned above argue that this perspective is probably too narrow.
Furthermore, explicit parallel-processing possibilities exist due to the
separate pyramidal and extrapyramidal neural tracts, alpha-gamma coactivation,
etc., as mentioned above.  Hence other types of organisation, referred to as
heterarchical or coalition, have been proposed (McCulloch 1945, von Foerster
1960, Greene 1972, Turvey 1977).  In this perspective, executive control of the
system may be transferred between different 'levels' depending on the needs of
the situation (Miller et. al. 1960).  This possibility is incorporated into the
model of part III.
Time scales for the control of movement
     This is a subject with an enormous and complex literature.  For background
purposes in modelling improvisation a few points only seem sufficient.
     Actual neural transmission times are on the order of tens of milliseconds.
According to Davis (1957) (cf. also Sage 1977), auditory stimulus activity
reaches the cerebral cortex 8-9 msec after stimulation while visual stimulation
involves a longer latency of 20-40 msec.  Since the two neural pathways are of
comparable length, this difference points to a greater transmission speed for
audition than vision.  It should, however, be noted that the auditory system
contains both ipsilateral and contralateral pathways, while the pathways of the
visual system are exclusively crossed.  The cortical response time for a
movement stimulus appears to be on the order of 10-20 ms (Adams 1976).
     Reaction time is the time taken for a sense stimulus to travel to the CNS
and return to initiate and execute a largely pre-programmed motor response.
Simple reaction times (RT) with only one chosen motor response typically fall in
the range 100-250 ms, depending on conditions and sensory modality (Summers
1981).  Auditory, kinesthetic and tactile reaction times have typically been
found to fall in the range 100-160 ms (Chernikoff and Taylor 1952, Higgins and
Angel 1970, Glencross 1977, Sage 1977), while visual reaction times have been
considered longer, typically reported as at least 190ms (Keele and Posner 1968).
Reaction times for other sensory modalities seem to be in the range above 200
ms, while RTs involving choice of response are in general longer and are



reasonably modelled by Hick's Law (Hick 1952).  Kinesthetic and tactile choice
reactions seem also to be faster than visual (Leonard 1959, Glencross and
Koreman 1979).  Data on auditory choice RTs do not seem to be readily available.
     Error correction (EC) times vary with sensory modality and context.  EC
times are important for improvisation because it may reasonably be argued that
they reflect minimum times for decision-making that is expressive or
compositional.  Visual error-correction is usually reported to be about 200 ms,
whereas kinesthetic EC can occur over intervals as short as 50-60 ms (Kerr
1982), as seen in reports on tracking tasks (Gibbs 1965, Higgins and Angel
1970).  However, other recent work in the case of vision has found some
instances of visual

EC times down in the range near 100 ms as well (Smith and Brown 1980, Zelaznik,
Hawkins and Kisselburgh 1983).  It seems likely that the time taken for error
correction would be a function of the degree of invoked processing involvement;
that is, motor program construction would take more time than selection, while
exacting criteria of discrimination or motor accuracy or a wide range of
response choice would naturally increase EC time.  Rabbitt and Vyas (1970) and
Welford (1974) have enunciated this view,  one which is well-supported by the
introspective reports of improvisers going back for many centuries (Ferand
1961).
     Explicit information on auditory error-correction times does not seem to be
available, but it is possible to point out a general tendency in the above data.
Namely, processing speed seems to be greatest for audition and
touch/kinesthesia, of all the possible sensory systems.  These are precisely the
elements involved in musical improvisation and provide a vivid psychological
interpretation for the historical fact that music, of all art and sport forms,
has developed improvisation to by far the greatest degree.  Under this
interpretation, human beings, as creative agents, have as a matter of course
drawn on the sensory systems most adapted to quick decision-making:  in other
words, a predilection for improvised sound manipulation might be genetically
programmed.  Of course, such an interpretation remains highly speculative.
     Finally it should be noted that unexpected sensory changes requiring
significant voluntary compensations require a minimum time of about 400-500 ms
(Welford 1976).  This is therefore the time scale over which improvising players
in ensembles can react to each others' introduced novelties (about twice a
second).  Nuances in continuous improvised performance based on self-monitoring
are probably limited by error correction times of about 100 ms (Welford 1976),
so that speeds of approximately ten actions per second and higher involve
virtually exclusively preprogrammed actions (Pressing 1984a).  An informal
analysis of jazz solos over a variety of tempos supports this ball park estimate
of the time limits for improvisational novelty.
Timing and movement invariants
     Up to this point very little has been said about the timing of skilled
performance, yet it is obviously a vital point.  Considerable experimental work
in the domains of fluent speech (Huggins 1978), typing (Schaffer 1978, Terzuolo
and Viviani 1979), handwriting (Denier van der Gon and Thuring 1965, Viviani and
Terzuolo 1980, Hollerbach 1981), generalised arm trajectories (Morasso 1983),
and piano performance (Shaffer 1980, 1984) has established that invariant timing
and spatial sequences, strongly suggestive of schema, underlie skilled actions.
Such performance rhythms, or 'hometetic' behaviour, as some have termed it,
shows great tunability:  over wide variations in distance and overall time
constraints, invariance of phasing and accelerations (or equivalently, forces)
can be observed (Schmidt 1983).  By phasing is meant the relative timings of
component parts of the entire movement sequence.
     But it is also true that the relative timings of movement components can be
changed intentionally, at least to a considerable degree.  Hence the improviser
has access to generalised action programs (in both motor and music



representation), which allow overall parametric control (time, space, force) and
subprogram tunability.  This may well be responsible for the flexibility of
conception characteristic of experienced improvisation.

Motor memory
     It has often been suggested that a distinct form of memory for action,
called motor memory, exists.  The subjective impression of improvisers (and
other performers) is certainly that potentially separate yet often
interconnected motor, symbolic and aural forms of memory do exist.  For a review
of this extensive topic and its relationship to verbal memory the reader may
wish to consult Laabs and Simmons (1981).

(iii) Skill development
     All skill learning seems to share certain common features.  In the early
stages, a basic movement vocabulary is being assembled and fundamental
perceptual distinctions needed for the use of feedback are drawn.  In
intermediate stages, larger action units are assembled, based on stringing
together the existing movement vocabulary in accordance with the developing
cognitive framework.  These action units begin to enable predictive open-loop
response.  The ability to perceive distinctions is refined considerably, and
internal models of action and error correction are developed.  Expressive
fluency begins to appear, characterised by a feeling of mindful 'letting go'
(Schneider and Fisk 1983, Pressing 1984a).  By the time advanced or expert
stages have been reached, the performer has become highly attuned to subtle
perceptual information and has available a vast array of finely timed and
tunable motor programs.  This results in the qualities of efficiency, fluency,
flexibility, and expressiveness.  All motor organisation functions can be
handled automatically (without conscious attention) and the performer attends
almost exclusively to a higher level of emergent expressive control parameters.
     In the case of improvised music these emergent control parameters are
notions like form, timbre, texture, articulation, gesture, activity level, pitch
relationships, motoric 'feel', expressive design, emotion, note placement and
dynamics.  There must also be a developed priority given to auditory monitoring
over kinesthetic and especially visual monitoring.  This idea is supported by
research on typists (West 1967), which showed that the dominant visual control
used for optimal results in early stages of learning to type gave way later to
reliance on tactile and kinesthetic cues.  It also seems likely that sensory
discrimination and motor control functions make increasing use of higher-order
space-time relationships (velocity, acceleration) as skill learning progresses
(Marteniuk and Romanow 1983).
     The change from controlled processing to automatic motor processing as a
result of extensive skill rehearsal is an idea of long standing (James 1890,
Shiffrin and Schneider 1977), and it undoubtedly improves movement quality and
integration (Eccles 1972).  The accompanying feeling of automaticity, about
which much metaphysical speculation exists in the improvisation literature, can
be simply viewed as a natural result of considerable practice, a stage at which
it has become possible to completely dispense with conscious monitoring of motor
programs, so that the hands appear to have a life of their own, driven by the
musical constraints of the situation (Bartlett 1947, Welford 1976, Pressing
1984a).  In a sense, the performer is played by the music.  The same thing
happens with common actions like walking and eating.  As Welford (1976) has
cogently pointed out, automaticity is therefore especially likely when the
actions involved are always, or virtually always, accurate to within the
requirements of the task.  Hence automaticity in improvisation can be frequent
in both free and highly structured contexts, since task requirements are often
self-chosen, but is more likely to be successful in musical terms for the less
experienced player towards the free end of the spectrum.



     Schneider and Fisk (1983) have proposed an interesting corollary to the
above, based upon a classification of tasks into those requiring consistent  or
varied processing:

'Practice leads to apparently resource free automatic productions
for consistent processing but does not reduce (attentional) resources needed

for a varied processing task.'  (p.129)
This idea is appealing and perhaps widely valid, but is too simple to encompass
the full complexity of improvisation.  For part of the result of extensive
practice of improvisation is an abstraction to greater and greater generality of
motor and musical controls to the point where highly variable, often novel,
specific results can be produced based on the automatic use of general, highly
flexible and tunable motor programs.  More irrevocable constraints causing
attentional loading seem to be timing and interhand co-ordination (Pressing
1984a).
     Another relevant area is the optimum distribution and nature of practice.
Generalisations here are particularly hazardous (Newell 1981) and I will confine
my comments specifically to improvisation.
     The extremes of massed and distributed practice typically have
complementary functions for the improviser.  Distributed practice develops
immediacy, and consistency of results under variable conditions, whereas massed
rehearsal, by perhaps bringing to the player's awareness otherwise unperceived
repetitive aspects of his or her music, enables the transcendence or improvement
of stale musical design.  One is reminded of the opinion of master trumpeter
Miles Davis that his sidemen only really got loose in the last set of the night,
after they had used up all their well-learned tricks (Carr 1982).
     Variability of practice conditions is vital for improvisation, for obvious
reasons, and this seems to be true of nearly all skilled behaviour (Schmidt
1983).  Mental practice away from the instrument can be important for performers
of fixed music, based on internal hearing of scores, but there seems very little
record of its use in improvisation.  This is presumably due to the intrinsically
vital motoric link between performer and instrument for improvisation.
     Techniques used by musicians to teach improvisation will be described in
section (c) below.  However some general principles of skill teaching are
pertinent here.  The successful yet contrasting approaches of the 'discovery'
method and structural prescription (the use of instructions or demonstrations)
may be mentioned.  The basic trial-and-error idea of the discovery method
probably requires little explanation;  it has been often been used as an
industrial training procedure, where learning sessions are arranged so that
trainees must make active choices which are normally correct, and which
therefore do not lead to ingrained errors (Welford 1976).  Less formalised self-
discovery techniques are certainly characteristic of much learning in the arts.
But structural prescription is also a vital part of skill learning.  For all but
very simple skills, instructions seem particularly effective when kept simple,
and when focussing on goals and general action principles rather than kinematic
details (Holding 1965, Hendrickson and Schroeder 1941, Newell 1981).  This
certainly holds for improvisation.  Probably too much intellectual detail both
interferes with the fluid organisation of action sequences, as mentioned
earlier, and strains attentional resources.

(c) Studies and theories of musical improvisation
     A cognitive overview of much of this literature has been given earlier
(Pressing 1984a, which includes references to dance and theatre), and will not
be repeated here.  Historical surveys of improvisation in Western music may be
found in Ferand (1938, 1961), the New Grove Dictionary of music (1983) and
Pressing (1984b,c).  These deal primarily with the period to 1900.  Discussion
of avant-garde improvisation since 1950 is included in
Cope (1984).  Non-Western musical improvisation is described by Datta and Lath
(1967), Jairazbhoy (1971), Wade (1973), Reck (1983) and Lipiczky (1985) for



Indian music;  by Nettl and Riddle (1974), Nettl and Foltin (1972), Zonis
(1973), Signell (1974, 1977) and Touma (1971) for various Middle Eastern
traditions;  by Behague (1980) and Charles (1982) for Latin American percussion
music;  by Hood (1971, 1975), Harrell (1974) and Sumarsam (1981) for gamelans
and other stratified ensembles in Southeast Asia, and by Jones (1959) and Locke
(1979) for Ewe music of Ghana.  Park (1985) has described the improvisation
techniques of Korean shamans, Avery (1984) structure and strategy in Azorean-
Canadian folkloric song dueling, and Erlmann (1985) variational procedures in
Ful'be praise song.  Nettl (1974) has provided thoughtful general insights from
the perspective of the ethnomusicologist.
     In the 20th century prescriptive teaching texts on Western music
improvisation are legion.  Few, however, have the sorts of cognitive insights
useful in model-building, and almost all are concerned with the specifics of
jazz (a small related number with blues and rock) or keyboard (particularly
French tradition organ) improvisation.  The jazz texts are too numerous to
survey fully here and are in any case mostly quite repetitious.  Important
pedagogic and analytic perspectives are however given by Coker (1964, 1975),
Schuller (1968), Baker (1969), Owens (1974), Tirro (1974), Liebman, Beirach,
Tusa, Williams, and Roy (1978), Dobbins (1978), Howard (1978), Murphy (1982) and
Radano (1985).  Among the better organ and piano texts may be mentioned the
works of Dupre (1925/37), Hunt (1968), Schouten (no date given), Gehring (1963),
and Berkowitz (1975).  Weidner (1984) has also presented a detailed analysis of
five improvisations by organist Charles Tournemire.  Analytical and prescriptive
texts which stand apart from the typical stylistic conventions above are the
works of Bailey (1980), Bresgen (1960), Sperber (1974), Stumme (1972), and
Whitmer (1934).  Except for Bailey, all of these take tonal music as their
primary area of discursion.  Discussions which emphasise free improvisation
often take a more cognitive approach, but their usefulness is sometimes
compromised by vagueness or subjectivity.  Valuable readings in this area
include Silverman (1962), Jost (1974), Parsons (1978), Bailey (1980), and
special issues of Perspectives of new music (Fall-Winter 1982/Spring-Summer
1983, pp.26-111), the Music educator's journal (1980, 66(5), pp.36-147),
Keyboard (10(10), October 1984), and The British Journal of Music Education
(1985, 2(2).  Other works of interest are those on choir improvisation (Ehmann
1950 and Ueltzen 1986), silent-film accompaniment (Hanlon 1975, Miller 1982/83),
dulcimer improvisation (Schickhaus 1978), percussion gestures (Goldstein 1983),
and the 'MMCP interaction' (Biasini and Pogonowski 1971).
     Musical improvisation has also been considered as a vehicle for
consciousness expansion and the tapping of deep intuitions.  A full history of
this 'transpersonal' approach would go
back thousands of years to the sacred texts of many religions.  Here I only
survey recent Western opinion.  Hamel (1976/1979) has intelligently chronicled
music of the avant-garde (e.g. Riley, Stockhausen) from this perspective.
Laneri (1975) has developed a philosophy of improvisation based on different
states of consciousness, featuring the concepts of synchronicity and
introversion.  The resultant music is primarily vocal, since the voice is
considered the primal instrument.  A powerful system of sonic meditation most
applicable to vocal improvisation groups has been developed by Oliveros (1971).
'Sensing' compositions have been published by Gaburo (1968).  An attempt to
connect music, altered states of consciousness and research in parapsychology
has been given by Pressing (1980), while Galas (1981/82) has created a primal
vocal music based on obsession, excessive behaviour, and trance states of severe
concentration.
     The approaches to the teaching of improvisation in the literature may be
broadly grouped as follows.  First, there is the perspective overwhemingly found
in historical Western texts, that improvisation is real-time composition and
that no fundamental distinction need be drawn between the two.  This philosophy
was dominant in pre-Baroque times but had become rare by the 18th Century.  In



practice this results in a nuts-and-bolts approach with few implications for the
modelling of improvisation beyond basic ideas of variation, embellishment and
other traditional processes of musical development.  A second approach, which
historically took over as the first one waned, sets out patterns, models and
procedures specific to the improvisational situation, which, if followed by
those possessing a solid enough level of musicianship, will produce
stylistically appropriate music.  In this category fall the many figured bass
and melodic embellishment texts of the 17th and 18th centuries (e.g. Mersenne
1635, Quantz 1752/1966, Bach 1778/1949, Arnold 1931/65), as well as the riff
compendia and how-to-do-it books in the field of jazz (e.g. Coker, Casale,
Campbell, and Greene 1970, Slonimsky 1975, Nelson 1966).
     A third technique is the setting of a spectrum of improvisational problems
or constraints.  The philosophy behind this technique shows a clear contrast
with the second approach above, as described by Doerschuk (1984), referring to
the Dalcroze system.

'The art of improvisation rests on .... a developed awareness of
one's expressive individuality.  This knowledge grows through interactive
exercises with a teacher, whose function is not to present models for imitation,
but to pose problems intended to provoke personal responses.' (p.52)
Jaques-Dalcroze (1921) seems to have pioneered this approach in our century with
a revealing series of improvisation exercises for piano.  These include
composition-like problems in rhythm, melody, expressive nuance, and harmony;
muscular exercises;  imitation of a teacher;  exercises in hand independence;
the notation of improvisation just after performing it;  and what may be termed
an 'interrupt' technique.  In this last technique the word 'hopp' is recited by
the teacher, as a cue for the student to perform pre-set operations such as
transposition or change of tempo during the performance.  This technique is
reminiscent of a much later suggestion by Roads (1979) that musical grammars
used in improvisation might by 'interrupt-driven'.  This idea is developed in
the model below.
     Parsons (1978) has made effective use of this third technique in a
collection of short pieces by many different composers defined largely by
improvisational instruction sets;  he also presents a taxonomy of
psychoimprovisational faults and recommended exercises for correcting them.  A
shorter multiauthor collection of improvisational exercises is found in
Armbruster (1984).  Jazz fake books like the Real book (no listed authors or
dates) or The world's greatest fake book (Sher 1983) may also be considered to
act along the lines of this technique.

     A fourth approach is the presentation of multiple versions of important
musical entities (most commonly motives) by the teacher, leaving the student to
infer completely on his or her own the ways in which improvisation or variation
may occur by an appreciation of the intrinsic 'fuzziness' of the musical
concept.  This imitative self-discovery approach is found in the Persian radif,
which is a repository of musical material learned in a series of increasingly
complex versions by the aspiring performer (Nettl and Foltin 1972), and in
Ghanaian traditions (K. Ladzekpo, personal communication), for example.  A
related procedure made possible by the use of recording technology in the 20th
century is for the student to directly copy a number of improvised solos by
repeated listening to recordings, and from this extract common elements and
variation procedures.  Song-form based improvisations, in which solos consist of
a number of choruses which repeat the same underlying chord progression, are
particularly suitable.  This method has been widely used in jazz and blues since
the end of the First World War.
     A fifth approach is allied to the self-realisation ideas of humanistic
psychology.  It is based on concepts of creativity and expressive individuality
which go back in music explicity at least to Coleman (1922), implicity certainly
to Czerny (1829/1983), and probably in a general sense at least to the



Enlightenment.  Important educational applications of this idea are found in the
works of Carl Orff, Zoltan Kodaly, Suzuki (cf. Mills and Murthy 1973) and
particularly Jaques-Dalcroze (1921/1976, 1930) and Shafer (1969).  In the words
of Jaques-Dalcroze, 'Improvisation is the study of direct relations between
cerebral commands and muscular interpretations in order to express one's own
musical feelings....Performance is propelled by developing the students' powers
of sensation, imagination, and memory'.  (in Abramson 1980, p.64).
     Research on optimal techniques for teaching improvisation has seemingly
only been carried out in the last two decades, with nearly all of it in the
field of jazz.  The important study by Partchey (1973) which showed the value of
models and particularly of subsequent aural feedback in learning to improvise
has already been mentioned above.  Work by Hores (1977) has shown that visual
and aural approaches to the teaching of jazz improvisation can be equally
effective.  Burnsed (1978) looked at the efficacy of design of an introductory
jazz improvisation sequence for band students.  Suehs (1979) developed and
assessed (by adjudication) a course of study in Baroque improvisation
techniques.  Carlson (1980) described a teaching strategy based on the analysis
of jazz trumpet performance practice.
     Bash (1983) compared the effectiveness of three different instructional
methods in learning to improvise jazz.  Method I was a standard technical
procedure based on scales and chords.  Method II supplemented this technical
dimension with aural perception techniques which included rote vocal responses
to blues patterns, blues vocalisations, and instrumental echo response patterns
based on rote or procedures of generalisation.  Method III supplemented the same
technical procedures of Method I with an historical-analytical treatment.  All
three methods gave improved results over that of a control group, and methods II
and III, though no significant difference was found between them, were both
superior to method I.  The results show the value of specific theoretical and
technical instruction, and also of its supplementation by relevant aural
training or analyses of performance strategies used by virtuoso improvisers.
     A study by Moorman (1984) analysed the pedagogic methods of selected jazz
teachers, and found a common emphasis on melodic, rhythmic and harmonic
foundation studies.  Moorman also gave an analysis of 25 selected improvisation
by 'name' jazz players, using Rudolph Reti's ideas of thematic process.
Finally, Paulson (1985) examined and verified the usefulness of imitation (of
master performers) in jazz improvisation instruction.
     One final comment on improvisation teaching seems apposite.  This is the
fact that the optimally effective teacher is able to direct evaluative comments
on several different levels.  One is the technical - 'Your notes don't fit the
chord', 'The piano is is lagging behind the bass,' etc.  Another is the
compositional - 'Try to develop that motive more before discarding it', 'Use
more rhythmic variety in pacing your solo', 'Musical quotations seem
inappropriate in this free a context', etc.  Yet another level is the use of
organising metaphor, a vital part of the tradition of jazz teaching - 'Use more
space', 'Dig in', 'Go for it', 'Play more laid-back', 'Don't force it - follow
the flow', etc.  Simple comments of this kind can be remarkably effective at
removing improvisational blocks, when delivered at a proper time.
     Pike (1974) has presented a brief but insightful phenomenology of jazz.
His approach considers the projection of 'tonal imagery' to be the fundamental
process in jazz improvisation.  Tonal imagery is either 'reproductive' (memory-
based) or 'productive' (creative).  The improviser operates in a 'perceptual
field' which acts as a framework in which the improviser's imagery appears and
originates.  This field includes not only the perception of external tonal
events, but the perception of internal images, as well as the states of
consciousness evoked by these images.  Images in this field are combined,
associated, contrasted and otherwise organised.  The phenomenological operations
describing this are processes such as repetition, contrast, continuity,
completion, closure, and deviation.  Other aspects of improvisation defined by



Pike include 'intuitive cognition', an immediate penetration into the singular
and expressive nature of an image, and 'prevision', a glimpse into the
developmental horizons of an embryonic jazz idea.
     Although some of Pike's claims are open to question, for example his
uncritical acceptance of concepts like Hodeir's 'vital drive' (Hodeir 1961), his
short paper remains an important introspective analysis of the experience of
improvisation.  The only other extensive phenomenological treatment of
improvisation seems to be Mathieu's (1984) study of musician/dancer duo
performances.  Other perspectives on the experiences of the improviser have been
given by Milano (1984), in an interview with jazz pianist/psychiatrist Denny
Zeitlin, and Sudnow (1978), who has produced a basic ethnomethodological
description of learning to play jazz at the piano.  Related philosophical
arguments have been given by Alperson (1984) and Kleeman (1985/86).
     Finally it may be proper to note that the computer age has spawned new
hybrids of composition and improvisation.  Fry (1980, 1982/83) has described
music and dance improvisation set-ups using computer sensing and control
devices.  Chadabe (1984) has described a method of 'interactive composition'
whereby movements of the hands in space near two proximity-sensitive antennas
trigger and exert partial control over real-time computer sound generation.
Interactive computer-based performance systems have also been used by trombonist
George Lewis and a host of performance artists, including this writer.  Michel
Waisvisz has developed 'The Hands', a novel performance instrument interfacing
with a variety of synthesisers.  And recently available software, such as the
Macintosh-based M and Jam Factory, has improvisational and interactive features
that seem rich with promise.

(d) Oral traditions and folklore
     The idea that traditional folk tales from many cultures have underlying
unities, which may be interpreted as narrative grammars, is a fairly well-
established one (Propp 1927, Thompson 1946;  Nagler 1974).  Explanations of this
fact have tended towards one or the other of two viewpoints.
     A common (particularly European) perspective in the study of oral tradition
and folklore has been a focus on their repetitive and imitative aspects, with
the frequent assumption of an Urtext which has undergone historical and
geographic transformation.  A powerful opposing view, and one which seems
increasingly relevant as a description of referent-based improvisation, is found
in the 'formulaic composition' proposals of Milman Parry and Albert Lord (Parry
1930, 1932;  Lord 1964, 1965).
     Formulaic composition was formulated from Milman's intense study of the
Homeric epics, particularly the Odyssey, and given further support by research
work on Yugoslav folk epic poetry by Milman and Lord.  It is also considered to
be applicable to other oral epics such as Beowulf and the Chanson de Roland, and
has been used to analyise Latvian folksong texts (Vikis-Freibergs 1984).  In
this view epic oral poetry is created anew at each performance by the singer
from a store of formulas, a store of themes, and a technique of composition.
These is no 'original' version;  instead the tradition is multiform.  A
'formula' is a group of words regularly employed under the same metrical
conditions to express a given essential idea;  it has melodic, metric,
syntactic, and acoustic dimensions.  By choosing from a repertoire of roughly
synonymous formulas of different lengths and expanding or deleting subthemes
according to the needs of the performance situation, the experienced performer
is able to formulaically compose (in real-time, hence improvise) a detailed and
freshly

compelling version of a known song epic.  As a result of the composition system,
instances of pleonasm and parataxis are common.
     The formulas considered as a group reveal further patterns.  In the words
of Lord (1964):



'...the really significant element in the process is... the setting
up of various patterns that make adjustment of phrase and creation of phrases by
analogy possible'. (p.37)
In addition, the permutation of events and formulas may occur, as well as the
substitution of one theme for another.
     Yet the traditional singer does not seek originality with this technique,
but heightened expression.  Lord speculates that formulas originally grew out of
a need for intensification of meaning or evocation.  'The poet was sorcerer and
seer before he became artist' Lord (1964, p.67).
     The relevance of formulaic composition to specific types of musical
improvisation has recently been discussed by several writers.  Treitler (1974)
has argued that Gregorian chant was composed and transmitted in an analogous
process to that used in the oral epics.  Smith (1983) and Smith (1985) have used
the process to describe the constraints imposed on the song-based jazz
performer, including an analysis of piano improvisations by Bill Evans.
Kernfeld (1983) has examined how far formulas may be used to describe the music
of saxophonist John Coltrane.  Reck (1983) has produced the evocative idea of a
musician's 'tool-kit', in a mammoth study of five performances by South Indian
musician Thirugokarnam Ramachandra Iyer.  The tool-kit is considered to be
piece-specific and contain both individually-chosen and culturally-determined
formulas, musical habits, models of improvisational and compositional forms,
aesthetic values, and social attitudes.
     The application of Parry-Lord theory to musical improvisation is thus a
clear contemporary trend.  The limits of its validity and usefulness are still
open questions, and are probably linked to whether a satisfactory agreement can
be reached on the principles to be used to define musical 'formulas'.

(e) Intuition and creativity
     These are two related concepts, each with a vast literature.  Their
connection with improvisation is undeniable, yet explicit mention of it in
either field is rare.  On the other hand, 'free' musicians and many music
educators commonly use the two terms, but often without a very clear notion of
just what is being discussed.  This section attempts to bridge this gap.
     The concept of intuition is much older than creativity, and it has separate
philosophical and psychological traditions.  Westcott (1968) has provided an
excellent general survey, enumerating three historical approaches to
philosophies of intuition.  First comes Classical Intuitionism (e.g. Spinoza,
Croce, Bergson), which views intuition as a special kind of contact with a prime
reality, a glimpse of ultimate truth unclouded by the machinations of reason or
the compulsions of instinct.  Knowledge gained through this kind of intuition is
unique, immediate, personal, unverifiable.  The second approach, called by
Westcott Contemporary Intuitionism, (e.g. Stocks 1939, Ewing 1941, Bahm 1960),
takes the more restricted view that intuition is the immediate apprehension of
certain basic truths (of deduction, mathematical axioms, causality, etc.).  This
immediate knowing stands outside logic or reason and yet is the only foundation
upon which they can be built up.  Knowledge gained through intuition constitutes
a set of 'justifiable beliefs', which are nevertheless subject to the
possibility of error.  A third approach is positivistic (e.g. Bunge 1962) in
that it rejects as illusory both the notions of immediacy and ultimate truth
found in some earlier views.  Rather, an intuition is simply a rapid inference
which produces a hypothesis.
     Of all these views, it is perhaps that of French philosopher Henri Bergson
(1859-1941) which shows the greatest affinities with the common metaphors of
improvisation.  Bergson saw intuition as a way to attain direct contact with a
prime reality ordinarily masked from human knowledge.  This prime reality is an
ongoing movement, an evolving dynamic flux which proceeds along a definite but
unpredictable course.



'The prime reality is referred to as "the perpetual happening" or
"duration".

The mind of man, according to Bergson, is shielded from the perpetual
happening

by the intellect, which imposes "patterned immobility" on prime reality,
dis-

torting, inmobilizing, and separating it into discrete objects, events and
processes.  In the perpetual happening itself, all events, objects, and
processes are unified' (in Westcott 1968 p.8).

In Bergson's view, the intellect can freely interact with the fruits of
intuition (special knowledge and experience) to develop an enriched personal
perspective.
     The notion of tapping a prime reality is very similar to the improviser's
aesthetic of tapping the flow of the music, as mentioned above.  The same
apparent process has been eloquently described with regard to the origins of
folk tales from many cultures by English writer Richard Adams:

'... I have a vision of - the world as the astronauts saw it - a
shining globe,

poised in space and rotating on its polar axis.  Round it, enveloping it
entirely, as one Chinese carved ivory ball encloses another within it, is
a second ... gossamer-like sphere  .... rotating freely and independently
of the rotation of the earth.

Within this outer web we live.  It soaks up, transmutes and is
charged

with human experience, exuded from the world within like steam or an aroma
from cooking food.  The story-teller is he who reaches up, grasps that

part
of the web which happens to be above his head at the moment and draws it

down -
it is, of course, elastic and unbreakable - to touch the earth.  When he

has
told his story - its story - he releases it and it springs back and

continues
in rotation.  The web moves continually above us, so that in time every

point on
its interior surface passes directly above every point on the surface of

the
world.  This is why the same stories are found all over the world, among

different
people who can have had little or no communication with each other.'
(Adams 1980, p.12)

There is a clear convergence of imagery in this and other descriptions that
points to a likely transpersonal component to improvisation.
     The psychological perspectives on intuition are many and varied, but only
two seem relevant here.  The first is the widely occurring idea that intuition
is a special case of inference which draws on cues and associations not
ordinarily used (Westcott 1968).  A similarity with certain theories of skill
learning mentioned in section II (iii) above is apparent.  A second and wide-
ranging approach is found in the recent work by Bastick (1982), which includes a
search of over 2.5 million sources for common properties underlying intuition.
After the identification and detailed analysis of some 20 of these properties,
Bastick ends up describing intuition as a combinatorial process operating over
preexisting connections among elements of different 'emotional sets'.  These
emotional sets apparently contain encodings, often redundant, of many different
life events (intellectual activities, movement, emotion, etc.).  By giving
strong emphasis to the role of dynamics, bodily experience, and the maximizing
of redundancy in encoding, and by a series of suggestive diagrams of intuitive



processing, Bastick seems to be on an important track parallel to emerging ideas
of improvisation.
     Research in creativity is probably more extensive than that in intuition,
for intuition is most commonly considered a subcategory of creativity.
Certainly, general theories of creativity are legion, and a full review of them
would exceed the scope of this paper.  But much of the research in musical
creativity of relevance to improvisation draws on the general frameworks set up
by Guilford, and several aspects of his work deserve mention here.  First, his
structure-of-Intellect model proposed a taxonomy of factors of intelligence
(Guilford 1977, Guilford and Hoepfner 1971, and earlier references mentioned
therein).  These intelligence factors, which number 120, are classified along
three dimensions:
thought content - visual, auditory figural, semantic, symbolic, and behavioural
information;
kinds of operation performed on the content - cognition, memory, convergent
production, divergent production, evaluation;

products - the results of applying operations to content - units, classes,
relations, systems, transformations, and implications.
These classifications are related to improvisation in a general way, but despite
their intuitive appeal, they have so far been fairly resistant to empirical
verification.
     Second, Guilford and Hoepfner (1971) classified techniques of evaluation
(in problem-solving), which they held to be due to appeals to logical
consistency, past experiences, feeling of rightness, or aesthetic principles.
Such a classification also has implications for improvisation (see model below).
     Most importantly, Guilford (1956, 1957) defined a set of six aptitudes for
creative thinking:  fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration,
redefinition, and sensitivity to problems.  As cited in a recent useful survey
of creativity research in music education (Richardson 1983), the first four of
these aptitudes are considered to be objectively testable and have been
incorporated into the design of improvisation tests used to evaluate creativity.
Studies specifically concerned with music are those of Vaughan (1971), Gorder
(1976, 1980), and Webster (1977).  Gorder's work in particular demonstrates the
feasibility of fairly objective assessment of Guilford-type aptitudes for a
theme and variations improvisation protocol.  The criteria for objective
evaluation of creative work have been discussed in general terms by Amabile
(1983).
     Brennan (1982) used Guilford's classification scheme to investigate dance
improvisation.  She was able to subdivide the performances into smaller movement
units, which could be used to examine the presence of specific creative
aptitudes (e.g. originality, flexibility).  She also found low correlation
between movement improvisation aptitude and pencil and paper tests of creative
ability and concluded that motor creativity is a separate faculty, which, as
pointed out by Troup (1986), accords with Guilford and Hoepfner's (1971) theory
that 'movement responses represent a separate category of divergent production
abilities'.  Music performance, based as it is on refined motor skills, must
also be part of this separate category.
     A further group of studies exists that looks primarily at relations between
motor or musical creativity and other factors such as general creativity,
intelligence, musicality, and composition training.  (These issues are also
raised by Vaughan 1971, Gorder 1976, and Webster 1977).  These include Tarratus
(1964), Roderick (1965), Vaughan (1977) and to a lesser degree Wyrick (1968).
In general the results here do little more than confirm the independence of the
categories of motor or musical creativity from other such factors, Greenhoe's
(1966) notion (and the commonly held opinion of improvisers) that special
supporting aptitudes are required for musical creativity.



(f) Artificial intelligence
     This field is concerned with programming computers to be intelligent
problem solvers.  The framework of action is usually formulated in terms of a
problem space which must be searched for correct solutions.  Since interesting
problem spaces are nearly always too large to be investigated completely, a
major focus of the field is the design of better heuristic search techniques.
Coupled naturally with this are many methods and frameworks for the
representation of knowledge.
     There is traditionally no explicit mention of improvisation in the field.
In making such a link, it seems clear that the successful application of AI
concepts to improvisation rests to a large degree on the appropriateness of
considering improvisation to be a kind of problem-solving.  There is little
doubt that such an analogy can be fruitful, particularly for referent-guided
improvisation.  For example, the process of improvisation may be divided up into
a number of time points, and viewed as a succession of small problems, each of
which is the production of an appropriate chunk of musical action at the current
time point, where the constraints on action are the referent, goals, and musical
actions at earlier time points.  Alternatively, the time scale may be drawn much
coarser, and each complete improvisation may be considered a solution to a much
more generally stated problem:  e.g. improvise a chorus on 'I got rhythm'
changes, within the constraints of bebop style.
     Before surveying the fruits of this approach it may be wise to spell out
its limitations.  Experientially, improvisation can seem to be far-removed from
problem solving.  This is particularly so where the goals of the music-making
are exploration and process, rather than the presentation of artistic product.
It is also very difficult to imagine how one could ever specify the 'problems'
in freer types of improvisation with sufficient detail to allow specific AI
techniques to be used in modelling.  Such problem formulations, even if
possible, would be very personal, open-ended, and sometimes contradictory.
     With these provisos, we examine how various AI problem-solving techniques
might apply to improvisation.  Search techniques come in several variants,
including depth-first, breadth-first and best-first.  All use a generate-and-
test procedure to find solutions to a problem.  Clearly there are possible
connections with improvisation.  Generate-and-test could be applied to learning
to improvise, where generation is sound production and testing is listening back
to generated music;  or, it could describe internal cognitive selection
processes, where testing is based on internal hearing of generated
possibilities, before one is chosen as the actual musical output at a given
time.  Unfortunately with regard to this second interpretation there is a
serious limitation:  the inevitable use of back-tracking in the search processes
cannot be very significant in improvisation due to the cognitive limitations of
real-time processing.  The need of the improviser is for a good solution, not
the best, for there is probably no single 'best' solution, and even if there
were, it would take too long to find it.  Therefore, the number of solution
paths compared at any one step is probably very strongly limited, perhaps to two
or three.
     Another problem-solving technique is problem reduction:  that is, reducing
a problem to a set of subproblems.  This is a common way to look at the teaching
of improvisation, but seems less likely to apply to doing it, where integration
of action is required.  Of course there is no proof of this;  we know far too
little about the workings of the brain.  Constraint satisfaction, on the other
hand, is a technique whose principles seem to apply to improvisation.  The
constraints are the referent, goals of the performer, stylistic norms, etc.
Finally, means-ends analysis is a technique that is based on comparing current
and goal states.  Because it involves considerable back-tracking, it is unlikely
to apply to the improvisation process.  Yet like other methods above, it seems
relevant to the process of learning improvisational skill.  In general then,



learning to improvise (that is, to structure musical impulses within aesthetic
guidelines) is more like problem-solving than is improvising itself.
     Another main branch of artifical intelligence is knowledge representation.
The relevance to improvisation seems clear, for any particular mode of knowledge
representation makes it efficient to do certain things and inefficient to do
others.  And efficiency is what the improviser needs above all.
     Knowledge representation in AI is based on many ideas, including indexing,
conceptual dependency, hierarchies, semantic nets, multiple representation,
blackboards (actually a type of interprocess communication), frames, scripts,
stereotypes, and rule models (Rich 1983, Lenat 1984).  With respect to
improvisation, many of these are more suggestive than readily applicable.
Indexing, for example, is too artificial, whereas conceptual dependency, in
which information is represented by certain conceptual primitives, is too
strongly linked with natural language structure.  Hierarchies have been
discussed previously.  Semantic nets are perhaps more promising:  information is
represented as a network of nodes connected to each other by labelled arcs, each
node representing an object, event or concept, and each arc a relation between
nodes.  Such a graph could be drawn for musical objects and events, but
parametrically-tunable processes are not easy to represent, and this is a
serious drawback.
     Multiple representation, however, is an important idea, and one which is
implicit in parallel-processing ideas mentioned earlier.  The increased
flexibility and efficiency possible with multiple representation argue very
strongly for its inclusion is any model of improvisation.  Gelernter (1963)
successfully applied the idea to problems in plane geometry by using
simultaneous axiomatic and diagrammatic representations.  Another interesting
application is the notion of the 'blackboard', an organisation of the problem
space into multiple levels of representation, typically along a dimension
indicating level of abstractness.  Thus a spoken sentence may be processed at
levels of acoustic wave form, phonemes, syllables, words, word sequences,
phrases, etc.  Each part of the blackboard is triggered automatically as
relevant information comes in.  Multiple representation also strengthens the
possibilities for analogy, and promotes synergy, by which is meant the co-
operative action of parts of a complex system (Lenat 1984).

     The last four ideas mentioned above, frames, scripts, stereotypes, and rule
models, are considered to be various types of schema (Rich 1983).  The use of
the word here is slightly different than in the area of motor behaviour (cf.
Adams 1976 for a survey).  Frames are used to describe collections of attributes
of an object.  A frame consists of slots filled with attributes and associated
values.  Like most slot-and-filler structures, frames facilitate the drawing of
analogies.  Ideas equivalent to the frame are found in the improvisation model
below.  Scripts are simply normative event sequences and in so far as they apply
to improvisation have much in common with the generalised motor schemas of
section (b) (i) above.  Stereotypes have their usual meaning and are parts of
the norms of musical style, but are often avoided by the best improvisers.  Rule
models describe the common features shared by a set of rules which form the
basis for a 'production system'.  If the improvising musician is the production
system, the important rules will be largely heuristic and the rules about rules
may be termed metaheuristics.  Some of these will be culturally and historically
based, while others presumably reflect intrinsic properties of the human
thinking apparatus.  Serafine (1983) has presented an insightful discussion of
this distinction from the standpoint of the cognitive psychologist.
     In principle it should be possible to integrate appropriate AI techniques
to construct an expert system which improvises.  One of the very few such
attempts is the unpublished work of Levitt (1981), which dealt with jazz
improvisation.  The idea awaits further development.



(g) Spontaneous speech
     The much discussed analogy between language and music has, perhaps, some
implications for improvisation.  The clearest parallel seems to be with
spontaneous speech, which has a comparable creative component.  Troup (1986), in
a brief review of this parallel, points to some suggestive possibilities.  For
example, spontaneous speech is often characterised by pauses, repeats, false
starts, and delaying syllables like 'um' and 'ah' indicative of real-time
cognitive processing limitations.  (Goldman-Eisler 1968, Kowal, Bassett and
O'Connell 1985).  Pauses and repeats presumably have this function (among
others) in musical improvisation.  Are there also musical devices corresponding
to the false starts and delaying syllables of spontaneous speech?
     Petrie (1983) compared differences in cognitive processing load during
speaking and during pauses in articulations by looking at interference with a
second simultaneous task.  Interference was greater during the pauses,
suggesting heightened cognitive processing demands in those periods.  Does a
similar effect occur in musical improvisation?  If so, this could be correlated
with the level of structural complexity or originality occurring in the music
immediately following such pauses.  Further work is clearly required if such
parallels are to be developed to the point where they can make a significant
contribution to improvisation modelling.

III. A model of improvisation
     Any theory of improvisation must explain three things:  how people
improvise;  how people learn improvisational skill;  and the origin of novel
behaviour.  It must also be consistent with the numerous recurring themes
reviewed above.  The model given here seems to satisfy these conditions.

(a) How people improvise
     The first part of this model describes the process of improvisation.  It
begins with the observation that any improvisation may be partitioned up into a
sequence of non-overlapping sections.  By non-overlapping it is simply meant
that sounds are assigned to only one section, not that the sounds themselves do
not overlap.  Let each of these sections contain a number of musical events
(e.g. a group of notes, one or more gestures or phrases, etc.) and be called an
event cluster Ei.  Then the improvisation I is simply an ordered union of all
these event clusters.  Formally,
I  =     E1, E2,....EN (1)
From a naive analytical perspective there is a large number of ways such a
partitioning could be made.  Our first major assumption is that every
improvisation is actually generated by triggers at specific time points t1, t2,
....tn that instigate the movement patterns appropriate to effect intended
musical actions.  Each time point is thus the point at which decided action
begins to be executed.  Note that it is schemas for action that are triggered,
not precise movement details, and subsequent motor fine-tuning based on feedback
processes goes on after each time point.  Most often time points will have clear
musical correlates, with adjacent event clusters being set off from each other
by local musical boundary criteria:  pauses, phrase junctures, cadences,
grouping by sequence, etc;  but this need not always be the case.
     With this interpretation, equation 1 is a unique specification of the
timing of central decision-making made by the improviser.  The improvisation may
then be viewed as a series of
'situations', where the (i + 1) th situation is confined primarily to the time
interval (ti, ti+1) and entails the generation of the cluster Ei+l on the basis
of the previous events
  E1, E2,....Ei    =   E   i, the referent R (if one exists), a set of current
goals    , and long-term memory M.  The referent R is an underlying piece-
specific guide or scheme used by the musician to facilitate the generation of



improvised behaviour (Pressing 1984a).  The process of event cluster generation
may then be written

(   E   , R,     ,  M)i        Ei+1
(2)

Decision-making in the (i+1)th situation may in principle extend well back
before time ti, depending on the degree of preselection used by the performer,
and will also extend slightly into the future, in that fine details of motor
control will be left to lower control centres and hence may occur after ti+1.
     Equation (2) applies strictly only to solo improvisation.  The only changes
with group improvisation are that, first, all performers would have their own
distinct time point sequences (even though they would often be partially
correlated), and second, players will normally interact.  Equation (2) can be
readily extended to apply to all K members of an improvisation ensemble by
writing

(  E  , C, R,     , M)i       Ei +1,     k=1,....K,
(3)

where subscripts refer to the kth performer, and C stands for performer k's
cognitive representations of all previous event clusters produced by the other
performers and any expectations of their likely future actions.  For simplicity,
we use the formalism of equation (2) and speak primarily in terms of solo
improvisation in what follows, adding in the effects of other performers in a
straightforward manner as needed at certain points.
     Any given event cluster E has a number of simultaneously valid and
partially redundant 'aspects'.  Each aspect is a representation of E from a
certain perspective.  Most important are the acoustic aspect (produced and
sensed sound), the musical aspect (cognitive representation of the sounds in
terms of music-technical and expressive dimensions), and the movement aspect
(including timing of muscular actions, proprioception, touch, spatial
perception, and central monitoring of efference).  Visual and emotional aspects
normally also play a role, and in principle there may be others.  Furthermore
each aspect exists in two forms, intended and actual.  Each intended form is
specified at a specific time point:  the corresponding actual form is
constructed from subsequent sensory feedback.  The gap between these two forms
is reduced by sound training in musicianship and improvisation practice, but it
never dwindles completely to zero.  Hence in equation (2) or (3) the variable E
i represents intended and actual forms of all aspects of event clusters E1 to
Ei-1, the intended form of Ei, plus, over the course of the time interval (ti,
ti+1), increasing feedback on the actual form of Ei. By ti+1, when central
commands for Ei+1 are transmitted, the ongoing nature of improvisation probably
demands that integration of the intended and actual forms of Ei be virtually
complete.
     The details of the proposed model of what occurs in the (i+1)th situation,
that is, the selection of Ei+1, are as follows:
1. Ei is triggered and executed (it may spill on briefly to times t   ti+1)
2. Each aspect of Ei may be decomposed into three types of analytical
representation:  objects, features, and processes.  An 'object' is a unified
cognitive or perceptual entity.  It may, for example, correspond to a chord, a
sound, or a certain finger motion.  'Features' are parameters that describe
shared properties of objects, and 'processes' are descriptions of changes of
objects or features over time.  At ti this decomposition is based only on
intended information (efference);  by ti+1 much of the actual form of Ei,
received through the senses and internal feedback, has been used to refine the
cognitive representation of Ei.  This may continue after ti+1.  Let this
decomposition into objects, features, and processes (for each aspect) be
represented by three variable-dimension arrays O, F, and P, and assume that they
represent all information about Ei needed by the improviser in decision-making.
analysed by others, if the player does not use them in his or her cognitive
representation, their s values would be zero.  Sample object, feature and



process arrays for the following event cluster (a short trombone motive) are
given by way of example (Fig.1), for the musical aspect only.  Considerable
redundancy of representation has been set out in the process array, and the
feature array has been based only on single objects, so that its column labels
are identical to those of the object array.  In a more complex case features of
groups of objects could be present as additional columns.

3. The structures of the three types of arrays are as follows.  The object
array is a 2xN array where row 1 components label the objects present and row 2
gives their associated cognitive strengths sk (explained below).  The feature
and process arrays are typically non-rectangular.  Their first rows consist of
object and process labels respectively, and each column below that row is built
up of a number of pairs of elements which give the values vjk of associated
features or process parameters and their corresponding cognitive strengths sjk.
The arrays are non-rectangular because different objects may possess different
numbers of significant features or process parameters.  The feature and
parameter process values vjk vary over ranges appropriate to their nature,
whereas cognitive strengths sjk are normalised to vary between 0 and 1.
Cognitive strength is essentially an indicator of attentional loading, that is,
the importance that the given factor has in the performer's internal
representation.  Thus even though certain features may be objectively present,
as

and possibilities of Ei.  There seem to be only two methods of continuation
used: associative or interrupt generation.  In associative generation the
improviser desires to effect continuity between Ei and Ei+1 and picks new arrays
Oi+1, Fi+1, Pi+1 whose set of strong cognitive components includes all or nearly
all of the set of strong cognitive components of Oi, Fi, and Pi, with the values
of these shared components being directly related (as described in point 5).  In
other words the Ei components with high s values carry their information on in
some way to Ei+1.  These new arrays act as a set of constraints which determine,
in conjunction with various generation processes, the musical actions generated
for Ei+1.  The relative importance of different feature and process constraints
in the overall event generation process is indicated by their respective
cognitive strengths sjk.  Note that the Ei+1 arrays may contain new strong
components (constraints) that were previously weak or completely absent.  In
particular, it is possible to add a new independent musical process to a
continuing one to produce an associative continuation which has a clear sense of
novelty (e.g. the introduction of a new part in polyphonic music).

In the case of interrupt generation the improviser has had enough of the
event train ending with Ei (for whatever reasons) and breaks off into a
different musical direction by resetting a significant number of strong
components of Oi+1, Fi+1, Pi+1 without any relations to Ei except possibly those
chosen to be normative with regard to style in the piece, or intrinsic to the
referent (if present) or goals.  Clearly, the more strong components that are
reset, the greater the sense of interruption.
4. Production of Ei+1 occurs primarily on the basis of long term factors (R,
, stylistic norms and on-going musical and movement processes), and by
evaluation of the effects
5. Associative generation is based on either similarity or contrast.  In the
case of similarity all or nearly all important (important as determined from the
vantage point of the improviser) array components stay approximately the same.
In other words for those components  vjk  with sjk's significantly above zero at
time t=ti,

(vjk)ti  (vjk)ti+1.  Significant object array components behave
analogously.  In the case of contrast-type associative generation, at least
one strong component of either the feature or process array must either move



from near one end of its possible range of values to near the opposite end, or
cross some perceptually significant boundary.  Meanwhile, all other strong
components change either very little or not at all.  Examples are when a group
of high notes is followed by a group of low notes, or an accelerando changes to
decelerando, or bright timbres are replaced by dull timbres.  The idea behind
this classification is that the most powerful and general types of
improvisational control are those that are cued to features and processes.  The
objects, though a crucial part of the entire procedure, are at the same time
merely the very familiar musical clothing of cognitive action space.
6. Interrupt generation is based on the resetting of all or a significant
number of the strong array components without regard to their values in the
current event cluster Ei.  A decision to interrupt brings to an end a sequence
of related event clusters, say

K =   Ei-r, Ei-r+1,....Ei   , where the number of event clusters in this
'event cluster class' is r + 1.  Hence interrupt decisions partition the entire
improvisation into A discontinuous event cluster classes K   , so that the
formal design of the piece becomes
I =    K1, K2...KA   (4)

Each event cluster class K   contains at least one event cluster, and may
be defined in terms of the strong components of the object, feature, and process
arrays shared by all the member event clusters.  If these special components are
represented as Os, Fs, and Ps, then K   is defined by (Os, Fs, Ps) .  One of the
sets Fs and Ps must be non-empty.  If (Os, Fs, Ps)   = or    (Os, Fs, Ps)  , for
some    not immediately following    , we have recursion in formal design of the
improvisation.  Under these assumptions the process of improvisation may be
sketched diagrammatically as in figure 2.
7. The choice between association and interrupt generation may be formally
modelled by a time-dependent tolerance level for repetition, L(t).  An interrupt
tester, whose inputs are presumably the time since the onset of the K   event
cluster class, (t - ti-r), and the size and nature of K   , computes the
degree of current repetition, Z(t), and if Z(t)    L(t), institutes an interrupt
generation, so that Z(t) jumps to a low value.  Otherwise associative generation
continues.  Diagrammatically this is shown in figure 3 for the same
improvisation as in figure 2.
8. Once Oi+1, Fi+1, and Pi+1 are selected for all relevant aspects, tunable
cognitive and motor subprograms are set in motion that generate, on the basis of
these higher constraints and current motor positions, a specific action design.
At this point we have reached ti+1 and this loop of the process (Ei    Ei+1) is
complete.  By iteration, then, the entire improvisation is built up.  The
starting point E1 may be considered a situation of interrupt generation (where
Eo is silence) and the final event cluster EN is simply a second case of
interrupt generation where EN+1 = silence, after which the improvisation process
is turned off.

     These, then, are the salient features of the model in outline.  They
are diagramatically displayed in Figure 4.

     Next we look more deeply at certain critical stages of the improvisation
model.  To begin with, it is characterised throughout by extensive redundancy.
There is first of all redundancy between the aspects of each event cluster.  The
performer knows, for example, that certain motor actions involved in striking a
kettledrum (motor aspect) will correspond to a particular sound (acoustic
aspect), with associated musical implications (musical aspect).  Furthermore,
each aspect is decomposed into extensive object, feature and process
representations which contain considerable redundancy.  For example, the musical
motive

(Ex.1)



may be pitch encoded as the objects D2F2A2B2, or as the object Bo7 chord in
first inversion, or as a diatonic sweep to the leading tone in the key of C
major, or as a iio7 chord in a minor, or as an ascending contour, and so forth.
Its features include melodic motion by seconds or thirds, diatonic note choice,
the degree and speed of crescendo, rhythmic regularity of attack, certain values
of finger force and velocity used by the performer, and so forth.  Many
processes could be implicated to generate the given motive:  arpeggiate a Bo7
chord, pick notes consistent with a triplet feel in C major, move the fingers
4321 of the left hand in such a fashion as to depress keys on the piano, and so
forth.  If the nature of improvisation entails the seeking out of a satisfactory
trajectory in musical action space, such redundancy of description and
generation allows maximal flexibility of path selection, so that whatever
creative impulse presents itself as an intention, and whatever attentional
loadings may be set up, some means of cognitive organisation and corresponding
motor realisation will be available within the limiting constraints of real-time
processing.
     Such extensive redundancy I take here to mean that control of event
production is heterarchical, and may potentially shift rapidly from one
cognitive control area to another.  Indeed this must be considered the most
effective strategy for improvisation.  Experientially it very probably
corresponds to 'letting go', or 'going with the flow' as described earlier,
whereaby central hierarchical control, identified here with conscious monitoring
of decision-making, yields to heterarchical control (and corresponding
unconscious allocation of attention).
     Next we look further at the object, feature and process arrays that are
critical in the representation and generation of event clusters.  First of all
it may well be asked how such arrays are formed.  The answer given here is based
on an ecological perspective, which considers that the capacity to extract or
create such arrays is neurologically innate, but that they are only brought into
being by interaction with the environment.  More specifically, cognitive objects
are inferred to exist on the basis of perceived invariance in sensory input over
time, and boundedness in a space (whether physical, musical, or abstract).
Features are tunable parameters and come to be abstracted on the basis of
perceived similarity or contrast in sensory input.  Processes come about from
perceived change in an object or along a feature dimension with time.
     Thus over the course of one's life new arrays and array components are
constantly being created by new perceptions and new perceptual groupings.
During any given improvisation at most very few new features or processes will
be created, and only a limited number of new objects.  In general, though, this
is one source of novel behaviour:  the evolution of movement control structures
for newly discovered objects, features and processes.  However there seems to be
another, probably more common source of behavioural novelty:  the motor
enactment of novel combinations of values of array components.  This second
possibility is shown for example by considering a child musician who has learned
motor actions corresponding to the distinctions loud/soft and fast/slow
separately, but without encountering soft and fast simultaneously.  By combining
these two dimensions an action novel to the child's experience can result.
Furthermore, the results of such novel parametric combinations need not be so
predictable.  If we recall that the human performance system is non-linear,
then, as mentioned above in the paragraphs on organisational invariant theory,
novel, strikingly different behaviour may follow when controlling system
parameters assume certain novel combinations of ranges.  It can further be shown
mathematically that behaviour described as 'chaotic' may occur under such
conditions (Li and Yorke 1975, May 1976), even for simple systems.  This
perspective has led to a biomathematical analysis, for example, of many so-
called 'dynamical' diseases, including schizophrenia, AV heart block, epilepsy,
and some hematological disorders (cf. Guevara, Glass, Mackey and Shrier 1983 for



a survey).  The point with regard to improvisation is that the same sort of
smooth parametric tuning can be used to generate abrupt intentional novelties in
movement and musical expression.  The integration of the results of novel ranges
of array components is presumed to be handled by control structures of the CNS
responsible for timing and smoothness of action.
     During any given improvisation, when possible object, feature and process
array types are basically fixed, novel sensory input will be analysed into
existing categories, or, if the fit is too poor, into existing categories plus
deviations.  In this model such a description is also considered to apply to the
generation of action.  That is, novel actions are built primarily by distorting
aspects of existing ones.  This sheds light on the organising power of the
metaphor, mentioned earlier, since it may be considered to be a global link
across categories, one that facilitates movement integration.  In other words,
the image or metaphor enables the coordinated modification and resetting of
whole classes of array components in a fashion ensuring spatial and temporal
coherence.
     The central core of the model is the generation of a new set of array
components for Ei+1 from those preceding it.  To make this process clearer, we
now look at two examples.
Example 2:  let Ei be

(Ex.2)

played by the right hand at the piano.
Below are a number of possible improvisational continuations, based on
attentional emphasis (i.e. cognitive strength) given to the mentioned array
components (see Figure 5).  Emphasis given to a particular component means that
it will guide the generation of subsequent events.  The type of arrays
emphasised are also indicated;  note that this is not uniquely determined, since
the model makes a feature of redundancy.  Continuations 1-8 exemplify
associative continuation, with numbers 7 and 8 more abstract than the others,
while number 9 is interrupt-based.

Continuation Emphasised components used for continuation
Type of arrays

 1 key of A major;  quaver durations O,F,P
 2 perfect fourth interval F
 3 notes E,A,D;  rhythmic displacement O,P
 4 melodic contour O,F
 5 motor generation with right hand fingers 1, 2 and 4

O,F
 6 gesture (note use of contrast), perfect fourth interval

F,P
 7 phrase design (antecedent/consequent), interval class 2

F
 8 notes E,A,D:  chromatic decoration O,P
 9 interrupt generation:  new motive O,F,P

If the same line had been played on flute, the continuations might all have been
very similar except for case number 5, which has as its constraint focus the
actual movement patterns for manipulating the instrument.

Example 3:  Here we consider an event cluster less clearly tied to structural-
historical



processes.  Let Ei be a segment of sounds produced by a single slow
tilting and rotation of a tambourine one quarter filled with a single layer of
small lead shot.  Ei is a coloured noise sound which subjectively is reminiscent
of distant ocean waves or rain.  Some possible continuations are then as
follows:

Description of continuation type of arrays
1. continue tilt but speed up rotation of tambourine        F,P
2. shake tambourine from side to side

F,P
3. stop motion of tambourine F,P
4. toss lead shot in air and catch it

F,P
5. perform a drum roll on the bottom of the tambourine      O,F,P

skin with fingers of the right hand

     Continuations 1 and 2 are of associative type, whereas 3, 4, and 5 are
interrupt-type.  Notice that here description emphasises the motor aspect, since
there is no extensive tradition of music theory which applies to such a sound
source.
     If these examples succeed in illustrating how continuations may be
constructed, they are mute on the details of how one continuation comes to be
chosen over all other possible ones.  What has been said so far is only that, in
associative generation, a set of constraints is produced associatively, while in
interrupt generation the set of strong constraints on action includes
uncorrelated resetting.  To this may be added the obvious stipulation that event

generation is also informed by a vast repertoire of culturally and cognitively
based musical processes and stylistic preferences for such things as motivic
development, phrase design, transposition, scale usage, rhythmic design, etc.
But it is only informed, not unambiguously specified.  A considerable degree of
residual decision-making remains, as for example the choice of array components
that will be singled out to act as strong constraints or to be reset.  How are
such residual decisions made?
     It does not seem possible to give a final answer to this question, for it
has at its ultimate root the question of volition and hence the mind-body
problem, about which there is no general philosophical agreement in our culture
or even among scientists.  There is also no conclusive empirical evidence to
support one view or another, despite the opposing claims of some positivists and
phenomenologists.  It seems useful therefore to characterise a number of
strategies of explanation for the residual decision-making mentioned above, and
subsequently explore what possibilities exist for experimentally deciding
between them.
     It is first of all possible to take the intuitive perspective, that the
individual acts best when he or she merely taps a certain powerful source that
dictates the course of musical action in a naturally correct fashion, one that
may not be fully analysable or predictable in physical or musical terms.
Although this perspective is usually transpersonal and may seem romantic to
some, this does not imply that it is untestable and therefore unscientific.
     A second perspective is to assume that this residual decision-making
actually reflects the effects of individual free will.  In other words, the
improviser is a unique conscious entity, and residual decision-making rests to
some degree on internal variables not predictable even in principle from a fully
detailed knowledge of the physical state variables of the improviser and his or
her environment.
     A third perspective is the physicalist one.  Here complex decision-making
is seen to be an emergent property of the fantastically complex physical system
known as a human being, in interaction with a series of environments.  Free will



in this perspective is either illusory, or simply a somewhat misleading metaphor
for certain complex characteristics of the system.  There are a number of models
possible within this perspective for residual decision-making:  interactive
control with lower CNS centres, network statistical voting models, distributed
memory-type models, decision-making based on fuzzy logic, etc.
     Fourth and last is the perspective of randomness.  Here the unconstrained
residual decision-making is simply modelled by use of a number of random
generators.  As the improviser becomes more and more expert through practice and
more and more control procedures are built up, random processes need to be
invoked less and less frequently and overall error levels decrease, perhaps
approaching a minimum threshold.
     To experimentally distinguish between these points of view a high
resolution improvisation transcription system has been built here at La Trobe
University.  Co-worker Greg Troup and myself, as well as technical staff of the
departments of psychology and music, have designed and set up the apparatus.  It
is a synthesiser-based system, using modified MIDI format, and enables detailed
recording, to millisecond resolution, of musical actions at a keyboard.  It is
also possible to input sound from other (non-keyboard) instruments.
Simultaneously as music is recorded a videotape of the performance can be made.
The results of this investigation are not yet complete and will be reported
elsewhere, but it seems likely that the limits of validity of intuitionist and
random perspectives will be determinable.  There seems to be, however, no
obvious experimental design that will decide between the physicalist and free
will perspectives.  Hence the two may be considered co-existing formulations.
The problem in deciding between the two rests with setting up the repeatable
conditions which should theoretically lead to the same 'improvised' result in
the hard-core physicalist model and to a different improvised result under
conditions of free will.  But since each event potentially affects all those
that follow, all initial conditions are intrinsically unrepeatable.

(b) The development of improvisational skill
     The modelling of this process remains in a less developed state and only a
brief discussion is included here.  Its starting point is the emergent results
of practice found in all types of skill, as mentioned earlier:  improved
efficiency, fluency, flexibility, capacity for error correction, and less
universally, expressiveness.  But there are at least two additional components
of improvisational skill:  inventiveness and the achievement of coherence.  In
more fixed skills these are less important, since inventiveness provides few
tangible advantages, and coherence is built-in by the rigidity of the task
demands.1
     The specific cognitive changes that allow these properties to develop in
improvised musical behaviour are considered to be:
1. an increase in the memory store of objects, features and processes - in
musical, acoustic, motor (and other) aspects
2. an increase in accessibility of this memory store due to the build-up of
redundant relationships between its constituents and the aggregation of these
constituents into larger cognitive assemblies
3. an increasingly refined attunement to subtle and contextually relevant
perceptual information.
     The build-up and improved access to memory of points 1 and 2 is presumably
central to any learning process.  In the language of the model of this paper
this involves the use of extensive redundancy, and also the aggregation of
memory constituents (objects, features, processes) into new cognitive assembles
which may be accessed autonomously.  Because such a procedure can presumably be
nested to arbitrary depth, very complicated interconnected knowledge structures
may develop.
     This last idea is not new here.  It has a considerable history and has been
most clearly outlined for the purposes of this paper by Hayes-Roth (1977), who



generalised an earlier model of Hebb (1949).  The central feature of aggregation
of memory elements Hayes-Roth termed unitisation, and her knowledge-assembly
theory was built up around the presence of elemental 'cognitive units'.  In the
terminology of this paper these correspond roughly to object, feature and
process array components.  In knowledge-assembly theory such cognitive units are
associatively activated and may combine to form assemblies, whose 'strengths'
are increasing functions of recency and frequency of activation, and decreasing
functions of their

___________________________________________________
1. It is interesting to note that these two skills push in opposite
directions, for inventiveness comes from the commitment to avoid repetition as
much as possible, while coherence is only achieved by some degree of structural
unity, which is only possible with repetition.

own complexity.  From these strengths are derived probabilities and speeds of
activation.  There is a level of redundancy appropriate to improvisation in this
model, since for example a cognitive unit may be activated individually or as
part of a larger assembly of cognitive units.  In her paper, Hayes-Roth shows
that knowledge-assembly learning theory is consistent with a large body of
experimental results.  It is also consistent with the introspective reports of
improvisers and the review given above of improvisation teaching methods.  But a
decision on the superior applicability of this theory to improvisation over
those of other related formulations must rest upon experimental work as yet
undone.  For this reason I give no further speculation.
     The third point mentioned above may be elaborated as follows.  The
refinement of improvisational skill must depend partly on increasing the
efficiency of perceptual processing to allow the inclusion of more and better-
selected information in the improviser's decision-making procedures.  The need
for this efficiency is imposed by every performer's more or less limited
individual capacity, per unit time, to process novel sensory input.  It seems
likely that practice leads to the increasingly efficient use of information in
two ways:  by reducing the effective amount of information by the recognition of
patterns of redundancy in the sensory input, and by focussing attention
increasingly on the information that is most relevant for producing a successful
improvisation.  The increased use of such subtle and 'higher-order' information
leads to the higher-order skill characteristics mentioned earlier.  The main
differences in this process between fixed and improvised actions may be said to
reside in the nature of the attention focus used in the two situations.  The
fixed skill situation evolves towards a minimal size attention set, whereas the
unpredictability of improvisation demands that the attention focus remain wide.
To go beyond such insufficiently specific observations experimental work is
clearly required.

IV. Conclusions
     This paper has attempted to illuminate the process of musical improvisation
by first examining the modelling tools available from a number of different
disciplines.  Based on this examination, a cognitive model has then been
presented for the process itself, followed by a brief discussion of its relation
to improvisational skill acquisition.  The central features of the model are as
follows.  It is reductionistic, in that cognitive structures of processing and
control are considered to be broken down into aspects (acoustic, musical,
movement, et.al.), each of these into types of analytical representation
(objects, features, processes), and each of these into characterising elements
(array components).  At the same time the model is synergistic and capable of
behavioural novelty, due to the extensive redundancy of the cognitive
representations and the distributed and nonlinear character of the outlined
control processes.  The extensive presence of feedback and feedforward



contributes to this.  The fundamental nature of the improvisation process is
considered to be the stringing together of a series of 'event clusters' during
each of which a continuation is chosen, based upon either the continuing of some
existing stream of musical development (called here an event cluster class) by
association of array entries, or the interruption of that stream by the choosing
of a new set of array entries that act as constraints in the generation of a new
stream (new event cluster class).
     The model seems to be specific enough to allow its use as a basis for the
design of 'improvising' computer programs.  Work in this direction is in
progress.  At the same time some fundamental philosophical questions remain
about the origin of certain kinds of decision-making in any such model, and four
types of answers to these have been outlined:  intuition, free will, physical
causation, and randomness.  Some of these alternatives should be distinguishable
on the basis of experimental work currently in progress at our laboratories,
which also has as its aim the testing of the basic assumptions of the model.
This will be described in subsequent publications.
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Figure 1 Object, feature and process arrays (musical
aspect) corresponding to a short trombone motive



Figure 2 An improvisation in musical action space, showing
four event cluster classes, and form ABA'C.



Figure 3 Time behaviour of the Improvisational Interrupt
Function





Figure 4
     The Improvisation Model in diagrammatic form.  Only the process Ei    Ei+1
(intended)
is detailed.  Each event cluster Ei is present in a number of partially
redundant aspects, and each of these is decomposed into object, feature and
process arrays.  Largely on the basis of musical representation a decision about
type of continuation is made by an interrupt tester.  In accordance with this
decision an intended array decomposition is generated, with input from Ei
arrays, referent, goals, and memory.  This decomposition acts as a set of
constraints in the generation of musical action, and production of Ei+1 is
subsequently begun by a movement trigger at ti+1.  The diagram detail shows what
happens in the time interval (ti, ti+1), so that the indicated decomposition of
Ei is integrated (that is, intended plus actual forms of Ei are combined),
whereas the indicated decomposition of Ei+1 is intended (no feedback has been
received yet).  Hence O, F, and P at time point ti+1 do not have indicated
outputs.



Figure 5 Examples of continuation of an event cluster under
the emphasis of selected array components (see text example 2).
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Example 2
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Improvisation: methods 
and models 
JEFF P R E S S I N G  

Introduction 

How do people improvise? How is improvisational skill learned and 
taught? These questions are the subject of this chapter. They are difficult 
questions, for behind them are long-standing philosophical quandaries 
such as the origins of novelty and the nature of expertise, which trouble 
psychologists and artificial intelligence workers today almost as much as 
they did Plato and Socrates in the fourth and fifth centuries BC. 

In a previous article (Pressing 19840) I summarized a number of general 
properties of the improvisation process on the basis of the diverse historical 
writings of artists, teachers, and musicologists. This material was integrated 
with precepts from cognitive psychology to sketch out the beginnings of a 
general theory of improvisation. 

In this article a much more explicit cognitive formulation is presented, 
the first proper (though by no means necessarily correct) theory of 
improvised behaviour in music. The building of this theory has required 
input from many disparate fields with which the general musical reader 
may not be familiar. For this reason I begin with the survey of appropriate 
background research and its relation to improvisation. Some of these areas 
may initially seem distant from the topic at hand. 

A survey of pertinent research 

Some physiology and neuropsychology 

Although our state of knowledge in these areas is far too meagre to have 
any definite repercussions for improvisation, there are a few facts which 
are at least strongly suggestive. 

To begin with, improvisation (or any type of music performance) 
includes the folowing components, roughly in the following order: 
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( I )  Complex electrochemical signals are passed between parts of the 
nervous system and on to endocrine and muscle systems; 

(2) muscles, bones, and connective tissues execute a complex sequence of 
actions; 

(3) rapid visual, tactile, and proprioceptive monitoring of actions takes 
place; 

(4) music is produced by the instrument or voice; 
(5) self-produced sounds, and other auditory input, are sensed; 
(6) sensed sounds are set into cognitive representations and evaluated as 

music; 
(7) further cognitive processing in the central nervous system generates 

the design of the next action sequence and triggers it. 

- return to step (I)  and repeat - 

It seems apparent that the most starkly drawn distinctions between 
improvisation and fixed performance lie in steps (6) and (7), with possibly 
important differences in step (3). This chapter therefore inevitably focuses 
on these aspects. 

The given steps are often collapsed into a three-component information- 
processing model of human behaviour which has ready physiological 
analogies: input (sense organs), processing and decision-making (central 
nervous system, abbreviated CNS), and motor output (muscle systems and 
glands). 

Control of movement by the CNS is complex: the cerebral cortex sends 
signals to both the cerebellum and the basal ganglia, which process the 
information and send a new set of signals back to the motor cortex. The 
brainstem nuclei are also involved in details of motor co-ordination. It has 
been suggested that the basal ganglia and cerebellum have complementary 
roles, with the basal ganglia initiating and controlling slow movements 
while the cerebellum is active in the co-ordination of fast, ballistic 
movements (Sage 1977). 

Motor signals from the cortex pass to the spinal cord and motor nuclei of 
the cranial nerves via two separate channels: the pyramidal and extra- 
pyramidal systems. These two nerve tracts illustrate the simultaneously 
hierarchical and parallel-processing aspects of CNS control, for they run in 
parallel but interconnect at all main levels: cortex, brainstem, and spinal 
cord. Hence while each tract has some separate functions there is a 
redundancy that can be used to facilitate error correction and motor 
refinement. Similar redundancy and parallel processing is found at lower 
levels of motor control. Alpha-gamma coactivation, for example, describes 
the partial redundancy of neural information sent to two distinct types of 
motoneurons, alpha and gamma, whose axons and collaterals terminate on 
the main skeletal muscles and the intrafusal muscle fibres, respectively. 

The organization of behaviour has often been linked with the existence 

of motor action units (or equivalent concepts), and their aggregation into 
long chains to develop more complex movements. The validity of the 
concept of motor action units can be seen mirrored physiologically in the 
existence of command neurons, single nerve cells in invertebrates whose 
activation alone suffices to elicit a recognizable fragment of behaviour. The 
effect is achieved by excitation andlor inhibition of a constellation of 
motoneurons (Bentley and Konishi 1978; Shepherd 1983). While there are 
no known single cells that fully trigger complex behaviour in mammals, 
populations of neurons in the brains of higher animals are strongly 
suspected of serving a similar function (Beatty 1975). It is therefore 'I 

possible to speculate that skilled improvisers would, through practice, 
develop general patterns of neural connections specific to improvisational 
motor control. 

Finally, it is of interest that neurological correlates have recently been 
discovered for a division of knowledge and memory into two separate 
categories: declarative and procedural. A degree of independence of these 
two types of memory (for facts or procedures) has been reported among 
amnesic and post-encephalitic patients for some time (for example Milner 
1962; Brooks and Baddeley 1976). Typically, patients can not remember 
new facts, but are able to learn new motor skills over a period of time, yet 
without any awareness on successive days of having performed the tasks 
before. In recent studies, Cohen (1981) and Cohen and Squire (1981) have 
shown that declarative learning is linked to specific diencephalic and 
bitemporal brain structures. Unaware of this work, I drew a related 
distinction in a recent paper (Pressing 19840) between object and process 
memory, based on the rehearsal strategies of improvising musicians. As 
Squire (1982) has pointed out, there are parallel distinctions in earlier 
writings: artificial intelligence (Winograd 1975), knowing how and knowing 
that (Ryle 1949), habit memory and pure memory (Bergson I ~ I O ) ,  and 
memory with or without record (Bruner 1969). What is suggestive about 
these correlations is that physiological locations for some specific cognitive 
skills used in improvisation might very well exist. 

Motor control and skilled performance 

This area traditionally has centered around industrial skills, sport, typing, 
handwriting, specially designed laboratory tasks like tracking, and to a 
lesser degree music. It is a complex field of considerable relevance to 
improvisation, even though improvisation per se is scarcely mentioned. 
Therefore I first review general theories of motor control, and then delve 
into a number of special issues in skilled performance and skill development 
that are relevant here. 
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Theories of motor control and skill 
The starting point for nearly all the existing theories is the three-stage 
information-processing model mentioned earlier, based on sensory input, 
cognitive processing, and motor output. To this must be added the notion 
of feedback (auditory, visual, tactile, or proprioceptive). Traditional 
'open-loop' theories include no feedback, and hence no mechanisms for 
error correction. In its starkest form this theory is clearly inappropriate for 
improvisation; however, there is persistent evidence, dating back to the 
medical work of Lashley (1917), and including studies of insect behaviour 
and de-afferentiation techniques in monkeys that points to the exis- 
tence of motor programmes that can run off actions in open-loop 
fashion. 

In contrast stand 'closed-loop' theories, which contain feedback, and 
hence allow for the intuitively natural possibilities of error detection and 
correction. The closed-loop negative feedback (CLNF) model is one of the 
oldest. In this model the feedback (primarily auditory in the case of 
musical improvisation) is sent back to an earlier stage in the control system 
which compares actual output with intended output, producing a correction 
based on the difference between the two (see for example Bernstein 1967). 
Such closed-loop models have their historical roots in engineering models 
of servomechanisms, control theory, and cybernetics. 

A wide variety of closed-loop formulations has been given. Gel'fand and 
Tsetlin (1962,1971) used a mathematical minimization procedure to model 
the cognitive search for appropriate motor behaviour. Pew and Baron 
(1978) sketched out a theory of skilled performance based on optimum 
control (see also Kleinman et al. 1971). Powers (1973) proposed a 
hierarchy of motor control systems whereby the correction procedures of 
higher-order control systems constitute reference signals for lower-order 
systems. Another hierarchical model was given by Pew (1974), in which 
specific single movements are combined into sequences, and ultimately 
into various subroutines that make up goal-directed action. Actions are 
then organized and initiated by an executive programme (Fitts 1964). As is 
apparent, many such hierarchy theories are based on the application of 
computer programming principles (see Miller et al. 1960). 

These ideas offer a more sophisticated understanding of motor behaviour, 
but they have serious limitations. They model motor learning either poorly 
or not at all, and are not based on empirical findings about human actions 
(Adams 1961). A closed-loop theory of motor learning was proposed by 
Adams (1971,1976) in an attempt to rectify some of these problems. In this 
theory there are 'memory traces' which select and initiate movements and 
'perceptual traces' which are representations of the intended movements, 
and are used as templates for error correction. A perceptual trace is 
gradually built up by repeated practice from feedback, knowledge of 

results (often abbreviated KR), and error correction. Eventually the 
perceptual trace can function as an internalized goal, diminishing dependence 
on the externally based knowledge of results (Namikas 1983). Hence open- 
loop control characteristics are not completely excluded. 

By the late 1970s the consensus was that both open- and closed-loop 
control must occur in skilled performance (Keele and Summers 1976; 
Delcomyn 1980; Paillard 1980; see Summers 1981 for a review). That is, 
movements are both centrally stored as motor programmes, and susceptible 
to tuning (adjustment) on the basis of feedback. Coupled with the well- 
established concept of flexibility characteristic of skilled (but not rote) 
performance (Welford 1976), this promoted approaches based on more 
abstract programming notions that brought the field closer to artificial 
intelligence (and made it more germane to improvisation). , 

In this spirit Schmidt (1975, 1976) proposed a theory of motor schemata 
that models both recall and recognition. The schema is considered to 
contain the general characteristics of a movement which must be organized 
in any given situation to satisfy environmental requirements and the goals 
of the performer. Context then guides the production of a series of motor 
commands that ultimately generate a spatiotemporal pattern of muscle 
actions. Feedback is based on a template-comparison idea. 

Because schemata are not specific movement instructions but are 
'generalized' motor programmes, this theory is capable of modelling 
novelty (at least in a very general way), which the others above could not 
(except Pew 1974, which also uses a schema notion). The possibility of 
novelty is also catered to by Schmidt's inclusion of degree of variability of 
practice conditions as one determiner of schema 'strength'. At its core, the 
'novelty problem' is very close to that of improvisation. 

Similar to schemata is the notion of action plan. Miller et a1 (1960) gave a 
general description of plans, while Clark and d a r k  (1977) described plans 
for language discourse, and Sloboda (1982) and Shaffer (1980, 1981, 1984) 
specified plans for playing music. As discussed by Shaffer (1980), a plan is 
an abstract homomorphism representing the essential structure of the 
performance and allowing finer details to be generated or located as they 
are needed during execution. 

Other related theories include Allport's proposal of a system of 
condition-action units which are links between sensory calling patterns and 
categories of action (Allport 1980). Also related are adjustable control or 
description structures for artificial intelligence such as frames and scripts 
(see below). 

This convergence of theory is useful in constructing a model of 
improvisation (see below). However, it remains rather unspecific, and has 
run far ahead of experiment. But as of this writing there seems only one 
alternative in the area of motor behaviour. This is the organizational 
invariant approach of Turvey, Kugler, Kelso, and others (Turvey 1977; 
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Kugler et al. 1980; see Kelso 1982 for further references). This approach 
draws on two sources: the ecological perspective of Gibson (1966, m) 
and the dissipative structure model of non-equilibrum thermodynamics 
(Prigogine 1967; Prigogine and Nicolis 1971). Essentially the theory de- 
emphasizes notions of cognitive process and control, replacing them with, 
in so far as is possible, 'organization invariants'. These organization 
invariants are characteristic constraint structures that allow the emergence 
of specific spatial relationships and dynamic processes in the behaviour of 
non-linear systems when the parameters controlling these systems fall in 
certain critical ranges. Thus if the human motor action apparatus is 
considered to be (as it certainly is) a non-linear system, characteristic 
properties of muscle groups and patterns of human limb co-ordination will 
naturally emerge from the constraints imposed by a given task situation 
(Kelso et al. 1981; Saltzman and Kelso 1983). The proposals are exciting, 
but their ultimate fate remains unclear. The theory is still being 
formulated, and comparable ideas from non-linear mathematics have 
infiltrated many fields in the last 10 years, with uneven results. 

Organizational invariant theory seems also likely to apply primarily to 
the dynamics of motor programme execution, and not to the formulation 
of intentions and high-level decision-making (Wilberg 1983). Since these 
functions are vital elements in improvisation in any but an extreme 
mechanistic approach, the theory as it stands is not particularly suitable for 
improvisation modelling. Nevertheless, these ideas may be used in an 
understanding of the sources of behavioural novelty, and are discussed 
further below. 

Some special issues relevant to improvisation 

Skill classification Various dimensions of skill classification have been 
proposed and improvisation can be placed within these. Two possible 
categories are 'open' skills, which require extensive interaction with 
external stimuli, and 'closed' skills, which may be run off without reference 
to the environment (Poulton 1957). Solo improvisation is basically a closed 
skill, as it relies only on self-produced stimuli, whereas ensemble 
improvisation is more open. Other dimensions of skill classification are 
gross-fine, discrete-serial-continuous, complex-simple, and perceptual- 
motor (Holding 1981). Improvisation is a fine, complex skill, with both 
perceptual and motor components; continuous actions predominate, 
although there are also discrete and serial motor aspects. This last point 

, varies somewhat with the nature of the instrument played. 
It is important to also emphasize the contrast between unskilled and 

highly skilled performance. A vast majority of reported skill studies treat 
simple motor tasks like tracking, under an implicity reductionistic scientific 
methodology. It is increasingly acknowledged, however, that highly 
developed skills have distinctive emergent properties missed in these 
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earlier short-term studies, properties such as adaptability, efficiency, 
fluency, flexibility, and expressiveness (Welford 1976; Shaffer 1980; 
Sparrow 1983). These are vital components of improvisatory skill. 

Feedback and error correction Feedback is a vital component in 
improvisation for it enables error correction and adaptation-a narrowing 
of the gap between intended and actual motor and musical effects. But 
feedback is also important for its motivational (Gibbs and Brown 1956) 
and attention-focusing effects (Pressing 19840). 

Feedback redundancy is an important concept for music. Aural, visual, 
proprioceptive, and touch feedback reinforce each other for the instrumental 
improviser, whereas the vocalist has only hearing and proprioception 
available (Pressing 19840). Likewise the design of some instruments allows 
more precise visual feedback and more categorical kinaesthetic feedback 
than others. This is almost certainly why sophisticated improvisation using 
advanced pitch materials is more difficult on the violin than the piano, and 
extremely challenging for the vocalist. For every first-rate scat-singer in the 
world there must be 500 talented jazz saxophonists. 

Feedback can also be considered to operate over different time scales. 
Thus short-term feedback guides ongoing movements, while longer term 
feedback is used in decision-making and response selection. Still longer 
term feedback exists in the form of knowledge of results (KR) for skills 
where external evaluation is present or result perception is not sufficiently 
precise or immediate. The importance of this for improvisation has been 
demonstrated by Partchey (1974)~ who compared the effects of feedback, 
models, and repetition on students' ability to improvise melodies. 
Feedback, in the form of playbacks of recordings of the students' own 
improvisations, was clearly superior to listening to pre-composed model 
melodies, or repetition, as an improvisation learning technique. In group 
improvisation, feedback loops would also operate between performers 
(Pressing I 980). 

In view of the interconnectedness of the parts of the central nervous 
system, it is also clear that there exist internal feedback (and feedforward) 
loops not based on sensory processing (Brooks 1978). That is, if higher 
cognitive levels set the design of motor programmes while movement fine 
structure is specified in closed-loop fashion by lower levels of the CNS, 
notably the spinal cord, then copies of these lower level motor instructions 
are almost certainly sent directly back up to higher centres. In other words, 
there is some kind of central monitoring of efference. This would serve to 
increase overall processing speed and accuracy. 

The role of errors in improvisation has been discussed previously 
(Pressing 19840). It will simply be pointed out here that errors may accrue 
at all stages of the human information processing system: perception, 
movement/musical gesture selection and design, and execution. Minor 
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errors typically demand no compensation in following actions, whereas 
major errors typically do. 

Anticipation, preselection, and feedforward These three concepts have to 
do with preparation for acton. Physiological recording of the Bereitschaft 
potential (BP) and contingent negative variation (CNV) (see Brunia 1980) 
now provides explicit support for the long-standing idea that higher 
cognitive control centres bias lower ones towards anticipated movements. 
This is therefore a type of feedforward, and has been described from 
various perspectives: spinal 'tuning' (Turvey 1977; Easton 1978)~ corollary 
discharge or efference copy (von Hoist 1954), and preselection (see Kelso 
and Wallace 1978 for discussion). 

The idea of preparation is very important for improvisation, where real- 
time cognitive processing is often pushed up near its attentional limits. It 
can be formally proved, for example, that only a control system with a I 

model of disturbances and predictive power can become error free 
(Kickert et al. 1978). For improvised performance that aims at artistic 
presentation, where discrepancies between intention and result must be 
kept within strict bounds, practice must attempt to explore the full range of 
possible motor actions and musical effects, to enable both finer control and 
the internal modelling of discrepancies and correction procedures, including 
feedforward. 

Hierarchy vs. heterarchy Because of influences of the physical sciences 
and control theory, an overwhelming majority of models for motor 
behaviour have used a hierarchical control system. However, the inter- 
connectedness between difference locations in the CNS and the many 
documented types of feedack and feedforward processes mentioned above 
argue that this perspective is probably too narrow. Furthermore, explicit 
parallel-processing possibilities exist due to the separate pyramidal 
and extrapyramidal neural tracts, alpha-gamma coactivation, etc., as 
mentioned above. Hence other types of organization, referred to as 
heterarchical or coalition, have been proposed (McCulloch 1945; von 
Foerster 1960; Greene 1972; Turvey 1977). In this perspective, executive 
control of the system may be transferred between different 'levels' 
depending on the needs of the situation (Miller et al. 1960). 

Time scales for the control of movement This is a subject with an 
enormous and complex literature. For background purposes in modelling 
improvisation a few points only seem sufficient. 

Actual neural transmission times are on the order of tens of milliseconds. 
According to Davis (1957; see also Sage 1977), auditory stimulus activity 
reaches the cerebral cortex 8-9 ms after stimulation while visual 
stimulation involves a longer latency of 20-40 ms. Since the two neural 
pathways are of comparable length, this difference points to a greater 

transmission speed for audition than vision. It should, however, be noted L 

that the auditory system contains both ipsilateral and contralateral 
pathways, while the pathways of the visual system are exclusively crossed. 
The cortical response time for a movement stimulus appears to be on the 
order of 10-20 ms (Adams 1976). 

Reaction time is the time taken for a sense stimulus to travel to the CNS 
and return to initiate and execute a largely pre-programmed motor 
response. Simple reaction time (RT) with only one chosen motor response 
typically fall in the range 100-250 ms, depending on conditions and sensory 
modality (Summers 1981). Auditory, kinaesthetic, and tactile reaction 
times have typically been found to fall in the range 100-160 ms (Chernikoff 
and Taylor 1952; Higgins and Angel 1970; Glencross 1977; Sage 1977)~ 
while visual reaction times have been considered longer, typically reported , 
as at least 190 ms (Keele and Posner 1968). Reaction times for other 
sensory modalities seem to be in the range above 200 ms, while RTs 
involving choice of response are in general longer and are reasonably 
modelled by Hick's Law (Hick 1952). Kinaesthetic and tactile choice , 

reactions seem also to be faster than visual (Leonard 1959; Glencross and 
Koreman 1979). Data on auditory choice RTs do not seem to be readily 
available. 

Error correction (EC) times vary with sensory modality and context. EC 
times are important for improvisation because it may reasonably be argued 
that they reflect minimum times for decision-making that is expressive or 
compositional. Visual error correction is usually reported to be about 200 

ms, whereas kinaesthetic EC can occur over intervals as short as 50-60 ms 
(Kerr 1982), as seen in reports on tracking tasks (Gibbs 1965; Higgins and 
Angel 1970). However, other recent work in the case of vision has found 
some instances of visual EC times down in the range near 100 ms as well 
(Smith and Brown 1980; Zelaznik et al. 1983). It seems likely that the time 
taken for error correction would be a function of the degree of invoked 
processing involvement; that is, motor programme construction would 
take more time than selection, while exacting criteria of discrimination or 
motor accuracy or a wide range of response choice would naturally 
increase EC time. Rabbitt and Vyas (1970) and Welford (1974) have 
enunciated this view, one which is well supported by the introspective 
reports of improvisers going back for many centuries (Ferand 1961). 

Explicit information on auditory error correction times does not seem to 
be available, but it is possible to point out a general tendency in the above 
data. Namely, processing speed seems to be greatest for audition and 
touchlkinaesthesia, of all the possible sensory systems. These are precisely 
the elements involved in musical improvisation and provide a vivid 
psychological interpretation for the historical fact that music, of all art and ' 

sport forms, has developed improvisation to by far the greatest degree. 
Under this interpretation, human beings, as creative agents, have as a 
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matter of course drawn on the sensory systems most adapted to quick 
decision-making: in other words, a predilection for improvised sound 
manipulation might be genetically programmed. Of course, such an 
interpretation remains highly speculative. 

Finally it should be noted that unexpected sensory changes requiring 
significant voluntary compensations require a minimum time of about 
400-500 ms (Welford 1976). This is therefore the time scale over which 
improvising players in ensembles can react to each others' introduced 
novelties (about twice a second). Nuances in continuous improvised 
performance based on self-monitoring are probably limited by error 
correction times of about 100 ms (Welford 1976). so that speeds of 
approximately 10 actions per second and higher involve virtually exclusively 
pre-programmed actions (Pressing 19840). An informal analysis of jazz 
solos over a variety of tempos supports this ball-park estimate of the time 
limits for improvisational novelty. 

Timing and movement invariants Up to this point very little has been said 
about the timing of skilled performance, yet it is obviously a vital point. 
Considerable experimental work in the domains of fluent speech (Huggins 
1978), typing (Shaffer 1978; Terzuolo and Viviani 1979), handwriting 
(Denier van der Gon and Thuring 1965; Viviani and Terzuolo 1980; 
Hollerbach 1981)~ generalized arm trajectories (Morasso 1983), and piano 
performance (Shaffer 1980,1984) has established that invariant timing and 
spatial sequences, strongly suggestive of schemata, underlie skilled actions. 
Such performance rhythms, or 'hometetic' behaviour, as some have 
termed it, shows great tuneability: over wide variations in distance 
and overall time constraints, invariance of phasing and accelerations 
(equivalently, forces) can be observed (Schmidt 1983). By phasing is meant 
the relative timings of component parts of the entire movement sequence. 

But it is also true that the relative timings of movement components can 
be changed intentionally, at least to a considerable degree. Hence the 
improviser has access to generalized action programmes (in both motor 
and music representation), which allow overall parametric control (time, 
space, force) and subprogram tuneability. This may well be responsible for 
the flexibility of conception characteristic of experienced improvisation. 

Motor memory It has often been suggested that a distinct form 
of memory for action, called motor memory, exists. The subjective 
impression of improvisers (and other performers) is certainly that 
potentially separate yet often interconnected motor, symbolic, and aural 
forms of memory do exist. For a review of this extensive topic and its 
relationship to verbal memory the reader may wish to consult Laabs and 
Simmons (1981). 

Skill development 

All skill learning seems to share certain common features. In the early 
stages, a basic movement vocabulary is being assembled and fundamental 
perceptual distinctions needed for the use of feedback are drawn. In 
intermediate stages, larger action units are assembled, based on stringing 
together the existing movement vocabulary in accordance with the 
developing cognitive framework. These action units begin to enable 
predictive open-loop response. The ability to perceive distinctions is 
refined considerably, and internal models of action and error correction 
are developed. Expressive fluency begins to appear, characterized by a 
feeling of mindful 'letting go' (Schneider and Fisk 1983; Pressing 19840). 
By the time advanced or expert stages have been reached, the performer 
has become highly attuned to subtle perceptual information and has 
available a vast array of finely timed and tuneable motor programmes. This 
results in the qualities of efficiency, fluency, flexibility, and expressiveness. 
All motor organization functions can be handled automatically (without 
conscious attention) and the performer attends almost exclusively to a 
higher level of emergent expressive control parameters. 

In the case of improvised music these emergent control parameters are 
notions such as form, timbre, texture, articulation, gesture, activity level, 
pitch relationships, motoric 'feel', expressive design, emotion, note 
placement, and dynamics. There must also be a developed priority given to 
auditory monitoring over kinaesthetic and especially visual monitoring. 
This idea is supported by research on typists (West 1967)~ which showed 
that the dominant visual control used for optimal results in early stages of 
learning to type gave way later to reliance on tactile and kinaesthetic cues. 
It also seems likely that sensory discrimination and motor control functions 
make increasing use of higher order space-time relationships (velocity, 
acceleration) as skill learning progresses (Marteniuk and Romanow 1983). 

The change from controlled processing to automatic motor processing as 
a result of extensive skill rehearsal is an idea of long standing (James 1890; 
Shiffrin and Schneider 1977), and it undoubtedly improves movement 
quality and integration (Eccles 1972). The accompanying feeling of 
automaticity, about which much metaphysical speculation exists in the 
improvisation literature, can be simply viewed as a natural result of 
considerable practice, a stage at which it has become possible to 
completely dispense with conscious monitoring of motor programmes, so 
that the hands appear to have a life of their own, driven by the musical 
constraints of the situation (Bartlett 1947; Welford 1976; Pressing 19840). 
In a sense, the performer is played by the music. The same thing happens 
with common actions like walking and eating. As Welford (1976) has 
cogently pointed out, automaticity is therefore especially likely when the 
actions involved are always, or virtually always, accurate to within the 
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requirements of the task. Hence automaticity in improvisation can be 
frequent in both free and highly structured contexts, since task requirements 
are often self-chosen, but is more likely to be successful in musical terms 
for the less experienced player towards the free end of the specturm. 

Schneider and Fisk (1983) have proposed an interesting corollary to the 
above, based upon a classification of tasks into those requiring consistent or 
varied processing: 'Practice leads to apparently resource free automatic 
productions for consistent processing but does not reduce (attentional) 
resources needed for a varied processing task.' (p. 129) This idea is 
appealing and perhaps widely valid, but is too simple to encompass the full 
complexity of improvisation. For part of the result of extensive practice of 
improvisation is an abstraction to greater and greater generality of motor 
and musical controls to the point where highly variable, often novel, 
specific results can be produced based on the automatic use of general, 
highly flexible and tuneable motor programmes. More irrevocable constraints 
causing attentional loading seem to be timing and interhand co-ordination 
(Pressing I 9840). 

Another relevant area is the optimum distribution and nature of 
practice. Generalizations here are particularly hazardous (Newel1 1981) 
and I will confine my comments specifically to improvisation. 

The extremes of massed and distributed practice typically have comple- 
mentary functions for the improviser. Distributed practice develops 
immediacy, and consistency of results under variable conditions, whereas 
massed rehearsal, by perhaps bringing to the player's awareness otherwise 
unperceived repetitive aspects of his or her music, enables the transcendence 
or improvement of stale musical design. One is reminded of the opinion of 
master trumpeter Miles Davis that his sidemen only really got loose in the 
last set of the night, after they had used up all their well-learned tricks 
(Carr 1982). 

Variability of practice conditions is vital for improvisation, for obvious 
reasons, and this seems to be true of nearly all skilled behaviour (Schmidt 
1983). Mental practice away from the instrument can be important for 
performers of fixed music, based on internal hearing of scores, but there 
seems very little record of its use in improvisation. This is presumably due 
to the intrinsically vital motoric link between performer and instrument for 
improvisation. 

Techniques used by musicians to teach improvisation will be described 
below. However, some general principles of skill teaching are pertinent 
here. The successful yet contrasting approaches of the 'discovery' method 
and structural prescription (the use of instructions or demonstrations) may 
be mentioned. The basic trial-and-error idea of the discovery method 
probably requires little explanation; it has often been used as an industrial 
training procedure, where learning sessions are arranged so that trainees 
must make active choices which are normally correct, and which therefore 

do not lead to ingrained errors (Welford 1976). Less formalized self- 
discovery techniques are certainly characteristic of much learning in the 
arts. But structural prescription is also a vital part of skill learning. For all 
but very simple skills, instructions seem particularly effective when kept 
simple, and when focusing on goals and general action principles rather 
than kinematic details (Hendrickson and Schroeder 1941; Holding 1965; 
Newel1 1981). This certainly holds for improvisation. Probably too much 
intellectual detail both interferes with the fluid organization of action 
sequences, as mentioned earlier, and strains attentional resources. 

Studies and theories of musical improvisation 

A cognitive overview of much of this literature has been given earlier 
(Pressing 1984a, which includes references to dance and theatre), and will 
not be repeated here. Historical surveys of improvisation in Western music 
may be found in Ferand (1938, 1961), The new Grove dictionary of music 
(1983), and Pressing (19846,~). These deal primarily with the period to 
1900. Discussion of avant-garde improvisation since 1950 is included in 
Cope (1984). Non-Western musical improvisation is described by Reck 
(1983), Datta and Lath (1967), Wade (1973), Jairazbhoy (1971), and 
Lipiczky (1985) for Indian music; by Nettl and Riddle (1974), Nettl and 
Foltin (1972), Zonis (1973), Signell (1974, 1977), and Touma (1971) for 
various Middle Eastern traditions; by Behague (1980) for Latin American 
musics; by Hood (1971, 1975), Sumarsam (1981) for gamelans and 
other stratified ensembles in Southeast Asia, and by Jones (1959) 
and Locke (1979) for Ewe music of Ghana. Park (198s) has described 
the improvisation techniques of Korean shamans, Avery (1984) struc- 
ture and strategy in Azorean-Canadian folkloric song duelling, and 
Erlmann (1985) variational procedures in Ful'be praise song. Nettl (1974) 
has provided thoughtful general insights from the perspective of the 
ethnomusicologist . 

In the twentieth century, prescriptive teaching texts on Western music 
improvisation are legion. Few, however, have the sorts of cognitive 
insights useful in model building, and almost all are concerned with the 
specifics of jazz (a small related number with blues and rock) or keyboard 
(particularly French-tradition organ) improvisation. The jazz texts are too 
numerous to survey fully here and are in any case mostly quite repetitious. 
Important perspectives are however given by Coker (1964, 1975), Schuller 
(1968), Baker (1969), Owens (1974), Liebman et al. (1978), Dobbins 
(1978), Howard (1978), Murphy (1982), and Radano (1985). Among the 
better organ and piano texts may be mentioned the works of Dupre (19251 
37), Schouten (no date given), Gehring (1963), Berkowitz (1975) and 
Weidner (1984). Analytical and prescriptive texts which stand apart from 
the typical stylistic conventions above are the works of Bailey (1980), 
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Bresgen (1960), Sperber (1974), Stumme (1972), and Whitmer (1934). 
Except for Bailey, all of these take tonal music as their primary area of 
discourse. Discussions which emphasize free improvisation often take a 
more cognitive approach, but their usefulness is sometimes compromised 
by vagueness or subjectivity. Valuable readings in this area include 
Silverman (1962), Jost (1974), Parsons (1978), Bailey (1980), and special 
issues of Perspectives of new music (Fall-Winter 1982lSpring-Summer 
1983, 26-III), the Music educator's journal (1980, 66, (5), 36-147), 
Keyboard (1984, IO(IO)), and The British Journal of Music Education 
(1985, 2(2)). Other works of interest are those on choir improvisation 
(Ehmann 1950, Ueltzen 1986), silent-film accompaniment (Hanlon 1975), 
dulcimer improvisation (Schickhaus 1978), and percussion gestures (Gold- 
stein 1983). 

¥ 

Musical improvisation has also been considered as a vehicle for 
consciousness expansion and the tapping of deep intuitions. A full history 
of this 'transpersonal' approach would go back thousands of years to the 
sacred texts of many religions. Here I only survey recent Western opinion. 
Hamel (1979) has intelligently chronicled music of the avant-garde (for 
example Riley, Stockhausen) from this perspective. Laneri (1975) has 
developed a philosophy of improvisation based on different states of 
consciousness, featuring the concepts of synchronicity and introversion. 

- The resultant music is primarily vocal, since the voice is considered the 
primal instrument. A powerful system of sonic meditation most applicable 
to local improvisation groups has been developed by Oliveros (1971). 
'Sensing' compositions have been published by Gaburo (1968). An attempt 
to connect music, altered states of consciousness, and research in 
parapsychology has been given by Pressing (1980), while Galas (1981182) 
has created a primal vocal music based on obsession, excessive behaviour, 
and trance states of severe concentration. 

The approaches in the literature to the teaching~af improvisation may be 
broadly grouped as follows. First, there is the perspective overwhelmingly 
found in historical Western texts, that improvisation is real-time composition 
and that no fundamental distinction need be drawn between the two. This 
philosophy was dominant in pre-Baroque times but had become rare by the 
eighteenth century. In practice this results in a nuts-and-bolts approach 
with few implications for the modelling of improvisation beyond basic 
ideas of variation, embellishment, and other traditional processes of 
musical development. A second approach, which historically took over as 
the first one waned, sets out patterns, models, and procedures specific to 
the improvisational situation, which, if followed by those possessing a solid 
enough level of musicianship, will produce stylistically appropriate music. 
In this category fall the many figured bass and melodic embellishment texts 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (for example Mersenne 1635; 
Quantz 175211966; Bach 177811949; Arnold 1965), as well as the riff - 
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compendia and how-to-do-it books in the field of jazz (such as Coker, et al. 
1970; Slonimsky 1975; Nelson 1966). 

A third technique is the setting of a spectrum of improvisational 
problems or constraints. The philosophy behind this technique shows a 
clear contrast with the second approach above, as described by Doerschuk 
(1984), referring to the Dalcroze system. 

The art of improvisation rests on . . . a developed awareness of one's expressive 
individuality. This knowledge grows through interactive exercises with a teacher, 
whose function is not to present models for imitation, but to pose problems 
intended to provoke personal responses. (p. 52) 

Jaques-Dalcroze (1921) seems to have pioneered this approach in our 
century with a revealing series of improvisation exercises for piano. These 
include composition-like problems in rhythm, melody, expressive nuance, 
and harmony; muscular exercises; imitation of a teacher; exercises in hand 
independence; the notation of improvisation just after performing it; and 
what may be termed an 'interrupt' technique. In this last technique the 
word 'hopp' is recited by the teacher, as a cue for the student to perform 
pre-set operations such as transposition or change of tempo during the 
performance. This technique is reminiscent of a much later suggestion by 
Roads (1979) that musical grammars used in improvisation might be 
'interrupt-driven'. This idea is developed in the model below. 

Parsons (1978) has made effective use of this third technique in a 
collection of short pieces by many different composers defined largely by 
improvisational instruction sets; he also presents a taxonomy of psycho- 
improvisational faults and recommended exercises for correcting them. A 
shorter multi-author collection of improvisational exercises is found in 
Armbruster (1984). Jazz fake books like the Real book (no listed authors or 
dates) or The world's greatest fake book (Sher 1983) may also be 
considered to act along the lines of this technique. 

A fourth approach is the presentation of multiple versions of important 
musical entities (most commonly motives) by the teacher, leaving the 
student to infer completely on his or her own the ways in which 
improvisation or variation may occur by an appreciation of the intrinsic 
'fuzziness' of the musical concept. This imitative self-discovery approach is 
found in the Persian radif, which is a repository of musical material learned 
in a series of increasingly complex versions by the aspiring performer 
(Nett1 and Foltin 1972), and in Ghanaian traditions (K. Ladzekpo, 
personal communication), for example. A related procedure made 
possible by the use of recording technology in the twentieth century is for 
the student to directly copy a number of improvised solos by repeated 
listening to recordings, and from this extract common elements and 
variation procedures. Song-form based improvisations, in which solos 
consist of a number of choruses which repeat the same underlying chord 
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progression, are particularly suitable. This method has been widely used in 
jazz and blues since the end of the First World War. 

A fifth approach is allied to the self-realization ideas of humanistic 
psychology. It is based on concepts of creativity and expressive individuality 
which go back in music explicitly at least to Coleman (1922), implicitly 
certainly to Czerny (182911983), and probably in a general sense at least to 
the Enlightenment. Important educational applications of this idea are 
found in the works of Car1 Orff, Zoltan Kodaly, Suzuki (see Mills and 
Murthy 1973), and particularly Jaques-Dalcroze (1976, 1930) and Shafer 
(1969). In the words of Jaques-Dalcroze, 

Improvisation is the study of direct relations between cerebral commands and 
muscular interpretations in order to express one's own musical feelings . . . 
Performance is propelled by developing the students' powers of sensation, 
imagination, and memory. 

(In Abramson 1980, p. 64.) 

Little actual research on optimal techniques for teaching improvisation 
has been carried out. The important study by Partchey (1973) which 
showed the value of models and particularly of subsequent aural feedback 
in learning to improvise has already been mentioned above. Work by 
Hores (1977) has shown that visual and aural approaches to the teaching of 
jazz improvisation can be equally effective. Burnsed (1978) looked at the 
efficacy of design of an introductory jazz improvisation sequence for band 
students. Seuhs (1979) developed and assessed (by adjudication) a course 
of study in Baroque improvisation techniques. Bash (1983) compared the 
effectiveness of three different instructional methods in learning to 
improvise jazz. Method I was a standard technical procedure based on 
scales and chords. Method I1 supplemented this technical dimension with 
aural perception techniques which included rote vocal responses to blues 
patterns, blues vocalizations, and instrumental echo response patterns 
based on rote or procedures of generalization. Method I11 supplemented 
the same technical procedures of Method I with a historical-analytical 
treatment. All three methods gave improved results over that of a control 
group, and methods I1 and 111, though no significant difference was found 
between them, were both superior to method I. The results show the value 
of specific theoretical and technical instruction, and also of its supplement- 
ation by relevant aural training or analyses of performance strategies used 
by virtuoso improvisers. 

One final comment on improvisation teaching seems apposite. This is the 
fact that the optimally effective teacher is able to direct evaluative 
comments on several different levels. One is the technical-'Your notes 
don't fit the chord', 'The piano is lagging behind the bass', etc. Another is 
the compositional-'Try to develop that motive more before discarding it7, 
'Use more rhythmic variety in pacing your solo', 'Musical quotations seem 

inappropriate in this free a context', etc. Yet another level is the use of 
organizing metaphor, a vital part of the tradition of jazz teachingÑCUse 
more space', 'Dig in', 'Go for it', 'Play more laid-back', 'Don't force it- 
follow the flow', etc. Simple comments of this kind can be remarkably 
effective at removing improvisational blocks, when delivered at a proper 
time. 

Pike (1974) has presented a brief but insightful phenomenology of jazz. 
His approach considers the projection of 'tonal imagery' to be the 
fundamental process in jazz improvisation. Tonal imagery is either 
'reproductive' (memory-based) or 'productive' (creative). The improviser 
operates in a 'perceptual field' which acts as a framework in which the 
improviser's imagery appears and originates. This field includes not only 
the perception of external tonal events, but the perception of internal 
images, as well as the states of consciousness evoked by these images. 
Images in this field are combined, associated, contrasted, and otherwise 
organized. The phenomenological operations describing this are processes 
such as repetition, contrast, continuity, completion, closure, and deviation. 1 
Other aspects of improvisation defined by Pike include 'intuitive cognition', 
an immediate penetration into the singular and expressive nature of an 
image, and 'prevision', a glimpse into the developmental horizons of an 
embryonic jazz idea. 

Although some of Pike's claims are open to question, for example his 
uncritical acceptance of concepts like Hodeir's 'vital drive' (Hodeir 1956)~ 
his short paper remains an important introspective analysis of the 
experience of improvisation. The only other extensive phenomenological 
treatment of improvisation seems to be Mathieu's (1984) study of musician1 
dancer duo performances. Other perspectives on the experiences of the 
improviser have been given by Milano (1984), in an interview with jazz 
pianistlpsychiatrist Denny Zeitlin, and Sudnow (1978), who has produced 
a basic ethnomethodological description of learning to play jazz on the 
piano. Related philosophical issues have been raised by Alperson (1984) 
and Kleeman (I  985186). 

Finally it may be proper to note that the computer age has spawned new 
hybrids of composition and improvisation. Fry (1980, 1982183) has 
described music and dance improvisation set-ups using computer sensing 
and control devices. Chadabe (1984) has described a method of 'interactive 
composition' whereby movements of the hands in space near two 
proximity-sensitive antennas trigger and exert partial control over real- 
time computer sound generation. Interactive computer-based performance 
systems have also been used by trombonist George Lewis and a host o f ,  
'performance artists', including this writer. And recently available com- 
mercial software, such as the Macintosh-based M and Jam Factory, has an 
interactive improvisational component that seems rich with promise. 
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Oral traditions and folklore 

The idea that traditional folk-tales from many cultures have underlying 
unities, which may be interpreted as narrative grammars, is a fairly well- 
established one (Propp 1927; Thompson 1946; Nagler 1974). Explanations 
of this fact have tended towards one or the other of two viewpoints. 

A common (particularly European) perspective in the study of oral 
tradition and folklore has been a focus on their repetitive and imitative , 

aspects, with the frequent assumption of an Urtext which has undergone 
historical and geographic transformation. A powerful opposing view, and 
one which seems increasingly relevant as a description of referent-based 
improvisation, is found in the 'formulaic composition' proposals of Milman 
Parry and Albert Lord (Parry 1930, 1932; Lord 1964, 1965). 

Formulaic composition was derived from Milman7s intense study of the 
Homeric epics, particularly the Odyssey, and given further support by 
research on Yugoslav folk-epic poetry conducted by Milman and Lord. It is 
also considered to be applicable to other oral epics such as Beowulf and the 
Chanson de Roland, and has been used to analyse Latvian folk-song texts 
(Vikis-Freibergs 1984). In this view epic oral poetry is created anew at each 
performance by the singer from a store of formulas, a store of themes, and 
a technique of composition. There is no 'original' version; instead the 
tradition is multiform. A 'formula' is a group of words regularly employed 
under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea; it has 
melodic, metric, syntactic, and acoustic dimensions. By choosing from a 
repertoire of roughly synonymous formulas of different lengths .and 
expanding or deleting subthemes according to the needs of the performance 
situation, the experienced performer is able to formulaically compose (in 
real-time, hence improvise) a detailed and freshly compelling version of a 
known song epic. As a result of the composition system, instances of 
pleonasm and parataxis are common. 

The formulas considered as a group reveal further patterns. In the words 
of Lord (1964): 'the really significant element in the process is . . . the 
setting up of various patterns that make adjustment of phrase and creation 
of phrases by analogy possible' (p.37). In addition, the permutation of ' 

events and formulas may occur, as well as the substitution of one theme for 
another. 

Yet the traditional singer does not seek originality with this technique, 
but heightened expression. Lord speculates that formulas originally grew 
out of a need for intensification of meaning or evocation. 'The poet was 
sorcerer and seer before he became artist' (Lord 1964, p. 67). 

The relevance of formulaic composition to specific types of musical 
improvisation has recently been discussed by several writers. Treitler 
(1974) has argued that Gregorian chant was composed and transmitted in 
an analogous process to that used in the oral epics. Smith (1983) has used 

the process to describe the constraints imposed on the song-based jazz 
performer, and has gone on to analyse piano improvisations by Bill Evans. 
Kernfeld (1983) has examined how far formulas may be used to describe 
the music of saxophonist John Coltrane. Reck (1983) has produced the 
evocative idea of a musician's 'tool-kit', in a mammoth study of five 
performances by South Indian musician Thirugokarnam Ramachandra 
Iyer. The tool-kit is considered to be piece-specific and to contain both 
individually chosen and culturally determined formulas, musical habits, 
models of improvisational and compositional forms, aesthetic values, and 
social attitudes. 

The application of Parry-Lord theory to musical improvisation is thus a 
clear contemporary trend. The limits of its validity and usefulness are still 
open questions, and are probably linked to whether a satisfactory 
agreement can be reached on the principles to be used to define musical 
'formulas'. 

Intuition and creativity 

These are two related concepts, each with a vast literature. Their 
connection with improvisation is undeniable, yet explicit mention of it in 
either field is rare. On the other hand, 'free' musicians and many music 
educators commonly use the two terms, but often without a very clear 
notion of just what is being discussed. This section attempts to bridge that 
gap. 

The concept of intuition is much older than creativity, and it has separate 
philosophical and psychological traditions. Westcott (1968) has provided 
an excellent general survey, enumerating three historical approaches to 
philosophies of intuition. First comes Classical Intuition (for example 
Spinoza, Croce, Bergson), which views intuition as a special kind of 
contact with a prime reality, a glimpse of ultimate truth unclouded by the 
machinations of reason or the compulsions of instinct. Knowledge gained 
through this kind of intuition is unique, immediate, personal, unverifiable. 
The second approach, called by Westcott Contemporary Intuitionism (for 
example Stocks 1939; Ewing 1941; Bahm 1960), takes the more restricted 
view that intuition is the immediate apprehension of certain basic truths (of 
deduction, mathematical axioms, causality, etc.). This immediate knowing 
stands outside logic or reason and yet is the only foundation upon. which 
they can be built. Knowledge gained through intuition constitutes a set of 
'justifiable beliefs', which are nevertheless subject to the possibility of 
error. A third approach is positivistic (for example Bunge 1962) in that it 
rejects as illusory both the notions of immediacy and ultimate truth found 
in some earlier views. Rather, an intuition is simply a rapid inference which 
produces a hypothesis. 

Of all these views, it is perhaps that of French philosopher Henri 
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Bergson (1859-1941) which shows the greatest affinities with the common 
metaphors of improvisation. Bergson saw intuition as a way to attain direct 
contact with a prime reality ordinarily masked from human knowledge. 
This prime reality is an ongoing movement, an evolving dynamic flux which 
proceeds along a definite but unpredictable course. 

The prime reality is referred to as 'the perpetual happening' or 'duration'. The 
mind of man, according to Bergson, is shielded from the perpetual happening by 
the intellect, which imposes 'patterned immobility' on prime reality, distorting, 
inmobilizing, and separating it into discrete objects, events and processes. In the 
perpetual happening itself, all events, objects, and processes are unified' 

(In Westcott 1968, p. 8). 

In Bergson's view, the intellect can freely interact with the fruits of 
intuition (special knowledge and experience) to develop an enriched 
personal perspective. 

The notion of tapping a prime reality is very similar to the improviser's 
aesthetic of tapping the flow of the music, as mentioned above. The same 
apparent process has been eloquently described with regard to the origins 
of folk-tales from many cultures by English writer Richard Adams: 

I have a vision of-the world as the astronauts saw it-a shining globe, poised in 
space and rotating on its polar axis. Round it, enveloping it entirely, as one Chinese 
carved ivory ball encloses another within it, is a second . . . gossamer-like sphere 
. . . rotating freely and independently of the rotation of the earth. 

Within this outer web we live. It soaks up, transmutes and is charged with human 
experience, exuded from the world within like steam or an aroma from cooking 
food. The story-teller is he who reaches up, grasps that part of the web which 
happens to be above his head at the moment and draws it down-it is, of course, 
elastic and unbreakable-to touch the earth. When he has told his story-its 
story-he releases it and it springs back and continues in rotation. The web moves 
continually above us, so that in time every point on its interior surface passes 
directly above every point on the surface of the world. This is why the same stories 
are found all over the world, among different people who can have had little or no 
communication with each other. 

(Adams 1980, p. 12.) 

There is a clear convergence of imagery in this and other descriptions that 
points to a likely transpersonal component to improvisation. 

The psychological perspectives on intuition are many and varied, but 
only two seem relevant here. The first is the widely occurring idea that 
intuition is a special case of inference which draws on cues and associations 
not ordinarily used (Westcott 1968). A similarity with certain theories of 
skill learning mentioned above is apparent. A second and wide-ranging 
approach is found in the recent work by Bastick (1982), which includes a 
search of over 2.5 million sources for common properties underlying 
intuition. After the identification and detailed analysis of some 20 of these 

properties, Bastick ends up describing intuition as a combinatorial process 
operating over pre-existing connections among elements of different 
'emotional sets'. These emotional sets apparently contain encodings, often 
redundant, of many different life events (intellectual activities, movement, 
emotion, etc.). By giving strong emphasis to the role of dynamics, bodily 
experience, and the maximizing of redundancy in encoding, and by a series 
of suggestive diagrams of intuitive processing, Bastick seems to be on an 
important track parallel to emerging ideas of improvisation. 

Research in creativity is probably more extensive than that in intuition, 
for intuition is most commonly considered a subcategory of creativity. a 

Creativity research in music education has been recently surveyed by 
Richardson (1983). The only clear relations to improvisation she found 
were in specialized educational methods and a growing tendency to use 
improvisation tests in assessing musical creativity. Vaughan ( I ~ I ) ,  Gorder 
(1976), and Webster (1977) have designed and implemented such tests, but 
results show uneven patterns of correlation between general intelligence, 
creativity, musicality, composition, and improvisation, and seem to have 
no clear consequences for improvisation modelling. 

General studies of creativity abound, and follow many divergent paths. 
Two alone seem relevant here. Guilford's Structure-of-Intellect (SI) model 
proposed a taxonomy of factors of intelligence (Guilford and Hoepfner 
1971 (and earlier references mentioned therein); Guilford 1977). These 
intelligence factors, which number 120, are classified along three dimensions: 
thought content: visual, auditory figural, semantic, symbolic, and behavioural 
information; 
kinds of operation performed on the content: cognition, memory, convergent 
production, divergent production, evaluation; 
products (the results of applying operations to content): units, classes, 
relations, systems, transformations, and implications. 
These classifications are related to improvisation in a general way, but 
despite their intuitive appeal, they have so far been fairly resistant to 
empirical verification. 

Guilford further defined a set of six aptitudes for creative thinking: 
fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration, redefinition, and sensitivity to ' 

problems. Torrance (1966) used this same set in designing a more open- 
ended approach to the testing and definition of creativity. Some of these six 
aptitudes are identical to the ones found in skilled performance above; 
they are considered here to be further guidelines for testing the plausibility 
of improvisational modelling. 

Finally, Guilford and Hoepfner classified techniques of evaluation (in 
problem-solving), which they held to be due to appeals to logical 
consistency, past experiences, feeling of rightness, or aesthetic principles. 
Such a classification also has implications for improvisation (see model 
below). 
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Artificial intelligence 

This field is concerned with programming computers to be intelligent 
problem solvers. The framework of action is usually formulated in terms of 
a problem space which must be searched for correct solutions. Since 
interesting problem spaces are nearly always too large to be investigated 
completely, a major focus of the field is the design of better heuristic search 
techniques. Coupled naturally with this are many methods and frameworks 
for the representation of knowledge. 

There is traditionally no explicit mention of improvisation in the field. In 
making such a link, it seems clear that the successful application of artificial 
intelligence concepts to improvisation rests to a large degree on the 
appropriateness of considering improvisation to be a kind of problem 
solving. There is little doubt that such an analogy can be fruitful, 
particularly for referent-guided improvisation. For example, the process of 
improvisation may be divided up into a number of time points, and viewed 
as a succession of small problems, each of which is the production of an 
appropriate chunk of musical action at the current time point, where the 
constraints on action are the referent, goals, and musical actions at earlier 
time points. Alternatively, the time-scale may be drawn much coarser, and 
each complete improvisation may be considered a solution to a much more 
generally stated problem: for instances, improvise a chorus on 'I Got 
Rhythm' changes, within the constraints of be-bop style. 

Before surveying the fruits of this approach it may be wise to spell out its 
limitations. Experientially, improvisation can seem to be far removed from 
problem solving. This is particularly so where the goals of the music 
making are exploration and process, rather than the presentation of artistic 
product. It is also very difficult to imagine how one could ever specify the 
'problems' in freer types of improvisation with sufficient detail to allow 
specific artificial intelligence techniques to be used in modelling. Such 
problem formulations, even if possible, would be very personal, open 
ended, and sometimes contradictory. 

With these provisos, we examine how various artificial intelligence 
problem-solving techniques might apply to improvisation. Search techniques 
come in several variants, including depth-first, breadth-first, and best-first. 
All use a generate-and-test procedure to find solutions to a problem. 
Clearly there are possible connections with improvisation. Generate-and- 
test could be applied to learning to improvise, where generation is sound 
production and testing is listening to generated music; or, it could describe 
internal cognitive selection processes, where testing is based on internal 
hearing of generated possibilities, before one is chosen as the actual 
musical output at a given time. Unfortunately with regard to this second 
interpretation there is a serious limitation: the inevitable use of back- 
tracking in the search processes cannot be very significant in improvisation 

due to the cognitive limitations of real-time processing. The need of the 
improviser is for a good solution, not the best, for there is probably no 
single 'best' solution, and even if there were, it would take too long to find 
it. Therefore, the number of solution paths compared at any one step is 
probably very strongly limited, perhaps to two or three. 

Another problem-solving technique is problem reduction: that is, 
reducing a problem to a set of subproblems. This is a common way to look 
at the teaching of improvisation, but seems less likely to apply to doing it, 
where integration of action is required. Of course there is no proof of this; 
we know far too little about the workings of the brain. Constraint 
satisfaction, on the other hand, is a technique whose principles seem to 
apply to improvisation. The constraints are the referent, goals of the 
performer, stylistic norms, etc. Finally, means-ends analysis is a technique 
that is based on comparing current and goal states. Because it involves 
considerable back-tracking, it is unlikely to apply to the improvisation 
process. Yet like other methods above, it seems relevant to the process of 
learning improvisational skill. In general, then, learning to improvise (that 
is, to structure musical impulses within aesthetic guidelines) is more like '~, 

problem solving than is improvising itself. 
Another main branch of artificial intelligence is knowledge representation. 

The relevance to improvisation seems clear, for any particular mode of 
knowledge representation makes it efficient to do certain things and in- 
efficient to do others. And efficiency is what the improviser needs above all. 

Knowledge representation in artificial intelligence is based on many 
ideas, including indexing, conceptual dependency, hierarchies, semantic 
nets, multiple representation, blackboards (actually a type of interprocess 
communication), frames, scripts, stereotypes, and rule models (Rich 1983; 
Lenat 1984). With respect to improvisation, many of these are more 
suggestive than readily applicable. Indexing, for example, is too artificial, 
whereas conceptual dependency, in which information is represented by 
certain conceptual primitives, is too strongly linked with natural language 
structure. Hierarchies have been discussed previously. Semantic nets are 
perhaps more promising: information is represented as a network of nodes 
connected to each other by labelled arcs, each node representing an object, 
event, or concept, and each arc a relation between nodes. Such a graph 
could be drawn for musical objects and events, but parametrically tuneable 
processes are not easy to represent, and this is a serious drawback. 

Multiple representation, however, is an important idea, and one which is 
- implicit in parallel-processing ideas mentioned earlier. The increased 

flexibility and efficiency possible with multiple representation argue very 
strongly for its inclusion in any model of improvisation. Gelernter (1963) 
successfully applied the idea to problems in plane geometry by using 
simultaneous axiomatic and diagrammatic representations. Another inter- 
esting application is the notion of the 'blackboard', an organization of the 
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problem space into multiple levels of representation, typically along a 
dimension indicating level of abstractness. Thus a spoken sentence may be 
processed at levels of acoustic wave form, phonemes, syllables, words, 
word sequences, phrases, etc. Each part of the blackboard is triggered 
automatically as relevant information comes in. Multiple representation 
also strengthens the possibilities for analogy, and promotes synergy, by 
which is meant the co-operative action of parts of a complex system (Lenat 
1984). 

The last four ideas mentioned above, frames, scripts, stereotypes, and 
rule models, are considered to be various types of schemata (Rich 1983). 
The use of the word here is slightly different from that in the area of motor 
behaviour (see Adams 1976 for a survey). Frames are used to describe 
collections of attributes of an object. A frame consists of slots filled with 
attributes and associated values. Like most slot-and-filler structures, 
frames facilitate the drawing of analogies. Ideas equivalent to the frame 
are found in the improvisation model below. Scripts are simply normative 
event sequences and in so far as they apply to improvisation have much in 
common with the generalized motor schemata described above. Stereotypes 
have their usual meaning and are parts of the norms of musical style, but 
are often avoided by the best improvisers. Rule models describe the 
common features shared by a set of rules which form the basis for a 
'production system'. If the improvising musician is the production system, 
the important rules will be largely heuristic and the rules about rules may 
be termed metaheuristics. Some of these will be culturally and historically 
based, while others presumably reflect intrinsic properties of the cognitive 
apparatus. Serafine (1983) has presented an insightful discussion of this 
distinction from the standpoint of the cognitive psychologist. 

In principle it should be possible to integrate appropriate artificial 
intelligence techniques to construct an expert system which improvises. 

V One of the very few such attempts is the unpublished work of Levitt 
(1981), which dealt with jazz improvisation. The idea awaits further 
development. 

A model of improvisation 

Any theory of improvisation must explain three things: how people 
improvise; how people learn improvisational skill; and the origin of novel 
behaviour. It must also be consistent with the numerous recurring themes 
reviewed above. The model given here seems to satisfy these conditions. 

How people improvise 

The first part of this model describes the process of improvisation. It begins 
with the observation that any improvisation may be partitioned into a 

sequence of non-overlapping sections. By non-overlapping it is simply 
meant that sounds are assigned to only one section, not that the sounds 
themselves do not overlap. Let each of these sections contain a number of 
musical events and be called an event cluster E,. Then the improvisation I 
is simply an ordered union of all these event clusters. Formally, 

From a naive analytical perspective there is a large number of ways such a 
partitioning could be made. Our first major assumption is that every 
improvisation is actually generated by triggers at specific time points fi,t2 
. . . tn that instigate the movement patterns appropriate to effect intended 
musical actions. Each time point is thus the point at which decided action 
begins to be executed. Note that it is schemata for action that are triggered, 
not precise movement details, and subsequent motor fine tuning based on 
feedback processes goes on after each time point. Often time points will 
have clear musical correlates, with adjacent event clusters being set off 
from each other by local musical boundary criteria; pauses, phrase 
junctures, cadences, grouping by sequence etc.; but this need not always 
be the case. 

With this interpretation, equation (I)  is a unique specification of the 
timing of central decision making made by the improviser. The improvisation 
may then be viewed as a series of 'situations', where the (i+ 1)th situation is 
confined primarily to the time interval (t,, t,+,) and entails the generation 

E.} G of the cluster E,+, on the basis of the previous events {E,,E2, . . . 
{ E } i ,  the referent R (if one exists), a set of current goals <S, and long-term 
memory M. The referent R is an underlying piece-specific guide or scheme 
used by the musician to facilitate the generation of improvised behaviour 
(Pressing 19840). The process of event-cluster generation may then be 
written 

Decision-making in the (i+ 1)th situation may in principle extend well back 
before time tã depending on the degree of pre-selection used by the 
performer, and will also extend slightly into the future, in that fine details 
of motor control will be left to lower control centres and hence may occur 
after l,+ I .  

Equation (2) applies strictly only to solo improvisation. The only 
changes with group improvisation are that, first, all performers will have 
their own distinct time-point sequences (even though they would often be 
partially correlated), and, second, players will normally interact. Equation 
(2) can be readily extended to apply to all K members of an improvisation 
ensemble by writing 
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where subscripts refer to the kth performer, and C stands for performer k's 
cognitive representation of all previous event clusters produced by the 
other performers and any expectations of their likely future actions. For 
simplicity, we use the formalism of equation (2) and speak primarily in 
terms of solo improvisation in what follows, adding in the effects of other 
performers in a straightforward manner as needed at certain points. 

Any given event cluster E has a number of simultaneously valid and 
partially redundant 'aspects'. Each aspect is a representation of E from a 
certain perspective. Most important are the acoustic aspect (produced and 
sensed sound), the musical aspect (cognitive representation of the sounds 
in terms of music-technical and expressive dimensions), and the movement 
aspect (including timing of muscular actions, proprioception, touch, spatial 
perception, and central monitoring of efference). Visual and emotional 
aspects normally also play a role, and in principle there may be others. 
Furthermore each aspect exists in two forms, intended and actual. Each 
intended form is specified at a specific time point: the corresponding actual 
form is constructed from subsequent sensory feedback. The gap between 
these two forms is reduced by sound training in musicianship and improvis- 
ation practice, but it never dwindles completely to zero. Hence in equation 
(2) or (3) the variable {E}, represents intended and actual forms of all 
aspects of event clusters E; to EiPI ,  the intended form of E,, plus, over the 
course of the time interval (t,, l,+ I) ,  increasing feedback on the actual form 
of E,. By ti+,, when central commands for E,+, are transmitted, the 
ongoing nature of improvisation probably demands that integration of the 
intended and actual forms of E, be virtually complete. 

The details of the proposed model of what occurs in the (i+i)th 
situation, that is, the selection of E,+ ,, are as follows: 

(A) E, is triggered and executed (it may spill on briefly to times t>t,+,). 
(B) Each aspect of E, may be decomposed into three types of analytical 

representation: objects, features, and processes. An 'object' is a unified 
cognitive or perceptual entity. It may, for example, correspond to a chord, 
a sound, or a certain finger motion. 'Features' are parameters that describe 
shared properties of objects, and 'processes' are descriptions of changes of 
objects or features over time. At t, this decomposition is based only on 
intended information (efference); by ti+, much of the actual form of E,, 
received through the senses and internal feedback, has been used to refine 
the cognitive representation of E,. This may continue after t j+I.  Let this 
decomposition into objects, features, and processes (for each aspect) be 
represented by three variable-dimension arrays 0 ,  F, and P, and assume 
that they represent all information about E, needed by the improviser in 
decision making. 

(C) The structures of the three types of arrays are as follows. The object 
array is a 2x N array where row I components label the objects present and 
row 2 gives their associated cognitive strengths sk (explained below). The 

feature and process arrays are typically non-rectangular. Their first rows 
consist of object and process labels respectively, and each column below 
that row is built up of a number of pairs of elements which give the values 
vjk of associated features or process parameters and their corresponding 
cognitive strengths sIk. The arrays are non-rectangular because different 
objects may possess different numbers of significant features or process 
parameters. The feature and parameter process values vik vary over ranges 
appropriate to their nature, whereas cognitive strengths sjk are normalized 
to vary between o and I .  Cognitive strength is essentially an indicator of 
attentional loading, that is, the importance that the given factor has in the 
performer's internal representation. Thus even though certain features 
may be objectively present, as analysed by others, if the player does not 
use them in his or her cognitive representation, their s values would be 
zero. Sample object, feature, and process arrays for the following event 
cluster (a short trombone motive) are given by way of example (Fig. 7.1), 
for the musical aspect only. Considerable redundancy of representation 
has been set out in the process array. 

(D) Production of E,+ occurs primarily on the basis of long-term factors 
(R, 'S , stylistic norms, and ongoing processes), and by evaluation of the 
effects and possibilities of E,. There seem to be only two methods of 
continuation used: associative or interrupt generation. In associative 
generation the improviser desires to effect continuity between E, and 
and picks new arrays 0 , + , ,  F,+,, P;+I whose set of strong cognitive 
components includes all or nearly all of the strong cognitive components of 
O,, F,, and P,, with the parameter values of these shared components 
being directly related (as described in (E) below). In other words the E; 
components with high s values carry their information on in some way to 

These new arrays act as a set of constraints which determine, in 
conjunction with various generation processes, the musical actions 
generated for E,+,. The relative importance of different constraints in the 
generation process is indicated by their respective cognitive strengths sk and 
s,k. Note that the E,+I arrays may contain new strong components 
(constraints) that were previously weak or completely absent. In par- 
ticular, it is possible to add a new independent musical process to a 
continuing one to produce an associative continuation which has a clear 
sense of novelty (e.g. the introduction of a new part in polyphonic music). 
In the case of interrupt generation the improviser has had enough of 
the event train ending with E, (for whatever reasons) and breaks off 
into a different musical direction by resetting a significant number of 
strong components of Oi+,, F,+,,  Pi+i without any relations to E, except 
possibly those chosen to be normative with regard to style in the piece, 
or intrinsic to the referent (if present) or goals. Clearly, the more 
strong components that are reset, the greater the sense of interrup- 
tion. 
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Fig. 7.1. Possible object, feature, and process arrays corresponding to a short 
trombone motive. 

(E) Associative generation is based on either similarity or contrast. In 
the case of similarity all or nearly all important (important as determined 
from the vantage point of the improviser) array components stay 
approximately the same. In other words, for those components vlk with 
slk's signicantly above zero at time t=t,, ( V ~ ~ ) ~ , = ( V ~ ~ ) ~ ~ + ~ .  Significant object 
array components behave analogously. In the case of constrast-type 
associative generation, at least one strong component of either the feature 
or process arrays must either move from near one end of its possible range 
of values to near the opposite end, or cross some perceptually significant 
boundary. Meanwhile, all other strong components change either very 
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little or not at all. Examples are when a group of high notes is followed by a 
group of low notes, or an accelerando changes of decelerando, or bright 
timbres are replaced by dull timbres. The idea behind this classification is 
that the most powerful and general types of improvisational control are 
those that are cued to features and processes. The objects, though a crucial 
part of the entire procedure, are at the same time often merely the very 
familiar musical clothing of cognitive action space. 

(F) Interrupt generation is based on the resetting of all or a significant 
number of the strong array components without regard to their values in 
the current event cluster Ei. A decision to interrupt brings to an end a 
sequence of related event clusters, say K = {Ei_,., EiPr+,, . . . E,}, where 
the number of event clusters in this 'event-cluster class' is r + i .  Hence 
interrupt decisions partition the entire improvisation into A discontinuous 
event-cluster classes Ky, so that the formal design of the piece becomes 

I = {K,, K , .  . . K*}. (4) 

Each event-cluster class K,, contains at least one event cluster, and may be 
defined in terms of the strong components of the object, feature, and 
process arrays shared by all the member event clusters. If these special 
components are represented as 0; F" and P ;  then Ky is defined by (OS, 
F,, P,)¡. One of the sets F; and P; must be non-empty. If (OS, F,, P,)" = or 

(OS, F,, P^)^, for some p not immediately following a,  we have recursion 
in formal design of the improvisation. Under these assumptions the process 
of improvisation may be sketched diagrammatically as in Fig. 7.2. 

(G) The choice between association and interrupt generation may be 
formally modelled by a time-dependent tolerance level for repetition, L((). 
An interrupt tester, whose inputs are presumably the time since the onset 
of the K,, event cluster class, (t-tiPr), and the size and nature of Ka,  
computes the degree of current repetition, Z(t), and if Z(t)S=L(t), institutes 
an interrupt generation, so that Z(t) jumps to a low value. Otherwise 
associative generation continues. Diagrammatically this is shown in Fig. 
7.3 for the same improvisation as in Fig. 7.2. 

(H) Once Oi+l ,  and Pi+I are selected for all relevant aspects, 
tuneable cognitive and motor subprogrammes are set in motion that 
generate, on the basis of these higher constraints and current motor 
positions, a specific action design. At this point we have reached and 
this loop of the process (E,Ñ>E,+~) is complete. By iteration, then, the 
entire improvisation is built up. The starting point E I  may be considered a 
situation of interrupt generation (where Ec, is silence) and the final event 
cluster E,, is simply a second case of interrupt generation where = 

silence, after which the improvisation process is turned off. 
These, then, are the salient features of the model in outline. They are 

diagramatically displayed in Fig. 7.4. 
Next we look more deeply at certain critical stages of the improvisation 
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Fig. 7.3. Interrupt generation via the repetition functions L and Z .  

in musical action space, showing four event-cluster 

it is characterized throughout by extensive 

Fig. 7.2. An improvisation 
classes, and form ABA'C. 

model. To begin with, 
redundancy. There is first of all redundancy betweeithe aspects of each 
event cluster. The performer knows, for example, that certain motor 
actions involved in striking a kettle drum (motor aspect) will correspond to 
a particular sound (acoustic aspect), with associated musical implications 
(musical aspect). Furthermore, each aspect is decomposed into extensive 
object, feature, and process representations which contain considerable 
redundancy. For example, the musical motive of Example 7. I may be pitch 
encoded as the objects D2F2A2B2, or as the object B+ diminished 7 chord 
in first inversion, or as a diatonic sweep to the leading tone in the key of C 
major, or as a ii 4 diminished 7 chord in a minor, or as an ascending 
contour, and so forth. Its features include melodic motion by seconds or 

thirds, diatonic note choice, the degree and speed of crescendo, rhythmic 
regularity of attack, certain values of finger force and velocity used by the 
performer, and so forth. Many processes could be implicated to generate 
the given motive: arpeggiate a B</> diminished 7 chord, pick notes 
consistent with a triplet feel in C major, move the fingers 4321 of the left 
hand in such a fashion as to depress keys on the piano, and so forth. If the 
nature of improvisation entails the seeking out of a satisfactory trajectory 
in musical action space, such redundancy of description and generation 
allows maximal flexibility of path selection, so that whatever creative 
impulse presents itself as an intention, and whatever attentional loadings 

Example 7.1 
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Object array 0 

N G R N S ¥*ÑÑÑ Label ( $ $ $ l I ,) - Cognitive strength 
N=note 
G=glissando 
R= rest 
S=scale 

Feature array F 

G R N S \ + Label 

: (.5) 
VII" (.4) 
I *  (.4) 
< (.6) 
P (3) 
f (.a) 

6+ (.X) 
A (.5) 
whole Ñ---- values yk 
tone (1 ) \ and 

cognitive 
strengths 
(s,k ) 

'Slide position of trombone 
tScale size 

Process array P 

select Follow Follow Use 
notesfrom scale contour interval trichords Parameters 

sequence v,i, and 
P = cognitive 

1 octave* (2,4,6) (.5) (026) (1) strenaths 
whole 
tone (1 ) 

'Range 

Fig. 7.1. Possible object, feature, and process arrays corresponding to a short 
trombone motive. 

(E) Associative generation is based on either similarity or contrast. In 
the case of similarity all or nearly all important (important as determined 
from the vantage point of the improviser) array components stay 
approximately the same. In other words, for those components vlk with 
s$s signicantly above zero at time t=t,, ( V ~ ~ ) ~ , = ( V ~ ~ ) ~ ~ + ~ .  Significant object 
array components behave analogously. In the case of constrast-type 
associative generation, at least one strong component of either the feature 
or process arrays must either move from near one end of its possible range 
of values to near the opposite end, or cross some perceptually significant 
boundary. Meanwhile, all other strong components change either very 
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little or not at all. Examples are when a group of high notes is followed by a , 

group of low notes, or an accelerando changes of decelerando, or bright 
timbres are replaced by dull timbres. The idea behind this classification is 
that the most powerful and general types of improvisational control are 
those that are cued to features and processes. The objects, though a crucial 
part of the entire procedure, are at the same time often merely the very 
familiar musical clothing of cognitive action space. 

(F) Interrupt generation is based on the resetting of all or a significant 
number of the strong array components without regard to their values in 
the current event cluster Ei. A decision to interrupt brings to an end a 
sequence of related event clusters, say K = {Ei_,., EiPr+,, . . . E,}, where 
the number of event clusters in this 'event-cluster class' is r + i .  Hence 
interrupt decisions partition the entire improvisation into A discontinuous 
event-cluster classes Kn, so that the formal design of the piece becomes 

I = {K,, K.. . . K*}. (4) 

Each event-cluster class K" contains at least one event cluster, and may be 
defined in terms of the strong components of the object, feature, and 
process arrays shared by all the member event clusters. If these special 
components are represented as O;, F;, and P;, then Kn is defined by (OS, 
F,, P,)¡. One of the sets F; and P; must be non-empty. If (OS, F,, P,)" = or 

(OS, F,, P,)^, for some p not immediately following a,  we have recursion 
in formal design of the improvisation. Under these assumptions the process 
of improvisation may be sketched diagrammatically as in Fig. 7.2. 

(G) The choice between association and interrupt generation may be 
formally modelled by a time-dependent tolerance level for repetition, L((). 
An interrupt tester, whose inputs are presumably the time since the onset 
of the K" event cluster class, (t-tiPr), and the size and nature of Ka,  
computes the degree of current repetition, Z(t), and if Z(t)S=L(t), institutes 
an interrupt generation, so that Z(t) jumps to a low value. Otherwise 
associative generation continues. Diagrammatically this is shown in Fig. 
7.3 for the same improvisation as in Fig. 7.2. 

(H) Once Oi+l ,  and Pi+; are selected for all relevant aspects, 
tuneable cognitive and motor subprogrammes are set in motion that 
generate, on the basis of these higher constraints and current motor 
positions, a specific action design. At this point we have reached and 
this loop of the process is complete. By iteration, then, the 
entire improvisation is built up. The starting point E I  may be considered a 
situation of interrupt generation (where En is silence) and the final event 
cluster E,, is simply a second case of interrupt generation where E,,+I = 
silence, after which the improvisation process is turned off. 

These, then, are the salient features of the model in outline. They are 
diagramatically displayed in Fig. 7.4. 

Next we look more deeply at certain critical stages of the improvisation 
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called 'dynamical' diseases, including schizophrenia, AV heart block, 
epilepsy, and some haematological disorders (see Guevara et al. 1983 for a 
survey). The point with regard to improvisation is that the same sort of 
smooth parametric tuning can be used to generate abrupt intentional 
novelties in movement and musical expression. The integration of the 
results of novel ranges of array components is presumed to be handled by 
control structures of the CNS responsible for timing and smoothness of 
action. 

During any given improvisation, when possible object, feature, and 
process array types are basically fixed, novel sensory input will be analysed 
and assigned to existing categories, or, if the fit is too poor, into existing 
categories plus deviations. In this model such a description is also 
considered to apply to the generation of action. That is, novel actions are 
built primarily by distorting aspects of existing ones. This sheds light on the 
organizing power of the metaphor, mentioned earlier, since it may be 
considered to be a global link across categories, one that facilitates 
movement integration. In other words, the image or metaphor enables the 
co-ordinated modification and resetting of whole classes of array com- 
ponents in a fashion ensuring spatial and temporal coherence. 

The central core of the model is the generation of a new set of array 
components for E,+, from those preceding it. To make this process clearer, 
we now look at two examples. 
( I )  Let Ei be 

l m .  
_J Example 7.2 

played by the right hand at the piano. 

Above are a number of possible improvisational continuations, based on 
attentional emphasis (that is, cognitive strength) given to the mentioned 
array components (see Fig. 7.5). Emphasis given to a particular component 
means that it will guide the generation of subsequent events. The type of 
arrays emphasized are also indicated; note that this is not uniquely 
determined, since the model makes a feature of redundancy. Continuations 
1-8 exemplify associative continuation, with numbers 7 and 8 more 
abstract than the others, while number 9 is interrupt based. 

Continuation Emphasized components used for Type of arrays 
continuation 

I key of A major; quaver durations 0.F.P 

Fig. 7.5. Examples of continuation of an event cluster under the emphasis of 
selected array components. 

2 perfect fourth interval F 
3 notes E, A, D ;  rhythmic displacement 0 . p  
4 melodic contour 0 . F  
5 motor generation with right-hand fingers 

I ,  2 ,  and 4 0 . F  
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may be set up, some means of cognitive organization and corresponding 
motor realization will be available within the limiting constraints of real- 
time processing. 

Such extensive redundancy I take here to mean that control of event 
production is heterarchical, and may potentially shift rapidly from one 
cognitive control area to another. Indeed this must be considered the most 
effective strategy for improvisation. Experientially it very probably 
corresponds to 'letting go', or 'going with the flow' as described earlier, 
whereby central hierarchical control, identified here with conscious 
monitoring of decision making, yields to heterarchical control (and 
corresponding unconscious allocation of attention). 

Next we look further at the object, feature, and process arrays that are 
critical in the representation and generation of event clusters. First of all it 
may well be asked how such arrays are formed. The answer given here is 
based on an ecological perspective, which considers that the capacity to 
extract or create such arrays is neurologically innate, but that they are only 
brought into being by interaction with the environment. More specifically, 
cognitive objects are inferred to exist on the basis of perceived invariance 
in sensory input over time, and boundedness in a space (whether physical, 
musical, or abstract). Features are tuneable parameters and come to be 
abstracted on the basis of perceived similarity or contrast in sensory input. 
Processes come about from perceived change in an object or along a 
feature dimension with time. 

Thus over the course of one's life new arrays and array components are 1 
constantly being created by new perceptions and new perceptual groupings. 
During any given improvisation at most very few new features or processes 
will be created, and only a limited number of new objects. In general, 
though, this is one source of novel behaviour: the evolution of movement 
control structures for newly discovered objects, features, and processes. 
However, there seems to be another, probably more common source of 
behavioural novelty: the motor enactment of novel combinations of values 
of array components. This second possibility is shown for example by 
considering a child musician who has learned motor actions corresponding 
to the distinctions loud/soft and fastlslow separately, but without encountering 
soft and fast simultaneously. By combining these two dimensions an action 
novel to the child's experience can result. Furthermore, the results of such 
novel parametric combinations need not be so predictable. If we recall that 
the human performance system is non-linear, then, as mentioned above in 
the paragraphs on organizational invariant theory, novel, strikingly 
different behaviour may follow when controlling system parameters 
assume certain novel combinations of ranges. It can further be shown 
mathematically that behaviour described as 'chaotic' may occur under such 
conditions (Li and Yorke 1975; May 1976), even for simple systems. This 
perspective has led to a biomathematical analysis, for example, of many so- 
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Fig. 7.2. An improvisation 
classes, and form ABA'C. 

model. To begin with, 

in musical action space, showing four event-cluster 

it is characterized throughout by extensive 
redundancy. There is first of all redundancy between the aspects of each 
event cluster. The performer knows, for example, that certain motor 
actions involved in striking a kettle drum (motor aspect) will correspond to 
a particular sound (acoustic aspect), with associated musical implications 
(musical aspect). Furthermore, each aspect is decomposed into extensive 
object, feature, and process representations which contain considerable 
redundancy. For example, the musical motive of Example 7. I may be pitch 
encoded as the objects D2F2A2B2, or as the object B 4  diminished 7 chord 
in first inversion, or as a diatonic sweep to the leading tone in the key of C 
major, or as a ii 4 diminished 7 chord in a minor, or as an ascending 
contour, and so forth. Its features include melodic motion by seconds or 
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Fig. 7.3. Interrupt generation via the repetition functions L and Z .  

thirds, diatonic note choice, the degree and speed of crescendo, rhythmic 
regularity of attack, certain values of finger force and velocity used by the 
performer, and so forth. Many processes could be implicated to generate 
the given motive: arpeggiate a BC$ diminished 7 chord, pick notes 
consistent with a triplet feel in C major, move the fingers 4321 of the left 
hand in such a fashion as to depress keys on the piano, and so forth. If the 
nature of improvisation entails the seeking out of a satisfactory trajectory 
in musical action space, such redundancy of description and generation 
allows maximal flexibility of path selection, so that whatever creative 
impulse presents itself as an intention, and whatever attentional loadings 

Example 7.1 
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to improvisational skill acquisition. The central features of the model are 
as follows. It is reductionist, in that cognitive structures of processing and 
control are considered to be broken down into aspects (acoustic, musical, 
movement, etc.), each of these into types of analytical representation 
(objects, features, processes), and each of these into characterizing 
elements (array components). At  the same time the model is synergistic 
and capable of behavioural novelty, due to  the extensive redundancy of the 
cognitive representations and the distributed and non-linear character of 
the outlined control processes. The extensive presence of feedback and 
feedforward contributes to this. The fundamental nature of the improvisation 
process is considered to be the stringing together of a series of 'event 
clusters' during each of which a continuation is chosen, based upon either 
the continuing of some existing stream of musical development (called here 
an event-cluster class) by association of array entries, or the interruption of 
that stream by the choosing of a new set of array entries that act as 
constraints in the generation of a new stream (new event-cluster class). 

The model seems to  be specific enough to allow its use as a basis for the 
design of 'improvising7 computer programs. Work in this direction is in 
progress. A t  the same time some fundamental philosophical questions 
remain about the origin of certain kinds of decision making in any such 
model, and four types of answers to these have been outlined: intuition, 
free will. physical causation, and randomness. Some of these alternatives 
should be distinguishable on the basis of experimental work currently in 
progress at  our laboratories, which also has as its aim the testing of the 
basic assumptions of the model. This will be described in subsequent 
publications. 
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Capítulo 11 

Constreñimientos psicológicos en la destreza 
y la comunicación improvisatorias 

Este capítulo est2 basado en varios escritos publicados anteriormente que estudian 
temas fundamentales de  la psicología del comportamiento improvisado y los recursos 
interdisciplinarios utilizados para su configuración, formulando una teoría potencial- 
mente informática de  la improvisación (Pressing 1984, 1988). Dicha teoría fue aplica- 
da, en un artículo separado, al micro y macroanálisis de música de teclado improvisa- 
da (Pressing 1987). En este capítulo amplío ciertos aspectos de esas obras y evalúo su 
potencial para un desarrollo ulterior. En particular, propongo una noción de  la impro- 
visación como un sistema de conocimientos prácticos, analizando cómo los improvisa- 
dores afrontan o sortean los constreñimientos psicológicos y culturales bajo los cuales 
actúan inevitablemente en la búsqueda de una mayor fluidez y eficacia de la expresión 
musical. Mi objetivo es sacar conclusiones interculturales y no confinar el estudio a nin- 
gún repertorio particular, pero debo advertir al lector de  los posibles efectos de una ex- 
trapolación desproporcionada de  mis propias áreas de  especialización musical. 

PRINCIPIOS GENERALES DE LA DESTREZA 

Antes de centrarme en la destreza improvisatoria, creo que ser2 de utilidad reexa- 
minar algunas ideas generales de  la psicología de la destreza. Desde hace muchos si- 
glos, y particularmente desde el Renacimiento, la psicología =popular* occidental y la 
opinión pública han considerado a la maestría como producto de  los dones innatos. 
Es la perspectiva del  talento innato* de  la excelencia. De acuerdo con este punto d e  
vista tradicional, Galton (1979 [18691) expuso claramente tres factores primordiales en 
el desarrollo de  la destreza: habilidad innata, motivación y esfuerzo. Si el principal ob- 
jetivo del entrenamiento es desarrollar la destreza, describiendo una curva asintótica 
hacia un nivel característico del potencial individual, entonces la habilidad innata será 
el factor distintivo en la destreza (Ericsson y Charnes 1994). 

En las culturas occidentales, el concepto del músico especialmente dotado es casi 
axiomático y refleja un claro énfasis en el  individuo. Naturalmente, dicho concepto 
forma parte estructural de  la enseñanza musical, especialmente en los niveles inter- 
medio y superior. Los profesores universitarios hablan de  alumnos ~sordosw que fraca- 
san por carecer de  las aptitudes básicas necesarias para la competencia. 
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Sin embargo, como bien sabemos hoy en día -al menos entre los antropólogos y et- 
nomusicólogos- la perspectiva del talento innato de la excelencia difícilmente constituye 
una proposición universal. Como se ha señalado a menudo, en diversas culturas tradi- 
cionales casi todos los individuos poseen un grado de profesionalidad musical evidente 
(por ejemplo, Blacking 1973; Feld 1984). El entrenamiento musical es un componente de 
estas culturas y la competitividad está aparentemente difundida, reflejando los efectos 
de factores culturales y ambientales. De hecho, al atribuir las causas de los resultados, 
parece que en algunas sociedades tradicionales asignan un mayor peso a los factores 
contextuales e interpersonales que en las sociedades occidentales, que favorecen las ex- 
plicaciones basadas en las cualidades personales, una tendencia conocida como error de 
atribución fundamental (Gleitman 1995). Sin embargo, en la gran mayoría de las cultu- 
ras existe la noción de la aptitud musical especializada y diferenciada. 

La tesis del talento innato también se ha debilitado a raíz de una serie de estudios psi- 
cológicos más recientes que concuerdan con la perspectiva etnomusicológica. Actual- 
mente existen evidencias substanciales de que la práctica intensiva y adecuada (çoráctica 
deliberadan) está relacionada con el nivel experto y es probable que los fundamentos de 
la destreza puedan hallarse en los factores que predisponen al individuo a dichas prác- 
ticas intensivas (Ericsson, Krampe y Tesch-Romer 1993). Este tipo de  práctica se confec- 
ciona a la medida de cada individuo y se centra en subobjetivos particulares relacionados 
directamente con la actividad principal. Generalmente, un régimen de práctica delibera- 
da se diseña y ejecuta con la orientación de un maestro experimentado, actuando den- 
tro de unas tradiciones claramente establecidas. Con respecto a la improvisación, la 
orientación de la práctica deliberada se puede alcanzar trabajando con un maestro en cir- 
cunstancias dirigidas, pero también mediante la audición de ejemplos de interpretación 
experta, el estudio de la teoría y el anAlisis y el trabajo interactivo en grupos del mismo 
nivel durante los ensayos e interpretaciones, un proceso que suele evolucionar desde una 
fase de aprendiz hasta un nivel superior de  miembro integrante, tal y como doc~~menta- 
ra Berliner (1994) en relación al ámbito del jazz americano. 

Cabe señalar que este énfasis en la práctica no se reduce a una simple dicotomía 
naturaleza/educación. Al contrario, podemos observar que la práctica deliberada lle- 
vada hasta los límites requeridos por los altos niveles de  destreza no  suele ser pla- 
centera, y preguntarnos: ¿por qué lo hacen? Los factores que predisponen a esta prác- 
tica son en parte, o quizás en gran medida, ambientales y esthn basados en el nivel 
de  apoyo por parte de  los padres, maestros, amigos y grupos del mismo nivel, así 
como las influencias culturales en general. Sin embargo, también influyen factores per- 
sonales como el temperamento, la motivación intrínseca, la ambición de una recom- 
pensa (alto nivel social, distinción personal, ganancias materiales, etc.), el placer de la 
actividad y el nivel preferido dentro de la misma, que evidentemente pueden tener 
componentes genéticos. 

Estos factores más personales han sido objeto de cuantiosas investigaciones, aun 
cuando éstas se han realizado principalmente fuera del campo de la música. Y aun- 
que la personalidad no es el tema central de este ensayo, hay algunos comentarios 
que vienen al caso. Por ejemplo, Cattell (1963) afirmó que, basándonos en las carac- 
terísticas de la personalidad, podemos establecer diferencias entre los investigadores 
eminentes en los campos de la física, la biología y la psicología, así como los maes- 
tros y administrativos de  los mismos campos, y la población general. Los investigado- 
res destacados eran más autosuficientes, emocionalmente inestables, dominantes, in- 

trovertido~ y reflexivos que los otros grupos. Aunque no parece haber ningún análi- 
sis estructurado de  los perfiles de personalidad de los improvisadores en este libro, 
las biografías de  importantes mfisicos de  jazz y de  improvisadores occidentales de  los 
siglos m11 y xix parecen concordar al menos aproximadamente con las conclusiones 
anteriores. En todo caso, contamos con descripciones cada vez más diferenciadas de 
las características de  la personalidad de músicos intérpretes y compositores (por ejem- 
plo, Kemp 1996). Se considera que los rasgos de  la personalidad de los instrumentis- 
tas varía según el instrumento, dentro del ámbito general de la personalidad musical, 
mientras que los compositores muestran disposiciones similares a las encontradas en 
otros campos creativos, siendo características la introversión, la independencia, la sen- 
sibilidad, la imaginación, el radicalismo y un interés por los proyectos simbólicos com- 
plejos y ambiguos (Kemp 1996). Aunque las limitaciones interculturales de estas con- 
clusiones han sido poco examinadas, una primera descripción razonable de la 
personalidad de los improvisadores podría ser que muestran características de tempe- 
ramento y personalidad que reflejan su doble condición de compositores en tiempo 
real e intérpretes musicales. 

Uno de  los aspectos característicos de la tesis del talento innato ha sido la noción de 
que la destreza se basa en capacidades básicas excepcionales: niveles marcadamente su- 
periores de concentración o atención, fuerza.muscular, memoria, coordinación entre la 
vista y las manos, velocidad de reacción, fluidez lógica, percepción espacial, o la velo- 
cidad y profundidad del pensamiento asociativo (Ericsson y Chamess 1994). Sin embar- 
go, cuando dichas ideas han sido puestas a prueba, no  han demostrado ser muy váli- 
das (Ericsson y Smith 1991): las correlaciones entre estos factores y la destreza son 
débiles, mientras que las correlaciones con la práctica deliberada son muchos más mar- 
cadas. Por ejemplo, los atletas campeones actúan destacadamente dentro del contexto 
de su deporte, pero no muestran una velocidad de reacción o agudeza perceptiva a estí- 
mulos simples que les distingan de  los atletas comunes o de la población general (Erics- 
son, Krampe y Tesch-Romer 1993). Más bien, los expertos desarrollan subhabilidades en 
campos específicos. Aunque la destreza debería originarse a partir de un adecuado ajus- 
te entre las disposiciones del individuo y los componentes de habilidad en un campo, 
dichas disposiciones pueden tener un importante componente ambiental. 

De acuerdo a lo anterior, generalmente resulta bastante difícil predecir qué niños 
llegarán a ser verdaderos expertos. En la música, a pesar de  las famosas anécdotas so- 
bre distinguidos compositores, muchos de  los prodigios que florecen precozmente no 
llegan a desarrollar su potencial y son superados a menudo por los que han comen- 
zado más tarde (Ericsson y Charness 1994; Sloboda, Davidson y Howe 1994). Los efec- 
tos de una temprana intervención pueden observarse en dos ejemplos del desarrollo 
de la habilidad musical en los niños: 1) el éxito del método de  enseñanza Suzuki de  
Piano y violín, que ha logrado niveles de habilidad prodigiosos en niños que no mos- 
traban disposiciones para la música; y 2) la evidencia de  que el oído absoluto está es- 
trechamente relacionado con un periodo trascendental de  asimilación, aproximada- 
mente entre los tres y los siete años de edad, durante el cual un entrenamiento 
adecuado en la identificación de los sonidos podría aumentar substancialmente el por- 
centaje de  niños con oído absoluto (quizás hasta un 50 por ciento, en lugar del 0,01 
por ciento actual) (Takeuchi y Hulse 1993). 

Para obtener los mejores resultados del entrenamiento y la práctica, las personas 
necesitan revisar sus resultados con una atenci-n plena y constante. Este nivel de  con- 



centración requiere de  mucho esfuerzo, es agotador y sólo puede mantenerse duran- 
te un tiempo limitado cada día. Dicho periodo suele ser de aproximadamente cuatro 
horas y numerosos estudios señalan las horas de  la mañana como las más adecuadas 
(Ericsson y Charness 1994). 

En definitiva, ¿cuáles son los resultados de  toda esta práctica deliberada? En todos 
los campos, la historia es la misma: el desarrollo y perfeccionamiento de habilidades 
específicas y estructuras de  conocimiento, por una parte, y las progresivas adaptacio- 
nes fisiológicas y cognoscitivas, por otra. La actuación altamente experta refleja incon- 
fundiblemente adaptaciones extremas, logradas mediante décadas d e  esfuerzos, a un 
conjunto bastante específico de  requisitos de  esfuerzos. El alcance y la importancia de 
las diversas subhabilidades se desarrolla y cambia en el transcurso del aprendizaje y el 
entrenamiento. La transferencia de la destreza a diversas habilidades es reducida; los 
expertos no muestran ventajas naturales fuera de  su campo de especialidad, a menos 
que las habilidades nuevas y las anteriores sean extremadamente congruentes. Desde 
esta posición aventajada, no es sorprendente que las habilidades musicales de leer a 
primera vista, tocar de  memoria, componer e improvisar sean aparentemente bastante 
independientes, aunque comparten una amplia base de conocimientos. Esta indepen- 
dencia depura aún más la idea de una inteligencia musical (Gardner 1983) y de hecho 
existen informes sobre casos de pérdida selectiva de subhabilidades musicales debido 
a daños neurológicos (por ejemplo, Sergente 1993, describiendo a Ravel) y de  çidiot sa- 
vants" con habilidades considerables para la improvisación musical (Hermelin, 0'Con- 
nor, Lee y Treffert 1989). 

En resumen, la fluidez de las habilidades de  tiempo real semejantes a la improvi- 
sación ha sido menos investigada; sin embargo, en muchas circunstancias reales, la 
adaptación a los cambios es una de las características de  la destreza. Esto ha sido ana- 
lizado, por ejemplo, en la enseñanza de  las matemáticas, que puede considerarse 
como un caso de lenguaje improvisado. Livingston y Borko (1990) encontraron que 
los expertos muestran una mayor fluidez que los novatos en la improvisación de  ac- 
tividades-~ explicaciones en respuesta a las preguntas y comentarios de  los alumnos. 
Atribuyeron esto al hecho de que los esquemas cognoscitivos del contenido y la pe- 
dagogía de  los novatos estaban "menos elaborados, interconectados y accesibles que 
los de  los expertos' (Livingston y Borko 1990). 

FUNDAMENTOS PSICOLOGICOS DE LA DESTREZA IMPROVISATORIA 
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las notas en un espacio tonal (Shepard 1982) o las asignaciones en una red neu- 
tharucha 1987), por mencionar sólo algunos de los enfoques más conocidos. La no- 
de  que dicha *destreza* perceptiva es común a los expertos y no  expertos es apo- 
por estudios que muestran una segmentación similar de  las melodías atonales en 

grupos (Deliege y El Ahmahdi 1990), clasificaciones estructurales similares de las 
días tonales en ambos grupos (Bigand 1990) y patrones similares de memoria de 
es estructurales preferenciales en músicos y no músicos (Sloboda y Parker 1985). 
ite último caso, se encontró que en ambos grupos, las características estructurales 
ayor rango se preservan a expensas de los detalles. 
n un sentido, esto no  resulta sorprendente. La mayoría de los músicos interpre- 
r componen primordialmente para los no  músicos, por lo cual es de esperar que 
jan estructuras cognoscitivas similares en  la percepción de  la música. Este cono- 
;rito compartido debe sentar las bases de  la apreciación de  las habilidades im- 
isatorias por parte de  los no  expertos. Sin embargo, existe una brecha conocida 
: las preferencias de los músicos progresivos profesionales, especialmente los im- 
isadores contemporáneos occidentales, y las preferencias de  los no músicos, que 
irticularmente evidente fuera de los principales repertorios clásicos y populares. 
se  debe quizás a que existe una marcada diferencia entre los intereses percepti- 
je unos y otros. Por ejemplo, Wolpert (1990) encontró que los músicos y no mú- 
; se centraban en aspectos bastante diferentes de la música al realizar una prueba 
econocimiento: los no  músicos respondían especialmente a la instrumentación, 
itras que los músicos basaban sus respuestas fundamentalmente en la estructura 
jdica y el acompañamientu amiónico. Es probable que estas diferencias sean ge- 
lizadas: la apreciación experta de  la música experta tiene lugar en muchas cultu- 
por ejemplo, en las tradiciones clásicas de  la India e Indonesia). 
n las siguientes secciones desarrollaré un hilo central: cómo la improvisación está 
igurada esencialmente por los constreñimientos, a menudo bastante severos, del pro- 
miento de  información y la acción. El improvisador debe ejecutar una codificación 
orial y perceptiva en tiempo real, distribuir su atención de manera óptima1, inter- 
ir los eventos, tomar decisiones, predecir (la acción de otros), almacenar y recupe- 
latos en la memoria, corregir errores y controlar los movimientos, y además debe in- 
ir dichos procesos en una serie fluida de enunciados musicales que reflejen una 
pectiva personal de  la organización musical y una capacidad de emocionar a los 
ites. Se aplican tanto los constreñimientos de  velocidad como de  capacidad. Para sor- 
estos constreñimientos se emplean ciertas herramientas que resultan de la práctica 

En muchos sentidos, la habilidad improvisatoria concuerda bastante con los prin- 
cipios generales de  la destreza enunciados anteriormente. Sin embargo, existen con- 
sideraciones ulteriores. 

Sloboda (1991) destaca la diferencia entre la destreza musical receptiva y la produc- 
tiva, lo cual establece un paralelismo con la división competencia/actuación de la teo- 
ría del lenguaje natural (Chomsky 1957). subrayando que los miembros de una socie- 
dad adquieren, a la larga y sin mediación de  una educación formal, un sólido nivel de 
~destrezan receptiva cuya base es cultural. Dicho conocimiento es implícito y puede re- 
presentarse, por ejemplo, con el caso de las relaciones tonales tradicionales como una 
serie de reglas (rígidas y flexibles) (por ejemplo, Lehrdahl y Jackendoff 1983), una es- 
tructura de  probabilidades de incidencia de las notas (Krumhansl 19901, las distancias 
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En Pressing (1984) s e  analizan las teorías estándar sobre la atencibn con respecto a la improvisaci6n, 
ue la atenci6n se  puede criticar justificadamente como un concepto cuya vaguedad limita su capaci- 
:xplicativa. Sin embargo, las recientes investigaciones realizadas mediante la tomografia de emisión de 
m e s  posibilitan una descripción neurofisiol6gica de  la atencibn selectiva como activaciones y desac- 
iones de ciertas estructuras o regiones del cerebro, un hecho que concuerda con los modelos de re- 
>S de  atencibn, especialmente los modelos de múltiples recursos. La perspectiva de  mí~ltiples recursos 
atención sugiere que existen mfiltiples combinaciones de ellos que son, al menos, parcialmente dis- 

, Este enfoque es  el que adopta la investigaci6n de los llamados -factores humanos. (Proctor y Van 
t 1994). Por ejemplo, Wickens (1984) propuso una estructura tridimensional de los recursos basada en 
tapas de  procesamiento (estimulo, procesamiento central, respuesta), el tipo de codificaci6n.de la in- 
ación y la modalidad de estímulo/respuesta. Evidentemente, en  tales circunstancias, los constreñi- 
.tos de la atenci6n pueden reducirse aprendiendo a distribuir favorablemente las exigencias de proce- 
ento entre diferentes recursos; la destreza con la que se  realiza esa distribuci6n dingmica puede ser un 
lonente importante de  la capacidad improvisatoria. 



deliberada. Sólo si aborda el problema de  la coherencia con una serie de habilidades y 
herramientas suficientemente eficaces, el intérprete puede actuar substancialmente en un 
alto nivel de pensamiento e interacción musicales, demostrando una sensibilidad a las es- 
tructuras de los matices, el contexto, el desarrollo y la referencia. 

El referente 

Salvo en los casos de  improvisación libre (o aabsolutan), los improvisadores em- 
plean un referente para obtener una máxima fluidez y coherencia: una serie de  es- 
tructuras cognoscitivas, perceptivas o emocionales (constreñimientos) que guían y 
ayudan a la producción de  materiales musicales (Pressing 1984). En el jazz, por ejem- 
plo, el referente es la forma de  la canción, incluyendo melodía y acordes; en  Pressing 
1984 se analizan varios ejemplos. 

La utilización de un referente ayuda a realzar el resultado de la interpretación de va- 
rias maneras: a) El referente proporciona material para la variación, por lo que el intér- 
prete podrá reducir la capacidad de procesamiento (atención) dedicada a la selección y 
creación de material. b) Normalmente, el referente está disponible mucho antes de la in- 
terpretación, y su preanálisis permite la elaboración de una o varias segmentaciones es- 
tructurales óptimas y una gama de recursos apropiados y bien ensayados para la varia- 
ción y manipulación, reduciendo así la toma de decisiones requeridas durante la 
interpretación. c) Se pueden precomponer y ensayar variaciones específicas, reduciendo 
los constreñimientos improvisatorios del control de  los movimientos y la lógica musical 
requerida en las soluciones y proporcionando material de apoyo para los casos de falta 
de invención temporales, lo que posiblemente ayuda a reducir la ansiedad. d) Debido a 
que la información del referente es compartida, disminuye la necesidad de una atenta 
percepción de las partes de otros intérpretes -por ejemplo, bastará una serie más limita- 
da de señas para seguir la pista de la actuación de otros intérpretes-. Además, e) cuan- 
do  el referente es en-tiempo (es decir, que especifica las relaciones de  tiempo bien sea 
ordinal, absoluta o relativamente), como es habitual, reduce la atención requerida para 
producir un orden eficaz de alcance medio a largo, ya que lo proporciona, en parte, el 
mismo referente. Al establecer canales comunes de pensamiento y acción dentro del gru- 
po, también multiplica la posibilidad de ~hallarn materiales valiosos por casualidad, lo cual 
puede producir un efecto enaltecedor en el transcurso de una improvisación. 

El nivel de disminución del procesamiento, posibilitado por el empleo de un refe- 
rente, dependerá de la información contenida en dicho referente, de la medida en la que 
los intérpretes lo conozcan y de  su potencial de desarrollo. Esta disminución despeja más 
recursos de procesamiento para la percepción, el control y la interacción entre los intér- 
pretes, aumentando las posibilidades de alcanzar un nivel artístico más elevado. 

La función del referente no  es sólo la de aumentar la eficacia del procesamiento. 
También proporciona material con bases estructurales y emocionales perfiladas para 
comprometer al oyente y al intérprete y reforzar la identidad de  la pieza en sí misma y 
a través de  las diferentes interpretaciones. Dichas bases son las responsables de las ex- 
pectativas en la improvisación musical (Schmuckler 1990). Una destacada teoría cog- 
noscitiva del origen de la emoción musical se basa en la creación y selectiva frustración, 
retraso o confirmación de las expectativas (Meyer 1956,1973; Dowling y Harwood 1986; 
Narmour 1977; Jackendoff 1990, lo que sugiere que la interacción del referente puede 

iportante en la capacidad que posee la improvisación para co- 
al probablemente se ve exaltado por la inmediatez de la rele- 
del control que puede reflejar la improvisación. 

zto 

ntas utilizadas para lograr la fluidez improvisatoria proviene 
miento y enriquecimiento de  una base de conocimientos aso- 
a memoria a largo plazo. Una diferencia entre los expertos y 
:a y refinamiento de  la organización de sus estructuras de  co- 
non (1973) establecieron que el acceso inmediato al conoci- 
uye la principal dimensión que distingue a los maestros, ex- 
ictor produce resultados más satisfactorios y rápidos y puede 
i improvisación musical. 
! técnicas que son incompletas en cuanto a detalles y están in- 
adas. En otras palabras, su invocación de una técnica o tipo de 
te contextual. (Por ejemplo, puede darse el caso de que un im- 
:z sólo pueda ejecutar un riff en determinadas tonalidades). Las 
cas y los materiales son escasas, limitando la capacidad de ge- 
distinguido, en cambio, posee materiales que conoce muy de- 
fersas perspectivas, y los variados materiales o módulos están 
ite conexiones en varios niveles d e  la estructura jerhquica del 
resultado de la práctica improvisatoria es la transparencia mo- 
ido a aprender lo que se domina conceptualmente. (Por ejem- 
no nivel de experiencia improvisatoria en el jazz, se tocan los 
ersiones y disposiciones y se dominan los motivos en todas las 
los diseños rítmicos y tempi). Los conocimientos enunciativos 
os en el conocimiento directo del procedimiento como parte 
ión de programas motrices generalizados que sean fitiles. (Un 
lizado, según la descripción de  Keele, Cohen e Ivry 1986, es 
al, de parámetros ajustables, empleada por el sistema motriz 
.) 
parte la *destreza pasiva* cultural, mencionada anteriormente, 
nto mAs especializado y explícito de  su papel en actividades 
3 la composici6n, la lectura a primera vista y la interpretación 
ste un amplio conjunto de  conocimientos, acumulados por 
S, ensayos, análisis, audiciones selectivas e interpretaciones, 
S que pueden ser enunciativos o formar parte del procedi- 
orientados hacia el objeto o el procedimiento (Pressing 1984) 

del conocimiento incluye materiales y extractos musicales, re- 
s, estrategias de percepción, rutinas para resolver problemas, 
jerárquicos de  memoria, programas motrices generalizados y 
dera de recursos acumulados y ajustados para perfeccionar la 
da .  Una de  las tareas de  la pedagogia es sistematizar esos ele- 
atización nunca podrá ser completa; las diferencias individua- 



les en cuanto a las sub-habilidades y las tendencias de creación artística exigen que 
los programas para la actuación óptima se elaboren individualmente. 

Al igual que el referente, la base del conocimiento musical no está *diseñadan sólo 
por consideraciones de eficacia interpretativa; ella codifica el historial de las seleccio- 
nes compositivas y predilecciones que definen el estilo personal de un individuo. La se- 
lección de información y recursos interpretativos en tiempo real, así como su integra- 
ción, depende primordialmente de dos impulsos: la eficacia de la acción y la expresión 
diestra. 

Memoria especializada 

Los expertos poseen excelentes aptitudes para codificar una memoria específica, 
que adquieren segmentando elementos simples en grupos más grandes, basada en es- 
tructuras especiales y desarrolladas de  la memoria a largo plazo (Ericsson y Charness 
1994). Por ejemplo, los grandes ajedrecistas recuerdan posiciones del tablero con una 
exactitud y rapidez muy superior a la de  los principiantes, pero sólo cuando corres- 
ponden a posiciones de juegos factibles. Su memoria para las disposiciones aleatorias 
de piezas no es superior (Chase y Simon 1973). 

Se ha demostrado que el entrenamiento específico produce resultados notables, cir- 
cunviniendo las bien establecidas limitaciones   universal es^ de la memoria, especial- 
mente la capacidad de la memoria a corto plazo de  7 ± 2 ~ t rozos~  (Miller 1956). Por 
ejemplo, el caso -SFn de Chase y Ericsson (1981): comenzando con una capacidad nor- 
mal de memoria a corto plazo de aproximadamente siete números, aprendió en el 
transcurso de unas 250 horas de  práctica a memorizar hileras aleatorias de ochenta dí- 
gitos (presentadas a razón de una por segundo) en una sola audición. Esta destreza de  
la memoria estaba confinada a los números; su habilidad para retener sílabas u otros 
elementos pequeños permaneció en un nivel normal. 

Chase y Ericsson demostraron que el notable desarrollo de la memoria de  SF esta- 
ba basado en la elaboraci6n de  un complejo sistema de mnemotecnia. En primer lu- 
gar, SF segmentaba los números en  grupos de  tres o cuatro y, para almacenarlos y re- 
cordarlos, los representaba como tiempos para correr una carrera. Es significativo que 
SF era un destacado corredor de  fondo. Cuando no podía aplicar la mnemotécnica de 
los tiempos de  carrera, empleaba otras técnicas, como interpretar tres dígitos como 
edades (con un decimal). Esta circunvención de  las capacidades básicas del ser hu- 
mano por medio del entrenamiento específico también se ha encontrado en otras va- 
riables, especialmente en el tiempo de  reacción (Ericsson y Charness 1994). 

Casi todos los casos de  memoria excepcional son de  dominio específico y la re- 
tención de  secuencias o series de dígitos es el tipo más común. Sin embargo, los que 
se dedican a cultivar una *memoria excepcional" son capaces de  alcanzar una mayor 
capacidad de generalización, aparentemente por el tiempo que dedican a crear es- 
tructuras especiales de memoria en varias esferas. 

Este y otros estudios han demostrado que las memorias excepcionales se enfrentan a 
muchas dificultades a la hora de establecer métodos de codificación y segmentación. Di- 
chos procedimientos requieren de un orden en la información que se descubre mediante 
el anilisis o, de no estar presente, es impuesto por un esquema significativo desde el pun- 
to de vista personal (un repertorio de patrones de referencia y rutinas de anilisis). Estos 

istudios plantean la posibilidad de que el entrenamiento especial sea capaz de mejorar 
:onsiderablemente la memoria musical, con importantes efectos sobre la improvisación. 

La capacidad de  recordar una música detalladamente después de sólo una o dos 
ludiciones y reproducirla en un instrumento es una habilidad inusual y valiosa. Exis- 
en anécdotas sobre dichas aptitudes en algunos prodigios musicales como el joven 
Vlozart y también estudios más sistemáticos, como el análisis que hiciera Revesz (1925) 
iel prodigio húngaro Erwin Nyherigazy. Algunos estudios sobre prodigios autistas han 
señalado esa capacidad (Sloboda, Hermelin y 0'Connor 19851, sugiriendo que puede 
ser relativamente independiente de  otras subhabilidades musicales. 

También existen evidencias anecdóticas al respecto en los requisitos que debían cum- 
3lir los que optaban a un cargo de organista en el Renacimiento y el Barroco. Los can- 
iidatos debían ser capaces de improvisar sobre una melodía determinada y después es- 
:ribir la improvisación (Ferand 1961). Según los modelos actuales de  los que se dedican 
i la improvisación o a cualquier tipo de música, lo anterior puede calificarse de memo- 
-ia excepcional. Aunque la evidencia es anecdótica en el sentido de que no define cla- 
-amente las condiciones de  la labor, el hecho de que estaba escrito en las descripciones 
:le los cargos y formara la base de las evaluaciones comerciales significa que era acepta- 
io por los expertos de la época. Por otra parte, es posible que se haya perdido una o 
{arias técnicas de entrenamiento de la memoria musical. Resulta interesante que aunque 
10s investigadores han demostrado que muchas de las capacidades excepcionales de la 
memoria pueden ser aprendidas por la población en general, los esfuerzos realizados por 
enseñar la habilidad de la memoria musical inmediata a los principiantes han sido in- 
fructuosos (Ericsson y Chames 1994). 

Sin embargo, a los músicos occidentales altamente calificados se les exige con- 
vencionalmente ciertas proezas de  memoria no  relacionadas con la improvisación. Al- 
gunos directores de orquesta dirigen sin partitura. Los intérpretes o solistas de  con- 
ciertos clásicos interpretan partes extensas de  memoria, ayudándose quizás mediante 
procedimientos de segmentación tonal. Los estudios han demostrado que la memori- 
zación de obras atonales es mucho más difícil (Sloboda, Hermelin y 0'Connor 1985). 
No obstante, algunos intérpretes son capaces de memorizar sin dificultad obras com- 
plejas del siglo xx que no  poseen esquemas tonales tradicionales, empleando técnicas 
que hasta ahora resultan incomprensibles. Por ejemplo, Michael Kieran Harvey es un 
distinguido pianista australiano que interpreta exclusivamente música contemporinea 
de ese tipo, memorizando en ocasiones piezas tan complejas como la reciente Sona- 
taparapiano de Carl Vine, de veinte minutos de  duración, en cuestión de pocas se- 
manas para su estreno. Haryey explica que a veces practica la improvisación en el es- 
tilo de la pieza, como medida de  seguridad frente a posibles lapsos de  memoria y 
también codifica el material musical en varias estructuras paralelas e independientes 
para facilitar su recuerdo (M. Harvey, información personal). 

Las habilidades de memorización óptima que se les exige a los intérpretes están ine- 
vitablemente relacionadas a la naturaleza de la música y particularmente a su ubicación 
dentro del conjunto improvisación/composición. Por ejemplo, en la música tradicional de 
los conjuntos de tambores del pueblo ewés de Ghana, el ejecutante principal es también 
el maestro de  ceremonia que selecciona, partiendo de un vasto repertorio, los patrones 
rítmicos que determinarin a su vez los correspondientes pasos precompuestos de los bai- 
larines. El maestro, o excepcionalmente la maestra, también puede adornar dichos patro- 
nes para prolongar y realzar sus efectos (Locke 1979). En algunos casos, la señalización 



puede ocurrir en sentido inverso: el bailarín principal realiza un patrón de danza al que 
deben responder adecuadamente el tambor principal y los acompañantes (Kobla Ladzke- 
po, información personal). En este caso, la memoria no está basada en una pieza entera- 
mente compuesta, sino en una serie de materiales al que se puede recurrir para obtener 
una gama de efectos musicales y coreográficos, un sistema estrechamente relacionado al 
modelo de improvisación basado en fórmulas compositivas (Smith 1991). 

Procedimientos de generación y evaluación 

Pressing (1988) desarrolló una teoría de la generación improvisatoria de la actua- 
ción musical, basada en  la continuidad de las representaciones paralelas de la estruc- 
tura musical en los aspectos motriz, musical y acústico, entre otros. Cada aspecto fue 
dividido en tres órdenes: características (por ejemplo, la sonoridad), objetos (por ejem- 
plo, un motivo) y procedimientos (por ejemplo, secuenciar un motivo). Segíin la teo- 
ría, la generación de material nuevo est5 determinada por un procedimiento asociati- 
vo, que puede ser interrumpido, basado en una evaluacih de eventos musicales 
previos y sujeto a constreñimientos relacionados con el entrenamiento, el referente, la 
memoria y una correspondiente base de conocimientos. Considera que los motivos y 
otros eventos relacionados forman gnipos de  eventos, y los agrupamientos represen- 
tan los límites estructurales en el material producido. La teoría fue aplicada en el aná- 
lisis de dos improvisaciones en piano (Pressing 1987) y ha sido resefiada y citada por 
diversos escritores. Cabe señalar que en ocasiones ha sido extremadamente tergiver- 
sada (Sawyer 1992). Para más detalles, véase Pressing (1988). 

La teoría es bastante general, lo que constituye su punto fuerte y al mismo tiempo 
su punto débil. Es capaz de mostrar cómo se generan materiales musicales de  cual- 
quier tipo, basándose en los aportes de una base de  conocimientos compositivos/im- 
provisatorios sumamente detallados. Funciona en un nivel general y no explica deta- 
lladamente cómo actúan los constreñimientos de  tiempo real de  la memoria y la 
atención. No puede afirmar que representa d e  manera única, o siquiera mínima (en el 
sentido de  la -Navaja de Okhamn), el proceso cognoscitivo y otros procesos subya- 
centes en la improvisación. Probablemente ninguna teoría será capaz de  hacerlo, ya 
que no existe una única forma de generar o analizar ciertos patrones musicales y ca- 
recemos de  un criterio de  evaluación cle la creación musical que distinga claramente 
los modelos cognoscitivos (Pressing 1988), aunque las técnicas de exploración de imá- 
genes del cerebro a í ~ n  pueden proporcionar datos importantes. El mismo problema 
ocurre en el análisis de la música çfija~. Incluso los ejemplos famosos y muy breves 
(por ejemplo, el acorde de  Tristán') pueden generar marcadas disputas y diferencias 
analíticas. No es de  extrañar, por lo tanto, que una teoría del proceso generativo sub- 
yacente en la creación musical extemporánea sea general. 

Constreñirnientos culturales 

Los constreñimientos culturales en la destreza improvisatoria son en muchos sen- 
tidos los mismos que afectan a las tradiciones de  música compuesta e incluyen los es- 

' Acorde de  sgptima menor con la quinta disminuida. [N. de la T.] 

3s musicales, el repertorio, los efectos d e  los medios, las oportunidades de empleo, 
tipos de instrumentos y su disponibilidad, la condición social de  los músicos, el 

ido de incorporación de  la música en rituales y eventos sociales, etc. También exis- 
1 constreñimientos específicamente improvisatorios como el grado de  desarrollo de 
competencia improvisatoria, el valor asignado a la actividad musical creativa o in- 
ivadora y la cantidad y tamaño de los subgnipos sociales que proporcionan una sub- 
ltura de apreciación de la composición musical en tiempo real. 

provisación y emoción 

Una de  las funciones de  la música es  la de  sugerir o provocar una gama de res- 
lestas epocionales (Sloboda 1991). Una importante teoría de la emoción musical, 
incionada en páginas anteriores, está basada en la creación de expectación. Dicha 
pectación sólo puede crearse en los oyentes si éstos están relacionados con la mú- 
'a y poseen suficiente conocimiento del lenguaje musical (implícitamente) para per- 
)ir las manipulaciones de la expectación como las modulaciones, las resoluciones 
ardadas de  notas extrañas, los matices rítmicos y dinámicos añadidos o,  en el caso 
la improvisación, las notas, los timbres o los recursos rítmicos inesperados. 
Los oyentes adultos que poseen una misma base cultural tienden a tener las mismas 

3ciaciones emocionales con respecto a diferentes pasajes de música (compuesta), tal 
:omo lo demuestran los adjetivos que utilizan para describir dichos pasajes (Hevner 
36). Este consenso de apreciación emotiva también se ha observado en relación a la 
isica improvisada. Behrens y Green (1993) demostraron que las improvisaciones de 
ntantes e intérpretes de cuerdas, metales y percusión pueden expresar emociones par- 
ulares (tristeza, ira, miedo), según la apreciación de oyentes de diversos niveles de 
lestría musical. La eficacia de la transmisión, sin embargo, variaba según el instru- 
;rito y la emoción expresada. 
Esta concordancia afectiva actúa como una base para las funciones sociales de la mú- 

a. El intercambio emocional entre los intérpretes y los oyentes es una parte funda- 
mtal de numerosos formatos de presentación musical y adquiere un poder particular 
los componentes improvisatorios extáticos de ciertos tipos de música, como la forma 
pregunta y respuesta tradicional de las iglesias y cultos de África y las Américas, y gran 
rte de las músicas árabes profanas, como en el estilo tarab moderno. Esto conduce al 
inteamiento de que la creatividad no es individual ni se concentra en el creador, sino 
e esti basada en la colectividad e inspirada en lo social (Racy 1991). 
La improvisación musical se sigue utilizando con fines terapéuticos para facilitar la 

itivación y la participación y acentuar la interacción social, logrando estimular a pa- 
ntes, como por ejemplo algunos niños autistas, que de otro modo se encuentran 
icticamente aislados (Preistley 1987; Edgerton 1994; Gunsberg 1991). 

;CURSOS EXTERNOS PARA LA COHERENCIA IMPROVISATORIA 

El problema de la coherencia en la improvisación también se puede abordar con ayu- 
s externas. Analizaremos las dos formas principales que adoptan esos recursos en la 
isica contemporánea occidental: la notación y la ayuda informática en tiempo real. 



La codificación escrita de los referentes 

La memoria es un receptáculo para el referente; su exhibición en tiempo real, es 
decir, la notación, es otro. Muchas de  las tradiciones improvisatorias no utilizan la no- 
tación; en aquellas que sí la emplean, existe una serie de relaciones entre la notación 
y la producción. Las diferentes tradiciones de improvisación hacen diferentes usos de  
la notación y dicha notación está relacionada con el sistema de  composición, en caso 
de  que exista. Fundamentalmente, la notación de  la improvisación debe emplear sím- 
bolos significantes (por lo que normalmente están relacionados con un sistema com- 
positivo), pero substantivamente indeterminados. Debe haber una cierta confusión, 
ambigxedad, conflicto o parcialidad en el conjunto de  símbolos y ésta debe ser ma- 
yor que la confusión o ambigüedad presente en cualquier tradición de composición 
escrita con la que esté relacionado. 

Tal vez podamos apreciar mejor la forma de esta indeterminación observando la no- 
menclatura de la más famosa tradición improvisatoria contemporánea occidental: el jazz. 
La notación del jazz adopta una versión modificada de  la notación clásica en cuanto a la 
colocación de  las notas en el tiempo, y la diferencia se debe principalmente al ~swing.  
Los símbolos de los acordes también se han tomado del sistema de notación clásico, pero 
en este caso las diferencias son más profundas. Concretamente, en el símbolo de un acor- 
de de jazz, se distribuyen los doce sonidos en dos grupos funcionales. Por ejemplo, el 
símbolo Do9(?ll) divide los doce sonidos en los siguientes dos grupos: 

notas del acorde - IDO, Mi, Sol, Sib, Re, Fajtl = A ,  y 
notas extrañas al acorde - {Reb, Mib, Fa, Lab, La; Si) = NA 

Esencialmente, la pertenencia de  una nota a uno de  los dos grupos determina una 
serie de  imposiciones a su función (su ubicación en el tiempo y el registro y su rela- 
ción con otras notas). Las acciones precisas que pueden considerarse consistentes con 
un determinado símbolo de acorde no se pueden representar exhaustivamente debi- 
do  a la naturaleza infinita de  la variación, aunque podríamos imaginarnos la configu- 
ración de  una función computarizada que determinara el grado de  consistencia de una 
armonización o enunciado musical con respecto a un determinado símbolo de  acor- 
de. (Por supuesto, podría haber efectos causados por acciones previas del intérprete 
y, en las improvisaciones colectivas, acciones previas o concurrentes de los miembros 
del grupo.) Una función semejante operaría examinando los constreñimientos implí- 
citos en el símbolo del acorde. El conjunto de  constreñimientos es sorprendentemen- 
te amplio, de  manera que no los expondré exhaustiva sino ilustrativamente. 

En primer lugar, sólo las notas del grupoA deben presentarse como sonidos esta- 
bles. En segundo lugar, aunque el símbolo del acorde no especifica la octava en la que 
se ubica dentro del registro, existen ciertas expectaciones de  relación (véase más aba- 
jo). En tercer lugar, en un instrumento de apoyo armónico como el piano o la guitarra, 
el acorde se realiza normalmente con una mayoría de  las notas del grupo A y aunque 
algunas pueden omitirse, las más esenciales suelen ser la tercera (Mi) y la séptima (Sib). 
Estas notas se destacan porque son las que caracterizan sucintamente el color básico 
del acorde (ya que la fundamental y la quinta se guían más fácilmente por expecta- 
ciones funcionales del contexto y las expansiones superiores son menos preceptivas). 
También son las notas más importantes desde el punto de vista de la resoluci6n: nor- 
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nte, un acorde de este tipo con función de dominante progresará hacia la tóni- 
icia algún substituto de  Fa (por ejemplo, 1, vi), y las resoluciones de Mi en Fa y 
sn La o Lab (dependiendo del color del acorde de Fa) son elementos decisivos 
rmonización. El estilo individual se expresa en parte mediante patrones de pre- 
a en cuanto a la aceptación o exclusión de dichas limitaciones. 
arrnonizaciones que no se ajustan a estos criterios serán inadecuadas. El ejemplo 2.1 
i varias armonizaciones construidas únicamente con notas del grupoA. Los acordes 
los (a) y (b) son realizaciones armónicas adecuadas y demuestran que las voces du- 
S, la colocación de la quinta del acorde en el bajo y la omisión de la tónica consti- 
rariaciones adecuadas utilizadas habitualmente en el jazz. El ejemplo 2.1 (c) es una 
:ión inadecuada porque, a pesar de no contradecir las notas del grupo del acorde, 
tiene suficientes notas esenciales para su representación, sugiriendo erróneamente a 

wino tónica. El acorde (d) no es adecuado por dos razones: parcialmente, porque la 
anancia Falt-Sol está ubicada en el intervalo desfavorable de la novena menor (Pressing 
8); y, más significativamente, porque la ubicación de la novena del grupo (Re) en el 
3 crea una configuración, Re-Do-Fa$, que sugiere enfáticamente un acorde de Re, ya que 
rreglo de las notas en el registro grave tiene más peso que el registro agudo a la hora 
sugerir la fundamental de los acordes de  jazz y otros acordes tonales. 
Las melodías improvisadas sobre símbolos de acordes también deben ajustarse o al 
nos ser compatibles con el símbolo del acorde; por lo tanto, podemos considerar que 
ímbolo del acorde también representa constreñimientos lineales (melódicos). Las no- 
del acorde actúan normalmente como entidades melódicas (relativamente) estables; 
sonidos ajenos al acorde dependen de otras notas, cumplen funciones de disonan- 
y se originan y emplean de acuerdo a factores predominantemente lineales. Gene- 
nente, cada nota del grupo NA resuelve en  una del grupo A .  
En un nivel más detallado, sobre cada grupo actúan diversas tradiciones de usos y 

relaciones basadas en  los ideales sonoros y la incorporación en los motivos que cons- 
tituyen las bases de  un repertorio improvisatorio y compositivo. El símbolo de  un acor- 

especifica el orden en  el que se deben tocar las notas, pero sí indica una limi- 



tación al respecto. Por ejemplo, la nota disonante Fa en el grupo NA resuelve normal- 
mente en la nota Mi del grupo A, aunque también son posibles las resoluciones me- 
nos habituales en Fa# o en Sol del grupo A. Las melodías que no  resuelven correcta- 
mente~ crearán efectos que pueden ser juzgados como incompatibles con la tradición, 
carentes de interés o faltos de  musicalidad (por ejemplo, no han sido escuchados con 
anterioridad correctamente), aunque, sin duda, el contexto puede modificar tales opi- 
niones. Las melodías que muestran cierta preferencia por los elementos del grupo NA 
pueden ser tachadas de incorrectas. Esto se muestra en el ejemplo 2.2. La frase meló- 
dica (a) es compatible con el símbolo del acorde porque las únicas notas del grupo 
NA, Fa y Re#, son tratadas como notas vecinas y, por lo tanto, dependen del Mi que 
les sigue, perteneciente al grupo A. El tresillo también arpegia las notas estructurales 
del acorde, aumentando la compatibilidad. El ejemplo 2.2 (b) no se ajusta en ausencia 
de otros factores contemales, ya que hace hincapié en la nota Si, un elemento del p- 
po NA, sin proporcionar una nota de  resolución lineal. El motivo sería más compatible 
con un acorde en Si, de  séptima menor con la quinta disminuida, que es estructural- 
mente incompatible con el símbolo de acorde en cuestión. 

La interpretación de  las notas en este caso también está gobernada por acumula- 
ciones históricas que producen, entre otros efectos, ambigüedad y referencias múlti- 
ples. Por ejemplo, la nota FaE del grupo A puede actuar como sonido estable (por 
ejemplo, concluyendo una frase) o ejercer una función auxiliar y moverse hacia Sol, 
refiriendo la resolución tradicional de esta alteración cromática de la escala. Debido a 
que la tonalidad en el jazz está basada en los cimientos de  la tonalidad clásica, tal am- 
bigüedad no  representa una contradicción sino un aspecto importante de  la riqueza 
expresiva que se puede producir manipulándola musicalmente. 

De esta manera, una secuencia de símbolos de acordes proporciona una base de refe- 
rencia con la cual podemos evaluar las ambigüedades, desviaciones y expectaciones. Esta 
es la naturaleza de las tradiciones creativas de la música. Sólo cuando se establece una nor- 
ma o contexto, las expectaciones o desviaciones de la norma pueden aportar contribucio- 
nes psicológicas significativas a la percepción, el conocimiento y la emoción musicales. 

/¥Qué ocurre, cuando vamos más allá, con aquellos símbolos cuyos significados son 
de alguna manera menos específicos y cuyas tradiciones de interpretación están menos 
desarrolladas? En este caso resulta difícil enunciar afirmaciones generales y nos adentra- 
mos en un área en el que hay una superposición substancial con la notación gráfica. 

Sin pretensión de  una perspectiva amplia, puede que resulte útil examinar como 
fuente de  información una reciente colección de composiciones escritas para impro- 
visadores que data de los comienzos de  la  invasión blancan de  Australia. Las piezas 
fueron recopiladas a raíz de  una convocatoria nacional para improvisadores composi- 
tores y pueden clasificarse como muestra el cuadro 2.1. 

Debido al dilema en cuanto a la clasificación de  algunas de  las piezas, algunas fue- 
ron incorporadas en más de  una categoría; sin embargo, estas cifras pueden propor- 
cionar una imagen representativa de los tipos de  obras en este subcampo de  la im- 
provisación, al menos en Australia. Todas las piezas poseen referentes (obviamente) 
y la mayoría tiene una estructura de tiempo. Casi todas las piezas muestran una clara 
intención de  guiar las interpretaciones de manera coherente, como lo muestra la uti- 
lización de recursos tradicionales como melodías, vamps rítmicos, material predise- 

' Frases simples que sirven de introducción o acampa-amiento. [N. de la T.] 
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lo, leyendas y símbolos de  acordes. Sin embargo, una minoría es deliberadamente 
ipecífica en muchos aspectos musicales, como es propio de un arte creativo. 
A continuación se muestran tres ejemplos de las formas menos tradicionales. El ejem- 
2.3 es un pequeño pasaje del amplio proceso Nunique (1968-1995) titulado The 

mymous Butchery (La carnicer'a anónima), de Keith Humble, que desafía a los con- 
tos de competencia excepcional y el uso del sonido en la interpretación musical. El 
nplo 2.4 muestra el Duo 1 de  la obra .DMoS 1.2.3. de Robert Rooney (1965), que pue- 
tocarse como dúo o, preferiblemente, como trío, en el cual el tercer intérprete im- 
visa libre y recíprocamente. Esta pieza contiene una leyenda (que no incluimos por 
mes de espacio), que especifica significados gestuales y de timbre (pero no de afi- 
ión) de los s'mbolos. 
El ejemplo 2.5 muestra dos ~módulosn d e  The Guide of the Perplexed (1993) de  Fe- 
Werder. En esta obra, el compositor incluye una leyenda pero anima a los intér- 
tes a realizar sus propias adaptaciones y a elegir libremente entre las interpreta- 

ciones posibles. Ninguna de las piezas hace referencia a una tradición estándar de  
interpretación improvisada, aunque la obra de  Rooney evolucionó como repertorio 
para un grupo particular que desarrolló sus propias tradiciones interpretativas a lo lar- 
go de varios años de  trabajo. 

Sistemas informáticos interactivos 
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Los sistemas informáticos interactivos se han desarrollado ampliamente desde co- 
mienzos de  la década de 1980 y han tenido muchas repercusiones estéticas y culturales, 
especialmente en cuanto a la música. Se han fabricado numerosos *instrumentos inteli- 
gentes" capaces de  componer junto con un intérprete en tiempo real, actuar como acom- 
pañante improvisador o como ambiente sonoro, proveer de un referente recién creado 
i la interacción o inferir el tempo e impulsar la producción de material pregrabado. 
ian creado términos nuevos para designar los distintos tipos de interacción entre el 
humano y el ordenador, entre ellos improvisación compuesta, instrumentos exten- 
os, hiperinstrumentos y síntesis de interpretación en tiempo real, sobre los cuales he 
i to ampliamente en otros ensayos (para mayor información, véase Pressing 1992; 
ve 1992). Durante la década de 1990 se han desarrollado instrumentos musicales vir- 



LA CARNICEHA ANÓNIMA 
Para un gran ní~mero de personas 

Material: Cada persona tiene un gran trozo de  papel blanco. 
Duración: 15". 

Todos esconden lentamente sus caras detrás del papel. Lo agitan delicadamente -¡sin sonidos! 
Todos a la vez dejan caer el papel. 

Ejemplo 2.3. De Nunique (1968-1995) de  Keith Humble (Pressing 1994). 
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Ejemplo 2.4. De Duos 1. 2. 3. (1965) de Robert Rooney (Pressing 1994) 



tuales (componentes virtuales de  ordenadores a los que se accede, por ejemplo, me- 
diante guantes controladores) y las representaciones musicogénicas (representaciones 
musicales, visuales o sensoriales generadas por conversión de información, que puede 
ser información de  una interpretación), marcando nuevos hitos o incluso redefiniendo 
fundamentalmente el conjunto improvisación/composición (véase Pressing 1997). 

Estos sistemas poseen una amplia capacidad para proporcionar una competencia mu- 
sical asistida, incluyendo la competencia improvisatoria, a las personas con discapacida- 
des mentales o físicas. El panorama del talento musical nunca volverá a ser el mismo y 
aún nos queda por ver hasta qué punto dichos sistemas pueden aproximarse, incluso aun- 
que sólo sea auxiliarmente, a la capacidad del ser humano autónomo y experto en  tér- 
minos de  fluidez contextual, interacción interpersonal y expresión emocional. 

Este an5lisis sugiere que una aproximación a la improvisación mediante la teoría 
estindar de  la destreza es fructífera en  muchos aspectos. En particular, la existencia 
de  los constreñimientos psicológicos en  cuanto a la resolución de  problemas d e  tiem- 
po  real, subyacente en la improvisación, determina la preparación de  una memoria, 
conocimiento, toma de  decisiones y estructuras generativas especiales para reducir al 
máximo el impacto de  dichos constreñimientos. Los recursos externos como la nota- 
ción y los sistemas informáticos interactivos d e  tiempo real también ejercen una fun- 
ción similar, aunque no de  manera exclusiva. Dicha reducción del impacto permite al 
improvisador actuar en  un nivel m6s elevado y amplio del discurso musical, dejando 
libre su capacidad de  atención para lograr un mayor control musical, realzar los efec- 
tos emocionales y aumentar la interacción con el pílblico y los coimprovisadores. 
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Figure 1. Earle Brown. 
(Photo by Jack Mitchell.) 

Earle Brown (1926-2002) 

Composer Earle Brown (see Figure 1) 
died on 2 July 2002 after a long ill- 
ness. He was a leading figure in the 
American avant-garde since the early 
1950s and continued to be musically 
active until the end of his life. Mr. 
Brown was a member of what came 
to be known as the New York 
School, and as a colleague of John 
Cage, Morton Feldman, and Chris- 
tian Wolff he did much to define the 
postwar new music scene in America 
and worldwide. 

After early studies of mathematics 
and engineering at Northeastern 
University, he became a student of 
Joseph Schillinger, whose Mathemat- 
ical Basis for the Arts was a precur- 
sor to later procedural and 
algorithmic compositional practice. 
Mr. Brown was also a key member of 
the Project for Magnetic Tape, creat- 
ing the first eight-channel tape 
pieces, including John Cage's Wil- 
liams Mix and his own Octet 1. Al- 
though not himself a practitioner of 
electronic or computer music, he 
was among those whose early work 

helped lay the groundwork for what 
these musics would become. Mr. 
Brown was extremely influential on 
the development of musical thought 
and practice through his notational 
innovations and "open form" compo- 
sitional structures. Early works such 
as Folio (1952-1953) and December 
1952 are key examples of this work. 

Earle Brown developed an interna- 
tional reputation early in his career, 
and he was an enormous influence 
on the European music scene, where 
he was a frequent and popular guest 
composer. Always an outgoing and 
generous soul, he reciprocated by in- 
troducing European composers such 
as as Luigi Nono, Bruno Maderna, 
Mauricio Kagel, Harrison Birtwhis- 
tle, Giacinto Scelsi, and Pierre Bou- 
lez to an American audience through 
a series of Time-Mainstream record- 
ings. He also served as president of 
the Fromm Music Foundation and 
commissioned works from Henry 
Brant, Ornette Coleman, Carson 
Kievman, Todd Machover, Steve 
Mackey, Steve Reich, James Tenney, 
and Joan Tower, among others. 

Earle Brown is survived by his 
wife of thirty years, Susan Sollins. 
An extensive biography can be found 
at www.earle-brown.org/. 

Jeff Pressing (1946-2002) 

Musician, academic, psychologist, 
and music critic Jeff Pressing died 
suddenly of a heart attack on 28 
April. He was 55. Born in San Diego 
in 1946, Mr. Pressing studied music 
at the California Institute of Tech- 
nology and earned his doctorate in 
music at the University of Califor- 
nia, San Diego, with postdoctoral 
work at the University of Rochester, 
New York. 

In 1975, Mr. Pressing moved to 
Melbourne as a lecturer in the music 
department of La Trobe University, 
later becoming its head of music. In 
1988 he moved to the University of 
Melbourne as a senior lecturer in 
psychology. In the last two years he 
led its Telegenesis Research Group 
in collaboration with US-based Pre- 
dictive Technologies Inc. 

Mr. Pressing's interest in music 
was in contemporary composition 
and jazz, electronic, and improvised 
forms. In the early 1990s, he formed 
the World Rhythm Band, in which 
he played keyboards and synthesizer. 
Always an active composer, he pro- 
duced a large body of music ranging 
from solo piano and chamber music, 
to live electronic music, to orches- 
tral works. Recordings of his music 
are on the Discovery, New Albion, 
ACMA, and Move labels. In 1992, he 
was commissioned by the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation to com- 
pose Zalankara, a multicultural 
symphony about the plight of refu- 
gees. He reviewed new music for The 
Age newspaper from July 1999 until 
his death. He was the author of Syn- 
thesizer Performance and Real-time 
Techniques (Oxford University Press) 
and the editor of Compositions for 
Improvisers: An Australian Perspec- 
tive (La Trobe University Press), as 
well as numerous scientific and mu- 
sical articles and an extensive key- 
board technique series. He also 
contributed three articles to Com- 
puter Music Journal and served as an 
occasional referee for the Journal. A 
complete bibliography and discogra- 
phy are available at 
www.psych.unimelb.edu.au/staff/ 
pressing.html. 

Jeff Pressing is survived by his 
wife, Dr. Gillian Wigglesworth, and 
two children. 
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 'Reduced' here has a quasi-Schenkerian meaning

 (actually attributable to Lerdahl andJackendoff).

 Subjects were shown, and allowed to play,

 reductions of the first phrases of well-known

 melodies and asked to give the title of the melody,

 sometimes from a list of possibilities and

 sometimes without such an aid. This was to test a

 hypothesis, advanced on the basis of previous

 work by the authors and by others, that melodies

 are held in long-term memory as a combination

 of a reduced pitch pattern and a set of 'modifiers'

 (in Schenkerian terms, 'diminutions') which pro-

 duce the musical surface from the reduction. The

 results are suggestive rather than conclusive, but

 there is no doubt that this is a significant con-

 tribution in an area of considerable interest.

 However, a lack of musical detail again makes it

 difficult fully to assess the results. The melodies

 were drawn from Japanese schoolbooks, and so

 were indeed familiar to the subjects, who were all

 music education students. They are not all

 familiar to me (though I was able to find some in

 books from childhood piano lesson days), and

 while the reduced pitch patterns are all given, the

 original melodies are not. I can only speculate,

 therefore, on the degree to which identification

 was dependent on the closeness of the reduction

 to the original (as in the case of 'Long, long ago'),

 the distinctiveness of the reduced pitch pattern

 (as in 'Annie Laurie') or the combination of both

 of these (as in 'Stille Nacht').
 The final paper, in French, 'The Perception of

 the Opposition Variant/Invariant' by Irene
 Deliege, is a study of listeners' perception of

 changes in the course of listening to Four Organs

 by Steve Reich. The results are not substantially

 different from what any musician might have

 guessed would have been the noticeability of

 changes. However, the details of different types of

 change and their different degrees of perceptibi-

 lity are well brought out, and might conceivably

 be used by a composer who is concerned with the

 perceptibility and imperceptibility of change in

 his or her music. One particularly interesting
 result was that when two changes came very close

 together (within two to three seconds), the second

 change was more noticed-or rather, more fre-

 quently indicated by the subject -than the first.
 This deserves some explanation. The subjects in-

 dicated changes by pressing a button. How could

 a later event prevent subjects from pressing a but-

 ton at an earlier event? Did the pressing of the

 button always lag behind the change by two to
 three seconds?-in which case the later change

 might have interrupted the button-pressing.

 The hand of the editors, Irene Deliege and Ian

 Cross, does not obtrude, nor is its absence no-

 ticed, which suggests that their work is well done.

 They and the publishers are also to be con-

 gratulated on the high standard of presentation.

 This is a stimulating collection of papers. Every

 one has clear areas for further development

 which I look forward to reading about in future

 publications, perhaps in more fully rounded

 form. It is a problem with this type of collection

 that we see no more than snapshots of extended

 projects: not only are there loose ends requiring

 further investigation, but several papers require

 knowledge of previous publications for their full

 comprehension. I am fortunate to have some of

 these on my bookshelves, but the nature of the

 subject is such that others may require a trail

 through a range of different journals and other

 publications.

 ALAN MARSDEN

 MIDI: a Comprehensive Introduction. By Joseph
 Rothstein. pp. xi + 256. (Clarendon Press,

 Oxford, 1992, ?25. ISBN 0-19-816293-6.)

 Synthesizer Performance and Real-Time Tech-
 niques. By Jeff Pressing. pp. xiii + 462.

 'Computer Music and Digital Audio Series'.

 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1992 [1993], ?35.

 ISBN 0-19-816275-8.)

 The influence of MIDI now extends to many

 aspects of the art and practice of music, its

 primary purpose being to provide a standard

 digital communications protocol for transmitting

 and receiving control information between syn-

 thesizers and ancillary devices such as keyboards

 or computers. The original specification (version
 1.0) dates from 1983, and although some minor

 amendments and additions have been made to

 the protocol over the years this guide is still

 regarded as the definitive source of reference for

 designers and users alike.

 Given the highly competitive nature of the

 music industry, the widespread adoption of MIDI

 by the commercial sector is all the more
 remarkable for the fact that the initiative for such

 an agreement came from the manufacturers

 themselves. Indeed it is very much to their credit
 that collective wisdom led them to recognize the
 global benefits that would accrue from adopting
 a common protocol, rather than continuing to
 develop rival systems which could not com-
 municate with each other. These pioneers of

 MIDI, however, could scarcely have envisaged

 the range and diversity of applications that
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 quickly ensued, extending in due course to a
 number of more unorthodox uses such as the

 control of lighting displays or the operation

 of stage machinery.

 Although the primary purpose of the protocol

 is to convey performance data, broadly analogous

 in content to the elements of a conventional

 music score, the syntax also incorporates a special
 mode of operation which permits the transmission

 of other types of information, the nature of which

 may be freely determined by the user. The

 primary purpose of this facility is to allow

 manufacturers a means of exporting basic con-

 figuration information from one of their devices

 to another, but it was soon appreciated that this

 mode could also be used to communicate files of

 audio data. The latter technique is of particular

 value when using devices such as samplers which

 generate voices from digitally encoded snapshots

 of acoustic sounds instead of generating

 waveforms synthetically by means of electronic

 oscillators.

 No less imaginative are some of the music ap-

 plications which have evolved around more stan-

 dard uses of the MIDI protocol. For example,
 a variety of synthesizer controllers are now

 available to the performer, ranging from the con-
 ventional music keyboard to such devices as MIDI

 guitars, drum pads and wind controllers. In addi-

 tion, a wide range of graphics-based software pro-

 ducts has been developed for computer-driven
 MIDI systems, ranging from sequencing packages

 to score writing programs.

 Thus it is that musicologists seeking to use the

 computer for the preparation of printed scores
 soon discover that most of the software developed
 for this purpose not only produces MIDI data
 which can be used to drive a synthesizer for the

 purposes of audio proofing but also allows this

 process to be reversed, whereby performance on a

 keyboard can lead to the automatic generation of

 a basic score in common music notation. In a
 similar vein, digital pianos, marketed in the first
 instance as direct replacements for their conven-
 tional counterparts, usually support the use of

 MIDI for the registration of data which may

 subsequently be used to reproduce the perfor-
 mance using the same instrument or exported to
 another device such as a computer for editing and
 analysis.

 Even within the more usual spectrum of applica-

 tions for which MIDI was originally intended,
 largely associated with electronic music composi-
 tion and performance, the range and variety of
 devices and operating techniques is now so exten-
 sive that clear advice and guidance are now essen-

 tial for all users, and not just those encountering
 MIDI for the first time. The repertory of publica-

 tions now available is extensive too, ranging from
 monthly journals to a variety of instructional

 handbooks, for the most part targeted at the
 popular market. Less in evidence are works

 which study in any real depth the musical issues
 involved.

 Matters such as these are sometimes addressed

 in more learned publications concerned with re-

 search in the field of music technology, but such

 articles by their very nature are intended only
 for a more specialist audience. Over the years
 Joseph Rothstein has established a considerable
 reputation as a writer in the latter context, and it
 is thus especially welcome that an author of this
 standing has chosen to fill a major gap in the
 general literature with an authoritative book on
 MIDI which is aimed specifically at a broad
 readership, both amateur and professional.

 His wealth of knowledge and critical under-

 standing of both musical and technical aspects
 is evident from the outset. The overview of MIDI

 which constitutes the first chapter considers not
 only the basic attributes of this communication
 protocol but also its many limitations, which are
 sometimes underestimated, for example the types
 of information which can and cannot be com-
 municated between instruments and the prob-
 lems of data flow which can occur in certain
 operational conditions.

 The second chapter further prepares the
 ground with an exposition of relevant aspects of
 musical acoustics. As Rothstein rightly points
 out in the opening paragraph, 'Although an
 understanding of acoustics, the science of sound,
 is not a requirement for music making, such an
 understanding can provide insights as well as save
 time and energy compared to a "hit or miss" ap-
 proach to learning about music and synthesis'. It

 is vital aspects such as these that so often receive
 little or no attention in popular books about
 MIDI. This accumulation of useful background
 knowledge is taken a stage further in the third
 chapter, which deals with the basic elements of
 sound synthesis, both analogue and digital.

 Attention then turns to the various types of
 devices which have been developed using MIDI
 and then to the accompanying repertory of
 software-based products in Chapters 4 and 5
 respectively. Again a highly critical approach is
 adopted, constantly alerting the reader to several
 pitfalls which await to trap the unwary. In the
 case of Chapter 4, the result is a very useful con-
 sumer guide which draws particular attention to
 the many shortcomings of cheaper MIDI equip-
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 ment and their likely repercussions for the more

 demanding user. These include restrictions on

 the number of synthesis voices which can be used

 simultaneously and the inability of many basic
 music keyboards to sense a number of useful per-

 formance characteristics such as key velocity and

 aftertouch. Chapter 5, on software, pays par-
 ticular attention to the contentious issue of copy

 protection, where the manufacturer prevents the

 user from generating more than one or at the

 most two working copies of the program either by

 means of special encryption routines embedded

 in the master disks or by requiring the use of

 special 'dongles' which have to be plugged into

 the computer itself. For the honest user, this con-

 straint is at best irritating and at worst a constant

 source of worry, since the consequences of ac-

 cidental erasure of the working copy in the case of

 encrypted software are usually severe. Such

 packages are best avoided if at all possible, but
 sometimes no acceptable alternative is available.

 The characteristics of computer-assisted MIDI

 systems are especially complex, and this is

 reflected in a supplementary chapter to the above

 which deals specifically with the commonest

 family of applications in this context, sequencing

 software. The choice of commercial products in
 this sector is especially confusing, and the advice

 given here is concise and informative.

 Armed with this growing compendium of

 knowledge, the reader is now in a position to

 apply it in a practical environment, and a discus-
 sion of the issues which now have to be addressed

 occupies the next chapter. Here the continuing

 emphasis on clarity and simplicity in terms of the
 associated narrative faces a stiff test, since the
 problems of connecting all but the most basic

 configurations of MIDI equipment together in an
 entirely satisfactory manner are far from trivial.
 Rothstein succinctly identifies the commonest

 causes of difficulty in this context but then rather

 disappointingly gives only limited advice as how

 best to overcome them. For example, his illustra-

 tion of the basic wiring configuration for connec-

 ting a sequencer to a series of slave synthesizers

 gives no indication of the pitfalls which await the
 unwary if this system is subsequently expanded,
 perhaps to accommodate an additional control
 device such as a master keyboard. Although such
 issus are partly addressed in a subsequent discus-
 sion of electronic routing aids for MIDI, rather
 more detailed advice at this point would have
 been welcome.

 Lapses in the consistency of approach such as

 the above are fortunately rare, and equilibrium is
 swiftly restored in the next section, which deals

 with the nature of the MIDI messages themselves.

 At this stage it becomes essential to study the nar-

 rative in conjunction with the definitive MIDI 1.0

 specification, and this document is provided as an
 appendix to the book. The account here is

 especially penetrating and of considerable value

 to both the beginner and the more advanced

 user.

 One of the most misunderstood aspects of the
 MIDI applications is the range of techniques that

 have been developed to allow accurate syn-
 chronization of MIDI-controlled devices and also

 ancillary equipment such as tape recorders or

 video equipment. Many books on MIDI pay scant

 attention to this important issue, but in a conti-

 nuing vein the exposition given here by Rothstein

 is thorough and extensive.

 This wide-ranging and informative book con-

 cludes with two very useful chapters, the first pro-

 viding a basic introduction to programming
 techniques and the second a guide to the various
 sources of help and advice which are available

 to the MIDI user, in particular the Performing
 Artists' Network (PAN). Although this is an

 American-based organization, the growth of in-

 ternational electronic mail networks which are

 available to individuals as well as institutions is
 ensuring that geographical location is no longer a
 barrier to the exchange of useful ideas.

 Given the rapid growth of MIDI and the diver-

 sity of resources that are now available, the need
 for a concise but critically informative guide is
 self-evident. Rothstein's book fills a major gap in
 the current literature and is a worthy addition to
 OUP's growing repertory of books on the
 technology of music.

 The same can be said of Jeff Pressing's Synthe-

 sizer Performance and Real- Time Techniques.
 The development of the synthesizer has had

 a profound and far-reaching effect on the com-
 position and performance of music in recent

 years. Increasing accessibility, due in no small
 part to the introduction of MIDI as a universal
 method of connecting different items of equip-
 ment together, has brought these tools of elec-
 tronic sound-production within the grasp of
 the individual, both professional and amateur,
 embracing a wide spectrum of musical tastes and
 applications.

 Such diversity has served to obscure some im-
 portant considerations concerning the nature of
 the technology itself. Universality of purpose is
 now taken for granted, the same models serving
 the needs of the stage musician and the studio
 composer. This raises a number of issues which
 have only been partly addressed in the associated
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 literature. In particular, notwithstanding the

 ubiquitous use of synthesizers at rock and pop
 concerts, surprisingly little critical attention has

 been paid to their full range of functional
 characteristics as instruments for live perfor-

 mance and how best these may be utilized.

 One explanation for this is a tendency to

 assume that there is no material difference be-

 tween the traditional skills associated with piano

 playing and those required to operate these syn-

 thetic alternatives. In the case of the simplest

 electronic keyboards restricted to a handful of

 pre-set voices with fixed characteristics, this view

 has some justification. True keyboard syn-

 thesizers, however, offer the user the opportunity
 to vary not only the basic characteristics of the

 constituent voices but also their response accord-

 ing to how the keys themselves are actually

 depressed and then released by the user. Even

 when composing with such tools in an electro-

 acoustic music studio, often in combination with

 sophisticated control aids such as a computer, it is

 frequently forgotten that the operation of a syn-

 thesizer is ultimately determined by a set of per-

 formance instructions.

 Pressing's book breaks important new ground

 in its appraisal of synthesizer technology from the

 viewpoint of the performer. In so doing it pro-

 vides a comprehensive and informative introduc-

 tion to the subject. The first three chapters

 prepare the ground with a condensed but rele-

 vant history of the synthesizer from both a

 technical and a philosophical point of view,

 covering issues such as the continuum which has

 developed between compositional and improvisa-

 tional applications, the relationship between

 sampling and synthesis techniques, the special

 characteristics of the multi-timbral synthesizer,

 and the operation of MIDI itself. Careful atten-

 tion is paid to associated issues such as the all-

 important distinctions that have to be made be-

 tween the physical and the perceptual nature of

 sounds which may involve very different sets of

 characteristics. This relationship between what is

 specified in terms of electronic processes and
 what is actually heard is poorly understood, with

 the result that the user is often reduced to trial-
 and-error experimentation rather than intuitive
 exploration based on a clear understanding of the
 available tools.

 The nature of envelope-shaping functions and

 how they may best be used to achieve finely
 crafted dynamic spectra is just one of the issues
 discussed in this context. Others include primary
 signal processing techniques such as the various

 types of modulation, filtering and reverberation

 which may be encountered as integral features of

 a particular design. The introduction to MIDI is

 no less critical in its approach, covering both the

 basic principles of the protocol and the com-

 monest difficulties encountered in setting up a
 network of MIDI devices for the first time.

 Understanding fully why problems might occur is

 an important key to finding the best possible

 solution in many situations, and useful informa-
 tion is provided here in such a way that it can
 readily be understood by even the least scien-

 tifically inclined reader.

 The fourth chapter, on synthesizer techniques,

 provides the starting-point for an appraisal from

 the viewpoint of the performer. Pressing's in-

 troduction to basic elements of reading music and

 translating the information into performance ac-

 tions might seem a little superfluous, but it must

 be remembered that a significant proportion of

 the potential readership may have no prior ex-
 perience of keyboard playing. Furthermore, it

 soon becomes clear that this identification of

 some fundamental considerations is essential

 preparation for the main thrust of the discourse,

 which is to identify and examine in detail the

 special operational characteristics of the syn-
 thesizer, many of which are not encountered in

 the world of conventional acoustic instruments.
 At a fundamental level, the means by which

 amplitude is regulated in a MIDI system is a ma-

 jor source of misunderstanding in this context,
 not least in terms of the way in which keyboard

 controllers initially derive this information in
 response to individual key strokes. In the case of a

 piano or harpsichord, the volume of each note is

 primarily determined by the force used to depress

 the associated key, since it is this action that
 determines how much energy is imparted to the

 string. In the case of a MIDI keyboard, an
 equivalence to this variable is obtained by

 measuring the time taken for the key to travel
 from the normal to the fully depressed position,

 based on the supposition that the louder the note
 the faster will be the rate of depression. Unfor-

 tunately, this correlation is not entirely perfect,
 and the finer nuances of interpretation require
 the acquisition of special performance skills
 which also have to take into account the nature of
 the associated synthesizer voice.

 The processes of learning do not stop here, for

 good MIDI keyboards allow other performance
 characteristics to be measured, such as variations
 in finger pressure after an initial key stroke or the
 manner in which the key is released. These offer
 further possibilities for regulating the processes of
 synthesis, for example the degree of vibrato to be
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 added to the basic pitch of the note, the amount

 of pitch bend that may be applied (for example

 when simulating a clavichord) or the rate of

 decay of the overall envelope. Practical advice

 such as that given here is vital if full advantage is
 to be taken of such resources.

 The fifth chapter finally dispels any lingering

 doubts as to why the performance perspective

 should be so vital to an understanding of the

 MIDI synthesizer. It is devoted entirely to the art

 of playing a single melodic line, building on the
 groundwork covered in the preceding chapter. In

 the same way that the early monophonic elec-

 tronic instruments such as the Ondes Martenot

 demand years of study if the art of playing is to be

 perfected, it is clearly shown that the art of play-
 ing the modern synthesizer to an equivalent stan-

 dard is no less demanding. Having thoroughly

 prepared the ground in this context, Pressing

 completes this analysis of performance practice

 with a chapter devoted to the techniques of

 polyphonic performance, concluding with some

 pertinent observations on the use of alternative

 tuning systems.

 One of the primary purposes of MIDI is to pro-

 vide an electronic means of harnessing several dif-

 ferent devices together at the control level to

 create an integrated system of resources. Master-

 ing basic technical considerations is not always as

 straightforward as might be imagined, and in

 seeking practical solutions to the difficulties

 sometimes encountered in this context it becomes

 all too easy to lose sight of the primary objective,
 that is, a system which satisfies a particular set of
 performance objectives rather than the reverse.

 This is especially true in situations where control

 computers and associated software come into the

 equation, for even in the case of basic sequencing

 programs there are marked differences in func-

 tional characteristics from one package to

 another. The next chapter, on performance con-
 figurations and practicalities, goes straight to the

 heart of the matter with a detailed analysis of the
 factors involved in combining different voice

 banks to create coherent orchestral textures for

 stage presentation. The discussion is wide-
 ranging and comprehensive, embracing such

 issues as the use of sequencers in performance and

 the special characteristics of computer programs
 which are designed to create an interactive en-

 vironment for live composition.

 The eighth chapter concentrates specifically on

 the question of voicing. Despite all good inten-
 tions on the part of the manufacturers, it is a fact
 of life that the majority of synthesizer players
 seem content to rely on the repertory of voices

 supplied with the instrument itself. While it is

 true that the range and variety of basic sounds

 which are now supplied as a matter of course with

 such systems can service a variety of needs, failure

 to explore beneath the surface denies the per-

 former access to a much wider repository of
 source material which can be unlocked by alter-
 ing the characteristics of existing voices or by
 generating completely new ones.

 An important key to such exploration is a

 thorough understanding of the intrinsic nature of

 commonly used synthesizer voices, especially
 those that are intended to imitate conventional
 acoustic instruments. The art of gestural control
 has to be matched with the practice of voice syn-
 thesis, and here Pressing completes the equation
 with an analysis of the primary instrument types
 that are likely to be encountered and how their
 characteristics can be most usefully modified.

 Synthesizer performance, however, is not
 restricted to the conventional music keyboard,
 and in the following chapter the overall perspec-
 tive is usefully enhanced by a discussion of the

 other types of MIDI controllers which are now

 available. These include, devices such as wind,
 string and percussion controllers, which in turn
 require special performance skills if their poten-
 tial is to be fully realized.

 After a chapter which identifies a carefully

 selected repertory of works illustrating the art of
 synthesizer performance over the years, the book
 concludes with a survey of some recent advances
 in the design of performance tools for electronic
 synthesis. Although the reign of the keyboard
 controller is likely to remain supreme, the reader
 is left with the clear impression that some of the
 most interesting developments in the future of

 this creative medium will lie with more novel
 means of human interaction with the synthesizer.
 This raises a number of important considerations

 of a more philosophical nature, and it is thus ap-
 propriate that this comprehensive study should
 conclude with an analysis of some of the issues
 that need to be addressed here if more demand-
 ing artistic objectives are to be adequately ser-
 viced by the synthesizers of the future.

 This book is a mine of information and a most
 valuable addition to the existing repertory of
 books on the MIDI synthesizer, and its value is
 enhanced by the extensive bibliography. Despite
 the specific focus on performance matters, the
 book is sufficiently comprehensive to serve as a
 general introduction to the subject area as a
 whole.

 PETER MANNING
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to model the components of rhythmic function in a case (H.J.) of

acquired rhythmic disturbance.  H.J. is a right-handed, amateur male musician who acquired

arrhythmia in the context of a global amusia after sustaining a right temporoparietal infarct.  His

rhythmic disturbance was analysed in relation to three independent components using an

autoregressive extension of Wing and Kristofferson’s model of rhythmic timing.  This revealed

preserved error correction and motor implementation capacities, but a gross disturbance of H.J.’s

central timing system (“cognitive clock”).  It rendered him unable to generate a steady pulse,

prevented adequate discrimination and reproduction of novel metrical rhythms, and partly

contributed to bimanual co-ordination difficulties in his instrumental performance.  The findings are

considered in relation to the essential components of the cognitive architecture of rhythmic

function, and their respective cerebral lateralisation and localisation.  Overall, the data suggested

that the functioning of the right temporal auditory cortex is fundamental to ‘keeping the beat’ in

music.  The approach is presented as a new paradigm for future neuropsychological research

examining rhythmic disturbances.

Keywords: Rhythmic timing; Arrhythmia; Amusia; Music psychology
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1.  Introduction

A disturbance of rhythmic sense (arrhythmia) has been frequently reported in the amusia case

literature.  This literature examines the skills of musicians following acquired brain injury [for a

review see 2, 60, 61].  A range of rhythmic deficits has been described, including the inability to

reproduce rhythmic patterns or to discriminate between them, and the inability to perform music

rhythmically, or to keep time to music, including dancing in time.  These deficits may occur in

combination with other musical deficits, such as impaired vocal and instrumental skills [2, 3].

Despite the frequent co-occurrence of melodic and rhythmic impairments, systems

responsible for their processing are thought to be relatively independent.  Isolated deficits of

'amelodia' and arrhythmia have been reported in the amusia literature for perceptual, productive,

and musical reading tasks [4, 13, 30, 37, 38, 40-42, 62].  Separate cognitive representations of

melody and rhythm have also been proposed in the developmental [62, 63] and normal adult

literature [43, 60, 62], supporting the general applicability of this distinction.

Taking this approach one step further, Peretz and colleagues [25, 37, 43] argued that

rhythmic and metric organisation can be differentially impaired in brain damaged patients,

supporting the relative independence of functions of the rhythmic system.  In terms of cerebral

lateralisation, Peretz and Morais [43] suggested that metric organisation may be ascribed to the

right hemisphere, whilst smaller rhythmic groupings are encoded by the left hemisphere.  This

notion is consistent with research findings from normal subjects [12, 18, 52] and brain-damaged

patients [11, 30, 44], as well as data supporting left hemispheric specialisation of temporal

processing relevant to speech perception [33, 34, 51, 54].  Neuropsychological studies of groups

of patients, however, have generally shown more variable lateralisation effects, particularly in

recent research [25, 36, 46].  Moreover, as noted by Penhune and colleagues [36], temporal

processing relevant to speech perception has been typically evaluated within a brief time frame (2-

50 milliseconds (ms)) in comparison to the temporal processing of musical rhythms (period of

seconds), making it difficult to generalise across task effects [36].

Apart from the observed dissociation of rhythmic and metric organisation, few studies

have examined the cognitive architecture of rhythmic function based on a detailed analysis of

acquired rhythmic disturbance.  The use of theoretical models of the functioning of the rhythmic

system is generally lacking in the neuropsychological literature, and the neurological basis of

arrhythmia has been subject to much speculation [17, 39].  Exceptions include a case reported by

Mavlov [30] of a 61 year old, right-handed, professional male musician (violinist and music
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teacher) who suffered a cerebrovascular accident in the left posterior parietal region.  This

musician displayed impaired rhythmic pattern discrimination and reproduction across auditory,

visual and tactile stimuli.  Mavlov characterised the impairment as a 'supramodal' rhythmic

disorder, considered to underlie a severe amusia in this case.

More recently, Fries and Swihart [11] described the case of a 56 year old, left-handed,

amateur male musician who played the drums and the bugle.  He presented with a unique

disturbance of rhythmic function, in that he was able to correctly discriminate and produce

rhythmic patterns, but he could no longer produce rhythmic behaviour "...in phase with an

externally given acoustic rhythm source." (p.1317)  He displayed a modality specific disturbance

of auditorily paced predictive motor behaviour that affected activites such as walking, dancing,

singing and speech.  This occurred following infarction of the right temporal lobe with additional

right basal ganglia damage.  The rhythmic deficit was accompanied by sensory amusia and poor

pitch and rhythmic production during spontaneous singing (vocal amusia).

The present study focuses on the case of H.J., a 67 year old right-handed, amateur male

musician who suffered a right temporoparietal infarct, accompanied by a severe global amusia

[60, 61].  This included arrhythmia, with paced and unpaced production both impaired.  The aim

of this paper was to provide a detailed analysis of H.J.'s rhythmic disturbance.  A cognitive model

of rhythmic timing derived from normal subjects in the experimental psychology field [47-49, 58,

68, 69] was employed to analyse the essential components of this disturbance.

1.1.  The Wing & Kristofferson Model of Rhythmic Timing

Research examining the timing of rhythmic production in normal subjects has typically

employed a two-tiered cognitive model.  This model was originally enunciated by Wing and

Kristofferson [68, 69] and has received substantial empirical support across a range of

experimental contexts [19, 50, 57, 65-67].  For self-generated, isochronous tapping, the basic

model comprises two independent components.  The first is a “cognitive clock” that internally

generates “timekeeper pulses” defining regular intervals (Cn).  This is considered to have a

central source within the nervous system; in other words, the “cognitive clock” is equivalent to a

“central time keeper”.  The second component involves a more peripheral motor response, each

triggered by one timekeeper pulse.  Each cognitive clock pulse starts a clock interval (Cn) and

initiates a motor response that can be characterised by a certain implementation time, or motor
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delay (Dn).  Given these two definitions, the intertap interval (In) between successive taps can be

expressed by:

In = Cn + (Dn+1 - Dn) (1)

Using Wing and Kristofferson's basic model [68, 69], independent estimates of the motor

delay and clock variances can be obtained.  Various studies have provided support for the

independence of these variables, including their dissociation in patients with Parkinson's disease or

cerebellar damage [19, 20].  The motor delay variance has been found to be relatively

independent of tapping period, whilst clock variance has been shown to have an approximate

quadratic relationship with it [19, 47, 66].

Tapping in response to an externally generated pulse (paced tapping) can also be

incorporated into the Wing and Kristofferson approach [49, 58].  A fourth term must be added to

equation (1), based on the asynchrony (An) between a subject's tap and the externally generated

signal (typically a recurring audio tone) at time n.  The asynchrony is presumably utilised by a

cognitive process that linearly adjusts for any differences between the externally generated pulse

and the motor output.  Thus, the extended model contains an error correction term (-αAn) that

allows for correction of the clock interval (Cn) according to the most recent asynchrony between

tone and tap [58]:

In = Cn - αAn+ (Dn+1 - Dn)

(2)

As shown in equation (2), the interresponse interval is defined in terms of the sum of the

internal sources of variation plus the error correction mechanism, which is linear. Importantly,

error correction is a third, independent process, completely autonomous from the clock and

motor mechanisms.  Alpha is the (first order) error correction coefficient which is independent of

the scale of the asynchronies.  It indicates the rapidity and strength of error compensation, which

presumably relates directly to both information transmission and processing [47, 49].  This

extended model has been referred to as the AR1 model [49], since it is first order autoregressive.

It has been considered by previous researchers in various forms [see 16, 28, 29, 53, 58].

The use of paced tapping incorporates explicit error correction.  This was essential in

assessing the nature of H.J.’s arrhythmia, as he was unable to reliably perform self-generated

(unpaced) isochronous tapping.  This is the first study known to the authors to examine the error

correction model in a brain damaged, arrhythmic musician.
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Figure 1 provides a diagrammatic representation of the Wing and Kristofferson model,

extended by Vorberg and Wing [58] to incorporate the asynchrony variable associated with an

external tone source.  As can be seen from this figure, the model comprises three tiers, whereby

the cognitive clock and motor systems must become closely entrained to the externally generated

reference tone.  When asynchrony is nonzero, adjustment is made to the motor output via the

cognitive clock system.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here

-------------------------------

A further development of the model instigated by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers [49]

involved the inclusion of two error terms, with designated error parameters α and β.  The

inclusion of two such terms allows for the condition in which a subject may base error correction

on the asynchrony of the tone at time n as well as the tone previous to that, n-1.  This model

(designated as AR2 - second order autoregressive) represents a more complex or sophisticated

timing system than that posed by AR1.  Its form is:

In = Cn - αAn - βAn-1 + (Dn+1 - Dn) (3)

As evident from equations (2) and (3), the AR1 model is a subcase of AR2 (β = 0 yields

AR1), since AR2 has two free error correction parameters (α & β), and AR1 only one (α).

AR2 provides, therefore, a less parsimonious account of rhythmic timing in response to an

externally generated tone.  Its use is only mandated when experimental data show an inferior fit to

the AR1 model.

The recent study by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers [49] revealed that the AR2 model was

better suited for simple tapping data derived from a 48 year old, expert musician performing the

tapping task at very fast speeds (� 150 ms or 20 taps every 3 seconds).  For slower speeds, and

for a nonmusician, the simpler AR1 model was consistently preferred.  Pressing and Jolley-

Rogers interpreted these findings in relation to an auditory reaction time zone (150 - 200 ms),

where error correction begins to decline due to auditory processing limitations.  In the case of the

musician this may be overcome by the use of an 'expert system', represented by the AR2 model.

Other conditions under which such advanced expertise appeared are described in Pressing [48].

H.J.'s performance of the tapping task was considered in relation to the extended error

correction model.  Equation (3) can be solved for α, β, and the variances of the clock and motor
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processes, using the mathematical procedures outlined by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers [47, 49].

This enabled H.J.'s rhythmic timing difficulties to be quantified in terms of the functioning of his

cognitive clock, motor system, and error correction processes.  The results were considered in

relation to both the AR1 and AR2 cases to determine which model best characterised his

performance.

Given that the details of the theoretical issues underpinning the models are not addressed

here, the interested reader is referred to the indicated original references for a thorough account of

these issues.  For the purposes of this paper, however, we believe it is useful to list the basic

assumptions underlying our models, which include:

1.  The process controlling the synchronization task is stationary over the course of a run.

2.  “Clock” (central) and “motor” (peripheral) sources of noise are independent.

3.  Error correction is based linearly on asynchrony and is achieved by local correction of the

central clock process.

2.  Methods

An in-depth assessment of H.J.’s musical skills was conducted between April, 1994 and

February 1996, as part of a larger research program [60].  The results of this assessment have

been previously reported, including a detailed account of H.J.’s case history, his neurological

status, and neuropsychological functioning [61].  A summary of his details relevant to the present

experiment will be provided here.

2.1.  Subjects

At the commencement of testing (1994), H.J. was a 67 year old, right-handed male

musician.  Six months previously, he had suffered a right, temporoparietal infarct, thought to have

arisen as a complication of coronary angiography.  A computed tomography (CT) scan of H.J.’s

brain three months post-stroke revealed an ischaemic event in the territory of the inferior division

of the right middle cerebral artery.  It primarily involved auditory association cortex of the middle

temporal gyrus and the posterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus, representing the right-

sided equivalent of Wernicke’s area.  It extended back into the angular gyrus of the inferior

parietal lobule, and terminated at the temporo-parieto-occipital junction (Fig. 2).  H.J. had a

longstanding history of ischaemic heart disease, but no previous history of cerebral insult or

psychiatric disorder.
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-------------------------------

Insert Figure 2 about here

-------------------------------

H.J. commenced musical training at the age of 6, acquiring skills on a range of instruments

including the piano, the piano accordian, the electric theatre organ, the guitar, the clarinet, the

drums and the harmonica, although his principal instrument was the piano.  He was also an

accomplished tenor singer.  Following his stroke, H.J. complained of a number of musical

difficulties, including an inability to “comprehend” music when listening or performing, difficulty

“transferring music from his head into his hands” when wanting to play, and difficulty dancing in

time to music.

H.J. had 10 years of formal education, and a Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) of 105 as measured

on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised [59].  Repeated neuropsychological

assessments following his stroke revealed impaired visuoperceptual and spatial functions, as well

as a mild constructional apraxia.  Initially, there was evidence of left hemispatial neglect, which

had largely resolved six months post-stroke.  There was no evidence of difficulties on tasks of

psychomotor speed, facial or ideomotor apraxia, language, memory, or frontal lobe functions [60,

61].

Neurobehavioural assessment of H.J. post-stroke showed reduced tactile sensation on

the left, with midline sensory extinction.  There was also evidence of partial dysgraphaesthesia and

imprecise movements of the left hand.  Motor functioning of H.J.’s upper and lower limbs was

tested using Denckla’s battery of motor co-ordination tasks [7], compared to the mean

performance of a group of 10-year-old boys [7], and six adult control subjects (see below).

Overall, H.J. showed superior performance of the motor tasks, as indicated by his faster speeds

and normal power (Table 1).  Qualitative observations, however, revealed clumsy and

arrhythmical left-sided movements, which were felt to have a sensory rather than a pure motor

basis [60, 61].  Audiological assessment of H.J. post-stroke showed mild bilateral hearing loss in

the high frequency range.  This was considered typical of normal ageing (presbycusis) [60, 61].

-------------------------------

Insert Table 1 about here

-------------------------------

A normal control (NC) group of six male musicians was selected to match the musical

background and premorbid musical ability of H.J as closely as possible.  They had a mean age of
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67 years (range 62-70), a mean education of 11.7 years (range 7.0-21.0), and a mean FSIQ of

114.2 (range 96.0-125.0).  In comparison to the NC group, H.J. displayed a range of receptive

musical difficulties post-stroke [60, 61].  These included impaired discrimination of musical pitch,

chords and melodic patterns, a disturbance of pitch working memory, a loss of tonal knowledge

(atonalia), and difficulty recognising familiar tunes not associated with lyrical content (Table 2).

These impairments were not attributable to a language or general auditory disurbance (such as

nonverbal auditory agnosia), but rather, were specific to musical stimuli [2, 17, 38, 39, 72].

-------------------------------

Insert Table 2 about here

-------------------------------

H.J.'s musical performance skills were examined by obtaining repeated audio and visual

recordings of his vocal and instrumental output.  These were assessed relative to productions

acceptable for public performance, given H.J.’s premorbid performance history.  The recordings

showed clear evidence of stable, vocal and instrumental difficulties, including incorrect pitching of

tones and short novel melodies, and deficient intonation in the production of familiar tunes (Table

2).  His instrumental performance was characterised by a lack of musicality, as well as the inability

to produce an error free or continuous musical production.  Errors were associated with a loss of

appropriate finger patterns and occurred bilaterally, despite being more prominent in the left hand.

They were accompanied by impaired bimanual co-ordination, including difficulties integrating the

timing of the two hands.  These problems were observed for all musical instruments tested, and

were most evident for the performance of recently learnt material (prior to the stroke), compared

with highly familiar, overlearned tunes (Table 2).

In an attempt to assist H.J. with his instrumental performance, he was asked to play in

time with an external pulse.  This revealed that he was only able to ‘keep the beat’ for brief

periods (less than 10 seconds), after which he would lose all sense of pulse in his performance.  In

contrast to the NC group, he was also unable to clap in time with simple musical pieces, and

showed impaired discrimination and reproduction of novel metrical rhythms (Table 2).  The

discrimination of nonmetrical rhythms and their classification relative to metrical rhythms was less

affected.  These difficulties pointed towards an underlying disturbance of rhythmic timing.

2.2.  Procedure
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H.J. performed the paced synchronisation task under laboratory conditions, according to

the procedure outlined by Pressing and Jolley-Rogers [49].  He was seated in a soundproof

booth, wearing headphones through which a repeating auditory tone was received bilaterally.  The

repeating tone had a frequency of 1000 Hertz, a duration of 30 ms, and was presented at a

comfortable listening volume, as determined by H.J.  In response to the tone, he was asked to tap

one of two force-sensitive keys (Honeywell microswitch PK89133) placed before him on a flat

table, using first the right and then the left hand in alternate runs.  The keys were connected to an

IBM 486 computer equipped with special recording and data analysis software, as previously

described by Pressing and colleagues [47-50].  The measurement accuracy of the equipment was

between 1-2 ms.

H.J. performed the tapping task in response to five different speeds.  The first was

considered to represent a slow speed (period = 1000 ms), requiring one tap per second.  The last

was a fast tempo (period = 200 ms) considered capable of challenging an expert musician,

requiring five taps per second.  Intermediate speeds involved a gradual increase in tapping speed

between this range (periods of 650 ms, 450 ms and 300 ms respectively).

Each experimental condition was administered a minimum of four times, separately for the

two hands, to ensure that a large sample of taps was obtained.  The speed of the runs was

presented in counterbalanced order, alternating between the use of the right and left hands.

Breaks were provided throughout the experiment to minimise errors resulting from decreased

concentration and fatigue.  Despite this, H.J. was unable to perform all of the conditions of the

tapping task on the same day.  Thus, administration of the faster speeds (periods of � 450 ms)

was presented to H.J. on a separate testing occasion.

H.J.’s performance was compared to the performance of two normal control, male

musicians, who performed the tapping task under similar conditions. One control was drawn from

the NC group of six male musicians previously described (control 1), whilst the other was a new

subject (control 2), again selected to match the age, musical background and premorbid musical

ability of H.J. as closely as possible.

2.3.  Data Analysis

The ‘binned’ analysis technique was used to analyse the tapping data (see Pressing [47]

for details).  Exploratory data analysis resulted in exclusion of some of the data for each subject,

particularly at the onset of a run whilst they became accustomed to the pulse of the auditory tone.
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As a general rule, values greater than four standard deviations from the mean of a given run were

also excluded as outliers, unless there was a compelling reason to suggest that such data were not

aberrant.  These data conditioning and exclusion criteria are standard to the research field, and

provide a more stable estimation of the subjects' tapping performance.

Unlike the control subjects, H.J. was unable to track the fastest tapping speed (200 ms) in

either the right or the left hand, showing complete breakdown of his rhythmic production at this

challenging speed.  In general, all comparable data were similar for the left and right hands of H.J.

and the control subjects.  Thus for the purpose of this study, H.J.'s performance was compared to

the mean performance of the control subjects using the binomial sign test [5], collapsed across

hands for each condition.
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3.  Results

3.1.  The Extended Wing & Kristofferson Model

3.1.1.  Cognitive Clock Pulses (Cn)

As shown in Figure 3, the most striking effects were observed for H.J.’s cognitive clock.

In comparison to the control subjects he displayed significantly greater variance across the

conditions of the tapping task (binomial sign test, p=0.004).  This gross disturbance likely reflects

a lesion-induced deficit.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 3 about here

-------------------------------

The data from all subjects were well fit by a linear increase in clock variance as a function

of period (1/tapping speed; see Fig. 3).  This is typical of the performance of normal subjects [19,

47], confirming the generality of this Weber’s law-based property of temporal production.

Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between cognitive clock variance and period for H.J., control

1, and control 2 were 0.978, 0.988 and 0.979 respectively.  These highlight the strength of the

linear relationship, given that all correlations fell above 0.9.

3.1.2.  Motor Delay (Dn).

In general, H.J.’s motor variance did not differ significantly from the control subjects

across the conditions of the rhythmic tapping task (binomial sign test, p=0.15). Examination of the

performance of each subject showed that control 1 exhibited the standard behaviour of motor

variance1, invariant as a function of speed (Table 3).  Control 2 showed a possible modest

increase in motor variance with speed, whilst H.J. showed a dramatic increase for the slowest

speed (1000 ms).  The performance of H.J. (and to a limited extent control 2) is suggestive of a

possible breakdown of the independence of the motor (peripheral) and the clock (central)

components of the rhythmic timing model at longer periods.  Alternatively, the automaticity of the

motor delay process may have been compromised by interruptions, such as attentional

inconsistencies.  This effect is likely attributable to age, compounded by neurological damage in

the case of H.J.

                                                
1 Motor delay variances are computed in the Wing and Kristofferson approach as a small difference
of two large terms.  Hence, they typically exhibit much greater variability than that of the central clock
variances.
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-------------------------------

Insert Table 3 about here

-------------------------------

3.1.3.  Error Correction Mechanism (α)

In contrast to H.J.’s severely disturbed cognitive clock and his relatively normal motor

processing, he showed greater values of the error correction parameter (α) indicating superior

error correction processing (Fig.4).  In comparison to the control subjects, H.J.’s error correction

was significantly faster and more powerful for the conditions of the tapping task, despite having a

more limited tempo range (binomial sign test, p=0.004).  This suggests that the control subjects

may not have fully matched H.J.’s premorbid level of musical expertise.  In any case, it would

appear that H.J.’s error correction process was unaffected by his lesion, and that this process can

be separated from the clock and motor processes.  Pressing [47, 48] has suggested that alpha

should be roughly linear with period for speeds below about 800 ms.  The present data are

consistent with this suggestion with correlations again greater than 0.9 for H.J. (0.977), control 1

(0.960), and control 2 (0.919).

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 4 about here

-------------------------------
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3.1.4.  AR1 versus AR2

The tapping data generated by the control subjects consistently showed no significant

improvement of fit for the AR2 model over the AR1 model (Table 3).  In other words, the

subjects were employing only first order error correction, so that only the last error was used to

adjust current tapping behaviour2.  H.J.’s performance appeared more erratic, both within and

between tapping runs (Table 3).  At the most comfortable tempo range (450 ms), he showed

consistent use of the AR1 model.  At other tempi, however, his tapping control was less

consistent, sometimes showing second order error correction and occasionally not conforming

well to either model.  General fatigue and reduced concentration may have contributed to his

variable performance.

4.  Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced into the clinical setting a recent model for deconstructing motor

timing skill into three components.  Specifically, synchronisation to an external source requires

cognitive pulse generation, motor implementation, and error correction.  In comparing H.J. to two

control subjects, we have found that both error correction and cognitive clock standard deviations

increased approximately linearly with period, in accordance with earlier results and theoretical

predictions [19, 47].

Relative to the controls, H.J.’s error correction capacity appeared unimpaired, while his

cognitive clock process was erratic (exhibiting high variance).  His peripheral motor process

appeared relatively normal until pulse slowed down to about 1000 ms, where motor variance rose

dramatically.  None of the subjects showed clear cut effects of hand, despite H.J.’s right-sided

lesion.

Relative to the earlier work of Pressing and Jolley-Rogers [49], our first control subject

acted like an expert while our second control was similar to their non-expert, perhaps reflecting

the variable effects of age.  In terms of his error correction H.J. is also an expert, but he has

deficiencies in other skill areas.  In addition to the controls of this study, H.J.’s performance was

notably worse than a third older expert available from Pressing and Jolley-Roger’s work [49]

who closely matched the performance of our first control subject.

The main source of H.J.’s control problem lies in his production of reference clock pulses.

Although he can still perceive and attempt to quench errors in his performance with a high skill
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level, he cannot control his output (clock pulses) with low enough variability to appear skillful.

This seems to emphasise that error correction addresses the output or the result of the central

clock process and can maintain its role despite malfunction of pulse production.  This dissociation

between error and clock variance has also been recently found in patients with Parkinson’s

disease or cerebellar damage by Ivry and Pressing (unpublished data).

In other words, modeling H.J.’s performance of the tapping task revealed that one

component of this model was selectively disturbed following a right temporoparietal infarct.  H.J.

was unable to adequately generate regular clock intervals through a central cognitive mechanism.

The bilateral nature of this disturbance precludes the possibility that impoverished sensory

feedback of H.J.’s left upper limb fully accounted for the rhythmic timing deficit.  The disturbance

was considered to underlie all of H.J.’s rhythmic difficulties, including the inability to keep time to

music (dancing, tapping, playing) or to spontaneously generate a steady pulse, and the inability to

benefit from metric organisation when discriminating or reproducing novel rhythmic patterns.

H.J.’s impaired bimanual co-ordination whilst playing was also considered to partly reflect his

rhythmic timing deficit [61].

In contrast to these difficulties, H.J.’s ability to discriminate between nonmetrical rhythms,

or to correctly classify nonmetrical and metrical patterns did not differ significantly from the NC

group.  This dissociation in H.J.’s rhythmic performance likely reflects the different components of

rhythmic function assessed by metrical and nonmetrical tasks.  In particular, metrical rhythmic

patterns are hierarchically organised, with pulse typically comprising a low level of the hierarchical

structure [45, 14, 21; see 6 for a review].  Discrimination of metrical patterns is ratio based,

requiring the listener to perceive two or more adjacent temporal levels that are nested within each

other.  Discrimination of nonmetrical patterns does not require the listener to perceive a

hierarchical temporal structure.  It can occur solely on the basis of the estimation of note duration

[10].  Presumably the classification of regularity or nonregularity in a temporal sequence (for

example, metrical classification) can be performed using either strategy, with differing contexts

favouring one method over the other (for example, see [46]).

Thus, H.J.’s findings supported a distinction between impaired pulse generation and

metrical pattern discrimination, and preserved duration estimation.  These findings, in conjunction

with the results of previous research, highlight some of the essential components of the cognitive

architecture of rhythmic function, which we have summarised in Figure 5.  In its current form, this

                                                                                                                                                   
2 In mathematical terms, this is called a Markoff process.
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summary primarily relates to ‘keeping the beat’ in music, but may be more broadly applicable to

other skilled motor behaviours.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 5 about here

-------------------------------

As shown in Figure 5, one of the basic functions of the rhythmic system is to infer and

construct a regular pulse.  This is a cognitive mechanism that appears to rely on the integrity of the

right temporal lobe.  H.J. and the case reported by Fries and Swihart [11] suggest that the critical

lesion involved right temporal neocortex rather than subcortical structures (i.e., the basal ganglia).

McFarland and Fortin [31] also reported a case of amusia associated with a right temporoparietal

infarct.  This case appeared to present with similar amusic features to H.J., however pulse

generation was not formally assessed.  There are no known cases of impaired pulse generation

following damage to the left hemisphere, although in general, the number of cases in which this has

been examined is small, indicating that further research is required to investigate the specificity of

the lesion.

The ability to estimate time intervals and to infer meter also represent essential

components of the rhythmic system.  Neuropsychologically, these functions have shown more

variable lateralisation effects (Fig.5).  As stated by Penhune and colleagues [36]:

“review of the neuropsychological literature related to both basic

temporal parameters and musical rhythm links these functions to

the auditory cortices of the temporal lobe, but does not demonstrate

a more precise localisation within auditory cortex, nor any consistent

lateralisation to either the left or right hemisphere.” (p.317)

Reasons for the variability of these effects may be partly task related, given the numerous levels

on which rhythmic stimuli can be processed.  An exception, however, appears to be the

processing of short term timing memory (Fig.5), which has been ascribed to the functioning of the

right anterior secondary auditory cortex [36].  This is in keeping with previous research by

Zatorre and colleagues [71, 72] implicating the role of the right temporal lobe in working memory

for pitch.

Of particular interest in this study, H.J. showed impaired ability to monitor the tempo of

his performance over longer time spans (i.e., � 10 seconds).  This function has received
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considerably less attention in the research literature.  For example, it was not included in the

modeling approach of Wing and Kristofferson as they used rather short tapping runs

(approximately 30 taps).  Over longer runs, the ability to maintain tempo invariance has been

assumed to occur automatically and thus, to produce stationarity within the data.  Stationarity

typically reflects uniform values of control parameters over the course of a run, such as the mean

value of the cognitive clock.  For longer runs, however, this parameter maintenance process must

be considered to be a potentially significant source of error, particularly in individuals with

potential control deficiencies.  This appears likely in the case of H.J., as reflected in his erratic use

of AR1 versus AR2 models both within and between tapping runs, in comparison to the normal

controls.

It is possible that the mechanism for clinical inflation of variance is nonstationarity.  In

behavioural terms, this would be expressed as an inability to maintain control structures, such as

tempo, over extended periods of time.  This was clearly reflected in H.J.’s instrumental

performance of large scale works, where the tempo of the main theme of the work would vary

noticeably throughout the piece.  In contrast, H.J.’s ability to reproduce shorter, familiar rhythms

appeared intact, presumably because performance of these rhythms did not invoke this control

mechanism.  To the authors’ knowledge, H.J. is the first neuropsychological case report of a

deficit of this nature.  His difficulties implicate the role of the right temporoparietal cortex in

maintaining tempo invariance, but other regions may also be involved.

Finally, in accordance with the extended Wing and Kristofferson model [49, 58, 68, 69],

the cognitive architecture of rhythmic function must incorporate motor output and error correction

processes.  These processes are considered to have distributed cortical and subcortical

representation, including premotor cortex, supplementary motor area (corticospinal motor

expression), motor cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum [56, 32, 22].

Conclusion

Use of the autoregressive extended Wing and Kristofferson model of rhythmic timing

provided an appropriate means with which to characterise the nature of H.J.'s arrhythmia.  In

particular, his impaired ability to generate steady clock pulses appeared to form the underlying

basis of a global rhythmic disturbance.  This was clearly dissociated from preserved motor and

error correction processes, as quantified by the modeling approach of Wing, Kristofferson,

Vorberg and Pressing.  This method of analysis provoked discussion of the essential components
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of the cognitive architecture of rhythmic function with respect to their cerebral lateralisation and

localisation.  Overall, the findings suggested that the functioning of the right temporal auditory

cortex may be fundamental to synchronisation or ‘keeping the beat’ in music.  The tapping task

has high face validity, given the importance of ‘keeping the beat’ when performing with other

musicians.  The approach provides, therefore, a new paradigm for future neuropsychological

research examining rhythmic disturbances.
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where: Pn = interval between the synchronising tones;  Cn = cognitive clock

intervals;  Dn = motor delays; Sn = subject taps;   In = interresponse intervals.

Figure 1.

The Vorberg and Wing synchronisation approach showing the co-ordination of tapping

production with regular audio tones [58].
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Note.  The right hemisphere appears on the left-hand side of the scan, with the sequence of

slices moving from lower to higher levels within the brain.  The scan shows an ischaemic

event in the territory of the inferior division of the right middle cerebral artery, involving

auditory association cortex of the middle temporal gyrus and the posterior portion of the

superior temporal gyrus, extending back into the angular gyrus and terminating at the

temporo-parieto-occipital junction.

Figure 2.

Representative axial slices from H.J.’s CT scan, three months post-stroke [61].
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Note.  Values represent the standard deviation of central clock noise for each tapping speed

averaged across the left and right hands.  Data are shown separately for H.J. and the two

control subjects.

Figure 3.

Cognitive clock component of the extended Wing & Kristofferson model [58].
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Note. Alpha values are shown for each tapping speed in the left and right hands for H.J.

and the mean performance of the control subjects.

Figure 4.

Error correction parameter of the Wing & Kristofferson model

extended by Vorberg and Wing [58].
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Processing

Level

Psychological

Components

Possible

Neural

Correlates

I – Input, perceptual,

and cognitive

     processing

Record tone onsets /

detect events
(e.g. Handel, 1989)

Bilateral temporal

cortices

(e.g. Penhune et al, 1999)

Estimate time intervals
(e.g. Fraisse, 1982; Flückiger, 1985;

Nicholls, 1996)

Bilateral temporal

cortices

(e.g. Penhune et al, 1999)

OR

Left temporal cortex

preferentially

(e.g. Nicholls, 1996; Platel et

al, 1997)

Infer a pulse
(e.g. Povel, 1981; Dowling &

Harwood, 1986; Johnson-Laird,

1991; Parncutt, 1994)

Right temporal cortex

(e.g. H.J.; Fries & Swihart,

1990)

Infer meter
(e.g. Martin, 1972; Povel, 1981;

Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982;

Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Handel,

1984; Johnson-Laird, 1991; Lee,

1991; Parncutt, 1994; Todd, 1994)

Bilateral temporal

cortices

(e.g. Liégeois-Chauvel et al,

1998)

OR

Right temporoparietal

cortex

(e.g. H.J.; Peretz, 1990; Polk

& Kertesz, 1993)
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II- Building / preparing

an action

Update short term

timing memory
(e.g. Fraisse, 1982; Handel, 1989)

Right temporal cortex

(e.g. Penhune et al, 1999)

Tune clock pulse; set

mean and restrict

variance as far as

conditions allow
(e.g. Wing & Kristofferson, 1973a,b;

Vorberg & Wing, 1996; Pressing &

Jolley-Rogers, 1997)

Right temporoparietal

cortex

(e.g. H.J.)

Use asynchronies to

compute error

corrections to be applied

(e.g. Vorberg & Wing, 1996;

Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997)

Distributed

(e.g. the motor system,

including subcortical

structures; Todd, O’Boyle

& Lee, 1999; Miall, Imamizu

& Miyauchi, 2000;  for a

more general reference see

Kandel, Schwartz & Jessell,

2000)

III - Motor action Use error corrected clock

pulse

values to trigger motor

process

(e.g. Vorberg & Wing, 1996;

Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997)

Distributed

(e.g. the motor system,

including subcortical

structures; Todd, O’Boyle

& Lee, 1999; Miall, Imamizu

& Miyauchi, 2000;  for a

more general reference see

Kandel, Schwartz & Jessell,

2000)

Monitor tempo invariance

over longer

time spans to maintain

stationarity of clock process

parameters

Right temporoparietal

cortex

? plus other areas

(e.g. H.J.)
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Note. These processes are overlapping and do not follow in strict temporal order.  Furthermore,

column 2 is an elaboration of column 1.

Figure 5.

Some of the essential components of rhythmic function.
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H.J.

Raw Score

(n=1)

CONTROL GROUP

Mean Score (± S.D.)

(n=6)

DENCKLA NORMS

Mean Score (± S.D.)

(n=14)

Timed Motor

Tasks (secs) Right Left Dif. a Right Left Dif. a Right Left Dif. b

Finger

Repetition

3.92 4.21 0.29 4.14

(± 0.7)

4.21

(± 0.4)

0.07 5.55

(± 1.2)

6.09

(± 1.1)

0.73

(± 0.7)

Finger

Succession

5.30 6.23 0.93 5.77

(± 0.8)

5.96

(± 0.9)

0.19 10.22

(± 2.7)

10.19

(± 2.7)

1.95

(± 1.9)

Repetitive

Hand Patting

2.61 * 3.93 1.32 3.97

(± 0.6)

4.07

(± 0.7)

0.10 4.31

(± 1.2)

4.48

(± 1.3)

0.53

(± 0.4)

Hand Pronation/

Supination

2.93 3.30 * 0.37 6.85 c

(± 2.2)

7.39

(± 1.9)

0.54 7.09

(± 1.5)

7.41

(± 1.7)

0.82

(± 0.6)

Hand Flexion/

Extension

2.78 3.28 0.50 5.70

(± 2.0)

5.47

(± 1.9)

-0.23 7.66

(± 2.1)

8.34

(± 1.5)

-

Repetitive

Toe Tapping

3.84 4.25 0.41 5.09

(± 0.9)

5.49

(± 0.9)

0.40 5.84

(± 1.4)

6.31

(± 1.1)

0.74

(± 0.6)

Heel-Toe

Tapping

5.12 7.06 1.94 6.07

(± 1.3)

6.25

(± 1.2)

0.18 8.07

(± 1.6)

8.61

(± 1.6)

0.97

(± 0.9)

Untimed Motor Tasks

Balancing on

1 Foot (secs)

30 30 0 30

(± 0.0)

30

(± 0.0)

0 - - -

Hopping

(number of hops)

40 46 6 50 c

(± 0.0)

50 c

(± 0.0)

0 - - -

a  the difference between the right and left limbs, calculated by subtracting the right from the left

limb score for each motor task.

b the mean right-left difference obtained for the 10-year-old boys on each of the motor tasks.

c one case of missing data.

*p<0.05.
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Table 1.

Denckla's battery of motor co-ordination tasks [7].
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TF~TING DYNAMICAL AND COGNITIVE MODELS 

OF RHYTHMIC PATTERN PRODUCTION 

Jeff  Pressing 

Department of Psychology, University of Melbourne, ParkviUe, Victoria 

Dynamical and cognitive approaches to modeling human movement are directly 
contrasted by means of a comparative reanalysis of the experimental results of 
Treffner and Turvey (1993), which is based on bimanual production of polyrhythm- 
type patterns. The traditional procedures of both approaches have been extended, 
using as a basis the master equation of statistical mechanics and several simple 
assumptions. These assumptions yield predictions for cognitive and dynamical 
indicators that fit the experimental data very well, which argues for their utility and 
plausibility. Two phenomena are examined: the stability of polyrhythmic states, and 
transitions between them. With the extensions developed here, both phenomena are 
found to be equally well fitted by dynamical and cognitive models. Yet the 
experimental design was set up to exclude cognition as thoroughly as possible. These 
results are then interpreted in terms of the relative strengths and weaknesses of both 
modeling perspectives. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various modeling perspectives are available for the analysis of human rhythmic 

performance. The common tripartitioning of these perspectives into motor programming 

(also labelled information-processing, cognitive, 'movement systems', or prescriptive), 

dynamical (also labelled ecological, emergent, or 'action systems'), and connectionist (also 

labelled neural network, parallel processing) approaches is well-known. Within each 

approach there are various directions, that, while not always equivalent, are normally 

readily reconciled. 

The first two approaches are in apparent conflict, and the difficulties in reconciling 

them have been much-discussed (e.g. Abernethy & Sparrow, 1992; Pressing & Summers, 

1993; Summers & Pressing, 1994; Whiting, Vogt, & Vereijken, 1992). The connectionist 

approach is less-developed with respect to motor behaviour modeling, but has had a wide 

impact in other areas, an impact that is apparently readily transferable in many instances to 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0166411506800099
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motor phenomena, in as much as the fundamentals of network design and general notions 

of learning are generic (see, for example, Bullock & Grossberg, 1991; Hinton, 1984; 

Horak, 1992; Kawato, 1987; Rumelhart & Norman, 1986). The fundamental plausibility 

of neural nets is supported by their neural-imitative design (even if they are often 

unbiological in detail), their avoidance of the homunculus error, and by engaging 

empirical findings on brain spatial dynamics (e.g. Freeman, 1992; Skarda & Freeman, 

1987). 

A consideration of the general role of cognition in movement provides a useful basis for 

comparison of the three approaches. Motor programming approaches (and in their current 

state they are generalized motor programs, with tunable control parameters), imply that 

information has been stored in the human system, and in so far as this information is 

learned in interaction with the environment, the processes are cognitive: they involve 

mental processes and are knowledge-based. Motor knowledge, is, of course, 

overwhelmingly implicit or procedural, and typically not available in explicit or declarative 

format. 

Likewise, although connectionist accounts avoid the ideas of rules and serial 

processing, they are often clearly cognitive in that they typically model learning, 

generalization, pattern completion, and other knowledge-based phenomena. In addition, 

the boundary conditions (for example, meanings assigned to input and output layer units) 

and patterns of network connectivity are selected by the network programmer and this 

selection process (which is so far unmodelled) is necessarily based on cognitive decision- 

making unless a radical reductionist perspective is to be adopted. 

Dynamical accounts are at least as ambitious in that they have sought to minimize 

consideration of information processing, either by denying cognitive processes altogether, 

treating them as emergent, or explaining as much as possible without resorting to them, 

often by restricting the effects of cognition to certain domains, such as ecological 

perception and learning, and intention (e.g., Kelso, Scholz & Sch6ner, 1986; Turvey & 

Schmidt, 1994; SchiJner, 1994). The strong version of this ambition (complete denial) 

seems impractically positivist, for it offers no account of complex skills such as music 

performance or interpretive dance. Clearly, cognition is a substantive phenomenon. 

A more conciliatory position is that the different accounts operate at different levels of 

description; dynamics bottom-up, cognition top-down, and this position has attractions. 

However, there is still a middle ground requiring reconciliation. One type of possible 

reconciliation is that dynamics might represent the "implementation" of motor cognition, 

in the same way that some authors (cf. Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988) consider that 
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connectionist networks "implement" symbol processing. However, this interpretation casts 

the mental process information-processing net perhaps implausibly wide, and my guess is 

that dynamicists will have as little enthusiasm for the direction of causality implied by 

"implementation" as connectionists. 

Another possible position is that cognition may be able to "override" or "redirect" the 

intrinsic dynamics of the human neuromuscular system in some way, given intention, 

selective attention, and specific previous learning. The second term seems the better one, 

for it is more neutral with regard to causation. Redirection thus means that fundamental 

system predilections are not controverted, but simply shaped to achieve a given task. This 

is certainly compatible with information-processing approaches. Within the dynamic 

tradition redirection can be readily conceptualized as a tuning of system (control) 

parameter(s) to either change the shape of the current behaviour-controlling manifold(s) or 

destabilize existing attractor manifold(s) in favour of others which will allow appropriate 

behaviour to emerge naturally (Peper, Beek, & van Wieringen, 1991). There are two 

caveats, however. First, the mechanisms of parameter retuning (whether by cognition or 

lower level processes) remain elusive. Second, it might turn out that automatic tasks are 

well-described dynamically, while compleX interactive tasks requiring "higher" cognitive 

functions have a fundamentally different set of equations of motion, even if a limited set of 

global properties are identical due to scaling. So in one sense this sensible position may 

merely relocate the problem without reducing it. 

Relations between the three approaches become more complex when it is considered 

that connectionist models are essentially nonlinear dynamical systems, in that the training 

of neural networks with nonlinear input-output functions is a multidimensional nonlinear 

dynamical extremum problem. Their architectural plasticity is, however, high in 

comparison to central equation-of-state few-parameter approaches characteristic of 

classical nonlinear systems theory (Farmer, 1990). Hence while there is no a priori reason 

to suppose that cognitive phenomena cannot "emerge" from nonrepresentational 

dynamical systems, neural nets achieve this by their explicit inclusion of specific leaming 

mechanisms not so far found in motor dynamics approaches. It has also been shown that in 

the specific context of repeating motor patterns, such ostensibly cognitive processes as 

error correction can generate familiar nonlinear dynamical equations (Pressing, in 

preparation). So the relations between these three approaches are complex and still 

evolving. 

There has been very little explicit experimental comparison between the different 

approaches. This is surprising. The situation is most acute with the contrast between 
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dynamical and cognitive approaches, since here there is a considerable body of work 

requiring interpretation. This lack of comparison is perhaps partly due to the fact that the 

two have tended to use different experimental paradigms (Abemethy & Sparrow, 1992; 

Colley & Beech, 1988; Stelmach, 1987). In the view of one pair of researchers: 

The traditional information-processing approach has typically involved the testing 

of untrained subjects on contrived perceptual motor-tasks with relatively high 

cognitive demand while the action systems approach has focused upon overlearnt 

cyclic, natural actions often performed by experienced subjects. (Abemethy & 

Sparrow, 1992, p. 31) 

The two approaches also generally operate on different levels of analysis. Dynamical 

systems approaches have emphasized differential stability of different states, and global 

properties of motion, based upon the general properties of dynamic systems (attractors, 

chaos, limit cycles, intermittency, phase transitions, critical slowing, etc.), be they 

modelled via differential equations or discrete maps (Glass & Mackey, 1988; Kelso, 1994; 

Kelso, DeGuzman, & Holroyd, 1990; Kelso, Scholz, & Schtiner, 1986). Motor program 

approaches have tended to look at building skill-specific models, possibly considering 

processing time or reaction times, the use of sensory cues in task execution, or 

correlations between timed observations (e.g., Rosenbaum, 1991; Schmidt, 1988; 

Whiting, Vogt, & Vereijken, 1992). 

One area which is a natural proving ground for the two approaches is polyrhythmic 

timing. On the one hand, polyrhythmic oscillator couplings and transitions emerge with 

attractive effortlessness from the dynamical approach. On the other hand, there are 

traditions of interpretation of these patterns based on informational processes that are 

psychologically plausible and empirically well-supported, and which also correspond to the 

training regimes used by musicians (e.g., Deutsch, 1983; Handel, 1984; Jagacinski, 

Marshblum, Klapp, & Jones, 1988; Peters, 1985; Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers 

& Pressing, 1994; Vorberg & Hambuch, 1984; Wing & Kristofferson, 1973a, b). 

Simple polyrhythms can be learned by many people, while more complex ones are 

highly challenging for nonspecialists, although percussionists who make a special study of 

this can perform remarkable feats (for example, jazz percussionists, virtuoso contemporary 

music soloists, Indian percussionists, and African master drummers). The preferred 

perceptual organization of these patterns is known to be strongly susceptible to context 
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effects and individual differences (Handel, 1984). Hence it is reasonable to suggest that 

experimental protocol and previous training may have a strong effect on whether 

polyrhythms are generated by a top-down cognitive process or a bottom-up dynamic one. 

2. AIMS AND DESIGN OF THIS PAPER 

The central theme of this paper is the analysis and comparative modeling of experimental 

data in rhythmic pattern production. An approach to unified modeling is first enunciated, 

and then used to re-analyze data from an important recent paper (Treffner and Turvey, 

1993) that uses an experimental protocol optimized to create bottom-up (noncognitive) 

pattern generation and interpattern transitions, from both cognitive and dynamical 

perspectives. This has entailed generating some modest extensions to existing theories to 

allow direct comparisons. 

3. COMPARING DYNAMICAL AND COGNITIVE MODELS OF 

POLYRHYTHM PRODUCTION 

To compare cognitive and dynamical approaches it is necessary to fred an experimental 

procedure that produces measurements that both approaches can explicitly model. 

Movement researchers typically produce data that consist of a time series of discrete 

points, with each point labelled by time and possibly also space. These discrete points can 

be viewed as the result of applying a sampling process (in both space and time) to 

continuous movement. However, there are two cases. In the first case, the task is 

continuous and the sampling points are arbitrarily chosen, subject to their providing 

sufficient resolution to encompass the spatial and temporal frequencies present in the data. 

In the second case, the task is discrete and only the timing (and possibly position) of 

certain specific events is sampled (for example, a repeating rhythm is tapped out on keys 

and the times of taps are recorded). 

The traditional musical performance of polyrhythms corresponds to case two, since 

discrete onsets of notes are the essential elements of timing, and this design has been used 

in cognitive-oriented experimental investigations of polyrhythms. Consider an n:m 

polyrhythm. Each cycle of such a rhythm contains n+m taps and n+m independent 

interonset intervals (including one interval that reaches to the start of the next cycle). 

These data can be used to construct an n+m by n+m covariance matrix, and the structure 

of this matrix provides one kind of testing ground for various possible models of rhythmic 

production. 
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The best-known motor program traditions here are those based on the simple but useful 

2-tiered timing model of Wing and Kristofferson (1973a, b), and subsequent elaborations 

(e.g. Vorberg & Wing, in press; Wing, Church & Gentner, 1987). Extensions to more 

complex polyrhythmic patterns have been given by Vorberg and Hambuch (1984), and 

Jagacinski et al. (1988). 

Polyrhythmic investigations from the dynamical perspective have tended to use the first 

case above: that is, they have examined polyrhythmic mode locking of continuous 

movements. There are, however, significant exceptions (e.g. Peper, Beek & van 

Wieringen, 1991; Yamanishi, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1980). However, I am unaware of any 

publications using dynamical approaches that make detailed covariance structure 

predictions, and so it seems any direct comparison of the two approaches must be based 

on the ideas of stability of certain resonance states and relative preference of transition 

between them that are natural to the dynamic approach. The next section turns to a 

consideration of such work. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS USED BY TREFFNER AND TURVEY 

I have chosen to use data from Treffner and Turvey (1993). Their paper reports the 

results of three imaginative experiments with musicians and nonmusicians using hand-held 

drumsticks and pendula. The experiments were set up to try to make "performance as free 

as possible from the confounds of nondynamical factors," (Treffner & Turvey, 1993, p. 

1224), such as training, perception of temporal structure, and intention. Subjects did not 

"know" they were executing polyrhythms; they were "prepared" for the tasks in such a 

way as to discourage any attention to timing ratios, and they were not given any 

responsibility for the maintenance of composite patterns. Treffner and Turvey (1993) 

described the patterns as "polyrhyflunlike rather than strictly polyrhythmic" (Treffner & 

Turvey, 1993, p. 1225). In any case, data collected in this experimental situation were 

intended to show maximum compliance with the predictions of dynamical theory, and 

maximum independence from the predictions of cognitive theory, in so far as the theories 

make distinct predictions. 

Just how far it is possible to "turn off" cognition and engage purely lower levels of 

control in the neuromuscular system is an open question. Certainly the cumulative 

cognitive effects of repeated musical exposure and explicit training can become automatic 

and unconscious. The implications of these musical traditions for motor experimental 

design have not always been fully appreciated. 
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In Treffner & Turvey's (1993) Experiment 1, subjects performed a unimanual task in 

which they tracked an initial frequency of jr drumstick(initial) presented by an auditory 

metronome, using a drumstick in one hand to make spatial oscillations. After 15 see of 

performing this frequency the metronome cut out, and after a subsequent 10 sec of silence 

during which they maintained their oscillation, a new "irrelevant" auditory frequency fm 

began in the headphones. The subjects' task during this last phase, which constituted the 

experiment proper, and which lasted for 70 sec, was to maintain the initial frequency, 

ignoring the new headphone frequency. The new "irrelevant" frequency was always 

faster, and formed frequency ratios f drumstick(initial) : f m  of 1:2, 1:3, 2:3, 2:5, 3:5, and 

3:4. This ratio Treffner & Turvey (1993) refer to as W-expected, the polyrhythmlike 

frequency ratio that perfect maintenance of drumstick frequency would have produced. 

The actual frequency ratio, called W-actual, based on the average oscillation frequency 

during the trial, is given by fdrumstick(average) : fm- This design allowed Treffner & 

Turvey (1993) to examine the stability of different polyrhyflu~like behaviours and the 

relative frequency of transitions between them. 

In Experiment 2, the goal of measurement was the same, but the task was bimanual. 

One hand (the fight) first oscillated at a comfort-mode frequency that was individually 

calibrated. Then an auditory metronome at an "irrelevant" frequency was switched on, 

and the subjects were instructed to track it by left hand oscillations using a drumstick. It 

was emphasized that the left-hand tracking should be followed as closely as possible, even 

if the right-hand pendulum were to change its initial comfort mode frequency. W-actual 

and W-expected were now computed respectively as f fight hand(average) : f left hand(average) 

and f fight hand(initial) " f left hand(average). The polyrhythmlike ratios used were: 1:2, 2:3, 

2:5, 3:5, 3:4, 4:7, 5:8, and 4:5. 

The design of Experiment 3 was very similar to that of Experiment 2. However, the 

role of the hands was reversed, so that the comfort-mode frequency was assigned to the 

left, and the tracking mode frequency to the fight. Each hand now used a separate 

pendulum. A slightly different range of W-expected values was used, in order to examine 

a different experimental hypothesis. 

In Experiment 1, Treffner & Turvey (1993)provided no information on the subjects' 

exposure to or skill in music. In Experiment 2, a little less than half of the subjects were 

undergraduate or graduate music majors (predominantly percussion), and for the 

remaining subjects Treffner & Turvey (1993), provided no information about their musical 

experience. In Experiment 3, 5 out of 13 subjects had at least 5 years' experience playing 

a musical instrument. No information about the musical experience of the remainder was 
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provided. All subjects in these experiments were described as right-handed, although 

Treffner & Turvey (1993), do not specify which criteria were used to determine this (e.g., 

self-report, Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, etc.). Self-report does not reliably 

distinguish true right-handers from inconsistent right-handers. Overall then, it is not 

possible to exclude possible effects of previous learning and inconsistency in handedness 

on the results. However, such effects may well be minor. 

5. CENTRAL DYNAMICAL HYPOTHESES 

Treffner & Turvey (1993) base their analysis and hypothesis construction on a central 

class of discrete nonlinear models, the circle map, originally studied by Poincar6. These 

maps can be shown to describe the phase relation between two coupled nonlinear 

oscillators, and the properties arising from them have found many successful parallels in 

experimental laboratory measurements (described by Treffner & Turvey, 1993; and also, 

for example, in Bai-lin, 1990). The map has the general formulation 

o.+~=f.(o.)=o.+~+g(o.) 

w h e r e  

(1) 

g(On) = g(O n + 1) ( m o d l )  

and  ff the funct ion g(O, )is a sine, we  obtain the sine circle map ,  

On+l = f ta(On) = O, + f2 +(K  / 2n:)sin2n:0n. 

(2) 

(3) 

Here K is the coupling constant between the two oscillators and ~ is the frequency 

ratio of the two oscillators in the absence of coupling. The mathematical properties of this 

map have been well elucidated elsewhere (e.g. Amord, 1965; Jensen, Bak and Bohr, 

1984) and I will sketch here only the basic results needed for the ensuing comparative 

analysis. 

The dynamics of the iterated circle map may be indexed by the winding number W, 

which is equal to the average phase advance per iteration. Its definition is 

w = tim [(On --00) / n] 
n - - . ) ,  o o  (4) 
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The system shows periodic behaviour when the winding number is a rational fraction 

p/q. Quasiperiodic behaviour occurs for irrational winding numbers. Chaos does not 

occur provided the function g is a diffeomorphism--that is, it is smooth and invertible 

(Jensen, Bak & Bohr, 1984). Where this condition fails to obtain, chaotic behavior is 

found. For the sine circle map this occurs when K>I. 

The regime diagram for the sine circle map (Figure 1) shows its iterative behaviour as a 

function of the two parameters K (coupling strength) and if2 (uncoupled frequency ratio). 

The Arnol'd tongues show the regions in which a given winding number is stable. They 

are attractors. Treffner & Turvey (1993) make the point that the width of the Arnol'd 

tongue is an index of its stability. 

1.50 i ~,,~.',~ ~, .: t: ,..7 ,,x, .... .. , '; . . . .  z:: ;. ,'.:;:: ~;J',,i~:: :~' ~'~'' :""it't~ I 

1.25 :"' ' '::': ' ' : ;  - 

�9 1 I I z 

1.0 

v 0.75 

O.50 

0.25 

0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 tO 

Figure 1. Regime diagram for the sine circle map. (Reprinted by permission from 
Jensen, Bak & Bohr, 1984, p.1965). 

Part of the attraction of the use of the circle map is that its global qualitative properties 

(and some quantitative ones) are not dependent on the particular form of the function g. 

This is critical, because there is no a priori reason to suspect that the sine function will fit 

every or indeed any experimental situation. The logic in attributing universality to the 

circle map has been given by Bohr, Bak, and Jensen (1984): 
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P h y s i c a l  s y s t e m  

D i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  

2 D  d i s c r e t e  r e t u r n  m a p  

1D ci rc le  m a p  ( u n i v e r s a l  b e h a v i o u r )  

And indeed it is found that the general structure of the regime diagram looks similar for 

different functions g. Exponents characterizing various properties like fractal dimension of 

the measure of quasi-periodic orbits and other properties of these systems are found to be 

independent of the details of the g function. This strengthens the case for applying 

general nonlinear methods to the problem at hand. 

As mentioned by Treffner & Turvey (1993) the circle map has an interesting relation to 

the Farey tree (see Figure 2), an ordering of all rational numbers with important 

implications for mode-locking behaviour (Allen, 1983). Positions of maximal adjacency on 

this tree are definable as standing in the relation of unimodularity, defined, for two ratios 

p/q & m/n, as [pn - qml = 1. These tum out to be isomorphic to the adjacent Arnol'd 

tongue positions. Treffner & Turvey (1993) propose and test a unimodularity shift 

hypothesis, which states that transitions between different mode-locked states that stand in 

unimodular relation (mod 1 shifts) will be more likely than those between non-unimodular 

states (non-mod 1 shifts). For example, this would suggest that transitions from 3:5 to 2:3 

(unimodular, since 13"3 - 5"21 = 1) should be more common than transitions from 3:5 to 

1:3 (non-unimodular, since 13"3 - 5"11 = 4). This prediction is a plausible one in view of 

the structure of the regime diagram for the circle map, and Treffner & Turvey (1993) fred 

that the hypothesis is strongly supported by the results of Experiments 1 & 2. This finding 

is consistent with work on other physical systems, as reviewed by Treffner & Turvey. 

Treffner & Turvey (1993) go on to enunciate a second hypothesis, the continued 

fraction substructure hypothesis, which states that more mod-1 shifts will occur for 

Fibonacci ratio states than from non-Fibonacci ratio states. This hypothesis rests on the 

assumption that the decomposition of a rational fraction into continued fraction format is a 

satisfactory way of assessing the convergence properties of the corresponding mode- 

locked ratio. In one sense such a decomposition measures the complexity of the ratio. The 

hypothesis is certainly interesting and testable, and Treffner & Turvey (1993) found that 

the hypothesis was supported for non-musicians but not supported for musicians. 
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Now, two objections can be raised to all this, beyond the ambiguous fundamental status 

of the circle map for this experimental set-up. First, these hypotheses are not very strong 

in their effect, being simply binary preference rules. Can the theory make more powerful 

and specific suggestions? Second, how do these predictions and findings of significance 

compare with those of cognitive models? But before addressing these questions, the 

cognitive side of the story. 

6. CENTRAL COGNITIVE HYPOTHESES 

Here the central ideas are those of information processing and the effects of limited 

memory and attentional capacity on performance. These are both directly affected by the 

complexity of the message being processed. The most natural assumption seems to be 

that stability of an informational state (especially in the absence of special previous 

learning) should be negatively (perhaps inversely) correlated with its complexity. 

Transitions between states should occur based on a different parameter, similarity. 

The more similar two states are, the easier transitions between them should be. Similarity 

of states can be measured by distance between them, using one or more variables to 

represent the locations of the states in state space. The use of spatial proximity to 

represent similarity, or equivalently, distance between states to indicate dissimilarity, is a 

standard feature of psychological similiarity theory (e.g. Gregson, 1975; Shepard, 1962). 
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7. A N A L Y T I C A L  F R A M E W O R K  

We can now return to the two questions posed at the end of Section 5. The second 

question we address first, as it is easy to answer. Cognitive models also provide a 

statistically significant fit to the data of Treffner & Turvey (1993). They make sensible 

predictions of preferred binary choice in pattern transitions that are well-supported by 

Treffner & Turvey's experimental results. However, I do not give an analysis based on 

binary preference hypotheses because it is subsumed by the more elaborate analysis to 

follow. Tt{e rationale for extending the existing theories is that we need a better test to 

discriminate between the two, and this we obtain by addressing the first question. 

To compare the two approaches I have assumed that there are two types of phenomena 

reflected in the data of Treffner & Turvey (1993): stability and interpattem transitions. 

This assumption is quite general in any study of a system which possesses distinct states 

and can make transitions between them. The relation between these two variables can be 

readily expressed formally, as in the so-called master equation (Gardiner, 1983; van 

Kampen, 1976) of statistical mechanics: 

3 W n  
3t - Z [P( m ~ n ) W  m - 19(n --~ m)W n ] 

m 

(5) 

where Wn is the probability ( = stability) of a certain state and p(m ~ n) is the transition 

rate or transition probability per unit time of changing from state m to n. The equation is 

simply a probability conservation law operating over a statistical ensemble of systems but 

it is useful in formalizing the arguments presented here. If we prepare the ensemble to be 

in a certain (mode-locked) state n then the fraction of the entire ensemble found in another 

state m after a certain elapsed time (as in the experiments here) is attributable to three 

processes: direct transitions from n to m, possible transitions via intermediary states from 

n to m such as n ~ k(---~...) --, m, and decay out of state m before the elapsed time of 

measurement by trajectories that previously entered it. Simple integration of the equation 

and rearrangment of terms formally yields the fraction of the time that an ensemble of 

systems initially purely in state n will be found in state m after time t: 
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t t t 

W ( t )=  p(n ---> m)~Wn('C)d'c + ~, p(k ~ m)~Wk('C)d'c - Y . p ( m  ---> k)~Wm(X)d'c (6) m 
0 k ~ n  0 k 0 

which shows the three processes as three respective terms in the equation, where I have 

assumed, as is normally done in the absence of time-varying external "forces," that the 

probabilities of transition during the equilibration period in which a new resonance is 

found are independent of time (the same form is generated if probabilities vary with time 

but can be approximated by a time average ~). In this equation "c is a dummy variable 

of integration. 

Treffner & Turvey's (1993) results do not provide the many explicit parameters 

required to solve these equations exactly. In fact, accurate measurements of these would 

be very time-consuming. However, Treffner & Turvey (1993) did make choices of 

experimental boundary conditions which allow some simplifying assumptions. Treffner & 

Turvey (1993) discounted unparseable runs, and runs from subjects who could not 

stabilize properly or readily. They also found that there seemed to be little wandering 

between different resonances in the equilibration period and thereafter, by detailed 

examination of the individual time series. The effect of this can be considered to be, for 

m r n, to exclude or at least minimize terms 2 & 3 on the fight-hand side of equation (6), 

since term 2 corresponds to transitions proceeding via intermediaries and term 3 

corresponds to runs that do not stabilize, as measured by frequency ratios deviant from 

target rational fractions or t~lure to mode lock. For the case of m = n, Treffner & 

Turvey's selected experimental conditions mean that the third term in the equation should 

predominate, since the first term is zero by default (a state does not make a transition to 

itself), and the second term corresponds to a mid-experiment transition that would be 

excluded as unstable or yielding a non-selected frequency ratio. Under these assumptions 

the equations simplify to: 

t 

Win(t) = p(n ---~ m)fWn ('r for all m ~ n  
0 

(7) 

t 

W n (t) = 1 - ~ p(n ~ m ) f W  n ('r 
m ~ n  0 

(8) 

with solutions 
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W i n ( t ) _  P( n ---~ m ) Q ( 1 -  e - Q t )  f ~  all  m~: n '  a n d  

W n (t) - e -Qt 

where 

(9) 

(10) 

Q -  ~ p ( n - - - ~  k)  (11) 
k,n 

This solution, though only approximate, shows that stability of the initial state is 

characterized by exponential decay governed by a time constant 1/Q while the growth of 

other states is (at least initially) similarly exponential in time but also approximately 

linearly related to their individual transition probabilities. The linearity is only approximate 

due to the presence of a p(n--)m) term within the sum of probabilities Q. This 

nonlinearity is not expected to be a large effect. Furthermore, we can predict that linearity 

will be most closely followed when p(n--)m) is small, since this specific probability will 

then make minimal contribution to the sum making up Q that causes the nonlinearity. 

The stability S of the state n is clearly related to Q. The form of this relation is 

unknown, and so we use two types of assumed relations for correlation testing. The first 

type looks for linear relations between experiment measurements of Wn and stability 

indicators (si) which reflect S. The second type considers that stability might be linear in 

Q, as for example S = 1 - Q. Then the expectation is, from equation (10), for linearity 

between log Wn and the si reflecting S. Hence a log-linear relation is also tested. 

8. STABILITY INDICATORS AND TRANSITION INDICATORS 

The next step is to identify indicators (predictors) of stability and transition probability that 

can be examined for their correlation with experiment. I assume that a properly chosen 

indicator will clearly show the main effects of stability and relative transition probabilities, 

despite their possibly containing some effects of averaging over time and over trajectories. 

Explicitly, the assumptions become the following: 

1. The amount of the time that the subjects remain at the W-expected (that is, they 

make no shift of frequency ratio) is directly related to (positively correlated with) the 

stability of the given resonance. 
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2. The number of transitions from W-expected to W-actual is inversely related to 

(positively correlated with the inverse of or negatively correlated with) the "distance" 

between the two states. 

These hypotheses seem plausible, and they are widely found in statistical mechanics, but 

they require interpretation within each theoretical domain here. I therefore propose a 

number of indicators of stability and transition probability for each of the two theoretical 

perspectives. The correlations between these indicators and experimental observations are 

used to shed light on which perspective gives a better fit to the data. It should be 

emphasized that such con'elation coefficients test only for linear correlation effects. The 

stability indicators examined are as follows, for an n:m polyrhythm: 

Dynamical indicators 

1/Farey level 

Arnol'd tongue width 

1/# of continued fraction levels 

Stability indicators 

Cognitive indicators 

I/total # of pattern elements = 1/(n+m) 

1/product of #s of elements = 1~(n'm) 

1/min(n,m) 

1/max(n,m) 

1/"chunks" (Deutsch) 

The dynamical indicators seem natural extensions of the theory of Treffner & Turvey 

(1993). Farey level is as indicated in Figure 2. The Arnol'd tongue widths are those used 

by Treffner & Turvey (1993) derived from the sine circle map with K = 1. The number of 

continued fraction levels is computed from Figure 4 of Treffner & Turvey (1993). For this 

purpose I use the continued fraction representation and compute (# of continued fraction 

levels) by the length of the continued fraction. For example, if p/q = 3/8, so that 

p / q  = 1 

2 + 1  

1 + 1  
, ,  

1 + 1  (12) 

which can be written p/q = (2,1,1), the number of levels (below the top 1) is 3. 

The cognitive indicators used are based on different estimators of cognitive complexity, 

which according to the cognitive hypotheses above, should be negatively correlated with 

stability. The exact functional nature of this relationship is, of course, unknown. Here we 
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look for an inverse relation, S oc I/C. 1/(n+m ) is the inverse of the total number of 

cognitive events in the cycle, and seems an obvious choice based upon simple counting. 

1/Max(n,m) appears to correspond to one indicator of cognitive complexity used by 

Deutsch (1983) for polyrhythms, although it is difficult to be sure because the article only 

defines this quantity by example and not by explicit rule. Another complexity measure 

used by Deutsch in this same article is based on the number of memory chunks required to 

code the pattern. It is not obvious why this indicator, based on a short-term memory 

concept, should apply to well-learned patterns. The parameter is also only defined by 

example rather than by rule set. However, I have included this measure, using the 

following values for Deutsch chunk complexity: 1:2 (2), 1:3 (3), 1:4 (4), 1:5 (5), 2:3 (2), 

2:5 (4), 3:5 (5), 3:4 (4), 4:5 (6), 4:7 (8), & 5:8 (10). Stabilities are the inverses of these 

numbers. The use of lln*m has no obvious precedent, and was included to see if 

nonlinear effects were present. 

For transition from an n:m rhythm to a p:q rhythm, the indicators examined are 

Transition probability indicators 

Dynamical indicators 

A (Arnol'd tongue width) 

l/A(Farey level) 

I/modular distance = 1/( [ nq - mp [) 

1/distance between Arnol'd tongues 

Cognitive_indicators 

1/J analog shift[ = 1/([n/m - p/q[)  

Change in Arnord tongue width as a transition indicator has been at least alluded to by 

at least one previous research team (Peper, Beek, & van Wieringen, 1991). It is not 

directly suggested by Treffner and Turvey (1993) but it seems a natural extension of their 

discussion of page 1226 that compares the hypothesis of Mod 1 resonance change to 

percentage of the K=I line covered by the relevant Arnord tongues. In my view this 

discussion is somewhat surprising because it is not the size of Arnord tongues which one 

would a priori expect to primarily govern relative transition rates, but distances between 

them. Although mechanisms of motion in regime diagrams are rarely made explicit, if they 

are noise-based, as seems likely, then a random walk or diffusion model might be more 

sensible, or at least a model incorporating the idea of proximity in phase space (see section 

10 for further discussion). 
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Inverse of change in Farey level is a natural extension to the discussion of Treffner & 

Turvey (1993). Inverse of modular distance seems to be a natural extension to the theory 

of Treffner & Turvey (1993) that should allow a more discriminating test of the Farey 

structure than the binary hypothesis they used. The "cognitive" indicator 1/[ analog shift I 

presumes that the system moves on the basis of simple perceived decimal frequency ratio 

similarity, as a continuously controllable programmed mechanical system might. Note that 

these last two are related: modular distance = mq I analog shift I. Note that I explicitly do 

not consider differences in pattern complexity to determine transitions. 

The Arnord intertongue distance may require some motivation. This was computed by 

measuring the distance (in arbitrary units) in the sine circle map diagram from the center of 

the n:m mode lock region to the edge of the p:q region for K = 1. These distances were 

obtained from the detailed regime diagram of the sine circle map given by Jensen, Bak & 

Bohr (1984). These were measurable with an accuracy commensurate with that of other 

indicators used, and the relative distances were calibrated for consistency by comparison 

of Arnol'd tongue width measurements from Jensen et. al. with those of Treffner & Turvey 

(1993). The agreement was excellent (e.g. correlation of tongue widths for Experiment 1 

from the two sources: .994). 

The Arnord tongue distance measurement might have been made from the K = 0 line, 

but in this case the indicator becomes identical with the analog shift indicator. 

Furthermore this seems inconsistent with Treffner & Turvey's preference for the K=I line. 

Instead, the process has been conceived of as a motion from one tongue (with the centre 

as the most likely starting point) to the boundary of the other, using a random walk 

process. Since each tongue is an attractor, once the boundary is passed (somehow passing 

over other tongues) mode-locking is highly likely ( noise within the system makes it less 

than certain). In practice, this indicator is highly correlated with the analog shift 

indicator. 

Overall, transition indicators have been defined to look for strong positive correlations 

with 1/distance. An alternative route, not detailed here, of looking for strong negative 

correlations with distance, showed the same general effects but with less overall 

significance. 

The relevant data from Treffner & Turvey (1993) Experiment 1, along with the values 

of data used for the proposed indicators, are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Results from Treffner & Turvey (1993) Experiment 1, with dynamical and cognitive stability and transition 
indicators 

Experimental measure 

W-expected 

1:2 1:3 2.3 2.5 3:5 3:4 
number at any resonance 65.00 47.00 57.00 51.00 64.00 57.00 

remaining at W-expected 48.00 22.00 17.00 12.00 3.00 7.00 

remaining at W/total parseable 0.74 0.47 0.30 0.24 0.05 0.12 

shifts to 1:1 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 11.00 

shifts to 1:2 ~ 2.00 15.00 12.00 36.00 6.00 

unparseable 35.00 53.00 43.00 49.00 36.00 43.00 

Cognitive stability indicators 

ll(n+m) 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/7 1/8 1/7 

lln*m 1/2 1/3 1/6 1/10 1/15 1/12 

llmin(n,m) 1 1 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 

llmax(n,m) 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/5 1/5 1/4 

l/"chunks" (Deutsch) 1/2 1/3 1/2 1/4 1/5 1/4 

Dynamic stability indicators 

1/Farey level 1 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 

Arnord tongue width (Treffner 0.0792 0.0344 0.0344 0.0152 0.0152 0.0152 
& Turvey (1993)) 
I/continued fraction levels 1 1 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/2 

Cognitive transition indicators 

1/absolute analog shift to 1:1 

1/absolute analog shift to 1:2 

2.000 1.500 3.000 1.667 2.500 4.000 

6.000 6.000 10.000 10.000 4.000 

Dynamic transition indicators 

A(Arnord tongue width) to 1:1 .0636 .108 .108 .128 .128 .128 

A(Arnol'd tongue width) to 1:2 0.00 .045 .045 .064 .064 .064 

1/A(Farey level) 1:1 1 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 

l/A(Farey level) 1:2 m 1 1 112 1/2 1/2 

1/modular distance to 1:1 1 112 1 113 112 1 

1/modular distance to 1:2 m 1 1 1 1 112 

l /Amord tongue dist. to 1:1 0.0655 0.0453 0.1149 0.0512 0.0895 0.1779 

l/Arnord tongue dist. to 1:2 ~ 0.1960 0.1980 0.3922 0.3937 0.1234 
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Similar tables were prepared for the data of Experiments 2 & 3. The results for the 

various stability indicators, correlating W-remaining and stability indicators directly, are 

given in Table 2. For each column, the best-fitting indicator is marked by **, and second 

best-fitting indicator by *. Indicator correlations that achieve significance at o~ = .05 

(two-tailed) are underscored for each experiment and the composite Z-score. 

Table 2 

Correlations of different stability indicators with measured stability (% of trials where subjects 
remained at the initial W-value) 

Correlation type Expt 1 Expt 2 Expt 3 Comp- Composite 
osite Z-score 

r(% unchanged, 1/(n+m)) 0.970 0.936 0.867 0.936 5.641 
r(% unchanged, 1~n'm) 0.963 **0.983 0.747 0.944 *6.352 
r(% unchanged, 1/min(n,m)) 0.849 0.953 0.436 0.831 4.477 
r(% unchanged, llmax(n,m)) 0.954 0.893 *'0.917 0.926 5.231 
.:L~.~ ~.~:.. Y.~..c~u.n~s). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . : 74 .  ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9:760 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 : 7 . 5 . 9  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 : 2 . 5 . . . 5 .  . . . . . . .  

r(% unchanged, 1/Farey level) *0.977 "0.981 "0.901 0.965 **6.893 
r(% unchanged, A-tongue width) **0.979 0.976 0.892 0.962 "6.701 
r(% unchanged, 1/cont.frac.level) 0.837 0.888 0.421 0.772 3.693 

Correlations were also performed between all the indicators and the fraction 

remaining/total parseable. The differences in relative rankings of the different indicators 

were only very minor and hence these are not separately reported. 

Nearly all indicators correlate well. In Experiments 2 & 3 the best indicator was 

cognitive, while in Experiment 1 the best indicator was dynamical. However, the 

differences between best cognitive and best dynamical indicators were too small to be 

significant. This rather obvious fact was verified by converting the correlations (e.g. for 

Arnol'd tongue width and 1/(n+m) in Experiment 1) to Fisher z-distribution scores, since 

the resulting values are known to be, to good approximation, normally distributed with 
-I/2 

standard deviation Cz = (N - 3) (e.g. Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1991; van der Waerden, 

1969). (Note: small z is used for the Fisher transform, large Z for normal Z-distribution.) 

The Fisher z-transform is an inverse hyperbolic tangent, 

l + r j  
zj -X21n l _ r ,  

I 

(~3) 
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The resultant difference in normalized Fisher z-distribution values, 
| ,,h 

(zl Z2) / ~(J~  + (J~,  distributed as Z (normally), termed here d, was nonsignificant 
u 

when various pairings of best cognitive and dynamic indicators were chosen on an 

experiment-by-experiment basis. 

It is possible to combine the correlations from the three different experiments using 

statistical meta-analysis even though the experimental designs were different, if we 

suppose that they are basically measuring the same phenomenon. This seems a plausible 

assumption here, but we must interpret the results carefully in light of its possible 

limitation. In the composite column, a composite correlation value is given based on 

Fisher z-transform of sample correlations, discounting slight differences in number of cases 

for the three experiments. This might be used to determine significance directly. But we 

follow a more travelled route by combining the Z-scores of the three experiments 

according to the formula 

z _ Z z ,  

42d , 
(14) 

where the different experiments are Weighted by their degrees of freedom (df's), and 

where Zj = (zj - gz) / r z (Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1991). 

As indicated above, the composite Z must be viewed with a little caution, but the clear 

trend here is for highly significant correlation for all indicators, with Deutsch chunks the 

poorest cognitive indicator. The best indicators are, in order, 1/Farey level, Amord 

tongue width, lln*m, ll(n+m), and llmax(n,m). However, on the basis of these data this 

ordering is arbitrary as there are no significant differences at the .05 level within this 

group. 

The correlations of stability indicators with log W-remaining are given in Table 3. 

Best-fitting indicator for each experiment is marked by **, and second best-fitting 

parameter by *. Indicator correlations that achieve significance at a = .05 (two-tailed) are 

underscored for each experiment and for the composite Z-score. 

Similar trends are evident here, though the correlations here were generally poorer. 

However, most indicators reached significance for most experiments and all were 

significant overall. Overall the same 5 indicators showed the highest significance levels as 

in linear correlations with the stability indicators (as found in Table 2). There were no 
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significant differences overall between these indicators. As before, the best dynamical and 

cognitive indicators were equally powerful predictors. 

Table 3 

Correlations of different stability indicators with logarithm of measured stability (In(% of trials 
where subjects remained at the initial W-value)) 

Correlation type Expt 1 Expt 2 Expt 3 Comp- Comp. 
osite Z - ~  

r(ln(% unchanged),ll(n+m)) **0.908 0.898 0.786 0.873 *4.529 
r(ln(% unchanged),lln*m) *0.879 *0.925 0.624 0.846 4.333 
r(ln(% unchanged),llmin(n,m)) 0.855 *0.925 0.327 0.793 3.884 
r(ln(% unchanged),llmax(n,m)) 0.869 0 .855 **0.874 0.866 4.345 
. .~. ( . ! .n. . ( . .~. .u.n~.h.~.~.) . ,JL, . .S.h.u~.) .  ............................. 0:.8..!..7. ................... 0:.7.9...4. ..................... 0 : .7~ . !  ............. .O.7...S...9. ...................... ~ . ~ . ~ . .  

r(ln(% unchanged),l/Farey level) 0.819 0,924 *0.869 0.878 "4.67! 
r(ln(% unchanged),A-tongue width) 0.840 **0.929 0.850 0.880 *'4.718 
r(ln(%unchanged), l/cont.frac, level) 0.850 0.852 0.305 0.737 3.313 

Table 4 shows the results for transition indicators. The results of Experiment 3 were 

not useable because of the paucity of transitions to 1" 1 and 1:2. Best-fitting indicator for 

each experiment is marked by **, and second best-fitting parameter by *. Indicator 

correlations that achieve significance at r = .05 (two-tailed) are underscored for each 

experiment and for the composite Z-score. 

Table 4 

Correlations of different transition indicators with shift incidence (% of trials where subjects 
moved from the starting ratio to either 1:1 or 1:2) 

Correlations with 1:1 Expt 1 Expt 2 Comp- Comp. 
osite Z-score 

r(shifts to 1:1, l/lanalog shift to 1:11) "0.914 *0.954 0.937 4.978 

r(shifts to 1:1, A(Arnord tongue width)) -0.362 -0.344 -0.353 -1.032 
r(shifts to 1:1, 1/A(Farey level)) -0.341 -0.340 -0.341 -1.000 
r(shifts to 1:1, 1/modular distance to 1:1) 0.498 0.520 0.509 1.597 
r(shifts to 1:1, 1/tongue distance to 1:1) *'0.941 **0.977 0.963 5.821 

Correlations with 1:2 
.T.(..s...h. ~ . m . . ~  ;..2.,..y.!~o.~...s.~i.ft...t?...! ;..2.!.).. ............................ .*..0:.~.9. ................. .*..9:..5..3..6. ................ 0 :_~7  ................... .1. :..8.6.8.. .............. 
r(shifts to 1:2, A(Amord tongue width)) -0.392 0.221 -0.094 0.062 
r(shifts to 1:2, 1/A(Farey level)) -0.394 0.218 -0.097 0.054 
r(shifts to 1:2, 1/mod. distance to 1:2)) 0.347 **0.566 0.464 1.553 
r(shifts to 1:2, 1/tongue distance to 1:2) *'0.681 0.510 0.602 1.820 
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No significant differences were found between the best cognitive and dynamical 

indicators on individual experiments or overall. These best indicators, and only these 

(l/intertongue distance, 1/analog shift), achieved very high significance in the composite 

analysis for the 1:1 transition. Although there was a clear trend for significance of these 

same indicators in the 1:2 case, these failed to achieve significance individually or overall 

at the .05 level. 

In attempting to understand this lack of significance in the second case, I have 

considered the following proposition: transition probability in the regime diagram depends 

not only on distance between states, but on direction of motion. In the simple random 

walk idea of movement, this just means that the chance of taking a step to the fight is not 

the same as the chance of taking a step to the left. A tittle consideration of the nature of 

the experiments suggests that this is likelyto hold: the end-of-interval attractor in right- 

directed motion in the regime is 1:1, with both hands moving. The end-of-interval 

attractor for left-directed motion is 0:1 which corresponds to one of the subject's hands 

stopping, which violates the experimental conditions. Hence it is possible to consider that 

the instructions given to the subjects required them to impose cognitive constraints on 

movement within the regime diagram that produced an asymmetry of drift. 

Can we test for this? Yes, in a crude way. We might do a full regression treatment of 

the data, but in the spirit of simple correlation we can simply perform a separate 

correlation analysis for transitions to the fight and to the left. When we examine the data 

for Experiments 1 & 2 we see that most of the transitions are in fact to the left. There are 

in fact too few examples of fight transitions to make a meaningful test. However, it is not 

too implausible to combine data for left transitions from Experiments 1 & 2, averaging 

shift data where both experiments have values to get more reliable data points. We are 

testing then, transitions from 2:3, 3:5, 3:4, 4:7, 5:8, and 4:5, to 1:2. The results are as 

given in Table 5. Results for transitions to 1:1 are given to show that this method is 

compatible with the procedure used for that case. 

The pattern of significance for the 1:1 case is maintained. In fact, correlations for the 

two important indicators improve there, although this may well be fortuitous. Palpably 

improved correlations for the 1:2 case suggest that the interpretation given here of 

different fight- and left-directed transitions in regime diagrams here may have some 

validity. The best cognitive indicator achieves significance at .05 (two-tailed) and the best 

dynamical indicator only fails by a minute amount to do so (cut-off = .811). The main 

result, that the best cognitive and dynamical indicators are equally effective, is maintained. 
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Table 5 

Correlations of different transition indicators with shift incidence (% of trials where subjects 
moved from the starting ratio to either 1:1 or 1:2)for unidirected transitions only 

Correlations with 1:1 Experiments 
l&2  

r(shifts to 1:1, l/lanalog shift to 1:11) *0,970 right-directed 

r(shifts to 1:1, A(Amord tongue width)) -0.392 transitions 
r(shifts to 1:1, l/A(Farey level)) -0.386 
r(shifts to 1:1, 1/modular distance to 1:1) 0.469 
r(shifts to 1:1, 1/tongue distance to 1:1) **0.985 

Correlations with 1:2 
.~.(s.h..~..t..o....[!.g..~!!~o.~..~..h..!.ft....~..~..~!).. .......................... *.?...9.:.8..~.7. ......................................... l e , - d i r e a e d  

r(shifts to 1:2, A(Amol'd tongue width)) 0.004 transitions 
r(shifts to 1:2, I/A (Farey level)) 0.012 
r(shifts to 1:2, l/rood, distance to 1:2)) 0.787 
r(shifts to 1:2, 1/tongue distance to 1:2) *0.804 
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9. DISCUSSION 

A significant correlation was found between measured stability of polyrhythms and a 

number of cognitive and dynamical indicators of stability in the individual experiments of 

Treffner & Turvey (1993). When the experiments are considered as a whole, all 

indicators were significantly correlated. To attempt to refine the comideradon of whether 

cognitive or dynamical indicators were better predictors, two kinds of functional variation 

were explored between stability indicators and the measured variable (% unchanged). 

In tests for linear relation between the stability indicators and either % unchanged or 

logarithm(% unchanged), correlations were strongest for dynamic indicators 1/Farey 

level, Arnord tongue width, and cognitive indicators l l n * m ,  1/(n+m), and llmax(n,m). 

Differences between the indicators were not significant. Overall, correlations were better 

for the direct linear relationship. The amount of variation accounted for is the square of 

the correlations and for the best indicators with a linear relation between stability and 

experimental measure this was about 90%. Evidently, dynamical and cognitive indicators 

are equally effective in interpreting the results of these experiments, if the procedures for 

evaluation here are accepted. The high correlations found for the best indicators appears 

to argue for the applicability of the modeling procedures proposed here. 

With regard to transitions, the 2 best indicators were unequivocally 1/analog shift and 

l/intertongue distance for 1:1 and 1:2 transitions. Correlations here for the 1:1 case were 
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highly significant, but not in the first instance significant at .05 level (two-tailed) for 1:2 

case. However, these correlations were improved to probable significance by considering 

that transitions to the left in the regime diagram might be characterized by a different 

linear relation than those to the right. The experimental plausibility of this relied on an 

argument which suggested that cognitive factors might be introducing asymmetry into 

regime transition processes. 

The residual somewhat lower correlations for the 1:2 case may also be interpreted. In 

the master equation derivation above the prediction was made that linear correlation 

should be most clear for transitions to weakly populated states. In fact it has been found 

that the (linear) correlations for transitions to the weakly populated 1:1 state are stronger 

than to the much more common 1:2 state. Given this, it is natural to suggest that the 

residual correlation unaccounted for in this case may well be due to the neglected terms in 

the master equation given earlier involving multiple transitions between states. However, 

further evidence is needed. 

Little support was found for principles of transition based on dynamic indicators such 

as Arnol'd tongue width and Farey level as indicators, or a new proposed indicator, 

modular distance. However, another new dynamical measure proposed here, intertongue 

distance, does compare well with the best cognitive indicator, analog shift. In fact, the 

two indicators are necessarily highly correlated, and it will not be easy to find an 

experimental design that can distinguish between them. Without this new dynamical 

indicator, we would have been forced to conclude that cognitive principles were more 

successful than dynamical ones in interpreting some basic features of dynamics-oriented 

experiments. 

10. COMMENTARY ON THE UTILITY OF CIRCLE MAPS AND REGIME 

DIAGRAMS 

There is a somewhat covert problem with the use of circle maps and Arnord tongue 

measurements, be they widths or intertongue distances, to which I now turn. First, 

relative Arnord tongue distances and widths vary as a function of K, even for the sine 

circle map. Treffner & Turvey (1993) are not correct when they claim the contrary: "the 

relative widths of the Arnord tongues are maintained over the range K < 1." (p. 1226). 

This statement is not supported by Treffner & Turvey's (1993) own sine circle map regime 

diagram or that given by Jensen, Bak & Bohr (1984) or derivations of asymptotic forms of 

tongue widths given by Jensen, Bak & Bohr (1984). Arnol'd (1965), for example, found 
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that the relative width of the 1:2 and 1:3 tongues for a cosine map is given by (for K not 

too small) 

6 
1:2 / ~ 1 : 3  -- Kq7 (15) 

Second, although as stated earlier, some properties of circle maps are invariant with 

respect to driving function g, relative Arnold tongue widths and distances are not. For 

example, Jensen, Bak & Bohr (1984) investigated maps of the form 

0 +  1 - 0  + [ 2 - ( K  / 2 r t ) [ s in (2 r t0 )+  asin3(2rt0)]  (16) 

to address questions of universality, finding that relative Arnol'd tongue widths differed 

from that of the simple sine circle map. 

This means that the choice of sine circle map K=I used in some of the above indicators 

is fairly arbitrary. This objection is the more compelling, in that other workers searching 

for motor Farey structure have found supercriticality (K>I) (e.g., Peper, Beek, & van 

Wieringen, in press). Furthermore, measurement of K is not simple, and there may be 

significant individual differences based presumably on skill, differential learning, and 

multiplicity of possible strategies (Peper, Beek, & van Wieringen, in press; Summers & 

Pressin g, 1994). 

Yet the K=I sine circle map values basically worked very well, although admittedly no 

better than cognitive indicators. Why? This is not completely clear. Experimental work 

in general reveals patterns that often agree extremely well and sometimes differ from the 

predictions of the simple sine circle map (e.g. Glazier & Libchaber, 1988). The issue is 

apparently whether the system happens to have a relative phase-like variable and operate 

in the regime where attractors are one-dimensional. It is an empirical question whether 

the circle map predicts well this particular aspect of motor behaviour, or whether higher 

dimensional maps like the Standard map or the Henon map are required. Since the 

applicability of collapsing (unstated) more general equations has not been assessed by a 

systematic procedure, the use of the sine circle map does not rest on a fh'rn theoretical 

foundation. Nevertheless, it is clearly highly useful and successful as a computational 

metaphor, and theoretically germane due to universality arguments. However, it would be 

useful to see the theory develop to the point where it can tackle cognitive experimental 

protocols on their home ground. At the moment the modeling of temporal covariance 
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structure remains the province of motor-programming/cognitive methodologies. These 

methods, of course, also do not proceed from first principles. 

The general notion of transitions within a regime diagram is evidently governed by 

some sort of Fokker-Planck equation, which can describe the diffusion of probability over 

an ensemble of systems prepared initially with identical boundary conditions (Risken, 

1984), as in the experiments of Treffner & Turvey (1993). However, general discussion 

of this will be deferred until another occasion (Pressing, in preparation). 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has found a direct way to compare dynamical and cognitive approaches to the 

modeling of motor behaviour, albeit initially within the limited domain of polyrhythms or 

polyrhythmlike behaviour. This has been achieved by extending both modeling procedures 

into a dynamical-oriented experimental situation, using as a basis the master equation of 

statistical mechanics and several simple assumptions. These assumptions yield predictions 

that fit the experimental data very well, which argues for their utility and plausibility. 

This close fit allowed us to conclude that polyrhythm state stability is equally well 

predicted by dynamical and cognitive approaches. Likewise, interstate transitions are 

equally well predicted by dynamical and cognitive models, if the extensions to dynamical 

principles proposed here are accepted. Without these extensions, cognitive indicators 

perform clearly better. Since this experimental design was designed to exclude cognition 

as completely as possible, this falls considerably short of unambiguous support for the 

dynamic approach. By Occam's razor alone the cognitive approach would seem to have 

attractions, since it is certainly simpler than deriving circle maps and regime diagrams and 

justifying their universality by proof. On the other hand, it can be criticized as ad hoc, 

although this may be the nature of the diversity that adaptive cognition presents us with. 

However, it is would be very useful to have elaborations of dynamical theory that allow 

cognitive-type predictions in experimental designs ostensibly favouring cognitive control 

of motor movement. Further comparative work seems essential. 
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Nonlinear Maps as 

Generators of Musical 

Design 

Introduction 

The object of this investigation is to look at the 
usefulness of discrete nonlinear maps as generators 
of musical design. The procedure used is an heuris- 
tic exploration of the maps' solution space. Sound 
is generated by direct computer synthesis, with 
the map output used to control pitch selection, 
"interonset time," envelope attack time, dynamics, 
tempo, textural density, and section length. A se- 
ries of taped examples is discussed that illustrates 
typical map features. (Please contact the author di- 
rectly to obtain a copy of this tape. Send a bank 
check or money order for $7 (US) made payable to 
the Music Department, La Trobe University. A cas- 
sette will be returned via airmail.) The work here 
falls short of a fully systematic investigation. How- 
ever, the results do suggest that cognitive and mu- 
sical processes can be modeled with some success 
by such a procedure. 

There is by now an extensive literature on non- 
linear maps, both for continuous and discrete vari- 
ables (May 1976; Mandelbrot 1980; Bai-lin 1984; 
Holden 1986). There is also growing activity in the 
production of nonlinear (e.g., fractal) visual art by 
computer (Norton 1982; Peitgen and Richter 1986), 
and at least one composer has integrated sound 
with animation on this basis (Evans 1987). The gen- 
eral features that make these equations potentially 
interesting as generators of musical design include 
the presence of such phenomena as fixed points, 
limit cycles, bifurcations, chaos, and strange at- 
tractors. These terms are discussed in more detail 
later, but an example illustrates the possibilities. 
Musical development or variation can be viewed as 
the transformation or distortion of a simple entity 
(a motive), often followed by some sort of return 
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to the original motive. When certain values are 
chosen for the input parameters to these equations, 
very similar behavior can be obtained from them. 
Thus a series of solutions can act like a repeated 
group of n notes for a number of steps in the itera- 
tion process, and then break away to more unpre- 
dictable (quasi-chaotic) behavior before eventually 
returning to the original n-note group, perhaps 
somewhat altered. 

Most of the maps used here are related to the 
simple but surprisingly rich logistic map, defined 
over the domain [0,1]: 

x+1 
= ax(1 - x,), O < a 4. (1) 

The behavior of this function is as follows. For 
0 

- 
a 

- 
1, all iterations converge on the fixed point 

x = 0. For 1 < a < 3 a fixed limit point of value 
1 - 1 a attracts all initial values of x. For a 

- 
3, 

this fixed point still exists, but becomes unstable, 
so that x points in its neighborhood are not at- 
tracted but rather repelled. This same range sees 
the birth of an attractive two-member limit cycle. 
A limit cycle simply means that there exist two 
values p and q such that substitution of p in the 
equation yields q, and substitution of the value q 
yields p. At a = 3.449499 the 2-cycle bifurcates to 
a 4-cycle, at a = 3.544090 this in turn splits into an 
8-cycle, and so on indefinitely, creating a so-called 
harmonic cascade. This region can be shown to 
correspond to such physical phenomena as the 
onset of turbulence in a fluid (Feigenbaum 1978). 
This process converges by 3.569946, beyond which 
there are cycles of all sizes, which show further 
bifurcations and cascades, as well as regions of 
"chaos," where the output looks random, or at least 
highly unpredictable, even though of course it is 
completely deterministic. Space does not allow a 
full characterization of the complex properties of 
this map. But it is useful to refer to Table 1, adapted 
from (May 1976), which lists all k-cycles up to 
k=6. 
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Table 1. Cycle information for the logistic map (Eq. 1) 

a-value 

Period of Basic cycle Basic cycle Harmonic cascade 
basic cycle (k) first appears becomes unstable becomes unstable 

1 1.0000 3.0000 3.5700 
3 3.8284 3.8415 3.8495 
4 3.9601 3.9608 3.9612 
5 3.7382 3.7411 3.7430 
5 3.9056 3.9061 3.9065 
5 3.99026 3.99030 3.99032 
6 3.6265 3.6304 3.6327 
6 3.937516 3.937596 3.937649 
6 3.977760 3.977784 3.977800 
6 3.997583 3.997585 3.997586 

Each basic cycle operates over a limited range, 
and then bifurcates to produce "harmonics" of 
frequency 2k, 4k, 8k, ... etc. From k = 5 on up, 
the basic cycles are degenerate (occur at more than 
one value of a). It can be seen that the range over 
which a given cycle is operative soon becomes very 
small, and above a = 3.5 the behavior of Eq. (1) is 
extremely sensitive to the value of a. Figure 1 
shows a characteristic approximation to the long- 
term behavior of Eq. (1) for the range 2.9 <a < 3.9 
(Lauwerier 1986a). It was obtained by beginning 
with x = 1/2, and plotting iterations in the range 
250 

- 
n 

- 
400. The left side of the figure shows 

focused convergence to fixed points and limit 
cycles; this is the bifurcation process for k = 1. On 
the right the 3-cycle, and one 5- and one 6-cycle, 
can be just seen at this resolution, but other cycles 
are obscured by chaotic and quasi-chaotic behavior. 

Of considerable interest for the concept of musi- 
cal variation are the regions just before the onset of 
a new cycle. These regions are classified as chaotic, 
but only intermittently. In other words they are 
typically chaotic, then quasi-periodic, chaotic, then 
quasi-periodic, and so on indefinitely. The output 
shows unpredictability, but also some traces of the 
nearby cyclic behavior. The approach to the onset 
of pure cyclicity can be finely tuned by varying a, 
and can be shown to satisfy a limiting power law 

relation as a function of the distance from the basic 
cycle onset value (Hirsch, Huberman, and Scal- 
apino 1982; Hirsch, Nauenberg, and Scalapino 
1982). When this is translated into musical terms, 
the result can be something rather like some twen- 
tieth-century variation techniques. 

An Implementation of Nonlinear Maps in 
Software 

To actually produce sound with Eq. (1), the music 
synthesis language Csound, developed at M.I.T., 
was used. The same software synthesis instrument 
was employed for all examples, to allow ready au- 
dibility of map effects, minimally clouded by com- 
positional shaping. The instrument was formed by 
mixing several sine tones with a plucked-string 
algorithm (Karplus and Strong 1983). These were 
gated by a linear attack-sustain-release (ASR) enve- 
lope. Score files were produced by a program writ- 
ten in the C language. Since all the values of x 
from Eq. (1) fall in the interval [0,1], it was neces- 
sary to convert this output to a range appropriate 
for the musical parameter being controlled. Fre- 
quency was converted as follows: 

F = 2(cx+d), (2) 
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Fig. 1. Global bifurcation 
diagram for logistic map 
(Eq. 1) (Reproduced with 
permission from A. V 
Holden, ed. 1986. Chaos. 
Princeton University 
Press.) 

1 

x 

0 
3 3.5 

a 

where the constant c equals the range in octaves of 
the derived pitch set, and 2d is the lowest pitch 
produced (in Hertz). For much of the work here, 
c = 3.0 and d = 6.0, so that the melody was limited 
to a three-octave range from two octaves below 
middle C (64 Hz) to an octave above (512 Hz). 
Quantization to tempered (or other) tuning norms 
could be applied, although for the most part this 
was not done, as it seemed to yield less interesting 
results. 

Note interonset time (the time between notes) 
was used directly, since the range 0-1.0 expressed 
in beats provided a natural fit. Likewise dynamics 
were readily applicable after multiplication by a 
simple scale factor (10000 with one voice, some- 
what less for more voices). The envelope attack 
time was computed by squaring the output of the 
logistic map equation, since otherwise small values 
that were judged interesting for the plucked compo- 
nent of the sound were too infrequent. Occasion- 
ally this was also then divided by a small constant 
in the range [2,3]. The envelope attack time was 
also scaled to the overall note duration (typically 
0.8 beats) to promote a more unified timbre and to 
avoid unwanted clicks. Section size was delineated 
simply by using a logistic map equation to define 
the size (number of notes) of each section, which 
was governed by a newly computed tempo. Each 
tempo was computed by sampling the attack equa- 
tion using the formula: new tempo = 5 = 595x. 

In the first series of musical examples, primarily 
monophonic music was produced. A different logis- 
tic map equation with associated a-value was used 
for each parameter involved. By informed guess- 
work, musically interesting values of the relevant 
parameters were found. 

Sound Example 1 uses the map to generate fre- 
quency and note time only. The chosen a-values are 
3.8280 (for frequency) and 3.8283 (for note time). 
We designate the music sample so generated by 
(3.8280, 3.8283). These values are chosen to be just 
below the onset of the 3-cycle, which sets in at 
3.8284, as can be seen from Table 1. (As mentioned 
previously, this and other musical examples are 
available on a tape from the author. A listing of the 
sound examples cited in this text is provided in the 
Appendix.) Here on the printed page a rough idea 
of the nature of the resulting musical design can 
be given by the following listing of the pitches 
produced from 150 iterations of Eq. (1) (with 
a = 3.8280). This list, and subsequent ones, are read 
left to right, with variable line lengths used to make 
repeating structures easier to see. 

468.21 88.81 184.06 
467.97 88.96 184.93 
467.81 89.07 185.48 
467.69 89.15 185.91 
467.59 89.21 186.28 
467.50 89.28 186.62 
467.41 89.34 186.96 
467.31 89.40 187.31 
467.20 89.48 187.70 
467.07 89.56 188.17 
466.92 89.67 188.75 
466.70 89.81 189.52 
466.39 90.02 190.65 
465.90 90.35 192.48 
464.97 90.98 195.91 
462.85 92.43 203.81 
456.24 97.10 229.25 
422.50 124.76 362.81 192.29 
465.07 90.91 195.52 
463.12 92.25 202.81 
457.20 96.41 225.51 
428.38 119.46 340.66 224.30 
430.23 117.83 333.46 235.53 
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412.14 134.66 398.53 148.77 
436.18 112.74 309.86 275.07 339.21 226.52 
426.81 120.85 346.67 215.23 
443.08 107.11 282.02 326.03 247.54 390.95 

157.20 
451.36 100.71 248.62 388.99 159.45 
454.53 98.35 235.98 
411.37 135.42 
400.97 146.14 
430.35 117.72 333.00 236.27 
410.87 135.92 
402.53 144.49 
426.41 121.21 348.21 212.94 
446.01 104.80 270.14 348.58 212.41 
446.67 104.28 267.46 353.68 205.01 
455.05 97.97 233.95 
414.80 132.06 389.87 158.44 
453.15 99.37 241.46 
401.86 145.19 
428.11 119.69 341.68 222.73 
432.57 115.80 324.25 250.49 385.56 163.45 
459.31 

Note that the repetitious 3-cycle gives way by 
steady microtonal shifting to pitch groups of differ- 
ent lengths, varying here between 2 and 7 notes. 
Groupings have been taken to occur each time the 
frequency exceeds 400 Hz. Further, each group with 
n notes shares a characteristic pitch contour (fre- 
quency rank order) with all other n-note groups. A 
cursory look at other comparable a-values suggests 
that this property is almost always true, though 
there seems to be no mention of it in the mathe- 
matical literature. It is certainly audible. In musi- 
cal terms, the overall effect is like a variation 
technique that inserts and removes material from 
a motive undergoing mildly erratic pitch trans- 
formations, in the style of an adventurous but 
development-oriented free jazz player, perhaps. An 
impression of unfamilarity lingers, since the stable 
cycles normally do not settle on simple integer 
ratios characteristic of traditional pitch and rhythm 
structures. Repeated listening makes the structure 
increasingly audible; initially it tends to be cate- 
gorically perceived in terms of traditional values for 
pitch and rhythm. 

Sound Example 2 shows the same phenomenon 
in the neighborhood of a 6-cycle (3.93744, 3.93740, 
3.97776), where the third parameter controls attack 
time and is a literal 6-cycle. In this case the pitch 
contour cycles occur in the following order: 6,6,6,6, 
2,2,2,3,12,5,4,3,6,7,5,9,6,6,6,5,4,3,3,2,2,3,6,8,3,5,... 
Figure 2 shows a pitch-versus-time plot of the 
beginning of this example, exhibiting 6-cycle 
variations as well as chaotic and fixed-point-like 
behavior. 

Neighborhoods of 4- and 5- cycles are found in 
Sound Example (3, 3.95, 3.96, 3.90 [10]), where [10] 
indicates the number of notes in a section. A more 
satisfactory form can be produced by sectionaliza- 
tion, sometimes at the expense of overall melodic 
unity. 

Sound Example 4 adds dynamics to the con- 
trolled parameters, listed fourth in (3.6785, 3.99943, 
3.99943, 3.99943 [12]). This example shows the 
effect of choosing a starting value of x that gener- 
ates an x-value near an unstable fixed point, x = 1 
- 1/a for a > 3.0. The result is an oscillating diver- 
gence from the fixed point whose exact trajectory 
depends on the starting distance from the fixed 
point and the computer's arithmetic rounding pro- 
tocols. The phenomenon is also briefly visible in 
Fig. 2. The limitations of finite decimals mean that 
the exact values of fixed points can never really be 
achieved, except for those rare cases where 1/a has 
a decimal expansion of a length that is less than or 
equal to the maximum precision of floating-point 
arithmetic in the machine. The effect of such a 
trajectory in pitch space is roughly that of micro- 
tonally varying ostinato that expands intervallically 
into pointillism. Here the fixed point for pitch is 
0.728150061 = 1 - 1/3.6785, which is frequency 

23'728150061+6 
= 290.914 Hz. The third value of the 

relevant pitch output listed below, at 290.96 Hz, ini- 
tiates the described expanding "ostinato," which 
lasts at least 18 notes. As can be seen, there are fur- 
ther recurrences of this feature. And remarkably, 
the entire list repeats to very high accuracy after 
144 steps, as indicated by the two * positions. 
Within this large cycle, there are a number of 
quasi-4-cycles, indicated by !, and a quasi-12-cycle 
in the largest block of 4-cycles. 
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Fig. 2. Pitch versus time 
plot of Sound Example 2. 
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*433.20, 112.65, 290.96, 290.84, 291.05, 290.69, 
291.28, 290.29, 291.96, 289.17, 293.85, 285.99, 
299.21, 277.12, 314.32, 252.79, 355.64, 193.34, 
429.88, 115.34, 302.41, 271.86, 323.30, 238.92, 
378.02, 166.01, 427.49, 117.32, 310.58, 258.71, 
345.72, 206.57, !420.04, 123.69, 335.18, 221.37, 
!403.26, 139.25, 383.55, 159.78, !421.42, 122.48, 
330.72, 227.85, 394.47, 148.10, 403.39, 139.12, 
383.21, 160.16, 421.86, 122.11, 329.30, 229.93, 
391.50, 151.20, !409.06, 133.68, 368.19, 177.59, 
432.91, 112.87, 291.94, 289.20, 293.80, 286.09, 
299.05, 277.37, 313.88, 253.48, 354.49, 194.84, 
429.07, 116.01, 305.21, 267.31, 331.08, 227.31, 
395.22, 147.32, !401.87, 140.62, 386.97, 156.04, 
!416.62, 126.72, 345.94, 206.27, !420.32, 123.44, 
334.27, 222.68, !401.54, 140.95, 387.78, 155.17, 
!415.37, 127.85, 349.76, 201.10, !424.80, 119.58, 
319.62, 244.55, 369.11, 176.48, 432.70, 113.05, 
292.68, 287.95, 295.90, 282.59, 304.98, 267.69, 

330.45, 228.24, 393.91, 148.67, 404.50, 138.04, 
380.41, 163.30, 425.14, 119.30, 318.49, 246.29, 
366.31, 179.88, 433.17, 112.67, 291.07, 290.66, 
291.34, 290.19, 292.13, 288.88, 294.33, 285.20, 
300.56, 274.90, 318.11, 246.88, 365.36, 181.05, 
*433.20, 112.65, 290.96, 290.84, 291.05, 290.69 

The value 3.99943 chosen for the other parame- 
ters produces some quite small x-values that, 
largely due to drastic effects on tempo, give this 
example a uniquely through-composed quality. It 
also has the property of oscillating divergence from 
a fixed point, as can be seen from the start of the 
time data which is read from left to right: 

0.74989, 0.75011, 0.74968, 0.75053, 0.74882, 
0.75224, 0.74540, 0.75901, 0.73155, 0.78543, 
0.67403, 0.87872, 0.42621, 0.97808, 0.08573, 
0.31349, 0.86074, 0.47941, 0.99816, 0.00734 
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Sound Example 5 shows the effect of adding a 
second voice every nth note, where n is determined 
from yet another logistic map equation by taking 
the integer part of 12x. This example is not sec- 
tionalized and has the description (3.00, 2.5, 3.9999, 
3.84, 3.80) where the fifth value refers to second 
voice times. Voice two's other parameters are iden- 
tical to those of voice one, although there are mod- 
est changes in the performing instrument to allow 
the two voices to be readily distinguished (sine 
tones have been deleted from the sound). Hence the 
result is a mensuration canon. Pitch slowly con- 
verges by oscillation to a fixed value of 256 Hz, 
rhythm rapidly assumes a constant value, while 
other values are basically chaotic. The effect is 
rather like a modernistic bluesy guitar ostinato 
with the second voice introducing syncopations. 
Sound Example 6, (3.6785, 3.6785, 3.99943, 3.99943, 
3.6785) uses the same set-up as Sound Example 5, 
producing a triplet-like expanding ostinato motive. 
The realization uses two separate audio channels 
and four voices. The channels are isogestural, differ- 
ing only in pitch content due to different starting 
values. 

Sound Example 7 looks at further textural devel- 
opment. The real logistic map is used again, but 
with six voices. Each voice was limited to a two 
octave range, and they were separated by octaves, 
with voice entries staggered by 7.5 beats. Each part 
follows (3.55, 3.6785, 3.97, 3.97) (no sectionaliza- 
tion), but with different initial x-values. The pitch 
selection produces an 8-cycle by double bifurcation 
of a 2-cycle, and the overall effect is of overlaid 
shifting ostinati. Finally, Sound Example 8 shows 
a single voice following (3.99, 3.99, 3.99, 3.99) but 
where the formula x,,+ = axK(1 - xK) has been 
used for pitch and time. This cube root logistic 
map produces a jazzlike melody and walking bass- 
line, rather surprisingly. The apparent effect of 
introducing such fractional exponents into the 
equation is to "smooth out" chaotic effects. 

Two-Dimensional Maps for 
Increased Coordination 

At this point a different direction was taken. One 
obvious musical limitation of the previous examples 

is that the control of musical parameters is too in- 
dependent. Even if identical a-values are chosen for 
all parameters, the effect is parallel rather than in- 
teractive. The line can become too unpredictable, 
too information-laden, one could almost say "hy- 
perexpressive," when all parameters vary indepen- 
dently rather than support each other in the service 
of coordinated musical effect. 

One way to address this problem is by the use of 
two-dimensional maps, so that the mathematical 
cross-terms introduce variable correlations. Several 
such maps were investigated. For example, the fol- 
lowing map was developed, 

I - V(l+y,•) 

•+l 
= 

axle 
b (3) 

Yn+l 
= a2x, - x,,, 

based on a modification of the Metz map, which is 
known to produce some striking visual patterns 
(Lauwerier 1986b). Characteristic of this map was 
the measured approach from chaos to a fixed point 
or limit cycle. Because the output y values can be 
very large, different transformations had to be ap- 
plied to these values to bring them within musical 
parameter range. The time values were transformed 
by the relation 1/4y'"/2 and the dynamics by 1/2y"/4 

Sound Example 9 shows the result of the follow- 
ing parameter choices: pitch and time a = 3.2, 
b = 1.0, attack time and dynamics a = 4.0, b = 
0.5. The aural result is a leaping motive that 
quickly constricts to an ostinato in pitch, resulting 
in a shift of attention to the timbral and dynamic 
variation, which is quasicyclic. 

To avoid problems of scaling and divergences, 
work then centered on maps whose range did not 
vary very far from [0,1]. The following map proved 
useful (Lauwerier 1986b): 

Xn+1 
= ax,(1 - x, - y,) 

Y +I 
= axnyn 

It arises in predator-prey modeling, with 2 < a 4. 
Variables were assigned as follows for Sound Ex- 
ample 10: a = 3.50 for x = pitch, y = interonset 
time, a = 3.50 for x = attack time, y = dynamics, 
and three-note sections. The sectionalization intro- 
duces a strong rhythmic element. 
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Fig. 3. Pitch versus inter- 
onset time for Sound Ex- 
ample 11. 
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Sound Example 11 shows a reversal of the x and 
y assignments, for a = 3.888, without sectional- 
ization. The result is a variation on a descending 
strummed string motive. Figure 3 shows a plot of 
the first 39 points of the trajectory of the map in 
the Interonset time(x)/Pitch(y) plane. The prefer- 
ential filling of musical space is apparent. 

The third two-dimensional map used was simply 
Eq. (1), using complex values for x and a. For this 
purpose the equation was recast into its more com- 
mon complex form: 

Zn+ 

= z2 + c, (5) 

with z = x + iy. Here the choice of starting value 
can be critical in determining the behavior, in a 
way that did not occur on the real line. Many 
choices of c cause z either to converge rapidly to a 
fixed point or limit cycle, or rapidly diverge to in- 
finity. More interesting behavior occurred for c val- 

ues such as .35 - .35i, - .505 - .505i, -.7 + .25i, 
0 + .63i, and .320 + .043i. Since z values are largely 
within the unit circle (or else they nearly always 
soon diverge to infinity), so that real and imaginary 
parts fall in the range [-1,1], they were converted 
to the [0,1] interval by the simple operations (1 + 
x)/2 and (1 + y)/2. 

Sound Example 12 uses the values (- .505 - .505i, 
- .51 - .51i) referring respectively to pitch (x), 
time(y), attack(x), dynamics(y), without sectioniza- 
tion. The result is strongly rhythmical and empha- 
sizes a 5-cycle whose range slowly compresses. 

A different technique was then adopted. To mini- 
mize the trouble created by divergences, it was 
found convenient to erect a reflecting barrier en- 
closing the origin. This was implemented so that 
whenever the absolute value of either component 
of z exceeded a fixed amount, the value of that 
component was reflected back towards the origin. 
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Typical forms for this were: 

1 
if Ix > 1.5 then x = + - , 3 

if ix l> 5.0 thenx = 

3 
V. 3 

This, of course, superimposes on the map's in- 
trinsic structure another restoring force. But the 
characteristic types of map behavior seem to be pre- 
served, while additional phenomena arise. Sound 
Example 13 shows the result of parameter values 
(- 1 - i, - 1 - i). In this and in most succeeding 
examples the reflecting barrier allows interonset 
time to sometimes assume negative values, which 
means that the next note generated sometimes falls 
before the "previous" one. This negative time re- 
flection produces note bunching, so that sound 
masses of highly variable density can result. 

Higher Dimensional Maps 

Since the system primarily used here has four main 
control variables (pitch, time, attack time, and dy- 
namics), it is natural to consider extending the pa- 
rametric correlations by using four-dimensional 
maps. Study in this area is far from intensive, but 
work by R6ssler (1979, 1983) on four-dimensional 
continuous maps shows that qualitatively new be- 
havior occurs, which has been dubbed hyperchaos. 
Full graphical depiction of such systems is difficult 
(but see Norton 1982), and probably the ear can fol- 
low four dimensions more readily. There is poten- 
tial here for the development of a new field of 
audible mathematics (many historical precedents 
notwithstanding). 

The extension used here was developed by again 
using Eq. (5), z,+1 = z4 + c, but with z and c as 
quaternions rather than complex numbers. Since 
quaternions remain a special topic, their proper- 
ties will be briefly summarized. A quaternion is 
basically a scalar-vector pair that corresponds to a 
double rotation. Invented by Sir William Hamilton 
in 1843 (though previously derived but not pub- 
lished by K. F. Gauss), they form one of only three 
possible division algebras (Pontryagin 1966). A 

Table 2. Quaternion unit vector multiplication 
table 

1 i j k 

1 1 i j k-1 i i -1 k -j 

j j -k -1 i 

k k j -i -1 

quaternion is four-dimensional and can be ex- 
pressed in terms of its orthonormal unit vectors, 1, 
i, j, k, so that we may write z = xl + yi + wj + tk, 
or z = (x,y,w,t). Multiplication of quaternions is de- 
rived from the unit vector multiplication table (Alt- 
mann 1986), shown as Table 2. Note that the non- 
real unit vectors are anticommutative. From Table 
2 it follows that if c is a constant equal to c + 

cii 
+ 

cij + c1k, the quaternion equation z,,, = zj + c is 
equivalent to 

(x, y, w, t) *- (x2 - y2- w_2 -t2+ c, (6) 
2xy + c, 2xw + ci, 2xt + ck), 

which includes the complex map version as the 
special case where z0 is in the x/y plane and ci and 
Ck are zero. The quaternion map was then imple- 
mented with basically the same parameter conver- 
sion scheme as used for the complex logistic map, 
with a reflective barrier enclosing the origin. The 
rebound characteristics of the barrier were varied 
more extensively than above. 

Sound Example 14 uses the c-value - .9 - .7i - 
6j + .5k, and produced a clear motive with bass ac- 
companiment. Figure 4 shows a transfer of the first 
two-thirds of this example into approximate musi- 
cal notation. Pitch is represented to the nearest 
quarter-tone, with small arrows adjacent to note- 
heads indicating quarter-tone sharp (up) or flat 
(down). Accidentals apply only to the notes they 
immediately precede. Rhythm has been quantized 
using only compounded duplet and triplet divi- 
sions. Accent marks are used to indicate short at- 
tack times (< ca. 20 msec), and have no dynamic 
implications. Repeating treble and bass motives are 
clearly visible. 
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Fig. 4. Quaternion music: 
Sound Example 14. 
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Sound Example 15 uses the input value 1 - i - j 
+ k, where the strength of rebound from the barrier 
has been increased, producing a texture of active 
sound clouds. Sound Example 16 expands the pitch 
range and reflection properties, using c-value 0 - i 
- j - k, producing an ascending bass motive with 
treble accompaniment. Sound Example 17 gives a 
stereo version of zn+,1 

= (1.475 + 0.906i) z~, (1 - Zn), 
which is just Eq. (1) for quaternions. The parameter 
input value was suggested by Alan Norton. 

Finally, a type of quaternionlike four-dimensional 
object was produced by making Table 2 symmetric, 
to define a different multiplication scheme shown 
in Table 3. The transformation corresponding to 

zn+, = zi + c is just 

(x, a, b, c)- (x•2 - y(2 - w2 - t2 + c, (7) 
2(xy - wt) + c1, 2(xw - yt) + c,, 2(xt - yw) + ck). 

Here the input constant .9 - i - .7j + k produces, 
in Sound Example 18, erratically cascading note 
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Table 3. Symmetric four-dimensional unit vector 
multiplication table 

1 i j k 

1 1 i j k 

i i -1 -k -j 

j j -k -1 -i 

k k -j -i -1 

groups, while .9 + .4i + .3j + k[1], due to the indi- 
vidual note sectionization, results in a quirkily ex- 
pressive melodic line (Sound Example 19). 

Conclusion 

The usefulness of these maps as generators of musi- 
cal design is to a considerable degree a matter for 
individual judgment. I can here only state my at- 
tempts at objective evaluation. The produced musi- 
cal examples are idiosyncratic, but show a listenable 
degree of structural consistency. Repeated listen- 
ings allow for improved perception of the map struc- 
tures. While the maps share certain global structural 
features, clear musically valent differences between 
them are apparent. Two-dimensional maps offer 
more integrated parametric control of variables 
but do not seem to have better potential for produc- 
ing more traditional musical structures than one- 
dimensional maps. (Although musical control 
variables are better linked in two-dimensional 
maps, these links are not necessarily musically 
well-founded.) The introduction of the reflecting 
barrier about the origin produced an improved flex- 
ibility of musical design, by removing the diver- 
gences associated with certain parameter ranges. 
Four-dimensional maps based on quaternions and 
quaternionlike objects were also used with the re- 
flecting barrier technique and showed rich promise 
as more general generators of musical design. The 
examples in general exhibit a fairly wide range of 
musical "styles," despite their lack of explicit his- 
torical or cultural inputs. The most obvious paral- 
lels are to certain kinds of folk music, free jazz, and 

European "cloud" music (Xenakis, Ligeti, Pende- 
recki), insofar as such simple analogies are useful. 

The capacity of the maps to generate variation or 
paraphraselike alteration of specified groups of 
events seems their most interesting cognitive prop- 
erty. Human thinking processes almost certainly 
involve nonlinearities (Pressing 1987) and so such a 
connection is plausible, though inadequately spe- 
cific. It is clear that substantial shaping and se- 
lection of such nonlinear processes by learned or 
intrinsic goal-directed design is necessary to pro- 
duce aesthetically viable music on a larger scale, 
and that the results make musical sense only from 
a twentieth-century musical perspective. The maps 
can certainly be used as compositional aids, and 
more exploration might find maps of more general 
musical utility. Further development could take 
such forms as generalizing the above procedures by 
changing a- or c-values in coordinated fashion dur- 
ing the course of a piece, quantizing all variables to 
promote traditionalist music perception, linking 
parameters between voices in a more meticulous 
fashion to clarify contrapuntal effects, using func- 
tional inverses to effect time reversal, and pursuing 
mathematical extensions such as continuous vari- 
ables, fractional exponents, and rational functions 
of polynomials. Some of these extensions have al- 
ready been implemented. Other extensions would 
be to use a larger number of control variables, con- 
trolling such things as reverberation, spatial pan- 
ning, partial amplitudes and phases, modulation 
index, frequency of modulator, filtering, phase vo- 
coding parameters, and so forth. There is no ob- 
vious limit to the technique's scope of applicability. 

On the other hand, at least two types of aesthetic 
limitations are apparent. Procedurally, the method 
used here could be described as "found process," 
by analogy to the found object approach that under- 
lies photography and has contributed to sculpture, 
painting, music, and other fields in recent times. 
While the limitations of found process are probably 
less than for found objects, since tunable parame- 
ters are already built into the method, it is no good 
trying to look for snowballs on the coast of Florida. 
Some things may have to be built rather than found. 
A more serious objection arises by asking to what 
extent musical and mathematical order are or can 
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be congruent. As Howard Gardner (Gardner 1983) 
and others have convincingly argued, it may be best 
to model the two fields as completely separate in- 
telligences. Certainly music and mathematics have 
their own separate historical traditions, their own 
distinct logical designs, their own separate aes- 
thetic guidelines. Yet there are too many suggestive 
parallels between the fields to convincingly support 
their total cognitive independence. These parallels 
cannot be surveyed adequately in this short paper, 
but they include the mathematics/music correla- 
tions of the ancient Greeks and Chinese and medi- 
eval and Renaissance periods of Europe, recent 
group theoretic interpretations of pitch and rhythm 
(Balzano 1980; Pressing 1983) and important works 
and compositional philosophies by such twentieth- 
century composers as Sch6nberg, Bartok, Babbitt, 
and Xenakis, which are characterized by increasing 
mathematical sophistication. To this can be added 
the similarity between the disciplines that arises 
from their being the most common loci for excep- 
tionally rapid early development in children: the 
phenomenon of prodigies. Presumably this is due to 
the abstractness of the two fields, so that a large 
fund of worldly experience is not required, simply 
aptitude. But it is also conceivable that one faculty 
partially underlies both, reaching expression in a 
form shaped by the development of ancillary abili- 
ties-aural discrimination, spatial visualization or 
motor control, for example. The question seems 
open. 
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Appendix: Sound examples cited in the text 

Example Label Comments 

Logistic map (1): 
1 (3.8280, 3.8283) Just before 3-cycle 
2 (3.93744, 3.93740, 3.97776) Just before 6-cycles 
3 (3.95, 3.96, 3.90[10]) Just before 4- and 5-cycles 
4 (3.6785, 3.99943, 3.99943, 3.99943[12]) Unstable fixed points 
5 (3.00, 2.50, 3.9999, 3.84, 3.80) Second voice added 
6 (3.6785, 3.6785, 3.99943, 3.99943, 

3.6785) Four voices 
7 (3.55, 3.6785, 3.97, 3.97) Six voices 
8 (3.99, 3.99, 3.99, 3.99) Cube root logistic map 
9 (3.20, 1.00, 4.00, 0.50) Modified Metz map (3) 

10 (3.50, 3.50) Predator prey map (4) 
11 (3.888, 3.888) Pp map (4) reversed variables 
12 (- .505 - .505i; - .51 - .51i) Complex quadratic map 
13 (- 1 - i; - 1 - i) Complex quadratic map with barrier 
14 (- .9 - .7i - .6j + .5k) Quaternion quadratic map with barrier 
15 (1-i-j+k) As 14 
16 (0- i-j - k) As 14 
17 (1.475 + .906i) Quaternion logistic map, two voices 
18 (.9 - i - .7j + k) Symmetrized quaternion with barrier 
19 (.9 + .4i + .3j + k[1]) As 18 with one-note sections 
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Novelty, Progress and Research Method in Computer Music Composition

Jeff Pressing
Department of Psychology, University of Melbourne

Parkville, Victoria, Australia 3052
jlp@psych.unimelb.edu.au

Computer music composition rests at the interface between science and art.  This interfacial position has
brought about excitement and interdisciplinary cross talk, but also some persistent problems in artistic output
and professional work practices.

1 Introduction

Like other progressive art musics, electroacoustic music suffers a distinct lack of attention from the general
public and is sometimes beset by a ghetto or excessively self-referential mentality within its professional
community.  The reasons for this are complex.  Here we examine some procedures and attitudes within our
community that appear to contribute to this unsatisfactory situation.  We consider in turn the following factors:
working methods, imitation and syncretism, high and low art, performability, musical universals, tools for musical
analysis, progress, and the viability of compositional research.

2 Working Methods

The working methods of composers are many and varied.  Traditionally, there are two main paths of musical
epigenesis:

• (Path A) Internalized hearing and development of materials;
• (Path B) Development of materials by interaction with an instrument.
 Path A demands much of the composer's acuity, but it is the essence of compositional musicianship;  path B,

though extremely useful, is of less convincing value for complex and timbrally diverse textures.  In short, the
imaginative nonphysicality of path A is more versatile than the physicality of path B.  Historically, both
positions are found.  J. S. Bach (when not improvising) and Schönberg used path A, whereas Stravinsky and
Ravel often composed or orchestrated at the piano. In either case, the developed materials commonly become
realizable when they are communicated to other performers, either by demonstration (oral culture) or by using
written notation.  The music finally crystallizes into a definitive version (even if this incorporates improvisational
variation) in the course of rehearsals.  Rehearsal entails not just practice, but invention of interpretation, repair of
errors, and in some cases revision.

Let us contrast this with the working methods of electroacoustic composers. It is impossible to be
comprehensive, but this list may capture the most widely-used procedures:

1.  Begin with (designed or found) algorithmic processes and realize them with (designed or found) sounds
[B]

2.  Begin with (designed or found) sounds and combine and transform them with software and hardware
processes [B]

3.  Generate and refine material using sequencer improvise-and-edit and MIDI sound engines [A, B]
4.  Design a performance interface and sound generating system and interact with it in real time.[B]
5.  Compose using notation (e.g., traditional, frame, etc.) and transfer it to the computer for realization

(possibly using imitative timbres). [A,B]
The brackets following each procedure indicate whether it is primarily compatible with path A or B or both.

Obviously, some of these procedures may be combined or extended in certain ways.
There are two main points here.  First, both paths A & B give real-time feedback for compositional ideas;

integrated music conceptions can be immediately tested, and I believe this promotes authenticity of conception.
Several of the above procedures allow this, but others, such as 1 & 2,  even in these days of quick direct
synthesis and real-time DSP programs, tend not to, and this promotes constructionist frames of mind rather than
integrated intuitive ones.  Still, there has been tremendous progress since the early days of our field.

Second, and more substantially:  these methods differ in how well they accommodate internalized hearing.
Effective internal hearing is apparently based on an ability to accurately mentally code and integrate sound
objects and sound processes.  As we have seen, this is most critical with complex textures. Yet the ability to play
back and edit via computer the sounds of a piece in progress, as frequently used in all these procedures (except
#4) is not the same as having such internal hearing.  The seamless integration of musical objects and processes,
and the possibility of emergent formal design, a situation which can favour authenticity, is also not promoted by
methods 1 & 2. Evidently, the ability to internally prehear computed electroacoustic materials or the effects of
certain signal processing techniques on a given sound is quite challenging and does not typically approach the
specificity of imagination that is found in accomplished orchestral composers who work with traditional sound
sources—and this provides a working constraint on electroacoustic musical cognition.



Working methods that do not demand detailed cognitive representations of the composer may be more likely
to produce music that lacks general appeal, because we know that one of the reasons that listeners show limited
liking for contemporary art music is their inability to code it either on the basis of simple pitch or rhythmic
structures, and hence assign it meaning (e.g. Smith and Witt 1989).  If composers don't build works from
internally-heard cognitive maps, listeners are less likely to build or find one. (The same may apply to relative
weightings of importance by the professional community, although this is untested.)  This idea is supported by
the consideration that where the meaning of electroacoustic sounds is established by other context such as film
or drama, it is highly effective for the general listener.

3 Imitation and Syncretism

Imitation or simulation are widespread artistic stances in many 20th century artistic media.  This has been
driven by ubiquitous new technological capacities:  the camera, audio and video recorders, flight simulators,
immersive entertainment environments.  Yet while cartoon-like (nonliteral imitative) computer visual imitation has
created separate successful genres, while sampling remains a vital compositional resource, and while new
techniques like physical modeling promise even better auditory simulation that is algorithmically extendable to
nonphysical ranges of parameters, my impression is that imitation of traditional sounds has proved less and less
satisfying to most computer musicians.

First, the ear always hears the difference (except with samples in isolation).  If not soon, then eventually.
Second, the difference is not normally in favour of the simulation (although there are different cultural values
here and Japanese popular culture apparently has different preferences than the West).  Third,  economically-
driven adoption of such MIDI-driven sounds in cartoon and television entertainment and lower budget work was
also certain to spell their kiss of death from the perspective of the certifiable avant-garde.

It is hard to dispute the aural sense in this position, but there are practical problems in composition which can
be solved in no other way.  Those who have indulged in serious orchestral composition know that the economic
constraints on rehearsal time for professional orchestras precludes new music of any substantial virtuosity
(some would say complexity) in nearly all countries of the world.  Yet with excellent simulative timbres, which the
dedicated composer can collect and refine—for certainly no existing purchasable collection is adequate—a
highly credible and listenable result can be achieved.  Listenable, that is, unless one happens to have access to
adequate rehearsal time with real orchestras.  Here in Australia we do not.

The same is true with virtuosic or structurally complex mixtures of different "ethnic" traditions of music.  The
communication problems between different cultures, and differing musical habit traditions, notation systems,
tunings, conventions of orality, etc. mean that only the electroacoustic studio environment may allow  possible
realization.  Again the trade-off is in authenticity of sound experience.

The central mimesis problem is not approximating the sound elements but the manner of their connection—
more specifically, the fact that "elements" of speech or typing or other kinds of motor behavior like music
performance become complexly context-dependent with practice: what in psychologial research in language or
motor performance is called coarticulation. In other words, as one element is being executed another is being
simultaneously prepared, and this looking ahead changes the current element.  The coarticulation problem has
been recognized as a major stumbling block for modeling speech production for many years;  it emerges partially
as articulation in music.  If we ignore it then we are making computer music "unphysical" in failing to tap basic
cognitive motor designs used in human communication.  Unless this is modeled, and perhaps physical modeling
is the best hope here, it will be another subliminal battle lost for electroacoustic composers.

There is also a substantial divide between the temporality of sounds that have human mediation in
production and those that do not.  Mainstream computer music continues to harbour a resentment towards
things dance-like or motoric; as in mainstream contemporary art music, the rhythmically minimalist traditions still
have an iconoclastic, disputed, populist status. In my view there are intermediary positions, but I cannot recall
any ICMC concert where the audience was encouraged to dance.  This resentment seems to stem from
intellectual positions that deemphasize the importance of the body.  I wonder if our field can withdraw from this
ideological polarization.

4 High and low art

It is obvious that the divide between high and low art occurs in our discipline and the position of most of the
major bodies is unequivocally  on the side of high art.  As I have said in print before, this contributes to making
the body of work in our field too aesthetically monopolar.  Quite apart from style, simplicity and transparency
carry risks for the high art composer, as methods will be understood, and perhaps deprecated on the basis of this
understanding.  My personal predilection is for complexity,  yet in some sense complexity is a safe option:
appropriate simplicity is very challenging to achieve.



5 Performability

The power and reliability of the studio environment have led to the humbling of the live performer, who is not
as used to risk as (s)he once was.  The economics of competition also act against risk, for failure may carry
financial penalties.  The projection of electroacoustic performance virtuosity lacks both an appropriate general
interface and a widely compelling and visible set of control gestures and these absences vitiate the focus and
engagement of the audience.   These limitations can also reduce the performer's vitality of involvement (Pressing
1992).

6 Musical universals and perception

There are substantive musical universals, and although their precise enumeration remains controversial and
they cannot be discussed here for reasons of space, some have argued that music (such as most computer
music) that contradicts universal tendencies (for such things as scales and rhythmic regularity and perceived
fundamental pitches) faces an uphill battle perceptually, functionally, and commercially.  Both the logic of this
position and its success in clarifying some of the world's musical habits are readily apparent, since many of the
universal properties of music must have some evolutionary genesis and this implies that the design of neural
circuitry will preclude markedly different musics from substantive cultural impact over the time scale of cultural
change, which is miniscule in comparison to the time scale of physical evolution.

Using such arguments to argue for "reactionary" artistic positions seems churlish;  however, the idea that
increasing education will enable the generic listener to enjoy or understand abstract art music has little empirical
support and runs counter to evolutionary biology.  Indeed, as recent psychological research has suggested,
there may be little increase in liking with increase in familiarity.  The hope that electroacoustic music's restricted
impact is due to some kind of tyranny of the airwaves or cumulative effect of poor aural education practices in
society that are correctable by wider training in perception appears likely to be a chimera.  Likewise, we will not
override visual preemption by training.  The varying bandwidths and semantics of the different sensory
modalities seem to suggest that music in media will remain a handmaiden to visual phenomena indefinitely.

7 Tools for musical analysis

The lack of a viable system of music analysis for electroacoustic composition is a considerable problem.  We
have so far no general solution to the problem of notation, no genre-specific traditions of aural training (as for
example in timbre), no substantial body of agreed-upon masterpieces that interested students will cut their
analytical teeth on, and no analytical procedures specific to what core repertoire we do have that goes beyond
the level of identifying sound sources and isolated techniques.  There is very little discussion about medium-
term structure and the techniques of electroacoustic variation.  In short, there is very little analytical work that
treats electronic musical statements—as opposed to electronic musical tools—in depth.

8 Progress

In science, progress is fundamental and inevitably builds on specific previous work of others.  Successful
novelty is normally highly valued.  In art, the valuation of novelty is culture- and societal subgroup-dependent,
and progress is a problematical notion.  While within certain periods increasing complexity and sophistication
demonstrably evolve (e.g. 19th century Western art music), at other periods intentional simplification (mid-18th
century rococo, late 20th century minimalism) or even retrogression (e.g. pastiche, 1980s back-to-bop jazz
movement) is operative. Hence the simple identification of progress with increased sophistication and complexity
is problematic. Structural progress in one musical parameter often means a de-emphasis of the complexity of
another, since the mean cognitive and attentional potentials of humans are unvarying on the time scale of
cultural change.  However, more sophisticated culturally-disseminated schemas can evolve, that allow improved
"chunking" of information in working memory.

9 The credibility and viability of compositional research

Compositionally, neither novelty nor progress presumes the other;  there is a more reliable sense of progress
in the tools used by composers than in their statements.   Yet even in this area of compositional research there
are methodological problems.  Primarily, there is a lack of systematic evaluation of results.  The wheel keeps
being rediscovered (and republished!) to a degree not found in most fields.  In my experience, articles about
compositional procedures often fail to cite previous work, or do so in such a perfunctory way that it seems
apparent that the author has not absorbed the full results of the previous article.  Far too often there is no
attempt to integrate the current work with previous work. I illustrate this with two case studies.



Case study #1:  Nonlinear dynamics in music
The allure of nonlinear dynamics is palpable for many electroacoustic researchers and there are a number of

papers that apply this to generation of music (see for example Hermann 1993 and citations therein).  However,
there are not many that build on previous work.  For example, an early article in this area (Pressing 1988)  pointed
out, as had been done before in other fields of application, that nonlinear systems exhibit certain consistent
types of behavior that don't depend too critically on the particular mathematical equations used, and that this
was handy.  Furthermore, the intermittency regime (a particular class of mathematical behavior for nonlinear
systems) was found to be by far the most useful as a source of musical variation.  Yet later papers have mostly
promoted one set of mathematical functions over another, and most often simply again described the basics of
nonlinear dynamics, giving little or no detail, little or no rigor, and little or no reference to specific types of
behavior such as intermittency.

As a single example, a work by Little (1993) in one of computer music's frontline journals, Interface, describes
yet again the ideas of chaos, and develops "new" compositional techniques based on chaos which have been
well-documented before.  The reference section to this paper has no references to music at all.  It is possible to
assume that the author has little or no idea that he is not the first to do this.  Are we not entitled to expect more
guidance of authors from the editors of our journals?

Case Study #2:  1/f noise
While the overturning of truths which were formerly gospel can occur in any field, let us consider what one

illustrative example may say about computer music:  the use of 1/ f noise distributions in electroacoustic
composition.  This type of spectral energy distribution occurs widely in physical systems, yet its theoretical
foundations are still problematic (e.g. Voss & Clarke 1978).  It continues to attract the attention of physical
scientists, and because of its relation to fractals and self-similarity, some of the lay public.

 Fundamental changes of perspective in physical laws inevitably percolate into the social sciences and to the
creative arts, particularly music.   The transfer of this particular "law" to the musical domain was initiated by the
publications of Voss and Clarke 1978, Gardner 1978, and later Voss 1988.  The claim was made that "frequency
fluctuations of music...have a 1/ f spectral density at frequencies down to the inverse of the length of the piece of
music"(Voss and Clarke 1978).  This distribution has now become a standard algorithmic composition method,
and appears with significant discussion in standard texts such as those by Charles Dodge and Thomas Jerse
(Computer Music), Richard Moore (Element of Computer Music), and others (see Nettheim 1992 for further
examples).  Yet the original paper and its extension are apparently seriously flawed in methodology and
conceptualization, as examined systematically and compassionately by Nigel Nettheim in Interface 1992 (On the
Spectral Analysis of Melody), who has written:

"The claim of Voss and Clarke that 1/f processes well represent pitch in music has been found in these
preliminary studies of classical music to have only slender support, and the claim for duration must evidently be
rejected."  Nettheim's discussion I find convincing.  He shows that the original work contained assumptions of
statistical stationarity and independence of distributions in different musical parameters for which justification
was not provided and indeed which are either unlikely or demonstrably contrary to empirical evidence, and
concludes that "the appropriateness of  spectral analysis as a tool for musical analysis [of note-to-note
progressions] seems so far undemonstrated."  The point here is not primarily to criticize the work of well-
regarded researcher Voss, but to exemplify my belief that review processes in our discipline are inadequate.

Will Nettheim's work change the status of 1/ f noise in computer music?  Unfortunately, probably not.
Composers will use available tools, and if traditional music and speech aren't 1/f, then we can build new
perceptual skills, some will say:  we are not slaves to history.  My view is that we fight unnecessary battles in
using nonperceptual guiding principles; 1/ f noise is a seriously flawed music generation system.

Yet composition is an idiosyncratic matter;   the composer's search is for particular solutions to particular
problems that have arisen because of creative material with contextually unique properties.  General context-free
theoretical principles are rare in art, but not in science.  There is a tension between the needs to generalize and
induce which are essential features of scientific method, and the impulses to particularize and make unique which
are essentials of the creative arts.
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Book Reviews 

Paul Berliner, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation. Chi- 
cago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994, 883 pp., $85.00 (cloth, 
ISBN 0-226-04380-0), $29.95 (paper, ISBN 0-226-04381-9) 

Two areas of Western music have so far been the main recipients of atten- 
tion from the resurgence of scientific interest in cognition: the tonal main- 
stream repertoire and jazz. One of the reasons for this may be that each has 
seemed to be partially reducible to a production system, and the rules mak- 
ing up these production systems are neatly packaged in established music 
pedagogy in ways attractive for experimental investigation by psycholo- 
gists. Yet jazz has been the poor relation here, and one of the reasons for 
this has been its essentially aural aspect, its normatively unnotated impro- 
visational foundation. There continues to be a clear need for insightful jazz 
scholarship that is based on accurate musical transcription and sophisti- 
cated multilevel analysis. Such work can advance domain-specific prescrip- 
tive musical understanding as it simultaneously provides underpinnings for 
a more powerfully accurate picture of musical cognition and production. 

This need (and others) is well addressed by Paul Berliner in Thinking in 
Jazz, a thoughtful and compelling work of musical scholarship. At 883 
pages, and with more than a quarter of that set aside for detailed musical 
transcriptions, Berliner has explored the nature of jazz thinking, and the 
main factors affecting it, with laudable meticulousness. 

Despite the title, I found that Berliner has actually taken aim at a some- 
what larger target - the codification of the professional procedures that 
underlie top-level jazz performance: thinking processes, repertoire and peda- 
gogy, professional work practices, social factors, evaluative techniques, 
occupational trajectories, and more. One reason that he succeeds so con- 
spicuously appears to be that he has founded his study on two vital streams 
of information: musical transcription and intensive interviews. 

His informants in the interviews are, overwhelmingly, highly skilled 
"name" American jazz performers. Furthermore, they are performers who 
are able to articulate in language the many subtle issues of successful im- 
provisatory performance. Extensive quotations from Barry Harris, Doc 
Cheatham, Art Farmer, Tommy Flanagan, Curtis Fuller, Lee Konitz, Wynton 
Marsalis, James Moody, Rufus Reid, David Baker, Emily Remler, Max 
Roach, Buster Williams, Red Rodney, Art Davis, and many others form 
one central component of the data base that Berliner has constructed. It is 
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apparent that Berliner has taken the trouble to put the information in cul- 
tural context, as a good anthropologist should, immersing himself in the 
activities of the jazz culture, by attending rehearsals, performances, work- 
shops, "hanging out," resuming his personal study of trumpet with various 
teachers, and asking for evaluations of his own conclusions by the musi- 
cians themselves. He has evidently handled the sometimes delicate process 
of intrusion by an "outsider" academic into the heart of African-American 
musical culture with respect and skill. In his reporting and evaluative con- 
densation of interviews, there is a highly effective conveyance of the inten- 
sity, intimacy, and integrity of the traditions of jazz improvisation. As some- 
one who has worked for many years in this tradition, I found many instances 
where viewpoints had been integrated into a novel synthesis that shed use- 
ful light on my previous understanding. 

Structurally the book divides into five parts. Part I, Initial Preparations 
for Jazz, begins by recounting the social and musical circumstances of jazz 
development: early models and training, the role of imitation, the diversity 
of influences and paths that affect musicality and individuality of expres- 
sion. Next there is an examination of the institutions of jazz pedagogy: 
apprenticeships, jam sessions, sitting in, band affiliation, paying dues, for- 
mal educational study. 

Part II, Cultivating the Soloist's Skills, is on a broader scale, and focuses 
on one central question: How do individual soloists come to acquire high 
levels of skill in musical improvisation? Berliner musters a number of comple- 
mentary approaches in the answering of this question. 

The outset, Chapter 3, examines the vehicles for jazz improvisation, the 
songs constituting the jazz repertoire. Improvisation is, as quoted from 
Wynton Marsalis, " a very structured thing." The foundation skills needed 
to devise and control material in the continuum from interpretation to im- 
provisation are brought forward: learning of repertoire, learning of me- 
lodic and harmonic prototypes, and learning how to combine and vary 
them within the boundaries of applicable traditions. As elsewhere, Berliner 
uses the approach of alternating between music-analytic discussion and 
more laid-back or metaphoric language. For example, after listing the dif- 
ferent syllabic articulations used by wind and brass players to produce op- 
timal variation and focus in note onsets, he presents the players' views 
directly: "You must ... [sound like] you are speaking words. It's like you're 
talking when you play. That's what it's about." 

Chapter 4 takes its theme from a quotation by Art Farmer: Getting Your 
Vocabulary Straight. The focus here is on the absorption (via listening, 
transcription, analysis, imitation, etc.) of elements and short phrases that 
have proven their usefulness in solving real-time improvisation problems 
and constructing longer statements. Such a "motivic mosaic" technique 
can act simply as a phase in learning, or it can have a more continuing 
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impact as one of a set of resources for professional activity, acting for ex- 
ample as a safety net for uninspired playing conditions. The congruence of 
this described jazz technique with those of other traditions is marked: The 
approach is found in the Persian radif, the many 18th-century European 
baroque improvisation pattern books, West African drum pedagogy tech- 
niques, jazz and blues "riff" collections, classical Indian music, and other 
systems. Such an analysis has been made of Charlie Parker's work (Owens, 
1974). Berliner does not put the practice in cross-cultural or cognitively 
general terms, evidently preferring to focus on approaching the music within 
its own terms of reference. 

Chapter 5, Seeing Out a Bit, focuses on the developmental shift from 
imitation to assimilation to innovation. In the words of Walter Bishop, Jr., 
"Once you've created your own sound and you have a good sense of the 
history of the music, then you think of where the music hasn't gone and 
where it can go - and that's innovation." The process of successful indi- 
viduation is characterized (I think correctly) as being an ethical issue for 
professional jazz musicians, and Berliner goes on to consider various di- 
mensions of it: vibrato, timbre, rhythmic and harmonic conception, selec- 
tion of influences and their integration. One example I found particularly 
nice was ex 5.6, which lists a number of variants on the standard jazz 
motive 

Bbm7 

The variegated forms of the motive reveal not only standard variation 
techniques such as ellipsis, decoration, blue note emphasis, and rhythmic 
displacement, but an artist-specific personalization in the preference for 
certain embellishment techniques over others. 

Chapter 6, The More Ways You Have of Thinking, documents the use of 
cognitive multiplicity in the formation of the jazz language. Improvisers 
practice material in many different ways so they can fit it into - and access 
it from - many different contexts. In psychological terms, they aim for ex- 
tensive depth-of-processing and multiple coding. This chapter contains an 
engaging and well-considered discussion of African-American rhythmic 
devices. 

Chapters 7 and 8, Conversing with the Piece and Composing in the 
Moment, look at the process of longer scale integration of musical materi- 
als. This requires the performer to face issues of meaning and goal and of 
the overall character of a piece. Motivic development techniques are sum- 
marized. Here I would have liked it if motivic development had been pre- 
sented in more general terms, to show its cognitive generality and connect 
with standard musical analytical repertoire. Also, more of an attempt could 
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have been made to integrate earlier jazz analytical writings on motivic de- 
velopment into the system proposed here, for example Ekkehard Jost's (Jost, 
1975) evidently relevant "motivic chain association" (which he used in 
addressing Omette Coleman's work). Going beyond this local level, Ber- 
liner develops a number of evocative themes used in the construction of 
larger scale order: The singing mind, the inner dialogue, storytelling, musi- 
cal "saves," risk taking, and the improviser's world of consciousness. At 
several points in the book, musical dreams are recounted. 

Chapter 9 explores the relationship between improvisation and 
precompositional materials: the interplay between vehicles and ideas, the 
bag of tricks, improvisational strategies tuned to individual pieces, the de- 
velopment of historical traditions of how a piece shall be improvisationally 
handled. In the accompanying transcriptions, Berliner has assembled some 
insightful case studies, including Booker Little's improvisation on "Minor 
Sweet," which is broken down into a community of interacting ideas, and 
a comparison of two versions of a precomposed solo by Fats Navarro, 
revealing an underlying model and its limits of variation. 

The end of Part II concludes with Chapter 10, (The Never-Ending State 
of) Getting There. Here the focus is on emotion, evaluation, and the con- 
tinual process of change and self-assessment. Berliner hangs this chapter 
on many quotations from the artists, which skirt around or frontally at- 
tack these tricky issues. These comments range from koans to encomiums 
to structured analysis to vague metaphor to phenomenological introspec- 
tion, and one strength of Berliner's selection process would seem to be that 
he is content to include comments ranging over this broad palette. In my 
view, this moves the research away from rigorous analysis, but with the 
considerable compensation that it can attempt to address a fuller range of 
musical experience. In some sense, Berliner has infused the stance of the 
outsider ethnographer with an insider's belief system and analytic insights. 

In Part III, Berliner begins with a look at the jazz arrangement, docu- 
menting the variety of procedures used, including free form, the head ar- 
rangement, the role of memorization, and the processes of refinement and 
elaboration that occur in rehearsal, recording, and repeated public perfor- 
mance. He surveys the additions and alterations that individuals can apply 
to an arrangement, focusing particularly on members of the rhythm sec- 
tion (bass, drums, piano), whose parts are typically less fully notated than 
those of other band members. There is a useful discussion on performance 
conventions associated with particular historical figures, particular reper- 
tory, and particular instrumentations. 

This leads to a treatment, in the next few chapters, of one of the central 
problems of group improvisation: how different performers are able to 
form and maintain musical interactions in real time. Again based on the 

quotations of insightful practitioners, Berliner documents the central im- 
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portance of the groove in melodic jazz, which has its foundation in shared 

conceptual relations between bass and drums, and also to a great extent, a 

chording instrument (commonly the piano). Interactivity is addressed be- 
tween rhythm section members, between rhythm section members and so- 

loists, and sequentially between soloists (as in "trading fours"). Berliner is 
not limited to the quotations of practitioners, but produces some highly 
effective interpretive passages of his own. In the following paragraph, he 
addresses soloist-pianist interaction: 

The vehemence with which a player makes musical suggestions has 
bearing on the mutuality of the musical exchange. Pianists can make a 
subtle harmonic offering to soloists by presenting a non-chord tone or 
color tone in the inner voice of a passing chord. To present the same 
color tone in the upper voice of a sustained chord is a more pronounced 
offering, one that can produce dissonance if others ignore it. The par- 
ticular musical effects that performers strive to produce typically guide 
such decisions. Similarly, in negotiating over chord substitutions, solo- 
ists can follow a pianist's firm lead, but they may decide to continue 
inventing melodies based on their own versions of the progression, en- 
gaging in bitonal invention and producing inventive schemes of har- 
monic counterpoint by superimposing one pathway upon another, (p. 
367) 

Berliner produces an equally satisfying discussion, peppered with apt 
quotes, about how performers deal with surprise changes in musical struc- 
ture (e.g., spontaneous change of meter by the bassist/band leader) and 
actual musical errors. He also attempts to suggest, via various metaphors, 
the experience of intimate involvement in successful jazz performance. Here 
Berliner likens it, perhaps surprisingly, to surfing: 

The qualities of a group's groove, achieved through the masterful ma- 
nipulation of the musical elements, ultimately transcend the technical 
features of jazz to provide improvisers with a rich, varied experience, a 
dimension of which is distinctly joyful and sensual. With the precision 
of a skillful swimmer who, having synchronized movement with a pow- 
erful wave, surges to its crest to be carried effortlessly before its wake, 
the soloist sizes up the rhythm section's groove, entering its flow to ride 
forward on the passage of time. As soon as the artist releases a phrase, 
it seems to sail off, bobbing buoyantly atop the rhythm section's pulsat- 
ing patterns, (p. 389) 

In the concluding chapters of this section, Berliner addresses the evalua- 
tion of group performances, from spiritual, emotional, intuitive, traditional 
aesthetic, and structural perspectives. He discusses a number of kinds of 
faulty interactions that can occur in a jazz ensemble, and how such con- 
flicts are typically contained or worked through in practice: the social dy- 
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namics of musical cooperation. This inevitably leads to a brief look at the 
lives and playing conditions of bands. Here Berliner describes the difficult 
economic conditions of jazz performers, the life cycles of jazz groups as 
social organisms, and familiar social psychological issues: power relations, 
individual versus group orientation, negotiation techniques, methods of 
communication. 

He provides here, as in many other locations, a description of problems, 
and empirical techniques used to evaluate or address them, that suggest 
ready-made connections with aspects of the mainstream psychological lit- 
erature. Berliner does not use such language, but it may be of interest to 
readers of this journal to cite an example: 

Berliner relates two separate cases of musicians (Barry Harris and an 
unnamed teacher of jazz, p. 400) where performers are counseled that 
mastery of a specific body of material cannot be considered to have reached 
a deep enough level ("body mastery" is the term used by one informant) 
unless the learner can carry on an independent natural language conversa- 
tion simultaneously while performing it. In psychological terms, this might 
be phrased as: The evidence for a learning level commensurate with auto- 
maticity in performance relies on noninterference in a dual-task paradigm. 

In the final discursive section of Thinking in Jazz, Berliner begins with 
Vibes and Venues, a look at the effects of audience interaction on jazz per- 
formance. Readers of the jazz literature will find much of this material 
familiar. In the Epilogue, Jazz as a Way of Life, the jazz musician's odyssey 
is articulated, with its many difficulties and rewards. 

The last major section of the book, Music Texts, provides the structural 
stream that brings home in particulars the parallel-tracked messages in the 
body of the text. Berliner explores alternative notations that encode body 
movement in performance, for example, tongue positions and fingering on 
the trumpet, his own main jazz instrument. However, the vast bulk of mu- 
sic is expertly set in traditional jazz notation, using the computer notation 
program Finale. Of convincing quality and compiled from the efforts of the 
author and many well-known jazz scholars, the notations vary in scale 
from short solo excerpts to complete band scorings. There are numerous 
drum transcriptions, piano voicing transcriptions, and rhythm section and 
soloist transcriptions documenting the particulars of improvisational inter- 
action. The large-scale full musical score excerpts are taken from Miles 
Davis' groups - the 1956 versions of "Bye Bye Blackbird" and "Blues by 
Five," the 1964 recorded version of "I Thought About You"- and The 
John Coltrane Quartet's 1961 recording of "Softly, As in a Morning Sun- 
rise." These larger-scale transcriptions serve as sources for some of the short 
examples as well, and this produces a satisfying unification of structural 
levels of analysis. 
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Occasionally, I found myself impatient with Berliner's simplifications of 
contemporary jazz practice. For example, he refers only to chords made up 
of tertian design and does not address polychordal or "slash" notational 
thinking. To some degree, of course, this may represent preferential habits 
of orientation of these American musicians. I was surprised to find no men- 
tion of compound melody, an important analytical concept in much of this 
music. In his description of the tune "I Got Rhythm," which acts as a 
harmonic prototype, there is very little accounting of the varieties of har- 
monic practice used in tunes that adopt this structure, and in this sense the 
cadence to the tonic in bar 15 he gives is uncommonly early. Berliner also 
lists the chords in the 9th and 10th bars of a jazz blues as V-V, whereas ii- 
V is in the view of many more typical, and the progression V-IV, a common 
basic progression in African-American music and rock, is not mentioned at 
all. 

But these are quibbles in a vast and highly polished work. Overall, Think- 
ing in Jazz is a book of intimacy, insight, depth, and rigor that may well 
form a landmark against which all serious future studies on jazz improvi- 
sation will be judged.1 

Jeff Pressing 
University of Melbourne 
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Music perception and cognition is a subject that is still sadly lacking from 
most university music programs, undergraduate and graduate alike, and 
that is still almost entirely neglected in most research in music theory and 
historical musicology. David Butler's book takes an important step toward 
bridging the wide intellectual and political gap that currently separates music 
perception and cognition from the more venerable musical disciplines. The 
book is the first to combine the following three features: It covers general 
aspects of music perception and cognition; it focuses on musically relevant 
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CHAPTER Two 

Psychological Constraints on Improvisational 

Expertise and Communication 
JEFF PR.ESSlNG 

This chapter builds on foundations set out in several previous publications, 
which surveyed fundamental issues in the psychology of improvised behavior 
and interdisciplinary resources for its modeling, culminating in a potentially 
computational theory of musical improvisation (Pressing 1984. 1988). The the
ory was applied to the micro- and macroanalysis of improvised keyboard mu
sic in a separate report (Pressing 1987). In this chapter I extend certain aspects 
of that previous work and evaluate its potential for further development. In 
particular, I pursue the idea of improvisation as a system of expertise, examin
ing bow improvisers adapt to or circumvent the psychological and cultural con
straints under which they inevitably operate in the quest for increased fluency 
and efficacy of musical expression. I shall aim to draw cross-cultural conclu
sions, and not to confine the discussion to any particular repertoire. but the 
reader is urged to be alert to the possible effects of disproportionate extrapola
tion from my own areas of musical specialization. 

General Principles of Expertise 
Before focusing on improvisational expertise~ it will be useful to review some 
general findings in the psychology of expertise. "Folk" Western psychology 
and lay opinion have, for many centuries, but particularly since the Renais
sance, regarded expertise as the predominant result of natural gifts. This is the 
"'innate talent" view of high accomplishment. In line with this traditional view. 
Galton (1979 [1869]) spelled out three central factors in developing expertise: 
innate ability, motivation, and effort. If the main effects of training are to 
asymptotically develop skill towards a plateau characteristic of the individual's 
potential, then it fallows that innate ability will be the dominant distinguishing 
factor in expertise (Ericsson and Chamess 1994). 

In music, the idea of specially gifted individuals is virtually axiomatic in 
Western cultures, re.fleeting their emphasis on the individual. Naturally 
enough, it is built into the structure of musical instruction, particularly at inter
mediate to higher levels. University instructors speak of students with "cloth 
ears" who founder due to their lack of basic aptitudes required for competence. 

But, as is now well known-at least among anthropologists and ethnomusi
cologists-the innate talent view of excellence is hardly a cultural universal. 
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As h,ts <>flt:n 1,t'en noted, in a numb...:r I if 'trn<.li1i't1nal cultu,es \'irrually c,·cry(.>ni,; 
hm~ a palpuhl~ <lcgree of profco:~100,11 mu ic,aJ l.t:.1tus (e.g .. 8!.1cking 1973: Feld 
1984). T1u1ni11,g is incJui.:hr. and t.:nntj1ete11ce ,eem1ngJy pervasive. reflrding 

the effects of coJturnl nnd envirorrn1ental factors. Jn fact, it appear Iha~ ~t1ribu-
1ion of cau~cs to ouh:om ·~ in ~rn,I~ rradiuonal sncietics may more he~l\'ily :md 
corr~ctly \vciglit contextual !.ind intetp~rs.011c1.I I-actors than m Western ~rn:::ietic!i, 
which fa\or l~~phum1iu11:s ba..,c<l on mdividual trait.s. a bias caJledfurrdtJmenwl 
attr1/Juticn t>.rJ"(}r(Glc:itman IY95). Huwevcr. the idcri of spcrializc:<l a11,dd;rfer
t;Ol1ill mu kaJ apritu<le exists within the ,·ust m(\iorily of uU c,ilturcs. 

llle inn;.itc talent "kw has ah,o oc~n und,;rminl!d hy :a mogc ,)i more r~fnt 
studh.!s b) ['S)cholqgis.ts. wbkh arc congruent with the> ~thnomusicologkal 
11erspcctive. Substantial cvi<lcm:en<P•'•' i.:xi~ts thar it i"' tnima,lly inte,lsi\e prnc
ticc of the right kind (-'d .. lib~~rmc: practice", tlmt i linked wirh e;q>el1 stam"5. 
and Lhat the sourcc.s tJf i.;xpcrtise m;~hr well be s1.1ught in the factor:s that predis
P'''-C individuals h•wnr<l .. ~uch loten~i .,~ practice tErks~cm. Krampe. and 
T~sch-Ri ►ri I!• 1r 93). Thh kJnJ ot prut.ticc is indhidually t.iilored :ind mrgc,s 
1>anicular suhgonls dun ~mud an dehnablc rdaL.ion to 1hr central ta~k. iypically. 
a ddaberote praeuce ~gm1c is designed ::md exc~ut~d undr:r Jhc guidance of a.n 
expenenc~d teacher. op,:ratmg within denr ttnditinns. \Vilh respect 1r, improvi
satfon. lh • guiJam:-: compnncm of dclihaate prncticr.~ ma~ be m:hicvcd by 
wt1rlcin_g with ·1 tc~u.:hcr in a dir<Wt~'<.1 ~ituniion. hut ~tlsn hy aural absorption of 
c;>.amplc~ of 1.:Xpi;rl pc1lt'.ll'tmmce, stllO}' nf theory .md a11.1lysi:-, ~nd inti,;f.l(;tivt; 

Wllrk 1'11 peer group ent'ietnbl~~ dur iug t'c!hl!arsal a11d pt!rl<>rn1:mn:., which •ypi
cally moves from J.rl 4ppr~miccship 1,hase to tull !-.latu. membership, as docu
mc-mcd by Berltner {1~94) to, the Ame1•ic;111ja1.1. eommun•ty. 

Ne thm this emphasis on practice does nol boil down lo a sirn1>le naturl!/ 
nurture dichoromy. [nst<.'ad we may note that ddiber.ue pmctke Laken 10 1he 
<legrci: required for hi~h levels of skill is not typically plca~urahle and a~k: 
\Vl1) do pc:nplc do it'l Prnctic"'~~prcdlspo!)ing factor< ,tJill be panly. ped1a11~ 
brgdy. erwirunrm~nr.•l. b,1-.cd (10 lhl" degree of suppol1 ot parent,,. te:.u.:he1~. 

friends, peer grt>l:.lps, .1ml general cuhur.ll forcc.'i. But the) will also be affe.cred 
by !tUCh pi:1'$onal focturs a\ tcnt(}~r~m1cn1 .. in1rin ·i~ mqtivation. -ambition for 
rewaaf:!'I (high status, pe1·sonal <liscinction. mal<:rial ,gain. c1c.J1 plea,ure3hl~-
11~ss of the acti,·ity. and prefen'f'd aclivily h:vc1, which c\·idcmly may have ge
netic components. 

These 1nm~ personal factotS huv~ be~n lhe :mbjc..-ct of con.~iderable re.se::i.lt'h, 

though primarily outside tl1e tieli.l uf music. m.1 wllik per~om1lity is ttot the 
main fot:Us. hero. a few ctm11t1~n1s :,re in order. For ~xample, Cattell (1963) 
foun<l ahat eminen1 researd\er~ in tht! fie Ids uf pl1ysics. biolog\, and psychulogy 
could be di tinguished fmm lt,l(;h~r" and udrnini ·trntors m l11t: ,ame llt;hJs ~ind 
from members of the ~~11erat pop1.1lacion on the b:i ·is ()f pcrs0r1ril11y ch4.racter
btics. Dislinguis.hed re. ... e:1rcher. •,vt•re more ·clf-.suffictcnt. erno1hma1ly un-
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st:1bJe, dmniuan1. intnJv..:r11..-..i. and rcflc:-etive than the other groups. \\'hile u,~re. 
do not :i.ppeai> hi be any srntcwrc.d cxammr,tions of por$.onality 1)n"lfiles of in)• 
proviser.; along the.,t• Hrll:'-, biograplucs of the pc~onal lives of significant jazi 
musician lntl e1ghtet:nth- :.md ninctccnth,ccntury \Vcitem impnwiSt.!15 seem 
at lease roughly com;orcfont with .such conclusions. Wt! do. hmveve1. l\a'le in
creasingly diffl.!rentiatcd II cu,mts of pcrformin~ musicianst and compu~ets' 
personality rmits (e.g .. Kcrnp l 9961. IL iii found thut personality rrahs of instill• 

rne11talis1. muy \.U)' with 1r1slrum~nt, \\litli1 □ the ,!-JCncraJ ambit of mus1cn.J per• 
,onality! "hent.aS cnntr,o-;t:rs show d~po..,it1ons sim11ar lo tho~C' found in other 
creali\'e fidd~, l)'pkaJI} t:xhihiting introvi·rsion. independence. cnsitivity. 
imaginauon. ratliealbm. und an :.tlln1ction for cornplcx. -:1ml ambiguous sym
bolic e11tecp1i~es (Ken1p 1996). Ahhi.mgh lfo.: c.:ro s-1,;uhur.il limitatil,ns r,f the,<.· 
eondusion, hav~ heen little tx!lmined, .1 rc.;a"1.mahlc ... t~rting '-llggl.!.Slmn for im
prm:is~rs would appear LO be th::it rh~y '-'1)uld cxhihi1 fc.'.mpcrmncnt ~uicl (")t!n,0111-

atuy uaits rettecting the-ir dual scams a?\ re::il-&irnc Clllnpo~er~ rind nnbicnl per
form<:1 . 

One tradJtionru a.spe.cl of the irmate talent vie\\' has been the nmio11 lhat 
expertbe is founded on e~ceprio11aJ ba~k abilitie~: markt!dly ;;uperior le\·ds tit' 

such thines as vi~ilance or Auemiona.I forus. muscular stren~tlt. memorv, band-
- .._.. • V # 

eye coordinacion. reaction speed. logical fluency. ,patial perception. or speed 
anJ d\!pth of associative thinking (E!'icssan and Chamcss 1994 t Yee when -:uch 
ideas have been put to the test. I.bey have not stood up well I Erjcsson rui<l Smith 
1991 ): correlations of these foctors wirb expertise arc. wc~k. am.J much stronger 
correlalions arc obtruned with deliberate prncticc. For cx1,mplc. ,:ham pion l-lth• 
letes pcrfonn remarkably in I.be comext of their spon, but du f'lClt ~xhibit rcat:
tion times or perceptual acuity to simple ~1irnuli tht11 dhtin,g111sh lhem from 
or<linary athkt~ or the public at l~irg • iEric:simn, Krantpt!, i.md T~c:lrRomer 
19931. Rather. exp~rts develop domttin-sp~cific ~mbskill:-.. Although 1!:<percise 
should be facilitated by a good fit betwcc:n an im)i, iduars 1>ulett~ ,,r disposi
tinns and the. domam skill components, sud1 dispositiun~ may have a la.cgc 
e m·lronmental component. 

In line with lhis. it rums oul to be <I11itc diffit:ul1 itt general to predict which 
children will become eventual \!X.pcrt.s. In music., <les11ite the well-k11own .anec• 
dotat acco1.1t1ts of distinguishi.:o<l cornposcrs) cnfm ' early blos~oming prochgie.s 
do not laier Je\'elop Llleir p~j1:ctcJ potential and are ~1ften eventually surp.45sed 
hy later scaners (Ericsson and Chamcs'- 1994; Slol'<>Lla1 Davidson. and Ht1w1: 

1994). The etfecl'I otearly intervention can b1; '-et:n 'from tw<, example::; of the 
development of musical skills rn children; ( I thi.; succt!'i l)t the Su:1,ulci method 
<Jf piano und violin insEruction. wnkh nus produc:tc1 mm1y instances of prodigy• 
like skill levels i11 1hose ,,,.ithout apparent prc·l·:xisting disJ)Os&li.nn~ tu musk; 
and «_2) -.1rong evidence ,hn.t the karning of ab~nlucr: piI1:h is highly linked to 
a critical :1~:i-i111il,1ti1rn l)eriod of approximately ,hr.,~t: le) se,cm yeal's ot age. 
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and tha1 if suitable pitch labelling traimng is given in this peri~ a substantial 
fraction (perhap .50 percent of all children, rather than the current 0.0 I per
cent) can develop absolute pitch (Takeuchi and Hulse 1993). 

1b receive opumal benefits from training and practice, individuals need 10 

mooitor their results with fuU and su ·taincd anention. This level of concentra
tion is effonfu) and fatiguing. and can only be maintained to a limited ex ten, 
each day. In many cases this period is about four hours, and several studie 
point 10 the: morning as ahe best time for it wilhin the day (Ericsson and Char
nes 1994). 

O\oerall, what are the results of all this deliberate praccicc? Aero. domains 
rhe story is the same: the development and refinement of domain- pecific skills 
and knowledge structures. and progressive phy" iological and cognitive adap
tations. Highly c:xpcn pcrfonnancc typically reflects extreme adaptations. 
achieved through decades Qf cffon, to a quite specific con tellation of task 
rcquiremenl~. The scope and importance of \'arious conslituent subskills will 
typically de\elop and change 0\1-er the course of learning and training. Transfer 
of expertise between d1fterent skills is weak; experts do not show natural ad
vantages outside their specialist domains. unles the new and old skills are 
extremely congruent From chis vantage point. it is not surprising that the musi
cal skills of sight-reading, memorized pcr.fonnancc. composition. and impnwi
sation arc ·ecmingly quire independent. even though they share an ex1cn.~ive 
knowledge base. This independence f unhcr refines 1hc idea of a separate musi
cal intelligence (Gardner 1983). and indted there are a number of reported 
cases of selective loss of mu.~ical subskills due to neurological damage (e.g .. 
Sergent 1993. describing Ra\rel) and in.c.tances of .. idiot savants" with consi~r
able skill m musical improvisation (Hermelin. O'Connor. Lee, and Treffen 
1989). 

<h·eraJl. fluency in real-time adapti1-1e skills that mirror improvisation is le. s 
well researched. but in many rcaJ situations. adaptation to changing conditions 
is one hallmark of cxperusc. This has been examined in the classroom teaching 
of mathematic , for example. which can be considered a case of improvised 
peech. L,ving~ton and Borko ( 1990) found that experts showed greater flu

ency than nm·ices in impr<Wising activities and explanations in response 10 

student questions and comments. They annbuted this to the fact that the nov
ices' cogniti\ie schemata for content and pcdagQg)' are .. less elaborated. inter
connected. and accessible than those of lhc experts•· (Livingston and Dorko 
1990). 

Psychological Foundadons or Improvisational Expertise 
In many ways, improvisational skill fit in quite well with the general principle 
'Of expertise enunciated obove. However. there arc some further consideration . 

Sloboda ( 1991) hru drawn attcnrion to the distinction between receptive and 
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productive mu.c.ical expertise. which parallel lhc compctence/perfonnance 
split in natural language theory (Chomsky 1957). Pointing out that members 
of the society at large achie\'C a sound le\-el of culturally based receptive .. ex. 
pertise" without any formal instruction. Such knowledge is implicit, and it may 
be represented for example in the specific case of traditional tonal relations. 
as a set of (hard and soft) rules {e.g., Lehrdahl and Ja«;kendoff 1983), a frame
work of probilbiliries of note incidence or pairs (Knunhansl 1990), distances 
between notes in a lonal space (Shepard 1982), or weight in a neural network 
(Bharucha 1987), to mention only some of the better known approaches. The 
idea that such perceptual hcxpcrtise•· is common to expffl.i. and noncxpcrts is 
supponed by studies showing smillar segmentation of atonal melodies by the 
two groups (Delicgc and El Ahmabdi 1990). similar structumJ cla~ ification 
of tonal melodic· by the: two groups (Bigand 1990), and similar pauems of 
preferential trucruraJ level recall by musicians and nonmusicians (Sloboda 
and Parker 1985). In the la t case. higher order structural features were found 
to be preserved al the expense of detail for both groups. 

In one sense. this ii; not surprising. Most musicians primarily play and com
PQSe for nonmusicians. o it i to be expected that similar cognitive structures 
wiU emerge in music perccpcion. Such shared knowledge must form the foun
dation for appreciation by none~pert. of improvisational skiJJ. Y~ there is a 
well-known gap between the pref erenc~s of progre. "ivc pr<>f ess1onal musi
cians. notably including contemporary Western improvisers. and tho~ of non
musicians, which is particularly evident outside of mainstream cla.'iSical and 
popular repertoires. This may be due to very different perceptual emph.ases. 
For example. Wolpert ( 1990) found that musicians and nonmusician focused 
on quite different aspects of the music in perfonning a recognition ta.u: non
musicians responded overwhelmingly to instrumentation. whereas musicians 
based their responses overwhelmingly on melodic structure and harmomc ac• 
companiment. Such differences are probably widespread: specialist apprecia• 
lion of pecialist music occurs in many cultures (e.g .. within classical traditions 
of India and Indonesia). 

One central thread will be developed in the .sections below: how improvisa• 
tion is critically haped by often rather severe constraints on human infonna• 
tion-proce ing and action. For the improviser must effect real-time ensory 
and perceptual coding. optimal attention allocation.' event interpretation. 
deci ion-making, predictton (of the a<:tions of others), memory storage and 
tteall. error correction. and movement control. and further. must integrate 
these processes into an optimally seamless set of musical statements that re~ 
fleet both a personal perspective on musical organization and a capacity to 
affect Ii teners. Both peed and capacity constraints apply. To circum\-cnt these 
limitations, ccttam tools are used:, represenung the results of deliberate prac• 
lice. Only if the coherence problem is addressed with a sufficiently powerful 
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'-t'.t of skill~ and lool-. i:an che p~rtnrmcr opi:rntc substtrnlially on a hi~h level 
of nm,ical thiukinf! and mtcracuon, ~."<hibiting s.t:m;hh ity to nuance, context. 
de\o-elopmt:m, and rcferl!nce stmctur ·s, 

fHE J{EJ·l=.IUi~' J 

Jo achieve maxim.ti JhtL·ncy and c there nee. 1mproi. is.crs. ,vhcn tl1cy :1T<· no, 
pcrf onuing free for ••:,b;,;olute'') iinprovi aiian. use a referent. a set of cognili\ e, 
p ·n:cp111al, or crun1 innal ~truccuies (con~tra.ints I that guidl' and ;ijd in ,he pr<)
cluc1inn of 1111t .... kal 11rnteriiJls t Pressing l 984 J. ln 1,1l1, for example,, lbe n.:fc,ent 
ic; the song form. including melllcly and <.'hords· a ::-.un·cy of ~>:::11nple.., is given 
in. P11:!,si11g I Y '4. 

'I'he use at -a 1~ferenl helps tu 1.:nhnncc p~1fnnnnm.:~ nutconw in a number of 
,,·u;": (u) Sinci: the referent r>rrwidcs 111a1erial for ,•uriation. thl! pe1fonner 
ncc-..l • to nllcx-~1tc le"" prnc~. ~ing ,apaciry (ancrni(1n) to selectioo und creation 
of materiah. c b. Sin,e 1ht.: rcferl.!nt is nr I mn'lly available well l>etore p~rfor .. 
lll;.trt<.:e, rrl!-.tnalysis alk)',1,'s cnn,1ruetiot1 of one or more C'lpcimal structural ~l!e 

mentatio11s of the refrre,11 ~nd also a palette of -approprmtc and well-rehearsed 
1\!~ourees fur variacion and manipulation. reducing thl~ extent of dccision
mnking requircJ in performance, (ct SJ}Cc1tk variations c:m be prccompo~l·J 
and rchcaTh(:tl. rc~•1cing the novdly of motori,· ·ontrol and musil·al logu. 01 
succ .. ~:,;;ful (1lu1 i{m~ of tlm impr<Wisatitmal clln<:tr~1inl5, .md pm\'i1hng follliack 
111alt:1 i.il in the i.;a,\c of 3 ti;tnponn)' lat:k of invc.ntion. pns-;ibl_., h ·lping 1~1 reduce 
pe1fom1an~ an.'1(1ety. (d) Stn~t! refor1.:m int'or111u1ion i~ sllaretl, tlte ncctl for dl~
taikd ::mem1on to the pcrccpucm ot the pans ot 1.1Lher pc1forme1 s 1:-. r~ducctl
for example. a more limited ~et of cues may sutfice m L:r.ld, tht! heha\1i,,ur 01 

other performer,. In utldition. (t.>J ~hen the referent is fn-Jim,· (that h, it speci
fic lime relations. cilhcr orUiaally. absoJutdy, or rch.1.tively.1, ulj t comruu11. ir 
rcduci-s the :mcnlion required on the wsk of producing effei:tive medium tu 
Jr,ng-r.t1ngc ,ml<-r. sin\,;1~ •h~ rdi..·r<..'111, in part, pro\ ides this. Hy common ~han
nchng ~,r thought :.rn<l ;:iction m:w· ... s the ,cns~mblc. it aJso im.:reascs the likeli
lumd \lf ') ncr~ctic en·ndir>ily, whi<.·h ~an hH\'C a boosting. effect on 1he cour~e 
of uu ~ m1m1,•i salinn. 

·rhe degree .... r prc.icessi11g ,el1uction enubled by r-cforcnt use will depend OJI 

rhe infomrn,iqn t.:011tcm nf 1ht! .-elerenl nruJ ot1 In"' pcrfomic-rs· depth of famil
iarit) with it-and on ih developmental p{>tcntiaf~. The cffoc1 of1his rnducthm 
is to free up more pruce.-,sing r~~onrces t:or fl ·n:cplion. (:ODU'Ol, a.nd inte1 player 
in1cra.ction. increasmg the chances nr reaching a higher anistk level. 

The reforem·s mle is 1wt ,,mly tl1ac of incrca ing ()fCJC{:S~ine cffidenl'.y. Lt .ti. o 

pnwtdes material with emotional and $trnctttr:.tl foundations l1oncd ro engage 
,bi.; hstcnl.'ram.l pcdonner and 1ei11fon.:e piei:~ identity within nnd acrosi.differ
cnt pdformances. Such found:.nh1ns will guide the pr duction of expectnnc:ie~ 
in musical impro.visatlon Scltmucklt:r J lNOl. Sinct ·unc prominenr cogni1iv~ 
theory of tbe origin of mu,kal emL1tion is vir1 lhc creation rind ~etec-tht: frustra-
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tion. delay. ot cn11tirmaLinn of c~pectarn.:1es (\1el~r 1956, I c 7J; Dowling and 
Harwoud l l)86: N.1nnour 1977: Jackcndoft J l)t.) I). cltii,; Sltg~csls that rcfcrem 
fotetactkJ11 muy flavc :1 powerful role in the caracLr)' or iinprovii.atinn ro com• 
municare emminn, ... vhich presumably 1s heigluened by 1he i1111ncdh1cy of n:k,
vance and ll)J1h.::1lit, of control that improvi~dnn c:.in rnttec1. 

fJil! KNm·vr.rmc.n n,,sr. 
1\noli1erh1ol fori111pT'fwi'.i-11tio11al fluency ari"cs t1T1m l11ec,eatio11. rnaintt•mmcc, 
an.d enrichrne,u or nn u~sc,ciutt•cl knowledge b:i.~. built into long-re1 ni mcmnry. 
One difference h~twe~n c!Xper1 • :-md nom:xpcrts as in the richne~~ and n.:lme

rnenr of urgani,.utior, 1)f rhe'ir kntw:lcdgc ~lnicturcs. Chase and Simon ( 1973) 
e ·tabli--hed irnme<.liute ::11.'t:e!-'.s 10 rdcvarH knowledge as a major dimension dis• 
tingui,hing ma~ters. expe1ts. am.1 novices. Thi result~ in bc:.tter solutions. de
termined fa.~ter, and is clearly applicable to musical impro, 1~a•ion. 

The novice has a se1 of teclmiques thill are incnmp1ct(; in detail and rmorly 
linked. ln other ,vords. che irwncatim1 ur !J kchnitttlc. or class of techniqu,.-~ s 
strongly context-specific. {l·or example. the novk~ jc.1/'_z irnpn.wi:,,i;r m~1y only 
be able to execute a riff in ~ertain kev;;.1 L111ks bi:twet:11 r1.~d111i411es and rn:.111.:ri
als arc sparse. limiting the co.pacttV to1 gerLeralizatiou. The <Ji.,tinguishcd 
expert h.-s materials th.at me known in mttmatc detail. and from differing 
perspectives. and the various materials 01 modules ate cro~~-linked by 
connections ut various levels of the J1ierurchical k,iowle.d.ge ~tructure. Pan of 
the cffccl oi improvisatkmal practice is lo make motcirkally transp~rcnt by 
nvcrlcaming what htis been cnnceptually mastcrc<l. (For cxampJc, in achicvmg 
top-level jazz improvisatioaal expertise, chord voicings arc lypically practiced 
in ail invai.:ion~ and spacing:;; motifs an.: mastered in all keys and with varyin~ 
rhythmic designs anJ ttmpi,J Dc.cJru:utivc knClwfodgc (fact:;) about prllccdurcs 
arc foklcd in with direcl procedural knowkdg-:, as part of the proce~s of con
·tructing useful generalized motor program,. 1A g-~n ·ralii,ed mo1nr progrnm. 
as dcsi..-ribcd in K<."Ck, Cohen, and lvry l986. i~ .i param·"trkall}' tun:1bl~ 1.:on
trnl structure used by tl1c motor .sy.stcm ,o t:ff i.:t-:t t1 resuh.1 

l'bc impro\·b-cr hares the culturnll)' pn'.diC".ih.:d ·'pa:ssivi: ex,~rtisc" ~·ferr~(l 
10 above. aud al-.o rnnre specialized ;sm,I c:·xp1ici1 knowledgt. frnn1 'his nr ln·r 
role in rumimprovisational production rrctivitie., like compusition, !>i~ht
reading. and recreathc pcrlorrnancL~. There is :it:;.1., u large knowledge )'Ct ac
crued \rin 1mprov:isational pn1ctict:, rchc~rstil. analysi , sdt;(:civt! listening. ~nd 
performance. and it contains cJcmcnts 1hut 111:1y be tiedararh e ur r,rocedur'11 
f Prcc.,ing 198. ,, ohj~ct- nr prorc s-oricntcd (Prcs~ing 1984J. nnd dther ex
r,li<.:ir or implicit. 

Oven.ill. 1he knmvledgc ba-.c \viii incl11(1c musical rnateria1s und excerpts, 
repcrttiin:. ~ub:-.kill.s.. perceptual st.r.atcgii:s, pr~blcnt-:>oh·ing r1mtiues. hie.mr
chical memo, ... , srructures and schemas. gen ·rnlizcd m(ltor prog1.Ims, and .. 
more. Jr i, a cauldrut1 nt devices collected and finc-1unt:d on rh(! basis of opri-
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rni1.in~ improvisatory pcrfonnam:e. One task uf pedagogy is 10 :-.ystematize 
these element-.., bul tM, systrina1i1.:i.1ion can nevci be complete; individual dif• 
forcnccs in s11bskilL :'Ind urientatkut~ to artistic output re 1ui1e that proern.ms 
of optmml opcraril)n be mdh•idually tailored. 

As w11h the refi:1~111, th~ musical knowJedgc base i~ n11t purely ··engincercJ'' 
by cnnsi,lcr'c1t1on5 of pe1 fut111anoc efficiency; it cncock~ tht: fthcot~ of comprl
sitiunal choices and predilections c.l fining an i11cli~itluaJ\, per orr.!l .;1y1c. Twn 
drhes. one tu·wa.rds eHkac\ of .u;lion. nnil vne t<m"'.irds aruul expression, pri
m.arfly hapc the selection of information and perlhr.m~mce rc~ourccs in re.ii 
lime. and ~uidc th<:ir intCl!ralio11, ... -
SPE( 1~ L' r l\f 17.\roR',, 

EiXpert:-. hine excellem domain-specific memory coding ttplitudc.s, wllich they 
nchitHi by chunking simple memory ckmtnls into forger grou11\;. based nn 
developt!d .'lpecial :,lmcturcs in lon_g-tcnn memory (Erje5son • ml Ch.in,~:-.s 
t c 94 . far example. 'Cht-.ss masters n:mrmbcr chcs f)O:,itiom with un ~1cturacy 
and rapidity for exceeding d1ri1 of 11ovict·s, but only wh<;n thl! positions c<,nc
spond lo plau-.ible !:'1tmc posirjons. Their rucrntJry for random :m,mg,.m1<:111s of 
pieces b not Mtpt~rfor (Ch:Lst .ind Simon 1973>. 

Specific troining h11s hee11 .4ihQ\1-1n to p1"()(1m.:~ some E~m,11:kahle effel:L-.. cil
curnventing well-estnblished "'1..111ivers:i1·· mernrny limLtalilllb, uat3hly 1he 
~ho,1-term memory eap.udty of 7 .= 2 "chuuks" (Miller a~56). For i.:-xample. 
Cha.<.!.! anti £ric:-,S4_m•s 1981 subject ·•Sf,',., stru1ln!? ,v1th nonnal shDn-tcnn 
memory ..:apacity ot about seven number,. lcaml!Cl over the emu c of nbout 
250 hours of pmctkc to memorize randlllll cigh1y-digit . tring~ of number:; 
{pn:.scntcd one per c.ccoml after (mly one h~aring. Thi:s memory ~km was con
tined to nmuhi.:rs; his ability ~<> remin syllables or mhcr 5.tllall items remained 
ac a nom1al level. 

Ch~se ;md Erits,on ,lmwe-d that F's rcmiJrkablc di:vcl«)pmen1 -...,as based on 
the t:on~u ucfom nf an elahoruh:: ~vs!cm of m11ernonics. Primari] , SF sc~• - - .... 
menkd 11u1:nbers i11to gr~>u1Js of thr-~ ()t tour. in1erprc1int 1he~l! groups. for the 
purpose of scorag,e and I ecnll pre<lomlnantl) a titn~:, 10 run a m, ' Signili• 
cantlv. Sf. \\as him-.elf a talented lon~..(lis1ance runnt:r. \\1hcr1 th~ rrtcl.' time . ~ 

mnemonic c-ouJcl not apply. he u~ecl otl1er tethnique.s, ~uch :.Pi intc.rprctntion of 
three digits as ages I whh one decimal poino. Thi!\ drcumvcn1ion of normal 
basic hum:m capacities via specialized tr.uning ha." al!-n bl.!cn round for ~omc 
other variables. notal>ly reac1iun Lime (Fncssou and Ch::u UC!'.~ I 9<.N1 , 

Nc-arly all ca~~s ot' l'.';(oeptional memor) .ue drnntiin- ... p~dtic. 'ftml rc1c11tion 
of ,~qu~n..:cs or arra) c. of digits is 1hc mt'l~t co1111ni 11 Inc us. Hnwevcr. dedicated 
"memory experts" can achic.:.ve wider puwcr~ of gc11cr'1li1..ilion, uppmcntly due 
to the c.xpcnditure or time to CJ'e:ite :-.pecial 1nemory ~tnic111n:s in a range of do• 
marnc;, 

Thcs~ and oth«:r .:-.rndics ha\'C sho\\ n 1hai me,trory expcrh go ton grclt deal 
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of trnuhle lO hnvc. handy coding and "chunking"' fal'ilitic a,'t1ilablc. The-or<lcr 
in the fofornrnlion needed to allo,, d1unkit1-g i cirher di ·covered by anwys1,. 
or. if il is nol prt~cnt, imposed by a Jlersonally 111e.111ingful ...:orn~!'lpundcncc 
sc-hetl1c-(a repertc,irc of pattern reference and am1lysh rmuint!S I. 1l1cs·· ~,urlie:s 
raise the po-.sibili1y clrnt s1>c ia1 training may l>e able lo impn 1, . mu sk.d mem
ory dri.111»ali<:ally, wi\h potentially powerful effeac.." 011 impm,lisarion, 

1"he at,ility to remember mus.ic in nearly complete detuil atll.!1 l,nly one ,,r 
two hem ing and reproduce it on nn instrument is u rare 111u.l "aluuhle <il-:ill. We 
have anecdotal !!VidencL! of sul"h ~pci1udcs it, some musical prnctigies. ~ud1 a .... 
1he young ~lo:zall. rm l a) .. <'> rnore ..:)3lcmatic -.;tudies. such a.~ Re\'e. z\ ( I 9~S) 
examination of the I lu11g:1ri m prodigy Erwin ')mcrigazy. Some ~tudie, of-au• 
t.istk avant .h!ive reprn 1ed lhi~ ability tSloooda. Hcmwlin. and o· Connor 
1985). suggesting tl1at it i:an be foir:J} irn.kp ·ndcnt of otbcr musical subskills. 

\Ve al,.9 have anecdc1t.al ev1denct! at (ml suc=h r.;fft:m'-in Rcnabsancc ,md ba· 
roque :requircmenlS tor 1...111d,daies for t!111(')k)) mt.!llt a org:ufrs1~. It .,,.,,,s com
monly s,a1cd thru candidates should he ublt! to impnl',,'i~e t•) a .set melody ~nd 

then subsequenrly nomte the impm .. isation tF'er:rnd (961 ). By the slaru.lnrds of 
today's workers in improvisation. 01 indeed any fom1 of music. tJ1is qm1lifie~ 
as exceptional memory. All.hough thl-s evidence is an1?cdotal i.u the sense that it 
docs not oi::cur under wdhdcfincd task condidun .. the fact thnt 1t 1,va ... ,, 1ittcn 
into po!>itio11 dcscriptiun.s and fom1ed t11e ha~is of commen::-ial c't·aluation:
nw.an, that its reality was accepted by me c~pen.5 of chc day, On balance ii 
~cems Vo sibJc I.hat one or more i.cts <>f succ(':-.sful Lraini11g 1i.:chniquC1-for\;,-..;
ccplionul musical memuf)' have b • ·n lo.st. lntcrc:stingJy. ahh(n1g.h rc..;c:m::her • 
havl.' ,hown th.□t m3.Il}' exceptional memory powers cun .iCllHilly tic laugh! to 
the gcncr;:1] population. efforts 111 teRch thi~ 1111rn1.•dj,t1(• music~ll rnL~rnnry skill 
lo novic<.~s ha\ c nm b.·l·n UCCl''- ·fut (Eritsson and Chan t.:ss 1994J. 

NcverttidC:>'-. imprc:-.si\'C m\!mnry foals not linked lO imru:ovi~iun ar~ rou
tinely required of bighly I mined \Ve 1c1 n mu, icinn . Some: orche'-trnl tondu~
tors conduc• without rhc ~<.:1}1"\!. Cbhsk~il concen" rn .. olu 1>e1fo1111er.:-. 1 erfon11 

va:st strctd cs (JI 11:t.~~d mu~ic frmn mcnio1y. aided 1>resumahly b,1 ronal "chunk
ing'' prncc<l11rc~. Studks h:1ve .,howu th lt memo1 iz.atiun of atonal wo1 ks b 
much more difft<:1111 tSlohot1c.1. Bcrrndiu. and o· 'onnor 198.:5). Yet a _mall 
frnction of pcrfom1cr ·r1t1 rc-:ttiily memorize complex rwentic:Lh~enrury works. 
that <lo not follow 1r:1ditinnnl tonal sd1ema,, ant1 the techniques they use to do 
so are ·o far not well 1m1.kr.-.t<K>d. Fm i.:xampJe, Michael Kie.ran Hant:) is a 
dhtinguishcd Au-,tr.tfom pi:1ttis1 who selectively ,P.eJfornH such co11tem1iormy 
music, ~omctimcs mcmuri:1irt; highly complex Ilit'!c , s;uch a. ... Cail Viur·s ie-• 

cemly compost·d l\.\'cncy-m!nutc. J-'lfom> S,11urw ir1 o few weeks' 1ime for a pre• 
tniett► Harvey recount!) t:hal hi: somi.:ti,n~, [)m~tice, improvising in the ,tyle or 
1he pie~e a~ ::i :-.afcty net a&Uln'-t rm!lllOf)' lapse!:~. a11d he also con.sc1ously codes 
th!! rnui-.ical marcrials in a number· of p3rnllcl i11de11enden1 fo1mats to 1acilitatc 
rc--rnemhenn!_' ◄ M. Harvey. pcrsou:,I cq111111unicat1ont 



Tbe optim.1I memori1.nli(~n skill'> 1cquired of performer ari! rncvuably 
linked 1n the nawn: l,f the· mu ... ic. and partii..:ularh it. positi\m on the impnwi ·a-
1ioni nmpn--icit>n conlinuum. For cx;:unplc. in lr:1di1io11al drum cns~mblc mu ic 
of ahc Ewt .. pcor>le of Ghana. the ma tcr tli u1niue, tunct1011s a a m:i,1cr uf 
ccrcmoni • . nnd hi elet:tive recall of p,lllcr:n~ from a \'a. l repertoire of pt ~,.,i
bili11e lrigger cc,n'espun<lin!! prccomrx -.ed s1ep from the dancer-.. He 01 
rnrely. she) ma)' abo ~mbclli\h rhe p:11l~m 111 prolong and heighten Chl~ir effect 
(Li1cke 1979 J. In ~omc (.'il!\l"S, 1hc i.;uimi rnay opern1c in rC\'Cr.'c-1he le.1d 
dancer ma)' be!!in ,1 daoce p::illent \\ hkh the masler drummer :1ml thl! upt,ort 
drums mu,1 r • ·pond let appropriately tKobJa Ladzkcpu. p..:P,on, I cmnmunka• 
tion) 111 this case 1bc memc.>1) 1 nm ba,cd on the 1deu pf a lhn.m1;h-co111po. cd 
p1cr1v. but on u pa1euc of materials "hich m.,y be dmw n on to bring for1b a 
Cl'rt Lin ,aug~ of musll: al and chor~ographic effect , a syhtem clo-.el~ allied u, 
rl1c formulaic composition model of impro\11 .. ,tio,t lSmith 1991 J. 

U(:..i'\'l.J<J\ Jl\ll? ~J) ~\ \/ l} nvG PRrJCe E 

l'rcs ~jug 1 198, ) .Je,doreo n lhe11ry ot the i1npmvi,atil1naJ gcnerntmn of mll'~i
caf bchnvior, ba~d upo11 lhL· con1inui1y , f parallel representations of mu~ic:1J 
1mctur • in morm. mw,icnl. :..icou.:,tic. :1nd other a pccL(;. ach aspect wu1-d ,_ 

cumpo. ed into lhree km<ls ot arrnys: fcaturc1, (e.g .. loudne, ), objcots (c;.g .. fl 

motif). and processes (e.g.. cquencing of a motif). An mtcrruptabk ass.ociu
tive proc-css based on on~oing evaluation t)f prc\'iou, mu:sicul event wa con
.;iJcrcd to guide the gcncr~11ion of 0C\'-' mal~rial, ,uhjcc;1 10 onstrriinls such , 
tminfog. the rcftri:nl, memory, ~ind m appo ite kno"vll~dgc base. r..1otif, nnd 
olhcr related C\'cllh were eon idc:reLt to form event clu,lt:rs, g1·uu11ing ... of 
t:\cnl repr~sc:nting truttural ho1mdnrie~ in the produced tr11Utl!1iral. The rherny 
was apr>lied to the anati~is of rwo piouo irnpmvi ati1)ns (Pre~..,ing J 987) and 
h.i... bceu revie" ed :md addtes:.«:ed h, ntunber of writers. It i nectl'o.s~u w 

~ . 
n11.:n1icm tJ1at it ha:-;. been on oc1..--a~ion tlrru de.ally misrepre cnted r S3\V)1er I ~92}. 
For further details see Pressing (l 988). 

·1 ue theory is quite .genernl. which is both tl t-.Ueneth and its ,vcakne,s. h 
can \;how how mu ical matcnab of any p~1rticular class can he generated. tiascd 
on the mputtme of n highly dctaikd compositionaliimprovi. ~tional knowledge 
base. It llpcr.\tcs :n .1 general level. and do~ nc,1 spdl l1Ut exactly hm,, real• 
lime con'-trninls of memory and attention an: m be accommodated. It caonot 
clilim to rc1>rc enl uni4ucly, or \.~VCn minimally "ln the sen e of Occa111·s rn1.or). 
"'ognithc :md 11th ·r proc ~,.cs 11ndcrlyine impro\'isntion. h seems ltkely Lhat 110 

thtory \\>ill be ab]c ao do 1.liis because lhcrc is no unique way to generate or 
an .. ,lyzc a ccrtnin ~cl ,r mu-.ica1 p,mcms, and \\ c bc-k a con\'incing e\'alumive 
protllCnl lor: 1.:rcari-.i.: musi ul ourplll which mu:rhl un:1mb1guously dbtingui h 
bclw'-'-en ahernau,·c ClJgnili'\ models (Pressing 198 J. although bmin irnoging 
1cchni<1m·~ mny ye, prov,d • omc v.tluable in,ieht . J he . aini; pml lem nccur, 
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m 1hc ::mat) :sh of "fixed" music. Ei, en well-knc>wn :ind very ,hort example, 
(e.g .. the single 7h' \(1m chord I can 1 enerme u,nri.:ed 1m,1lytic I disputalitm and 
dive.rsit} .... mall wonder. lhcn. thar a theo1) of genenHi\'c pllXl!'- ·s underlying 
daplive musical creation should be nununique. 

CUL l UR L CD '~'TR , rNTS 

The constraint_ of the culture on imprm 1sauonal expenise are in many wa. s 
hared b\' the tradition!> ~,t cun1po t·d mu 1c. :.im.l include uch rhings ,1 musical 
tyle,. repcrwile. eftei.:t~ Ol rncclia.. employment opportuniue .. inscruinem 

I.) pc~ and avnilabilicy, ~ticial stntus of musician~. degree of incorporation of 
musi in ritual. and .. odal eu~nts. nd ~ll on, Specific impnwbntio11:1l cun• 
trnints nl,o ottm. such ~.s tht! degree vi dc;\cloprncntal pnming of impro\ 1i
a1ional competence. th~ ,13l\1s g1\'en 10 ·re.,rhc or novel musical bcha\.1or. 

• nd &he size and number oi sodt?tal subgl'oups that prm·idc n subculture of 
upprcciation for real-time: mu ital c<mlp<>Sition. 

l.ttlPRo r .,T1,J. A, D EM<JHON 

One fun tion tif mu, 1c is 10 ~uggest or mediate a rnngt! t)f cuh 1ion:1I rt: pons.c 
loboda 1991 ,. One promincnI theo1;• of rnu~ical emotion. a::. men1iom:d 

. oc.wc. L based on chc t!rcation of expectation. Such expeetntio11 L'nn ,nl) he 
rented in listen ·1 if they arc enga~ed b) the mu i anJ ,f they unders1a11d 

enough of the musical language (implicitly) to perccne cxpe~mnc , manipula
tions, uch a.s ki:y modulations. uclaycd nonhannonic tone rcs.oluuons. added 
rhythmic and dynamic nuance, or. in Ehc c,tsc of impro\ isation, unexpected 
m.,tcs, timbre , or myLhrnic device . 

Aduh fjstencn; from a comm<m ulrural bfi.._c 1c11d 10 1grr.c about the cmo• 
11onal 1ssociation" of difforcnt pa· ttg~ of (compo"cd) music, a measured b~ 
th,.. adjecli\' used to describ the r,ao,;..,:igc:s (Hev·ncr 19.361, This consensus of 
jud,gmcnt of emotion hu~ a)-.o b ·en found for imprll\•ist:41 n111 ic Bchrc11c; nnd 
Gr~cn l 1993) showed that she imprnvi~.llions of ,oculist and .. tri11g, bra-. , ;ind 
pcrcu:\sion pl:-iycrs could -.ucces folly exprc..,_ partil:ul.1r emoti<m, (snducs , 
anger. fnght). a judged by Ii tcncrs of \,1ried lc\eh of mu itia11 hip. S11cc !!.s 

in transm1s ·10n, however. did v:ny with in trum ·111 and enH tion expressed. 
Such communnlity ofjmlgmenl of affe ·t m:1s !.Is u fuundalion fur 1J1e S<>t.:ietal 

functions of music. Emol,on:111 inh.:.rchrm"c hc1we1:11 perfom1e~ and listener~ 
i.s a vita1 p.irt of n 1rr·at many fonnna-. for rnu ic 1~re. entatiun, :md it n .;.un,e • 
panicular puwcr in uh c,- tntic impr 1vi<;H1tiry COl1l(J\.1nem~ of ce1 win l.)'J)Q ,I 

mu~1c. such as the i.;all·and-n: ~ n e church ,md i.;llh 1n11Jhio,1 of Africa and 
the Amenc.a~. and much c~uhu Arnbk musical pc!rl'o, mnnce, .is in the 1uo .. lem 
wro/t style. This culminates ma nc,, thul ,crea1h·ily i m 1 111chvidu.1l-ccnlt.Ted 
and i.:rento1-focu. ed. but collectively ba ·cd ,md socially in pircd (Rncy 1991). 

tu ical ampmvi. mion continues to be u ·cd in thcn-tp ·u11c -.itrnnh n, ,o lacil-



it:'.ttc ~m1usal lmd engo~ement and cnbar1cc :sc..lCiHl i111erac1iou. and can succeed 
ind, a\\ il1,g out patil?nts. for example ::.Qmc :mfr,.t ic children. ,vho arc othe.rv,•he 
11i.:.1rly unreachable \Prcistlcy 1987; Edgl!rlnt1 I '-JlJ..l. Gunsberg I 9~H . 

Extermil Aids for lmpnl, L~ational Coherence 
1'hc cnhl'n:m'i; probt(•m i11 imprnvisarion can also be atldn·s~ed \\ ith c. ternal 
nid~. H~rt! I will lliscus~ the rwo main torm~ these 1ak.i.: tn c:un1t.:m1m1~1) ,vest• 
crn mu).tc: 11owt1on und real-time computer ussist:.mcc. 

'J flt:: J\Jr; l i\ J H),'\'AL COVING ot .k!l.FERP r.T 

1'-·lemory is one rcpo~tory for rhc n.:for:.~111: re;.il-time dbplay. that b. nomt.fon. 
is nnnthcr. :Many imprrwisrllion tr.1di1i~in-; use 11(' awtatiort, ot 111,,:-:e ~hat do, 
thcr"" i a ~a~~ of rd.1tion-. het1,1, ~en uuwtilJn and production, Different 1n1<li-
1ions of imprm isation muke difterl'tlt use:c-: of notation. and :-,UCh no atiun is 
linked •o the ..:onip(Jsilinnal panne.r srs1cm. when iL ~xi.sts. Fundamentally. nu
r:.ni<111 for imJliovisi.ttion musl use symb<ds that .arc mcaniogliil 1. hence typically 
rcJrucd to an al• 1cd comrw3itional s.y~t1.·m 1, ,~, ~ub ·trinti\'cfy indcternrina1c. 
There must ~ ... umc. fuz:t.incsc. or ambiguity or conflh.:t cu· incornplct~,,es.s in 
!he yrnbol :-.rl •. ·u,d thh sh Juld he an order I r n1ugnih1<k gn .. 'Hter than the f uu.i
nc~, llf Un) .issod~Hi!tl nutalclJ comp•~~rno,1al tradition. 

The fonn of ll1i inue.tenninacy is 1>erhap be.st ~eeu by a look at nom~nclu
tur-e in rhe bt!sl kno\J.11 concem1l01i.11y \Vcste111 improvisatjon tl'aditilm. j::iz.z. 

Julz not.atiun adapts a modi tied ver_ ion of classical notation \\ i1h re~pec1 co 
the placement ot nmes in 1ime. the difference being largely due co --swing:· 
Chord symbols have ulsn been borrowed from cla~ical notati1Jn. buc the djfic,
cnCT:~ ,go llccpcr, Spt.!.c1ficully. the jaz1. cnord S') mhol places the twelve pitrh 
cla~~es inlo one of 1,vo fum:uonnl .sets. for example. the ~ymbot C91 11) parti
tion-. 11tc tweh1c pitl:h cla~~ :~ into the 1wu sets: 

Lhord rl)n~s- {C. 6. G. s~. D, ~} = C, :md 
nonchord mncs - { t)i. 6. I·.,. . . BI - .Vt'. 

!G,.-,scn1i.~llyy :J n1.,1c'~ member.ship in one of the two se1s triggers a sec 01 corl
strJirus on hr,w il muy f1mction (ilS ph\ccmcnr in time iJJ1d rt!gis1er. and i11 rela
tion to ulh~, note~). The:: prec.:i~ acl thm may be t·onsidered consi. tent wi1J1 a 
g,he11 chord ... }'mbol c-ru11wt be cAhau~iivcJy :!-ipdlcd out due to rhe inri11i,c 1m-
1me or vw iutm11. ul1hou~h one could imagint! ~nmputing a tu11ctio11 rl1at \\ould 
a~se. s. the di::~ree of cuo~i,1e11cy of a giv~n "'oioing or mui;ka1 ~mten1t=nt \ ith 
a given ·hord i:ymbol. ( In gen~r:11. of course. there could be effech due to 
pre\'i(JUS event:, by 1he performL'r :md. for ~,roup improvis:.11io11, f>re:viuu~. or 
concurrent event~ of ntJ1er ensemble members.) Such a funcrion would opt~, -
ate by examininl;;, the cor11.;trai111t-1ha1 arc implicit in the chi 1rd symbol, Th<: 
ronstrninlli are suq)liSingl}' extcns1ve. ~ml ·o I shnll nm be exhttu!-.li,,·. but 
,imply illusu:ativ~. 
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1t;rst, ,1nly Innes from the C set should be presented as stable note~. Sec(,nd. 
alrhough the chord symbc.)1 doc;, flOt specify the octave placement of I.he pitch 
-cla:-scs making up the chord, there nrc certain rclauonnl cxpcctauons (sec be• 
h)w). 1l1inJ, for :1 dwrding ·upport instrument -.uch as the piano or guitar. the 
chord symbol must bt normally realized with a majority of the C 1oncs. and 
altfo)ugh any nole may be omittc<l. the most ~sscmial notes arc usually con~tJ• 
cred 10 bi: the third fE) anti rh<.' st·vcnlh (B~t. These notes arc ,inglcd out bl'· 
c:1t,~l· lh~y characterize Che baste chord color most succrnctly 1 ·ince rr,ot and 
fifth ure mon,~ n:(1dily guided liy .cont~xtual func-tiun~1l cxpcctal1ons. and upper 
i=ttcu:,.ion~ arc less prcM.:dpCr\' V· They hte also the mo t important no,cs from 
the i.tandpoinl of rc5olurion: nonnally a dominant function chord of •his type 
will pn "'ced l<> u ,,">nic func1ion or ~ub~titution chorJ (.if r (e.g .. I. vi) Qf .,omc 
type. ~111d the re,ohH inns Ell) r-~1ru.J R, h) A ()r A {dL!Jl.:~ncling ,,n F d1(ml color-) 

,u~ cri1ic:il ckmcn1s in the ·vnii;.•i: leadiu~. lridiviclual style i partly ··xprc.-;~ed 
through patlcms i;.lf prcfcrenl e in acccp1ing <W ~t"ting ngai11st sm:h cons1rai111s. 

Chord vmcing, 1hat fail to m~t!l these criteria will be un.,uitahle. Exnrnple 
:?. I ~how scv1,,;rnl n1i<Jing~ built M1let .. fm,n the nmes pf th~ C :-.et. The chords 
fobdcd ta) und b} arc ~uirnhlc: voit.:ing reali7Ation~. i;howing that douhlin~ ot 
t<.'m~~. ,h~ pl~1c1:ment ,r the fiflh of the ch,n<l in Ll1e bass. and omis~ion of the 
tonic nre .1ppropriure variHtion~ . .as co,nmonly e~tabli hcd in jazz, Example 2.J 
1 tJJ is un un-.uit~blc renliz~1ti<m because, althO\JEh i, doc~ not contradict the 
to111..· in thl! c-h1...1nl ~t. ii does m'"lt contain i?nou_gh cssentml not~s to ~pdl it ouc, 
:ind mh;[eadin~ly i,;ugg~st~ t; u~ 0 toui~. •nw chord labeled Id, foils tu Ix-!illil

uhh; fur tv.t1 rt'.a~m, : weakly, because the f:-0 tlissonanci: is ph1(1.!d :11 1he 
n11nprt!forned inter-w.1.l of the minor ninth (Pressing l97i.: J; and mun: ~ignifi
-canlly. nt.'»Cau ~ tlie placement -0f die ninth of the bC1 (D) in thl.! b.-si. cre:tt~-. a 
c,:-mfigurati()II th~re. D-C-H. whkh stron!ly suggc,;ts a D ~lmrd. since the buss 
regiSI<-~ Rnanreme1u of tones is more powerful 1han 1h,~ 1rt:blc ri.:,gi·1er in sug
gc.;ting the: mc"1h lll jai.z (and other tonall chords. 

J\1eh,dic!~ improvised over chord "Ymbols mu<.l also m1kulate 01 ai least be 
compatiblt.: witlt the chord :symbol, and .:>n lh·· cbonl syr11bol ca11 he eonsidered 
to also pre c.~nl hnear (mdodic) con~trainlb. Chord lone!~ 1h1trually ai;:t a.~ (rela
t3vcl} t swbJc rnc::lt)(1ie e111ities: nonchord pitch cla~S<::-. ar~ assr .. ciutcd with de .. 
pc.ndcncc oa ~ cher note .• and have roles of iJi ~sunum.;c. their genesis and use 
deriving prcdomjnanrly fn,rn linear factors, Gl~ncmlly. each C tone 1e~olve:s 
to a(..' ton~. 

Ac a n1urc deraik I levd, n~mting_ upon tnch ~t!1 are distinct traditions of 
note use and conncc.tion bast:d QU sound ideals and incorpomti, 111 iu the mntifs 
1haL constitute the fnuml:tt1on:-. of imp•ovisational and cumpo;;icinnal reper
toire. The chord .symbol tk1\:~ 11ol ~pedfy the order in which tune~ 111us1 be 
played, l)ut it docs provide a ·<)llstmirn on lhal ordrr For example, the <liss11-

mmt ttote r~ in 1hr JVC set nC1rm(1Ilv n: oht:~ co E an tht.: C '-Ct. altho~tl!h ll1c nwer • -
resoluti(•n~ lQ 1 ... , of' Gin thi: C set an: nbo possihle. l\ lclo<lics lhut <.f() not r:t:solve 
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Exn.mpk 2 . .:! 

.. <:om;ctll' will c::reute effccr~ d1a1 may l:;e juuged a.~ incumpatihle with the 
1nulitiiJ11, 1111imeresting: or unmu,;;ical (e.g .• rhcy lrnve not been correctly pri.:
hc?ard}. though of course cont\?xt can modify such jud!,JJlll'ntS. Melodfo~ th:,t 
t:Xhibit stubility for ecrtain NC sec ckmcmts may be judged wrong. Thi j 

shown in Example 2.2. The mclo<l1c figur~ (o} is compatible ~, ith the choril 
symbol becau~c the nn]y NC ttmi.:s, F and De. arc tn .. '1.tted u, loc.tl neighbor 
LI.mes .ind hen1.·<· :trc ,h.:pcndcnc on 1hr..· followii.g E, n C cfomcnl. T.he triplet 
fig11ri: :il-.o arpr.·gghtte~ rhe chotd,1l ~,mcttm: and iocrcaSt·s 1.;<1mpntibili1y. Ex
.ample 2.2 fb 1 fa1b lo fit, in ~ht! ub,em.:c· of other c«Jot~xtual factors. bec~use ii 
cmphasr7.CI-1!1e llllle B, an re !:!I rllt!1t,ber, withuul prtwid,ng ,1 linrar re,1;0)\•i11g 

tone. The motif \l,•"Oukl be mrnt cmnpatiblt! with a B hulf-dimini:-hi:i.1 chotc.L 
,, hkh i~ structurn.11~ i11cwupatible which the given chord symbr,J. 

·rhc interprctntion ot no1es here is also ~.mreme<1 lly histol'ical accr~rio1ts. 
producing. among other effects. a1nbicuit" and multiple. rd'e1~nce. For ex
ample. tltc C note F~ may act as a stttble cone f e.~ .. ending a phrase). o, i1 mc1y 
fuuctmn dependently and move lO G. refer~ncmg the traditional lOtrnl 1 c,-1..">lu
tinn of this d1romatic alteration of the l!IC-alc. Because ja11. ton.diry b ba.,,etl L•n 
the founclation of classical tonality, such ambiguity is not moN-, buL a ct11tral 

a."pc:ct r1f u,c richness of meaning th.at can be effected by it. musical smrnipula
tiPnS. 

Thus, :1 flow of chord symbols pnwidc~ a reference ba!-e with w11ich t\'> eval
uat~ :1mbiguilics. deviations. and cxpectation:s. "l'his b 1he nature of crc.atiVI! 

tradition:.. in musk. Only when some norm or context,~ estahli h~d can t:xpe~
,a,inns ~nd dcv~rinos from 'lhi.• norm make significam p~yd1(.)logil:al conliibu
tion~ to muskal perception, cognition! and affect. 
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\Vhat happen::-when we go hl!yond1 to thllse-\} mbols whu:-.e meanings are 
~oml'\ hat l!.!ss sp1:cifk. and whose 1rnd1tions of inte1 pret~tion are lc.s well 
<lt!veloJ>CJ? Her~ it is ditticult lO 1m1kc comprehensive !-ir..ttemcncs, and we 
~crgt:: 111h) :m area th.at has sub:-.tanti::.il overlap ,,·,th ,graphh: notation. 

\\'i1hou1 a prct~nsc of L'Onlprehen~i,cnl!.SS. ii may be usetul to luok at a rt:-l.'crtt 

c1)t11pil(1tion of notatrd co1up1.l5ttinns fur improvis('r:s a::. a sour1...'e of informa
tion. This book, Compo.!-titions for Jmruo,•i-.;crs (Prcssi~ t 994>. pro,·idcs a 
eonipilntion nf ~igaificam written cO!llJ)o,ition for impro\'isin£ musicians dat
ing· from the t.!.arly (Juy~ of the ""'•hitc inv,tsion'1 uf Austrnlitl, Thr pic..:-r.-. were 
.:-01Jec1ed on the. basis of invitation and a 11ationa1 appcul trJ composing impro
viser~. mtd i;an bi.: clussi ficd as shown in table 2.1. 

Beeuuse of unccrtaint) ahout t:hc besr d:.isc:.iticaaion tif some of the pi~.ccs. 
~evcraf i,veri;. cn1eri..:<1 in morn than one catego, y: h1:;iwe1tcr. che~(', figurt~l) may 
give u repre~t!r1I .. 1fr,e impres. ion of types of work in 1his s;ublidd of im~1rrwi,n
tio1t of le..is1 in A1hlrnlia. All the piece:~ have refo1en&'-(obviously), ~intl the 
majority h:-t\'L! a ,~mpor.il bt-t<.".kbonl'. There h ::i dear auempt in near!. all p,it:"'1.:s 
ro guide 1t1e in1erpr1;tarion~ of th~ performers in a cfihel'em fashio11, as shown 
by lhc adop1inn (')f trndilion:~l devices like melodies. rh}thmil: \amp.;, preset 
mate.rh1L leg&:nds, ;md !.:hon! "ymbols. However. a nunotity of. pieces are tmen-
11onally 4ui1e trt)Jbpecillc in many rnusical dimei,smn:-, as befits a creative at1. 

Three examples t)f the Jes..~ 1rndi1ionJl form:s follo\-c,·. E.tample 2 . ., is a liny 
excerpt trom Keill1 J Iumble's rna, ... h~c proce~~ Nrmiqae ( 1968-95), cmitlcd 11re 
Am:m,\11w11, Bw lte,y, \\ hich eh~llcn~e~ i\k~~,, of ,pecrnl tllmpcccm,"(; and U1c 
U5e uf sound in musiL'al 1>erfont1ance. Ex-ampk :!.4 ,h,1ws Duo 1. from Ouc.H 
1.2.3. b}' Robert Rooney 119(,5), "'hich t.:an be pl.~•ed :~:c; i~ duo or. prcfombly, 
a a trio, witl1 ahe third phL}t'.1 impruvising f1eely in p,tr:Jllel, Thi:s pic~ce h:1, a 
legend (i.vhich space dt)es nol perrni1 tu be included). which -..pe-l·ifies ge81Un\l 
and 1imbrnl (bUl rH1l 1,itch) 111eaning:s ror 1he ,ytnhols. Example 2.5 i:hvw~ aw~• 

fol>I~ 2. J. S1rucnu.:.I c1~~fka1nin \it 1"11;11io11.$ foump,ovise,s ih a rc.:em cnmpilari,>n 
iPr~->5.tng lti.94) 

I. Mclod)' t1mt cl1urd ... ymbols 
2. Si:t nf acccs,i&k re~iun::cS. Ja,~c:ly 1r;1d1tlo1u1lly citl(:11c,I 

3. Spech1I gr.iphic 1wwno,a.;; + kpc:nd 
4. Full srorr \\ ith parnte 1mpnw1 11.;,m1l :-,~lt0tt" 

5. V~rbil uis11ua1ons alnne 
6 p1..-c1al i11>1mmcmul pr"CpJtration • + lc~cml 
7. CompL,sed p;ut, w11l1 r,tr:illt.::l :imp1\)•, i,erl p.uts 

!l rext wid1'1tll lest11tl 

lm:i\hmc<: 
I ·;'f I 

li 
20 
15 



THE ANONYjl10US BUTCHERY 
For :i br~e number or people. 

:Matc_n:11 E,ch pcr~ein h.111 :a brl~c piece of white p:ap,c;r. 
Dur2uon: l~ ••• 

t•vcr')'U<Jc.ly slowly hide~ Lbear face~ helunJ th( pipct. The)' dehcudy il.:ikc tht1 p:ipcr • mi <nt11ds! 
They drnp the r~ri:r 211 to1~ci.hcr. 

l;.i~1J1n1>lt' 23. From Vw11q" f 1966-t15 l") Ki;1d, f111mhlc: (P1~ m tm t 
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~·modules" frou; Felix \Verder's 11u: Gu Me of 1/re f•c17)/exet1 I I ~93) The 1,:m:n

po1-;er l\us give11 a legend here but cnroun1.gt!s the performers lo make th~n i;)wn 

uda111~11io11~ and to freely pick an1I chllUM! umong possible jmcrpr\.!tations. 

'one of the::e picc-l', refors to a ~tumtarct 1taJit1on of improvisacii'ina1 inte1 pre.
lat ion, alrhough Rooney\ w◄1rk evolved n~ ,epertoitc for a p.:irti<.:ul:lr ense1nble,, 
\'lhicb came to its own intc.:rpretiV4: tmtlitio11s lwcr ycan- of wurk. 

1N t ENACT1VE CIJMP{JT f:R .">YSfli.z\fS 

lntcr.:1c1iv.: conlpuler system, ha,c tlcvclopt~d c.xtcn~ively s:h,ce 1ht early l ~80~ 
nnd yicldoo numerous. oc~thedc and <>ulturni imp1k~1t1ons. partitularly for mu
si "lmelligent instruments'' have been c~tcn~ivdy built with the: capacity lo 
do such thin~ as l:Onrpn • al• ing wi1h ll 1wrfom1~r hr 1eal 1itne. act as an impro
vising accump~rni t qr attral cnvimm11en1. p1 ovid~ a frc~hJy cr\?akd r~fcrcnl for 

intcmcthm, or inlet rempt.1 :m<l m:t Lo d1 ive produt.:ti<)n ot prerecordl~ matcri.~I. 
New tcnlls h~!\'c! cri111e into exi,Ll!nce t'ur tliffercm kin<ls of humnn;-<;omputc:r 

in,er:tction. among rhem cm,,,,med impmviJaiinnj ~.rtended instn,me,u.s, lu11-
erms1rtmrew,. and n:al•fjmc pe,for11u.1nci• ,\ynrhesfs. aboul , .. hkh I hove\\ riuen 
extensively clsc\\hcre (for rcvkws. sec Pres:sing l 99~; Rowe 1992). Virtual 
musical inslnun<.'Ol.S tinstrumcnts existing in virtunl ,·Qmputcr cnviromnc-nb .. 
ncccs~cJ forci'<:,mric by glo,·c controllt:r,) nnd 11111-.;ir:ogt:nic di.spli1yi,; (musical 
tlT \ti:>u:tl or hap1ic ,lisph1ys gi.:m·r~1t~d b;• lh,· c(,nv,:rsicm <)f i11f nnation, \1,,hkh 
n1a~ hl' p~riorrn:rnce informmi<>ll) have been devchlped in th!! l 990~ setting 
new l>e11dmrnrk., in. if ,iot fumin111f!n1~tll.Y redefining, 1he imprm i. ation/com

po.sition 1...'oncinuum (toi· u re1:iew. ,t;ee P,e sing 1 Qy; 1. 

Such ,ystem;; hove cons1demhle Jl(>renrial k11 pro't'iding a sisLc?d musical 
competence, 11K.Judine imprm isa1ional competence. 10 tl1ose wi1h mental or 
physical tlisab11tt1cs. Thi: landseapc of musical cXp.:!nise will never be quite 
the same, and i1 remains ro bt..! seen to \vhat ·extent s.uch systems. rvcn if only 
in an :-i~~isting role. ~an approach the: l'apodty of lhc aumnomous ~killed bu• 
man c~pcr, in tcmis of Ct)ntcxwal fluency, intcrr>crsona.l interaction. and cmo-
1iomtl expression. 

'onclusion 
The Iisc11ssio11 here su~gc..'ils rhar the JJppnrnch 10 improvisalion v,a slatldard 
expettise theory h. in mttn)' ways f niitful. In partjculu.r. the cxisccnl'.~ of psy~ho
logical consc1aint~ lli the real-ti inc prohlcrn snl\'ing wbich undrrlics improvisa
tion shapes the c:onsrruc1ion of speci.11 mi.Jmory. knowledge~ decision-making. 
and ge,lerntive strucmre::-:ti.faptc:(1 to mi11imiie Che imp~1ct of those cnnstraints. 
External loot--sud1 ~., 11otu1iou 11ncl real-time int1.:rm.aiv-c comput\!r sy1.tcms al~ 
... erve sianilnr fundw11s, tht)uih nc11 txrlushl'ly. Such min1mi1..ation of impact 
a·llows Lhe ,mpr1;vber 1~, opcrut~ ,at a higher un<l more lo11g~runge level of mu:-.1-

cal discuu,:se, le,wing aucnliontJI r:csourccs free for dccpl'r musical control, 
heightened etnoliooal elTects and greater interaction with the audience and 
co-irnp1m·ise,,. 
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Introduction

This paper builds on foundations set out in several previous publications,

which surveyed fundamental issues in the psychology of improvised behavior

and interdisciplinary resources for its modelling, culminating in a potentially

computational theory of musical improvisation (Pressing, 1984, 1988).  The

theory was applied to the micro- and macroanalysis of improvised keyboard

music in a separate report (Pressing, 1987).  In this paper I extend certain

aspects of that previous work and evaluate its potentials for further

development.  In particular, I pursue the idea of improvisation as a system of

expertise, examining how improvisers adapt to or circumvent psychological

and cultural constraints under which they inevitably operate in the quest for

increased fluency and efficacy of musical expression.  I shall aim to draw cross-

cultural conclusions, and not to confine the discussion to any particular

repertoire, but the reader is urged to be alert to the possible effects of

disproportionate extrapolation from my own areas of musical specialization.



General principles of expertise

Before focussing on improvisational expertise, it will be useful to review

some general findings in the psychology of expertise.  "Folk" Western

psychology and lay opinion have, for many centuries, but particularly since the

Renaissance, regarded expertise as the predominant result of natural gifts.

This is the "innate talent" view of high accomplishment.  In line with this

traditional view, Galton (1869/1979) spelled out three central factors in

developing expertise:  innate ability, motivation, and effort.  If the main effects

of training are to asymptotically develop skill towards a plateau characteristic

of the individual's potential, then it follows that innate ability will be the

dominant distinguishing factor in expertise (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).

In music, the idea of specially gifted individuals is virtually axiomatic in

Western cultures, reflecting their emphasis on the individual.   Naturally

enough, it is built into the structure of musical instruction, particularly at

intermediate to higher levels.  University instructors speak of students with

"cloth ears" who founder due to their lack of basic aptitudes required for

competence.

 But, as is now well known—at least among anthropologists and

ethnomusicologists—the innate talent view of excellence is hardly a cultural

universal.  As has often been cited, in a number of traditional cultures virtually

everyone has a palpable degree of professional musical status (e.g., Blacking,

1973; Feld, 1984).  Training is inclusive and competence seemingly pervasive,

reflecting the effects of cultural and environmental factors.  In fact, it appears

that attribution of causes to outcomes in some traditional societies may more

heavily and correctly weight contextual and interpersonal factors than in

Western societies, which favor explanations based on individual traits, a bias

called fundamental attribution error (Gleitman, 1995).  However, the idea of

specialized and differential musical aptitude exists within the vast majority of

all cultures.



The view that innate talent is of dominant importance has also been

undermined by a range of more recent studies by psychologists, which are

congruent with the ethnomusicological perspective.  Substantial evidence now

exists that it is primarily intensive practice of the right kind ("deliberate

practice") that is linked with expert status, and that the sources of expertise

might well be sought in the factors that predispose individuals towards such

intensive practice (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993).  This kind of

practice is individually-tailored and targets particular subgoals that stand in

definable relation to the central task.  Typically, a deliberate practice regime is

designed and executed under the guidance of an experienced teacher,

operating within clear traditions.  With respect to improvisation, the guidance

component of deliberate practice may be achieved by working with a teacher in

a directed situation, but also by aural absorption of examples of expert

performance, study of theory and analysis, and interactive work in peer group

ensembles during rehearsal and performance, which typically moves from an

apprenticeship phase to full status membership, as documented by Berliner

(1994) for the American jazz community.

Note that this emphasis on practice does not boil down to a simple

nature/nurture dichotomy.   Instead we may note that deliberate practice taken

to the degree required for high levels of skill is not typically pleasurable, and

ask:  Why do people do it?  Practice-predisposing factors will be partly,

perhaps largely, environmental, based on the degree of support of parents,

teachers, friends, peer groups, and general cultural forces.  But they will also

be affected by such personal factors as temperament, intrinsic motivation,

ambition for rewards (high status, personal distinction,  material gain, etc.),

pleasureableness of the activity, and preferred activity level, which evidently

may have genetic components.

 These more personal factors have been the subject of considerable research,

though primarily outside the field of music.  And while personality is not the

main focus here, a few comments are in order.  For example, Cattell (1963)

found that eminent researchers in the fields of physics, biology, and



psychology could be distinguished from teachers and administrators in the

same fields and from members of the general public on the basis of personality

characteristics.    Distinguished researchers were more self-sufficient,

emotionally unstable, dominant, introverted, and reflective than the other

groups.   While there do not appear to be any structured examinations of

personality profiles of improvisers along these lines, biographies of the

personal lives of significant jazz and 18th–19th century Western improvisers

seem at least roughly concordant with such conclusions.  We do, however,

have increasingly differentiated accounts of performing musicians' and

composer's personality traits (e.g. Kemp. 1996).   It is found that personality

traits of instrumentalists may vary with instrument, within the general ambit of

musical personality, whereas composers show dispositions similar to those

found in other creative fields, typically exhibiting introversion, independence,

sensitivity, imagination, radicalism, and an attraction for complex and

ambiguous symbolic enterprises (Kemp, 1996).  Although the cross-cultural

limitations of these conclusions have been little examined, a reasonable

starting suggestion for improvisers would appear to be that they would exhibit

temperament and personality traits reflecting their dual status as real-time

composers and musical performers.

One traditional aspect of the innate talent view has been that expertise is

founded on exceptional basic abilities:  markedly superior levels of such things

as vigilance or attentional focus, muscular strength, memory, hand-eye

coordination, reaction speed, logical fluency, spatial perception, or speed and

depth of associative thinking (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).  Yet when such ideas

have been put to the test, they have not stood up well (Ericsson & Smith, 1991):

correlations of these factors with expertise are weak, and much stronger

correlations are obtained with deliberate practice.   For example, champion

athletes perform remarkably in the context of their sport, but do not exhibit

reaction times or perceptual acuity to simple stimuli that distinguish them

from ordinary athletes or the public at large (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-

Römer, 1993).   Rather, experts develop domain-specific subskills.  Although



expertise should be facilitated by a good fit between an individual's palette of

dispositions and the domain skill components, such dispositions may have a

large environmental component.

In line with this, it turns out to be quite difficult in general to predict which

children will become eventual experts.  In music, despite the well-known

anecdotal accounts of distinguished composers, many early blossoming

prodigies do not later develop their projected potential, and are often

eventually surpassed by later starters (Ericsson & Charness, 1994;  Sloboda,

Davidson, & Howe, 1994).  The effects of early intervention can be seen from

two examples of the development of musical skills in children:

(1)  The success of the Suzuki method of piano and violin instruction, which

has produced many instances of prodigy-like skill levels in those without

apparent pre-existing dispositions to music;

(2)  Strong evidence that the learning of absolute pitch is highly linked to a

critical assimilation period of approximately 3-7 years, and that if suitable

pitch labelling training is given in this period, a substantial fraction (perhaps

50% of all children, rather than the current 0.01%) can develop absolute pitch

(Takeuchi  & Hulse, 1993).

To receive optimal benefits from training and practice, individuals need to

monitor their results with full and sustained attention.  This level of

concentration is effortful and fatiguing, and can only be maintained to a limited

extent each day.  In many cases this period is about  4 hours, and several

studies point to the morning as the best time for it within the day (Ericsson &

Charness, 1994).

Overall, what are the results of all this deliberate practice?  Across domains

the story is the same:  the development and refinement of domain-specific

skills and knowledge structures, and progressive physiological and cognitive

adaptations.  Highly expert performance typically reflects extreme adaptations,

achieved through decades of effort, to a quite specific constellation of task

requirements.   The scope and importance of various constituent subskills will

typically develop and change over the course of learning and training.



Transfer of expertise between different skills is weak;  experts do not show

natural advantages outside their specialist domains, unless the new and old

skills are extremely congruent.  From this vantage point, it is not surprising

that the musical skills of sight-reading, memorized performance, composition,

and improvisation are seemingly quite independent, even though they share

an extensive knowledge base.  This independence further refines the idea of a

separate musical intelligence (Gardner, 1983/93), and indeed there are a

number of reported cases of selective loss of musical subskills due to

neurological damage (e.g., Sergent, 1993, describing Ravel) and instances of

"idiot-savants" with considerable skill in musical improvisation (Hermelin,

O'Connor, Lee, & Treffert, 1989).

Overall, fluency in real-time adaptive skills that mirror improvisation is less

well-researched, but in many real situations, adaptation to changing conditions

is one hallmark of expertise.  This has been examined in the classroom teaching

of mathematics, for example, which can be considered a case of improvised

speech.  Livingston & Borko (1990) found that experts showed greater fluency

than novices in improvising activities and explanations in response to student

questions and comments.  They attributed this to the fact that the novices'

cognitive schemata for content and pedagogy are "less elaborated,

interconnected, and accessible than those of the experts"(Livingston & Borko

(1990), from abstract).

Psychological foundations of improvisational expertise

In many ways, improvisational skill fits in quite well with the general

principles of expertise enunciated above.  However, there are some further

considerations.

Sloboda (1991) has drawn attention to the distinction between receptive and

productive musical expertise, which parallels the competence/performance

split in natural language theory (Chomsky, 1957), pointing out that members of

the society at large achieve a sound level of culturally based receptive



"expertise" without any formal instruction.  Such knowledge is implicit, and

may be represented, for example in the specific case of traditional tonal

relations, as a set of (hard & soft) rules (e.g. Lehrdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), a

framework of probabilities of note incidence or pairs (Krumhansl, 1990),

distances between notes in a tonal space (Shepard, 1982),  or weights in a

neural network (Bharucha, 1987), to mention only some of the better known

approaches.  The idea that such perceptual "expertise" is common to experts

and nonexperts is supported by studies showing similar segmentation of

atonal melodies by the two groups (Deliege & El Ahmahdi, 1990), similar

structural classification of tonal melodies by the two groups (Bigand, 1990),

and similar patterns of preferential structural level recall by musicians and

nonmusicians (Sloboda & Parker, 1985).  In the last case, higher order structural

features were found to be preserved at the expense of detail for both groups.

In one sense, this is not surprising.  Most musicians primarily play and

compose for nonmusicians, so it is to be expected that similar cognitive

structures will emerge in music perception.  Such shared knowledge must

form the foundation for appreciation by nonexperts of improvisational skill.

Yet there is a well-known gap between the preferences of progressive

professional musicians, notably including contemporary Western improvisers,

and those of nonmusicians, which is particularly evident outside of

mainstream classical and popular repertoires.  This may be due to very

different perceptual emphases.  For example, Wolpert (1990) found that

musicians and nonmusicians focussed on quite different aspects of the music

in performing a recognition task:  nonmusicians responded overwhelmingly to

instrumentation, whereas musicians based their responses overwhelmingly on

melodic structure and harmonic accompaniment.  Such differences are

probably widespread:  specialist appreciation of specialist music occurs in

many cultures (e.g. within classical traditions of India and Indonesia).

One central thread will be developed in the sections below:  How

improvisation is critically shaped by often rather severe constraints on human

information-processing and action.  For the improviser must effect real-time



sensory and perceptual coding, optimal attention allocation1, event

interpretation, decision-making, prediction (of the actions of others), memory

storage and recall, error correction, and movement control, and integrate these

processes into an optimally seamless set of musical statements that reflect both

a personal perspective on musical organization and a capacity to affect

listeners.  Both speed and capacity constraints apply.  To circumvent these

limitations, certain tools are used, representing the results of deliberate

practice.  Only if the coherence problem is addressed with a sufficiently

powerful set of skills and tools can the performer operate substantially on a

high level of musical thinking and interaction, exhibiting sensitivity to nuance,

context, development and reference structures.

The referent

To achieve maximal fluency and coherence, improvisers, when they are not

performing free (or "absolute") improvisation, use a referent, a set of cognitive,

perceptual, or emotional structures (constraints) that guide and aid in the

production of musical materials (Pressing, 1984).  In jazz, for example, the

referent is the song form, including melody & chords;  a survey of examples is

given in Pressing (1984).

The use of a referent helps to enhance performance outcome in a number of

ways:

a) since the referent provides material for variation, the performer needs to

allocate less processing capacity (attention) to selection and creation of

materials;

b) since the referent is normally available well before performance,  pre-

analysis allows construction of one or more optimal structural segmentations

of the referent and also a palette of appropriate and well-rehearsed resources

for variation and manipulation, reducing required on-line decision-making;

c) specific variations can be precomposed and rehearsed,  reducing the

novelty of motoric control and musical logic of successful solutions of the



improvisational constraints, and providing fallback material in the case of a

temporary lack of invention, possibly helping to reduce performance anxiety;

d) since referent information is shared, the need for detailed attention to the

perception of the parts of other performers is reduced—for example, a more

limited set of cues may suffice to track the behaviour of other performers.

In addition, e), when the referent is in-time (that is, it specifies time relations,

either ordinally, absolutely, or relatively), as is common, it reduces the

attention required on the task of producing effective medium to long-range

order, since the referent, in part, provides this.  By common channeling of

thought and action across the ensemble, it also increases the likelihood of

synergetic serendipity, which can have a boosting effect on the course of an

improvisation.

The degree of processing reduction enabled by referent use will depend on

the information content of the referent, and on the performers' depth of

familiarity with it—and its developmental potentials.  The effect of this

reduction is to free up more processing resources for perception, control, and

inter-player interaction, increasing the chances of reaching a higher artistic

niveau.

The referent's role is not only that of increasing processing efficiency.  It also

provides material with emotional and structural foundations honed to engage

the listener and performer and reinforce piece identity within and across

different performances.   Such foundations will guide the production of

expectancies in musical improvisation (Schmuckler, 1990).  Since one

prominent cognitive theory of the origin of musical emotion is via the creation

and selective frustration, delay, or confirmation of expectancies (Meyer, 1956,

1973; Dowling & Harwood, 1986;  Narmour, 1977; Jackendoff, 1991), this

suggests that referent interaction may have a powerful role in communicating

emotion through improvisation, which presumably is heightened by the

immediacy of relevance and topicality of control that improvisation can reflect.

The knowledge base



Another tool for improvisational fluency arises from the creation,

maintenance, and enrichment of an associated knowledge base, built into long-

term memory.   One difference between experts and nonexperts is in the

richness and refinement of organization of their knowledge structures.  Chase

and Simon (1973) established immediate access to relevant knowledge as a

major dimension distinguishing masters, experts, and novices.  This results in

better solutions, determined faster, and is clearly applicable to musical

improvisation.

The novice has a set of techniques that are incomplete in detail, and poorly

linked.  In other words, the invocation of a technique or class of techniques is

strongly context-specific.  (For example, the novice jazz improviser may only

be able to execute a riff in certain keys.)  Links between techniques and

materials are sparse, limiting the capacity for generalization.  The

distinguished expert has materials that are known in intimate detail, and from

differing perspectives, and the various materials or modules are cross-linked

by connections at various levels of the hierarchical knowledge structure.   Part

of the effect of improvisational practice is to make motorically transparent by

overlearning what has been conceptually mastered.  (For example, in achieving

top level jazz improvisational expertise, chord voicings are typically practiced

in all inversions and spacings;  motives are mastered in all keys and with

varying rhythmic designs and tempi.)  Declarative knowledge (facts) about

procedures are folded in with direct procedural knowledge, as part of the

process of constructing useful generalized motor programs.   (A generalized

motor program (Keele, Cohen, & Ivry, 1986), is a parametrically-tunable control

structure used by the motor system to effect a result.)

The improviser shares the culturally-predicated "passive expertise" referred

to above, and also more specialized and explicit knowledge from his or her

role in nonimprovisational production activities like composition, sight-

reading, and recreative performance.  There is also a large knowledge set

accrued via improvisational practice,  rehearsal, analysis, selective listening,



and performance, and it contains elements that may be declarative or

procedural (Pressing, 1988), object- or process-oriented (Pressing, 1984), and

either explicit or implicit.

Overall, the knowledge base will include musical materials and excerpts,

repertoire, subskills, perceptual strategies, problem-solving routines,

hierarchical memory structures and schemas, generalized motor programs, and

more.  It is a cauldron of devices collected and fine tuned on the basis of

optimizing improvisatory performance.  One task of pedagogy is to

systematize these elements, but this systematization can never be complete;

individual differences in subskills and orientations to artistic output require

that programs of optimal operation be individually tailored.

As with the referent, the musical knowledge base is not purely "engineered"

by considerations of performance efficiency;  it encodes the history of

compositional choices and predilections defining an individual's personal

style.  Two drives, one towards efficacy of action, and one towards artful

expression, primarily shape the selection of information and performance

resources in real time, and guide their integration.

Specialist memory

Experts have excellent domain-specific memory coding aptitudes, which

they achieve by chunking simple memory elements into larger groups, based

on developed special structures in long-term memory (Ericsson & Charness,

1994).  For example, chess masters remember chess positions with an accuracy

and rapidity far exceeding that of novices, but only when the positions

correspond to plausible game positions.  Their memory for random

arrangements of pieces is not superior (Chase & Simon, 1973).

Specific training has been shown to produce some remarkable effects,

circumventing well-established "universal" memory limitations, notably the

short term memory capacity of 7±2 "chunks" (Miller, 1956).    For example,

Chase and Ericsson's (1981) subject SF, starting with normal short term memory



capacity of about 7 numbers, learned over the course of about 250 hours of

practice to memorize random 80-digit strings of numbers (presented 1 per

second) after only one hearing.  This memory skill was confined to numbers;

his ability to retain syllables or other small items remained at a normal level.

 Chase and Ericsson (1981) showed that SF's remarkable development was

based on the construction of an elaborate system of mnemonics.  Primarily, SF

segmented numbers into groups of 3 or 4, interpreting these groups for the

purpose of storage and recall predominantly as times to run a race.

Significantly, SF was himself a talented long-distance runner.  When the race

time mnemonic could not apply, he used other techniques, such as

interpretation of 3 digits as ages (with one decimal point).  This circumvention

of normal basic human capacities via specialized training has also been found

for some other variables, notably reaction time  (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).

Nearly all cases of exceptional memory are domain-specific, and retention of

sequences or arrays of digits is the most common locus.  However, dedicated

"memory experts" can achieve wider powers of generalization, apparently due

to the expenditure of time to create special memory structures in a range of

domains.

This and other studies have shown that memory experts go to a great deal of

trouble to have handy coding and "chunking" facilities available.   The order in

the information needed to allow chunking is either discovered by analysis, or,

if it is not present, imposed by a personally  meaningful correspondence

scheme (a repertoire of pattern reference and analysis routines).  These studies

raise the possibility that special training may be able to improve musical

memory dramatically, with potentially powerful effects on improvisation.

The ability to remember music in nearly complete detail after only one or

two hearings and reproduce it on an instrument is a rare and valuable skill.

We have anecdotal evidence of such aptitudes in some musical prodigies, such

as the young Mozart, and also more systematic studies, such Revesz' (1925)

examination of the Hungarian prodigy Erwin Nyherigazy.  Some studies of



autistic savants have reported this ability (Sloboda, Hermelin & O'Connor,

1985), suggesting that it can be fairly independent of other musical subskills.

 We also have anecdotal evidence about such effects in Renaissance and

Baroque demands for candidates for employment as organists.  It was

commonly stated that candidates should be able to improvise to a set melody,

and then subsequently notate the improvisation (Ferand, 1961).  By the

standards of today's workers in improvisation, or indeed any form of music

listening, this qualifies as exceptional memory.  Although this evidence is

anecdotal in the sense that it does not occur under well-defined task

conditions, the fact that it was written into position descriptions and formed

the basis of commercial evaluations means that the reality of it was accepted by

the experts of the day.  On balance, it seems possible that one or more sets of

successful training techniques for exceptional musical memory have been lost.

Interestingly, although researchers have shown that many exceptional memory

powers can actually be taught to the general population, efforts to teach this

one-off musical memory skill to novices have not been successful (Ericsson &

Charness, 1994).

Nevertheless, impressive memory feats not linked to improvisation are

routinely required of highly trained Western musicians.  Some orchestral

conductors conduct without the score.   Classical concerto or solo performers

perform vast stretches of fixed music from memory, aided presumably by tonal

"chunking" procedures.  Studies have shown that memorization of "atonal"

works is much more difficult (Sloboda, Hermelin, & O'Connor, 1985).  Yet a

small fraction of performers can readily memorize complex 20th century works

that do not follow traditional tonal schemas, and the techniques they use to do

so are so far not well understood.  For example, Michael Kieran Harvey is a

distinguished Australian pianist who selectively performs such contemporary

music, sometimes memorizing highly complex pieces such as Carl Vine's

recently composed 20 minute Piano Sonata in a few weeks' time for a premiere.

Harvey recounts that he sometimes practices improvising in the style of the

piece to act as a safety net against memory lapses, and also consciously codes



the musical materials in a number of parallel independent formats to facilitate

remembering (M. Harvey, personal communication).

The optimal memorization skills required of performers are inevitably

linked to the nature of the music, and particularly its position on the

improvisation/composition continuum. For example, in traditional drum

ensemble music of the Ewe people of Ghana, the "master drummer" functions

as a master of ceremonies, and his selective recall of patterns from a vast

repertoire of possibilities triggers corresponding pre-composed steps from the

dancers.  He (or rarely, she) may also embellish the patterns to prolong and

heighten their effect (Locke, 1979).  In some cases, the cueing may operate in

reverse—the lead dancer may begin a dance pattern which the master

drummer and the support drums must respond to appropriately (Kobla

Ladzkepo, personal communication).  In this case the memory is not based on

the idea of a through-composed piece, but on a palette of materials which may

be drawn on to bring forth a certain range of musical and choreographic effects,

a system closely allied to the formulaic composition model of improvisation

(Smith, 1991).

Generative and evaluative processes

Pressing (1988) developed a theory of the improvisational generation of

musical behavior, based upon the continuity of parallel representations of

musical structure in motor, musical, acoustic, and other aspects.  Each aspect

was decomposed into three kinds of arrays:  features (e.g., loud), objects (e.g., a

motive), and processes (e.g. sequencing of a motive).  An interruptable

associative process based on ongoing evaluation of previous musical events

was considered to guide the generation of new material,  subject to constraints

such as training, the referent, memory, and an apposite knowledge base.

Motives and other related events were considered to form event clusters,

groupings of events representing structural boundaries in the produced

material.  The theory was applied to the analysis of two piano improvisations



(Pressing, 1987) and has been reviewed and addressed by a number of writers.

It is necessary to mention that it has been on occasion drastically

misrepresented (Sawyer, 1992).  For further details see Pressing (1988).

The theory is quite general, which is both its strength and its weakness.  It

can show how musical materials of any particular class can be generated, based

on the inputting of a highly detailed compositional/improvisational

knowledge base.  It operates at a general level, and does not spell out exactly

how real-time constraints of memory and attention are to be accommodated.  It

cannot claim to uniquely represent, or even minimally represent, in the sense

of Occam's razor, cognitive and other processes underlying improvisation.  It

seems likely that no theory will be able to do this because there is no unique

way to generate or analytically decompose a certain set of musical patterns,

and we lack a convincing evaluative protocol for creative musical output

which might unambiguously distinguish between alternative different

cognitive models (Pressing, 1988), although brain imaging techniques may yet

provide some valuable insights.  The same problem occurs in the analysis of

"fixed" music.  Even well-known and very small examples (e.g. the single

Tristan chord) can generate marked analytical disputation and diversity.  Small

wonder, then, that a theory of generative processes underlying adaptive

musical creation should be nonunique.

Cultural constraints

The constraints of the culture on improvisational expertise are in many ways

shared by the traditions of composed music:  such things as musical styles,

repertoire, effects of media, employment opportunities, instrument types and

availability, social status of musicians, the degree of incorporation of music in

rituals and social events, and so on.   Specific improvisational effects also

occur, such as the degree of developmental priming of improvisational

competence, the status given to creative or novel musical behavior, and the



size and number of societal subgroups that provide a subculture of

appreciation for real-time musical composition.

Improvisation and emotion

One function of music is to suggest or mediate a range of emotional

responses (Sloboda, 1991).   One prominent theory of musical emotion, as

mentioned above, is based on the creation of expectation.  Such expectations

can only be created in listeners if they are engaged by the music and if they

understand enough of the musical language (implicitly) to perceive expectancy

manipulations, such as key modulations, delayed nonharmonic tone

resolutions, added rhythmic and dynamic nuance, or, in the case of

improvisation, unexpected notes, timbres, or rhythmic devices.

Adult listeners from a common cultural base tend to agree about the

emotional associations of different passages of (composed) music, as measured

by the adjectives used to describe the passages (Hevner, 1936).  This

comparative unanimity of judgment of emotion has also been found for

improvised music.  Behrens & Green (1993) showed that the improvisations of

vocalists and string, brass, and percussion players could successfully express

particular emotions (sadness, anger, fright), as judged by listeners of varied

levels of musicianship.  Success in transmission, however, did vary with

instrument and emotion expressed.

Such commonality of judgment of affect acts as a foundation for the societal

functions of music.  Emotional interchange between performers and listeners is

a vital part of a great many formats for music presentation, and it assumes a

particular power in the ecstatic improvisatory components of certain types of

music, such as the ecstatic call-and-response church and cult traditions of the

Americas and Africa, and much secular Arabic musical performance, as in the

modern tarab style (Racy, 1991).  This culminates in a view that creativity is not

individual-centered and creator-focused, but collectively based and socially

inspired (Racy, 1991).



Musical improvisation continues to be used for its arousal, engagement, and

social interaction-enhancing function in a therapeutic situation, and can

succeed in drawing out patients, for example some autistic children, that are

otherwise nearly unreachable (Preistley, 1987; Edgerton, 1994;  Gunsberg,

1991).

External aids for improvisational coherence

The coherence problem in improvisation can also be addressed with

external aids.  Here I will discuss the main two forms it takes in contemporary

Western music:  notation, and real-time computer assistance.

The notational coding of referents

Memory is one repository for the referent;  real-time display, that is,

notation,  another.  Many improvisation traditions use no notation; of those that

do, there is a range of relations between notation and production.  Different

traditions of improvisation make different uses of notation, and such notation

is linked to the compositional partner system, when it exists.  Fundamentally,

notation for improvisation must use symbols that are meaningful (hence

typically related to an allied compositional system), yet substantively

indeterminate.  There must be some fuzziness or ambiguity or conflict or

incompleteness in the symbol set, and this should be an order of magnitude

greater than the fuzziness of any associated notated compositional tradition.

The form of this indeterminacy is perhaps best seen by a look at

nomenclature in the best known contemporary Western improvisation

tradition, jazz.  Jazz notation adopts a modified version of classical notation

with respect to the placement of notes in time, the difference being largely due

to "swing."   Chord symbols have also been borrowed from classical notation,

but the differences go deeper.  Specifically, the jazz chord symbol places the 12



pitch classes into one of two functional sets.  For example, the symbol C9#11

partitions the 12 pitch classes into the two sets:

chord tones — {C, E, G, Bb, D, F#} =  C,  and

nonchord tones — {Db, Eb, F, Ab, A, B} = NC.

Essentially, a note's membership in one of the two sets triggers a set of

constraints on how it may function (be placed in time and register, and in

relation to other notes).  The precise acts that may be considered consistent

with a given chord symbol cannot be exhaustively spelled out, due to the

infinite nature of variation, although one could imagine computing a function

that would assess the degree of consistency of a given voicing or musical

statement with the given chord symbol.  (In general, of course, there could be

effects due to previous events by the performer and previous or concurrent

events of other improvising members of the ensemble, for group

improvisation.)  Such a function would operate by examining the constraints

that are implicit in the chord symbol. The constraints are surprisingly

extensive, and so I shall not be exhaustive, but simply illustrative.

First, only tones from the C  set should be presented as stable notes.  Second,

although the chord symbol does not specify the octave placement of the pitch

classes making up the chord, there are certain relational expectations (see

below).  Third, for a chording support instrument such as the piano or guitar

the chord symbol must be normally realized with a majority of the C  tones,

and although any note may be omitted, the most essential notes are usually

considered to be the third (E) and the 7th (Bb).  These notes are singled out

because they characterize the basic chord color most succinctly of any two

notes (since root and fifth are more readily guided by contextual functional

expectations, and upper extensions are less prescriptive).   They are also the

most important notes from the standpoint of resolution:  normally a dominant

function chord of this type will proceed to a tonic function or substitution

chord of F (e.g., I, vi)  of some type, and the resolutions E ∅ F and Bb ∅ A or

Ab (depending on F chord color) are critical elements in the voice leading.



Individual style is partly expressed through patterns of preference in accepting

or acting against such constraints.

Chord voicings that fail to meet these criteria will be unsuitable.  Figure 1

shows several examples built solely from the notes of the C  set.  1(a) and 1(b)

are suitable voicing realizations, showing that doubling of tones, the placement

of the 5th of the chord in the bass, and omission of the tonic are appropriate

variations, as commonly established in jazz.  1(c) is an unsuitable realization

because, although it does not contradict the tones in the chord set, it does not

contain enough essential notes to spell it out, and misleadingly suggests G as a

tonic.  1(d) fails to be suitable for two reasons:  weakly, because the F#-G

dissonance is placed at the nonpreferred interval of the minor 9th (Pressing,

1978), and more significantly, because the placement of the ninth of the set (D)

in the bass creates a configuration there, DCF#, which strongly suggests a D

chord, since the bass register arrangement of tones is more powerful than the

treble register in suggesting the roots of jazz (and other tonal) chords.

----------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here

----------------------------

 Melodies improvised over chord symbols must also articulate or at least be

compatible with the chord symbol, and so the chord symbol can be considered

to also present linear (melodic) constraints.   Chord tones normally act as

(relatively) stable melodic entities;  nonchord pitch classes are associated with

dependence on other notes, and have roles of dissonance, their genesis and use

deriving predominantly from linear factors.  Generally, each NC  tone resolves

to a C tone.

At a more detailed level, within each set there are distinct traditions of note

use and connection based upon sound ideals and incorporation in the motifs

that constitute the foundations of improvisational and compositional

repertoire.  The chord symbol does not specify the order that tones must be

played in, but it does provide a constraint on that order.  For example, the

dissonant note F in the NC  set normally resolves to E in the C set, although the



rarer resolutions to F# or G in the C set are also possible.   Melodies that do not

resolve "correctly" will create effects that may be judged as not compatible with

the tradition, uninteresting or unmusical (e.g., they have not been correctly

preheard), though, of course, context can modify such judgments.  Melodies

that exhibit stability for  certain NC  set elements may be judged wrong.  This is

shown in Figure 2.  In Figure 2(a), the melody is compatible with the chord

symbol because the only NC  tones, F & D#, are treated as local neighbor tones

and hence are dependent on the following E, a C element.  The triplet figure

also arpeggiates the chordal structure and increases compatibility.  Figure 2(b)

fails to fit, in the absence of other contextual factors, because it both

emphasizes and provides no linear resolving tone for, the note B, which is an

NC  set member.  The motive would be more compatible with a B half-

diminished chord, which is structurally incompatible which the given chord

symbol.

----------------------------

Insert Figure 2 about here

----------------------------

The interpretation of notes here is also governed by historical accretions,

producing, among other effects, ambiguity and multiple reference.  For

example, the C  note F# may act as a stable tone (e.g. end a phrase), or it may

function dependently and move to G, referencing the traditional tonal

resolution of this chromatic alteration of the scale.  Because jazz tonality is

based on the foundation of classical tonality, such ambiguity is not moot, but a

central aspect of the richness of meaning that can be effected by its musical

manipulations.

Thus, a flow of chord symbols provides a reference base in which to

evaluate ambiguities, deviations, and expectations.  This is the nature of

creative traditions in music.  Only by establishing some norm or context can



deviations from it and expectations make significant psychological

contributions to the music's perception.

What happens when we go beyond, to those symbols whose meanings are

somewhat less specific, and whose traditions of interpretation less well-

developed?   Here it is difficult to make comprehensive statements, and we

verge into an area that has substantial overlap with graphic notation.

Without a pretence of comprehensiveness, it may be useful to look at a

recent compilation of notated compositions for improvisers as a source of

information.  This book (Pressing, 1994) provides a compilation of significant

written compositions for improvising musicians since the early days of the

"white invasion" of Australia.

The pieces were collected on the basis of invitation and a national appeal to

composing improvisers, and can be classified as shown in Table 1.

Piece format %  incidence

1.  melody & chord symbols 35

2.  set of accessible resources, largely traditionally notated 20

3.  special graphic notations + legend 15

4.  full score with separate improvisational sections 7.5

5.  verbal instructions alone 7.5

6.  special instrumental preparations† + legend 5

7.  composed parts with parallel improvised parts 5

8.  text without legend 5

†e.g. prepared piano

Table 1:  Classification of notational structures for improvisers on structural

grounds in a recent compilation (Pressing, 1994).

Because of uncertainty about the best classification of some of the pieces,

several were entered in more than one category;  however, these figures may

give a representative impression of types of work in this subfield of



improvisation, at least in Australia.  All the pieces have referents (obviously),

and the majority have a temporal backbone.  There is a clear attempt in nearly

all pieces to guide the interpretations of the performers in a coherent fashion,

as shown by the adoption of traditional devices like melodies, rhythmic

vamps, preset material, legends, and chord symbols.  However, a minority of

pieces are intentionally quite nonspecific in many musical dimensions, as

befits a creative art.

Three examples of the less traditional forms follow.  Figure 3 is a tiny

excerpt from Keith Humble's massive process Nunique (1968-1995), entitled The

Anonymous Butchery,  which challenges ideas of special competence and the use

of sound in musical performance.  Figure 4 shows Duo 1, from Duos 1.2.3.  by

Robert Rooney (1965), which is to be played as a duo, or preferably as a trio,

with the third player improvising freely in parallel. This piece has a legend

(which space does not permit to be included), which specifies gestural and

timbral (but not pitch) meanings for the symbols.  Figure 5 shows two

"modules" from Felix Werder's The Guide of the Perplexed (1993).  The composer

has given a legend here but encourages the perfomers to make their own

adaptations and to freely pick and choose.  None of these pieces refers to a

standard tradition of improvisational interpretation, although Rooney's work

evolved as repertoire for a particular ensemble, which came to its own

interpretive traditions over years of work.

----------------------------

Insert Figures 3, 4, 5 about here

----------------------------

Interactive computer systems

Interactive computer music systems have developed extensively since the

early 1980s and yielded numerous aesthetic and cultural implications,

particularly for music.  "Intelligent instruments" were and continue to be



extensively built, that can do such things as compose along with a performer in

real time,  act as an improvising accompanist or aural environment,  provide a

freshly created referent for interaction, or infer tempo and act to drive

production of prerecorded material.  New terms have come into existence for

different kinds of human-computer interaction, among them composed

improvisation, extended instruments, hyperinstruments, and real-time performance

synthesis, about which I have written extensively elsewhere (for reviews, see

Pressing, 1992; Rowe, 1992).  Virtual musical instruments (instruments existing

in virtual computer environments, accessed for example by glove controllers)

and musicogenic displays (musical or visual or haptic displays generated by

the conversion of information, which maybe performance information) have

been developed, in the 1990s, setting new benchmarks in, if not fundamentally

redefining, the improvisation/composition continuum (for a review, see

Pressing, submitted).

Such systems have considerable potential for providing assisted musical

competence, including improvisation competence, to those with mental or

physical disabilities.   The landscape of musical expertise will never be quite

the same, and it remains to be seen to what extent such systems, even if only in

an assistive role, can approach the capacity of the autonomous skilled human

expert in terms of contextual fluency, interpersonal interaction, and emotional

expression.

Concluding remarks

The discussions here suggest that the approach to improvisation via

standard expertise theory is in many ways fruitful.  In particular, the existence

of psychological constraints to the real-time problem solving which underlies

improvisation shapes the construction of special memory, knowledge,

decision-making and generative structures adapted to minimize the impact of

those constraints.  External tools such as notation and real-time interactive

computer systems also serve similar functions, though not exclusively these.



Such minimization of impact allows the improviser to operate at a higher and

more long-range level of musical discourse, leaving attentional resources free

for deeper musical control, heightened emotional effects and greater

interaction with the audience and co-improvisers.

Endnotes

1Standard theories of attention with respect to improvisation are reviewed

in Pressing (1984), although attention can be justifiably criticized as a concept

whose vagueness limits its explanatory power.  However, recent Positron

Emission Tomography research makes plausible a neurophysiological

description of selective attention as selective activation and deactivation of

particular brain structures or regions, a fact which sits well with resource

models of attention, particularly multiple resource models.   The multiple

resource perspective on attention suggests that there are multiple and at least

partially distinct pools of attention.  This view is favored in so-called "Human

Factors" research (Proctor & Van Zandt, 1994).  For example, Wickens (1984)

proposed a three-dimensional framework of resources based on stage of

processing (input, central processing, response), type of information coding,

and input/output modality.  Evidently, in such a situation, attentional

constraints can be reduced by learning to optimally spread processing

demands across different resource dimensions;  skill in such optimal dynamic

allocation may be a significant component of improvisational efficiency.
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Introduction

This paper builds on foundations set out in several previous publications,

which surveyed fundamental issues in the psychology of improvised behavior

and interdisciplinary resources for its modelling, culminating in a potentially

computational theory of musical improvisation (Pressing, 1984, 1988).  The

theory was applied to the micro- and macroanalysis of improvised keyboard

music in a separate report (Pressing, 1987).  In this paper I extend certain

aspects of that previous work and evaluate its potentials for further

development.  In particular, I pursue the idea of improvisation as a system of

expertise, examining how improvisers adapt to or circumvent psychological

and cultural constraints under which they inevitably operate in the quest for

increased fluency and efficacy of musical expression.  I shall aim to draw cross-

cultural conclusions, and not to confine the discussion to any particular

repertoire, but the reader is urged to be alert to the possible effects of

disproportionate extrapolation from my own areas of musical specialization.



General principles of expertise

Before focussing on improvisational expertise, it will be useful to review

some general findings in the psychology of expertise.  "Folk" Western

psychology and lay opinion have, for many centuries, but particularly since the

Renaissance, regarded expertise as the predominant result of natural gifts.

This is the "innate talent" view of high accomplishment.  In line with this

traditional view, Galton (1869/1979) spelled out three central factors in

developing expertise:  innate ability, motivation, and effort.  If the main effects

of training are to asymptotically develop skill towards a plateau characteristic

of the individual's potential, then it follows that innate ability will be the

dominant distinguishing factor in expertise (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).

In music, the idea of specially gifted individuals is virtually axiomatic in

Western cultures, reflecting their emphasis on the individual.   Naturally

enough, it is built into the structure of musical instruction, particularly at

intermediate to higher levels.  University instructors speak of students with

"cloth ears" who founder due to their lack of basic aptitudes required for

competence.

 But, as is now well known—at least among anthropologists and

ethnomusicologists—the innate talent view of excellence is hardly a cultural

universal.  As has often been cited, in a number of traditional cultures virtually

everyone has a palpable degree of professional musical status (e.g., Blacking,

1973; Feld, 1984).  Training is inclusive and competence seemingly pervasive,

reflecting the effects of cultural and environmental factors.  In fact, it appears

that attribution of causes to outcomes in some traditional societies may more

heavily and correctly weight contextual and interpersonal factors than in

Western societies, which favor explanations based on individual traits, a bias

called fundamental attribution error (Gleitman, 1995).  However, the idea of

specialized and differential musical aptitude exists within the vast majority of

all cultures.



The view that innate talent is of dominant importance has also been

undermined by a range of more recent studies by psychologists, which are

congruent with the ethnomusicological perspective.  Substantial evidence now

exists that it is primarily intensive practice of the right kind ("deliberate

practice") that is linked with expert status, and that the sources of expertise

might well be sought in the factors that predispose individuals towards such

intensive practice (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993).  This kind of

practice is individually-tailored and targets particular subgoals that stand in

definable relation to the central task.  Typically, a deliberate practice regime is

designed and executed under the guidance of an experienced teacher,

operating within clear traditions.  With respect to improvisation, the guidance

component of deliberate practice may be achieved by working with a teacher in

a directed situation, but also by aural absorption of examples of expert

performance, study of theory and analysis, and interactive work in peer group

ensembles during rehearsal and performance, which typically moves from an

apprenticeship phase to full status membership, as documented by Berliner

(1994) for the American jazz community.

Note that this emphasis on practice does not boil down to a simple

nature/nurture dichotomy.   Instead we may note that deliberate practice taken

to the degree required for high levels of skill is not typically pleasurable, and

ask:  Why do people do it?  Practice-predisposing factors will be partly,

perhaps largely, environmental, based on the degree of support of parents,

teachers, friends, peer groups, and general cultural forces.  But they will also

be affected by such personal factors as temperament, intrinsic motivation,

ambition for rewards (high status, personal distinction,  material gain, etc.),

pleasureableness of the activity, and preferred activity level, which evidently

may have genetic components.

 These more personal factors have been the subject of considerable research,

though primarily outside the field of music.  And while personality is not the

main focus here, a few comments are in order.  For example, Cattell (1963)

found that eminent researchers in the fields of physics, biology, and



psychology could be distinguished from teachers and administrators in the

same fields and from members of the general public on the basis of personality

characteristics.    Distinguished researchers were more self-sufficient,

emotionally unstable, dominant, introverted, and reflective than the other

groups.   While there do not appear to be any structured examinations of

personality profiles of improvisers along these lines, biographies of the

personal lives of significant jazz and 18th–19th century Western improvisers

seem at least roughly concordant with such conclusions.  We do, however,

have increasingly differentiated accounts of performing musicians' and

composer's personality traits (e.g. Kemp. 1996).   It is found that personality

traits of instrumentalists may vary with instrument, within the general ambit of

musical personality, whereas composers show dispositions similar to those

found in other creative fields, typically exhibiting introversion, independence,

sensitivity, imagination, radicalism, and an attraction for complex and

ambiguous symbolic enterprises (Kemp, 1996).  Although the cross-cultural

limitations of these conclusions have been little examined, a reasonable

starting suggestion for improvisers would appear to be that they would exhibit

temperament and personality traits reflecting their dual status as real-time

composers and musical performers.

One traditional aspect of the innate talent view has been that expertise is

founded on exceptional basic abilities:  markedly superior levels of such things

as vigilance or attentional focus, muscular strength, memory, hand-eye

coordination, reaction speed, logical fluency, spatial perception, or speed and

depth of associative thinking (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).  Yet when such ideas

have been put to the test, they have not stood up well (Ericsson & Smith, 1991):

correlations of these factors with expertise are weak, and much stronger

correlations are obtained with deliberate practice.   For example, champion

athletes perform remarkably in the context of their sport, but do not exhibit

reaction times or perceptual acuity to simple stimuli that distinguish them

from ordinary athletes or the public at large (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-

Römer, 1993).   Rather, experts develop domain-specific subskills.  Although



expertise should be facilitated by a good fit between an individual's palette of

dispositions and the domain skill components, such dispositions may have a

large environmental component.

In line with this, it turns out to be quite difficult in general to predict which

children will become eventual experts.  In music, despite the well-known

anecdotal accounts of distinguished composers, many early blossoming

prodigies do not later develop their projected potential, and are often

eventually surpassed by later starters (Ericsson & Charness, 1994;  Sloboda,

Davidson, & Howe, 1994).  The effects of early intervention can be seen from

two examples of the development of musical skills in children:

(1)  The success of the Suzuki method of piano and violin instruction, which

has produced many instances of prodigy-like skill levels in those without

apparent pre-existing dispositions to music;

(2)  Strong evidence that the learning of absolute pitch is highly linked to a

critical assimilation period of approximately 3-7 years, and that if suitable

pitch labelling training is given in this period, a substantial fraction (perhaps

50% of all children, rather than the current 0.01%) can develop absolute pitch

(Takeuchi  & Hulse, 1993).

To receive optimal benefits from training and practice, individuals need to

monitor their results with full and sustained attention.  This level of

concentration is effortful and fatiguing, and can only be maintained to a limited

extent each day.  In many cases this period is about  4 hours, and several

studies point to the morning as the best time for it within the day (Ericsson &

Charness, 1994).

Overall, what are the results of all this deliberate practice?  Across domains

the story is the same:  the development and refinement of domain-specific

skills and knowledge structures, and progressive physiological and cognitive

adaptations.  Highly expert performance typically reflects extreme adaptations,

achieved through decades of effort, to a quite specific constellation of task

requirements.   The scope and importance of various constituent subskills will

typically develop and change over the course of learning and training.



Transfer of expertise between different skills is weak;  experts do not show

natural advantages outside their specialist domains, unless the new and old

skills are extremely congruent.  From this vantage point, it is not surprising

that the musical skills of sight-reading, memorized performance, composition,

and improvisation are seemingly quite independent, even though they share

an extensive knowledge base.  This independence further refines the idea of a

separate musical intelligence (Gardner, 1983/93), and indeed there are a

number of reported cases of selective loss of musical subskills due to

neurological damage (e.g., Sergent, 1993, describing Ravel) and instances of

"idiot-savants" with considerable skill in musical improvisation (Hermelin,

O'Connor, Lee, & Treffert, 1989).

Overall, fluency in real-time adaptive skills that mirror improvisation is less

well-researched, but in many real situations, adaptation to changing conditions

is one hallmark of expertise.  This has been examined in the classroom teaching

of mathematics, for example, which can be considered a case of improvised

speech.  Livingston & Borko (1990) found that experts showed greater fluency

than novices in improvising activities and explanations in response to student

questions and comments.  They attributed this to the fact that the novices'

cognitive schemata for content and pedagogy are "less elaborated,

interconnected, and accessible than those of the experts"(Livingston & Borko

(1990), from abstract).

Psychological foundations of improvisational expertise

In many ways, improvisational skill fits in quite well with the general

principles of expertise enunciated above.  However, there are some further

considerations.

Sloboda (1991) has drawn attention to the distinction between receptive and

productive musical expertise, which parallels the competence/performance

split in natural language theory (Chomsky, 1957), pointing out that members of

the society at large achieve a sound level of culturally based receptive



"expertise" without any formal instruction.  Such knowledge is implicit, and

may be represented, for example in the specific case of traditional tonal

relations, as a set of (hard & soft) rules (e.g. Lehrdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), a

framework of probabilities of note incidence or pairs (Krumhansl, 1990),

distances between notes in a tonal space (Shepard, 1982),  or weights in a

neural network (Bharucha, 1987), to mention only some of the better known

approaches.  The idea that such perceptual "expertise" is common to experts

and nonexperts is supported by studies showing similar segmentation of

atonal melodies by the two groups (Deliege & El Ahmahdi, 1990), similar

structural classification of tonal melodies by the two groups (Bigand, 1990),

and similar patterns of preferential structural level recall by musicians and

nonmusicians (Sloboda & Parker, 1985).  In the last case, higher order structural

features were found to be preserved at the expense of detail for both groups.

In one sense, this is not surprising.  Most musicians primarily play and

compose for nonmusicians, so it is to be expected that similar cognitive

structures will emerge in music perception.  Such shared knowledge must

form the foundation for appreciation by nonexperts of improvisational skill.

Yet there is a well-known gap between the preferences of progressive

professional musicians, notably including contemporary Western improvisers,

and those of nonmusicians, which is particularly evident outside of

mainstream classical and popular repertoires.  This may be due to very

different perceptual emphases.  For example, Wolpert (1990) found that

musicians and nonmusicians focussed on quite different aspects of the music

in performing a recognition task:  nonmusicians responded overwhelmingly to

instrumentation, whereas musicians based their responses overwhelmingly on

melodic structure and harmonic accompaniment.  Such differences are

probably widespread:  specialist appreciation of specialist music occurs in

many cultures (e.g. within classical traditions of India and Indonesia).

One central thread will be developed in the sections below:  How

improvisation is critically shaped by often rather severe constraints on human

information-processing and action.  For the improviser must effect real-time



sensory and perceptual coding, optimal attention allocation1, event

interpretation, decision-making, prediction (of the actions of others), memory

storage and recall, error correction, and movement control, and integrate these

processes into an optimally seamless set of musical statements that reflect both

a personal perspective on musical organization and a capacity to affect

listeners.  Both speed and capacity constraints apply.  To circumvent these

limitations, certain tools are used, representing the results of deliberate

practice.  Only if the coherence problem is addressed with a sufficiently

powerful set of skills and tools can the performer operate substantially on a

high level of musical thinking and interaction, exhibiting sensitivity to nuance,

context, development and reference structures.

The referent

To achieve maximal fluency and coherence, improvisers, when they are not

performing free (or "absolute") improvisation, use a referent, a set of cognitive,

perceptual, or emotional structures (constraints) that guide and aid in the

production of musical materials (Pressing, 1984).  In jazz, for example, the

referent is the song form, including melody & chords;  a survey of examples is

given in Pressing (1984).

The use of a referent helps to enhance performance outcome in a number of

ways:

a) since the referent provides material for variation, the performer needs to

allocate less processing capacity (attention) to selection and creation of

materials;

b) since the referent is normally available well before performance,  pre-

analysis allows construction of one or more optimal structural segmentations

of the referent and also a palette of appropriate and well-rehearsed resources

for variation and manipulation, reducing required on-line decision-making;

c) specific variations can be precomposed and rehearsed,  reducing the

novelty of motoric control and musical logic of successful solutions of the



improvisational constraints, and providing fallback material in the case of a

temporary lack of invention, possibly helping to reduce performance anxiety;

d) since referent information is shared, the need for detailed attention to the

perception of the parts of other performers is reduced—for example, a more

limited set of cues may suffice to track the behaviour of other performers.

In addition, e), when the referent is in-time (that is, it specifies time relations,

either ordinally, absolutely, or relatively), as is common, it reduces the

attention required on the task of producing effective medium to long-range

order, since the referent, in part, provides this.  By common channeling of

thought and action across the ensemble, it also increases the likelihood of

synergetic serendipity, which can have a boosting effect on the course of an

improvisation.

The degree of processing reduction enabled by referent use will depend on

the information content of the referent, and on the performers' depth of

familiarity with it—and its developmental potentials.  The effect of this

reduction is to free up more processing resources for perception, control, and

inter-player interaction, increasing the chances of reaching a higher artistic

niveau.

The referent's role is not only that of increasing processing efficiency.  It also

provides material with emotional and structural foundations honed to engage

the listener and performer and reinforce piece identity within and across

different performances.   Such foundations will guide the production of

expectancies in musical improvisation (Schmuckler, 1990).  Since one

prominent cognitive theory of the origin of musical emotion is via the creation

and selective frustration, delay, or confirmation of expectancies (Meyer, 1956,

1973; Dowling & Harwood, 1986;  Narmour, 1977; Jackendoff, 1991), this

suggests that referent interaction may have a powerful role in communicating

emotion through improvisation, which presumably is heightened by the

immediacy of relevance and topicality of control that improvisation can reflect.

The knowledge base



Another tool for improvisational fluency arises from the creation,

maintenance, and enrichment of an associated knowledge base, built into long-

term memory.   One difference between experts and nonexperts is in the

richness and refinement of organization of their knowledge structures.  Chase

and Simon (1973) established immediate access to relevant knowledge as a

major dimension distinguishing masters, experts, and novices.  This results in

better solutions, determined faster, and is clearly applicable to musical

improvisation.

The novice has a set of techniques that are incomplete in detail, and poorly

linked.  In other words, the invocation of a technique or class of techniques is

strongly context-specific.  (For example, the novice jazz improviser may only

be able to execute a riff in certain keys.)  Links between techniques and

materials are sparse, limiting the capacity for generalization.  The

distinguished expert has materials that are known in intimate detail, and from

differing perspectives, and the various materials or modules are cross-linked

by connections at various levels of the hierarchical knowledge structure.   Part

of the effect of improvisational practice is to make motorically transparent by

overlearning what has been conceptually mastered.  (For example, in achieving

top level jazz improvisational expertise, chord voicings are typically practiced

in all inversions and spacings;  motives are mastered in all keys and with

varying rhythmic designs and tempi.)  Declarative knowledge (facts) about

procedures are folded in with direct procedural knowledge, as part of the

process of constructing useful generalized motor programs.   (A generalized

motor program (Keele, Cohen, & Ivry, 1986), is a parametrically-tunable control

structure used by the motor system to effect a result.)

The improviser shares the culturally-predicated "passive expertise" referred

to above, and also more specialized and explicit knowledge from his or her

role in nonimprovisational production activities like composition, sight-

reading, and recreative performance.  There is also a large knowledge set

accrued via improvisational practice,  rehearsal, analysis, selective listening,



and performance, and it contains elements that may be declarative or

procedural (Pressing, 1988), object- or process-oriented (Pressing, 1984), and

either explicit or implicit.

Overall, the knowledge base will include musical materials and excerpts,

repertoire, subskills, perceptual strategies, problem-solving routines,

hierarchical memory structures and schemas, generalized motor programs, and

more.  It is a cauldron of devices collected and fine tuned on the basis of

optimizing improvisatory performance.  One task of pedagogy is to

systematize these elements, but this systematization can never be complete;

individual differences in subskills and orientations to artistic output require

that programs of optimal operation be individually tailored.

As with the referent, the musical knowledge base is not purely "engineered"

by considerations of performance efficiency;  it encodes the history of

compositional choices and predilections defining an individual's personal

style.  Two drives, one towards efficacy of action, and one towards artful

expression, primarily shape the selection of information and performance

resources in real time, and guide their integration.

Specialist memory

Experts have excellent domain-specific memory coding aptitudes, which

they achieve by chunking simple memory elements into larger groups, based

on developed special structures in long-term memory (Ericsson & Charness,

1994).  For example, chess masters remember chess positions with an accuracy

and rapidity far exceeding that of novices, but only when the positions

correspond to plausible game positions.  Their memory for random

arrangements of pieces is not superior (Chase & Simon, 1973).

Specific training has been shown to produce some remarkable effects,

circumventing well-established "universal" memory limitations, notably the

short term memory capacity of 7±2 "chunks" (Miller, 1956).    For example,

Chase and Ericsson's (1981) subject SF, starting with normal short term memory



capacity of about 7 numbers, learned over the course of about 250 hours of

practice to memorize random 80-digit strings of numbers (presented 1 per

second) after only one hearing.  This memory skill was confined to numbers;

his ability to retain syllables or other small items remained at a normal level.

 Chase and Ericsson (1981) showed that SF's remarkable development was

based on the construction of an elaborate system of mnemonics.  Primarily, SF

segmented numbers into groups of 3 or 4, interpreting these groups for the

purpose of storage and recall predominantly as times to run a race.

Significantly, SF was himself a talented long-distance runner.  When the race

time mnemonic could not apply, he used other techniques, such as

interpretation of 3 digits as ages (with one decimal point).  This circumvention

of normal basic human capacities via specialized training has also been found

for some other variables, notably reaction time  (Ericsson & Charness, 1994).

Nearly all cases of exceptional memory are domain-specific, and retention of

sequences or arrays of digits is the most common locus.  However, dedicated

"memory experts" can achieve wider powers of generalization, apparently due

to the expenditure of time to create special memory structures in a range of

domains.

This and other studies have shown that memory experts go to a great deal of

trouble to have handy coding and "chunking" facilities available.   The order in

the information needed to allow chunking is either discovered by analysis, or,

if it is not present, imposed by a personally  meaningful correspondence

scheme (a repertoire of pattern reference and analysis routines).  These studies

raise the possibility that special training may be able to improve musical

memory dramatically, with potentially powerful effects on improvisation.

The ability to remember music in nearly complete detail after only one or

two hearings and reproduce it on an instrument is a rare and valuable skill.

We have anecdotal evidence of such aptitudes in some musical prodigies, such

as the young Mozart, and also more systematic studies, such Revesz' (1925)

examination of the Hungarian prodigy Erwin Nyherigazy.  Some studies of



autistic savants have reported this ability (Sloboda, Hermelin & O'Connor,

1985), suggesting that it can be fairly independent of other musical subskills.

 We also have anecdotal evidence about such effects in Renaissance and

Baroque demands for candidates for employment as organists.  It was

commonly stated that candidates should be able to improvise to a set melody,

and then subsequently notate the improvisation (Ferand, 1961).  By the

standards of today's workers in improvisation, or indeed any form of music

listening, this qualifies as exceptional memory.  Although this evidence is

anecdotal in the sense that it does not occur under well-defined task

conditions, the fact that it was written into position descriptions and formed

the basis of commercial evaluations means that the reality of it was accepted by

the experts of the day.  On balance, it seems possible that one or more sets of

successful training techniques for exceptional musical memory have been lost.

Interestingly, although researchers have shown that many exceptional memory

powers can actually be taught to the general population, efforts to teach this

one-off musical memory skill to novices have not been successful (Ericsson &

Charness, 1994).

Nevertheless, impressive memory feats not linked to improvisation are

routinely required of highly trained Western musicians.  Some orchestral

conductors conduct without the score.   Classical concerto or solo performers

perform vast stretches of fixed music from memory, aided presumably by tonal

"chunking" procedures.  Studies have shown that memorization of "atonal"

works is much more difficult (Sloboda, Hermelin, & O'Connor, 1985).  Yet a

small fraction of performers can readily memorize complex 20th century works

that do not follow traditional tonal schemas, and the techniques they use to do

so are so far not well understood.  For example, Michael Kieran Harvey is a

distinguished Australian pianist who selectively performs such contemporary

music, sometimes memorizing highly complex pieces such as Carl Vine's

recently composed 20 minute Piano Sonata in a few weeks' time for a premiere.

Harvey recounts that he sometimes practices improvising in the style of the

piece to act as a safety net against memory lapses, and also consciously codes



the musical materials in a number of parallel independent formats to facilitate

remembering (M. Harvey, personal communication).

The optimal memorization skills required of performers are inevitably

linked to the nature of the music, and particularly its position on the

improvisation/composition continuum. For example, in traditional drum

ensemble music of the Ewe people of Ghana, the "master drummer" functions

as a master of ceremonies, and his selective recall of patterns from a vast

repertoire of possibilities triggers corresponding pre-composed steps from the

dancers.  He (or rarely, she) may also embellish the patterns to prolong and

heighten their effect (Locke, 1979).  In some cases, the cueing may operate in

reverse—the lead dancer may begin a dance pattern which the master

drummer and the support drums must respond to appropriately (Kobla

Ladzkepo, personal communication).  In this case the memory is not based on

the idea of a through-composed piece, but on a palette of materials which may

be drawn on to bring forth a certain range of musical and choreographic effects,

a system closely allied to the formulaic composition model of improvisation

(Smith, 1991).

Generative and evaluative processes

Pressing (1988) developed a theory of the improvisational generation of

musical behavior, based upon the continuity of parallel representations of

musical structure in motor, musical, acoustic, and other aspects.  Each aspect

was decomposed into three kinds of arrays:  features (e.g., loud), objects (e.g., a

motive), and processes (e.g. sequencing of a motive).  An interruptable

associative process based on ongoing evaluation of previous musical events

was considered to guide the generation of new material,  subject to constraints

such as training, the referent, memory, and an apposite knowledge base.

Motives and other related events were considered to form event clusters,

groupings of events representing structural boundaries in the produced

material.  The theory was applied to the analysis of two piano improvisations



(Pressing, 1987) and has been reviewed and addressed by a number of writers.

It is necessary to mention that it has been on occasion drastically

misrepresented (Sawyer, 1992).  For further details see Pressing (1988).

The theory is quite general, which is both its strength and its weakness.  It

can show how musical materials of any particular class can be generated, based

on the inputting of a highly detailed compositional/improvisational

knowledge base.  It operates at a general level, and does not spell out exactly

how real-time constraints of memory and attention are to be accommodated.  It

cannot claim to uniquely represent, or even minimally represent, in the sense

of Occam's razor, cognitive and other processes underlying improvisation.  It

seems likely that no theory will be able to do this because there is no unique

way to generate or analytically decompose a certain set of musical patterns,

and we lack a convincing evaluative protocol for creative musical output

which might unambiguously distinguish between alternative different

cognitive models (Pressing, 1988), although brain imaging techniques may yet

provide some valuable insights.  The same problem occurs in the analysis of

"fixed" music.  Even well-known and very small examples (e.g. the single

Tristan chord) can generate marked analytical disputation and diversity.  Small

wonder, then, that a theory of generative processes underlying adaptive

musical creation should be nonunique.

Cultural constraints

The constraints of the culture on improvisational expertise are in many ways

shared by the traditions of composed music:  such things as musical styles,

repertoire, effects of media, employment opportunities, instrument types and

availability, social status of musicians, the degree of incorporation of music in

rituals and social events, and so on.   Specific improvisational effects also

occur, such as the degree of developmental priming of improvisational

competence, the status given to creative or novel musical behavior, and the



size and number of societal subgroups that provide a subculture of

appreciation for real-time musical composition.

Improvisation and emotion

One function of music is to suggest or mediate a range of emotional

responses (Sloboda, 1991).   One prominent theory of musical emotion, as

mentioned above, is based on the creation of expectation.  Such expectations

can only be created in listeners if they are engaged by the music and if they

understand enough of the musical language (implicitly) to perceive expectancy

manipulations, such as key modulations, delayed nonharmonic tone

resolutions, added rhythmic and dynamic nuance, or, in the case of

improvisation, unexpected notes, timbres, or rhythmic devices.

Adult listeners from a common cultural base tend to agree about the

emotional associations of different passages of (composed) music, as measured

by the adjectives used to describe the passages (Hevner, 1936).  This

comparative unanimity of judgment of emotion has also been found for

improvised music.  Behrens & Green (1993) showed that the improvisations of

vocalists and string, brass, and percussion players could successfully express

particular emotions (sadness, anger, fright), as judged by listeners of varied

levels of musicianship.  Success in transmission, however, did vary with

instrument and emotion expressed.

Such commonality of judgment of affect acts as a foundation for the societal

functions of music.  Emotional interchange between performers and listeners is

a vital part of a great many formats for music presentation, and it assumes a

particular power in the ecstatic improvisatory components of certain types of

music, such as the ecstatic call-and-response church and cult traditions of the

Americas and Africa, and much secular Arabic musical performance, as in the

modern tarab style (Racy, 1991).  This culminates in a view that creativity is not

individual-centered and creator-focused, but collectively based and socially

inspired (Racy, 1991).



Musical improvisation continues to be used for its arousal, engagement, and

social interaction-enhancing function in a therapeutic situation, and can

succeed in drawing out patients, for example some autistic children, that are

otherwise nearly unreachable (Preistley, 1987; Edgerton, 1994;  Gunsberg,

1991).

External aids for improvisational coherence

The coherence problem in improvisation can also be addressed with

external aids.  Here I will discuss the main two forms it takes in contemporary

Western music:  notation, and real-time computer assistance.

The notational coding of referents

Memory is one repository for the referent;  real-time display, that is,

notation,  another.  Many improvisation traditions use no notation; of those that

do, there is a range of relations between notation and production.  Different

traditions of improvisation make different uses of notation, and such notation

is linked to the compositional partner system, when it exists.  Fundamentally,

notation for improvisation must use symbols that are meaningful (hence

typically related to an allied compositional system), yet substantively

indeterminate.  There must be some fuzziness or ambiguity or conflict or

incompleteness in the symbol set, and this should be an order of magnitude

greater than the fuzziness of any associated notated compositional tradition.

The form of this indeterminacy is perhaps best seen by a look at

nomenclature in the best known contemporary Western improvisation

tradition, jazz.  Jazz notation adopts a modified version of classical notation

with respect to the placement of notes in time, the difference being largely due

to "swing."   Chord symbols have also been borrowed from classical notation,

but the differences go deeper.  Specifically, the jazz chord symbol places the 12



pitch classes into one of two functional sets.  For example, the symbol C9#11

partitions the 12 pitch classes into the two sets:

chord tones — {C, E, G, Bb, D, F#} =  C,  and

nonchord tones — {Db, Eb, F, Ab, A, B} = NC.

Essentially, a note's membership in one of the two sets triggers a set of

constraints on how it may function (be placed in time and register, and in

relation to other notes).  The precise acts that may be considered consistent

with a given chord symbol cannot be exhaustively spelled out, due to the

infinite nature of variation, although one could imagine computing a function

that would assess the degree of consistency of a given voicing or musical

statement with the given chord symbol.  (In general, of course, there could be

effects due to previous events by the performer and previous or concurrent

events of other improvising members of the ensemble, for group

improvisation.)  Such a function would operate by examining the constraints

that are implicit in the chord symbol. The constraints are surprisingly

extensive, and so I shall not be exhaustive, but simply illustrative.

First, only tones from the C  set should be presented as stable notes.  Second,

although the chord symbol does not specify the octave placement of the pitch

classes making up the chord, there are certain relational expectations (see

below).  Third, for a chording support instrument such as the piano or guitar

the chord symbol must be normally realized with a majority of the C  tones,

and although any note may be omitted, the most essential notes are usually

considered to be the third (E) and the 7th (Bb).  These notes are singled out

because they characterize the basic chord color most succinctly of any two

notes (since root and fifth are more readily guided by contextual functional

expectations, and upper extensions are less prescriptive).   They are also the

most important notes from the standpoint of resolution:  normally a dominant

function chord of this type will proceed to a tonic function or substitution

chord of F (e.g., I, vi)  of some type, and the resolutions E ∅ F and Bb ∅ A or

Ab (depending on F chord color) are critical elements in the voice leading.



Individual style is partly expressed through patterns of preference in accepting

or acting against such constraints.

Chord voicings that fail to meet these criteria will be unsuitable.  Figure 1

shows several examples built solely from the notes of the C  set.  1(a) and 1(b)

are suitable voicing realizations, showing that doubling of tones, the placement

of the 5th of the chord in the bass, and omission of the tonic are appropriate

variations, as commonly established in jazz.  1(c) is an unsuitable realization

because, although it does not contradict the tones in the chord set, it does not

contain enough essential notes to spell it out, and misleadingly suggests G as a

tonic.  1(d) fails to be suitable for two reasons:  weakly, because the F#-G

dissonance is placed at the nonpreferred interval of the minor 9th (Pressing,

1978), and more significantly, because the placement of the ninth of the set (D)

in the bass creates a configuration there, DCF#, which strongly suggests a D

chord, since the bass register arrangement of tones is more powerful than the

treble register in suggesting the roots of jazz (and other tonal) chords.

----------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here

----------------------------

 Melodies improvised over chord symbols must also articulate or at least be

compatible with the chord symbol, and so the chord symbol can be considered

to also present linear (melodic) constraints.   Chord tones normally act as

(relatively) stable melodic entities;  nonchord pitch classes are associated with

dependence on other notes, and have roles of dissonance, their genesis and use

deriving predominantly from linear factors.  Generally, each NC  tone resolves

to a C tone.

At a more detailed level, within each set there are distinct traditions of note

use and connection based upon sound ideals and incorporation in the motifs

that constitute the foundations of improvisational and compositional

repertoire.  The chord symbol does not specify the order that tones must be

played in, but it does provide a constraint on that order.  For example, the

dissonant note F in the NC  set normally resolves to E in the C set, although the



rarer resolutions to F# or G in the C set are also possible.   Melodies that do not

resolve "correctly" will create effects that may be judged as not compatible with

the tradition, uninteresting or unmusical (e.g., they have not been correctly

preheard), though, of course, context can modify such judgments.  Melodies

that exhibit stability for  certain NC  set elements may be judged wrong.  This is

shown in Figure 2.  In Figure 2(a), the melody is compatible with the chord

symbol because the only NC  tones, F & D#, are treated as local neighbor tones

and hence are dependent on the following E, a C element.  The triplet figure

also arpeggiates the chordal structure and increases compatibility.  Figure 2(b)

fails to fit, in the absence of other contextual factors, because it both

emphasizes and provides no linear resolving tone for, the note B, which is an

NC  set member.  The motive would be more compatible with a B half-

diminished chord, which is structurally incompatible which the given chord

symbol.

----------------------------

Insert Figure 2 about here

----------------------------

The interpretation of notes here is also governed by historical accretions,

producing, among other effects, ambiguity and multiple reference.  For

example, the C  note F# may act as a stable tone (e.g. end a phrase), or it may

function dependently and move to G, referencing the traditional tonal

resolution of this chromatic alteration of the scale.  Because jazz tonality is

based on the foundation of classical tonality, such ambiguity is not moot, but a

central aspect of the richness of meaning that can be effected by its musical

manipulations.

Thus, a flow of chord symbols provides a reference base in which to

evaluate ambiguities, deviations, and expectations.  This is the nature of

creative traditions in music.  Only by establishing some norm or context can



deviations from it and expectations make significant psychological

contributions to the music's perception.

What happens when we go beyond, to those symbols whose meanings are

somewhat less specific, and whose traditions of interpretation less well-

developed?   Here it is difficult to make comprehensive statements, and we

verge into an area that has substantial overlap with graphic notation.

Without a pretence of comprehensiveness, it may be useful to look at a

recent compilation of notated compositions for improvisers as a source of

information.  This book (Pressing, 1994) provides a compilation of significant

written compositions for improvising musicians since the early days of the

"white invasion" of Australia.

The pieces were collected on the basis of invitation and a national appeal to

composing improvisers, and can be classified as shown in Table 1.

Piece format %  incidence

1.  melody & chord symbols 35

2.  set of accessible resources, largely traditionally notated 20

3.  special graphic notations + legend 15

4.  full score with separate improvisational sections 7.5

5.  verbal instructions alone 7.5

6.  special instrumental preparations† + legend 5

7.  composed parts with parallel improvised parts 5

8.  text without legend 5

†e.g. prepared piano

Table 1:  Classification of notational structures for improvisers on structural

grounds in a recent compilation (Pressing, 1994).

Because of uncertainty about the best classification of some of the pieces,

several were entered in more than one category;  however, these figures may

give a representative impression of types of work in this subfield of



improvisation, at least in Australia.  All the pieces have referents (obviously),

and the majority have a temporal backbone.  There is a clear attempt in nearly

all pieces to guide the interpretations of the performers in a coherent fashion,

as shown by the adoption of traditional devices like melodies, rhythmic

vamps, preset material, legends, and chord symbols.  However, a minority of

pieces are intentionally quite nonspecific in many musical dimensions, as

befits a creative art.

Three examples of the less traditional forms follow.  Figure 3 is a tiny

excerpt from Keith Humble's massive process Nunique (1968-1995), entitled The

Anonymous Butchery,  which challenges ideas of special competence and the use

of sound in musical performance.  Figure 4 shows Duo 1, from Duos 1.2.3.  by

Robert Rooney (1965), which is to be played as a duo, or preferably as a trio,

with the third player improvising freely in parallel. This piece has a legend

(which space does not permit to be included), which specifies gestural and

timbral (but not pitch) meanings for the symbols.  Figure 5 shows two

"modules" from Felix Werder's The Guide of the Perplexed (1993).  The composer

has given a legend here but encourages the perfomers to make their own

adaptations and to freely pick and choose.  None of these pieces refers to a

standard tradition of improvisational interpretation, although Rooney's work

evolved as repertoire for a particular ensemble, which came to its own

interpretive traditions over years of work.

----------------------------

Insert Figures 3, 4, 5 about here

----------------------------

Interactive computer systems

Interactive computer music systems have developed extensively since the

early 1980s and yielded numerous aesthetic and cultural implications,

particularly for music.  "Intelligent instruments" were and continue to be



extensively built, that can do such things as compose along with a performer in

real time,  act as an improvising accompanist or aural environment,  provide a

freshly created referent for interaction, or infer tempo and act to drive

production of prerecorded material.  New terms have come into existence for

different kinds of human-computer interaction, among them composed

improvisation, extended instruments, hyperinstruments, and real-time performance

synthesis, about which I have written extensively elsewhere (for reviews, see

Pressing, 1992; Rowe, 1992).  Virtual musical instruments (instruments existing

in virtual computer environments, accessed for example by glove controllers)

and musicogenic displays (musical or visual or haptic displays generated by

the conversion of information, which maybe performance information) have

been developed, in the 1990s, setting new benchmarks in, if not fundamentally

redefining, the improvisation/composition continuum (for a review, see

Pressing, submitted).

Such systems have considerable potential for providing assisted musical

competence, including improvisation competence, to those with mental or

physical disabilities.   The landscape of musical expertise will never be quite

the same, and it remains to be seen to what extent such systems, even if only in

an assistive role, can approach the capacity of the autonomous skilled human

expert in terms of contextual fluency, interpersonal interaction, and emotional

expression.

Concluding remarks

The discussions here suggest that the approach to improvisation via

standard expertise theory is in many ways fruitful.  In particular, the existence

of psychological constraints to the real-time problem solving which underlies

improvisation shapes the construction of special memory, knowledge,

decision-making and generative structures adapted to minimize the impact of

those constraints.  External tools such as notation and real-time interactive

computer systems also serve similar functions, though not exclusively these.



Such minimization of impact allows the improviser to operate at a higher and

more long-range level of musical discourse, leaving attentional resources free

for deeper musical control, heightened emotional effects and greater

interaction with the audience and co-improvisers.

Endnotes

1Standard theories of attention with respect to improvisation are reviewed

in Pressing (1984), although attention can be justifiably criticized as a concept

whose vagueness limits its explanatory power.  However, recent Positron

Emission Tomography research makes plausible a neurophysiological

description of selective attention as selective activation and deactivation of

particular brain structures or regions, a fact which sits well with resource

models of attention, particularly multiple resource models.   The multiple

resource perspective on attention suggests that there are multiple and at least

partially distinct pools of attention.  This view is favored in so-called "Human

Factors" research (Proctor & Van Zandt, 1994).  For example, Wickens (1984)

proposed a three-dimensional framework of resources based on stage of

processing (input, central processing, response), type of information coding,

and input/output modality.  Evidently, in such a situation, attentional

constraints can be reduced by learning to optimally spread processing

demands across different resource dimensions;  skill in such optimal dynamic

allocation may be a significant component of improvisational efficiency.
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Relations between musical and scientific 
properties of time 

Jeff Pressing 

La Trobe University, Bundoora, Australia 

The origin of time is considered to be experienced change, which, coupled with scientific 
method and instrumentation, produces an objective clock time. Musical time differs from 
scientific time in several ways: it is composed rather than received; its subjective interpretation 
is not necessarily bound by physical experience; it can be regarded as multidimensional; it has 
intrinsic cyclic aspects; and it draws on a wider range of sources, such as culture, environment, 
the body, conceptual operations, and interpersonal interaction in performance. |ts similarities 
include: the property of ordering of events; measurability; divisibility; the existence of 
characteristic time scales; relationships with number. Change is classified into rearrangement 
change and attribute change, a split shown to apply to both musical and scientific time. The utility 
of two scientific procedures in establishing the nature of musical time is addressed: 
mathematical formalisms (which may model the temporal processes used by composers), and 
techniques of cognitive psychology (which may examine the mental representation of time). 

KEY WORDS time, change, dimension, temporal structures, sources of musical timing, 
science and music 

Fundamental properties of time 

Although some philosophers, including such luminaries as Sir Isaac Newton, 
have argued against it (cf. Sorabji 1983), I take as a starting point that the very 
notion of time comes about from the experience of change, sensory or otherwise. 
Time is not a stimulus but a construction, an inference. In particular, our sensory 
experience allows us to infer the existence of such things as events (experiences 
with a start and finish), material objects (sensations with physical extension and 
some permanence), and qualities (aspects of events or objects). When events, 
objects, or qualities change or are transformed, and when this process shows 
repeatable properties, we infer that the nature of change has underlying 
commonalities, many of these subsumed under the idea of time. Phenomeno- 
logically, there are certain definite elementary temporal experiences, including 
simultaneity, non-simultaneity, succession, the subjective present, and duration 
(P6ppel 1989), upon which many of the subjective and objective properties of 
time are based. Scientific method and scientific instruments allow these 
properties to be generalized and systematized in certain ways. 

The commonly agreed upon properties of objective or scientific time are 
usually considered to include: 

1. Time provides an ordering of events. In classical physics and ordinary experience, this 
ordering is unique for any given set of events and chosen observer. Agreement 
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106 Jeff Pressing 

between observers is only limited by resolution of measurement or perceptual 
error, except in the domain of relativistic physics. 

2. This ordering has a unique direction. The unique arrow of time is noticeable at the 
ordinary macroscopic level in nearly all phenomena. This empirical arrow is 
expressed by the rise in entropy of isolated systems, as promulgated by the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics. On the other hand, at microscopic level, 
virtually all physical processes obey equations that are time reversible (a few 
processes of fundamental particles, lacking so-called T-invariance, do not). The 
reconciliation of these two opposing facts can be achieved in the physical sciences 
by the use of statistical mechanics, where it is shown that the properties 
experienced by humans are the result of the statistical averaging over a very large 
number of particles (of the order of 1023). The averages show unique time 
direction properties which their underlying microscopic processes do not. 

Other sources for the unique arrow of time are also found in science. Those of 
geology (the fossil record), cosmology (properties of the expanding universe) and 
biology (biological clocks, ontogeny) are perhaps best know. 

3. Time separates events into three distinct categories: past, present, future. This separation is 
directly experienced, in that our connection with the past is through memory 
(including inanimate storage media), our connection with the present is through 
perception, and our connection to the future is via such things as intention, plan, 
expectation, and extrapolations of existing knowledge. 
4. Time is measurable. The existence of clocks that agree to high accuracy (in non- 
relativistic surroundings) provides the utility of this notion. Clock time is 
virtually synonymous with scientific time. Time's measurability means that in 
mathematical terms it acts as a metric space, i.e. a space with a distance-defining 
function (a metric). 
5. Time is continuous (but also discrete). If the construction of time is based on 
change - i.e. motion, then, since classical physical motion is continuous, classical 
scientific time must be continuous too. The continuity (arbitrary divisibility) of 
time is a hypothesis of classical physics that is supported by much ordinary 
sensory experience. Years are divisible into months and months into days and 
days into hours and hours into minutes and minutes into seconds and seconds 
into fractions of seconds, and so forth in principle without end. This is not only an 
intellectual construction, for we can learn an ability to gauge the passing of such 
clock time. This type of time sense is of course of critical importance for musical 
conductors. 

The exceptions to the continuity of time in the sciences have to do only with the 
quantization implicit in the Uncertainty Principle. Such effects are normally only 
appreciable at the subatomic level, governed by the equation AEAt~ h/27r, which 
indicates the coarse graining of time measurement. Quantization or minimal 
uncertainties in time (At) are related to uncertainties in energy (AE), where h is 
Planck's constant. 

In addition, there are distinctive properties of most processes that create a class 
of events of special relevance to the discussion of time. These include particularly 
the unique time points or zones labelled endings, beginnings, and transitions. 

Although these properties - as descriptions of scientific time - will likely seem 
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Musical and scientific time 107 

incontestable to many, it is well to remember that dispute over the nature, indeed 
the very reality, of time has a long history. Differing views of the fundamental 
properties of time and the dating of events have been a central point of 
contention in many religions, and in the Hellenic period the split between those 
who saw the world as essentially static (e.g. Parmenides, Archimedes) and those 
who saw it as essentially flux (e.g. Heraclitus, Aristotle) was already well- 
developed. A reconciliation of the experienced realities of change and permanence 
was not really achieved until the discoveries of modern science, where unchanging 
entities (the atoms of Democritus, later empirically observable molecules, atoms, 
and fundamental particles) undergo movement  and rearrangements which 
account for the change and variability of matter. 

Of course, we now know that these 'unchanging' particles have substructure, 
and also behave as waves of probability, and that their wave properties depend on 
the manner of observation in a way which brings into question their entire status 
as unchanging objects. Nevertheless, these aspects are hidden from our normal 
experience and we may consider that all that matters from our macrosopic 
vantage point is that the constituent objects appear to be unchanging, or exhibit 
highly repeatable characteristics. To generalize, the conceptualization of objects 
as unchanging typically implies a certain separation of vantage point from those 
objects. The theory appropriate to this vantage point will then be based on the 
generic properties of these objects, and change or time will be founded on 
changes in their spatial relationships or characteristics. Much grosser or finer 
levels of structure will be to first approximation irrelevant. To take an extreme 
example, we can safely ignore both submicroscopic level quantum mechanical 
effects, and the influence of the earth's rotation (e.g. the coriolis force), when 
playing billiards. Of course, it has been often commented that the peculiar 
relations of the fundamental particles can be made macroscopic by suitably fine- 
tuned experimental design (e.g. the Schr6dinger cat paradox, the Einstein- 
Podolsky-Rosen experiment). 

Music-specific phenomena 

Few would disagree with the idea that music has a special relationship with time. 
Music's scientific reducibility to a plot of amplitude of air density versus time is 
one sign of this. Another is the plethora of time control methods (or attitudes) 
inherited from traditional musical culture and developed further by conscious 
compositional innovations: meter, pulse, rhythm, duration, tempo, timeline (in 
African music), tala and tihai (in Indian music), rubato, swing, polymeter, 
polytempo, metrical modulation, temporal serialism, Fibonacci proportion 
systems, moment time, nonlinear time, vertical time (Kramer 1988) etc. Music is 
indeed "the art of the audible now" (Fraser 1985)-i ts  potentials for long-term 
temporal structuring notwithstanding. 

This time connection is not without parallel in other expressive arts; drama, 
film, dance, and performance art all involve timed performance. We do, however,  
have good grounds for supposing that even among the time-based arts there are 
special attributes to sound. We know that the ear is a better device than other 
sensory organs for extracting many types of temporal nuance from perceptions 
(e.g. Pressing 1987a). There are also unique sensory qualities of engagement 
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108 ]eft Pressing 

found in sonic time structuring: for example, the experience of engaging 
rhythmic activation occurring with a 3:2 acoustic polyrhythm is not matched by 
an equivalent visual display or tactile sensation. 

Relations between musical time and scientific time 

Despite the many music-specific time phenomena, the five properties of scientific 
time mentioned above have ready parallels in music, which will now be discussed 
in order. First, in any given performance or recording, the musical events have a 
unique time ordering. Second, the unique direction of time is "accepted" in nearly 
all music, but may be vitiated to some degree by various techniques, most 
commonly by the use of retrograde, which, to be sure, still consists of events 
occurring in a unique order at the time of presentation. (The actual propagation 
of sound from sources outward is not being retrograded, of course, although 
such effects might be simulated by multichannel computer treatments of sound. 
There are also distinctions between sound retrograde-playing music back- 
wa rds - and  note or rhythm retrograde.) 

Third, past, present and future remain useful concepts, within whose ambit 
the recurrence and development of sonic material operates. Backwards and 
forwards hearing is how Kramer (1973) has described it. Fourth, in common with 
scientific events, all realized musical events are subject to clock measurability and 
much of their effect is gained through this kind of temporal perception. (The 
utility of different metrics for measuring musical time has been discussed by 
Tenney and Polansky (1980).) 

Finally, the continuity or arbitrary divisibility of time applies without doubt to 
sound perception. But quantization of time enters in a much more universal way 
in music than in science, and not only via the pervasive influence of such things as 
pulse, meter, rhythm, phrase and subdivision. Evidence for categorical (i.e. 
quantized) rhythmic perception has been presented (Pressing 1987b). Various 
electronic synthesis procedures (notably granular synthesis) propose the coarse- 
graining of time in music. There is also a temporal course-graining in perception 
of pitch: for a note to be possibly perceived as having a definite pitch, it must last 
at least a certain significant fraction of one cycle of the fundamental pitch. (How 
large this fraction must be depends on the intelligence built into the pitch 
extraction system.) This limitation applies both to the human auditory system 
and to electronic pitch trackers (e.g. pitch-to-MIDI converters). 

A number of further points emerge from a comparison of scientific and musical 
time. One is that musical time, except that found measured out in the metronome 
markings of scores, has a subjective, experienced, psychological component. This 
much-discussed subjective impression of time is affected by various qualities of 
the musical texture, notably activity level, and to a lesser extent, timbre, pitch, 
etc. This dichotomy between clock or objective time and experienced or 
subjective time has had considerable discussion in music (e.g. Childs 1977), and has 
also played an insistent role in a number of historical dichotomies, such as that of 
the Indian kal~ and k~la (Rowell 1978), the Greek chronos and kairos, and 
McTaggart's A- and B-series (McTaggart 1972). Other  historical divisions of 
approach have contrasted the concepts of event-dependent relative time with 
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Musical and scientific time 109  

absolute time, independent of events. This dichotomy was a point of contention 
between Leibnitz and Newton, for example. 

A further fundamental distinction is that musical time is designed by composer 
and articulated by performer, not empirically received by the listener as the result 
of natural processes governed by physical laws. This time is a "virtual time" (de 
Selincourt 1920, Langer 1953) that shapes the perceptual processes of the 
auditor. Such timing design has certain intended functions, normally including 
one or more of the following: shaping individual events; establishing distinguish- 
ability and appropriate perceptual connectedness of events; expressing number 
and proportion; and activating the body for dance. 

These are the most common functions, but the nature of a creative field is that 
such lists can never be complete. Instead, they become targets for compositional 
subversion: some composers inevitably design music that attempts to subvert or 
completely negate the physical attributes of time, cognitive predilections, or the 
intended functions of timing. Thus the ordering property of time is challenged by 
mobile form (Kramer 1988), as in John Cage's Piano Concert (1957), where the order 
and inclusion of parts is at the performers'discretion. The uniqueness of the time 
arrow is challenged by the use of retrogression, as mentioned above, as well as by 
scores that have certain novelties of time progression. Among these may be 
numbered those exhibiting Kramer's (1988 p. 453) nonlinear time, "a temporal 
continuum characterized by . . .  [a] principle of composition and of listening in 
which events are understood as outgrowths of general principles that govern 
entire pieces." Another subversive orientation might be found in pieces that 
move from complex polyphony to strict repetition, thus acting (in superficial 
analogy) in violation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, as for example the 
passage between rehearsal numbers 141 and 147 of Witold Lutoslawski's 
Symphony No. 2. 

Systematic repetition of patterns can dull time perception, stretch or even 
eliminate (cf. Kramer's "vertical time") the apparent time, eliminate the effects of 
transitions, beginnings, and endings, or force attention to focus on certain 
temporal details or scales. Many works of Steve Reich and Philip Glass areof  this 
kind, as is Frederic Rzewski's Les Moutons de Panurge. Other composers have made a 
feature of the now in their descriptions of perception: e.g. John Cage's "hearing in 
the present tense", Stefan Wolpe's "an unfoldment of nows" (Wolpe 1962/86). 
With this perspective it is possible to find (and perhaps re-hear) precedents in 
much earlier works which feature unusually large amounts of repetition or 
textural stasis. Examples are readily discovered in early music, such as Perotin, 
and in the keyboard sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti: Sonata K.422 contains two 
passages consisting of 16 literal and sequential repetitions of a decorated three 
note motif, and the Fuga K.417 shows an extremely static textural design, and is 
primarily constructed from repetitious sequential figures that repeatedly move 
around the diatonic circle of fifths. 

Continuity can be undermined by many traditional musical procedures, such as 
unexpected staccato chord blocks or rapid sectionalization. Certain conceptions, 
like La Monte Young's "stopped time", or the "stop time" of jazz, also act against 
continuity. Kramer (1988) refers to moment time to describe music made up of a 
mosaic of moments, as Messiaen's Chronochromie (1959/60). Contemporary music 
videos also use fragmented time constructions, both in musical sampling and in 
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f rame ed i t ing-a lbe i t  generally wi thin  a conservat ive  and repeti t ious musical 
context .  

Temporal hierarchy and scale 

The hierarchical na ture  of time is very  well established in music, f rom the 
stratified ensembles of Southeas t  Asia to the Schenker ian s t ructural  levels of the 
large scale tonal "masterpieces."  Processes occur  s imultaneously,  each with its 
characteristic time scale (Yeston 1976). Of  course,  this is not  confined to music, 
but  occurs in many  if not  most  physical and biological systems.  But again, music 
has its special aspects. We may point  to "hor izonta l"  aspects of time, where  the 
focus is on time succession within one part ,  and such things as juxtaposi t ion and 
distance are p r imary  experiences,  and cont ras t  it wi th  "vertical" aspects of time, 
where  the focus is on coordinat ion be tween  parts ,  and synchrony,  asynchrony,  
overlay, and re in forcement  qualify as p r i m a r y  experiences.  

Any temporal  h ierarchy offers  a set of characterist ic t ime scales corresponding 
to its fundamenta l  processes. In music, these are the t ime scales of the pr imary  
musical phenomena:  waveforms ,  envelopes,  modulat ion (vibrato, t remolo,  etc.), 
notes,  measures,  tempi, motives,  phrases,  melodies, sections, movements ,  ent i re  
pieces, etc. Table I illustrates, ve ry  roughly,  the common  time ranges that  these 
concepts entail. 

Table 1 Musical time scales 

Typica I Corresponding 
Phenomenon time s c a l e  frequency range 

single waveform ,00005-.05 sec 20-20,000 Hz 
envelope attack component .0005-10 sec .1-2000 Hz 
single note .001-10 sec .1-1000 Hz 
steady note production .05-10 sec .1-20 Hz 
vibrato/tremolo .1-.5 sec 2-10 Hz 
tempo/pulse .1-5 sec .2-10 Hz 
motif .5-5 sec .2-2 Hz 
phrase 3-30 sec .03-0.3 Hz 
melody 5-100 sec .01-0.2 Hz 
movement 30-1000 sec .001-0.03 Hz 
piece 30-30000 sec .00003-0.03 Hz 

In the final column the frequencies  corresponding to these t ime scales are given. 
A dif ferent  perspective on the time ranges of fundamenta l  musical phenomena  is 
given by Bielawski (1981). 

One area of (admittedly esoteric) similarity be tween  scientific and musical t ime 
is their  shared difference in the  reversibil i ty of micro-  and macro- tempora l  
phenomena.  If, in analogy to the s t ructural  descript ions of physics, we consider 
the cons t i tuent  "particles" or "wave packets"  of music to be sine waves,  in line 
with the fundamental  theorem of Fourier, then  we have the following comparable 
situation: sine waves are symmetrical  (aurally identical) under  t ime reversal,  
whereas  their  weighted sum (the composite sound) is not.  The  resolut ion of this 
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Musical and scientific time 111 

seeming paradox proceeds along the lines of the scientific case: the summation of 
the phase relations and weightings of the constituent waves produces emergent 
irreversibility from reversible components. 

On linear and cyclic time 

The recurrence of the same or related sonic events in music is often considered to 
create a kind of cyclic time that stands in contrast to linear time. This idea is 
widespread in non-Western music (e.g. the West African time-line, the Indian 
tala) and in the music of our own culture (e.g. passacaglia, ostinato, strophic form, 
theme and variations, rondo form). Since it is repetition that allows cyclicity to be 
perceived, it can be useful heuristically to classify the nature of repetition used in 
music, as an index to the degree of cyclicity of time. Thus we may view a certain 
passage as being periodic, quasi-periodic, or aperiodic. It may feature exact 
repetition of all parts, exact repetition of some parts, varied repetition, exact 
repetition of abstract properties of all/some parts, or contrast. Exact repetition 
has often been considered to suspend musical time. Perhaps this would be better 
viewed as reducing the scale of time to the scale of the repeated pattern. 

Multiple time dimensions 

A related issue is the notion of the dimensionality of time. Time is virtually 
always pictured as linear and one-dimensional in traditional scientific con- 
ceptualization or graphs. This applies to four dimensional space-time as well. 
Philosophical theories of multidimensional time do occur, however. Jaques (1982) 
identifies two dimensions of time, corresponding respectively to succession and 
intention. Heidegger (1972) argues for four temporal dimensions: past, present, 
future, and an "interplay" of the previous three. From the standpoint of science, 
such formulations tend to lack clarity and adopt a metaphorical attitude to the 
word dimension. Bielawski (1981) develops the idea of two time dimensions more 
systematically by identifying one with the succession of temporal intervals, the 
other with duration or frequency. 

In music an independent two-dimensional formulation may be made as follows, 
based upon a combination of the ideas of linear and cyclic time. We consider first 
the case of metered music. Here there are two primary time positions that affect 
the function of notes: absolute time position, and placement within the bar. 
Hence we can consider that there exists an axis for overall clock time and an axis 
for distance from the start of the bar. The natural geometrical shape for this is a 
coil or helix (Figure 1). In the figure, a uniform 3/4 meter is assumed, with beats 
indicated by ticks along the helix. With changing meters, the helix would have 
loops of correspondingly variable size. 

Notice that this is a two dimensional time space that is embedded in three 
dimensions. This helical structure is reminiscent of the cognitive structure of the 
diatonic order, as proposed by Shepard (1982). It could be readily embedded in the 
two-dimensional plane for the case of constant meter if the coil's radius were 
increased by a consistent amount during each turn and then the entire coil 
compressed flat to become a spiral (as shown in figure 2). 
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(CYCLIC) succession 
dimension 

o n  

;ion 

NONMETRIC TIME (LINEAR) 

Figure 1 Two kinds of musical time: 1-D linear and 2-D cyclic. 

It may be objected here that in many contexts it is not only position within the 
bar that matters, but also position within the phrase, within the section, etc. This 
is true, and these distances might possibly be given the status of additional 
"weak" dimensions, although there is no obvious limit to the process. Correspond- 
ingly complex diagrams could be drawn to illustrate this, again showing analogies 
with Shepard's diagrammatic extensions of pitch to the double helix and higher 
dimensional structures. However,  the degree of clarification afforded by such 
diagrams seems limited in the case of time. 

It may also be asked whether  unmetered music has this same basic 2- 
dimensionality. The answer seems to be that time without hierarchic rhythmic 
cyclicity is in fact 1-dimensional, while non-metric music which nevertheless 
possesses clear patterns of recurrence might have a "weak" second dimension, 
whose strength might be indexed by assigning a fractional dimensionality for 
time. In other words, the self-similarity of the temporal design would create 
fractal time, with dimension d satisfying 1~d~2.  
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time 
FI 
d 

Beat 3 

Beat 

t~eat z . . . .  ~ss ion 
d imens ion  

Figure 2 The two kinds of musical time compressed into a two-dimensional form. 

T w o  o r i e n t a t i o n s  to  m u s i c a l  c h a n g e  

Let us now examine the nature of change in music. It is clear that the information 
in traditional Western musical scores is very largely about the rearrangement of 
objects that have fundamental unchanging properties: notes. One oboe F#4 is a 
lot like another oboe F#4. Indicators of timbral change, dynamics, and pitch 
deviation are, in many styles, nuances applied to a basic framework, designed to 
clarify structural relations or make the parts maximally effective for projection in 
performance. While change at the micro-level is under the unnotated control of 
the performer, score-based change comes from the distinctive stringing together 
of notes. This is analogous to the usual perspective on scientific change, where 
fundamental particles (here notes) undergo motion and rearrangement. This 
approach may be called rearrangement change. Yet the microvariation of the 
constituent notes is responsible for a certain portion of the musical effect in any 
style. Some contemporary scores featuring highly developed articulatory mark- 
ings and extended technical demands, and indeed, the fine detail of amplitude vs. 
time plots of sound, show a different orientation, which we may call attribute 
change. Here stable sound objects do not feature prominently; all is parametric 
change and flux. This approach is commonly found in computer controlled sound, 
or certain meditative musical practices. In summary, the two types of change are: 

rearrangement change: time expressed through motion or changes of position of 
unchanging sound objects-e.g,  notes or recurring sound complexes 
attribute change: time expressed through change in the attributes of sound 
objects-e.g,  parametric change of qualities of sound 
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114 ]eft Pressing 

Clearly, these two orientations are not irreconcilable, but occupy endpoints of 
a continuum: the defined sound objects can incorporate micro-motion (of course 
this is already present in the fundamental vibrations), or macroscale motion, as in 
repeating patterns, that by repetition define themselves as composite objects 
with internal time structure. For example, some pieces by Steve Reich and Franco 
Donatoni feature such combinations of attribute and rearrangement change. 

Musical time as a carrier of number and structure 

The relation of time to number in music is both well-established and ancient. 
According to Plato: "These are the forms of time, which imitates eternity and 
revolves according to a law of number." (Timaeus) In Western culture, number is 
enshrined in musical time in the harmonic series, the Medieval penchant for the 
perfect number 3 (representing the Trinity), talea, meter, tempo, polyrhythm, 
subdivision, time point series, the symmetrical compounding of classical phrase 
structure, Golden Mean and Fibonacci proportion schemes, the equations of 
classical physics describing vibration, information theory interpretations, and so 
forth. Yet even though time's relationship to number forms a significant part of 
its relation to structure, systematic temporal organization that does not rely on 
number is widely found: for example, in timbre, dynamics, the temporal nuances 
of interpretation, the processes of thematic development, and works based on 
"gestural time" (Kramer 1988). 

The relation of time to number and structure also provides the commonest 
path for the display of parallels with other musical parameters. Cultural 
numerological fixations, multiserialism, rhythmic/pitch dissonance, and cognitive 
isomorphisms between cross-cultural pitch and rhythm patterns (Pressing 1983) 
are prominent examples. Yet time has been much less investigated theoretically 
than pitch, perhaps because it is harder to represent change than spatial 
symmetry on paper. Although the taxonomic approach of classification of 
temporal pattern type is one that has an obvious analogy with certain con- 
temporary procedures like pitch class set analysis, this has not been pursued in 
any convincing depth with rhythm. Here the apparent stumbling block is the 
arbitrary divisibility of musical time, making the establishment of a core of 
fundamental rhythmic patterns problematic. Analytical studies of non-number 
based parametric parallels are particularly rare, though such parallels do feature 
in certain compositional orientations: multimedia composition software (e.g. Max 
or Ovaltune), musical mapping (e.g. from natural phenomena), and gestural 
correspondences between music and dance. 

Mathematical formalism and musical time 

Time structure in music has its own conventional terminology, that can readily 
indicate simple numerical ratios and time scale (tempo). However,  more complex 
contemporary processes-and even such traditional things as swing and 
accelerando - cannot readily be so specified. And while a number of workers have 
looked at issues of timing in live performance, we may also ask what possibilities 
exist for the systematic description of time structure through the construction of 
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Musical and scientific time 115 

mathematical formalisms for the temporal operations used or usable by 
composers. The goal here would be to obtain a more unified view of the aural 
designs of composers, and perhaps suggest unanticipated extensions to current 
practice. Yet such formalisms are of little musical value unless they are grounded 
in what can be musically perceived. 

Xenakis (1971) considered time theory in music briefly in such terms, defining 
concepts of in-time and out-of-time structures, and introducing formalisms for pitch 
based upon the mathematical theory of sieves that can readily be applied to time 
(Bel 1990). David Lewin (1987) has propounded a quite general theory of musical 
structure, using his formal model of Generalized Interval Systems. This model 
can treat time structure, and Lewin's approach is used successfully to interpret 
musical examples of considerable diversity. He develops the idea o f  musical 
transformation, via graphs and networks, in a systematic way. Another 
formalism for time modelling is developed by Bel (1990). This approach is based 
on the idea of mapping between physical time and a symbolic set of dates. In the 
work of both Lewin and Bel, the starting point is the consideration of time as a 
metric s p a c e - t h a t  is (to the detail required here), just a space with a function 
defining the distance between two points. While a definitive discussion of these 
approaches is beyond the scope of this paper, it will be perhaps useful to indicate 
how an independent formalism can be erected from a small set of definitions that 
specifically consider musical perceptibility and compositional practice. Examples 
are given as the definitions unfold, referring to both the traditional musical 
practices found in scores and the possibilities of the new generation of 
microcomputer compositional environments (sequencers and intelligent music 
programs). 

Let us consider time to be a continuous one-dimensional metric space T which 
contains time points t i and time intervals (spans) Ii, where Ii -- the time interval 
containing all times at and between specified endpoints, say tj and ft. Time 
intervals can be partitioned and compounded. Let the distance between two time 
points tj and tk be defined by a metric (distance function) D(ti, tt). The most common 
distance function is 

D(tj, t~)= I tk-tjJ. 
For example, we might have a regularly spaced set of time points, with D being 
used to measure the resultant pulse. Such a metric may be called Euclidean (it will 
measure objective durations) (Bel 1990). Non-Euclidean metrics might be useful 
in describing musical passages involving rubato or accelerando. 

Let S be a time point structure. S is an ordered set of time points S = {tl, t2, t3,...tn} 
such that t i ~ ti+ 1 for all i~n .  We write S = { t i } .  Time point structures may exist 
without any associated musical events. In such cases S may act as a perceptual grid 
for the perception of overlaid patterns. Time point structures that are formed 
from the repetition of a small number of repeating cells or units are most likely to 
be used as perceptual grids, due to the limits~of perception and memory, and the 
traditions of musical culture. Such grids, when based on systems of common time 
units and simple whole number ratios, generate such familiar phenomena as 
musical meter and subdivision. With more complex ratios, and with overlays of 
multiple time structures, the rhythmic innovations of African music, Elliott 
Carter, and Conlon Nancarrow become the subject of discussion. 

Time point structures may also have musical "events" (notes, motives, and 
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116 Jeff Pressing 

processes like crescendo, etc.) associated with them. A time point structure that 
has events associated with more than one of its time points will be called an event 
sequence E. Event sequences correspond to the familiar musical phenomena of 
patterns, motives, phrases, etc. A time point sequence that has at least one event 
associated with each time point will be called completely filled. These events may be 
drawn from any source, such as a temporally unordered list L. Such events 
typically have their own internal time structure,  but their starting point (on- 
time) is assignable. Their ending point (off-time) may also be assignable, 
depending on the nature of the event (Van Benthem 1983). The process of 
assigning events from a list to a time point sequence to produce an event 
sequence (i.e., assigning starting po in t s -and  possibly ending po in t s - t o  the 
selected events) will be called event mapping. 

Operations involving the combination of two or more time structures may be 
defined. For example, two time point structures may be merged if their time points 
are combined and reordered to satisfy the ordering property. Thus if 

S 1 = { I .00 ,  1.20, 1 .667} ,  and 
S z = {1 . I0 ,  1.20, 2.0}, then we may write 
S~ + S 2 = { I .00 ,  I . I0 ,  1.20, 1.667, 2 .0} ,  

where units may be in beats or seconds and the '+' operator denotes merging. The 
same may be done with event sequences (where the only difference is that events 
at the same time point do not collapse to a single event, as occurs here with time 
points). This is a procedure commonly available in music sequencer software, and 
in the MIDI merge function in electronic music hardware. 

A "vector product" of two event sequences may also be defined, as follows. 
Consider two event sequences: 

E A = {Ei(ti) , Ei+l(ti+l) . . . .  Ei+n(ti+n)}, with n events, and 
EB = {Ej(tj), Ej+1(tj+1) . . . .  Ej+m(tj+m)}, with m events. 

Define their vector product as follows: 

EA * EB = {Ei(tj), Ei+l(tj+l), Ei+2(tj+2) . . . .  Ei+r(ti+r)}, 

where r = rain(n, m), so that EA * EB ~ EB * EA. In other  words, the events from the 
first sequence are allocated to time points of the second event sequence, and the 
process stops when we run out of either events or time points. This process is 
found in commercial electronic music software, as for example the "generated 
sequence" option in Opcode's Vision. 

Weights Wi may be assigned to specific time points t i in  time structures or event 
sequences. For example, in classical 4/4 meter, weights 3, 1, 2, 1 might 
respectively weight the accents given to the 4 main beats of the bar. In Afro- 
American music the weightings might be more like 2, 3, 1, 3. Such weights may 
then allow a more refined interpretation of familiar musical phenomena. 
Consider the case of composite rhythm. The usual problem with the analytical 
technique of composite rhy thm is that it rapidly "saturates" in any but the 
simplext textures, so that, for example, in a 4-part fugue by J.S. Bach all the 16th 
note positions may fill up, and little information is left. By putting a weighting to 
each 16th note position based on incidence and perhaps accent, greater resolution 
can be achieved. 
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Musical and scientific time 117 

We may also define the concept of a time map M(C, F), that operates on a time 
structure S, or event sequence E, where C is the set of criteria of inclusion 
defining the range of application of the map, and F is the function applied to the 
selected time points (or events). A time map acts to stretch selectively the fabric 
of time. Time maps can correspond to such diverse things as rubato interpretation 
of notated rhythms, swing (in jazz), accelerando, conditional editing in sequencers 
(where criteria like proximity to a certain part of the measure structure or 
dynamic range limitations are invoked before a musical transformation is 
applied), and retrogression. For example, figure 3 shows an excerpt for piano 
transformed as follows (via conditional editing): 

C = all notes belonging enharmonically to the Db major scale that do not lie 
within a sixteenth note of beat 3; 

F = transpose the selected events down a perfect fifth, delay them by one 
quarter note, and quantize to the nearest 16th note. 

ori~naJ 
v c r s i o R  

tig".  I 

' I 

mapped 
V ~ O n  

i f M  i k l  ~ .  

r J ~  l r~ ~ tL 

111 

- , I E  - - i  i I �9 
t /  i ~ 1  i ~ - I  i i i �9 

Figure 3 An example of the use of a time map: conditional editing. 

Such maps can also be used to define temporal temperaments, where the basic 
structure of subdivision in metered (or at least pulsed) music is stretched 
according to a specific plan. An example of this is shown in figure 4, where a 4/4 
sixteenth-note structure has had imposed upon it highly variable quantizations: 
the first two sixteenth-note positions of each bar are quantized to septuplets, the 
last sixteenth of each beat is quantized to quintuplets, and so forth, as indicated. 
While the listener will not be precisely aware of the details of structuring, the 
distinctiveness of temporal organization is immediately perceivable, and from my 
experience with such compositional designs, readily usable as a basis for 
compositional coherence. Execution of such effects usually requires computer  
assistance, either by MIDI control, direct digital synthesis, or by the preparation 
of special tapes (with click tracks exhibiting different tempi and subdivisions) that 
are listened to by performers through headphones during performance. 
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Q7 Q5 Q9 Q5 Q5 QI 1 Q5 
r O  , , :  / ' - . .  I / '~ . .  I I i '  I \ 1 I 

  rrrr r r r r  r r r r  
I I I I I I I I 

Figure 4 A second example of the use of a time map: design of a temporal temperament. Qx 
means that the given notes are quantized to x-tuplets. Where no indication is given the value is 
Q4 (normal 16th note). 

O n  i n t e r n a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  m u s i c a l  t i m e  

It seems a l together  likely that  music could never  have come into being wi thou t  
sound: the na ture  of the audi tory  experience shapes the very  foundat ion  of 
musical possibility. Yet despite this, music can exist w i thou t  sound, a position 
supported by sources as diverse as Benjamin Boretz,  Charles Ives, Arnold 
Schoenberg,  Nada Yoga, and traditional Sufi writ ings.  Factual suppor t  for this  
ra ther  disconcerting position is quite strong: skilled musicians can internal ly hear  
a score wi thou t  experiencing vibrations in the air; o the r  per formance  media can 
and have adopted the s t ruc tures  of music; some deaf persons  are able to form a 
relationship with music; and Cage's 4"33". If, then,  mind is the absolutely 
essential medium in which music plays out  its games, we may wish to consider 
that  the cognitive representa t ion  of musical t ime is of special relevance to its 
s tudy and provides a point of contact  be tween  musical and scientific (in this case 
psychological) procedures.  

One standard way to look at t ime psychologically has been to ask subjects to 
est imate clock time. However ,  this provides little in format ion  about  the more  
complex cognitive representa t ions  of musical time. A more  general  way to 
examine the propert ies  of an internal  represen ta t ion  is by examining the 
t ransformat ions  we can mental ly apply to it. This is an approach with a 
considerable l i terature  in cognitive psychology,  for  example in the s tudy of 
mental  ro ta t ion of objects, but  work  refer r ing in detail to musical t ime has not to 
my knowledge used this perspective.  This paper can only adumbra te  by a few 
considerat ions the possibilities 9 f such an inquiry,  as follows. 

Consider  a piece of music you know well and can readily hear  internally.  It 
exists then as a mental  representa t ion,  apart  f rom score or sound, but  not  apart  
f rom mind and time. To elucidate its temporal  proper t ies  we ask: what  kinds of 
time t ransformat ions  can you per form on it? (The answer  to this will both 
empower  and limit what  kind of music you can make or hear.) The most  obvious 
control  possibilities are global and local changes of tempo,  and the shifting of 
e lements  to di f ferent  times (within certain familiar limits). What  can we use to 
model this? Our  mental  representa t ion  clearly differs f rom an analog tape 
recording (even though  it also stores audio spectral information) ,  because if you 
speed it up the pitch doesn ' t  change, just the tempo.  Also, we can leap ahead to 
di f ferent  sections ( though usually not  with arb i t rary  specificity) wi thou t  fast 
forwarding th rough  intervening material (as is possible with digital s torage 
media). Is it then more  like a MIDI sequence? In some ways, yes - tempo and pitch 
can be independent ly  changed, and we can mental ly  pe r fo rm some operat ions like 
selective editing or applying 'swing'  to groups of notes.  However ,  many  M|DI 
sequencers  can invert  or retrograde material,  and these operat ions are far f rom 
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Musical and scientific time 119 

automatic mental commands. Furthermore, MIDI sequencers lack information 
about acoustic spectra. Perhaps a closer analogy is the sequencer/signal processing 
workstation, such as Opcode's Studiovision. (This is an active area of technological 
development). All these analogies clearly have imperfections; the mind's repre- 
sentation of musical time is a thing unto itself. Further exploration is needed 
here. 

Sources of musical timing 

Scientific thought and culture are obviously not the only extramusical influences 
on musical time. It seems therefore useful to set what has gone before into a 
greater context by giving a schematic general look at the possible sources of 
musical time. From the standpoint of the individual, these sources are either 
exogenous (the listener/performer responds to external stimulus) or endogenous 
(internally generated). The following listing describes major sources, and gives 
examples and clarifications where necessary. 

Environmental sources 

seasons-e.g,  the invariable 4/4 meter in traditional Chinese music has been 
linked to the inviolate regularity of the four seasons (Rowell 1978) 

astronomical motions-  e.g. lunar and circadian cycles, motions of the stars and 
planets 

other natural processes-e.g,  wind, flow of liquids, the life cycle, radioactive 
decay, the tides 

properties of materials-e.g, resonance, distensibility, granularity 

Cultural sources 

cosmology-e.g,  the life-rebirth cycle has its parallel in the tala of Indian music 
special time points-e.g,  beginnings, endings, transitions 
ritual 
narrative 
the performing arts 
number 
science-e.g, spectral analysis, the concept of space-time 

Technological sources 

the clock 
machinery - e.g. industrial polyrhythms, temporal peculiarities of note production 

from different musical instruments. The industrial revolution facilitated the 
possibilities of indefatigability and strict repetition 

audio storage and editing - facilitating memory and comparison, and destroying 
uniqueness of the moment. Audio tape permitted splicing, promoting dis- 
continuity, moment form, juxtaposition, the editing orientation. Digital 
editing has increased the resources for editing 
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120 Jeff Pressing 

the computer-enabl ing the programmable but humanly unperformable and 
sophisticated control of processes 

public media-linking music's time scales to those of visual phenomena 

The body: physiology and motor processes 

internal experience 
biological clocks-e.g, sources for both exact and quasi-periodicity 
heartbeat 
breathing 
gait-e.g,  as a source for pulse or tempo 
gesture 
dance 
instrumental performance 
song 
speech-e.g,  logogenic rhythm 

Conceptual operations: 
subdivision 
shifting 
stretching- e.g. swing, note in,gale, accelerando 
temporal hierarchy-e.g,  meter 
change of scale 
addition/subtraction 
juxtaposition 
overlay-e.g,  of different time scales, of patterns 
retrogression 
metrical modulation 
time serialism 
resultant rhythm 
mapping- e.g. from other phenomena: paintings, planetary motion, epigenesis; 

explicit mathematical mappings 
interaction between time series-e.g,  vector product (defined earlier of two 

time structures 

Interpersonal interaction: 
timing consensus between performers 
timing as a mode of communication between performers 

This last area is of considerable practical interest to performing musicians, and 
various systems of time coordination in ensembles are employed. With larger 
ensembles a master clock system is usually used, whether  it be visually produced 
by a conductor, as in the symphonic tradition, or aurally by a time keeper part, as 
in the traditions of new and old world Black music. In rubato pieces of music, 
timing can be non-clocked, but led by a per former  singled out for this purpose. 
Such designs can be compounded, as where multiple conductors are present. An 
alternative organization of ensemble time is via chains of musical cues. For 
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Musical and scientific time 121 

example, in Witold Lutoslawski's Symphony No. 2 we find the conductor's role in 
performance largely reduced to indicating a series of cues, which are virtually the 
only points of defined synchronization between parts. Between these cues all 
instrumentalists proceed at their own uncoordinated tempi (although the range 
of these tempi is established by explicit descriptions). With smaller ensembles, for 
example the string quartet, a conductorless interactive timing system can be 
used, where players primarily align themselves by knowing their relations to 
each other's parts and the felt meter (often assisted by visual cues intrinsic to 
performance), so that no one fixed source exists for timing, even if timing 
leadership at certain points may be allocated to a particular performer. 

These different orientations can result in certain kinds of playing difficulties 
for mixed tradition ensembles. For example, in Western classical music, tempo is 
most commonly phrase-driven, with the results that ritardandi are commonplace 
at cadences and some other points of melodic emphasis. Hence, when performers 
in this tradition check the relation of their parts to others, as regularly happens to 
ensure the precise placement of notes, they synchronize to the known melodic 
relations with other parts. On the other hand, most Black musics are pulse- 
driven; tempo is constant, and when performers periodically check their note 
placement, it is usually to synchronize to the underlying strictly metronomic 
master clock. This difference between the referents of rhythmic placement is 
responsible for a large degree of the difficulty traditionally experienced by 
ensembles containing musicians from both the classical and jazz traditions. 
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RHYTHMIC DESIGN IN THE SUPPORT DRUMS 
OF AGBADZA 

by 
JEFF PRESSING 

The Ewe percussion music of Ghana is one of the African musics best understood in 
structural terms at this time, due to the efforts of a number of researchers. Some of the 
most important studies are those of Jones (1959), Nketia (1963, 1975), Koetting 
(1970), Ladzekpo (1970, 1971), Pantaleoni (1972 a,b,c,d), Fiagbedzi (1977), and 
Locke (1979, 1981). Despite this, the number of pieces which have been presented in 
some kind of depth is small and encompassesNyayito, Husago, Sovu, Sogba, Adzida, 
Agbadza, (all in Jones 195 9), Atsia (Pantaleoni 1972 a,b,d), Atsiabeko (Locke 1979) 
and Takada (Ladzekpo 1970). 

The aim of this paper is to further this accumulation of stylistic information by a 
detailed analysis of support drum characteristics in the Ewe music Agbadza. Enough 
data are analysed to make suppositions about general guiding principles which appear 
to operate in this music. 

The source of these patterns is primarily my personal study with Ewe master 
drummer C.K. Ladzekpo, who lives in Berkeley, California. All the patterns were 
transcribed from performances or demonstrations by African music ensembles led by 
Mr Ladzekpo. This is then a different context from the only other published work on 
Agbadza, that of Jones (1959), where patterns were transcribed only in relation to the 
single bell pattern, and not as part of the full Ewe orchestra. This distinction may be 
rather important, because the patterns presented here differ in a number of minor 
details from those found by Jones in his work with master drummer Desmond Tay. Yet 
it is also true that Agbadza is a widely known piece and has a number of possible 
variants, depending on geography and particular master drummer. In fact, Mr 
Ladzekpo distinguished two forms: Agbadza Kpoka and Agbadza Ageshie, with the 
first set at slower tempo than the second, each form having its own extensive and 
distinctive repertory of support and lead drum patterns. Jones does not draw such a 
distinction, but the support drum patterns he gives, though only four in number, seem 
more like those I observed as part of the Ageshie form. However, performances I 
notated were primarily ofAgbadza Kpoka, and the given examples are, to the best of 
my knowledge, appropriate to that form. 

The orchestra and its fixed rhythmic elements 
The instruments of Agbadza are the double bell gankogui, the rattle axatse, the 

stick drums kagan and kidi, and the lead drum sogo, played with the bare hands. The 
instruments have been described previously in the literature (cf. Jones 1959 or 
Ladzekpo 1970) and the full detail will not be repeated here. It is important for the 
purposes of this article to note, however, that all the instruments have at least two 
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RHYTHMIC DESIGN IN THE SUPPORT DRUMS OF AGBADZA 5 

distinct tones or states, allowing a rhythmic pattern to be a registral melody.' That is, 
the gankogui has two bells of different pitch, the axatse is struck either against the leg 
or the hand, and the two stick drums may be struck with either bounce (open) or mute 
(press) strokes. Mute strokes are much quieter and less penetrating than bounce 
strokes, and normally serve a time-keeping function not strongly audible in the context 
of the full ensemble. InAgbadza the mute stroke capacity ofkagan is not used, and all 
strokes are open, whereas the drum kidi plays various patterns of bounce and mute 
strokes. The lead sogo has a number of different strokes available, similar to those 
described in Pantaleoni 1972a, but the patterns of this drum are not examined 
here. 

In Agbadza Kpoka an unvarying rhythmic background is provided by gankogui, 
axatse and kagan, which is most correctly (in Ewe terms) conceptualised in 12/8 time, 
with four beats per cycle (Locke 1979; C.K. Ladzekpo, personal communication), in 
the following manner: 

Gankogui 
uhigh bell (GO) 
low bell (TIN) 

Axatse 
strike hand (TI) 
strike leg (PA) 

Kagan 

A-open strokes 

Mnemonics are given for the different tones of gankogui and axatse. 
The drum kidi, on the other hand, changes patterns fairly frequently in response to 

signals from the lead drum. In Table I, 15 such kidi patterns are given. The table con- 
tains all the Agbadza Kpoka patterns I was able to record; there has been no pre- 
selection. 

1. By the term'registral melody' is meant a melody based on approximate relative pitch relations. The tones making up 
such a melody can be consistently ranked in order of register, but the intervals between them are not consistent in size 
over time. 
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Phrae structure: C,(C,) C4 

Ct (CO) 2+6+4,(C) 

c ,(CS) 10+2 ,(C6) 

C3,(CO) (5+7) 

C3 3 + 9 (CO),(C2) 

CA ,(CO) 
,(C3),(C,) 

8+6+4+4+2+4, 
C3,,((CO)).((C2)(C.) 

Table I: Support drum (kidi) patterns in Agbadza kpoka. B = bounce, M = mute. 
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RHYTHMIC DESIGN IN THE SUPPORT DRUMS OF AGBADZA 7 

Now all the parts of the ensemble are considered to be conceptualised in relation to 
the gankogui pattern(Jones 1959, Locke 1979, C.K. Ladzekpo personal communica- 
tion), which functions as a time-line. The kind of relation that each member has to the 
time-line varies considerably, however. As has been noted by previous writers, the 
relation of axatse togankogui is one of reinforcement and filling-in, since the strokes 
on the leg (PA mnemonic) coincide exactly with the bell strokes, while the strokes 
against the hand (TI mnemonic) fill in every other 8th note of the cycle except the 
second. 

To understand the relation of kagan to the time-line, it is necessary to note that the 

kagan pattern consists of one phrase made up of the sub-phrases and , 

repeated twice. It is the starting points of these subphrases that show the clearest 
relation to gankogui. In the first phrase statement, the subphrases begin between bell 
strokes, while in the second phrase their beginnings coincide with bell strokes. Also, 
kagan plays its first stroke of the cycle in the only 8th note gap left by gankogui and 
axatse. Hence the relation of kagan to the time-line may be described as interpolation 
or quick call-and-response in the first half of the cycle, and reinforcement in the 
second half.2 

Analysis of kidi patterns 
The following concepts seem appropriate to a detailed analysis of the patterns of 

table I: 
* Constituent elements * Polyrhythmic sampling 
* Sticking 0 Tonal structure 
* Phrase structure 0 Relations to time-line 

They will be examined in turn. 
The constituent elements of the kidi patterns are few in number. There are always 

at least 12 strokes per cycle, the note values *r and P overwhelmingly predominate 

and there are no rests. This is typical of kidi patterns in other pieces as well (e.g. Jones 
1959, Fiagbedzi 1977, Locke 1979).3 
These strokes combine to produce strings with the following characteristics ( see table 
at top, p. 8). 

The P and * strings may be juxtaposed to achieve up to 6 successive bounce 

strokes, whereas the 7 stroke limit of mute & strokes is not supervened by the use of 

P s. Averaged over all the patterns, bounce tones sound 85/240 or 35% of the time, 

2. It is also of interest to note that the sticking of the pattern is I Y 
RJa 

Y R L R I, so that the right hand plays a C6 cycle 
(see below). 
3. Rests occur very occasionally, but apparently not in Agbadza. 
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Element 
String element incidence String length and description 

bounce stroke 59 1 to 4 ; (4 rare) 
bounce stroke 46 2 only; always beginning on a pulse. 

P mute stroke 154 1 to 7 . 

Smute stroke 2 1 only; only found in pattern 3 

. 
bounce stroke 2 1 only; only found in pattern 3 

263 

whereas mute tones sound 155/240 or 65% of the time. No pattern contains more than 
50% bounce strokes or has bounce strokes sounding more than 50% of the time. 

The sticking of the kidi patterns taught by Mr Ladzekpo seems to be understand- 
able on the basis of the following rules: 

(a) Use alternate sticking whenever possible unless this requires that successive 
identical phrases will be sticked differently. This issue only occurs in the presence 

of the unit , which is accordingly sticked RLL (e.g. pattern 5) or RLR (e.g. 

pattern 6), to allow musical and kinesthetic recurring phrases to coincide. The first 
sticking is more common. 

(b) Choice of parity of sticking is determined from the predominant bounce note 
string(s); they are sticked so as to give as many bounce strokes as possible to the 
strong (normally right) hand. If there is no difference, sticking is chosen so as to 
begin the predominant bounce note strings with the strong hand. In the Agbadza 
patterns given, this second case always obtains. 
To illustrate, the sticking for some representative patterns is given, beginning with 

the first indicated stroke in Table I in each case. 

Pattern number Sticking 

1, 2 [L Rj 

4, 14 : RL J 

5 
I:RLLR 

LI 
6 L 

R.L 
R 

9 LRLRLRLLRLRLR 

12 L L LRLLRL RI 

(The v symbol here refers to 16th notes) 
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Phrase structure 
Central to an analysis of kidi patterns is the issue of phrasing. This may be 

approached by an examination of criteria for identifying the starting points of phrases. 
A number of possibilities suggest themselves: 
(a) phrases start at every change of tone 
(b) phrases start at every bounce stroke forming part of a mute-bounce (MB) 

boundary 
(c) phrases tend to coincide with the felt 4-pulse 
(d) phrasing follows the usage of repeating sub-units. 
The way I was taught suggests the basic validity of(b) and (d) as criteria for phrasing, 
with further detail of subphrasing resolved by the use of (a). 

The interaction of these two or three criteria may be considered to produce a 
hierarchy of phrasing two or three layers in depth. For example, pattern 5, the starting 

pattern for Agbadza, consists of the phrase a repeated three times, which 

constitutes the first level of phrasing; a second is formed by the partitioning of each 

phrase into bounce ) and mute 
(f) 

strokes. These may be indicated as 
follows: 

So here criteria(b) and(d) delimit the first level and criterion(a) articulates the second. 
This is the normal situation and applies to most of the kidi patterns. 

Three levels of phrasing are found in a few patterns, such as number 12. This may 
be indicated as follows: 

12. 1st level 

2nd level 
S V 

. 
v..V / 3rd level 

Here criteria (b) and (d) determine the first level of phrasing, criterion (b) the 
second, and criterion (a) the third. (First level phrasing for all patterns is indicated by 
slur marks in Table I). 
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The following distribution of (first level) phrase lengths is found to hold: 

Phrase length in s Incidence 
1 0 
2 3 
3 7 
4 12 
5 0 
6 10 
7 0 
8 7 
9 3 

10 1 
11 0 
12 1 

44 
Considered this way, all phrase lengths except 1, 5, 7 and 11 occur. This provides 
interesting support for earlier work (Pressing, in press) which singled out these lengths 
as having special properties in 12/8 meter on cognitive-mathematical grounds. 

Related to this distribution of phrase lengths is the pervasive influence of 
polyrhythm based on the division of onegankogui cycle into 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 parts, or the 
division of two cycles into three parts. These will be referred to here by the labels C2, 
C3,, , C4, C68 and C3/2, respectively. All except C4 stand in polyrhythmic relation to 

the fundamental 4 pulse. These polyrhythmic cycles may start at any of thel 12A of the 
cycle, and the use of displaced starting points is widespread. Some pertinent informa- 
tion is summarised in Table II, opposite. 

Several entries in the column labelled'number of distinct starting points' require a 
little further commentary. The cases of C6, C4, 3 and C2 are, I think, clear enough. C8 
has three distinct starting points since there are three semiquaver positions in the 

repeating unit. (Only the C8 which synchronizes with the . pulse is at all common). 
C3/2 and C3/4 might have been expected to have 8 and 16 possible starting points 
respectively, but the starting points here are defined in relation to the gankogui cycle, 
rather than the phrase, so that one must divide these numbers by the number of cycles 
(8+2, 16+4) to obtain four in each case. 

Considered in this way, patterns 1, 2 and 3 are examples of C2, patterns 4 and 5 are 
examples of C3 (pattern 4 also exhibits C6), pattern 6 articulates C4, and patterns 11 
and 12 belong to C3/2. C8 is not full articulated by any pattern here, but this may be due 
to the restricted number of kidi patterns examined, as it occurs occasionally in other 
pieces with the same bell pattern (e.g. Afavu, cf. Fiagbedzi p.458). 

The remaining patterns 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 have basically additive (unequal) 
phrase structures, but most of them are organised to simultaneously sample one or 
more polyrhythmic cycles. By polyrhythmic sampling is meant that enough of the 
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Number of distinct Perceived 
starting points polyrhythm 

Repeating unit in relation to in relation to 
Cycle label length in J~s gankogui cycle J. pulse 

C8 1 = 2 3 3:1 

C6 2 = 2 3:2 

C4 3 = 

- 
3 (1:1) 

C3 4 = 4 3:4 

C2 6 = . 6 1:2 

C3/2 8 = o 4 3:8 

C, 12 = o. 12 1:4 

C3/4 16 = I0ol 4 3:16 

Table II: Properties of Polyrhythmic cycles 
(The C3/4 cycle - 4 gankogui cycles divided into three equal parts - has been included for interest 
although to the extent of my knowledge it does not occur in Agbadza. It is found in the piece Azenu, 
however) (C.K. Ladzekpo, personal communication). 

accents of a particular cycle are articulated in such a way, as to allow it to be perceived. 
For example, pattern I7 samples 4 attacks of C6 as indicated: 

This idea has been mentioned previously by Locke (1979) in slightly different 
terms. 

In Table I exact polyrhythm is indicated by Cn, sampling by (Cn), and additive 
phrasing by arabic numerals. As may be seen, virtually all the patterns, whether 
fundamentally additive or divisive in character, sample other polyrhythmic cycles. 
This promotes what has been termed by Locke multiple rhythmic gestalt(Locke 1979) 
and is apparently a crucial aesthetic component of Ewe music. 

The additive patterns deserve special comment. Those of one bell cycle in length 
(numbers 7, 8, 9, 10) all have the following make-up: a relatively long run of mute 
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strokes followed by a string composed almost entirely of bounce strokes. If we consider 
phrasing these patterns on this basis for the purposes of comparison, all the patterns 
turn out to be examples of a 5+ 7 structure. To be specific, this conception of phrasing 
looks as follows: 

5M + 7B 

1 
,r. 

."7M 
+ 5B 

7M + 5B 

10. 

7M + 5B 

This is of interest for at least two reasons: 
(a) the bell pattern is usually considered to be a 5+7 structure, viz. 

(b) it fits well with the notion of'bisection' proposed by Jay Rahn(Rahn 1978), an idea 
which points to the essential similarity between exactly equal and approximately 
equal partitioning of a cycle. 

Patterns 13, 14 and 15 show considerable sophistication of rhythmic design. In 

number 13, the first'bar' articulates C2, while overall the rhythmic design is 2 .+ 3 L. 
+ 3.1., a nearly equal partitioning of 8 o. pulses. Number 14 contains a pattern of 
steadily decreasing phrase lengths, and at the same time articulates or samples 4 

different polyrhythmic cycles. C3 is stated by bounce strokes on Ps 1, 5 and 9 of'bar 
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2, C4 isimplied by bounce strokes on s 6, 9 and 12 of bar 2, C2 by s 7 and 8 of bar 1 

and 1 and 2 of bar 2, and C6 by the alternation of bounce and mute strokes on s 1, 3, 5, 
7 and 9 in bar 2. A similar situation obtains in pattern 15, though the phrases are more 

nearly equal in length: C2 is articulated in bar 1, C4 is. implied both there (alternate 

tones on Js 2, 5, 8, 11) and independently by J positions 4, 7, and 10 in bar 2, C3 

is supported by bounce strokes on .s 4, 8, 12 (bar 1) and 4 (bar 2), and C6 by 

bounce strokes on Ns 8, 10, 12 (bar 1) and .4 (bar 2). 
The final area of inquiry in kidi pattern design is concerned with tonal relations..In 

particular, what is the average distribution of bounce and mute strokes with respect to 
the gankogui cycle? It should be quite non-random, since all kidi patterns are, as 
mentioned earlier, intended to be conceptualised with respect to the bell pattern. There 
are 263 strokes in the 15 patterns, and their distribution within the cycle is summarised 
in Table III: 

Number of 
bounce strokes 

Number of ouncestrokeTotal bounce/ 
Position mute strokes* Total mute ratio 

1 17 3 1 4 .24 
2 12 8 3 11 .92 
3 13 7 0 7 .54 
4 8 12 5 17 2.1 
5 15 5 1 6 .40 
6 14 6 2 8 .57 
7 15 5 1 6 .40 
8 11 9 3 12 1.1 
9 16 4 0 4 .25 

10 14 6 2 8 .57 
11 13 7 1 8 .62 
12 8 12 4 16 2.0 

156 84 23 107 
Table III: Distribution of bounce and mute strokes 

*the P mute strokes of pattern 3 are included at D positions 2 and 8 

In the table, the bounce stroke column lists bounce strokes occurring exactly at the 

indicated position; when this is added to the n column, the next column is produced, 

which gives the total number of bounce strokes occurring at or between a given 
position and the next. This column and the next show a clearly skew distribution: 
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positions 4 and 12 have disproportionately high B/M ratios (2.1 and 2.0), while those 
of positions 1 and 9 are disproportionately low(.24, .25). The other deviations from the 
average ratio of .69 do not appear significant on the basis of these data. 

The other potentially significant distribution worth considering is that of the points 
of tonal transition (bounce to mute or mute to bounce). A summary of findings in this 
area is given in Table IV. 

Number of: 

Position BM transitions* MB transitions Total transitions 
1 10 1 11 
2 2 7 9 
3 4 3 7 
4 0 5 5 
5 10 3 13 
6 1 2 3 
7 5 4 9 
8 2 6 8 
9 6 1 7 

10 2 4 6 
11 4 5 9 
12 1 6 7 

47 47 94 

Table IV: Distribution of tonal transitions 

*the J- figures of pattern 3 are counted with Ps 2 and 8 

The P position column labels the second of the two strokes, since it is at this point that 
a change becomes audible. 

The main findings are the emphasis of P positions 1 and 5 by high BM incidence, 

emphasis of ; position 4 by low BM incidence, and the paucity of transitions of any 

kind between Ps 5 and 6. Some support is given for singling out P positions 9 and 12 
as well, due to their skewed distribution (6:1), but more data are needed to be 
sure. 

As a result of both these ways of looking at tonal logic, the following tentative 
conclusions seem appropriate. 
(a) Eighth note positions 1, 5 and 9 are emphasised and at the same time left relatively 

free of bounce strokes. These positions constitute an undisplaced C3 cycle and the 
first two are filled by distinctive bell strokes (starting stroke, start of one of the two 

2-stroke runs in the bell pattern). The relation of the gap at P 9 is less clear, and 
this conclusion was, indeed, more tentative than the other two. 
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(b) Positions 4 and 12 are emphasised, and exhibit a preponderance of bounce strokes. 
They also are strongly favoured positions for the bounce stroke of a BM pair. The 
relation togankogui seems fairly clear. The 12-a-1 tonal transition clearly reinfor- 
ces that of the bell The emphasis of position 4 seems explainable as well, 

since this is the location of the second perceived J. pulse, the first spot each time 
through the cycle where the J. tempo may be checked. 

(c) Tone changes only very rarely between positions 5 and 6. This again appears to 
reinforce gankogui as this is the only spot in the cycle at which 2 bell strokes are 
adjacent and of the same tone. 

Conclusions 
The kidi patterns presented here come from one source and yet show considerable 

variety of design. The patterns consist of a few types of elements strung together to form 
what are best termed registral melodies. Divisive and additive organisation are both 
used, with extensive articulation and sampling of polyrhythmic cycles. The more 
complex patterns sample a number of such cycles simultaneously and form a rich back- 
ground for improvisation by the lead drummer. 

Phrasing is determined by tone and the presence of repeated subunits, and the 
patterns may be seen to consist of a hierarchy of 2 or 3 levels of phrasing. Tone is used 
in a fashion which emphasises certain consistent relations with the time-line, primarily 
that of reinforcement of distinctive positions of tonal change. 
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In 3 experiments, the authors examined short-term memory for pitch and duration in unfamiliar tone 
sequences. Participants were presented a target sequence consisting of 2 tones (Experiment 1) or 7 tones 
(Experiments 2 and 3) and then a probe tone. Participants indicated whether the probe tone matched 1 
of the target tones in both pitch and duration. Error rates were relatively low if the probe tone matched 1 
of the target tones or if it differed from target tones in pitch, duration, or both. Error rates were 
remarkably high, however, if the probe tone combined the pitch of 1 target tone with the duration of a 
different target tone. The results suggest that illusory conjunctions of these dimensions frequently occur. 
A mathematical model is presented that accounts for the relative contribution of pitch errors, duration 
errors, and illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. 

Pitch and duration are critical dimensions in the music of many 
cultures throughout the world. In Western tonal music, composi
tions involve a relatively small set of discrete pitch and duration 
categories, and listeners are highly sensitive to patterns of pitch 
and duration (i.e., melody and rhythm). The distinct categories 
used to classify different pitches and durations in compositions and 
our sensitivity to the properties associated with patterns of pitch 
and duration suggest that there are important mechanisms for 
encoding these properties. 

The initial processing of music may involve two basic stages. In 
the first stage, acoustic dimensions such as pitch, duration, timbre, 
location, and loudness may be registered by functionally indepen
dent channels (Gamer, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). In the 
second stage, these acoustic dimensions may be recombined to 
yield the experience of a unified auditory event. If a processing 
error occurs at the latter stage, listeners may experience an illusory 
conjunction of features from different acoustic events (Deutsch, 
1986; Thompson, 1994). 
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The analysis of music into distinct structural dimensions is an 
approach supported by theory, pedagogy, and compositional prac
tice. For example, treatises on music psychology (e.g., Deutsch, 
1999), ear training (e.g., Hindemith, 1946), and harmony (e.g., 
Forte, 1974) all assume an operational independence between 
pitch, duration, and other dimensions of music. Moreover, tradi
tional pedagogical exercises address pitch and rhythmic skills 
separately, implying separate mechanisms for processing these 
dimensions. Finally, in Western tonal composition, duration and 
pitch often vary independently of each other. For example, in the 
Art of the Fugue, J. S. Bach uses mensuration canons, in which the 
same melody is presented at different speeds simultaneously. Sim
ilarly, in the widely used Schenkerian reduction technique for 
analyzing tonal works (e-g., Forte & Gilbert, 1982), pitch structure 
is considered to operate independently of surface temporal rela
tions. Thus, pitch and duration often operate independently in 
music. How sensitive are listeners to the manner in which they are 
combined? 

In this investigation, we examined listeners' sensitivity to com
binations of pitch and duration by assessing the possibility that 
illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration occur in short-term 
memory. Listeners were asked to remember combinations of pitch 
and duration in short unfamiliar tone sequences. Memory errors 
were then examined for evidence of illusory conjunctions. We also 
conducted mathematical modeling to estimate the precise rate at 
which pitch and duration were incorrectly integrated. 

Encoding Auditory Dimensions 

The question of how auditory dimensions are encoded (e.g., 
pitch, duration, timbre, location, loudness) may be addressed by 
assessing whether they interact in perception or memory or 
whether they are registered by functionally independent channels 
(Gamer, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). On the basis ofresults 
of speeded classification tasks, Melara and Marks (1990a, 1990b, 
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1990c) proposed an interactive multichannel model of auditory 
processing. They conceived of auditory processing as a bank of 
channels, each targeted to a specific primary perceptual dimension 
(e.g., frequency, loudness). Judgments of one dimension were 
sometimes affected by variation in irrelevant dimensions, illustrat
ing leakage or cross-talk between channels (see also Krumhansl & 
Iverson, 1992). 

According to some researchers, the combined effects of pitch 
and rhythm suggest that these dimensions are encoded integrally. 
Jones, Boltz, and Kidd (1982) found that recognition for the pitch 
of a tone in a melodic context is better if the tone was rhythmically 
accented than if it was not rhythmically accented. Moreover, 
memory for melodic sequences is poor if the pitch pattern and 
rhythm imply incompatible metric groupings (Boltz & Jones, 
1986; Deutsch, 1980). These and other findings have led to the 
proposal that pitch pattern and rhythm are encoded as a single unit 
in perception and memory (see also Jones, 1987; Jones, Sum
merell, & Marshburn, 1987). 

Other evidence, however, suggests that pitch pattern and rhythm 
are processed separately. First, pitch pattern and rhythm make 
statistically independent contributions to judgments of melodic 
similarity (Monohan & Carterette, 1985) and phrase completion 
(Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a, 1987b). Second, listeners have 
difficulty remembering how pitch patterns and rhythms are com
bined in short melodies, even when memory for the individual 
components is good (Thompson, 1994, Experiment 4). Third, 
double dissociations of pitch pattern and rhythm have been docu
mented in brain-damaged patients, suggesting a neural dissociation 
between these dimensions (Peretz, 1993; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993; 
Peretz & Morais, 1989). 

Finally, in pilot work conducted for this study, listeners were 
presented unfamiliar seven-tone sequences followed by a probe 
tone. In a pitch-search condition, listeners judged whether the 
probe tone matched any of the target tones in pitch. In a duration
search condition, listeners judged whether the probe tone matched 
any of the target tones in duration. In half of the trials within each 
condition, the irrelevant feature was varied across target tones; in 
the other half, the irrelevant feature was held constant. Memory for 
one feature was not influenced by variation in the irrelevant 
feature, suggesting that pitch and duration are processed separately 
in short-term memory. 

Illusory Conjunctions 

If pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term 
memory for novel tone sequences, it may be difficult to remember 
how these features are combined. In such circumstances, listeners 
may be susceptible to illusory conjunction errors; that is, they may 
falsely remember the pitch of tone combined with the duration of 
a different tone. It is well established that illusory conjunctions of 
visual features occur, and a similar phenomenon may occur for 
auditory features. Such errors suggest that once features are reg
istered, a subsequent process is required to integrate features and 
perceive objects (e.g., Ivry & Prinzmetal, 1991; Prinzmetal, 
Henderson, & Ivry, 1995; Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Schmidt, 
1982). 

A number of tasks have been used to demonstrate the occur
rence of illusory conjunctions in vision. One task involves asking 
participants to detect the presence or absence of a conjunction of 

two features in a briefly presented visual array. Treisman and 
Schmidt (1982) used this task to reveal illusory conjunctions of 
color and shape (e.g., perceiving a red O or a green X when 
presented a red X and a green 0) and illusory conjunctions of size 
and solidity (filled vs. outlined shapes). As would be expected 
from a system with limited processing capacity, illusory conjunc
tion rate was found to increase when attention is overloaded. 

Evidence of illusory conjunctions in vision has been critical to 
the development of a unified theory of visual object perception 
(e.g., Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & 
Gorrnican, 1988; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Treisman & Souther, 
1986). According to feature-integration theory (FIT), individual 
features are first preattentively registered in parallel from objects 
in a visual array and tagged with respect to the location where they 
occur. Integration of these features then is argued to occur through 
a serial process of focusing attention at specific locations. 

A number of researchers have questioned some of the assump
tions of FIT, including that of parallel and serial processing of 
items (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 
1989) and the role of attention in the integration process (Ashby, 
Prinzmetal, Ivry, & Maddox, 1996; Prinzmetal et al., 1995). As an 
alternative to FIT, Ashby et al. (1996) proposed that illusory 
conjunctions arise from uncertainty about the location of individ
ual features. Support for location-uncertainty theory was based on 
findings that illusory conjunction errors increased as the distance 
between display items (colored letters) decreased. Other models of 
illusory conjunction phenomena have been proposed by Wolford 
(1975) and by Maddox, Prinzmetal, Ivry, and Ashby (1994). 
Although such models embody different assumptions about object 
perception, all share the assumption that illusory conjunctions 
occur and that they result from errors in a process of feature 
integration. 

Evidence for illusory conjunctions of auditory features is lim
ited. Efron and Yund (1974) and Deutsch (1975) reported illusory 
conjunctions between the pitch of a tone presented at one ear and 
the intensity or location of a tone presented at the other ear. Cutting 
(1976) found that listeners may mistakenly combine the features of 
two dichotically presented phonemes and report illusory pho
nemes. Finally, in a study by Hall, Pastore, Acker, and Huang 
(2000), listeners searched arrays of spatially distributed, simulta
neously presented tones for the presence or absence of a cued 
musical pitch, a cued instrument timbre, or a cued conjunction of 
both properties. These tasks were used because they are analogous 
to the visual-search tasks used by Treisman and Schmidt (1982). 
The results, supported by mathematical modeling, provided evi
dence for the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of pitch and 
timbre. 

Memory for Pitch and Duration: 
The Current Investigation 

Previous research has established that listeners are not highly 
sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are combined 
in atonal music (Krumhansl, 1991) or in unfamiliar tone sequences 
(Thompson, 1994). These findings, along with neuropsychological 
evidence described earlier, raise the possibility that pitch and 
duration are processed separately and that illusory conjunctions 
between these dimensions may occur. 
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Thompson (1994, Experiments 1-3) presented listeners with 
sequences in which two different tones were played consecutively 
and repeatedly, in a randomly varying order. Such sequences were 
defined as melodic textures. Listeners were asked to indicate when 
they detected a change in texture. If a new pitch or a new duration 
was introduced into the texture, listeners easily perceived the 
texture change, even while performing a distraction task. However, 
if the texture change was defined by the manner in which pitch and 
duration were combined in the two tones, only attentive listeners 
could detect the change. This auditory illustration of a conjunction
search task differs from the visual-search tasks introduced by 
Treisman and Gelade (1980) in that items are distributed across 
time rather than spatial location. Thus, Thompson's (1994) results 
raise the possibility that illusory conjunctions may occur across 
temporal location as well as across spatial location. 

The current investigation further examined the occurrence of 
illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in short-term memory. 
In three experiments, we presented a short target sequence and 
then a probe tone. Listeners indicated whether the probe tone 
matched one or more of the target tones in both pitch and duration. 
To anticipate the results, error rates (false match responses) were 
remarkably high if the probe tone combined the pitch of one target 
tone with the duration of a different target tone. In contrast, error 
rates were comparatively low if the probe tone differed from target 
tones in an individual feature (i.e., in pitch and/or duration). A 
mathematical model of response errors was developed to estimate 
the precise incidence of illusory conjunctions and feature errors. 

Experiment 1 

We conducted Experiment 1 to assess short-term memory for 
combinations of pitch and duration and to evaluate the possibility 
that illusory conjunctions of these dimensions occur. Participants 
were presented two tones in sequence (called target tones) and then 
a probe tone. They were asked whether the probe tone matched one 
of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. That is, partic
ipants were required to search (in short-term memory) for a con
junction of pitch and duration. We presented two target tones in 
order to distinguish memory for individual dimensions (pitch and 
duration) from memory for how those dimensions are combined. 
In particular, the two target tones differed from each other in both 
pitch and duration; thus, illusory conjunctions were implicated 
when listeners mistakenly remembered the pitch of one target tone 
combined with the duration of the other target tone. 

There were five conditions, which were defined by the relation
ship between the probe tone and the target tones. The probe tone 
either matched one of the target tones (match condition) or differed 
from both target tones in pitch (pitch-out condition), duration 
(duration-out condition), both pitch and duration (both-out condi
tion), or the manner in which pitch and duration were combined 
(switch condition). In the latter condition, we constructed the 
probe tone by combining the pitch of one target tone with the 
duration of the other target tone. Thus, whereas both features of the 
probe tone were present in the target sequence, the probe tone in 
the switch condition did not match either target tone in both pitch 
and duration. Figure 1 provides the notation for one target se
quence and the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. 

We made three predictions regarding the errors made by partic
ipants. First, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe 

probe tone 

~match 

~pitch out 

target sequence 

' ~ j 
~bothout 

~switch 

Figure 1. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment l and 
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. 

tone differs from target tones in an individual feature (e.g., pitch
out, duration-out, or both-out conditions) than if the probe tone 
differs from target tones in how pitch and duration are combined 
(switch condition). Detection in the former cases requires only 
accurate registration of all target-tone features; detection in the 
latter case requires both accurate registration and accurate integra
tion of target-tone features. Thus, the latter condition should result 
in an increased error rate because of the contribution of errors in 
feature integration (i.e., illusory conjunctions). 

Second, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe 
tone differs from all target tones in both pitch and duration (both
out condition) than if the probe tone differs from all target tones 
along just one of these dimensions (pitch-out and duration-out 
conditions). That is, confusions are more likely if target tones have 
one feature in common with the probe tone than if target tones 
have no features in common with the probe tone. Third, because 
listeners are expected to have at least some sensitivity to the 
manner in which pitch and duration are combined, the match 
condition should yield a higher (though similar) proportion of 
match responses than the switch condition. In both conditions, the 
pitch and duration of the probe tone are present in the target 
sequence. In the switch condition, however, these two features 
occur in different target tones. 

Method 

Panicipants. Participants were 20 adults from the York University 
community, ranging in age from 19 to 48 years (M = 23.3). No musical 
training was required to participate in the experiment. A survey revealed 
that participants had between 0 and 12 years of musical training (M = 4.2 
years). All participants reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of four tones-two target tones sur
rounded by two anchor tones-followed by a pause of 5.0 s and then a 
probe tone. The anchor tones were 500 ms in duration and always had a 
pitch of middle C (C4). They were included because previous research 
suggests that illusory conjunctions for pairs of target items are increased if 
those items are flanked by irrelevant stimuli (Ashby et al., 1996; Treisman, 
1982, Experiment 4). In all trials, the pitch of the anchor tones (C4) always 
differed from the pitch of both target tones and the pitch of the probe tone. 
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Anchor tones were separated from target tones by a pause of 500 ms. 
Target tones were separated from each other by a pause of either 0 or l s. 

Tones were generated by a Roland Sound Canvas that was under the 
control of a Power Macintosh and was set to equal temperament tuning. 
The timbre of tones was fixed as the square-wave sound of the Roland 
Sound Canvas. The tempo of sequences was set to 120 beats per minute, or 
500 ms per quarter note. Participants were allowed to adjust the intensity 
to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 dB SPL, and they heard 
the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 

There were I 6 sequences of target tones. The pitches of target tones were 
randomly varied between G3 and G4, with the constraint that neither target 
tone matched the anchor tones in pitch. Each target sequence was presented 
with each of five different probe tones ( one for each of the five conditions 
described above), yielding a total of 80 trials. All sequences of target tones 
involved two different duration values: 500 ms and 250 ms, 250 ms and 
125 ms, or 1,000 ms and 500 ms. 

Procedure. After each presentation, participants indicated whether or 
not the probe tone matched one of the two target tones in both pitch and 
duration. Participants made their responses by using a mouse to select one 
of two response options that appeared on the computer screen: YES (the 
probe tone matched one of the target tones) or NO (the probe tone did not 
match any of the target tones). Practice trials, selected at random from the 
experimental trials, were provided to acquaint the participants with the 
task. Participants were allowed to quit the practice trials and begin the 
experimental trials at any time. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 displays the proportion of Yes (i.e., match) responses 
for each of the five conditions. Match responses were subjected to 
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOV A), with repeated measures 
on the factors of separation of the target tones (0 and 1 s) and 
condition (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both-out, and switch). 
The ANOV A revealed no effect of separation and no interaction 
between separation and condition, but it did reveal a highly sig
nificant effect of condition, F(4, 76) = 41.20, p < .001. Figure 2 
illustrates that the match and switch conditions were both associ
ated with a relatively high incidence of match responses. 
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Figure 2. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in 
Experiment I. 

Planned comparisons confirmed the three predictions for Exper
iment 1. First, the proportion of false match responses was signif
icantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out conditions than for 
the switch condition, F(l, 76) = 30.07, p < .001. This finding 
confirms that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes 
in individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how 
features were combined. More specifically, it suggests that mem
ory for the target sequences often involved illusory conjunctions of 
pitch and duration. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for 
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out 
conditions, F(l, 76) = 23.41,p < .001. This finding indicates that 
participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 
(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of false match responses for the switch 
condition was significantly lower than the proportion of (correct) 
match responses for the match condition, F(l, 76) = 6.80, p < .05. 
This finding suggests that listeners retained some sensitivity to the 
manner in which pitch and duration were combined. In both the 
switch and match conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe 
tone were present in target sequences; the two conditions are only 
differentiated by whether those features occurred in a single target 
tone (match condition) or in different target tones (switch 
condition). 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had 
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration.1 Sensitiv
ity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was 
significantly poorer for the switch condition (Md' = 0.42) than for 
the pitch-out (M d' = 1.03), duration-out (M d' = 1.19), and 
both-out conditions (Md' = 1.76), F(l, 57) = 46.76, p < .0001. 
Thus, participants were significantly more sensitive to individual 
features in target tones than to how those features were combined. 
Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the switch condition was greater 
than zero, t(l9) = 3.61, p < .01, indicating that listeners were not 
entirely insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were 
combined. 

Experiment 2 

The results of Experiment 1 indicated that listeners are remark
ably insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are 
combined in two-tone target sequences. Moreover, the high pro
portion of match responses on the switch condition provides strong 
evidence for illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. When the 
probe tone matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of 
the other target tone (but did not match any one target tone), 
participants responded on 62% of trials that the probe tone 
matched an individual target tone in both pitch and duration. 
Experiment 2 was conducted to assess whether listeners also have 
difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration in 

1 Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was 
evaluated by comparing the proportion of no responses on the pitch-out, 
duration-out, both-out, and switch conditions (hits) with the proportion of 
no responses on the match condition (false alarms). Proportions of 0 and 1 
were converted to .05 and .95, respectively. Other strategies for dealing 
with proportions of 0 and I are discussed in Macmillan and Creelman 
(1991, chap. 1). Alternative strategies were examined, but none altered the 
test outcome. 
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Figure 3. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment 2 and the probe tones used for each of the 
five conditions. 

longer sequences. In this case, target sequences consisted of seven 
tones, which is a common phrase length in Western melodies (e.g., 
"Mary Had a Little Lamb," "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star"). Dif
ficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration in such 
sequences would suggest that memory for unfamiliar melodies 
may often involve illusory conjunctions of melodic features. 

Method 

Participants. Participants were 18 adults from the University of New 
South Wales student community, ranging in age from 18 to 23 years 
(M = 19.28). None of the participants had been tested in Experiment 1. A 
survey revealed that participants had between O and 10 years of musical 
training (M = 3.19 years). All participants reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence and then 
a probe tone. The interonset interval (IOI) between adjacent tones in the 
target sequence was 1,000 ms. The IOI between the last (seventh) target 
tone and the probe tone was 1,500 ms. Tones were generated in the same 
way as in Experiment 1. There were 16 target sequences. Each sequence 
started and ended on the same pitch. Except for the first and last target 
tones, all target tones differed in pitch and involved an upward melodic 
contour for the first four tones followed by a downward melodic contour 
for the last three tones. The starting pitch of target sequences varied 
randomly between 02 and D3, and the pitch range of sequences was 
between 7 and 11 semitones. Aside from these constraints, pitches were 
assigned at random. 

Each target sequence consisted of a pattern of two durations (which is 
typical of Western melodic phrases): One of these duration values was 
assigned to five target tones and the other duration value was assigned to 
two target tones. Tone durations were one of the following: 125 ms 
(sixteenth note), 250 ms (eighth note), 500 ms (quarter note), or 750 ms 
(dotted quarter note). Aside from these constraints, durations were assigned 
at random. Note that the IOI between adjacent target tones was always 
greater than the duration of any target tone, leaving a pause between all 
adjacent target tones. Pauses were included to facilitate the encoding of 
individual tone durations. 

Each of the 16 target sequences was presented with each of five different 
probe tones (i.e., 80 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in 
the Method section of Experiment 1 (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both
out, and switch). Figure 3 provides the notation for one target sequence and 
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. For conditions in 

which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, duration, or both pitch 
and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target tone ( to 
avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For con
ditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match 
in duration occurred with two target tones.2 

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 displays the proportion of match responses for each of 
the five conditions. An ANOV A revealed a significant effect of 
condition, F(4, 68) = 36.03, p < .001, with the match and switch 
conditions associated with a comparatively high proportion of 
match responses. 

Planned comparisons again confirmed the three predictions out
lined in Experiment 1. First, the proportion of false match re
sponses was significantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out 
conditions than for the switch condition, F(l, 68) = 30.89, p < 
.001. This finding illustrates that participants were significantly 
more sensitive to changes in individual features (pitch or duration) 
than to changes in how those features were combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for 
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out 
conditions, F(l, 68) = 194.33, p < .001. This finding indicates 
that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimen
sions (pitch and duration) than in just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of match responses was significantly 
greater for the match condition than for the switch condition, F(l, 
56) = 6.06, p < .05. This finding illustrates that listeners retained 
some sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were 
combined. 

2 We did not limit duration matches to one target tone because target 
sequences always involved a pattern of just two different duration values 
(which is typical of melodic phrases). If the duration of the probe tone 
matched just one target tone, then the six nonmatching target tones would 
have to be assigned the same duration, and the matching tone would be 
identifiable by participants as the only target tone with a distinct duration. 
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Figure 4. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in 
Experiment 2. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had 
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity 
to differences between the probe tone and target tones was signif
icantly poorer for the switch condition (Md' = 0.36) than for the 
pitch-out (Md' = 1.24), duration-out (Md' = 0.77), and both-out 
conditions (Md' = 1.44), F(l, 51) = 44.39, p < .0001. Thus, 
participants were significantly more sensitive to individual fea
tures in target tones than to how those features were combined. 
Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the switch condition was above 
chance, t(17) = 2.68, p < .05, indicating that listeners were not 
entirely insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were 
combined. 

Experiment 3 

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that listeners have 
difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and duration and 

target sequence 

'J .J J d 

implicate the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of these dimen
sions. Target sequences in these experiments, however, were not 
highly musical in that a square wave timbre was used and either 
there were only two tones (Experiment 1) or there were pauses 
between tones (Experiment 2). We conducted Experiment 3 to 
assess whether illusory conjunctions also occur for more natural
ized melodic stimuli. Thus, sequences in Experiment 3 consisted 
of seven consecutive piano notes with no pauses between tones. 

Method 

Participants. Participants were 15 adults from the York University 
community, ranging in age from 19 to 55 years (M = 25.5). None had 
participated in Experiments 1 or 2. A survey revealed that participants had 
had between O and 15 years of musical training (M = 4.8 years). All 
participants reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, followed 
by a 1.0-s pause and then a probe tone. The timbre of tones was fixed as 
the Piano 1 sound of the Roland Sound Canvas, which was sampled from 
a Steinway grand piano (for an acoustic description, see Fletcher & 
Rossing, 1991, 12.8). In all other respects, tones were generated in the 
same way as in Experiments I and 2. The tempo of sequences was set to 
120 beats per minute, or 0.50 s per quarter note. Participants were allowed 
to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 
dB SPL and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 

There were 20 target sequences. As in Experiment 2, all target sequences 
started and ended on the same pitch and involved an upward melodic 
contour for four tones followed by a downward melodic contour for three 
tones. The starting pitch of target sequences randomly varied between G2 
and D3, and the pitch range of sequences ranged from 7 to 11 semitones. 
All target sequences involved rhythmic patterns of two different duration 
values: patterns of 500 ms and 2S0 ms durations, 2S0 ms and 12S ms 
durations, or 1,000 ms and 500 ms durations. 

Each of the 20 target sequences was presented with each of five different 
probe tones (i.e., 100 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in 
the Method section of Experiment 1 (match, pitch-out, duration-out, both
out, and switch). Figure 5 provides the notation for one target sequence and 
the probe tones used for each of the five conditions. For conditions in 
which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, duration, or both pitch 
and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target tone (to 
avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For con-
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~pitch out 
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Figure 5. An illustration of a target sequence used in Experiment 3 and the probe tones used for each of the 
five conditions. 
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ditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match 
occurred with either two, three, four, or five target tones (see Footnote 2).3 

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiments 1 
and 2. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 6 displays the proportion of match responses for each of 
the five conditions. An ANOV A on match responses revealed a 
highly significant effect of condition, F(4, 56) = 26.48, p < .001, 
with a relatively high proportion of yes (i.e., match) responses for 
the match and switch conditions. 

Planned comparisons confirmed two of the predictions outlined 
in Experiment 1. First, the proportion of false match responses was 
significantly lower for the duration-out and pitch-out conditions 
than for the switch condition, F(l, 56) = 26.14, p < .()01. This 
finding indicates that listeners were significantly more sensitive to 
changes in individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes 
in how features were combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for 
the both-out condition than for the duration-out and pitch-out 
condition, F(l, 56) = 11.52, p < .01. This finding indicates that 
participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 
(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension. 

Finally, in contrast to the results obtained using less natural 
melodic stimuli (Experiments 1 and 2), the proportion of false 
match responses for the switch condition was not significantly 
lower than the proportion of match responses for the match con
dition, F(l, 56) = 2.44, ns. This finding suggests that listeners 
were not sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were 
combined, and hence, responded similarly to match and switch 
trials. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had 
difficulty encoding combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity 
to differences between the probe tone and target tones was signif
icantly poorer for the switch condition (Md' = 0.15) than for the 
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Figure 6. The proportion of errors for each of the five conditions in 
Experiment 3. 

pitch-out (Md' = 74.00), duration-out (Md' = 0.73), and both-out 
conditions (Md' = 1.15), F(l, 51) = 44.85, p < .0001. Moreover, 
whereas sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and 
target tones was significantly greater than zero for the pitch-out 
condition (M d' = 0.74), t(14) = 7.49, p < .01; duration-out 
condition (M d' = 0.73), t(14) = 5.02, p < .01; and both-out 
condition (Md' = 1.15), t(l4) = 6.50, p < .01, sensitivity was not 
significantly greater than zero for the switch condition (M d' 
= 0.15), t(14) = 1.02, ns. Thus, participants were sensitive to the 
individual features in target tones but insensitive to how those 
features were combined. 

Model of Illusory Conjunction Rate 

In all three experiments, the high error rate for the switch 
condition, in comparison with the relatively low error rate for other 
conditions, implicates the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of 
pitch and duration in short-term memory. A match response on the 
switch condition indicates that a participant falsely remembered 
the pitch and duration of the probe tone occurring in a single target 
tone, whereas, in fact, the features occurred in separate target 
tones. The contribution of illusory conjunctions to errors on the 
switch condition can be roughly estimated by comparing the error 
rate for the switch condition with the error rates for the pitch-out 
and duration-out conditions. To obtain a more precise estimate of 
the rate of illusory conjunctions, however, we developed a math
ematical model of response errors. 

The model is comparable to models of illusory conjunction rate 
for vision proposed by Ashby et al. (1996), insofar as we assume 
that response errors reflect either the misperception of a feature (a 
feature error) or the illusory conjunction of features (see also 
Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). The probabilities of three types of 
encoding errors are included in the model: (a) false negative 
feature error (fn), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature 
in the target sequence, such that the participant fails to register an 
existing match between a feature of a target tone and a feature of 
the probe tone; (b) false positive feature error (fp), the probability 
of incorrectly encoding a feature in the target sequence, such that 
the participant falsely registers a match between a feature of a 
target tone and a feature of the probe tone; and ( c) illusory 
conjunction (IC), the probability of incorrectly encoding the man
ner in which a pitch and a duration are combined. 

For each condition, a response error may result from one of 
several encoding errors. To illustrate how different combinations 
of events can lead to a particular response, Figure 7 displays four 
of the possible encoding paths for a target tone that matches the 
probe tone and depicts how feature registration errors can lead to 
an incorrect response even when features are correctly bound (1 -
IC). In this case, three of the four paths shown lead to an incorrect 
response. Moving from left to right, in the first path of Figure 7, 
the duration and pitch of the matching tone are both incorrectly 
encoded (false-negative duration, or fnd, and false-negative pitch, 
or fnp). In the second path, the duration of the matching tone is 

3 For the match and pitch-out conditions, the average number of target 
tones that matched the duration of the probe tone was 3.6; for the switch 
condition, the average number of target tones that matched the duration of 
the probe tone was 3.7. 
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incorrectly processed (fnd), whereas the pitch is correctly encoded 
(I - fnp). In the third path, the duration of the matching tone is 
correctly encoded (I - fnd), whereas the pitch is incorrectly 
encoded (fnp). In the fourth path, both the pitch and the duration 
of the matching tone are correctly encoded (1 - fnp and I - fnd). 
Only the latter path results in a correct response. Because the three 
paths that lead to a response error are mutually exclusive, their 
contributions to the error rate are added. The final equation used 
for the match condition also includes the contribution of binding 
errors and other conditions. 

The full modeling equations and their derivations are provided 
in the Appendix.4 Equations Al through AS, respectively, describe 
the error paths that lead to a response error for each of the five 
conditions. Briefly, the equations express the rate of response 
errors on each condition as a function of errors in encoding tones 
in the target sequence; errors in encoding the probe tone were 
excluded on the basis that the probe tone was presented immedi
ately prior to the response, and its features should have been highly 
salient in memory. We also assumed that each registered feature 
may be represented in only one conjunction (Treisman & Schmidt, 
1982). Finally, we excluded the possibility of illusory conjunctions 
of incorrectly registered features, on the basis that the probability 
of such an error combination is likely to approach zero and would 
render the model unparsimonious. For example, we excluded the 
possibility of errors in the switch condition from the joint occur
rence of (a) falsely detecting a match between the pitch of a target 
tone and the pitch of the probe tone (false-positive pitch, or fpp), 
(b) falsely detecting a match between the duration of a different 
target tone and the duration of the probe tone (false-positive 
duration, or fpd), and (c) forming an IC between these two incor
rectly registered features. 

target sequence 

duration enor 
fnd 

duration correct 
l•fnd 

probe 
tone 

pitch error pitch correct pitch error pitch correct 
fnp l•fnp fnp 1-fnp 

error error error correct reapome 
(l·IC)(fnd)(fnp) (1-IC)(fnd)(l-fnp) (l•IC)(l•fnd)(fnp) (1•10(1-fnd)(l-fnp) 

p I error= (1-IC)(fnd)(fnp) + (1-IC)(fnd)(l•fnp)+ (1-10(1-fnd)(fnp) 

Figure 7. Four encoding paths for a target tone that matches the probe 
tone in the match condition of Experiment 2. IC = illusory conjunction; 
fnd = false-negative for duration; fnp = false-negative for pitch. 

Table I 
Mean Estimates of Encoding Errors for the Three Experiments 

Experiment fnp fnd fpp fpd IC 

1 .14 (.04) .13 (.05) .43 (.05) .35 (.05) .11 (.03) 
2 .11 (.03) .30 (.06) .12 (.02) .38 (.03) .19 (.03) 
3 .30 (.07) .52 (.06) .28 (.06) .37 (.07) .31 (.07) 

Grand M .18 .32 .28 .37 .20 

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. fnp = false-negative 
pitch; fnd = false-negative duration; fpp = false-positive pitch; fpd = 
false-positive duration; IC = illusory conjunction. 

For each participant, the probability of a response error in each 
condition was substituted into the corresponding equation. The 
five parameters (encoding errors) in the equations then were esti
mated using Newton-Raphson's method of nonlinear minimiza
tion. This iterative procedure provides a least-squares estimate of 
the probability of each type of encoding error (for a related 
approach, see Ashby et al., 1996). Table 1 shows the means and 
standard errors of these estimated probabilities for each experi
ment. For all three experiments, the estimated probability of an 
illusory conjunction was significantly greater than zero (p < 
.001). Estimates of illusory conjunction rates varied across the 
three experiments, with the lowest estimates for Experiment l (two 
tone sequences, square wave tones) and the highest estimates for 
Experiment 3 (seven tone sequences, piano tones). These differ
ences among IC estimates parallel differences in sensitivity values 
observed for the switch condition in the three experiments. Finally, 
Table 1 also illustrates that duration errors were generally more 
probable than pitch errors and that fp responses were more prob
able than fn responses. 

Predicted error rates for the five experimental conditions based 
on these estimated probabilities are extremely accurate. Table 2 
compares predicted and actual error rates for each condition, 
averaged across participants. For each experiment, there is a high 
degree of correspondence. Predicted error rates were also accurate 
for individual participants. As displayed in Table 3, the mean 
absolute difference between predicted and actual error rates by 
participants is only .036. These results indicate that the estimated 
probabilities of encoding errors provide an accurate account of 
response errors. 

Because the modeling equations are nonlinear and solutions 
were limited to values between 0.0 and 1.0, the minimization 

4 The current model is reponed because it is parsimonious and yielded 
conservative estimates of IC. Models with other assumptions were ex
plored, but none resulted in significantly smaller estimates of IC. In one 
approach, we examined a more complete model that accounted for all 
possible errors in remembering the temporal location of a registered 
feature, yielding a large number of possible error combinations. This model 
resulted in higher estimates of IC for all three experiments. In another 
approach, applicable to Experiment 3, we used separate equations for 
conditions in which 2, 3, 4, and 5 target tones matched the probe tone in 
duration. For each of these conditions, we obtained estimates for each of 
the five error types for each panicipant. There was no significant difference 
in the estimates of IC rate depending on the number of target tones 
matching the probe tone in duration (i.e., 2, 3, 4, or 5), and the average 
estimate of IC was similar to that obtained using the presented model. 
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Table 2 
Predicted and Actual Error Rates for the Five Experimental 
Conditions: Comparison of Means 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
Probe 

condition Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual 

Match .26 .25 .33 .33 .34 .36 
Pitch-out .41 .41 .25 .26 .35 .37 
Duration-out .33 .35 .40 .40 .35 .37 
Both-out .20 .17 .19 .19 .27 .24 
Switch .63 .62 .54 .55 .57 .57 

procedure does not guarantee accurate predictions. To illustrate, 
we reassigned operators in the model (addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication, etc.) at random and repeated the estimation procedure. 
As expected, predictions based on this randomized model were 
highly inaccurate, even though this model also involved five free 
parameters: The average difference between predicted and actual 
errors, across experiments, was .41, indicating a very poor fit with 
the data. We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to compare 
residuals for the proposed model with residuals for the randomized 
model. Predictions based on the randomized model were signifi
cantly less accurate than predictions based on the proposed model 
for all three experiments (for all experiments, F > 100.00, p < 
.00001). 

Figure 8 depicts how illusory conjunctions account for a pro
portion of the errors in the switch condition of Experiment 2. For 
purposes of illustration, mean estimates for Experiment 2 are used 
(see Table 1). As shown in the figure, each of the two paths 
involving an illusory conjunction is associated with an overall 
probability of .12. Because these paths involve the same target 
pitch, they are mutually exclusive. Thus, the estimated probability 
of paths involving illusory conjunctions is .24, which accounts for 
the increased error rate for the switch condition relative to other 
conditions. Using estimates for individual participants, the com
bined contribution of all paths (either involving IC or not) yield an 
average predicted error rate of .54, which is extremely close to the 
average error rate obtained for the switch condition (p = .55, see 
Table 2, Experiment 2, switch condition). 

To assess the contribution of illusory conjunctions in the model, 
we conducted the estimation procedure once more but with the 
estimated illusory conjunction rate restricted to a maximum 
of 0.002. This step effectively removed the contribution of illusory 
conjunctions, yielding a more parsimonious model that includes 
only errors in encoding features (no-IC model). Predictions based 

Table 3 
Comparison of Mean Residuals for Full and No-IC Models: 
Experiments 1-3 

Experiment Full No-IC F p 

l .039 .058 13.38 .0017 
2 .039 .076 34.71 .0000 
3 .030 .069 14.76 .0018 

Grand M .036 .068 

Note. IC = illusory conjunction. 

target sequence 

J jJ J J J 
I I 

J 

probe 
tone 

duration correct pitch correct 
p = 0.70 p = 0.89 

duration correct 
p= 0.70 " / illusory conjunction 

p=0.19 

I 
false match 

p=0.12 

" / illusory conjunction 
p=0.19 

I 
false match 

p=0.12 

p I error due to IC = 0.24 

Figure 8. Error paths involving an illusory conjunction (IC) in the switch 
condition of Experiment 2 and the probability of this outcome based on the 
mean estimate of IC. 

on the no-IC model, however, were less accurate. The average 
difference between predicted and actual errors, across experi
ments, participants, and conditions was .068. We conducted a 
repeated-measures ANOV A to compare the residuals for models 
with and without the contribution of illusory conjunctions. As 
shown in Table 2, for all three experiments, predictions based on 
the no-IC model were significantly less accurate than predictions 
based on the model that includes illusory conjunction errors. This 
finding further supports the occurrence of illusory conjunctions in 
short-term memory for target sequences. 

General Discussion 

The results of this investigation illustrate that illusory conjunc
tions of pitch and duration frequently occur in short-term memory 
for unfamiliar tone sequences. When a probe tone matched the 
pitch of one target tone and the duration of a different target tone, 
participants responded on well over half of the trials that the probe 
tone actually matched a single target tone in both pitch and 
duration. The occurrence of illusory conjunctions is consistent 
with a two-stage process of encoding unfamiliar melodies. In the 
first stage, melodic features such as pitch and duration are ana
lyzed separately. Following this analysis is an integration stage in 
which these features are combined. 

Neuropsychological evidence has confirmed that pitch and du
ration are neurally separated at certain stages of processing. For 
example, among brain-damaged patients who display impairment 
in singing, some have problems with pitch, while displaying nor
mal rhythmic skills; others have problems with rhythm, while 
displaying normal pitch skills (Dorgeuille, 1966; cf. Peretz, 1993). 
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Such observations are consistent with the hypothesis that pitch and 
temporal information are associated with distinct brain regions (for 
a review, see Peretz, 1993). A similar dissociation between pitch 
and rhythm has been demonstrated in perceptual tasks (Peretz, 
1990). 

Although the occurrence of illusory conjunctions can be de
duced by comparing the error rate for the switch condition with 
error rates for the pitch-out and duration-out condition, mathemat
ical modeling allowed a more precise estimate of the illusory 
conjunction rate. The modeling acknowledges that errors on any 
condition can arise both from improper encoding of features (i.e., 
pitch and duration) and/or from illusory conjunction errors. The 
model illustrates how processing paths involving illusory conjunc
tions account for the increased error rate on the switch condition, 
relative to other conditions. 

The estimated probability of an illusory conjunction error varied 
depending on the melodic context: The estimated illusory conjunc
tion rate was lowest for Experiment 1 (.11), intermediate for 
Experiment 2 (.19), and relatively high for Experiment 3 (.31). 
Such differences imply that the properties of melodic materials 
affect sensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration. Experi
ment 1 involved just two target tones, leaving little room for 
difficulties in feature integration. Experiment 2 involved seven 
target tones, increasing the potential for confusion in feature inte
gration. Experiment 3 also involved seven target tones, but se
quences were more naturalized melodic phrases, involving piano 
timbres and no pauses between target tones. Interestingly, the 
estimated probabilities of both feature errors and illusory conjunc
tion errors were relatively high for these naturalized melodic 
stimuli. 

One explanation of these illusory conjunctions is that features 
were weakly or improperly integrated at the perceptual stage at 
which pitch and duration are initially conjoined. Another explana
tion is that connections between pitch and duration were initially 
strong but faded as tones were held in memory. Although further 
work is needed to evaluate these possibilities, it is probable that 
demands on short-term memory played an important role in the 
occurrence of illusory conjunctions. For illusory conjunctions to 
occur between the features of sequential tones, memory for one or 
both features must be involved. Moreover, because the probe tone 
was presented at the end of each target sequence, listeners were 
required to compare the properties of the probe tone with their 
memory for tones in the target sequence. 

Although demands on short-term memory may account for the 
results of the current experiments, other evidence suggests that 
insensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration also occurs 
when there is little demand on memory. Thompson (1994, Exper
iments 1-3) found that listeners had difficulty detecting changes in 
the way pitch and duration were combined in melodic textures
sequences consisting of two alternating tones, each with a specific 
pitch and duration, repeated in a random order. This detection task 
should be less susceptible to memory confusions than the probe 
tone technique because detection of a change in the combination of 
pitch and duration across tones only required that the listener 
compare currently available features with the memories for the 
combination of previously available features that was repeated 
numerous times on a given trial. 

The incidence of illusory conjunctions between pitch and dura
tion may depend on a number of factors. For example, the results 

of the mathematical modeling suggest that illusory conjunctions 
were less probable when sequences involved two tones (Experi
ment 1) than when they involved seven tones (Experiments 2 and 
3). A second factor is feature similarity: Tones whose pitches are 
psychologically related may be more likely to switch features in 
memory than tones whose pitches are psychological unrelated (for 
a discussion of the psychological similarity between pitches, see 
Krurnhansl, 1990). Ongoing efforts in our laboratories are address
ing this possibility. Third, training and familiarity may influence 
the likelihood of illusory conjunctions. Illusory conjunctions may 
be less likely for familiar melodies because of top-down influ
ences. Moreover, training in music may help listeners to develop 
strategies for remembering combinations of features, even for 
unfamiliar musical materials. Fourth, illusory conjunctions may be 
more likely if the conjoined features occur in temporally adjacent 
tones than if they occur in temporally nonadjacent tones. That is, 
illusory conjunctions may result from a difficulty in retaining the 
temporal location of features, just as uncertainty about spatial 
location may give rise to illusory conjunctions of visual features 
(Ashby et al., 1996). 

Finally, focused attention may decrease the likelihood of illu
sory conjunctions (Thompson, 1994; Treisman, 1986). Thompson 
(1994) found that distracted listeners were far less sensitive than 
attentive listeners to combinations of pitch and duration. It is 
notable, in this context, that normal listening conditions often do 
not involve the degree of focused attention that is typical of 
participants in an experimental task. Thus, the rate of illusory 
conjunctions under normal listening conditions may be higher than 
that reported here. 

To conclude, the current results suggest that listeners are rela
tively insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration are 
combined in novel melodies and that illusory conjunctions be
tween pitch and duration frequently occur. Although listeners may 
be sensitive to combinations of musical dimensions for familiar 
materials, dimensions may be relatively dissociated for novel 
materials. This dissociation between musical dimensions may, in 
tum, have important aesthetic implications, influencing our per
ceptions of theme and variation, and, more generally, melodic 
similarity. 
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Appendix 

Mathematical Model 

The equation for each condition represents the set of encoding errors 
that lead to a response error. Each condition allows for a different 
pattern of error paths. If two errors, A and B, are mutually exclusive, 
their combined probability is given by p(A) + p(B). If two errors, A and 
B, are independent, their combined probability is given by 1 - (I -
p(A))(l - p(B)). 

In the equations presented in this Appendix, fnp = false-negative for 
pitch; fnd = false-negative for duration; fpp = false-positive for pitch; 
fpd = false-positive for duration; n = number of target tones; k = number 
of target tones with a duration matching that of the probe tone. For 
Experiment 1, n = 2 and k = 1. For Experiment 2, n = 7 and k = 2. For 
Experiment 3, n = 7 and k is taken as the average number of target tones 
with a duration matching that of the probe tone (for the match and pitch-out 
conditions, n = 3.6; for the switch condition, n = 3.7). 

Match Condition 

Four mutually exclusive paths, representing combinations of encoded 
events, lead to a response error in the match condition: (1) incorrectly 
encoding both the matching pitch (fnp) and the matching duration (fnd), (2) 
correctly encoding the matching pitch (l - fnp) but incorrectly encoding 
the matching duration (fnd), (3) correctly encoding the matching duration 
(1 - fnd) but incorrectly encoding the matching pitch (fnp), and (4) 
correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 - fnp) and the matching duration 
(1 - fnd) but failing to integrate those features (IC). Because the model 
excludes illusory conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, registered 
features in Paths 1-3 are bound together. The combined contribution of 
these error paths is given by their sum, or (1 - fnp)fnd(l - IC) + (I -
fnd)fnp(l - IC) + fnp(fnd)(l - IC) + (1 - fnp)(l - fnd)IC. 

The above four error paths only lead to a response error on the condition 
that no false matches (false positive, or fp) occur with nonmatching tones. 
There were k tones in the target sequence with a duration that matched that 
of the probe tone. One of these tones matched the probe tone in both 
duration and pitch, and k - I target tones matched the probe tone in 
duration but not pitch. A false match of the probe tone with the latter type 
of tone is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching duration 
(1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe 
tone, and binding these features together ( 1 - IC). The joint probability of 
these events is given by (1 - fnd)(fpp)(l - IC). Thus, the probability that 
no false matches will occur for any of these target tones is given by (l -
(1 - fnd)(fpp)(l - IC))k-1. 

An average of n - k target tones differed from the probe tone in both 
pitch and duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is 
assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of 
a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and 
correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The joint probability of these 
events is given by their product, or (fpd)(fpp)(l - IC). Thus, the proba
bility that no false matches with the probe will occur for any of these tones 
is given by (1 - (fpd)(fpp)(l - IC)r-k. 

The combination of all error paths in this condition is expressed in 
Equation Al: 

P(ErrorjMatch) = ((1 - fnp)fnd(l - IC)+ (1 - fnd)fnp(l - IC) 

+ fnp(fnd)(l - IC) + (1 - fnp)(l - fnd)IC) 

X (1 - (1 - fnd)fpp(l - IC))Ck-IJ(l - fpd(fpp)(l - IC))l•-kl. 

(Al) 

Pitch-Out Condition 

In the sequences used for the pitch-out condition, an average of k tones 
per sequence had a duration that matched that of the probe tone. A false 
match with one of these tones is assumed to result from correctly encoding 
the matching duration (I - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as match
ing that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding these features together (1 -
IC). 

An average of n - k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone in 
both pitch and duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones 
is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch 
of a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and 
correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The combination of error paths 
is expressed in Equation A2: 

P(ErrorjPitch-Out) = 

1 - ( 1 - (l - fnd)fpp(l - IC))Ckl( 1 - fpp(fpd)(l - IC))1•-• 1. (A2) 

Duration-Out Condition 

In the sequences used for the duration-out condition, one tone matched 
the probe tone in pitch but not duration. For this tone, a false match is 
assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching pitch (l - fnp), 
incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd), 
and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). N - 1 other tones from the 
target sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. A 
false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from 
incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that 
of the probe tone (fpd and fpp, respectively) and correctly binding these 
features ( 1 - IC). The combination of error paths is expressed in Equation 
A3: 

P(ErrorJDuration-Out) = l - (1 - (1 - fnp)fpd(l - IC))((l 

- fpp(fpd)(l - IC))"- 1). (A3) 

Both-Out Condition 

In the sequences used for the both-out condition, seven tones differed 
from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. A false match with one of 
these tones is assumed to result from the combination of three events: 
incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd), 
incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp ), and 
correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The combined influence of the 
seven independent opportunities for this path ( one per tone) is expressed in 
Equation A4: 

P(ErrorJBoth-Out) = 1 - (l - fpp(fpd)(l - IC))". (A4) 

Switch Condition 

Four different paths, representing different combinations of errors, 
would result in an error response in the switch condition. These paths are 
described separately below. 

Illusory Conjunction 

One target tone matched the probe tone in pitch, and an average of k 
tones per sequence matched the probe tone in duration. A false match is 
assumed to result if the matching pitch from one tone and the matching 
duration from another tone are correctly encoded (1 - fnp and l - fnd, 

(Appendix continues) 
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respectively), and an illusory conjunction is formed between those features 
(IC). 

Pitch-Error 

There were k tones per sequence with a duration that matched that of the 
probe tone. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to result from 
correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding 
the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp ), and binding the features 
together (1 - IC). 

Duration-Error 

One tone matched the probe tone in pitch but not duration. For this tone, 
a false match is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching 
pitch (1 - fnp ), incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the 
probe tone (fpd), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). 

Pitch-Duration Error 

An average of n - 1 - k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone 
in both pitch and duration (for Experiment 1, this value is 0). A false match 
with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both 
the pitch and duration of a tone as matching the pitch and duration of the 

probe tone (fpp and fpd, respectively) and correctly binding those features 
(1 - IC). 

Combined Error Paths 

The k illusory conjunction paths are mutually exclusive of each other 
(because all involve the same encoded pitch). The illusory conjunction 
paths also are mutually exclusive of the pitch-error and duration-error path 
(because they involve the same encoded durations or pitch, respectively). 
The k pitch-error paths are independent of each other and independent of 
the duration-error path. Finally, the pitch/duration error paths are indepen
dent of the illusory conjunction paths, the pitch-error paths, and the 
duration-error path. The resulting combination of error paths is expressed 
in Equation A5: 

P(Error\Switch) = (k(IC)(l - fnd)(l - fnp) + 1 

- (1 - (1 - fnd)fpp(l - IC)}lk1(1 - (1 - fnp)(fpd)(l - IC))) 

• (1 - fpd( fpp)(l - IC))(•-I-kJ_ (A5) 
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Abstract

In three experiments, we examined short-term memory for pitch and duration in 

unfamiliar tone sequences. Participants were presented a target sequence consisting 

of two-tones (Experiment 1) or seven-tones (Experiments 2 & 3), and then a probe 

tone. Participants indicated if the probe tone matched one or more of the target tones 

in both pitch and duration. Error rates were relatively low if the probe tone matched 

one of the target tones, or if it differed from target tones in pitch, duration, or both pitch 

and duration. Error rates were remarkably high, however, if the probe tone combined 

the pitch of one target tone with the duration of a different target tone (i.e., differed in 

the manner in which pitch and duration were combined). The results suggest that 

illusory conjunctions of these dimensions frequently occur. A mathematical model is 

presented that accounts for the relative contribution of pitch errors, duration errors, and 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. 

Illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in unfamiliar tone sequences

Pitch and duration are critical dimensions in the music of many cultures throughout the 

world. In Western tonal music, compositions involve a relatively small set of discrete 

pitch and duration categories, and participants are highly sensitive to patterns of pitch 

and duration (i.e., melody and rhythm). The distinct categories used to classify different 

pitches and durations in compositions, and our sensitivity to the properties associated 

with patterns of pitch and duration suggest that there are important mechanisms for 

encoding these properties. 

The initial processing of music may involve two basic stages. In the first stage, acoustic 

dimensions such as pitch, duration, timbre, location, and loudness may be registered 

by functionally independent channels (Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). In 

the second stage, these acoustic dimensions may be recombined to yield the 

experience of a unified auditory event. If a processing error occurs at the latter stage, 

listeners may experience an illusory conjunction of features from different acoustic 

events (Deutsch, 1986; Thompson, 1994). 
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The analysis of music into distinct structural dimensions is an approach supported by 

theory, pedagogy, and compositional practice. For example, treatises on music 

psychology (e.g. Deutsch, 1999), ear training (e.g., Hindemith, 1946), and harmony 

(e.g., Forte,1974 ) all assume an operational independence between pitch, duration, 

and other dimensions of music. Moreover, traditional pedagogical exercises address 

pitch and rhythmic skills separately, implying separate mechanisms for processing 

these dimensions. Finally, in Western tonal composition, duration and pitch often vary 

independently of each other. For example, in the Art of the Fugue, J.S. Bach uses 

mensuration canons, in which the same melody is presented at different speeds 

simultaneously. Similarly, in the widely used Schenkerian reduction technique for 

analyzing tonal works (e.g., Forte & Gilbert, 1982), pitch structure is considered to 

operate independently of surface temporal relations. Thus, pitch and duration often 

operate independently in music. How sensitive are listeners to the manner in which 

they are combined?

In this investigation, we examined listeners' sensitivity to combinations of pitch and 

duration, by assessing the possibility that illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration 

occur in short-term memory. Listeners were asked to remember combinations of pitch 

and duration in short unfamiliar tone sequences. Memory errors were then examined 

for evidence of illusory conjunctions. Mathematical modeling was also conducted to 

estimate the precise rate at which pitch and duration were incorrectly integrated.

Encoding auditory dimensions

The question of how auditory dimensions are encoded (e.g., pitch, duration, timbre, 

location, loudness) may be addressed by assessing whether they interact in 

perception or memory, or whether they are registered by functionally independent 

channels (Garner, 1974; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). Based on results of speeded 

classification tasks, Melara & Marks (1990a, 1990b, 1990c) proposed an “interactive 

multi-channel” model of auditory processing. They conceived of auditory processing 

as a bank of channels, each targeted to a specific primary perceptual dimension (e.g., 
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frequency, loudness). Judgments of one dimension were sometimes affected by 

variation in irrelevant dimensions, illustrating leakage or “cross-talk” between 

channels (see also, Krumhansl & Iverson, 1992).

According to some researchers, the combined effects of pitch and rhythm suggest that 

these dimensions are encoded integrally. Jones, Boltz & Kidd (1982) found that 

recognition for the pitch of a tone in a melodic context is better if the tone was 

rhythmically accented than if it was not rhythmically accented. Moreover, memory for 

melodic sequences is poor if the pitch pattern and rhythm imply incompatible metric 

groupings (Boltz & Jones, 1986; Deutsch, 1980). These and other findings have led to 

the proposal that pitch pattern and rhythm are encoded as a single unit in perception 

and memory (see also, Jones, 1987; Jones, Summerell & Marshburn, 1987).

Other evidence, however, suggests that pitch pattern and rhythm are processed 

separately. First, pitch pattern and rhythm make statistically independent contributions 

to judgments of melodic similarity (Monohan & Carterette, 1985), and phrase 

completion (Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a, 1987b). Second, listeners have difficulty 

remembering how pitch patterns and rhythms are combined in short melodies, even 

when memory for the individual components is good (Thompson, 1994, Experiment 4). 

Third, double dissociations of pitch pattern and rhythm have been documented in 

brain-damaged patients, suggesting a neural dissociation between these dimensions 

(Peretz, 1996; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993; Peretz & Morais, 1989). 

Finally, in pilot work conducted for this study, listeners were presented unfamiliar 

seven-tone sequences followed by a probe tone. In a pitch-search condition, listeners 

judged whether the probe tone matched any of the target tones in pitch. In a duration-

search condition, listeners judged whether the probe tone matched any of the target 

tones in duration. In half of the trials within each condition, the irrelevant feature was 

varied across target tones; in the other half, the irrelevant feature was held constant. 

Memory for one feature was not influenced by variation in the irrelevant feature, 

suggesting that pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term memory.
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Illusory conjunctions

If pitch and duration are processed independently in short-term memory for novel tone 

sequences, it may be difficult to remember how these features are combined. In such 

circumstances, listeners may be susceptible to illusory conjunction errors; that is, they 

may falsely remember the pitch of tone combined with the duration of a different tone. It 

is well established that illusory conjunctions of visual features occur, and a similar 

phenomenon may occur for auditory features. Such errors suggest that once features 

are registered, a subsequent process is required to integrate features and perceive 

objects (e.g., Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Ivry & Prinzmetal, 1991; 

Prinzmetal, Henderson, & Ivry, 1995). 

A number of tasks have been used to demonstrate the occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions in vision. One task involves asking participants to detect rapidly the 

presence or absence of a conjunction of two features within a visual array. Treisman 

and Schmidt (1982) used this task to reveal illusory conjunctions of color and shape 

(e.g., perceiving a red O or a green X when presented a red X and a green O), and 

illusory conjunctions of size and solidity (filled vs. outlined shapes). As would be 

expected from a system with limited processing capacity, illusory conjunction rate was 

found to increase as a function of the size and complexity of the visual array.

Evidence of illusory conjunctions in vision has been critical to the development of a 

unified theory of visual object perception (e.g., Treisman, 1992; Treisman & Gelade, 

1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982; Treisman & Souther, 

1986). According to Feature-Integration Theory (FIT), individual features are first pre-

attentively registered in parallel from objects in a visual array and tagged with respect 

to the location where they occur. Integration of these features then is argued to occur 

through a serial process of focusing attention at specific locations. 

A number of researchers have questioned some of the assumptions of Feature-

Integration Theory, including that of parallel and serial processing of items (e.g., 

Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989), and the role of attention 
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in the integration process (Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, and Maddox, 1996; Prinzmetal, 

Henderson, & Ivry, 1995). As an alternative to Feature-Integration Theory, Ashby et al. 

(1996) proposed that illusory conjunctions arise from uncertainty about the location of 

individual features. Support for Location-Uncertainty Theory was based on findings 

that illusory conjunction errors increased as the distance between display items 

(colored letters) decreased. Other models of illusory conjunction phenomena have 

been proposed by Wolford (1975) and by Maddox, Prinzmetal, Ivry & Ashby (1994). 

Although such models embody different assumptions about object perception, all 

share the assumption that illusory conjunctions occur, and that they result from errors 

in a process of feature integration. 

Evidence for illusory conjunctions of auditory features is limited. Efron & Yund (1974) 

and Deutsch (1975) reported illusory conjunctions between the pitch of a tone 

presented at one ear and the intensity or location of a tone presented at the other ear. 

Cutting (1976) found that listeners may mistakenly combine the features of two 

dichotically presented phonemes, and report illusory phonemes. Finally, in a study by 

Hall, Pastore, Acker, & Huang (in press), listeners searched arrays of spatially-

distributed, simultaneously-presented tones for the presence or absence of a cued 

musical pitch, a cued instrument timbre, or a cued conjunction of both properties. 

These tasks were used because they are analogous to the visual search tasks used by 

Treisman & Schmidt (1982). The results, supported by mathematical modeling, 

provided evidence for the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of pitch and timbre.

Memory for Pitch and Duration: The Current Investigation 

Previous research has established that listeners are not highly sensitive to the manner 

in which pitch and duration are combined in atonal music (Krumhansl, 1991) or in 

unfamiliar tone sequences (Thompson, 1994). These findings, along with 

neuropsychological evidence described earlier, raise the possibility that pitch and 

duration are processed separately, and that illusory conjunctions between these 

dimensions may occur.
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Thompson (1994, Experiment 1-3) presented listeners with sequences in which two 

different tones were played consecutively and repeatedly, in a randomly varying order. 

Such sequences were defined as “melodic textures.” Listeners were asked to indicate 

when they detected a change in texture. If a new pitch or a new duration was 

introduced into the texture, listeners easily perceived the texture change, even while 

performing a distraction task. However, if the texture change was defined by the 

manner in which pitch and duration were combined in the two tones, detection of the 

change was possible only by attentive listeners. This auditory illustration of a 

conjunction search task differs from the visual search tasks introduced by Treisman & 

Gelade (1980), in that items are distributed across time, rather than spatial location. 

Thus, Thompson’s (1994) results raise the possibility that illusory conjunctions may 

occur across temporal location, as well as across spatial location.

The current investigation further examined the occurrence of illusory conjunctions of 

pitch and duration in short-term memory. In three experiments, we presented a short 

target sequence and then a probe tone. Listeners indicated if the probe tone matched 

one or more of the target tones in both pitch and duration. To anticipate the results, 

error rates (false match responses) were remarkably high if the probe tone combined 

the pitch of one target tone with the duration of a different target tone. In contrast, error 

rates were comparatively low if the probe tone differed from target tones in an 

individual feature (i.e., in pitch and/or duration). A mathematical model of response 

errors was developed to estimate the precise incidence of illusory conjunctions and 

feature errors. 

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was conducted to assess short-term memory for combinations of pitch 

and duration, and to evaluate the possibility that illusory conjunctions of these 

dimensions occur. Participants were presented two tones in sequence (called target 

tones) and then a probe tone. They were asked whether the probe tone matched one 

of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. That is, participants were required to 

search (in short-term memory) for a conjunction of pitch and duration. We presented 
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two target tones in order to distinguish memory for individual dimensions (pitch and 

duration) from memory for how those dimensions are combined. In particular, the two 

target tones differed from each other in both pitch and duration; thus, illusory 

conjunctions were implicated when listeners mistakenly remembered the pitch of one 

target tone combined with the duration of the other target tone. 

There were five conditions, which were defined by the relationship between the probe 

tone and the target tones. The probe tone either matched one of the target tones 

(Match condition) or differed from both target tones in pitch (Pitch-Out condition), 

duration (Duration-Out condition), both pitch and duration (Both-out condition), or the 

manner in which pitch and duration were combined (Switch condition). In the latter 

condition, the probe tone was constructed by combining the pitch of one target tone 

with the duration of the other target tone. Thus, whereas both features of the probe 

tone were present in the target sequence, the probe tone in the Switch condition did 

not match either target tone in both pitch and duration. Figure 1 provides the notation 

for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five conditions.

We made three predictions regarding the errors made by participants. First, the 

proportion of errors should be lower if the probe tone differed from target tones in an 

individual feature (e.g., Pitch-out, Duration-out, or Both-out conditions) than if the 

probe tone differs from target tones in how pitch and duration are combined (Switch 

condition). Detection in the former cases require only accurate registration of all target-

tone features; detection in the latter case requires both accurate registration and 

accurate integration of target-tone features. Thus, the latter condition should result in 

an increased error rate due to the contribution of errors in feature integration (i.e., 

illusory conjunctions). 

Second, the proportion of errors should be lower if the probe tone differs from all target 

tones in both pitch and duration (Both-out condition) than if the probe tone differs from 

all target tones along just one of these dimensions (Pitch-out and Duration-out 

conditions). That is, confusions are more likely if target tones have one feature in 

common with the probe tone than if target tones have no features in common with the 
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probe tone. Third, because listeners are expected to have at least some sensitivity to 

the manner in which pitch and duration are combined, the Match condition should 

yield a higher (though similar) proportion of match responses than the Switch 

condition. In both conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe tone are present in 

the target sequence. In the Switch condition, however, these two features occur in 

different target tones. 

Method

Participants. Participants were twenty adults from the York University 

community, ranging in age from 19 to 48 years (mean = 23.3). No musical training was 

required in order to participate in the experiment. A survey revealed that participants 

had between 0 and 12 years of musical training (mean = 4.2 years). All participants 

reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of four tones - two target tones surrounded by two 

anchor tones - followed by a pause of 5.0 s, and then a probe tone. The anchor tones 

were 500 ms in duration and always had a pitch of middle C (C4). They were included 

because previous research suggests that illusory conjunctions for pairs of target items 

are increased if those items are flanked by irrelevant stimuli (Ashby et al., 1996; 

Treisman, 1984, Experiment 4). In all trials, the pitch of the anchor tones (C4) always 

differed from the pitch of both target tones and the pitch of the probe tone. Anchor 

tones were separated from target tones by a pause of 500 ms. Target tones were 

separated from each other by a pause of either 0 or 1 s.

Tones were generated by a Roland Sound Canvas that was under the control of a 

Power Macintosh and was set to equal temperament tuning. The timbre of tones was 

fixed as the square-wave sound of the Roland Sound Canvas. The tempo of 

sequences was set to 120 beats per minute, or 500 ms per quarter note. Participants 

were allowed to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 

dB SPL, and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 
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There were 16 sequences of target tones. The pitches of target tones were randomly 

varied between G3 and G4, with the constraint that neither target tone matched the 

anchor tones in pitch. Each target sequence was presented with each of five different 

probe tones (one for each of the five conditions described above), yielding a total of 80 

trials. All sequences of target tones involved two different duration values: 500 ms and 

250 msec, 250 msec and 125 msec, or 1000 msec and 500 msec. 

Procedure. After each presentation, participants indicated whether or not the 

probe tone matched one of the two target tones in both pitch and duration. Participants 

made their responses by using a mouse to select one of two response options that 

appeared on the computer screen: “YES” (the probe tone matched one of the target 

tones) or “NO” (the probe tone did not match any of the target tones). Practice trials, 

selected at random from the experimental trials, were provided to acquaint the 

participants with the task. Participants were allowed to quit the practice trials and begin 

the experimental trials at any time. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 displays the proportion of "Yes" (i.e., match) responses for each of the five 

conditions. Match responses were subjected to a two-way ANOVA, with repeated 

measures on the factors of Separation of the target tones (0 and 1 s) and Condition 

(Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, and Switch). The analysis revealed no effect 

of Separation, and no interaction between Separation and Condition, but a highly 

significant effect of Condition, F(4, 76) = 41.20, p < .001. Figure 2 illustrates that the 

Match and Switch conditions were both associated with a relatively high incidence of 

match responses.

Planned comparisons confirmed the three predictions for Experiment 1. First, the 

proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-Out and 

Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 76) = 30.07, p < .001. This 

finding confirms that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how features were combined. 
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More specifically, it suggests that memory for the target sequences often involved 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out condition, F(1, 76) = 23.41, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 

(pitch and duration) than just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of false match responses for the Switch condition was 

significantly lower than the proportion of (correct) match responses for the Match 

condition, F(1, 76) = 6.80, p < .05. This finding suggests that listeners retained some 

sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined. In both the 

Switch and Match conditions, the pitch and duration of the probe tone were present in 

target sequences; the two conditions are only differentiated by whether those features 

occurred in a single target tone (Match condition) or in different target tones (Switch 

condition). 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration.1 Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 

and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.42) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 1.03), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.1.19), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.76), F(1, 57) = 46.76, p < .0001. Thus, participants were 

signficantly more sensitive to individual features in target tones than to how those 

features were combined. Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the Switch condition was 

greater than zero, t(19) = 3.61, p < .01, indicating that listeners were not entirely 

insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 indicated that listeners are remarkably insensitive to the 

manner in which pitch and duration are combined in two-tone target sequences. 

Moreover, the high proportion of match responses on the Switch condition provides 
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strong evidence for illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration. When the probe tone 

matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of the other target tone (but did 

not match any one target tone), participants responded on 62% of trials that the probe 

tone matched an individual target tone in both pitch and duration. Experiment 2 was 

conducted to assess whether listeners also have difficulty remembering combinations 

of pitch and duration in longer sequences. In this case, target sequences consisted of 

seven tones, which is a common phrase length in Western melodies (e.g., Mary had a 

little lamb, Twinkle twinkle little star). Difficulty remembering combinations of pitch and 

duration in such sequences would suggest that memory for unfamiliar melodies may 

often involve illusory conjunctions of melodic features.

Method

Participants. Participants were eighteen adults from the University of New South 

Wales student community, ranging in age from 18 to 23 years (mean = 19.28). None of 

the participants had been tested in Experiment 1. A survey revealed that participants 

had between 0 and 10 years of musical training (mean = 3.19 years). All participants 

reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, and then a probe 

tone. The IOI between adjacent tones in the target sequence was 1000 ms. The IOI 

between the last (seventh) target tone and the probe tone was 1500 ms. Tones were 

generated in the same way as in Experiment 1. There were 16 target sequences. Each 

sequence started and ended on the same pitch. Except for the first and last target 

tones, all target tones differed in pitch and involved an upward melodic contour for the 

first four tones followed by a downward melodic contour for the last three tones. The 

starting pitch of target sequences varied randomly between G2 and D3, and the pitch 

range of sequences was between 7 and 11 semitones. Aside from these constraints, 

pitches were assigned at random. 

Each target sequence consisted of a pattern of two durations (which is typical of 

Western melodic phrases): one of these duration values was assigned to five target 
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tones and the other duration value was assigned to two target tones. Tone durations 

were one of the following: 125 ms (sixteenth note), 250 ms (eighth note), 500 ms 

(quarter note), or 750 ms (dotted quarter note). Aside from these constraints, durations 

were assigned at random. Note that the IOI between adjacent target tones was always 

greater than the duration of any target tone, leaving a pause between all adjacent 

target tones. Pauses were included to facilitate the encoding of individual tone 

durations.

Each of the 16 target sequences was presented with each of five different probe tones 

(i.e., 80 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in the method section of 

Experiment 1 (Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, Switch). Figure 3 provides the 

notation for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five 

conditions. For conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, 

duration, or both pitch and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target 

tone (to avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For 

conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match in 

duration occurred with two target tones.2

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 4 displays the proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions. 

Analysis of variance revealed a significant effect of Condition, F(4, 68) = 36.03, p < 

.001, with the Match and Switch conditions associated with a comparatively high 

proportion of match responses. 

Planned comparisons again confirmed the three predictions outlined in Experiment 1. 

First, the proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-

Out and Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 68) = 30.89, p < .001. 

This finding illustrates that participants were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how those features were 
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combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out conditions, F(1, 68) = 194.33, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions 

(pitch and duration) than in just one dimension. 

Third, the proportion of match responses was significantly greater for the Match 

condition than for the Switch condition, F(1, 56) = 6.06, p < .05. This finding illustrates 

that listeners retained some sensitivity to the manner in which pitch and duration were 

combined. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 

and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.36) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 1.24), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.77), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.44), F(1, 51) = 44.39, p < .0001. Thus, participants were 

signficantly more sensitive to individual features in target tones than to how those 

features were combined. Nonetheless, the mean d' value in the Switch condition was 

above chance, t(17) = 2.68, p < .05, indicating that listeners were not entirely 

insensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined. 

Experiment 3

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that listeners have difficulty remembering 

combinations of pitch and duration, and implicate the occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions of these dimensions. Target sequences in these experiments, however, 

were not highly musical in that a square wave timbre was used and either there were 

only two tones (Experiment 1) or there were pauses between tones (Experiment 2). 

Experiment 3 was conducted to assess whether illusory conjunctions also occur for 

more naturalized melodic stimuli. Thus, sequences in Experiment 3 consisted of seven 

consecutive piano notes with no pauses between tones. 
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Method

Participants. Participants were fifteen adults from the York University 

community, ranging in age from 19 to 55 years (mean = 25.5). None had participated 

in Experiments 1 or 2. A survey revealed that participants had had between 0 and 15 

years of musical training (mean = 4.8 years). All participants reported normal hearing. 

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a seven-tone target sequence, followed by a 1.0 

sec pause, and then a probe tone. The timbre of tones was fixed as the Piano 1 sound 

of the Roland Sound Canvas, which was sampled from a Steinway grand piano (for an 

acoustic description, see Fletcher & Rossing, 1991, 12.8). In all other respects, tones 

were generated in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. The tempo of sequences 

was set to 120 beats per minute, or 0.50 seconds per quarter note. Participants were 

allowed to adjust the intensity to a comfortable listening level between 60 and 70 dB 

SPL, and heard the sequences through Sennheisser HD-480 headphones. 

There were 20 target sequences. As in Experiment 2, all target sequences started and 

ended on the same pitch, and involved an upward melodic contour for four tones 

followed by a downward melodic contour for three tones. The starting pitch of target 

sequences randomly varied between G2 and D3, and the pitch range of sequences 

ranged from 7 to 11 semitones. All target sequences involved rhythmic patterns of two 

different duration values: patterns of 500 ms and 250 ms durations, 250 ms and 125 

ms durations, or 1000 ms and 500 ms durations. 

Each of the 20 target sequences was presented with each of five different probe tones 

(i.e., 100 trials), thus defining the five conditions described in the method section of 

Experiment 1 (Match, Pitch-out, Duration-out, Both-out, Switch). Figure 5 provides the 

notation for one target sequence, and the probe tones used for each of the five 

conditions. For conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in pitch, 

duration, or both pitch and duration, the match never occurred on the first or last target 

tone (to avoid enhanced performance from primacy and recency effects). For 
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conditions in which the probe tone matched a target tone in duration, the match 

occurred with either two, three, four, or five target tones. 2,3

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiments 1 and 2. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 6 displays the proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions. An 

analysis of variance on match responses revealed a highly significant effect of 

Condition, F(4, 56) = 26.48, p < .001, with a relatively high proportion of "YES" (i.e., 

match) responses for the Match and Switch conditions. 

Planned comparisons confirmed two of the predictions outlined in Experiment 1. First, 

the proportion of false match responses was significantly lower for the Duration-Out 

and Pitch-Out conditions than for the Switch condition, F(1, 56) = 26.14, p < .001. This 

finding indicates that listeners were significantly more sensitive to changes in 

individual features (pitch or duration) than to changes in how features were combined. 

Second, the proportion of false match responses was lower for the Both-out condition 

than for the Duration-Out and Pitch-Out condition, F(1, 56) = 11.52, p < .01. This finding 

indicates that participants were more sensitive to differences in two dimensions (pitch 

and duration) than just one dimension. 

Finally, in contrast to the results obtained using less natural melodic stimuli 

(Experiments 1 and 2), the proportion of false match responses for the Switch 

condition was not significantly lower than the proportion of match responses for the 

Match condition, F(1, 56) = 2.44, ns. This finding suggests that listeners were not 

sensitive to the manner in which pitch and duration were combined, and hence, 

responded similarly to Match and Switch trials. 

Signal detection analyses further confirmed that listeners had difficulty encoding 

combinations of pitch and duration. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone 
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and target tones was significantly poorer for the Switch condition (mean d' = 0.15) than 

for the Pitch-out (mean d' = 74), Duration-Out (mean d' = 0.73), and Both-out 

conditions (mean d’ = 1.15), F(1, 51) = 44.85, p < .0001. Moreover, whereas sensitivity 

to differences between the probe tone and target tones was significantly greater than 

zero for the Pitch-Out condition (mean d’ = 0.74), t(14) = 7.49, p < .01, Duration-Out 

condition (mean d’ = 0.73), t(14) = 5.02, p < .01, and Both-out condition (mean d’ = 

1.15), t(14) = 6.50, p < .01, sensitivity was not significantly greater than zero for the 

Switch condition (mean d’ = 0.15), t(14) = 1.02, ns. Thus, participants were sensitive to 

the individual features in target tones, but insensitive to how those features were 

combined. 

Model of Illusory Conjunction Rate

In all three Experiments, the high error rate for the Switch condition, in comparison 

with the relatively low error rate for other conditions, implicates the occurrence of 

illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration in short-term memory. A match response on 

the Switch condition indicates that a participant falsely remembered the pitch and 

duration of the probe tone occurring in a single target tone, whereas, in fact, the 

features occurred in separate target tones. The contribution of illusory conjunctions to 

errors on the Switch condition can be roughly estimated by comparing the error rate 

for the Switch condition with the error rates for the Pitch-out and Duration-out 

conditions. To obtain a more precise estimate of the rate of illusory conjunctions, 

however, we developed a mathematical model of response errors. 

The model is comparable to the model of illusory conjunction rate for vision proposed 

by Treisman and Schmidt (1982), insofar as we assume that response errors reflect 

either the misperception of a feature (a feature error), or the illusory conjunction of 

features. The probabilities of three types of encoding errors are included in the model: 

(1) fn (false negative feature error), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature in 

the target sequence, such that the participant fails to register an existing match 

between a feature of a target tone and a feature of the probe tone; (2) fp (false positive 

feature error), the probability of incorrectly encoding a feature in the target sequence, 
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such that the participant falsely registers a match between a feature of a target tone 

and a feature of the probe tone; and (3) IC (illusory conjunction), the probability of 

incorrectly encoding the manner in which a pitch and a duration are combined.

For each condition, a response error may result from one of several encoding errors. 

To illustrate how different combinations of events can lead to a particular response, 

Figure 7 displays four of the possible encoding paths for a target tone that matches the 

probe tone. The Figure depicts how feature registration errors can lead to an incorrect 

response even when features are correctly bound (1-IC). In this case, three of the four 

paths shown lead to an incorrect response. Moving from left to right, in the first path of 

Figure 7, the duration and pitch of the matching tone are both incorrectly encoded 

(false-negative duration, or fnd, and false-negative pitch, or fnp). In the second path, 

the duration of the matching tone is incorrectly processed (fnd), while the pitch is 

correctly encoded (1 - fnp). In the third path, the duration of the matching tone is 

correctly encoded (1 - fnd), while the pitch is incorrectly encoded (fnp). In the fourth 

path, both the pitch and the duration of the matching tone are correctly encoded (1 - 

fnp and 1 - fnd). Only the latter path results in a correct response. Because the three 

paths that lead to a response error are mutually exclusive, their contributions to the 

error rate are added. The final  equation used for the match condition also includes the 

contribution of binding errors and other conditions. 

The full modeling equations and their derivations are provided in Appendix A. 

Equations 1 to 5 respectively describe the error paths that lead to a response error for 

each of the five conditions. Briefly, the equations express the rate of response errors 

on each condition as a function of errors in encoding tones in the target sequence; 

errors in encoding the probe tone were excluded on the basis that the probe tone was 

presented immediately prior to the response, and its features should have been highly 

salient in memory. We also assumed that each registered feature may be represented 

in only one conjunction (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982). Finally, we excluded the 

possibility of illusory conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, on the basis that 

the probability of such an error combination is likely to approach zero and would 

render the model unparsimonious. For example, we excluded the possibility of errors 
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in the Switch condition from the joint occurrence of: (1) falsely detecting a match 

between the pitch of a target tone and the pitch of the probe tone (false-positive pitch, 

or fpp),  (2) falsely detecting a match between the duration of a different target tone 

and the duration of the probe tone (false-positive duration, or fpd), and (3) forming an 

illusory conjunction between these two incorrectly registered features (IC).

For each participant, the probability of a response error in each condition was 

substituted into the corresponding equation. The five parameters (encoding errors) in 

the equations then were estimated using Newton-Rafman’s method of non-linear 

minimization. This iterative procedure provides a least-squares estimate of the 

probability of each type of encoding error (for a related approach, see Ashby et al., 

1996). Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of these estimated 

probabilities for each experiment. For all three experiments, the estimated probability 

of an illusory conjunction was significantly greater than zero (p < .001). 

Predicted error rates for the five experimental conditions based on these estimated 

probabilities are extremely accurate. Table 2 compares predicted and actual error 

rates for each condition, averaged across participants. For each Experiment, there is a 

high degree of correspondence. Predicted error rates were also accurate for individual 

participants. As displayed in Table 3, the mean absolute difference between predicted 

and actual error rates by participants is only 0.036. These results indicate that the 

estimated probabilities of encoding errors provide an accurate account of response 

errors. 

Because the modeling equations are nonlinear and solutions were limited to values 

between 0.0 and 1.0, the minimization procedure does not guarantee accurate 

predictions. To illustrate, operators in the model were re-assigned at random and the 

estimation procedure repeated. As expected, predictions based on this "randomized" 

model were highly inaccurate, even though this model also involved five free 

parameters: the average difference between predicted and actual errors, across 

experiments, was 0.41, indicating a very poor fit with the data. Repeated measures 

ANOVA was conducted to compare residuals for the proposed model with residuals for 
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the randomized model. Predictions based on the randomized model were significantly 

less accurate than predictions based on the proposed model for all three experiments 

(for all experiments, F > 100.00, p < .00001 ). 

Figure 8 depicts how illusory conjunctions account for a proportion of the errors in the 

Switch condition of Experiment 2. For purposes of illustration, mean estimates 

Experiment 2 are used (see Table 1). As shown in the Figure, each of the two paths 

involving an illusory conjunction is associated with an overall probability of 0.12. 

Because these paths involve the same target pitch, they are mutually exclusive. Thus, 

the estimated probability of paths involving illusory conjunctions is 0.24, which 

accounts for the increased error rate for the Switch condition relative to other 

conditions. Using estimates for individual participants, the combined contribution of all 

paths (either involving IC or not) yield an average predicted error rate of 0.54, which is 

extremely close to the average error rate obtained for the Switch condition (p = 0.55, 

see Table 2, Experiment 2, Switch condition).

To assess the contribution of illusory conjunctions in the model, the estimation 

procedure was conducted once more, but with the estimated illusory conjunction rate 

restricted to a maximum of 0.002. This step effectively removed the contribution of 

illusory conjunctions, yielding a more parsimonious model that includes only errors in 

encoding features (No-IC model). Predictions based on the No-IC model, however, 

were less accurate. The average difference between predicted and actual errors, 

across experiments, participants and conditions, was 0.068. Repeated measures 

ANOVA was conducted to compare the residuals for models with and without the 

contribution of illusory conjunctions. As shown in Table 2, for all three experiments, 

predictions based on the No-IC model were significantly less accurate than predictions 

based the model that includes illusory conjunction errors. This finding further supports 

the occurrence of illusory conjunctions in short-term memory for target sequences.

General discussion

The results of this investigation illustrate that illusory conjunctions of pitch and duration 
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frequently occur in short-term memory for unfamiliar tone sequences. When a probe 

tone matched the pitch of one target tone and the duration of a different target tone, 

participants responded on well over half of the trials that the probe tone actually 

matched a single target tone in both pitch and duration. The occurrence of illusory 

conjunctions is consistent with a two-stage process of encoding unfamiliar melodies. 

In the first stage, melodic features such as pitch and duration are analyzed separately. 

Following this analysis is an integration stage in which these features are combined. 

Neuropsychological evidence has confirmed that pitch and duration are neurally 

separated at certain stages of processing. For example, among brain damaged 

patients who display impairment in singing, some have problems with pitch, while 

displaying normal rhythmic skills; others have problems with rhythm, while displaying 

normal pitch skills (Dorgeuille, 1966, cf. Peretz, 1996). Such observations indicate that 

pitch and temporal information are associated with distinct brain regions (for a review, 

see Peretz, 1996).  A similar dissociation between pitch and rhythm has been 

demonstrated in perceptual tasks (Peretz, 1990). 

Although the occurrence of illusory conjunctions can be deduced by comparing the 

error rate for the Switch condition with error rates for the Pitch-out and Duration-out 

condition, mathematical modeling allowed a more precise estimate of the illusory 

conjunction rate. The modeling acknowledges that errors on any condition can arise 

both from improper encoding of features (i.e., pitch and duration) and / or from illusory 

conjunction errors. The model illustrates how processing paths involving illusory 

conjunctions account for the increased error rate on the Switch condition, relative to 

other conditions. 

The estimated probability of an illusory conjunction error varied depending on the 

melodic context: the estimated illusory conjunction rate was lowest for Experiment 1 

(0.11), intermediate for Experiment 2 (0.19), and relatively high for Experiment 3 

(0.31). Such differences imply that the properties of melodic materials affect sensitivity 

to combinations of pitch and duration. Experiment 1 involved just two target tones, 

leaving little room for difficulties in feature integration. Experiment 2 involved seven 

target tones, increasing the potential for confusion in feature integration. Experiment 3 
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also involved seven target tones, but sequences were more naturalized melodic 

phrases, involving piano timbres and no pauses between target tones. Interestingly, 

the estimated probabilities of both feature errors and illusory conjunction errors were 

relatively high for these naturalized melodic stimuli.

One explanation of these illusory conjunctions is that features were weakly or 

improperly integrated at the perceptual stage at which pitch and duration are initially 

conjoined. Another explanation is that connections between pitch and duration were 

initially strong, but faded as tones were held in memory. Although further work is 

needed to evaluate these possibilities, it is probable that memory errors played an 

important role in the occurrence of illusory conjunctions. For illusory conjunctions to 

occur between the features of sequential tones, memory for one or both features must 

be involved. Moreover, because the probe tone was presented at the end of each 

target sequence, listeners were required to compare the properties of the probe tone 

with their memory for tones in the target sequence. 

Although memory confusions may account for the results of the current experiments, 

other evidence suggests that insensitivity to combinations of pitch and duration also 

occurs when there is little demand on memory. Thompson (1994, Experiments 1-3) 

found that listeners had difficulty detecting changes in the way pitch and duration were 

combined in melodic textures -- sequences consisting of two alternating tones, each 

with a specific pitch and duration, repeated in a random order. This detection task 

should be less susceptible to memory confusions than the probe tone technique since 

detection of a change in the combination of pitch and duration across tones only 

required that the listener compare currently available features with the memories for 

the combination of previously available features that was repeated numerous times on 

a given trial.

The incidence of illusory conjunctions between pitch and duration may depend on a 

number of factors. For example, the results of the mathematical modeling suggest that 

illusory conjunctions were less probable when sequences involved two tones 

(Experiments 1) than when they involved seven tones (Experiment 2 and 3). A second 
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factor is feature similarity: tones whose pitches are psychologically related may be 

more likely to “switch” features in memory than tones whose pitches are psychological 

unrelated (For a discussion of the psychological similarity between pitches, see 

Krumhansl, 1990). Ongoing efforts in our laboratories are addressing this possibility. 

Third, training and familiarity may influence the likelihood of illusory conjunctions. 

Illusory conjunctions may be less likely for familiar melodies because of top-down 

influences. Moreover, training in music may help listeners to develop strategies for 

remembering combinations of features, even for unfamiliar musical materials. Fourth, 

illusory conjunctions may be more likely if the conjoined features occur in temporally 

adjacent tones than if they occur in temporally nonadjacent tones. That is, illusory 

conjunctions may result from a difficulty in retaining the temporal location of features, 

just as uncertainty about spatial location may give rise to illusory conjunctions of visual 

features (Ashby et al., 1996). 

Finally, focused attention may decrease the likelihood of illusory conjunctions 

(Thompson, 1994; Treisman, 1986). Thompson (1994) found that distracted listeners 

were far less sensitive than attentive listeners to combinations of pitch and duration. It 

is notable, in this context, that normal listening conditions often do not involve the 

degree of focused attention that is typical of participants in an experimental task. Thus, 

the rate of illusory conjunctions under normal listening conditions may be higher than 

that reported here. 

To conclude, the current results suggest that listeners are relatively insensitive to the 

manner in which pitch and duration are combined in novel melodies, and that illusory 

conjunctions between pitch and duration frequently occur. Although listeners may be 

sensitive to combinations of musical dimensions for familiar materials, dimensions 

may be relatively dissociated for novel materials. This dissociation between musical 

dimensions may, in turn, have important aesthetic implications, influencing our 

perceptions of theme and variation, and, more generally, melodic similarity.
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Footnotes

1. Sensitivity to differences between the probe tone and target tones was evaluated by 

comparing responses on the Pitch-Out, Duration-Out, both-out, and Switch conditions 

with responses on the Match condition. Proportions of 0 and 1 were converted to 0.05 

and 0.95 respectively. Other strategies for dealing with proportions of 0 and 1 are 

discussed in Macmillan & Creelman (1991, Chapter 1). Alternative strategies were 

examined but none altered the test outcome. 

2. We did not limit duration matches to one target tone because target sequences 

always involved a pattern of just two different duration values (which is typical of 

melodic phrases). If the duration of the probe tone matched just one target tone, then 

the six non-matching target tones would have to be assigned the same duration, and 

the matching tone would be identifiable by participants as the only target tone with a 

distinct duration.

3. For the Match and Pitch-Out conditions, the average number of target tones that 

matched the pitch of the probe tone was 3.6; for the Switch condition, the average 

number of target tones that matched the pitch of the probe tone was 3.7.

4. The current model is reported because it is parsimonious and yielded conservative 

estimates of IC. Models with other assumptions were explored, but none resulted in 

significantly smaller estimates of IC.. In one approach, we examined a more complete 

model that accounted for all possible errors in remembering the temporal location of a 

registered feature, yielding a large number of possible error combinations. This model 

resulted in IC estimates of 0.27 (Experiment 1), 0.44 (Experiment 2) and 0.39 

(Experiment 3). In another approach, applicable to Experiment 3, we used separate 

equations for conditions in which 2, 3, 4, and 5 target tones matched the probe tone in 

duration. For each of these conditions, we obtained estimates for each of the five error 

types for each participant. There was no significant difference in the estimates of IC 
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rate depending on the number of target tones matching the probe tone in duration (i.e., 

2, 3, 4 or 5), and the average estimate of IC was similar to that obtained using the 

presented model. 

Appendix

The equation for each condition represents the set of encoding errors that lead to 

a response error. Each condition allows for a different pattern of error paths. If two 

errors, A and B, are mutually exclusive, their combined probability is given by 

p(A) + p(B). If two errors, A and B, are independent, their combined probability is 

given by 1 – (1 - p(A))(1 - p(B)). 

Note: In the equations, fnp = false-negative for pitch; fnd = false-negative for 

duration; fpp = false-positive for pitch; fpd = false-positive for duration; n = number 

of target tones; k = number of target tones with a duration matching that of the 

probe tone. For Experiment 1, n = 2 and k = 1. For Experiment 2, n = 7 and k = 2. 

For Experiment 3, n = 7 and k is taken as the average number of target tones with 

a duration matching that of the probe tone (for the Match & Pitch-Out conditions, n 

= 3.6; for the Switch condition, n = 3.7).

Match condition

Four mutually exclusive paths, representing combinations of encoded events, lead to a 

response error in the Match condition: 1) incorrectly encoding of both the matching 

pitch (fnp) and the matching duration (fnd); 2) correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 

- fnp), but incorrectly encoding the matching duration (fnd); 3) correctly encoding the 

matching duration (1 - fnd), but incorrectly encoding the matching pitch (fnp), and 4) 

correctly encoding the matching pitch (1 - fnp), and the matching duration (1 - fnd), but 

failing to integrate those features (IC). Because the model excludes illusory 

conjunctions of incorrectly registered features, registered features in paths 1-3 are 

bound together. The combined contribution of these error paths is given by their sum, 

or (1-fnp)fnd(1-IC) + (1-fnd)fnp(1-IC) + fnp(fnd)(1-IC) + (1 - fnp)(1 - fnd)IC

The above four error paths only lead to a response error on the condition that no false 
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matches (false positive, or fp) occur with non-matching tones. There were k tones in 

the target sequence with a duration that matched that of the probe tone. One of these 

tones matched the probe tone in both duration and pitch, and k - 1 target tones 

matched the probe tone in duration, but not pitch. A false match of the probe tone with 

the latter type of tone is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching 

duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone, 

and binding these features together (1 - IC). The joint probability of these events is 

given by (1-fnd)(fpp)(1 - IC). Thus, the probability that no false matches will occur for 

any of these target tones is given by: (1 - ((1 - fnd)(fpp)(1 - IC))k - 1.

An average of n - k target tones differed from the probe tone in both pitch and duration. 

A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly 

encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe tone (fpd 

and fpp respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The joint probability 

of these events is given by their product, or (fpd)(fpp)(1 - IC). Thus, the probability that 

no false matches with the probe will occur for any of these tones is given by: (1 - 

((fpd)(fpp)(1 - IC))n - k. 

The combination of all error paths in this condition is expressed in Equation 1:

P(Error | Match) = ((1-fnp)fnd(1-IC) + (1-fnd)fnp(1-IC) + fnp(fnd)(1-IC) + 

(1 - fnp)(1 - fnd)IC)(1 - (1-fnd)fpp(1 - IC))[k - 1](1 - fpd(fpp)(1 - IC))[n - k]

[1]

Pitch-Out condition

In the sequences used for the Pitch-Out condition, an average of k tones per sequence 

had a duration that matched that of the probe tone. A false match with one of these 

tones is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), 

incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding 

these features together (1 - IC).
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An average of n - k tones per sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and 

duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe 

tone (fpd and fpp, respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The 

combination of error paths is expressed in Equation 2:

P(Error | Pitch-Out) = 1 - (1-(1-fnd)fpp(1-IC))[k] (1 - fpp(fpd)(1-IC))[n - k]

[2]

Duration-Out condition

In the sequences used for the Duration-Out condition, one tone matched the probe 

tone in pitch, but not duration. For this tone, a false match is assumed to result from 

correctly encoding the matching pitch (1-fnp), incorrectly encoding the duration as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpd), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). N-1 

other tones from the target sequence differed from the probe tone in both pitch and 

duration. A false match of the probe with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

incorrectly encoding both the duration and pitch of a tone as matching that of the probe 

tone (fpd and fpp, respectively), and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The 

combination of error paths is expressed in Equation 3:

P(Error | Duration-Out) = 1 - (1-(1-fnp)fpd(1-IC))((1-fpp(fpd)(1-IC))n - 1 )

[3]

Both-out condition.

In the sequences used for the Both-out condition, seven tones differed from the probe 

tone in both pitch and duration. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to 

result from the combination of three events: incorrectly encoding the duration as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpd); incorrectly encoding the pitch as matching that of 

the probe tone (fpp); and correctly binding these features (1 - IC). The combined 
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influence of the seven independent opportunities for this path (one per tone) is 

expressed in Equation 4:

P(Error | Both-Out) = 1 - (1-fpp(fpd)(1-IC))n [4]

Switch condition.

Four different paths, representing different combinations of errors, would result in an 

error response in the Switch condition. These paths are described separately below. 

Illusory conjunction. One target tone matched the probe tone in pitch, and an 

average of k tones per sequence matched the probe tone in duration. A false match is 

assumed to result if the matching pitch from one tone and the matching duration from 

another tone are correctly encoded (1-fnp and 1-fnd respectively), and an illusory 

conjunction is formed between those features (IC).

Pitch-error. There were k tones per sequence with a duration that matched that 

of the probe tone. A false match with one of these tones is assumed to result from 

correctly encoding the matching duration (1 - fnd), incorrectly encoding the pitch as 

matching that of the probe tone (fpp), and binding the features together (1 - IC).

Duration-error. One tone matched the probe tone in pitch, but not duration. For 

this tone, a false match is assumed to result from correctly encoding the matching pitch 

(1-fnp), incorrectly encoding the duration as matching that of the probe tone (fpd), and 

correctly binding these features (1 - IC). 

Pitch-duration error. An average of n - 1 - k tones per sequence differed from the 

probe tone in both pitch and duration (for Experiment 1, this value is 0). A false match 

with one of these tones is assumed to result from incorrectly encoding both the pitch 

and duration of a tone as matching the pitch and duration of the probe tone (fpp and 

fpd, respectively), and correctly binding those features (1 - IC).
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Combined error paths. The k illusory conjunction paths are mutually exclusive 

of each other (because all involve the same encoded pitch). The illusory conjunction 

paths also are mutually exclusive of the pitch-error and duration-error path (because 

they involve the same encoded durations or pitch, respectively). The k pitch-error 

paths are independent of each other, and independent of the duration-error path. 

Finally, the pitch / duration error paths are independent of the illusory conjunction 

paths, the pitch-error paths, and the duration-error path. The resulting combination of 

error paths is expressed in Equation 5:

P(Error | Switch) = k(IC)(1-fnd)(1-fnp) + 1 -  (1 - (1-fnd)fpp(1-IC))[k] 

(1- (1-fnp)(fpd)(1-IC))) (1-fpd(fpp)(1-IC))[n - 1 - k]

[5]

Table 1.

Mean estimates of encoding errors for the three Experiments (standard errors are 

shown in parentheses).

fnp fnd fpp fpd IC

Experiment 1 0.14(.04) 0.13(.05) 0.43(.05) 0.35(.05)

0.11(.03)

Experiment 2 0.11(.03) 0.30(.06) 0.12(.02) 0.38(.03)

0.19(.03)

Experiment 3 0.30(.07) 0.52(.06) 0.28(.06) 0.37(.07)

0.31(.07)

Grand mean 0.18 0.32 0.28 0.37 0.20
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Table 2.

Predicted and actual error rates for the five experimental conditions: Comparison of 

means

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Match 0.26 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.36

Pitch-Out 0.41 0.41 0.25 0.26 0.35 0.37

Dur-Out 0.33 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.35 0.37

Both-Out 0.20 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.27 0.24

Switch 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.57

Table 3.

Comparison of mean residuals for full and No-IC models: Experiments 1-3

Full No-IC F p

Experiment  1 0.039 0.058 13.38 .0017

Experiment  2 0.039 0.076 34.71 .0000

Experiment  3 0.030 0.069 14.76 .0018

Grand Mean 0.036 0.068
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Figures

Figure 1. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 1, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions. 
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Figure 2. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 1.
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Figure 3. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 2, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions.
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Figure 4. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 2.
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Figure 5. An example of a target sequence used in Experiment 3, and the probe tones 
used for each of the five conditions. 
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Figure 6. The proportion of match responses for each of the five conditions in Experiment 3.
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Figure 7. Four encoding paths for a target tone that matches the probe tone in the 
Match condition of Experiment 2.
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Figure 8. Error paths involving an illusory conjunction in the Switch condition of 
Experiment 2 and the probability of this outcome based on the mean estimate of IC.
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Some Perspectives on Performed
Sound and Music in Virtual
Environments

Abstract

The great variety of functions possible for sound in virtual environments is surveyed in
relation to the traditions that primarily inform them. These traditions are examined,
classifying sound into the three categories of artistic expression, information transfer,
and environmental sound. The potentials of and relations between sonification, algo-
rithmic composition, musicogenic and sonigenic displays, virtual musical instruments
and virtual sound sources are examined, as well as the practical technical limitations
that govern performance control of MIDI and real-time DSP sound synthesis in coor-

dination with visual display. The importance of music-theoretic and psychological re-

search is emphasized. The issues and developed categorizations are then applied to a

case study: the examination of a specific virtual environment performance by a team

of workers in Australia in which the author worked as composer/performer/
programmer.

I Introduction

The importance of sound in the design ofvirtual environments was rec-

ognized early (e.g., Sutherland 1965), but the scale ofpractical possibilities and
participant expectations has seen dramatic recent growth. This growth is trace-

able in the first instance to the explosion in computer audio that took place in
the 1980s; that period saw the widespread advent of special-purpose micro-

computer-based software, sophisticated digital synthesizers and samplers, digi-
tal signal-processing hardware, new audio formats, and establishment of a uni-
versal musical performance control protocol, MIDI. These developments
contributed to a rise in the quality of audio information storage and transmis-
sion. More significantly, the digitization ofaudio and performance control en-

abled vastly improved interactivity and the ready application of artificial intelli-
gence methods to sound. These potentials have been furthered by
developments in multiuser networking and teleconferencing.

As a result, musical and sonic information can now easily proceed bidirec-
tionally between human operators separated by a great distance, or between
humans and computer agents that may be configured to act as composers, im-

provisers, conductors, listeners, accompanists, signal processors, marketing
agents, voice recognition and production systems, intelligent musical instru-
ments, databases ofenvironmentally customized sound effects, and a host of
other less traditionally defined categories (Chadabe, 1984; Pressing, 1990,
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1992; Rowe, 1992). To an apparently greater degree
than in the visual domain, nonsimulative approaches to

sound, drawing strongly on the structural, kinetic, emo-

tional, motor, and nonrepresentational properties of
music, have grown in relevance over this period.

The diversity ofpotentials of sound in software-based
environments is also apparent through burgeoning de-
velopments in sonification and auditory representation
(e.g., Scaletti, 1994; Kramer 1994), sound localization
(e.g., Blauert, 1983; Middlebrooks and Green, 1991;
Durlach, 1991; Wenzel, 1992), human-computer inter-
action (e.g., Blattner, Sumikawa, and Greenberg, 1989;
Gaver, 1989; Bailas, 1994; Cohen, 1993), and the in the
psychology ofmusic and acoustic communication (e.g.,
Bregman, 1990; Truax, 1984; McAdams and Bigand,
1993; Handel, 1989; Lehrdahl and Jackendoff, 1983;
Carlyon, Darwin, and Russell, 1993). Yet the results of
these developments inevitably operate within a cultural
context ofwell-defined traditions ofpresentation of
sound in such venues as theatre, opera, concert halls,
dance clubs, work environments, film, video, computer
music, and performance art. Therefore, before focusing
on the function ofperformed sound and music in virtual
environments, it seems essential to generally characterize
the various traditions of sound functionality in electronic
media.

2 Roles of Sound in Electronic and
Software-based Media

2.1 Sound Function

Sound and music can have a wide variety of func-
tions in any society (Radocy and Boyle, 1988). The dis-
cussion here is restricted to the general functions of au-

dio in electronic media and software-based systems,
including virtual environments (VEs) and hypermedia.

A useful starting point is the classification of sound as

artistic, informational, and/or environmental. Examples
ofartistic (or expressive) sound are all kinds ofmusic
and song; examples of sound whose main function is
information transfer are speech, alarms, and sonified
data. Examples ofenvironmental sounds include animal

calls, wind sounds, and the noises ofmachinery. TJiis
classification is not disjunctive—for example, both music
and speech can transmit emotional messages, and envi-
ronmentally based animal sounds provide information
shaped by evolution that those who know the code can

read.
Despite such overlap, this broad division into three

categories appears useful; notably, it parallels the norma-

tive breakdown into three separate audio tracks found in
film and video production (music, dialogue, and sound
effects/ambience). There is also considerable evidence
that the primary components of these three categories
receive at least partially independent processing in the
human nervous system (Peretz, 1993). For example, it is
possible to find persons who display amusia without
aphasia, and others who display aphasia without amusia,
although the two conditions are more commonly linked
(Marin, 1982; Sergent, 1993). Likewise, other subjects
can display amusia or language deficiencies without any
significant deficit in environmental sound recognition
capacity (Peretz, 1993). We examine the three categories
in turn.

Music and song constitute the first, artistic/expressive
category, and their functions are many. In the context of
multimedia presentation, music and song traditionally:

• set or enhance scene character by identifying mood,
emotion, pace, historical period, and physical loca-
tion;

• provide unity and continuity by the use of themes,
leitmotivs, and musical progression;

• heighten identity, realism, and engagement by emo-

tional and gestural amplification through song and
diegetic sound.

The leitmotiv, a technique developed by operatic com-

poser Richard Wagner, is a distinct musical theme linked
to a particular character or scene. There are many non-

operatic examples, such as Sergei Prokofiev's Peter and
the Wolf, and Walt Disney's Fantasia. Diegetic sound is
sound that arises from an apparent source in the pre-
sented world. An example might be the sound that oc-

curs if a character sings, plays a musical instrument, or

operates a power lathe.
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In interactive environments, music has an additional
function:

• to act as a medium of interaction between the par-
ticipants) and the environment.

This last function is central in VEs, leading to the idea
of the virtual musical instrument, where music is pro-
duced by participant operations within the virtual envi-
ronment, as discussed in detail below. Conversely, gener-
ated or performed music can generate visual, haptic, or

other types of displays.1 These are discussed further be-
low under the heading of musicogenic displays.

The second category, sound emphasising information
transfer, includes first of all speech, which in cinematic
and theatrical terms is either dialogue (including mono-

logue) or narration/commentary. Dialogue is diegetic
sound—it emerges from actions in the artificial world.
Narration is nondiegetic; it is imposed on the scene from
without (for example, the travelogue narrator, or the
ancient Greek chorus). In interactive environments a

third option exists: conversation between agents and
human participant(s). Multiple participants can commu-

nicate with each other via customized interfaces, such as

Audio Windows (Ludwig, Pincever, and Cohen, 1990;
Cohen, 1992). Such interfaces can selectively emphasize,
modify, or characterize speech audio sources and also
integrate seamlessly with other visual communication, as

in the use of gestural and postural communication signs
(Cohen, 1993). In such environments participants may
also communicate with software agents, using speech
recognition, synthesis, and presumably internalized arti-
ficial intelligence models of conversation. The informa-
tion transferred can be factual (coded primarily by se-

1. Displays can be conceived ofprimarily as visual, auditory, and
haptic, although gustatory and olfactory forms also exist. Haptics re-

fers here to the physical variables used in exploration (touching, feel-
ing, manipulating) the virtual world: proprioception and touch. (Some
authors reserve the term for touch.) Haptic output from the user to
the environment is based on applied force, position, orientation and
joint angles. Haptic perception, that is, feedback from the environment
to the user can operate via these same four variables, and there are fur-
ther possibilities. Skin indentation (for example, via expandable air
bladders in glove transducers) will engage the mechanoreceptors in the
skin; heating and cooling devices can register information with the
skin-based temperature sense.

mantic content), or emotional/personal (coded
substantially by voice timbre and prosody).

Another major component of category 2 is provided
by what can be termed condition notification. This com-

ponent includes sound procedures such as audio cueing,
alerts, alarms, "earcons" (Blattner, Sumikawa, and
Greenberg, 1989), and boundary notification. These
procedures may be one-shot or ongoing. In the first case

they provide on/off information and commonly act as a

cue to direct the eyes, engaging the psychological ori-

enting response; they also commonly act to reinforce
visual identification ofobjects. In the second (ongoing)
case they provide quasi-continuous information, typi-
cally to allow uninterrupted monitoring, as in the use of
audio beacons for navigation in a VE.

Condition notification has been the subject of consid-
erable investigation because of its practical applications.
Thus, there is a substantial, primarily older and visual,
literature on vigilance, a situation in which an individual
performs extended observation or inspection tasks (Jeri-
son and Pickett, 1963). More recent studies of the ef-
fects of audio signals have also been done. For example,
the perceived urgency of an audio alert is affected by a

number of global variables in the sound, rising for high
pulse rates, high pitch, large pitch range, and harmonic
irregularity (Edworthy, Loxley, and Dennis, 1991).

A third major component of category 2 is found in
sonification, sometimes called audification (Kramer,
1994). In this procedure, data (normally without intrin-
sic audio significance) are mapped into sound, usually
with the aim of better displaying multivariate relation-
ships (Scaletti and Craig, 1993). For example, the inten-
sities ofmultisite, visually evoked brain potentials have
been recently mapped to both color and musical pitch,
with a distinct timbre for each electrode site (DeFanti,
Sandin, and Cruz-Neira, 1993).

Sonification typically uses a data source in one of two

ways (possibly after some preprocessing such as filter-
ing). Either the data source is used directly to produce
sound by mapping the time behavior of data to the
waveform, or the data source is used to control param-
eters of audio "objects" or processes (Scaletti and Craig,
1993). This split between direct audio control and para-
metric control is familiar in the control structures of the
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Music N computer music languages and in interactive
musical performance/composition (Roads and Strawn,
1985), and has been referred to as data-as-event versus

data-as-signal (Scaletti, 1994). In either approach, the
procedures ofmapping and their specific mathematical
form typically have at their foundation general devices of
correspondence such as the simile and metaphor. Bailas
(1994, p. 128) has pointed to the preferred trajectories
of usage of such devices: "A goal ofsonification should
be to move similes into metaphors and ultimately to pro-
duce dead [unambiguous] metaphors." In short, re-

search should aim to find widely acceptable data-to-
sound mappings, overlearnable to the point of
automaticity, which can then yield established perfor-
mance and communication advantages (Schmidt, 1988;
Proctor and Van Zandt, 1994).

The optimal principles ofdisplay require psychological
investigation of the perceptibility ofmultivariate audio
processes (Kramer and Ellison, 1991; Witten and Wyatt,
1992). The need is fairly acute, and we lack general
models ofmusical and sound perception. Sonification

appears to be most successful if the data are intrinsically
time-based.2

Sonification is typically used in conjunction with visu-
alization techniques, so that it may act to increase the
overall bandwidth of data that can be reliably attended
to by an observer. However, if the sound display merely
duplicates visual information display, its functions be-
come that ofheightening message impact and increasing
the reliability of message reception via message redun-
dancy across sensory modalities. The soundness of this
design principle has been supported by a study on a bi-
nary categorization task, in which it was found that sub-
jects categorize w-tuples of data better when they have

2. A variety of tools have been developed for sonification. NCSA
Audible Image for Microsoft Windows allows the mapping of data and
data statistics to pitch and dynamics ofMIDI-produced sounds. The
Kyma system has been used to develop a set of tools for controlling
audio parameters like frequency, filter cut-off frequency, stereo posi-
tion, and density of events in time, for performing higher-level opera-
tions like comparison, analysis, and combination (Scaletti, 1994; Scal-
etti and Craig, 1993). Kramer (1993) describes a Sonification Toolkit
using C and the music programming language Max. He ambitiously
proposes the use of parameters such as pitch and amplitudes to code
information at multiple time scales ("nesting"), in line with the rough
perceptual autonomy of these scales in music and speech perception.

both sight and sound representations than when either
one representation alone is used (Bly, 1985).

Closely related to sonification is the idea of audible
mathematics. Here the source for sound is not empirical
data but a mathematical process, such as a Markov chain,
a nonlinear map, or an iterated function sequence
(Dodge and Jerse, 1985; Pressing, 1988; Evans, 1989;
Mayer-Kress, Bargar, and Choi, 1994). In some cases

the same process and set ofparameters are used to create

both visual and audio effects ("crossmedia algorithms"),
as in the author's collaboration with mathematician/
filmmaker Alan Norton, using four-dimensional quater-
nion nonlinear maps.

All components of category 2 can act, as in category
1, as media for interaction between the participant(s)
and the artificial environment. Thus, when actions in a

VE drive sound, we have a virtual sound source; when
sounds produce displays, we have sonigenic displays; and
these same terms can apply to category 3 sounds.

Before we leave leaving category 2, the obvious re-

mark must be made that all auditory signals provide in-
formation of some kind: at the very least, in the digital
domain, a one-dimensional discrete time-series of ampli-
tude values. Any binaurally presented sound also con-

tains information about sound-source location. Further-
more, our listening apparatus commonly dissects the
sound into the characteristics of the source and the char-
acteristics of the processes (such as room acoustics) that

shape the source. Thus we can hear the shape of a drum,
and the shape of the room the drum is played in. In vir-
tual audio environments with high veridicality of simula-
tion, as in simulated architectural acoustics, the signal
carries a high information load with multidimensional
perceptual implications (reverberation time, reverbera-
tion density, first reflection time, acoustic "presence,"
azimuthal and vertical localization information, and so

forth). Bargar has nicely expressed one informational
aspect of category 1:

Composers are message designers predicting the potential
presence of listeners capable [of]formulating meanings
from a repertoire ofauditory signals; in compositions
composers provide descriptions of listeners by offering
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auditory clues [of] how togain meaningfrom complex
nonspeech auditory events. (Bargar, 1993, p. 9-2)
Category 3, environmental sound, is in traditional

cinematic perspective divided in the two subcategories of
ambience (or atmosphere) and sound effects. Ambient
sounds are those without specific causal relation to de-
picted events; those sounds provide a generic aural sense

ofpresence, as for example, ambient machinery sounds
in a factory. Because the causality is disguised, these
sounds make less natural candidates for interactivity be-
tween participants and environment.

In contrast, sound effects are causally linked to specific
actions and events in the presented artificial world and
are natural candidates for control and interactivity. Their
functions in typical domains such as cinema, video
games, and training devices for pilots are basically the
same: to heighten engagement and presence. This
heightening effect is achieved mainly under a stance of
imitation (e.g., "cinematic realism"), but there are also
well-established traditions of composing complex "hy-
perrealistic" effects by combining, for example, sublimi-
nal levels of screams and animal growls into the sound of
an explosion to enhance impact on the listener. The au-

tomatized and linked production of sound and visual
images has been notably used in production of the film
"More Bells and Whistles" (Lytle, 1990).

Environmental sounds can be particularly effective in

evoking previous experiences and emotions. Ecologically
based factors such as familiarity, context, and develop-
mental or physiological significance clearly have a sub-
stantial impact on sound reception (Handel, 1989; Bal-
las, 1994). An infant's cry is very annoying, and in

evolutionary terms, it had better be. Similarly, the heart-
beat has strong affective impact for all listeners because
of shared foetal experience (Parncutt, 1993).

2.2 Relations between Sound and
Visual Display
Sound and visual displays in VEs also draw on a

mixture ofhistorical traditions and computer-based pos-
sibilities for innovation. In opera and music theatre, mu-

sic and storyline often approach an equal partnership,

and musical and staging traditions have considerable
independence. In contrast, cinema predominantly fo-
cuses on narrative, with storyline driving musical sub-
stance. The role ofmusic and sound in classical film and
video is one of subservience and unobtrusiveness. It is

designed to be primarily subconsciously audible. Clichés,
stock phrases, and other formulaic uses emphasize the
dependence ofmusical sound on realistic visual events

(Gorbman, 1987). Working methods support this rela-
tionship; cinematic post-production nearly always applies
music and sound to already refined images, subject to

tight deadline constraints. This same set ofconditions
applies to the construction ofvideo games and some

multimedia installations. In contrast, the explicit syn-
chronization between performance and sound (diegetic
song) found in music videos points to a more equal part-
nership. In nearly all cases, however, where a direction of
causation is discernible, it operates from visual event to

sound event and not the reverse. Nevertheless, some-

times the sound for a new cinematic scene can precede
the visual image.

In narrative (especially cinematic) traditions the rela-
tion between sight and sound is commonly discussed in
terms ofmusic texture: parallelism, imitation, and coun-

terpoint (Gorbman, 1987). However, mutual implica-
tion (Gorbman, 1987) has been proposed as a more

generally satisfactory term, and it is one that translates
well to software-based environments. Even so, other
stances are possible; for instance, the visual storyline may
be coupled with an independent overlaid narration or an

"incompatible" ambience track. Examples of such rela-
tions are found in avant-garde cinematic traditions (Orr,
1993).

However, there are limitations to the general effec-
tiveness of this independence, which are based on psy-
chological factors, ecological pressures and cultural con-

ventions. The psychological orienting response is present
from early infancy and acts to link visual attention to

relevant auditory signals. When there is direct competi-
tion between different modes of ongoing presentation,
as in computer-driven displays, in most cases partici-
pants' attention is selectively engaged by text, visual dis-
play, and user physical actions actions in preference to

acoustic stimuli (Bargar, 1993).
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Strong correlations between such factors as onset and
offset times for action, image, and sound present a useful
redundancy of information. In HCI (Human-Computer
Interface) design such correlations can make good sense

in terms of reliability of response; an example is the in-
terface tool SonicFinder (Gaver, 1989), which generates
sounds for mouse-based operations. For other purposes,
such 1-1 mappings may prove to be an inefficient use of
data display potentials.

2.3 Interaction and Nonlinearity
The degree ofpresence achieved by cinema can be

boosted by wide-screen display and sophisticated sound
quality and localization, as found in Cinerama and
IMAX theatres. However, it is the real-time interactivity
of the virtual environment (Bargar and Das, 1993) and
the resulting participant-generated "nonlinearity" of
event sequences (Elliott, 1993) that distinguish the po-
tentials ofVE from those of traditional cinema. In purely
musical terms, this meaning ofnonlinearity need not rely
on computers: there are extensive traditions of real-time
composition, improvisation, and "mosaic" (or assem-

blage) approaches to musical performance that exem-

plify it (e.g., Pressing, 1994). This last (mosaic) ap-
proach includes compositions that allow the performers
to assemble the ordering ofprespecified materials at each
occasion (for example, John Cage's Piano Concert). Au-
dience voting for presented options, found recently in
film, also has earlier precedents in "experimental" music

(Nyman, 1981).
Interactive musical composition (Chadabe, 1984) has

become widespread and is available in many software
packages such as M,Jam Factory (David Zicarelli, Dr.

T's), Cool Shoes' Sound Globs, and via music program-
ming environments like Max (Opcode: David Zicarelli
and Miller Puckette). The control interfaces here are

either those of traditional musical instruments, or those
of standard WIMP (window, icon, menu, pointing de-
vice) design. "Navigable" music, databases, and books
(popular with young readers of adventure stories) pre-
sent related opportunities.

Nonlinearity of access is also a central feature ofhyper-
media, usually defined as multimedia systems capable of

handling a full range of information types (multilan-
guage text, graphics, raster images, sound, video, and so

on) with link-based navigation; these systems typically
are large and networked (Maurer, 1993). Such systems
not only provide a wide information base of access but
facilitate an enhanced level ofcomputer-mediated dis-
cussion and cooperative action. For technical reasons,
VEs have lagged behind networks in the area ofpartici-
pant-participant interaction.

2.4 Models of Sound

Stored sound arises from a production process.
This process may be a naturally occurring one, whose
details are unmodeled; or, the information storage for-
mat may not include any modeling, as is found in audio
sampling. In such cases the real-time control and inter-

activity of the sound will be limited to generic audio-
control parameters such as filtering, localization, ampli-
tude, and perhaps transposition (playback speed). These
control parameters can produce powerful effects.

On the other hand, a model ofsound-production
structure may be built into the environment or into the
sound objects themselves, providing sound-specific con-

trol possibilities and enabling heightened potentials for
immersive presence and interactivity.3 Synthesized
sounds provide such control, and a wide variety of tech-
niques exists, such as frequency modulation, additive
synthesis, subtractive synthesis, waveshaping, physical
modelling, each with characteristic control parameters
(Pressing, 1992).

3. A parallel between the visual and audio domains is apparent here.
Computer visual displays are either based on geometrical primitives
(such as "drawing" programs) or on the Graphics Kernel System, or

they are simple raster images (pixel maps), as in scanned images or

"painting" programs (Maurer, 1993). In the first case, the objects
have parametric coding and these parameters are readily manipulated;
in the second case, raster images have no substructure, no natural pa-
rameters of control. Control parameters have to be generic.

Similarly with audio. Synthesized sound built up from constituent
control objects is readily controllable, while samples ofnatural (con-
crete) sound ("audio scans") lack natural control parameters. This di-
chotomy is a well-established one in music synthesis (Pressing, 1992).
Samples of sound have the greatest potential for explicit ecological or

learned associations, and these associations may act against the in-
tended perception of structural relationships.
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In view of the common simulative orientation ofVEs,
physical modeling of sound, which has shown many re-

cent developments, appears to assume special signifi-
cance. Waveguide-based techniques for wind instru-
ments and the voice (Smith, 1987,1992) have
undergone rapid recent development in the computer-
music community and now are available on commercial
synthesizers by Yamaha Corporation. Takala and Hahn
(1992) have developed a sound-rendering system that
uses "sound tracing" (defined by analogy with light-
based ray-tracing and radiosity) and physical modeling
to automatically generate appropriate sounds from im-
age motions. Physical models for aggregate particle phe-
nomena that incorporate sound production (such as

wind, rain, and the motion of sand dunes) have been
developed by Claude Cadoz and co-workers (Cadoz,
Luciani, and Florens, 1994).

In the case ofmusic, modeling (as described by music
theorists and psychologists) can go far beyond the syn-
thesis procedures of its constituent acoustic compo-
nents. The nuances and expression ofthe performer
constitute a complex set of cognitive processes (Sloboda,
1988). The longer-scale structural processes ofmusical
compositional development also require modeling (e.g.,
Schönberg, 1967; Lehrdahl and Jackendoff, 1983;
Howell, West, and Cross 1991) if they are to be com-

puted in real-time rather than implicitly underpin preas-
sembled materials.

Structural models also require integration with mod-
els ofpsychological processes occurring during music

perception if they are to be ofmaximal practical value in
VEs. While this area is too vast to be fully reviewed here,
it will be useful to mention two areas of importance: ex-

pectation and attention. Expectation has been consid-
ered by many researchers to have a major role in musical
cognition and emotion. Expectation theory, also called
implication-realization theory (Meyer, 1956, 1973; Nar-

mour, 1977; Dowling and Harwood, 1986; Jackendoff,
1991 ), is an approach based on modeling the listener's
use ofmemory and pattern perception to form predic-
tions of future musical events. The ongoing process of
comparison and reconciliation ofpredictions with actual
future events is considered to generate both meaning
and emotion. The expectation approach has been sub-

jected to experimental scrutiny and has demonstrated
some success (Rosner and Meyer, 1986; Schmuckler,
1989).

Attention is a psychological variable ofobvious impor-
tance in the construction ofVEs, and the general history
of its modeling is extensive (see, for example, the mul-
tivolume series Attention and performance). One useful
perspective treats attention as cognitive resource alloca-
tion (Best, 1992). A distinction is often then drawn be-
tween conscious attention, which exhibits capacity limi-

tations, and automatic attention, which shows no

capacity limitations (Ashcraft, 1994). In human factors
research, a multiple pool model of attention is com-

monly accepted, indicating value in a multiple modality
display of information and in maximally noninterfering
forms of behavioral control (Proctor and Van Zandt,
1994). Attention strategies may differ along the dimen-
sions ofdepth, breadth, and required time scale. For
example, a contrast can be drawn between analytic and
synthetic listening. VE participants will presumably
maintain individual attentional styles unless directed to

favor some over others by suitable VE design. Research
in this area is in its infancy.

2.5 A Schematic Classification of Sound
in VEs

Some of the above considerations can be summa-

rized by classifying the use of sound with respect to the
source and target of control in terms of familiar labels
and the neologisms introduced here. See Table 1, where
consideration is limited to audio, visual, and haptic do-
mains.

3 Sound in VEs: Virtual Sound Sources and
Virtual Musical Instruments

We focus here on the virtual sound source (virtual
musical instrument), defined as a graphic object (or col-
lection of graphic objects) existing in the virtual world,
which is able to generate or affect sound (music) when
(virtually) touched, moved, or otherwise activated. The
classification of acoustic signals as sound or music can be
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TABLE I A Classification of the Various Relations ofControl
Sources and Targets within Virtual Environments*

Target

Source Sound/Music
Nonsonic dis-
play

Sound/music

Data

Nonsonic dis-
play (graphic,
haptic)

Virtual perfor-
mance

Algorithmic/
interactive
composition

Sonification

Display-driven
audio

Virtual sound
source/virtual
musical
instrument

Sonigenic/musi-
cogenic dis-
plays

Visualization,
haptic display

Nonsonic inter-
actions within
virtual world

Manipulations
within virtual
world

context-dependent, and the choice of label engages dif-
ferent perspectives—hence it appears necessary to allow
both terms. Virtual sound-source control is nearly al-
ways based on some sort of real physical movement, but
the design must aid the performer to think and act in
relation to the virtual space. It is also possible to config-
ure a virtual musical instrument so that signals of any
kind (e.g., constructed algorithms, participants' unwit-
ting actions, Earth's magnetic field fluctuations, electro-
encephalograms, or electromyograms) "play" it (Rosen-
boom, 1990); in such cases, the process veers towards
sonification.

3.1 Cybernetic Considerations

Because virtual musical instruments (VMIs) and
virtual sound sources (VSSs) occur in a software envi-
ronment, they need not be based on any traditional mu-

sical competencies, be they perceptual or motor. Indeed,
many such specific motor competencies will lack applica-
bility unless the VE design is simulative. Perceptually, if
the sounds produced are not reducible to notes carrying
melodic function, traditional musical ear-training may be

much less important than, for example, timbrai sensitiv-

ity, an area in which musicians traditionally have little or

no formal training—although sensitivity to this is very
good among professionals. Overall, there will be an ef-
fect of democratization of access to musical experience.

To form a baseline for comparison it is necessary to

review a few details about nonvirtual computer music
instruments. The flexibility of the design of the software
link between human performance action and resulting
sound has encouraged a great variety ofcomputer-medi-
ated musical instruments. The vast majority of these
have used physical interfaces based on traditional instru-
ments. The most common interface is the keyboard, ex-

tended by the addition ofhand and foot controller de-
vices, which have assumed fairly standardized forms
since the advent ofMIDI. Nevertheless, there are many
examples ofnonimitative interface design (for a survey,
see Pressing, 1992). With very few exceptions (such as

the Theremin and the Ondes Martenot) these novel in-
terface instruments have not developed specialist perfor-
mance traditions of significant virtuosity.

Another related stream of recent development has
been computer (robot)-controlled traditional instru-

ments, ranging from pianos to drums to bagpipes, which
have reached a high degree ofsophistication (e.g., the
Yamaha Disklavier; Sekiguchi et al., 1993; Ohta et al.,
1993). Vercoe and Puckette (1985) have incorporated
score-following intelligence in the software controlling
an accompanying instrument, yielding a "synthetic per-
former." This synthetic performer follows the leadership
of a live musician via MIDI or audio analysis, adapting
its fully prespecified accompaniment to the timing and
dynamics of the live performer in real time. A related
development is the Mathews Radio Drum, which can

allow the performer (among other things) to conduct a

pre-stored electronic score. Such ideas are only a step
away from the idea ofcontrolling traditional nonelec-
tronic instruments from the virtual world with the aid of
mechanical transducers, but to my knowledge this step
has not yet occurred. This may be due to the generally
reduced control potentials in the virtual world (de-
scribed below), which make such a design problematic
without careful consideration of the historical literatures
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of the specific instrument and traditions of computer-
mediated composition and performance.

The control of electronic performed sound may pro-
ceed directly in hardware or software via digital signal
processing (DSP), or it may proceed by MIDI synthesis.
DSP approaches have the advantages ofgreater flexibil-
ity, control, and bandwidth, as outlined by Smith
(1985). These advantages are compelling when an ad-
equate and efficient model of real-time sound synthesis
and control exists, and sufficient computing power is
available. Frequently, however, this may not the case,
and MIDI-based synthesis may provide an effective prac-
tical solution, particularly where traditional musical ges-
tures and sounds are targeted, since it provides ready
high-level (note- and phrase-based) control. MIDI sys-
tems are certainly adequate if the sound function is
based on triggering, as in the condition-notification cat-

egory above, or in the cueing ofprerecorded musical
sequences. Where more nearly continuous changes in
DSP functions in the synthesis engine are needed, they
can often be accessed by MIDI continuous controllers,
and problems of bandwidth limitation can be at least
partially circumvented by the use ofparallel MIDI data
buses. All of these considerations appear to transfer
seamlessly to the case of sound production in virtual en-

vironments.
An obvious central practical consideration in the de-

sign ofVMIs and VSSs is what sort of transducers are

available for the performer/participant/patron. Al-
though traditional electronic instrument interfaces are

one obvious option, they cannot be considered to reflect
very well the open-ended design ofVE systems, and they
may limit immersive musical involvement for all but spe-
cialist performers. Traditional 2D- or 3D joysticks are a

well-known option, but these create little natural sense

of remote presence. With a few significant exceptions
(e.g., Minsky et al., 1991), they also do not provide
force feedback.

Position tracking devices allow more natural move-

ment, subject to limitations due to response latency,
resolution, and stability for different types of sensors

(electromagnetic, ultrasound, optical, mechanical, iner-

tial, and so on). For example, magnetic sensors (Pol-
hemus trackers are in this category) are susceptible to

the effects of ferrous materials and stray magnetic fields,
both ofwhich are common in virtual environments. At
the moment the most widely used devices are hand or

arm exoskeletons (most commonly gloves, such as the
VPL Dataglove or Virtual Technologies' Cyberglove or

Exos' Dextrous Hand Master), and participant visual
displays. The hands are the body's most sensitive control
mechanisms, as evidenced by their disproportionately
large allocation ofmotor cortex (e.g., Ghez 1985) and
so their choice is apparently natural and efficacious. A
similar rationale for engaging high perceptual acuity
guides use of the visual system; the eyes are also capable
of some significant performance acts (directing gaze,
blinking—unlike the ears), although these are not used
by most current VR equipment.

3.1.1 Gloves and Hands. VR gloves provide a

wealth of finger/hand position and orientation informa-
tion, but suffer the following limitations: spatial accuracy
is limited; movement is subject to hysteresis; and latency
times (which depend on glove processor, position sen-

sor, and concurrent graphics processing) are load-depen-
dent and commonly can be as much as 150-250 msec

(Mike Gigante, personal communication), which is quite
problematic for traditional musical performance ges-
tures. An adequate sensor scanning rate is also essential;
too slow a rate can produce a disturbing jerkiness. Such
gloves also require calibration for each user before use,
and some have reduced capacity when multiple gloves
are used.

In many cases, software can be used to compensate, at

least to some degree, for hardware limitations. Data out-

side a certain range can be ignored, nonlinearities and
hysteresis can be deconvolved, and predictive filters
(e.g., the Kaiman filter) can adequately compensate for
latency when movements are not too fast or complex. A
new generation ofcontrol devices and sensors also
promises to perform much better. For example, the Pol-
hemus FASTRACK has a claimed latency of as little as 4
msec and an update rate of up to 300Hz, although these
claims may be overstated. These values are commensu-

rate with those on many current professional electronic
musical instruments (Pressing, 1992), and so they must
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be considered fully adequate targets for the support of
immersive virtual musical performance.

However, the ergonomie aptness of glove controllers
can be called into question, since they do not provide
the natural engagement found with real force-based
physical manipulation (Bryson, 1993). In the only
sound-based study ofwhich I am aware, an exoskeleton
glove performed poorly in relation to other types of con-

trol devices: Vertegaal, Eaglestone, and Clarke (1994)
found that four-dimensional control ofmusical timbre
space by a Mattel Power Glove was markedly inferior to

that provided by a mouse or two types of joystick. This
finding may be at least partly attributable to the poor
resolution of the glove in question, but comparable tests

with high-resolution gloves seem to be urgently called
for.

3.1.2 Visual and Auditory Displays. Visual dis-
play systems for virtual environment participants fall into
three main categories: head-coupled displays, head-
mounted displays (HMDs), and projection systems (us-
ing one or more screens). Head-coupled displays are

interfaced to the wearer's head by hand-guided handles
or straps but do not require the head to support the full
weight of the apparatus, as is the case with the head-
mounted display. Head-coupled displays can therefore
be heavier, and this typically enables better visual resolu-
tion.

However, the visual clarity of currently available VR

displays varies from poor to fair across all three catego-
ries. Cruz-Neira et al., (1992) cite Snellen fractions of
visual acuity of20/425 for a head-mounted display,
20/85 for a hand-guided BOOM (Binocular Omni-
Oriented Monitor), and 20/110 for the CAVE multi-
screen projection system (discussed further in Section

5). Specific problems include distortion, graininess, in-

adequate field ofview, and stereo overlap (Gigante,
1993). Some of these limitations are irretrievably linked
to current television (NTSC) standards. The update rate

of the display is often far below that required to give the
appearance ofsmooth motion, producing instead unac-

ceptable jerkiness, or even motion sickness. Practical ex-

perience seems to show that for graphics, a rninimum update
rate of about 10 Hz and a maximum response latency of

about 100 msec are necessary if the illusion of immer-
sion is to be maintained (Bryson, 1993; van Dam,
1993), although Chapin and Foster (1993) consider
that latencies of up to 250 msec are tolerable. At these
values there are noticeable limitations ofcontinuity and
responsiveness, but they are judged acceptable by most

users.

Auditory displays, whether they are delivered by ste-

reo or multiple speaker systems, demand better temporal
resolution. Chapin and Foster (1993) consider that the
above limits for video need to be refined to a minimum

update rate of 30 Hz and maximum latency of 30 msec

if satisfactory audio display stability for normal human
movements and audio perception is to be produced.
However, these figures only apply to computed sound
localization. The computational (auditory system) reso-

lution required for other parameters such as pitch and
envelope shape can be considerably greater (Pressing,
1992) and this means that minimum update rate will
vary accordingly, although the latency threshold should
be far less affected. If the virtual gesture directly controls
waveform production, updating and smoothing may
need to proceed on the scale of 1 msec or less. If the
control is sound-parametric, as in synthesizers or with
MIDI, a 100 Hz update rate would probably be ad-
equate, and with some parameters 30 Hz might provide
a baseline minimum. However, there has been very little
definitive research in this area. These rough figures are

proposed on the basis of an examination of commercial
synthesizer scan rates (Pressing, 1992), and work by Ra-
sch (1979) and Pressing (1987) showing that musical
tones in chords are heard as synchronous when they are

separated by up to 30-50 msec. The context sensitivity
of such thresholds is emphasized by work ofSmall and
Campbell (1962), who found differential temporal sen-

sitivity to successive sounds with rapid attack transients

(such as clicks) for time intervals as short as 1-2 msec.

3.1.3 Virtual versus Physical Control. What
advantages and disadvantages do virtual musical instru-
ments offer with respect to physical (electronic) musical
instruments? The pluses and minuses appear to be as

follows. First, on the plus side, we can in software build
any virtual object (controller/instrument) we require.
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We may assign to it any conceivable value for each of a

range of features: shape, color, size, orientation, trans-

parency, reflectivity, elasticity, tensile strength, hardness,
surface texture, and so on. The values of some of these
features will be immediately visually evident, such as

color or surface texture, while others, such as elasticity,
or three-dimensional shape (with opaque objects), can

only be evaluated by interaction.

Second, the object can change any of these features in

real-time, on its own or in response to actions by the
performer or in response to other events in the virtual
world. The virtual object can be programmed to have a

completely arbitrary set of interactions between itself
and other objects in the virtual world. This (potentially
real-time) programmability is unmatchable by hardware
systems.

Third, the mapping between virtual action and sonic
response is arbitrarily configurable. Unusual and nonlin-
ear relations between virtual and physical movement and
position can be explored. This flexibility is shared with
physical electronic music performance systems described
above, but is not found on traditional instruments.

On the minus side of the ledger, there are limitations
in physical responsiveness ofvirtual music instruments.
While proprioception including motion sensing (usually
associated with the term kinesthesia) is undiminished in
VEs, cutaneous sensing, such as the pressure sense,
drops away—with most devices, to zero. The natural
sensations ofweight, force, and resistance (actually
highly rehearsed and refined) and the "feel" (the haptic
sense) are lost, even though inertial (ballistic) properties
of the physical arm and hand remain. The ability to per-
ceive shape by touch is lost. In other words, the VE pro-
vides kinematic but not dynamic information, using
these terms in a physical, not musical, sense. However,
devices that provide some forms ofhaptic feedback are

becoming more available—for example, the Teletact
Glove, which provides tactile feedback by the use of a

number of inflatable air pockets (Gigante, 1993).
Largely unconscious movement-processing strategies
that involve eye-hand coordination, such as in size-of-
target following (Rosenbaum, 1991), seem certain to be
retained, but fine-motor control is strongly circum-
scribed by transducer capacity.

The ergonomics ofVR performance also presents
clear limitations. Physical instruments have a contoured
interface that provides physical support that current

gloves do not. Highly developed traditional instruments
like the violin, trumpet, and African talking drum
achieve their expressive power partly by the resistance
they offer and partly by the touch-based determination
of shape, both ofwhich guide muscle action and error

correction, and are unavailable in VEs.
Visual feedback on action is also compromised. The

compute and redraw time ofcurrent hardware for scenes

ofeven modest complexity does not at present allow a

screen refresh rate that will guarantee seamless motion

continuity. That continuity needs about 60 Hz; values of
between one-eighth to one-third of this are typical.
Hence visual feedback on motion will be jerky and CPU

load-dependent. Furthermore, in many VEs, virtual vi-
sual perception blocks concurrent visual sensation from
the real world. Mixed virtual and physical environments,
such as found in the CAVE, or in the Vivid Group's
Mándala Virtual World systems—sometimes termed
augmented reality—avoid or alleviate this limitation.
The Mándala Virtual World system provides a mixed
environment by using a video camera on the user to

place him or her within a computer-generated graphic
world.

Proprioceptive feedback alone appears to be a rather
weak source of information for adequate control of
sound sources. Yet when aided by aural feedback, it can,
in the hands of a skilled professional, be sufficient for
fine performance control. The best known precedent
here is the Theremin, a musical instrument developed
around 1920 (and still played today) that uses capaci-
tance-based proximity detection of the two hands in re-

lation to two vertical antennae.

3.2 Sound-Action Mapping
The potentials of a control system cannot be di-

vorced from the nature of the objects controlled. A criti-
cal factor here is the degree to which the objects incor-

porate a model of themselves or have substructure allowing
inbuilt control, as noted earlier. The "nature" ofmusical
objects also rests both with their normative stationary
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musical properties—their typical timbre, pitch, timing,
dynamics, and so on,—and with the nature of the
change to which these parameters can be subjected. In
other words, mean values, variances, and higher mo-

ments of these variables' distributions will shape the po-
tentials of the virtual music instrument or virtual sound
source. There will also be significant time-based and
multivariate effects: patterns of parameter auto- and
crosscorrelation required to achieve certain perceptual
or musical effects. Information about these single pa-
rameter moments and various correlations must be ex-

plicitly built into the VMI (e.g., as a rule set), acquired
by some programmed learning mechanism such as a

neural network or genetic algorithm, or learned as a per-
ceptual (virtual) motor skill by the performer. Such ap-
proaches can obviously be combined.

The kinds of actions involved in sound control are of
three basic types: triggering (sounds or compositional
routines), selection (ofcontrol options or different mu-

sical streams), and process shaping (varying parameters
of a musical stream or sound synthesis process). Such
actions may be preprogrammed or parametrically af-
fected by interactions within the environment. The in-
teractions may be between computer-controlled objects
within the environment or between multiple partici-
pants.

Interaction between participants in a VE through
sound has great potential (in "jamming," conversation,
signaling, and so on), since multiple auditory sources

can be easily tracked by selective attention, but so far it
has been little explored, largely due to technical con-

straints. Where multiple participants are possible, typi-
cally one user's head position is used to compute the
common visual display (e.g., the CAVE).

Maximally effective sound-action mapping must take
careful account ofpsychological knowledge about the
relations between human motor skill and the perceptual
and cognitive processes underlying sound and music.
This knowledge is formalized to some degree in the mu-

sic psychology literature, but there is also a great deal of
practical but unformalized knowledge found with music
and sound composers, particularly those skilled in media
work, such as film and television, which has not been

subjected to systematic examination or information en-

gineering.
What can we then say with regard to the practicalities

of design ofvirtual musical instruments? It is apparent
that one can simply transplant conventional physical per-
formance interfaces and many of their associated action

patterns into the virtual space. For example, we can press
keys on a virtual keyboard, move a slide on a virtual
trombone to an appropriate position, or hit virtual drum
pads ofany shape we wish, with virtual hands or objects
held by them.

Performance on virtual instruments that are modeled
on traditional musical instrument design has been re-

cently reported. Jaron Lanier performed on virtual xylo-
phones, saxophones, and also a gimbal-like object as part
of the 1992 SIGGRAPH Electronic Theater. A system
entitled MusicWorld is described by Friedmann, Starner,
and Pentland (1993). This features two virtual drum-
sticks linked to Polhemus sensors, with which the per-
former can play drums, bells, or strings. Sound is pro-
duced by a separate computer host running Barry
Vercoe's direct digital synthesis program Csound in real
time.

Such systems can be tractable to learn, aesthetically
successful, and entertaining. It is, however, not apparent
why the use of traditional design is optimal in either ac-

cessing new musical territory or extending the scope of
musical experience for nonspecialists, especially in view
of open-endedness of the software environment. Rather,
and in view of the substantial limitations in virtual in-
strument control discussed above, we should capitalize
on the unique elements ofvirtual musical instruments if
we are to get credible results unachievable by traditional
types ofmusical performance, be they acoustic or intelli-
gent/interactive. A simple example is a virtual musical
instrument based on a ball bouncing around a checker-
board, each square ofwhich triggers a sound or effect,
described by Geake (1993).

The construction of a Virtual Performer based on ges-
tural analysis is described by Katayose et al. (1993). This
system fuses measurements of the motion and acoustic
output from a live performer, using these data to con-

struct both music and a virtual human-hand model (fin-
gers on a guitar fretboard) that moves in synchroniza-
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tion with the input performance. The Virtual Performer
also links to an Adaptive Karaoke system and a jam ses-

sion model using "multiagents."
The use ofautomated-posture or gesture-recognition

routines, already available in relation to sign language, is
a natural development. Systems may also be designed to

have an adaptive control relationship between gesture/
posture and sound, which can usefully accommodate
individual differences. For example, Hartono and col-
leagues (1994) have developed an adaptive gestural con-

trol system for timbre using a neural network that allows
each individual user to tailor his or her own instrument
by a supervised learning process. Such adaptiveness has
therapeutic implications for the disabled.

There is considerable scope for imagination here, and
nontraditionally shaped objects may be treated in non-

traditional ways. We may have a pulsating blob of jelly or

a moving pseudopod that is picked up and stretched,
stroked, or scratched to produce sound. It might be
made possible to break the object up into pieces, each of
which makes its own sound. These pieces might exhibit
some attraction for each other and gradually recombine
to produce composite sounds. When the pieces coalesce,
they might modify the sounds they are making to work
in concert, for example by moving to the same scale or

key or meter or tempo.
As another example, a bouncing object contained in a

box, whose wall collisions generate discrete events or

cued chains of events, may be set in motion by the VE
performer by grabbing and releasing the object in an

artificial gravity field that might be conventionally verti-
cal or centrifugal. We may, on the other hand, set up
processes that operate in a rather pathological reality
(sometimes termed pseudophysics); the adaptation to

this set ofnovel "physical" laws (which might change
with time) is then part of the learning process for the
performer, and it may produce surprising results. This
area warrants psychological investigation.

4 Sonigenic and Musicogenic Display

In sonigenic or musicogenic display, sound or mu-

sic or musical performance information is used to gener-

ate nonaudio display. For example, the playing of a cer-

tain motive could cause a corresponding virtual object to

come into being and exhibit certain movement patterns;
or the presence ofa certain timbre (e.g., a vowel formant
from a live orator) might cause distinctive patterns of
coloration in the background or variation in virtual re-

flectivity. Most commonly the generated display is visual,
but haptic display and other forms can also occur. Soni-

genic display is the rough functional inverse of sonifica-
tion.

The oldest antecedent here seems to be simple scien-
tific plotting of sound amplitude, short-time Fourier

coefficients, and other parameters. More complex multi-
dimensional mathematical display techniques, such as

embedding, are also being applied to music and sound
(e.g., Munro, 1993; Pressing, Scallan, and Dicker,
1993). With the advent of faster CPUs and special DSP
boards, procedures such as graphic spectral analysis can

be performed in real-time, allowing their ready use in
VEs.

Compositional antecedents for musicogenic display
begin in the nineteenth century with such things as the
color coding ofmusical tones described by the composer
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakoff and the musically driven (but
pre-scored) control oflighting and olfactory stimulation
in the late works of composer Alexander Scriabin (1872-
1915) (Prometheus, Mysterium). There is also a notated
part for color in Arnold Schönberg's Die Glückliche
Hand. Prerecorded multisensory experiences developed
also in the cinema and were found in Morton Heling's
Sensorama (1960). In more recent times, interactivity
has become the norm, often implemented via MIDI.
The use of a MIDI keyboard to produce muscular defor-
mations resulting in facial animation is described by
Thalmann (1993). The Virtual Performer mentioned
above (Katayose et al., 1993) functions as both a musi-

cogenic graphic display and intelligent musical instru-
ment. MIDI-based lighting control systems are now

commercially available, and several software packages
allow MIDI events to generate and shape projectable
images (for example, Imaja's Rlisspaint and Opcode's
Max).

One central issue underlies sound-generated display:
How can the sound function viably in the autonomous
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auditory dimension (for example as music) and at the
same time be optimized for control of another medium
of display? If structure or sense in one medium is not to

be sacrificed for structure or sense in the other, a careful,
compatible, and possibly time-varying mapping must be
set up between them. Where the control information is
MIDI-based, one common procedure is to configure
(compose) a "generally interesting" musical process and
allow its control parameters or resultant pitches and tim-
ings to control visual phenomena similarly constrained
to be "generally interesting." Alternatively, a performer
can improvise within certain defined musical boundaries,
acting as input for a mapping that guarantees that infor-
mation of appropriate range and temporal character for
the creation and control ofvirtual visual objects will be
produced. If the control information is based in sound
rather than MIDI, frequency- and time-based real-time
auditory analysis routines are required to build an inter-
esting musicogenic display, and these are fairly expensive
in terms ofprocessing load, although some routines can

be offloaded to dedicated hardware modules. As dis-
cussed earlier, efficient coding will use results from the
psychology ofmusic about the perceptual salience of the
factors underlying pitch (e.g., tonality, interval relations,
categorical perception), timbre (e.g., attack times, spec-
tral character), timing (e.g., simple whole-number quan-
tization, perceptual grouping), and other significant
variables (Deutsch, 1982; Handel, 1989).

5 Practical Considerations and a Case
Study: Total Immersion

A look at performed sound and music in actual
complete VE systems forms a final aspect ofour discus-
sion. First, a few practical points. Sophisticated VEs are

typically team efforts, involving programmers, musi-
cians, graphic artists, hardware specialists, engineers, and
more. Leadership and consultation issues inevitably
arise. There is also a certain sense of a "minimal" practi-
cal professional configuration. Workers at Canada's
Banff Centre for the Arts identify this configuration as

SGI Onyx, NeXT with ISPW board, VR helmet (head-
mounted display), Polhemus trackers, and VPL Data-

glove (Bidlack, Blaszczak, and Kendall, 1993), and this
set is in rough accord with the experience ofmany other
workers, although obviously details will vary. Final re-

sults are also affected by the usual balancing act between
cost, available technology, time available for preparation,
and participant expectations. It can also matter consider-
ably whether the VE is to be configured in-house or

erected at a site external to the hardware's normal loca-
tion.

The CAVE (developed at the Electronic Visualization
Laboratory ofUniversity of Illinois at Chicago) is a well-
known musical and visual environment that comprises
stereoscopic computer graphic projections on three walls
and the floor and ceiling ofalO'XlO'XlO' cube
(Cruz-Neira et al., 1992). The graphic machines are Sili-
con Graphics, using Reality Engines. In this case the par-
ticipants) can clearly perceive both the virtual images
(on the screens), and other real objects in the cube so

that virtual and real environments are mixed. Multiple
users can participate, with one special viewer providing a

communal point of view for the projections. 3D localiza-
tion of sound is achieved by quadraphonic speaker ar-

rangement and MIDI-controlled audio mixers (Bargar
and Das, 1993). Ambience is partly preprogrammed,
and partly locally responsive to observer activities (Bar-
gar et al., 1994). Reciprocal control between sound and
topological structures is available by the use of alpha
shapes (Bargar et al., 1994).

In the remainder of this section we look at a less-well
known VR project in greater detail. This project was the
commissioned production of a virtual musical perfor-
mance environment, presented in November 1993 in
Melbourne, Australia at Scienceworks Museum for an

international conference. This performance was devel-
oped and executed by the Virtual Sound Group of the
Advanced Computer Graphics Centre (ACGC) at the
Royal Melbourne Institute ofTechnology and com-

prised artists and programmers Stuart Bishop, Chris-
topher Coe, Moira Corby, Michael Gigante, Eric Grant,
Craig McNaughton, Jeff Pressing, Harry Sokol, and
Robert Webb.

Total Immersion runs for 15 to 20 minutes and
presents an underwater virtual environment with
scanned walls and virtual fish, sharks, crabs, clams,
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bubbles, starfish, coral, rock formations, and a homing
school. Most of these objects are texture-mapped bill-
boards, and some animals have their own autonomous

movement patterns (e.g., swimming along a preset tra-

jectory, or shadowing the path of the virtual performer).
The underwater design was chosen for its invocation of a

world not normally accessible and partially alien. It also
had the advantage ofmaking natural a somewhat slower
pace ofmotion than usual, with the benefit ofeasing
both the computational load on the computers generat-
ing the environment and audience expectations of the
degree of fine-motor control possible by the performer.
The rate of redraw achieved by the Onyx was about 8 fps
on average, varying over the approximate range 5-12
fps, depending on load. Hence, although the projections
achieved very good (NTSC) color and spatial resolution,
there was an inevitable jerkiness to the motion se-

quences. This effect was noticeable but quite tolerable,
in accord with the earlier discussion of graphic timing
thresholds.

There were two musical performers. Performer 1

(CC), the virtual performer, wore a head-mounted dis-
play and a Cyberglove. The position and orientation of
the head-mounted display and glove were measured by
Polhemus sensors, and the computed view seen by Per-
former 1 was projected on a 10' X 10' screen in front of
the audience. This view included the environment and
the performer's glove actions. Performer 2 (JP), the
"real-world" performer, primarily played a Kurzweil
K2000 synthesizer. The technical configuration for the
performance was as shown in Figure 1. The real-time
graphics rendering was handled by the Silicon Graphics
Onyx Reality Engine; control of the head-mounted dis-
play and glove was also handled by the SGI Onyx; con-

version ofperformance actions into MIDI commands
was handled by the SGI Indigo; and the interpretation
of these MIDI commands and control ofmusic sound
sources was handled by a Macintosh Ilci computer run-

ning Max software. The two SGI computers were con-

nected by Ethernet, and the Indigo and Macintosh by
serial interface.

Both performers followed a precomposed framework
of events based around exploration and manipulation of
the environment that left considerable latitude for im-

Human Input:
VPL VR Gear

SGI Onyx
Reality Engine 2

Head-
mounted
Display

Human input:
Keyboard

projection screen
Kurzwell

synthesizer

SGI
Indigo Computer I '*

Macintosh Ilci,
Max Software

If
Mixer |rf

Amplifier p^~ Akai
sampler

Figure I. Performance configuration for Total Immersion.

provisation of details and interpretation. Interactions
between the performers were as follows. Performer 1
(the VR performer) received sound and visual informa-
tion from the virtual world. Performer 2 could see the
projection screen seen by the audience and the physical
movements of the VR performer, and could hear the
sound. Hence Performer 2 could respond to the Per-
former 1 based on both sight and hearing, whereas Per-
former 1 could only respond to Performer 2 on the basis
of sound.

Total Immersion had an ambient sound-field that con-

sisted ofwater sounds of various kinds with faint incur-
sions ofpitch-shifted incongruous mechanical sounds
like pinball machines and clanking pipes that was played
by the DAT drive of the Silicon Graphics Indigo. This
was precomposed from samples using ProTools software
on the Macintosh.

The virtual performer interacted with the virtual
world via head-mounted display and glove, and his ac-

tions with regard to the virtual world's objects triggered
sounds were based on proximity; that is, the animals
(and a few other objects) acted as the virtual instru-
ments. Except for a precomposed solo opening (see ex-

cerpt, Figure 2) and ending, the function of the live key-
board player was to improvisationally accompany the
sounds generated by the virtual performer and at certain
points to cue new processes or set-ups. At the climax of
the piece, the live keyboard performer used a traditional
improvised lead solo conception; in other sections he
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Figure 2. Excerpt from the composed opening for Total Immersion, for keyboard solo.

mostly adopted a procedure ofhighlighting and "col-
oration," playing effects and short phrases of ambiguous
tonality, often organized by intervals. His improvisa-
tional capacity also had a fail-safe function since the per-
formance and installation were constrained by very tight
deadlines. However, there were no significant problems
during performance, and the fail-safe function was not

engaged.
The actions of the virtual performer caused Note On

and Note Off information to be sent on a dedicated
MIDI channel, which had the effect of turning on or off
musical processes. To help the audience realize which
performer was playing which sound, each virtual instru-
ment would change color when activated; one or two

word text inserts were also set into the VE that labeled
certain actions of the VR performer, such as "traveling."

Because the performance operated under tight pro-
duction deadlines and the installation was not in-house,
the triggered processes were kept simple. They predomi-
nantly consisted of the instigation of a quick arpeggia-
tion or sequence ofnotes randomly selected from a

stored list ofpossible notes. In this "type 1" response,
no note duplications were allowed and the number of
notes could vary unpredictably within certain limits at

each instigation of the process. The central process was

the triggering of the urn object in Max, a sampling-
without-replacement algorithm. Timings were con-

trolled by partially constrained random processes. The
notes primarily triggered samples on separate MIDI
channels on an Akai S3200 sampler. The samples were

diverse and included running water, dolphin calls, time-
stretched dropped kitchen utensils, struck glasses, a wa-

terphone, humorous voices (e.g., a nasal "don't do that,
no!"), and extended vocal technique samples (e.g., using
vocal fry and glottal stops). A few triggered arpeggia-
tions were based on sounds composed for the Kurzweil
K2000 synthesizer. Each animal in the environment
therefore had a characteristic sound set that was trig-
gered by proximity between the virtual performer's
glove and the object.

Pointing was used to direct the performer's motion.
Since many of the objects had autonomously generated
swimming trajectories, they would sometimes unexpect-
edly initiate sound generation when they approached the
glove from the blind side ofthe head-mounted display.
Fish with preset trajectories were sometimes used by the
virtual performer to keep track of his path and position
and to minimize disorientation.

A second type of sound response was exemplified by
the Bubbles object (implemented by Eric Grant).
Graphically, this was a set of bubbles drifting up towards
the surface at varying rates. Bubbles could be touched,
and they might break into smaller bubbles. Here the
triggering set off an open-ended process consisting of
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Figure 3. The Max program for the "Bubbles" virtual musical instrument.

harplike sounds subjected to a rising (two-octave range)
pitch bend function mixed with variable speed scraping
and running brook sounds. Notes were again selected
from a stored file ofpitches (funbuff) by an urn-based
process. The patch producing this effect is shown in Fig-
ure 3, which illustrates the graphic and object-oriented
design of the Max software environment.

In all these cases (about a dozen objects total) the
Max program composes a variable response to interac-
tion, but one that preserves an identifiable character for
each object. This approach makes it practicable for the
performer to pick up the object (VMI) and manipulate it
to obtain a range of characteristic auditory responses.

The third type of sound response used precomposed
multitrack sequences ofmusic executed by the K2000
(category 1 sound as defined previously). The VR per-
former was able to turn on or offparticular tracks or

combinations of tracks in real time by playing a conve-

nient spatial arrangement (a grid) ofundersea animals
that, by this point in the piece, had aggregated in one

location. Each animal in this performance grid (which
had a 3 X 3 spatial design) controlled a given track or set

of tracks. The sequences were composed in an external
sequencer environment and then transferred to Max as

Standard MIDI Files.
Because ofdeadline considerations, localization of
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sound was limited in capacity, being confined to left-
right panning and distance. We did not attempt to

project the virtually correct spatial position of the cur-

rently active VMI(s), because the audience saw only a

single 10' X 10 ' projection of the virtual performer's
view of his world (located next to him), while the place-
ment of the stereo speakers had to be set at a minimum
separation of about 30 feet to accommodate the physical
layout of the audience. Rather than scale VMI localiza-
tion over the speaker distance, or localize only within the
central third of the auditory field, we chose to give each
VMI distinct panning and depth characteristics. Some
had fixed positions in the stereo field, others moved
slowly back and forth in response to a low-frequency
oscillator, and others followed idiosyncratic panning pat-
terns generated in Max, implemented using MIDI con-

troller number 10.
One particular aesthetic issue we found to be high-

lighted in such a public performance was the contrast—

for both audio and graphic materials—between the po-
tentials ofprecomposed material and materials
assembled in real time. These contrasting potentials are

based on both limitations in the total computing power
available and the difficulty ofdesigning algorithmic aes-

thetic-control structures that operate over the medium
to long term. While many listeners are familiar with real-
time, that is, improvisational, control in music such as

jazz, this stance is not associated with the current cin-
ematic sound traditions with which such a presentation
is ineluctably compared (as opposed to the silent film
traditions of earlier cinema). Real-time graphic genera-
tion is also a complete novelty for many viewers. It is
therefore incumbent on the presenters to emphasize the
essential real-time interactivity of the presentation so

that this perspective can be substituted for the widely
overlearned storyline-with-soundtrack format. Other-
wise, presentation impact will be reduced.

We found that the virtual performer needed assistance
(e.g., different floor textures in different areas) in ob-
taining knowledge about position in the physical world,
since he had no visual contact with it. The performer
also felt the lack of information about lighting and audi-
ence reaction was a limitation. These combined to pro-
duce a mild sense ofdisorientation.

Further work with this environment has proceeded
along the following lines: enhancing control resolution
from the virtual environment; introducing more sophis-
ticated visual responses in the virtual environment to

musical performance; developing continuous controller
alteration of sound objects; developing a Max program
that produces real-time DSP of the generated sounds
using a Digidesign DSP card.4

6 Conclusions

Hardware and software enabling the effective inte-

gration of sound and music into virtual environments
are now readily available, and such integration brings a

considerable enhancement of the authenticity ofexperi-
ence for the participant. The area is rich with potential,
and in this paper I have summarized the traditions af-
fecting how sound has been used in electronic media,
including those approaches that go considerably beyond
the commonly invoked roles of simulation and trans-

planted cinematic function, particularly those drawing
on the idea ofperformed sound.

In doing so I have classified sound into three catego-
ries. Category 1 focuses on artistic expression, and in-
cludes music and song. This includes performance pro-
cesses unique to constructed computer environments,
termed here virtual musical instruments and musico-
genic displays. Category 2 focuses on (intended) infor-
mation transfer, and includes speech, condition notifica-
tion, sonification, and audible mathematics. This
category includes performance processes unique to con-

structed computer environments, termed here virtual
sound sources and sonigenic displays. These processes
were also found to apply to category 3, which comprises
environmental sound, including primarily ambience and
sound effects. Across all three categories the need for
further research on the psychological aspects of sound
and performance in virtual environments was apparent.

In subsequent sections it was demonstrated by review
and case study that despite the tremendous flexibility

4. This program has been used in international live performances by
the author in the work His Master's Voice. It enables real-time pitch
shifting, ring modulation, and frequency modulation.
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inherent in a software-based system, traditional models
of sound production continue to have strong influence,
and the sound-control possibilities in virtual environ-
ments do not currently approach the cybernetic poten-
tials of real acoustic or electronic instruments. To attain
even vaguely satisfactory control currently requires com-

puting power in the range of hundreds of thousands of
dollars. VR systems have a long way to go technologi-
cally to match the expectations that have been generated
for their use by indiscriminate media reports, commer-

cial promotional claims, and implicit comparisons with
non-real-time graphic and music production. The expe-
rience ofvirtual environments is also very expensive on a

cost per person basis relative to interactive movies, com-

puter music instruments, and interactive sound installa-
tions. This cost mitigates its potential for mass access.

However, the following factors appear to ensure that
the use of sound and music in virtual environments will
steadily become both more sophisticated and more var-

iegated:
• the enthusiasm ofpeople for fantasy and new media

experiences;
• the continuing increase in available computing

power;
• the continuing industrial funding for simulation of

work environments;
• continuing research in the psychology ofmusic and

sound communication.
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Abstract

The great variety of functions possible for sound in virtual environents is surveyed in

relation to the traditions that primarily inform them.  These traditions are examined under a

classification of sound into the three categories of artistic expression, information transfer, and

environmental sound.   The potentials of and relations between sonification, algorithmic

composition, musicogenic & sonigenic displays,  virtual musical instruments and virtual

sound sources are examined, as well as the practical technical limitations which govern

performance control of MIDI and real-time DSP sound synthesis in coordination with visual

display.  The importance of music theoretic and psychological research is emphasized.  The

issues and developed categorizations are then applied to a case study:  the examination of a

specific virtual environment performance by a team of workers in Australia in which the author

worked as  composer/performer/programmer.
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1.   Introduction

The importance of sound in the design of virtual environments was

recognized early (e.g. Sutherland 1965), but the scale of practical possibilities

and participant expectations has seen dramatic recent growth.  This is

traceable in the first instance to the explosion in computer audio that took

place in the 1980s, which saw the widespread advent of special purpose

microcomputer-based software, sophisticated digital synthesizers and

samplers, digital signal processing hardware, new audio formats, and

establishment of a universal musical performance control protocol (MIDI).

These developments contributed to a rise in the quality of audio information

storage and transmission.   More significantly, the digitization of audio and

performance control enabled vastly improved interactivity, and the ready

application of artificial intelligence methods to sound.  These potentials have

been furthered by developments in multiuser networking and

teleconferencing.

As a result, musical and sonic information can now easily proceed

bidirectionally between human operators separated by a great distance, or

between humans and computer agents that may be configured to act as

composers, improvisers, conductors,  listeners, accompanists, signal

processors, marketing agents, voice recognition and production systems,

intelligent musical instruments, databases of environmentally-customized

sound effects, and a host of other less traditionally-defined categories

(Chadabe, 1984; Pressing, 1990, 1992;  Rowe, 1992).  To an apparently greater

degree than in the visual domain, nonsimulative approaches to sound,

drawing strongly on the structural, kinetic, emotional, motor and

nonrepresentational properties of music, have grown in relevance over this

period.

The diversity of potentials of sound in software-based environments is

also apparent through burgeoning developments in sonification and

auditory representation (e.g. Scaletti, 1994; Kramer 1994), sound localization
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(e.g. Blauert, 1983; Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Durlach, 1991; Wenzel,

1992), human-computer interaction (e.g.,  Blattner, Sumikawa, & Greenberg

1989;  Gaver, 1989;  Ballas, 1994;  Cohen, 1993) and the psychology of music

and acoustic communication (e.g. Bregman, 1990; Truax, 1984;   McAdams &

Bigand, 1993;  Handel, 1989;  Lehrdahl & Jackendoff, 1983;  Carlyon, Darwin

& Russell, 1993).    Yet the results of these developments inevitably operate

within a cultural context of well-defined traditions of presentation of sound

in such things as theatre, opera, concert halls, dance clubs, work

environments, film, video, computer music, and performance art.   Therefore,

before focusing on the function of performed sound and music in virtual

environments, it seems essential to generally characterize the various

traditions of sound functionality in electronic media.

2.   Roles of sound in electronic and software-based media

2.1  Sound function

Sound and music can have a wide variety of functions in any society

(Radocy & Boyle, 1988).   The discussion here is restricted to the general

functions of audio in electronic media and software-based systems, including

virtual environments (VEs) and hypermedia.

A useful starting point is the classification of sound as artistic,

informational, and/or environmental.   Examples of artistic (or expressive)

sound are all kinds of music and song;  examples of sound whose main

function is information transfer are speech, alarms, and sonified data.

Examples of environmental sounds include animal calls, wind sounds and

the noises of machinery.  This classification is not disjunctive:  for example,

both music and speech can transmit emotional messages, and

environmentally-based animal sounds provide evolutionally-shaped

information that those who know the code can read off.
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Despite such overlap, this broad division into three categories appears

useful;  notably, it parallels the normative breakdown into 3 separate audio

tracks found in film and video production (music, dialogue, & sound

effects/ambience).  There is also considerable evidence that the primary

components of these three categories receive at least partially independent

processing in the human nervous system (Peretz, 1993).  For example, it is

possible to find persons who display amusia without aphasia, and others

who display aphasia without amusia, although the two conditions are more

commonly linked (Marin, 1982;  Sergent, 1993).  Likewise,  other subjects can

display amusia or language deficiencies without any significant deficit in

environmental sound recognition capacity (Peretz, 1993).   We examine the

three categories in turn.

Music and song constitute the first, artistic/expressive category, and their

functions are many.  In the context of multimedia presentation, music and

song traditionally

a)  set or enhance scene character:  by identifying mood, emotion, pace,

historical period, physical location;

b)  provide unity & continuity:  by the use of themes, leitmotivs, & musical

progression;

c)  heighten identity, realism & engagement:  by emotional and gestural

amplification through song, and diegetic sound.

The leitmotiv, a technique developed by operatic composer Richard

Wagner, is a distinct musical theme linked to a particular character or scene.

There are many non-operatic examples, such as Sergei Prokofiev's Peter and

the Wolf, and Walt Disney's Fantasia.  Diegetic sound is sound that arises from

an apparent source in the presented world:  for example, if a character sings,

plays a musical instrument, or operates a power lathe.

In interactive environments, music has an additional function:

d)  to act as a medium of interaction between the participant(s) and the

environment.  This last function is central in VEs, leading to the idea of the

virtual musical instrument,  where music is produced by participant operations
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within the virtual environment, discussed in detail below.  Conversely,

generated or performed music can generate visual, haptic, or other types of

displays.  These are discussed further below under the heading of

musicogenic displays.

The second category, sound emphasising information transfer, includes

first of all speech, which in cinematic and theatrical terms is either dialogue

(including monologue) or narration/commentary.  Dialogue is diegetic

sound—it emerges from actions in the artificial world.  Narration is

nondiegetic;  it is imposed on the scene from without (for example, the

travelogue narrator, the ancient Greek chorus).  In interactive environments a

third option exists:  conversation between agents and human participant(s).

Multiple participants can communicate with each other via customized

interfaces, such as Audio Windows (Ludwig, Pincever & Cohen 1990; Cohen

1992).  Such interfaces can selectively emphasize, modify or characterize

speech audio sources, and also integrate seamlessly with other visual

communication, as in the use of gestural and postural communication signs

(Cohen 1993).  In such environments participants may also communicate with

software agents, using speech recognition and synthesis, and presumably

internalized artificial intelligence models of conversation.  The information

transferred can be factual (coded primarily by semantic content), or

emotional/personal (coded substantially by voice timbre and prosody).

Another major component of category 2 is provided by what can be

termed condition notification.   This includes sound procedures such as audio

cueing, alerts, alarms, "earcons" (Blattner, Sumikawa, & Greenberg, 1989), and

boundary notification.  These procedures may be one-shot, or ongoing.  In

the first case they provide on/off information and commonly act as a cue to

direct the eyes, engaging the psychological orienting response; they also

commonly act to reinforce visual identification of objects.  In the second

(ongoing) case they provide quasi-continuous information, typically to allow

uninterrupted monitoring, as in the use of audio beacons for navigation in a

VE.
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Condition notification has been the subject of considerable investigation

because of its practical applications.  Thus, there is a substantial, primarily

older and visual, literature on vigilance, where an individual performs

extended observation or inspection tasks (Jerison & Pickett, 1963).   More

recently, studies of the effects of audio signals are also found.  For example,

the perceived urgency of an audio alert is affected by a number of global

variables in the sound, rising for high pulse rates, high pitch, large pitch

range, and harmonic irregularity (Edworthy, Loxley & Dennis, 1991).

A third major component of category 2 is found in sonification, sometimes

called audification (Kramer 1994).   In this procedure, data (normally without

intrinsic audio significance) are mapped into sound, usually with the aim of

better displaying multivariate relationships (Scaletti & Craig 1993).   For

example, the intensities of multisite visually evoked brain potentials have

been recently mapped to both color and musical pitch, with a distinct timbre

for each electrode site (DeFanti, Sandin, and Cruz-Neira 1993).

Sonification typically uses a data source in one of two ways (possibly after

some preprocessing such as filtering).  Either the data source is used directly

to produce sound by mapping the time behavior of data to the waveform, or

the data source is used to control parameters of audio "objects" or processes

(Scaletti & Craig 1993).  This split between direct audio control and

parametric control is familiar in the control structures of the Music N

computer music languages and in interactive musical

performance/composition (Roads & Strawn 1985), and has been referred to as

data-as-event versus data-as-signal (Scaletti 1992).  The procedures of

mapping, in either approach, and whatever their specific mathematical form,

typically have at their foundation general devices of correspondence such as

the simile and metaphor.  Ballas (1994, p. 128) has pointed to the preferred

trajectories of usage of such devices:  "A goal of sonification should be to

move similes into metaphors and ultimately to produce dead [unambiguous]

metaphors."  In short, research should aim to find widely acceptable data-to-

sound mappings, overlearnable to the point of automaticity, which can then
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yield established performance and communication advantages (Schmidt,

1988; Proctor & Van Zandt, 1994).

The optimal principles of display require psychological investigation of

the perceptibility of multivariate audio processes (Kramer and Ellison 1991,

Witten and Wyatt 1992).   The need is fairly acute, and we lack general

models of musical and sound perception.  Sonification appears to be most

successful if the data are intrinsically time-based.2

 Sonification is typically used in conjunction with visualization techniques,

so that it may act to increase the overall bandwidth of data that can be

reliably attended to by an observer.  However, if the sound display merely

duplicates visual information display, its functions become that of

heightening message impact and increasing the reliability of message

reception via message redundancy across sensory modalities.  The

soundness of this design principle has been supported by a study on a

binary categorization task, where it was found that subjects categorize n-

tuples of data better when they have both sight & sound representations than

when either one representation alone is used (Bly, 1985).

Closely related to sonification is the idea of audible mathematics.  Here the

source for sound is not empirical data but a mathematical process, such as a

Markov chain, a nonlinear map, or an iterated function sequence  (Dodge &

Jerse, 1985;  Pressing 1988;  Evans 1989;  Meyer-Kress, Bargar & Choi, 1994).

In some cases the same process and set of parameters are used to create both

visual and audio effects ("crossmedia algorithms"), as in the author's

collaboration with mathematician/film maker Alan Norton, using 4-

dimensional quaternion nonlinear maps.

All components of category 2 can act, as in category 1, as media for

interaction between the participant(s) and the artificial environment.  Thus

where actions in a VE drive sound we have a virtual sound source; where

sounds produce displays we have sonigenic displays;  and these same terms

can apply to category 3 sounds.
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Before leaving category 2, the obvious remark must be made that all

auditory signals provide information of some kind:  at the very least, in the

digital domain, a 1-dimensional discrete time series of amplitude values.

Any binaurally presented sound also contains information about sound

source location.  Furthermore, our listening apparatus commonly dissects the

sound into the characteristics of the source and the characteristics of the

processes (such as room acoustics) that shape the source.  Thus we can hear

the shape of a drum, and the shape of the room the drum is played in.   In

virtual audio environments with high veridicality of simulation, as in

simulated architectural acoustics, the signal carries a high information load

with multidimensional perceptual implications (reverberation time,

reverberation density, first reflection time, acoustic "presence", azimuthal and

vertical localization information, etc.).   Bargar has nicely expressed one

informational aspect of category 1:

"Composers are message designers predicting the potential presence of listeners

capable [of] formulating meanings from a repertoire of auditory signals;  in

compositions composers provide descriptions of listeners by offering auditory clues [of]

how to gain meaning from complex nonspeech auditory events."  (Bargar 1993, p 9-2)

Category 3, environmental sound, is in traditional cinematic perspective

divided in the two subcategories of ambience (or atmosphere) and sound

effects.  Ambient sounds are those without specific causal relation to

depicted events, and which provide a generic aural sense of presence, as for

example, ambient machinery sounds in a factory.  Because the causality of

such sounds is disguised, they make less natural candidates for interactivity

between participants and environment.

In contrast, sound effects are causally linked to specific actions and events

in the presented artificial world and are natural candidates for control and

interactivity.   Their functions in typical domains such as cinema, video

games,  and training devices for pilots are basically the same:  to heighten
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engagement and presence.   This is achieved mainly under a stance of

imitation (e.g. "cinematic realism"), but there are also well-established

traditions of composing complex "hyperrealistic" effects by combining, for

example, subliminal levels of screams and animal growls into the sound of

an explosion to enhance impact on the listener. The automatized and linked

production of sound and visual images has been notably used in production

of the film "More Bells and Whistles" (Lytle 1990).

Environmental sounds can be particularly effective in evoking previous

experiences and emotions.  Ecologically based factors such as familiarity,

context, and developmental or physiological significance clearly have a

substantial impact on sound reception (Handel, 1989;  Ballas, 1993).  An

infant's cry is very annoying, and in evolutionary terms, it had better be.

Similarly, the heartbeat has strong affective impact for all listeners because of

shared foetal experience (Parncutt, 1993).

2.2   Relations between sound and visual display

The potential relations between sound and visual display in VEs also

draw on a mixture of historical traditions and computer-based possibilities

for innovation.   In opera and music theatre, music and storyline often

approach an equal partnership, and musical and staging traditions have

considerable independence.  In contrast, cinema predominantly focuses on

narrative, with storyline driving musical substance.  The role of music and

sound in classical film and video is one of subservience and

unobtrusiveness.  It is designed to be primarily subconsciously audible.

Clichés and stock phrases and other formulaic uses emphasize the

dependence of musical sound on realistic visual events (Gorbman 1987).

Working methods support this relationship:  cinematic post-production

nearly always applies music and sound to already refined images, subject to

tight deadline constraints.  This same set of conditions applies to the

construction of video games and some multimedia installations.  In contrast,
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the explicit synchronization between performance and sound (diegetic song)

found in music videos points to a more equal partnership.  In nearly all

cases, however, where a direction of causation is discernible, it operates from

visual event to sound event and not the reverse.  Nevertheless, sometimes

the sound for a new cinematic scene can precede the visual image.

In narrative (especially cinematic) traditions the relation between sight and

sound is commonly discussed in terms of music texture:  parallelism,

imitation, & counterpoint (Gorbman 1987).  However, mutual implication

(Gorbman 1987) has been proposed as a more generally satisfactory term, and

it is one which translates well to software-based environments.  Even so,

other stances are possible:  the visual storyline may be coupled with an

independent overlaid narration, or an "incompatible" ambience track.

Examples of such relations are found in avant-garde cinematic traditions

(Orr, 1993).

However, there are limitations to the general effectiveness of this

independence which are based on psychological factors, ecological pressures

and cultural conventions.  The psychological orienting response is present

from early infancy and acts to link visual attention to relevant auditory

signals.  When there is direct competition between different modes of on-

going presentation, as in computer-driven displays, in most cases

participants' attention is selectively engaged by text, visual display and user

physical actions in preference to acoustic stimuli (Bargar 1993).

Strong correlations between such things as onset and offset times for

action, image and sound present a useful redundancy of information.  In HCI

design such correlations can make good sense in terms of reliability of

response;  an example is the interface tool SonicFinder (Gaver 1989), which

generates sounds for mouse-based operations.  For other purposes, such 1-1

mappings may prove to be an inefficient use of data display potentials.

2.3  Interaction and nonlinearity
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 The degree of presence achieved by cinema can be boosted by wide

screen display and sophisticated sound quality and localization, as found in

Cinerama and IMAX theatres.  However, it is the real-time interactivity of the

virtual environment (Bargar and Das 1993) and the resulting participant-

generated "nonlinearity" of event sequences (Elliott 1993), that distinguish the

potentials of VE from those of traditional cinema.  In purely musical terms

this meaning of "nonlinearity" need not rely on computers:  there are

extensive traditions of real-time composition, improvisation, and "mosaic"

(or "assemblage") approaches to musical performance that exemplify it (e.g.

Pressing 1994).  This last (mosaic) approach includes compositions which

allow the performers to assemble the ordering of pre-specified materials at

each occasion (for example, John Cage's Piano Concert).   Audience voting for

presented options, found recently in film, also has earlier precedents in

"experimental" music (Nyman 1981).

Interactive musical composition (Chadabe 1984) has become widespread

and is available in many software packages such as M,  Jam Factory (David

Zicarelli, Dr. T's), Cool Shoes' Sound Globs, and via music programming

environments like Max (Opcode: David Zicarelli & Miller Puckette).    The

control interfaces here are either those of traditional musical instruments, or

those of standard WIMP (window, icon, menu, pointing device) design.

"Navigable"  music,  databases, and books (popular with young readers of

adventure stories) present related opportunities.

Nonlinearity of access is also a central feature of hypermedia, usually

defined as multimedia systems capable of handling a full range of

information types (multi-language text, graphics, raster images, sound,

video, etc.) with link-based navigation, and that typically are large and

networked (Maurer 1993).   Such systems not only provide a wide

information base of access but facilitate an enhanced level of computer-

mediated discussion and cooperative action.  For technical reasons, VEs have

lagged behind networks in the area of participant-participant interaction.
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2.4  Models of sound

Stored sound arise from a production process.  This process may be a

naturally occurring one, whose details are unmodelled; or, the information

storage format may not include any modelling, as is found in audio

sampling.  In such cases the real-time control and interactivity of the sound

will be limited to generic audio control parameters such as filtering,

localization, amplitude and perhaps transposition (playback speed).  These

can produce powerful effects.

On the other hand, a model of sound production structure may be built

into the environment or the sound objects themselves, providing sound-

specific control possibilities, typically enabling heightened potentials for

immersive presence and interactivity.3  Synthesized sounds provide such

control, and a wide variety of techniques exists, such as frequency

modulation, additive synthesis, subtractive synthesis, waveshaping, physical

modelling, et. al., each with characteristic control parameters (Pressing 1992).

In view of the common simulative orientation of VEs, physical modelling

of sound, which has shown many recent developments, appears to assume

special significance.  Waveguide-based techniques for wind instruments and

the voice (Smith, 1987, 1992)  have undergone rapid recent development in

the computer music community and now are available on commercial

synthesizers by Yamaha corporation.  Takala and Hahn (1992) have

developed a sound rendering system that uses "sound tracing" (defined by

analogy with light-based ray-tracing and radiosity) and physical modeling to

automatically generate appropriate sounds from image motions.  Physical

models for aggregate particle phenomena such as wind, rain and the motion

of sand dunes that incorporate sound production have been developed by

Claude Cadoz & co-workers (Cadoz, Luciani, & Florens 1994).

In the case of music, modelling (as described by music theorists and

psychologists) can go far beyond the synthesis procedures of its constituent

acoustic components.    The nuances and expression of the performer
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constitute a complex set of cognitive processes (Sloboda 1988).  The longer

scale structural processes of musical compositional development also

require modelling  (e.g., Schönberg, 1967; Lehrdahl & Jackendoff,  1983;

Howell, West & Cross 1991) if they are to be computed in real-time rather

than implicitly underpin preassembled materials.

Structural models also require integration with models of psychological

processes occurring during music perception if they are to be of maximal

practical value in VEs.  While this area is too vast to fully review here, it will

be useful to mention two areas of  importance:  expectation and attention.

Expectation has been considered by many researchers to have a major role in

musical cognition and emotion.  Expectation Theory, also called Implication-

Realization Theory (Meyer, 1956, 1973; Narmour, 1977;  Dowling & Harwood,

1986; Jackendoff, 1991), is an approach based on modeling the listener's use

of memory and pattern perception to form predictions of future musical

events.  The ongoing process of comparison and reconciliation of predictions

with actual future events is considered to generate both meaning and

emotion.  The expectation approach has been subjected to experimental

scrutiny and has demonstrated some success (Rosner & Meyer, 1986;

Schmuckler, 1989).

Attention is a psychological variable of obvious importance in the

construction of VEs, and the general history of its modeling is extensive (see,

for example, the multi-volume series Attention and performance).   One useful

perspective treats attention as cognitive resource allocation (Best, 1992).  A

distinction is often then drawn between conscious attention, which exhibits

capacity limitations,  and automatic ("spotlight" or "unconscious") attention

which shows no capacity limitations (Ashcraft, 1994).    In Human Factors

research, a multiple pool model of attention is commonly accepted,

indicating value in multiple modality display of information and carefully

integrated forms of behavioural control (Proctor & Van Zandt, 1994).

Attention strategies may differ along the dimensions of depth, breadth, and

required time scale.  For example, a contrast can be drawn between analytic
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and synthetic listening.  VE participants will presumably maintain

individual attentional styles unless directed to favour some over others by

suitable VE design.  Research in this area is in its infancy.

     2.5  A schematic classification of sound in VEs

Some of the above considerations can be summarized by classifying the

use of sound with respect to the source and target of control in terms of

familiar labels and the neologisms introduced here.  See table 1, where

consideration is limited to audio, visual, and haptic domains.
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source target

sound/music nonsonic display

sound/music algorithmic/interactive

composition

sonigenic/musicogenic

displays

data sonification visualization,

haptic display

nonsonic display

(graphic, haptic)

display-driven audio nonsonic interactions

within virtual world

virtual performance virtual sound source/

virtual musical instrument

manipulations within

virtual world

Table 1.  A classification of the various relations of control sources and

targets within virtual environments.
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3.  Sound in VEs:  virtual sound sources and virtual musical

instruments

We focus here on the virtual sound source  (virtual musical instrument),

defined as a graphic object (or collection of graphic objects) existing in the

virtual world which is able to generate or affect sound (music) when

(virtually) touched, moved or otherwise activated.  The classification of

acoustic signals as sound or music can be  context-dependent and the choice

of label engages different perspectives—hence it appears necessary to allow

both terms.   Virtual sound source control is nearly always based on some

sort of real physical movement, but the design must aid the performer to

think and act in relation to the virtual space.   It is also possible to configure a

virtual musical instrument so that signals of any kind (e.g. constructed

algorithms, participants' unwitting actions, Earth's magnetic field

fluctuations, electroencephalograms or electromyograms) "play" it

(Rosenboom, 1990);  in such cases the process  veers towards sonification.

3.1  Cybernetic considerations

Because virtual musical instruments (VMIs) and virtual sound sources

(VSSs) occur in a software environment, they need not be based on any

traditional musical competencies, be they perceptual or motor.  Indeed,

many such specific motor competencies will lack applicability unless the VE

design is simulative.   Perceptually, if the sounds produced are not reducible

to notes carrying melodic function, traditional musical ear-training may be

much less important than, for example, timbral sensitivity, an area in which

musicians traditionally have little or no formal training—although sensitivity

to this is very good among professionals.   Overall, there will be an effect of

democratization of access to musical experience.
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To form a baseline for comparison it is necessary to review a few details

about non-virtual computer music instruments.  The flexibility of the design

of the software link between human performance action and resulting sound

has encouraged a great variety of computer-mediated musical instruments.

The vast majority of these have used physical interfaces based on traditional

instruments, and the most common interface is the keyboard, extended by the

addition of hand and feet controller devices, which have assumed fairly

standardized forms since the advent of MIDI.   Nevertheless, there are many

examples of nonimitative interface design (for a survey see Pressing 1992).

With very few exceptions (such as the Theremin and the Ondes Martenot)

these novel interface instruments have not developed specialist performance

traditions of significant virtuosity.

Another related stream of recent development has been computer (robot)-

controlled traditional instruments, ranging from pianos to drums to

bagpipes, which have reached a high degree of sophistication (e.g. the

Yamaha Disklavier;  Sekiguchi, Amemiya, Kubota and Yamane 1993;  Ohta,

Akita, Ohtani, Ishicado, and Yamane 1993).   Vercoe and Puckette (1985) have

incorporated score-following intelligence in the software controlling an

accompanying instrument, yielding a "synthetic performer."   This synthetic

performer follows the leadership of a live musician via MIDI or audio

analysis, adapting its fully prespecified accompaniment to the timing and

dynamics of the live performer in real time.  A related development is the

Mathews Radio Drum, which can allow the performer (among other things)

to conduct a pre-stored electronic score.  Such ideas are only a step away

from the idea of controlling traditional nonelectronic instruments from the

virtual world with the aid of mechanical transducers,  but to my knowledge

this has not yet occurred.  This may be due to the generally reduced control

potentials in the virtual world (described below), which make such a design

problematic without careful consideration of the historical literatures of the

specific instrument and traditions of computer-mediated composition and

performance.
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The control of electronic performed sound may proceed directly in

hardware or software via digital signal processing (DSP), or it may proceed

by MIDI synthesis.  DSP approaches have the advantages of greater

flexibility, control, and bandwidth, as outlined by Smith (1985).  These

advantages are compelling when an adequate and efficient model of real-

time sound synthesis and control exists, and sufficient computing power is

available.  Frequently, however, this may not the case, and MIDI-based

synthesis may provide an effective practical solution, particularly where

traditional musical gestures and sounds are targeted, since it provides ready

high-level (note- and phrase-based) control.  MIDI systems are certainly

adequate if the sound function is based on triggering, as in the condition

notification category above, or in the cueing of prerecorded musical

sequences.  Where more nearly continuous changes in DSP functions in the

synthesis engine are needed, they can often be accessed by MIDI continuous

controllers, and problems of bandwidth limitation can be at least partially

circumvented by the use of parallel MIDI data buses.  All of these

considerations appear to transfer seamlessly to the case of sound production

in virtual environments.

An obvious central practical consideration in the design of VMIs and VSSs

is what sort of transducers are available for the

performer/participant/patron.   Although traditional electronic instrument

interfaces are one obvious option they cannot be considered to reflect very

well the open-ended design of VE systems, and they may limit immersive

musical involvement for all but specialist performers. Traditional 2- or 3-D

joysticks are a well-known option but these create little natural sense of

remote presence.  With a few significant exceptions (e.g.  Minsky, Ouy-

Young, Stelle, et. al. 1991), they also do not provide force feedback.

Position tracking devices allow more natural movement, subject to

limitations due to response latency, resolution, and stability for different

types of sensors (electromagnetic, ultrasound, optical, mechanical, inertial,

etc.).   For example, magnetic sensors (Polhemus trackers are in this category)
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are susceptible to the effects of ferrous materials and stray magnetic fields,

both of which are common in virtual environments.  At the moment the most

widely-used devices are hand or arm exoskeletons (most commonly gloves,

such as the VPL Dataglove or Virtual Technologies' Cyberglove or Exos'

Dextrous Hand Master), and participant visual displays. The hands are the

body's most sensitive control mechanisms as evidenced by their

disproportionately large allocation of motor cortex (e.g. Ghez 1985) and so

their choice is apparently natural and efficacious.  A similar rationale for

engaging high perceptual acuity guides use of the visual system;  the eyes

are also capable of some significant performance acts (directing gaze,

blinking—unlike the ears), although these are not used by most current VR

equipment.

3.1.1  Gloves and hands

 VR gloves provide a wealth of finger/hand position and orientation

information, but suffer the following limitations:  spatial accuracy is limited;

movement is subject to hysteresis; and latency times (which depend on glove

processor, position sensor, and concurrent graphics processing) are load-

dependent and commonly can be as much as 150—250 msec (Mike Gigante,

personal communication), which is quite problematic for traditional musical

performance gestures.   An adequate sensor scanning rate is also essential;

too slow a rate can produce a disturbing jerkiness.  Such gloves also require

calibration for each user before use, and some have reduced capacity when

multiple gloves are used.

 In many cases, software can be used to compensate, at least to some

degree, for hardware limitations.  Data outside a certain range can be

ignored, nonlinearities and hysteresis can be deconvolved, and predictive

filters (e.g.  the Kalman filter) can adequately compensate for latency when

movements are not too fast or complex.   A new generation of control devices

and sensors also promises to perform much better:  for example, the
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Polhemus FASTRACK, with a claimed latency of as little as 4 msec and an

update rate of up to 300Hz, although these claims may be overstated.   These

values are commensurate with those on many current professional electronic

musical instruments (Pressing 1992) and so they must be considered fully

adequate targets for the support of immersive virtual musical performance.

 However, the ergonomic aptness of glove controllers can be called into

question, since they do not provide the natural engagement found with real

force-based physical manipulation (Bryson 1993).  In the only sound-based

study of which I am aware, an exoskeleton glove performed poorly in

relation to other types of control devices:  Vertegaal, Eaglestone & Clarke

(1994) found that 4-dimensional control of musical timbre space by a Mattel

Power Glove was markedly inferior to that provided by a mouse or 2 types

of joystick.  This finding may be at least partly attributable to the poor

resolution of the glove in question, but comparable tests with high resolution

gloves seem to be urgently called for.

3.1.2  Visual and auditory displays

Visual display systems for virtual environment participants fall into three

main categories:  head-coupled displays, head-mounted displays (HMDs),

and projection systems (using one or more screens).  Head-coupled displays

are interfaced to the wearer's head by hand-guided handles or straps but do

not require the head to support the full weight of the apparatus, as is the case

with the head-mounted display.  Head-coupled displays can therefore be

heavier and this typically enables better visual resolution.

However, the visual clarity of currently available VR displays varies from

poor to fair across all 3 categories.  Cruz-Neira, Sandin, DeFanti, Kenyon, and

Hart (1992) cite Snellen fractions of visual acuity of 20/425 for a head-

mounted display, 20/85 for a hand-guided BOOM (Binocular Omni-

Oriented Monitor), and 20/110 for the CAVE multiscreen projection system

(discussed further in section 5).   Specific problems include distortion,
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graininess, inadequate field of view and stereo overlap (Gigante 1993).  Some

of these limitations are irretrievably linked to current television (NTSC)

standards.  The update rate of the display is often far below that required to

give the appearance of smooth motion, which can produce unacceptable

jerkiness, even motion sickness.  Practical experience seems to show that for

graphics, a minimum update rate of about 10 Hz and a maximum response

latency of about 100 msec is necessary if the illusion of immersion is to be

maintained (Bryson 1993, van Dam 1993), although Chapin and Foster (1993)

consider that latencies of up to 250 msec are tolerable.  At these values there

are noticeable limitations of continuity and responsiveness, but they are

judged acceptable by most users.

Auditory displays, whether they are delivered by stereo or multiple

speaker systems, demand better temporal resolution.  Chapin & Foster (1993)

consider that the above limits for video need to be refined to a minimum

update rate of 30 Hz and maximum latency of 30 msec if satisfactory audio

display stability for normal human movements and audio perception is to be

produced.  However, these figures only apply to computed sound

localization.  The computational (auditory system) resolution required for

other parameters such as pitch and envelope shape can be considerably

greater (Pressing 1992) and this means that minimum update rate will vary

accordingly, although the latency threshold should be far less affected.  If the

virtual gesture directly controls waveform production, updating and

smoothing may need to proceed on the scale of 1 msec or less.  If the control

is sound-parametric, as in synthesizers or with MIDI, a 100 Hz update rate

would probably be adequate, and with some parameters 30 Hz might

provide a baseline minimum.   However, there has been very little definitive

research in this area.  These rough figures are proposed on the basis of an

examination of commercial synthesizer scan rates (Pressing 1992), and work

by Rasch (1979) and Pressing (1987) showing that musical tones in chords are

heard as synchronous when they are separated by up to 30–50 msec.  The

context-sensitivity of such thresholds is emphasized by work of Small &
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Campbell (1962), who found differential temporal sensitivity to successive

sounds with rapid attack transients (such as clicks) for time intervals as short

as 1-2 msec.

3.1.3 Virtual vs physical control

What advantages and disadvantages do virtual musical instruments offer

with respect to physical (electronic) musical instruments?  The pluses and

minuses appear to be as follows.   First, on the plus side, we can in software

build any virtual object (controller/instrument) we require.   We may assign

to it any conceivable value for each of a range of features: shape, color, size,

orientation, transparency, reflectivity, elasticity, tensile strength, hardness,

surface texture, etc.  The values of some of these features will be immediately

visually evident, such as color or surface texture, while others, such as

elasticity, or three-dimensional shape (with opaque objects), can only be

evaluated by interaction.

Second, the object can change any of these features in real-time, on its own

or in response to actions by the performer or in response to other events in

the virtual world.  The virtual object can be programmed to have a

completely arbitrary set of interactions between itself and other objects in the

virtual world.   This (potentially real-time) programmability is unmatchable

by hardware systems.

Third, the mapping between virtual action and sonic response is

arbitrarily configurable.  Unusual and nonlinear relations between virtual

and physical movement and position can be explored. This flexibility is

shared with physical electronic music performance systems described above,

but is not found on traditional instruments.

On the minus side of the ledger, there are limitations in physical

responsiveness of virtual music instruments.  While proprioception is

undiminished in VEs, including motion sensing (usually associated with the

term kinesthesia),  cutaneous sensing, such as the pressure sense, drops
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away—with most devices, to zero.  The natural (by which read highly

rehearsed and refined) sensations of weight, force and resistance ("feel", or

the haptic sense) are lost, even though inertial (ballistic) properties of the

physical arm and hand remain.  The ability to perceive shape by touch is lost.

In other words, the VE provides kinematic but not  dynamic information,

using these terms in a physical, not musical, sense.  However, devices that

provide some forms of haptic feedback are becoming more available—for

example, the Teletact Glove, which provides tactile feedback by the use of a

number of inflatable air pockets (Gigante, 1993).  Largely unconscious

movement processing strategies that involve eye-hand coordination, like

size-of-target following (Rosenbaum, 1991)  seem certain to be retained, but

fine motor control is strongly circumscribed by transducer capacity.

The ergonomics of VR performance also present clear limitations.

Physical instruments have a contoured interface that provides physical

support that current gloves do not.  Highly developed traditional

instruments like the violin, trumpet, African talking drum, etc., achieve their

expressive power partly by the resistance they offer and partly by the touch-

based determination of shape, both of which guide muscle action and error

correction, and are unavailable in VEs.

Visual feedback on action is also compromised.  The compute and redraw

time of current hardware for scenes of even modest complexity does not at

present allow a screen refresh rate which will guarantee seamless motion

continuity, which needs about 60 Hz:  values of between 1/8 to 1/3 of this

are typical.  Hence visual feedback on motion will be jerky and CPU load-

dependent.   Furthermore, in many VEs, virtual visual perception blocks

concurrent visual sensation from the real world.  Mixed virtual and physical

environments, such as found in the CAVE, or the Vivid Group's Mandala

Virtual World systems—sometimes termed "augmented reality"—avoid or

alleviate this limitation.  The Mandala Virtual World system provides a

mixed environment by using a video camera on the user to place him or her

within a computer-generated graphic world.
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Proprioceptive feedback alone appears to be a rather weak source of

information for adequate control of sound sources.  Yet when aided by aural

feedback, it can, in the hands of a skilled professional,  be sufficient for fine

performance control.  The best known precedent here is the Theremin, a

musical instrument developed around 1920 (and still played today) that uses

capacitance-based proximity detection of the two hands in relation to two

vertical antennae.

3.2  Sound-action mapping

The potentials of a control system cannot be divorced from the nature of

the objects controlled.  This depends partly on the degree to which the

objects incorporate a model of themselves or have substructure allowing

inbuilt control, as noted earlier.   The "nature" of musical objects also rests

both with their normative stationary musical properties—their typical timbre,

pitch, timing, dynamics, etc.,—and with the nature of the change these

parameters can be subjected to.  In other words, mean values, variances, and

higher moments of these variables' distributions will shape the potentials of

the virtual music instrument/virtual sound source.  There will also be

significant time-based and multivariate effects:  patterns of parameter auto-

and crosscorrelation required to achieve certain perceptual or musical effects.

Information about these single parameter moments and various correlations

must either be explicitly built into the VMI (e.g. as a rule set), acquired by

some programmed learning mechanism such as a neural network or genetic

algorithm,  or learned as a perceptual (virtual) motor skill by the performer.

Such approaches can obviously be combined.

The kinds of actions involved in sound control are of three basic types:

triggering (sounds or compositional routines), selection (of control options or

different musical streams), and process shaping (varying parameters of a

musical stream or sound synthesis process).  Such actions may be

preprogrammed, or parametrically affected by interactions within the
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environment.  The interactions may be between computer-controlled objects

within the environment, or between multiple participants.

Interaction between participants in a VE through sound has great potential

("jamming", conversation, signalling, etc.), since multiple auditory sources

can be easily tracked by selective attention, but so far it has been little

explored, largely due to technical constraints.  Where multiple participants

are possible, typically one user's head position is used to compute the

common visual display (e.g. the CAVE).

Maximally effective sound-action mapping must take careful account of

psychological knowledge about the relations between human motor skill and

the perceptual and cognitive processes underlying sound and music.   This

knowledge is formalized to some degree in the music psychology literature

but there is also a great deal of practical but unformalized knowledge found

with music and sound composers, particularly those skilled in media work,

such as film and television, which has not been subjected to systematic

examination or information engineering.

What can we then say with regard to the practicalities of design of virtual

musical instruments?  It is apparent that one can simply transplant

conventional physical performance interfaces and many of their associated

action patterns into the virtual space.  For example,  we can press keys on a

virtual keyboard, move a slide on a virtual trombone to an appropriate

position, or hit virtual drum pads of any shape we wish,  with virtual hands

or objects held by them.

Performance on virtual instruments that are modelled on traditional

musical instrument design has been recently reported.  Jaron Lanier

performed on virtual xylophones, saxophones, and also a gimbal-like object

as part of the 1992 SIGGRAPH Electronic Theater.   A system entitled

MusicWorld  is described by Friedmann, Starner and Pentland (1993).  This

features two virtual drumsticks linked to Polhemus sensors, with which the

performer can play drums, bells, or strings.  Sound is produced by a separate
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computer host running Barry Vercoe's direct digital synthesis program

Csound in real time.

 Such systems can be tractable to learn, aesthetically successful, and

entertaining.  It is, however,  not apparent why the use of traditional design is

optimal in either accessing new musical territory or extending the scope of

musical experience for non-specialists, especially in view of open-endedness

of the software environment.  Rather, and in view of the substantial

limitations in virtual instrument control discussed above, we must expect to

need to capitalize on the unique elements of virtual musical instruments if

we are to get credible results unachievable by traditional types of musical

performance, be they acoustic or intelligent/interactive.   A simple example

of this is a virtual musical instrument based on a ball bouncing around a

checkerboard, each square of which triggers a sound or effect, described by

Geake (1993).

The construction of a Virtual Performer based on gestural analysis is

described by Katayose, Kanamori, Kamei, Nagashima, Sato, Inokuchi, and

Simura (1993).   This system fuses measurements of the motion and acoustic

output from a live performer, using these data to construct both music and a

virtual human hand model (fingers on a guitar fretboard) that moves in

synchronization with the input performance.  The Virtual Performer also

links to an Adaptive Karaoke system and a jam session model using

"multiagents."

The use of automated posture or gesture recognition routines, already

available in relation to sign language, is a natural development.  Systems

may also be designed to have an adaptive control relationship between

gesture/posture and sound, which can usefully accommodate individual

differences.  For example, Hartono, Asano, Inoue & Hashimoto (1994) have

developed an adaptive gestural control system for timbre using a neural

network which allows each individual user to tailor his or her own

instrument by a supervised learning process.  Such adaptiveness has

therapeutic implications for the disabled.
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There is considerable scope for imagination here, and non-traditionally

shaped objects may be treated in non-traditional ways.  We may have a

pulsating blob of jelly or a moving pseudopod that is picked up and

stretched, stroked, or scratched to produce sound.  It might be made possible

to break the object up into pieces, each of which makes its own sound.  These

pieces might exhibit some attraction for each other and gradually recombine

to produce composite sounds.  When the pieces coalesce, they might modify

the sounds they are making to work in concert, for example by moving to the

same scale or key or meter or tempo.

As another example, a bouncing object contained in a box, whose wall

collisions generate discrete events or cued chains of events, may be set in

motion by the VE performer by grabbing and releasing the object in an

artificial gravity field, that might be conventionally vertical or centrifugal.

We may, on the other hand, set up processes that operate in a rather

pathological reality (sometimes termed pseudophysics);  the adaptation to

this set of novel "physical" laws (which might change with time) is then part

of the learning process for the performer and it may produce surprising

results.  This area warrants psychological investigation.

4.  Sonigenic and musicogenic display

In sonigenic or musicogenic display, sound or music or musical

performance information is used to generate nonaudio display.   For

example, the playing of a certain motive could cause a corresponding virtual

object to come into being and exhibit certain movement patterns;  or the

presence of a certain timbre (e.g. a vowel formant from a live orator) might

cause distinctive patterns of coloration in the background or variation in

virtual reflectivity.  Most commonly the generated display is visual, but

haptic display and other forms can also occur.  Sonigenic display is the rough

functional inverse of sonification.
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 The oldest antecedent here seems to be simple scientific plotting of sound

amplitude, short time Fourier coefficients and other parameters.  More

complex multidimensional mathematical display techniques, such as

embedding, are also being applied to music and sound (e.g.  Munro, 1993;

Pressing, Scallan, and Dicker, 1993).  With the advent of faster CPUs and

special DSP boards, procedures such as graphic spectral analysis can be

performed in real-time, allowing their ready use in VEs.

Compositional antecedents for musicogenic display begin in the 19th

century, with such things as the color coding of musical tones described by

19th century composer Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakoff, and the musically driven

(but pre-scored) control of lighting and olfactory stimulation in the late works

of composer Alexander Scriabin (1872—1915) (Prometheus, Mysterium).  There

is also a notated part for color in Arnold Schönberg's Die Glückliche Hand.

Prerecorded multisensory experiences developed also in the cinema and

were found in Morton Heling's Sensorama (1960).  In more recent times,

interactivity has become the norm, often implemented via MIDI.   The use of

a MIDI keyboard to produce muscular deformations resulting in facial

animation is described by Thalmann (1993).   The Virtual Performer

mentioned above (Katayose et. al., 1993) functions as both a musicogenic

graphic display and intelligent musical instrument.    MIDI-based lighting

control systems are now commercially available, and several software

packages allow MIDI events to generate and shape projectable images (for

example, Imaja's Blisspaint and Opcode's Max).

One central issue underlies sound-generated display:  How can the sound

function viably in the autonomous auditory dimension (for example as

music) and at the same time be optimized for control of another medium of

display?  If structure or sense in one medium is not to be sacrificed for

structure or sense in the other, a careful and compatible, and possibly time-

varying, mapping must be set up between them.  Where the control

information is MIDI-based, one common procedure is to configure (compose)

a "generally interesting" musical process and allow its control parameters or
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resultant pitches and timings to control visual phenomena similarly

constrained to be "generally interesting."  Alternatively, a performer can

improvise within certain defined musical boundaries, acting as input for a

mapping that guarantees that information of appropriate range and temporal

character for the creation and control of virtual visual objects will be

produced.  If the control information is based in sound rather than MIDI,

frequency- and time-based real-time auditory analysis routines are required

to build an interesting musicogenic display and these are fairly expensive in

terms of processing load, although some routines can be offloaded to

dedicated hardware modules.  As discussed earlier, efficient coding will use

results from the psychology of music about the perceptual salience of the

factors underlying pitch (e.g. tonality, interval relations, categorical

perception), timbre (e.g. attack times, spectral character), timing (e.g. simple

whole number quantization, perceptual grouping), and other significant

variables (Deutsch, 1982;  Handel, 1989).

5.  Practical considerations and a case study:  Total

Immersion

A look at performed sound and music in actual complete VE systems

forms a final aspect of our discussion.   First, a few practical points.

Sophisticated VEs are typically team efforts, involving programmers,

musicians, graphic artists, hardware specialists, engineers, etc.  Leadership

and consultation issues inevitably arise.  There is also a certain sense of a

"minimal" practical professional configuration.  Workers at Canada's Banff

Centre for the Arts identify this as SGI Onyx, NeXT with ISPW board, VR

helmet (head-mounted display), Polhemus trackers and VPL Dataglove

(Bidlack, Blaszczak, and Kendall 1993), and this is in rough accord with the

experience of many other workers, although obviously details will vary.

Final results are also affected by the usual balancing act between cost,
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available technology, time available for preparation, and participant

expectations.   It can also matter considerably whether the VE is to be

configured in-house or erected at a site external to the hardware's normal

location.

The CAVE (developed at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory of

University of Illinois at Chicago) is a well-known musical and visual

environment that comprises stereoscopic computer graphic projections on 3

walls and the floor and ceiling of a 10'x10'x10' cube (Cruz-Neira, Sandin,

DeFanti, Kenyon, and Hart 1992).  The graphic machines are  Silicon

Graphics, using Reality Engines.  In this case the participant(s) can clearly

perceive both the virtual images (on the screens), and other real objects in the

cube:  virtual and real environments are mixed.  Multiple users can

participate, with one special viewer providing a communal point of view for

the projections.  3D localization of sound is achieved by quadraphonic

speaker arrangement and MIDI-controlled audio mixers (Bargar and Das

1993).  Ambience is partly preprogrammed, and partly locally responsive to

observer activities (Bargar, Choi, Das & Goudeseune 1994).  Reciprocal

control between sound and topological structures is available by the use of

alpha shapes (Bargar, Choi, Das & Goudeseune 1994).

In the remainder of this section we look at a less-well known VR project in

greater detail. This project was the commissioned production of a virtual

musical performance environment, presented in November 1993 in

Melbourne, Australia at Scienceworks Museum for an international

conference.  This performance was developed and executed by the Virtual

Sound Group of the Advanced Computer Graphics Centre (ACGC) at the

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and comprised artists and

programmers Stuart Bishop, Christopher Coe,  Moira Corby, Michael

Gigante, Eric Grant, Craig McNaughton, Jeff Pressing, Harry Sokol, and

Robert Webb.

Total Immersion runs for 15–20 minutes and presents an underwater virtual

environment with scanned walls, and virtual fish, sharks, crabs, clams,
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bubbles, starfish, coral and rock formations, and a homing school.  Most of

these objects are texture-mapped billboards, and some animals have their

own autonomous movement patterns (e.g., swimming along a preset

trajectory, or shadowing the path of the virtual performer).   The underwater

design was chosen for its invocation of a world not normally accessible, and

partially alien.  It also had the advantage of making natural a somewhat

slower pace of motion than usual, with the benefit of easing both the

computational load on the computers generating the environment, and

audience expectations of the degree of fine motor control possible by the

performer.  The rate of redraw achieved by the Onyx was about 8 fps on

average, varying over the approximate range 5—12 fps depending on load.

Hence although the projections achieved very good (NTSC) color and spatial

resolution, there was an inevitable jerkiness to the motion sequences.  This

was noticeable but quite tolerable, in accord with the earlier discussion of

graphic timing thresholds.

There were two musical performers.  Performer 1 (CC), the virtual

performer, wore a head-mounted display and a Cyberglove.  The position

and orientation of the head-mounted display and glove were measured by

Polhemus sensors, and the computed view seen by Performer 1 was

projected on a 10' x 10' screen in front of the audience.  This view included

the environment and the performer's glove actions.  Performer 2 (JP), the "real

world" performer, primarily played a Kurzweil K2000 synthesizer.  The

technical configuration for the performance was as in figure 1.  The real-time

graphics rendering was handled by the Silicon Graphics Onyx Reality

Engine;  control of the head-mounted display and glove was also handled by

the SGI Onyx;  conversion of performance actions into MIDI commands was

handled by the SGI Indigo; and the interpretation of these MIDI commands

and control of music sound sources was handled by a Macintosh IIci

computer running Max software.  The two SGI computers were connected by

Ethernet, the Indigo and Macintosh by serial interface.
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figure 1.

Both performers followed a precomposed framework of events based

around exploration and manipulation of the environment which left

considerable latitude for improvisation of details and interpretation.

Interactions between the performers were as follows.  Performer 1 (the VR

performer) received sound and visual information from the virtual world.

Performer 2 could see the projection screen seen by the audience and the

physical movements of the VR performer, and hear the sound.  Hence

Performer 2 could respond to the Performer 1 based on both sight and
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hearing, whereas Performer 1 could only respond to the Performer 2 on the

basis of sound.

Total Immersion had an ambient sound field that consisted of water sounds

of various kinds with faint incursions of pitch-shifted incongruous

mechanical sounds like pinball machines and clanking pipes that was played

by the DAT drive of the Silicon Graphics Indigo.  This was precomposed

from samples using ProTools software on the Macintosh.

The virtual performer interacted with the virtual world via head mounted

display and glove, and his actions with regard to the virtual world's objects

triggered sounds, based on proximity;  that is, the animals (and a few other

objects) acted as the virtual instruments.  Except for a precomposed solo

opening (see excerpt, Figure 2) and ending, the function of the live keyboard

player was to improvisationally accompany the sounds generated by the

virtual performer, and at certain points cue new processes or set-ups.   At the

climax of the piece the live keyboard performer used a traditional

improvised lead solo conception;  in other sections he mostly adopted a

procedure of highlighting and "coloration", playing effects and short phrases

of ambiguous tonality, often organized intervallically.  His improvisational

capacity also had a fail-safe function, since the performance and installation

were constrained by very tight deadlines:  however, there were no significant

problems during performance and this function was not engaged.
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 The actions of the virtual performer caused Note On and Note Off

information to be sent on a dedicated MIDI channel, which had the effect of

turning on or off musical processes.  To help the audience realize which

performer was playing which sound, each virtual instrument would change

color when activated;  1-2 word text inserts were also set into the VE that

labelled certain actions of the VR performer, such as "travelling."

Because the performance operated under tight production deadlines, in a

non in-house installation, the triggered processes were kept simple. They

predominantly consisted of the instigation of a quick arpeggiation or

sequence of notes randomly selected from a stored list of possible notes.  In

this "type 1" response no note duplications were allowed and the number of

notes could vary unpredictably within certain limits at each instigation of the
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process.  The central process was the triggering of the urn object in Max, a

sampling-without replacement algorithm. Timings were controlled by

partially constrained random processes.  The notes primarily triggered

samples on separate MIDI channels on an Akai  S3200 sampler.  The samples

were diverse, and included running water, dolphin calls, time-stretched

dropped kitchen utensils, struck glasses, a waterphone, humorous voices

(e.g. a nasal "don't do that, no!"), and extended vocal technique samples (e.g.

using vocal fry and glottal stops).  A few triggered arpeggiations were based

on sounds composed for the Kurzweil K2000 synthesizer.  Each animal in the

environment therefore had a characteristic sound set that was triggered by

proximity between the virtual performer's glove and the object.

Pointing was used to direct the performer's motion.  Since many of the

objects had autonomously generated swimming trajectories they would

sometimes unexpectedly initiate sound generation when they approached

the glove from the blind side of the head-mounted display.  Fish with preset

trajectories were sometimes used by the virtual performer to keep track of his

path and position and minimize disorientation.

A second type of sound response was exemplified by the Bubbles object

(implemented by Eric Grant).  Graphically, this was a set of bubbles drifting

up towards the surface at varying rates.  Bubbles could be touched, and they

might break into smaller bubbles.  Here the triggering set off an open-ended

process consisting of harp-like sounds subjected to a rising (2-octave range)

pitch bend function mixed with variable speed scraping and running brook

sounds.  Notes were again selected from a stored file of pitches (funbuff) by

an urn-based process.  The patch producing this effect is shown in figure 3,

which illustrates the graphic and object-oriented design of the Max software

environment.
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f ig u re 3

In all these cases (about a dozen objects total) the Max program composes

a variable response to interaction, but one which preserves an identifiable

character for each object.  This makes it practicable for the performer to pick

up the object (VMI) and manipulate it to obtain a range of characteristic

auditory responses.

The third type of sound response used precomposed multittrack

sequences of music executed by the K2000 (category 1 sound as defined

above).  The VR performer was able to turn on or off particular tracks or

combinations of tracks in real time by playing a convenient spatial

arrangement (a grid) of undersea animals that (by this point in the piece) had

aggregated in one location.  Each animal in this performance grid (which had

a 3x3 spatial design) controlled a given track or set of tracks.  The sequences
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were composed in an external sequencer environment and then transferred to

Max  as Standard MIDI Files.

Localization of sound was limited in capacity, being confined to left-right

panning and distance due to deadline considerations.  We did not attempt to

project the virtually correct spatial position of the currently active VMI(s),

because the audience saw only a single 10' x 10' projection of the virtual

performer's view of his world (located next to him), while the placement of

the stereo speakers had to be set at a minimum separation of about 30 feet to

accommodate the physical layout of the audience.  Rather than scale VMI

localization over the speaker distance, or localize only within the central

third of the auditory field, we chose to give each VMI distinct panning and

depth characteristics.  Some had fixed positions in the stereo field, others

moved slowly back and forth in response to a low frequency oscillator, and

others followed idiosyncratic panning patterns based on MIDI controller 10

time profiles generated in Max.

One particular aesthetic issue we found to be highlighted in such a public

performance:  the contrast—for both audio and graphic materials—between

the potentials of precomposed material and materials assembled in real time.

These contrasting potentials are based on both limitations in the total

computing power available and the difficulty of designing algorithmic

aesthetic control structures that operate over the medium to long term.  For

while many listeners are familiar with real-time, that is, improvisational,

control in music such as jazz, this stance is not associated with the current

cinematic sound traditions with which such a presentation is ineluctably

compared (as opposed to the silent film traditions of earlier cinema).   Real-

time graphic generation is also a complete novelty for many viewers.  It is

therefore incumbent on the presenters to emphasize the essential real-time

interactivity of the presentation so that this perspective can be substituted for

the widely overlearned storyline-with-soundtrack format.  Otherwise

presentation impact will be reduced.
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We found that the virtual performer needed assistance (e.g. different floor

textures in different areas) in obtaining knowledge about position in the

physical world, since he had no visual contact with it.  He also felt the lack of

information about lighting and audience reaction was a limitation.  These

combined to produce a mild sense of disorientation.

Further work with this environment has proceeded along the following

lines:   enhancing control resolution from the virtual environment;

introducing more sophisticated visual responses in the virtual environment

to musical performance;  developing continuous controller alteration of

sound objects;  developing a Max program which produces real-time DSP of

the generated sounds using a Digidesign DSP card.4

6.  Conclusions

Hardware and software enabling the effective integration of sound and

music into virtual environments are now readily available, and such

integration  brings a considerable enhancement of the authenticity of

experience for the participant.  The area is rich with potential, and in this

paper I have summarized the traditions affecting how sound has been used

in electronic media, including those which go considerably beyond the

commonly invoked roles of simulation and transplanted cinematic function,

particularly those drawing on the idea of performed sound.

In doing so I have classified sound into three categories.  Category 1

focuses on artistic expression, and includes music and song.  This includes

performance processes unique to constructed computer environments,

termed here virtual musical instruments and musicogenic displays.

Category 2 focuses on (intended) information transfer, and includes speech,

condition notification, sonification, and audible mathematics.  This includes

performance processes unique to constructed computer environments,

termed here virtual sound sources and sonigenic displays.  These processes
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were also found to apply to category 3, which comprises environmental

sound, including primarily ambience and sound effects.     Across all 3

categories the need for further research on the psychological aspects of sound

and performance in virtual environments was apparent.

In subsequent sections it was demonstrated by review and case study that

despite the tremendous flexibility inherent in a software-based system,

traditional models of sound production continue to have strong influence,

and the sound control possibilities in virtual environments do not currently

approach the cybernetic potentials of real acoustic or electronic instruments.

To attain even vaguely satisfactory control currently requires computing

power in the range of hundreds of thousands of dollars.  VR systems have a

long way to go technologically to match the expectations that have been

generated for their use by indiscriminate media reports, commercial

promotional claims and implicit comparisons with non-real time graphic and

music production. The experience of virtual environments is also very

expensive on a cost/person basis relative to interactive movies, computer

music instruments and interactive sound installations.   This mitigates its

potential for mass access.

However, the following factors appear to ensure that the use of sound and

music in virtual environments will steadily become both more sophisticated

and more variegated:

a)  the enthusiasm of people for fantasy and new media experiences;

b)  the continuing increase in available computing power;

c)  the continuing industrial funding for simulation of work environments;

d)  continuing research in the psychology of music and sound

communication.
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Endnotes

1Displays can be conceived of primarily as visual, auditory & haptic,

although gustatory and olfactory forms also exist.  Haptics refers here to the

physical variables used in exploration (touching, feeling, manipulating) the

virtual world:  proprioception and touch.  (Some authors reserve the term for

touch.)  Haptic output from the user to the environment is based on applied

force, position, orientation & joint angles.  Haptic perception, that is,

feedback from the environment to the user can operate via these same four

variables, and there are further possibilities:  skin indentation (for example

via expandable air bladders in glove transducers) will engage the

mechanoreceptors in the skin;  heating & cooling devices can register

information with the skin-based temperature sense.

2A variety of tools have been developed for sonification.  NCSA Audible

Image for Microsoft Windows allows the mapping of data and data statistics

to pitch and dynamics of MIDI-produced sounds.  The Kyma system has

been used to develop a set of tools for controlling audio parameters like

frequency, filter cut-off  frequency, stereo position, density of events in time,

etc., for performing higher level operations like comparison, analysis &

combination (Scaletti 1993;  Scaletti & Craig 1993).  Kramer (1993) describes a

Sonification Toolkit using C and the music programming language Max.  He

ambitiously proposes the use of parameters such as pitch and amplitudes to

code information at multiple time scales ("nesting"), in line with the rough

perceptual autonomy of these scales in music and speech perception.
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3A parallel between the visual and audio domains is apparent here.

Computer visual displays are either based on geometrical primitives, such as

"drawing" programs, or the Graphics Kernel System, or they are simple raster

images (pixel maps), as in scanned images or "painting" programs (Maurer

1993).  In the first case, the objects have parametric coding and these

parameters are readily manipulated;  in the second case, raster images have

no substructure, no natural parameters of control.  Control parameters have

to be generic.

Similarly with audio.  Synthesized sound built up from constituent control

objects is readily controllable, while samples of natural (concrete) sound

("audio scans")  lack natural control parameters.  This dichotomy is a well-

established one in music synthesis (Pressing 1992).  Samples of sound have

the greatest potential for explicit ecological or learned associations and these

associations may act against the intended perception of structural

relationships.

4   This program has been used in international live performances by the

author in the work His Master's Voice.  It enables real-time pitch shifting, ring

modulation, and frequency modulation.
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Sources for 1/f noise effects in human cognition
and performance

Jeffrey Pressing
Department of Psychology
University of Melbourne

Parkville, Vic. Australia 3052

Introduction

"1/f noise"  refers to a relation between a system's
spectral power density S( f ) and its frequency f of the
form f −β  , with beta about 1.   Thus a log-log plot of S &
f  will be linear with slope −β  , where beta is near 1 (in
practice, it may vary as widely as 0.5–1.5 or 2).  f −β  noise
occurs widely in physical systems such as
semiconductors, superconductors and optical devices
(e.g., Handel & Chung, 1993).  Recent work (Gilden et al.,
1995; Gilden, in press, Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997) has
found evidence for 1/f  noise in various human
estimation tasks, including tapping, line drawing, and
spatial sectioning of line segments.  Such effects have  also
been found in a variety of sequential reaction time
measurements of cognitive processes:  mental rotation,
lexical decision, serial visual search, and parallel visual
search (Gilden, in press).  In a related paper, Wing &
Pressing (in preparation) have found such effects in force
production tasks.  After illustrating the nature of the
effect, this paper is concerned with simulations that allow
the inference of mechanisms responsible for it and an
elucidation of possible relations between experimental
manipulations and spectral exponent value (that is, beta
in the f −β  relation).

 1/f noise in force production

In work reported fully elsewhere, Wing & Pressing (in
preparation) measured grip force and load force for a
repeated vertical force task. The task was to perform
iterated vertical force pulses using a thumb vs forefinger
and middle finger grip on a solid metal circular cylinder,
using one of two learned force levels, and at one of
different speeds.   The runs were executed in continuation
mode, so that a computer-generated tone indicated the
correct approximate tempo initially for 8 trials;  thereafter,
the tone ceased.  The forces at each regular force peak
were then determined by a peak detection algorithm, and
their sequential values formed the time series used in
analysis. In this work we found consistent clear examples
of 1/f noise.    Two examples of this from the pilot study
are found in figures 1 & 2.

Figure 1 shows the load (vertical) force for one subject
performing at about 300 ms period, with a 200 Hz
sampling rate and run length of 600 events.  Figure 2
shows the grip (horizontal) force for the same run for the
same subject.  Both plots show classic 1/f linearity.

These graphs are typical of the results in psychological
experiments, in that linearity is found for low to medium

values of frequency, and there is often a (typically short)
plateau for the high frequencies.
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Figure 1: load force spectral power density for a single run
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Figure 2: grip force spectral power density for a single run

An investigation of theoretical underpinnings

We seek to identify simple mechanisms for the 1/f
effect.  Although there appears to be no universal
analytical procedure that generally explains all cases of
f −β  spectral forms, several types of system structure have
been been found to yield such behaviour.
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One perspective on 1/f processes ascribes them to self-
similarity across different levels of system structure.  This
fractal property shows itself in the fact that the sum or
product  of two 1/f processes is 1/f (Kawai, et al., 1993),
and in the absence of a characteristic distance or time
scale, a phenomenon known as scale invariance.  Since
exact self-similarity is not essential,   one pragmatic and
easily modelled form of this perspective is the idea that
1/f spectra can arise from systems that feature multiple
discrete time scales (e.g., in relaxation or processing or
production), or certain continuous distributions of them
(Montroll & Shlesinger, 1982).  From this perspective,
nonlinearity and determinism play no essential role
(Handel & Chung, 1993).  Multiple time scales have been
been invoked as explanations of human cognitive control
processes and attentional fluctuations (e.g., Pressing &
Jolley-Rogers, 1997),  and simulations based on this
approach are presented as Method 1 below.

Another perspective is that 1/f spectra are associated
with certain conditions of deterministic nonlinearity.
Thus, such spectra are found to occur in many cases
where deterministic nonlinear systems operate either in
intermittency or chaotic regimes (Handel & Chung, 1993;
Shuster, 1996), although such outcomes are certainly not
universal.  (The intermittency case provides a clear link
with the idea of multiple time scales, because
intermittency always yields at least 2 time scales.)
Handel (1993) has shown that nonlinear state equations
with a homogeneous characteristic function are
necessarily 1/f  when operating in the chaotic regime.
This result applies to both classical and quantum
mechanical models of physical systems.  Thus instability
or marginal stability is an essential element in this
perspective.  Hence below, with Method 2, we look at
(linear) systems operating on the cusp of autoregressive
stability.

Method 1

The first simulation method begins with an
uncorrelated  white noise process e.  One simple way to
generate multiple time scales from such a process is to use
a moving average operation.  Let us denote the moving
average of e based on a time window of N  points by
    MA(e, N).  That is, the nth term of     MA(e, N) is just

      
(en + en−1 + en−2 +Ken−N+1)/N ,     so that (1)

a simple example of a 3-time scale process would be

    P = e + w1MA(e,N1) +w2MA(e, N2 ), (2)

which invokes the time scales 1, N1 and N2 .  Here w1
and w2 are weights for the moving average processes.
Two actual series produced in this way are shown in
figures 3a & 3b.
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Figure 3a:  sample time series with three time scales
 (1/f slope = -1.26)
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Figure 3b: a second sample time series  with three time
scales (1/f slope = -1.05)

Equations of the type (2) readily generate 1/f-like
shapes.  Three examples are shown in figures 4a, 4b, & 4c
for single runs of 1024 points, using a white noise source
with a uniform distribution over [0,1].
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Figure 4a:  spectral power density of white noise plus
one moving average of white noise
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Figure 4b:   spectral power density of
white noise plus two moving averages of white noise
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Figure 4c:  spectral power density of
white noise plus three moving averages of white noise

Figures 4a, 4b, & 4c respectively show 2, 3, and 4 time
scales.  Slopes were determined from a simple linear best
fit.  The three figures illustrate the qualitative results of a
considerable number of simulations, which suggested two
things: three processes (figure 4b) give a more nearly
linear plot than two (and there is perhaps an additional
smaller improvement with four processes);  and the
precise values of weights and time windows do not
greatly alter the property of approximate linearity or the
value of the exponent, provided long time scale terms
have greater weights.

In the time domain, 1/f processes are associated with
long range autocorrelation.  Figure 4d shows a sample
correlogram of the 4 time scale process of figure 4c.  The
general fall off to zero over the range of the largest
moving average is typical, but repeated simulations show
considerable variability, and in many cases the trend to
zero is far from monotonic.
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Figure 4d: example of a correlogram of the 4 time
process of figure 4c.

The effects of weights and times on slope can be
demonstrated more systematically by a series of
simulations using three time scales in which we set
N2 = N1

2  and 
    
w2 = w1

2.  This means that the time windows
can be considered to be based on a single scale factor N
and the weights can be considered to be based on a single
scale factor   w , and that we factor in a certain degree of
self-similarity.  The explicit form of the series is thus

    P = e + wMA(e,N )+ w2MA(e,N2 ) (3)

We determined the f −β  power spectral density log-log
slopes over the ranges 

      N1 =1, 2,L15 and 
      w1 =1, 2,L15,

with the results as in figure 5.
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Figure 5:  log-log 1/f slopes for a sum of three sources:
white noise, and two weighted moving averages of white
noise.  See Eq. (3).  Factor ranges are 1–15 in both cases.

Each of the 225 points represents a 1000 event simulation
with the indicated time window and weight factors.  The
results show that when the time window factor is 1, the
spectral power density gives a slope near zero, as it
should, since in this case we have white noise at a single
time scale.  However, inclusion of processes with time
window greater than 1 causes the slope to drop markedly.
Over the entire range of time window and weight factors,
the slope is primarily between -0.5 and -1.5.  The average
slope for all 225 points is -1.087.  Weight factors in the
range 4—6 were found most likely to yield slopes close to
-1.   There is, of course, no guarantee that such values are
optimum in other systems.  However, similar results were
obtained with the same range of factors for two and four
time scales.

For time window factors greater than 1, the time
window size factor has a relatively weak effect overall—
see figure (5).  The direction of the effect can be seen in the
following figure 6, which roughly corresponds to a view
from the left in the previous figure of a slice of the surface
made by a plane parallel to the time window/slope plane,
although here the time factor is the scale of the longest
window, not a ratio between both time window lengths.
Since this factor has the largest weight, the effect is
amplified over that seen in figure 5:
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Figure 6:  spectral power density slopes for various
longest time scales

Each point here is a 1000 event run with slope produced
by simple linear fitting.

On the basis of these simulations it appears that the
primary determinant of the slope is weight factor—that is,
the relative strength of the different components, with less
effect from their particular time values.  This can be
interpreted as meaning that 1/f noise effects point to
processes operating at different time scales and with
markedly different amplitudes.

This result shows that fractal like structure in time can
indeed produce 1/f  behaviour, and that neither
deterministic causation nor nonlinearity is required to do
so.  The high frequency plateau occurs because at the very
highest frequencies only effects from the single fastest
frequency will be significant, creating a within-band
approximation to white noise, hence, a noisy plateau.  In
other frequency ranges, at least two time scales interact.
Further examination of simulations supported this point,
so that when the time scale factor was large, the size of
the high frequency plateau increased, at the expense of
the region of linearity.

This general trend can be shown quantitatively.
Simulations were performed with a weight factor of 5,
and time window factors varying from 2 to 15.  In each
case, 5 runs of 1024 points were run, and an estimate of
the high frequency plateau size determined as follows:
First the moving average of the power spectral density
was computed with a window of 6 bins.  Then the point
of lowest frequency that was still <= 10% above the mean
power value of the highest 100 frequency bins (412-511) of
the moving average was determined, call it bin Z.  Then
plateau size was estimated as plateau size = ln(511) -
ln(Z).  The result is shown in figure 7.  Error bars indicate
standard errors.
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Figure 7:  An illustration of increase in high frequency
plateau size with time window factor N.

Method 2

Another method that can produces linear log-log
spectral plots is based on a simple linear autoregressive
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model.  Consider a 2nd order ARMA-like model
(Pressing, 1997) with parameters alpha and beta.

An +1 = (1− α)An −βAn − 1 + (Cn − P) + (Mn+1 − Mn ) (4)

Here alpha and beta are respectively first and second
order error correction parameters, and the other variables
(Cn ,Mn ) are white noise sources with P = mean (C).

For nearly all values of alpha and beta, this
autoregressive model yields a flat spectrum of slope about
zero.  However, consider the special case when beta is
equal to minus alpha.  In this case the model is only
marginally stable, since for alpha + beta < 0, the model is
unstable.  Hence the model is on the threshold or cusp of
stability.  When alpha = beta = zero, the process is a
random walk (with a modified noise structure), which is
known to yield 1/ f 2, or Brownian noise.

Simulations were performed under this condition,
varying the alpha (and hence negative beta) parameter in
increments of .1 from -1 to +1.  Outside this range the
series is unstable. Parameter values for the Gaussian
white noise sources were those typical of human
performance of rhythmic temporal patterns:  mean(C) = P
= 500 ms, sigma(C) = 15 ms;  mean(M) = 40 ms, sigma(M)
= 3.5 ms.  Figure 8 shows the first 1000 points of a typical
single run and figure 9 shows a power spectrum plot for
the same run, which had α = −β = 1.   Deviations from
linearity at the highest frequencies are pronounced, but if
this range were not measured, or reduced in power by
filtering, a very good linear plot would be the result.
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Figure 8: an ARMA-like time series from Eq (4) in a region
of marginal stability, with α = −β = 1
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Figure 9:  power spectrum for the series of figure 8

The generality of this was examined as follows:  At each
alpha value 10 runs of individual length 2048 points were
obtained.  Resultant slopes were averaged over the 10
runs and figure 10 shows the results in  plot of slope
versus parameter.  All plots had extended regions of
linearity with negative slope.  Some plots showed a
limited plateauing or increase effect for high frequencies.
Therefore the best linear slope was computed for bins 1–
500 (a large fraction of the range on the log-log plot) so
that the nonlinear portion of the curve did not bias the
apparently linear portion for lower frequencies.  If this
restriction was not imposed, then some slopes moved into
the upper reaches of the 1/f region as before.

Each point in the  graph represents the results of 10 runs
of 2048 steps per data point.  Error bars indicate standard
errors.
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vs. frequency as a function of autoregressive
parameter alpha
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Conclusions

The work here confirms that the presence of multiple
time scales can credibly yield 1/f noise effects over a wide
parameter range.  Marginal stability regimes can yield
negative power spectrum slopes as well, but slopes are
generally considerably more negative than minus one and
may show high frequency peaking.  The results here do
not yield unique identification, since other types of
system behaviour can yield 1/f effects:  for example, the
important theory of extremal events of Miller, Miller, and
McWhorten (1993).  However, the mechanism of multiple
time scales has in its favour both physiological and
psychological plausibility when we are looking in the
domain of human behaviour.

The main points found were:
•summed effects of multiple time scale random

processes can naturally yield 1/f spectra, with exponents
mainly in the range -1.5 to -.5 when fractal scale factors
vary over the range 2–15

•many time scales are not required;  3 or even two is
sufficient

•to achieve 1/f effects, slow processes must have greater
amplitude (weight) than faster processes

•the power spectrum exponent is more affected by
process weight than process time scale factor

•power spectrum exponent increases (becomes less
negative) with decreasing weight factor

•power spectrum exponent increases (becomes less
negative) with increasing time scale factor

•size of high frequency plateau tends to increase with
time scale factor

•goodness of fit to a straight line tends to increase with
number of processes

What are the specific sources of such processes in the
organism?  These are not difficult to imagine.  At the
neurophysiological level, neural interactions acting over
various distance scales, and based on different local
capacities, efficiencies and task requirements, will clearly
tend to produce mutiple time scales and amplitudes.  At
the behavioral level, common experience teaches that
overt behaviours organized around a particular goal or
set of linked goals operate over various time scales. At the
cognitive level, two obvious candidates are attention and
memory.  Memory is customarily divided into three time
scales:  that of the sensory store, that of short term
memory, and that of long term memory.  Likewise,
different time scales play a role in standard classifications
of attention, as automatic, conscious, or sustained.
Vigilance tasks, with which the tasks here have a
considerable amount in common, typically exhibit drifts
of attentional focus over various time frames, with larger
deviations occurring with larger time scales.
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Abstract. Many interactive human skills are based on
real-time error detection and correction. Here we investi-
gate the spectral properties of such skills, focusing on
a synchronization task. A simple autoregressive error
correction model, based on separate ‘motor’ and ‘cogni-
tive’ sources, provides an excellent fit to experimental
spectral data. The model can also apply to recurrent
processes not based on error correction, allowing com-
mentary on previous claims of 1/ f-type noise in human
cognition. A comparison of expert and non-expert sub-
jects suggests that performance skill is not only based on
reduced variance and bias, but also on the construction
of richer mental models of error correction.

1 Introduction

Recent research has suggested that human cognition and
skill, as found in sequential time and distance estimation
tasks (Gilden et al. 1995), speech (Voss and Clarke 1975),
bimanual coordination (Schmidt et al. 1992) and music
(Voss and Clarke 1978; Voss 1988) may display 1/ f-type
power density spectra. Although strong methodological
criticisms of assertions of 1/ f noise in music and speech
have been previously mounted (Nettheim 1992; Pressing
1994), spectral shapes of this form are widely found in
many physical systems, and the search for a common
mechanism is long-standing in the physical sciences
(Voss and Clarke 1978; Miller et al. 1993; Gilden et al.).
So far, no cognitive or motor mechanisms that explicitly
produce such spectral shapes have been proposed. Here
we investigate the effectiveness of a general model of
human skill based on temporal error compensation and
show that it provides an excellent fit to spectral data from
simple synchronized tapping tasks, without the need to
postulate 1/ f noise sources. The model can also be ex-
tended to non-synchronized timing tasks, which allows
a direct discussion of possible factors creating 1/ f type
effects.

2 The autoregressive tapping model

Consider a person who taps as synchronously as possible
to a steady repeating auditory tone. If the asynchrony
between the tap and the tone at time n is defined as A

n
,

the intertap interval I
n
is

I
n
"P#A

n`1
!A

n
(1)

where P is the intertone interval.
Another expression for I

n
is given by the basic two-

tiered Wing-Kristofferson model (Wing and Kristoffer-
son 1973a, b), which describes the timing of human rhy-
thmic production in the absence of error correction:

I
n
"C

n
#(M

n`1
!M

n
) (2)

This is based on an internal cognitive clock process
generating regular intervals C

n
, whose endpoints trigger

motor system actions characterized by delay intervals
M

n
. The central feature of this process description is that

if the C
n

and M
n

are treated as uncorrelated noise pro-
cesses, (2) yields zero autocorrelations for lags greater
than 1. This equation, and its extensions to more com-
plex motor patterns, have been shown to provide an
excellent quantitative account of the covariance structure
of human performance (Wing and Kristofferson 1973a, b;
Wing 1980; Vorberg and Hambuch 1984; Wing et al.
1987; Jagacinksi 1988; Turvey et al. 1989; Pressing et al.
1996).

This formulation can be extended to include error
correction by supposing that (2) is modified by a correc-
tion of the clock interval C

n
based on the most recent

asynchronies between tone and tap. If only the last asyn-
chrony affects the process, then an additional linear
correction term of type — aA

n
appears, as has been con-

sidered by previous authors in various forms (Hary and
Moore 1987; Schulze 1992; Mates 1994a, b; Vorberg and
Wing 1996), albeit purely in the time domain. In the
experimental work here lag 2 effects appear, and so we
propose a more general error correction expression of
the form !aA

n
!bA

n~1
. Given this expression, (2)

becomes

I
n
"C

n
!aA

n
!bA

n~1
#(M

n`1
!M

n
) (3)



1The error correction terms are assumed to be based on a null position
that is approximated by the mean. By subtracting the mean from each
side of the equation, the entire equation can then be put in the form of
deviation from mean values.

Combining this with (1) yields

A
n`1

"(1!a)A
n
!bA

n~1

#(C
n
!P)#(M

n`1
!M

n
) (4)

It is convenient here to measure asynchronies relative to
their mean positions, which are normally close to zero1.

This is a second-order autoregressive equation in the
asynchronies, and differs from a standard ARMA(2, 1)
(autoregressive moving average) equation only in the
nature of the noise process represented by the last four
terms, which here is autocorrelated at lag 1 and therefore
not white. From this equation, under a condition of
(second-order) stationarity, the autocovariance functions
at lag k, notated c

A
(k), can be calculated. Taking the

variance of both sides of (4) allows computation of the
series variance as

c
A
(0)"p2

A
"

p2
C
#2ap2

M
!2b(1!a)c

A
(1)

1!(1!a)2!b2
(5)

where p2
C

and p2
M

are the clock and motor variances,
respectively. In this derivation we have used the property
that, defining

I*
n
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n
#(M

n`1
!M

n
) (6)

as the interonset interval in the absence of error correc-
tion,

Cov(I*
n
, A

n~l
)"!p2

M
d
l0

(7)

for all l*0, where d
l0

is the Kronecker delta. Equation
(7) has been previously given by Vorberg and Wing 1995;
and relies on the fact that, by its definition, I*

n
is a random

variable unaffected by times earlier than n.
By taking the covariance of (4) with A

n
we similarly

obtain

c
A
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(1!a)c
A
(0)!p2

M
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. (8)

For k*2, the autocovariance functions satisfy the Yule-
Walker equations.

c
A
(k)"(1!a)c

A
(k!1)!bc

A
(k!2), k*2 (9)

which may readily be derived by taking the covariance of
each side of (4) with A

n~k`1
, in light of (7).

The general solution of these equations is

c
A
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valid for k*2, where
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The Yule-Walker equations can be rearranged to provide
estimates of both alpha and beta directly from the time
series measurements:
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valid for k*2.
After this estimation process, (5) and (8) can be solved

directly for the motor and cognitive variances:
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A
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From this knowledge of the autocovariance functions, we
can determine a covariogram.

3 Spectral properties of the model

Spectral properties of our model may be derived from the
Wiener-Khintchine Theorem (Gottman 1981),

f
A
(u)"c

A
(0)#2

=
+
k/1

c
A
(k) cosuk (15)

Here f
A
(u) is the power spectral density function for the

asynchronies and u is the angular frequency.
Substitution of (5), (8), (10) and (11) in (15) and simpli-

fication yields (see Appendix A)
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(AR2 case) (16)

This is our general functional form for human error
correction processes that are linear and second order. We
denote this model as AR2. Considered as a spectral
model, it has no free parameters, as a, b, p2

M
and p2

C
are all

computable from the measured autocovariance func-
tions, as given above.

The numerical fit of the spectrum will depend strong-
ly on values of the first- and second-order error correc-
tion parameters a and b. Investigation of (12) and (13)
reveals that for the case b"0 (termed AR1), they contain
the indeterminacy 0/0, and hence estimation is strongly
affected by error and noise effects. Thus, a different es-
timation procedure for a is preferable for this case, even
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though formally AR1 is a subcase of AR2. For the AR1
case, we find
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(17)

with p2
A
"

p2
C
#2ap2

M
1!(1!a)2

and (18)

c
A
(1)"(1!a)c

A
(0)!p2

M
"

(1!a)p2
C
!a2p2

M
1!(1!a)2

. (19)

The autocovariance function is a geometric function of
lag k, and asynchronies of non-adjacent time intervals are
correlated. The series is stationary provided 0(a(2.
These last results for the AR1 case have been previously
derived by Vorberg and Wing (1996).

For b"0, we can obtain the AR1 spectral density
function from (16):

f
A
(u)"

p2
C
#2p2

M
(1!cosu)

a2#2(1!a) (1!cosu)
(AR1 case) (20)

We can estimate a from the Yule-Walker equations with
b"0 as

a"a(k)"1!C
c
A
(k)

c
A
(1)D

1
k~1"1!C

c
A
(k)

c
A
(k!1)D (21)

for all k*2.
When both aP0 and bP0 (no error correction), (20)

reduces to

f
A
(u)"p2

M
#

p2
C

2(1!cosu)
(no error correction) (22)

All three forms for f
A
(u) can be converted to equivalent

predictions about the intertap interval spectral density
function f

I
(u) by use of the linear filtering theorem (Gott-

man 1981), which from (1) yields:

f
I
(u)"2(1!cosu) f

A
(u) (23)

In particular, in the case of no error correction, as in
non-synchronized (‘spontaneous’) tapping, the interonset
spectral density function will be [from (22) and (23)]

f
I
(u)"2(1!cosu)p2

M
#p2

C
(24)

This form displays no low frequency peak and shows that
the strict Wing-Kristofferson formulation is inconsistent
with a 1/f noise form.

4 Experimental and analytical procedures

The validity of these models in the spectral domain was
investigated by experimental study of synchronous tap-
ping to a repeating auditory tone by two subjects of
contrasting experience. Subject A had no previous back-
ground in musical performance or the tapping task,
whereas subject B is an extensively trained professional

percussionist and pianist. Both were self-ascribed right-
handers.

The subjects tapped one or both of two keys on a flat
table, one with each hand. The keys were connected to an
IBM 486 computer equipped with special recording and
data analysis software written by Young Ho Kim. Asyn-
chrony data were recorded to an accuracy of 1 ms. The
experimental set-up is otherwise identical to that de-
scribed in Pressing, Summers and Magill (1996).

Synchronization tones were delivered to the right ear.
Both subjects performed 8 runs at each of 5 pulse lengths:
250, 375, 500, 750 and 1000 ms. Subject B was also able to
perform runs at shorter pulse lengths of 175, 150, 125,
and 100 ms. All tapping was performed with the right
hand alone, except for runs with P)150 ms (subject B),
which used hand alternation. The length of the runs was
n"950 for runs of pulse length)375 ms, and n"600
for the others. The order of runs was interleaved to
minimize learning effects.

Autocovariance properties of the series were cal-
culated after quadratic detrending to help ensure station-
arity. Detrending — that is, the use of deviations from
a curve of best fit — is commonly used in long time series
(Gottman, 1981), and we found here that the effects of
quadratic detrending were very minor, causing spectrally
only a modest change in the single lowest frequency
Fourier bin relative to undetrended data, with no signifi-
cant implications for overall fit. The spectral density
function for each detrended run was then computed
using a Hanning-windowed periodogram,

D
j
"

N~1
+
n/0

A
n
¼

n
e2ninj/N (25)

with ¼
n
"1

2
[1!cos(2nn/N)], normalized to preserve

total power relative to the unwindowed periodogram.
The optimality of these last procedures was verified by
simulation trials using autoregressive models with run
lengths and parameter values matching the experimental
values.

In the cases where hand alternation was used, which
was necessary to allow the expert performer to achieve
the fastest speeds, the asynchronies were measured rela-
tive to the separate means for each hand. Differences
between the hands’ mean asynchronies were small, and
this procedure yielded a small but consistent improve-
ment in the correspondence between theory and experi-
ment.

5 Results and discussion

The covariograms showed an excellent correspondence
between theory and data. A sample covariogram for
a single run is shown in Fig. 1. However, the main focus
here is on the spectral domain, to which we now turn.

Spectral results were consistent for a given subject
among the eight runs of each specific pulse size, and
hence they were combined to provide optimal parameter
estimation. a values, b values, spectral density functions
and variances were linearly averaged; autocovariances
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Fig. 1. A covariogram for a typical run of 950 taps. Pulse
size"250 ms, subject A. Dotted line connects the data points
and the smooth curve shows predictions of the AR1 model for
a"0.220

were averaged by use of the Fisher z-function technique
via conversion to autocorrelations (Pressing et al. 1996).
The spectral plots for the two subjects for all pulse sizes
are shown in Fig. 2.

For comparison, the best straight line log-log fits (of
the form f

A
(u)"Ku~L, corresponding to 1/ f-type noise)

were also fit to the data. (It should be noted that these
data do not directly test claims for 1/ f noise made by
Gilden et al. (1995) as their data were recorded under
conditions of non-synchronous tapping, unlike here).
Table 1 summarizes the model parameters and relative
fits to the data.

The results provide strong evidence in favour of the
AR1 model for pulse sizes *175 ms, and for the AR2
model in the range )150 ms, with a transition between
model forms in the range 150—175 ms. In the *175 ms
range, AR1 fits were clearly better than the AR2 fits,
because for b+0 accurate parameter estimation in AR2
tends to be swamped by system noise, as described
earlier. Below 175 ms, the AR2 form shows lower resid-
uals than AR1 and displays the high frequency peak
found in the data, which the AR1 form does not. There
was no suggestion of 1/ f behavior at low frequencies.

These results are consistent with previous experi-
mental work suggesting a qualitative change in cognitive
processing for pulse sizes below 250—300 ms (Wing et al.
1987; Peters 1989). They are also understandable on the
grounds that the fastest paces of )150 ms are less than
or of the order of typical estimates for a minimum audi-
tory reaction time, usually cited as about 140 ms (Luce
1986), as well as typical estimates for decision-based error
correction times (110—200 ms, depending on experi-
mental contest: Vince 1948; Gibbs 1965). It might be
considered that the hand alternation necessary to pro-
duce these fastest speeds is at least partially responsible
for sequential within-hand (i.e., lag 2) effects. However,
this is quite unlikely, as extensive experimental trials with
alternating hands for pulse sizes above 200 ms for both

subjects showed no convincing evidence for the AR2
model. This work will be reported elsewhere (Pressing,
manuscript submitted).

This result, that expertise enables richer mental
modeling (via an increase in autoregression order), has
parallels in other motor tasks. Notably, in tracking and
steering tasks, one primary result of practice is a shift
from the use of purely low-order spatial information like
position to the inclusion of higher-order control informa-
tion, such as velocity and acceleration (Kelley 1968;
McCormick 1970). The use of higher-order information
is found to be context-dependent, as here, according to
the progression-regression hypothesis (McCormick 1970;
Jagacinski and Hah 1988).

As seen in Table 1, AR1 a uniformly increases with
pulse length, that is, greater processing time between taps
allows more rapid and reliable error correction. a can be
considered a measure of information accumulation in
working memory, a process which presumably entails
transmission of peripheral sensory information to the
central nervous system and its conversion to a repres-
entation useful for controlling action. Except for the
slowest speed, a values for the expert performer are
substantially larger at each pulse length than for the
non-expert, corresponding to more effective error com-
pensation due to expertise. Motor variance is approxim-
ately independent of pulse size and subject, as found by
other workers (Wing and Kristofferson 1973b; Wing
1980), whereas clock variance increases with pulse size
and is much larger for the novice than the expert, as
expected.

Figure 3 shows a plot of error parameter values. For
the AR2 cases, with a labelled a

2
, consistently a

2
'0,

b(0, and a
2
#b+0.10!0.20. From the form of (4), it

can be seen that a
2
#b can be interpreted as a total or

net error correction parameter. Since values of both AR1
a and AR2 (a

2
#b) plateau to this same range for both

subjects for shorter pulses, this range may represent
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Fig. 2a and b. See Page 6 for legend

a general error correction threshold found as processing
demands increase. The fact that b is negative we interpret
to mean that b corrects for errors of correction in the
first-order process that are increasingly likely at fast speeds.

Equations (16) or (20) can be used to dissect the
spectrum into ‘cognitive’ and ‘motor’ components via the
corresponding two terms in the numerator. The motor
component makes its largest contribution for higher fre-
quencies, and the cognitive component is dominant for
lower frequencies (Fig. 4), producing a characteristic cog-
nitive noise plateau.

The work here achieves a good match between data
and theory without the postulation of any 1/ f noise
sources, and in accord with this, no low-frequency peak
appears in our asynchrony spectral data. However,
Gilden et al. (1995) found a 1/ f-type low-frequency peak
in the power spectrum of interonset intervals for non-

synchronized tapping experiments, and interpreted this
as being due to the cognitive noise component of the
Wing-Kristofferson model. Although both the experi-
mental conditions (synchronized/non-synchronized) and
the variables used as a basis for power spectrum calcu-
lation (asynchronies/interonset times) are different in
these two cases, these results actually require reconcili-
ation, since cognitive noise of the Wing-Kristofferson
type appears in explanations of both results, and our data
would be expected to show some low-frequency evidence
of 1/ f noise in their interonset spectrum if cognitive clock
noise were the source of it, and they do not.

We believe the reason is as follows. The Wing-
Kristofferson form was generated on the basis of the
empirical finding that for a stationary time series of
spontaneous tapping, the interonset autocovariance at
lag 1 is negative, whereas for higher lags it is effectively
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Fig. 2a–c. Plots of spectral density vs frequency (u/2n) of asynchronies
for synchronized tapping experiments for two right-handed subjects.
Subject A is not a musician. Subject B is a highly trained professional
musician, who was able to perform runs at faster speeds. Pulse size P is
indicated for each case in milliseconds. Data points are an average of
8 runs in each case, totalling ca 5000—7500 taps at each pulse size.
Curves represent model predictions. Successive cases have been shifted
up by scale factors for clarity of display. For a, b, the curves show a first-
order autoregressive (AR1) spectrum, as given in (20), using parameters
directly calculated from the time series data. For P)175 ms (c), both
AR1 and AR2 predictions are shown: AR2"—, AR1"— ·—, with the
second-order autoregressive (AR2) spectrum calculated from (16). The
superior fit of the AR2 model for fast pulse speeds is particularly evident
for high frequencies

zero. The covariance properties of ‘clock’ and ‘motor’
noise sources, namely those of complete stochastic
independence (white noise), are thus essential to the pro-
duction of the correct time domain behaviour.

Given these conditions, the spectrum of the Wing-
Kristofferson process follows ineluctably from the
Wiener-Khintchine theorem as (24), or equivalently in

the Appendix (29), which shows no 1/ f behavior. 1/ f
behavior can only occur if higher autocovariance func-
tions are non-zero, and they are not. Hence, the source of
1/ f noise cannot be the Wing-Kristofferson cognitive
clock process, contradicting Gilden et al.’s (1995) inter-
pretation.

There seems to be a simple way out of this problem.
We note that the Wing-Kristofferson form does not hold
for a non-stationary series, although the issue has not
always been emphasized, because tapping runs have typi-
cally been short (Wing and Kristofferson, 1973a, b). Like-
wise, the Wiener-Khintchine theorem does not apply in
the absence of second-order stationarity. We believe
therefore that the source of Gilden et al.’s 1/ f noise for
low frequencies may be series non-stationarity, due to
medium- to long-term fluctuations in speed of performance.
Significantly, Gilden et al. (1995) did not perform data
detrending, and so their results are in fact not expected to
be stationary, supporting this interpretation. Further
support comes from the fact that Gilden et al.’s (1995) 1/ f
form fit well primarily for longer duration pulse intervals,
which presumably generated longer runs. Given this, we
suggest that the human source for such fluctuations may
rest with sustained attention processes, one form of
which is measured in classical vigilance tasks. Sustained
attention has been identified as one of four central factors
making up attentional processes (Cohen 1992).

We examined these ideas in a preliminary replication
effort. About 2000 additional trials were performed with
the expert performer at each of two pulse sizes: 250 ms
and 750 ms, using a non-synchronous (‘spontaneous’)
protocol. In this work the performer’s task was to keep
a steady beat at a pretrained speed without a reference
tone. Other experimental conditions were identical to
those described earlier.

With no detrending, the interonset series were mark-
edly non-stationary, and we found a clear low-frequency
rise in the interonset power spectra at the longer pulse
size, as in Gilden et al. (1995), but only a very weak rise at
the faster speed. The low-frequency rises were markedly
reduced by (cubic to quintic polynomial) detrending to
improve stationarity, supporting the idea that the genesis
of the low-frequency rise is medium- to long-term fluctu-
ations in speed. Such fluctuations do not occur in syn-
chronized tapping because the presence of a recurring
reference source damps them out. The fact that Gilden
et al. (1995) found that fluctuations of this kind also
apply to distance estimations but not to an unlinked
series of reaction time experiments supports the view that
the source of 1/ f spectral noise is not specifically linked
to a cognitive clock process.

Additional features characteristic of expertise also
appeared in these non-synchronized runs. There were
small sharp peaks at the fast speed that corresponded to
subharmonics of the basic pulse. These were equivalently
visible as peaks in the correlogram at intervals of four
taps c(4), c(8), c(12). . . and corresponded to cognitive
groupings based on 4/4 musical meter applied to the
temporal patterns, resulting from our expert subject’s
musical training. These peaks were not apparent at the
slower speed.
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Table 1. Parameters and relative fits of the models to the data

Subject Pulse Model type and Log-log slope p2
M

p2
C

Fraction of cases with
size parameter values (ms2) (ms2)
(ms) Better AR fit Better AR1 fit

than ‘1/ f ’ fit than AR2 fit

A 1000 ! AR1: a"0.563$0.058 !0.584$0.048 8.42$79.9 943.17$158.1 8/8** 7/8*
750 " AR1: a"0.274$0.025 !1.010$0.038 8.70$31.5 589.73$82.1 8/8** 7/8*
500 AR1: a"0.209$0.026 !1.253$0.023 15.98$41.0 466.09$74.5 8/8** 8/8**
375 " AR1: a"0.180$0.013 !1.277$0.031 15.56$17.0 228.50$22.6 8/8** 7/8*
250 AR1: a"0.155$0.027 !1.273$0.052 9.32$3.15 69.16$9.16 8/8** 8/8**

B 1000 AR1: a"0.559$0.049 !0.529$0.048 27.75$23.90 384.8$45.5 8/8** 8/8**
750 AR1: a"0.654$0.043 !0.383$0.060 13.96$13.49 231.1$23.8 8/8** 8/8**
500 AR1: a"0.379$0.069 !0.862$0.049 11.41$7.80 125.1$15.2 8/8** 7/8*
375 AR1: a"0.353$0.036 !0.841$0.033 13.75$6.95 64.70$7.94 8/8** 8/8**
250 AR1: a"0.194$0.015 !1.090$0.052 10.76$2.82 35.47$2.98 8/8** 8/8**
175 AR1: a"0.144$0.025 !1.168$0.074 13.40$6.30 27.04$4.29 8/8** 8/8**

AR2: a
2
"0.644$0.159 !6.84$12.07 44.12$30.96 7/8*

b"!0.477$0.177
150 AR2: a

2
"0.497$0.076 !0.875$0.027 7.3$4.3 36.3$4.5 7/8* 2/8

b"!0.393$0.070
125 AR2: a

2
"0.529$0.051 !0.770$0.017 12.43$3.05 40.76$4.55 7/8* 2/8

b"!0.397$0.047
100 AR2: a

2
"0.845$0.065 !0.792$0.074 1.456$6.704 49.9$3.80 8/8** 1/8*

b"!0.721$0.063

**P(0.005 (one-tailed), *P(0.05 (one-tailed)
!Additional constraint in a estimation: 0(a(1
"Seven runs used in parameter calculation. One excluded on the basis of parameter deviations '4 standard errors

Fig. 3. Error correction parameters for all runs. AR1
parameter a increases with pulse size. Net error correc-
tion at faster speeds appears to be limited by informa-
tion-processing constraints to a parameter range of ca
0.10—0.20, as measured by AR1 a and AR2 (a

2
#b)

6 Conclusions

The model here is a simple one, and it does not address
possible effects due to separate error correction processes
for phase and period (Mates 1994a, b) or non-linear
effects (e.g. order discrimination thresholds — typically
about 20 ms, or higher polynomial terms (Hirsch and

Sherrick 1961; Mates 1994b). However, its exact solvabil-
ity allows a closed form for the spectral distribution
function, and in view of the excellent fit of data and
model in the absence of free parameters, these possible
effects are apparently small or mutually compensatory.
We suggest that, in particular, the impact of the order
discrimination threshold is limited by the frequently
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Fig. 4. Decomposition of the spectrum into its cognitive
and motor components

observed tendency, found here as well, for tapping to
consistently anticipate the stimulus (Fraisse 1982;
Mates 1994a).

The model’s success supports the idea that linear
autoregressive error correction processes are dominant
in synchronized tapping and exhibit characteristic spec-
tral shapes. Expertise is distinguished in a consistent
fashion, by higher-than-non-expert error correction
parameters and lower values of clock variance. The
model presented here has also been extended to many
other types of rhythmic patterns, and linear error correc-
tion processes have been found also to offer a good
description of those experimental results (Pressing,
manuscript submitted). The reverse-sigmoidal spectral
shapes found here are also reflected in those cases.
In other work, we have shown that linear error correc-
tion processes can be treated as special cases of a more
general non-linear formulation (Pressing, manuscript
submitted).

Overall, the spectra of cognition and skilled human
performance show at least four types of behaviour. First,
when memory-less production with independent trials is
involved, the data display no autocorrelation, and the
spectrum is white (flat), as for example with iterated
reaction time trials (Gilden et al. 1995). Second, when
error correction variables based on successive synchroni-
zation to an external time template are treated, the error
spectrum is reverse sigmoidal, normally arising from
a first-order autoregressive process, unless task demands
of coordination and speed require greater accuracy, when
a second-order process may be used. Third, estimation
based on an internal reference and a sequential assess-
ment process can produce 1/ f-like behaviour at low
frequencies, due perhaps to medium- to long-term time
fluctuations in attention. Finally, musical training can

produce specific subharmonic peaks due to learned prin-
ciples of cognitive grouping (phrasing).

Acknowledgement. This research was supported in part by an ARC
grant to the first author.

Appendix A

The method of direct substitution described in the paper
correctly produces (16). However, a simpler way to com-
pute the spectrum corresponding to the autocorrelation
functions of (10) is to use both the Wiener-Khintchine
theorem and the linear filtering theorem as follows. We
can use (4) in the main paper to define a series

E
n
"(C

n
!P)#(M

n`1
!M

n
)"I*

n
!P

"A
n`1

!(1!a)A
n
#bA

n~1
(26)

for the second-order autoregressive case, where I*
n
, as

given by (6), is just the intertap in the absence of error
correction, that is, the basic Wing-Kristofferson model.
Since E

n
only differs from I*

n
by an additive constant,

their power spectra are identical. What is f
I*

(u)? This is
computed as follows. Under the standard assumption of
independence of the C’s and M’s, Wing and Kristofferson
(1973a) computed the following values for the
autocovariance functions:

c
I*
(0)"p2

C
#2p2

M
( j"0)

cI*(1)"!p2
M

( j"1) (27)

c
I*

( j)"0 ( j'1)
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From the Wiener-Khintchine theorem,

fI* (u)"c
I*

(0)#2
=
+
k/1

c
I*

(k) cos uk

"c
I*

(0)#2c
I*

(1) cosu

"p2
c
#2p2

M
(1!cosu) (28)

Hence

f
E
(u)"f

I*
(u)"p2

c
#2p2

M
(1!cosu) (29)

and since the linear filtering theorem in this case yields
[from (26)]

f
E
(u)"D1!(1!a)eiu#be2iuD2 f

A
(u) (30)

rearrangement results in

f
A
(u)"

p2
c
#2p2

M
(1!cosu)

1#(1!a)2#b2!2(1!a)(1#b) cosu#2b cos2u
(31)

as was to be shown (16).
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Two short pieces of freely improvised music by the same performer were 
recorded in microstructural detail by the use of a specially constructed 
automatic transcription apparatus. The apparatus consists of a modified 
DX7 synthesizer and 2650 microprocessor which interfaces with other 
computers for data processing. 

The resultant music is transcribed into a modified form of traditional 
notation and subjected to both micro- and macrostructural analysis. Mi- 
croanalysis includes the areas of timing (interonset and duration distri- 
butions, displacement, chordal spreads, etc.), dynamics (key velocity, 
quantization, chordal patterns, etc.), and legatoness (relative, absolute, 
pedaling). Macroanalysis uses the full panoply of devices from tradi- 
tional music theory (tonal procedures, rhythmic and motivic design, 
pitch class sets, etc.). Correlations between microstructural parameters, 
and with macrostructure, were found to be highly significant in Improvi- 
sation A, which had a supplied external pulse, but largely absent in Im- 
provisation B, which had no such pulse. Where pulse was present, rhyth- 
mic design was found to be based largely on pulse subdivision and 
shifting. 

Some performance effects (e.g., chordal spreads) operated over a time 
scale of 10 msec or less. Others (e.g., synchronization to an external 

pulse) showed less resolution. Differences in the distribution patterns of 
interonset times, durations, and legatoness suggest three independent un- 
derlying temporal mechanisms that may sometimes link together in coor- 
dination with macrostructure. Quantization ("categorical production") 
of some variables (interonset times, key velocities) was clearly estab- 
lished. The results were also interpreted in relation to an earlier model of 

improvisation (Pressing, 1987). 

Introduction 

This article reports the first experimental results of a large project on the 
cognitive design of improvised music. The approach taken is that of collect- 
ing and interpreting microstructural data from keyboard performances re- 
corded on a specially built automatic transcription system. A macrostruc- 
tural analysis of the music is performed as well, and micro- macro 
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correlations discussed. The method used here is noteworthy in that it fea- 
tures the application of scientific (reductionistic) analysis techniques to a 
creative and expressive phenomenon, "spontaneous" human aesthetic 
action. The central interrelated questions of the project are considered to 
be: 

1. How is improvised behavior produced? 
2. How is improvised behavior organized? 
There is plenty of precedent for the use of automatic transcription de- 

vices in music. Ethnomusicologists, with the melograph and other ma- 
chines, have recorded detailed acoustic spectra of (primarily non- Western) 
music in performance, with the primary goal being the resolution of certain 
fine details (intonation, optimal framework for rhythmic subdivision, etc.) 
in the production of transcriptions of the music (e.g., Hood, 1982). Me- 
chanical transcription devices have also been used for African percussion 
music (Jones, 1959). However, the automatic recording of microstructural 
performance detail, which looks at actions with a resolution too fine to be 
included in normal scores (or notated by repeated listening), has largely 
formed a separate psychological tradition, beginning with the pioneering 
work of Seashore (1938). He made photographic records of the action of 
the hammers inside a piano, and was able to determine key number, relative 
note intensities, and onset and offset times to a resolution of 10 msec. Other 
more recent studies have focused on timing, using a variety of transcription 
techniques. Gabrielsson (1974, 1982) has investigated timing (accuracy ±5 
msec) in the performance of monophonie music, and MacKenzie et al. 
(1986) studied the effect of tonal structure on rhythm in piano perform- 
ance. Studies of the performances of specific pieces using oscillogram tech- 
niques include Povel (1976) on the Bach C major Prelude (onset accuracy 
1-2 msec, less accurate for durations), and Michon (1974) on Satie's Vexa- 
tions (accuracy 1 msec). Tucker et al. (1977) and Lamb (1978) have re- 
ported a keyboard-based graphical notation display system used for teach- 
ing. Rasch (1979) measured the synchronization of performed ensemble 
music (resolution 5 msec), finding typical spreads of onset times in the 
range 30-50 msec. 

The experimental apparatus capable of greatest temporal resolution is 
that of Shaffer at the University of Exeter. This is a grand piano-based sys- 
tem capable of accuracy to the order of microseconds, although in a series 
of articles (Shaffer, 1980, 1981, 1984a, 1984b; Sloboda, 1983) examining 
microstructural issues in the interpretation and timing of a number of 
pieces of standard piano repertoire, data are reported only to millisecond 
resolution. 

The issue of what degree of temporal resolution is necessary for such 
studies is answered in the first instance by the work of Small and Campbell 
(1962). They found a temporal differential sensitivity of at best 1-2 msec 
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for clicks, with larger values for other kinds of sounds. This has therefore 
been taken as adequate temporal resolution in the present study. Two reser- 
vations should, however, be noted. First, their data treat perception and 
the current study investigates production. Although these processes seem to 
share comparable time frames in a number of situations (Pressing, 1987), it 
remains unproven here. Second, it is possible that finer temporal effects are 
in some way significant but remain subconscious (i.e., not accessible by lan- 
guage or other conscious methods of giving reference). 

In this first study, the design of the apparatus and the methods of data 
processing are described. The detailed analysis that follows treats exhaus- 
tively two contrasting "free" improvisations by the same performer. Subse- 
quent publications will look at referent-based improvisations (see Pressing, 
1984 for a discussion of the use of the referent in improvisation), rhythmic 
studies, and grouping effects and will feature the work of a number of other 
performers. 

Methods 

APPARATUS 

The experimental apparatus consists of a modified 61-key Yamaha DX7 synthesizer, an 
accompanying 2650 microprocessor-based hardware unit, and audio playback equipment. 
This enables the recording and playback of key onset, key offset, key velocity, and controller 
information. (Controllers are ancillary performance controls and include pitch bend and 
modulation wheels, aftertouch, sustain pedal, and breath controller). MIDI information has 
not been used directly, as extensive testing and calibration of the apparatus revealed that 
such information from the DX7 contains inadequate temporal resolution. For example, 
groups of 4 to 8 keys mechanically constrained by tape and wood to produce simultaneous 
depression revealed random delays in MIDI key onset times of up to 30-40 msec. There- 
fore, parallel data are read directly off the keyboard subprocessor, producing a temporal 
resolution of 1-2 msec. This was verified by direct oscilloscope comparison of the timing of 
key data and audio output. As a further check, direct MIDI comparisons were made (for 
simple melodic material that should not exhibit the polyphonic delays cited) with the output 
of a Yamaha QX1 digital sequence recorder, which also confirmed the indicated accuracy. 

Unneeded controller information from the keyboard is filtered out by the apparatus, and 
relevant data stored in bank memory, to a total of 64K of RAM. These data are then up- 
loaded to a PDP 11/23 and Macintosh Plus for interpretation, plotting, etc. The apparatus 
can also produce a variable tempo click track for synchronization. 

The disadvantages of this system over that of a wired-up grand piano are that it has only 
61 keys and that its organ-type keyboard and synthesized sounds can be alienating to a mi- 
nority of potential performers. These have not proved to be major stumbling blocks. The 
advantages, which are considered to more than compensate, include portability of the sys- 
tem, ease and cheapness of construction, and particularly, the flexibility of a synthesizer- 
based system. Three possibilities are particularly appealing in this regard. First, the effects of 
different voices with different envelope and spectral characteristics on playing technique can 
be examined. Second, performance detail on non-keyboard instruments and the voice can be 
recorded by the use of a pitch-to-MIDI conversion device such as the Fairlight voicetracker 
or the guitar synthesizer. Third, musical processes such as pitch glides and bends, which are 
impossible to execute at the piano, can be documented and subjected to analysis by using 
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built-in or external controllers. Variations in intonation may also be studied. These poten- 
tials will be explored in subsequent publications. With a minimum of adaptation the system 
can also be made to function with a weighted 88-key master keyboard such as the Yamaha 
KX88, removing most of the cited disadvantages. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

A number of experienced keyboard musicians of recognized professional standing as im- 
pro visers in Australia have performed with the system. In practice this has meant almost 
exclusively musicians from the jazz or classical organ traditions. The experimental protocol 
was as follows. The subject, after a period of keyboard and room environment familiariza- 
tion, is asked to improvise under various conditions. These include free improvisation, vari- 
ations on given musical materials, and playing with or without a click track. Key data and 
audio recordings are made. Immediately after each improvisation, the performer is asked for 
an aesthetic evaluation of the piece and to give comments on any thinking processes going on 
during it that he or she can recall. Where possible, these recollections were noted in relation 
to corresponding locations in the piece, producing a timing track of remembered imagery or 
(occasionally) control processes. 

Full analysis of the resultant music is quite time consuming, and this article examines 
only two short pieces improvised by the author, with Gregory Troup of the Department of 
Psychology acting as the experimenter. His help is gratefully acknowledged. 

The two pieces were played with an electric piano voice (E. PIANO 1), and were chosen 
from 11 short improvisations recorded in one session in December 1985. They were chosen 
as being of contrasting styles, and reasonably free of aesthetic problems, as judged by the 
performer. These were the third and fourth improvisations of the session, of respective dura- 
tions 55.716 sec and 97.790 sec, and they will be labeled respectively Improvisation A and 
Improvisation B. Improvisation A used no sustain pedal and was played to a steady metro- 
nome click of J = 60. B used the sustain pedal without a click track. Both improvisations 
were free. 

It may be objected by some readers that self-analysis of the kind featured in this study 
necessarily lacks the foundation for the independence of judgment critical to scientific re- 
search. My disagreement with this is unequivocal. First, the analyst needs all the help (here it 
is familiarity with the musical style) he or she can get in this difficult task of applying analyti- 
cal procedure to creative artistic output; second, the microprocesses analyzed are nearly all 
subconscious and hence new to the conscious mind of the analyst in any case, even though he 
is the same person; and third, the data were actually collected by an independent experi- 
menter. It should also be emphasized that considerable analysis of work by other performers 
has been done and will be reported in subsequent publications by this author and Greg 
Troup. 

DATA FORMAT 

The standard data recorded comprise key velocity on a scale of 1 to 127, and key onset, 
key offset, and sustain pedal times all to the nearest millisecond. The microprocessor feeds 
these data to a PDP 11/43 and a numerical printout is obtained, with automatic calculation 
of note durations, likely note duration categories, legatoness, and other parameters. A pre- 
cise bar graph in what is effectively proportional notation, with width indicating note dura- 
tion, midpoint indicating pitch height (key number), and thickness indicating key velocity, is 
also output. The MIDI data representation (as mentioned above, less accurate - particularly 
for chords) can be used to drive a Personal Composer software program that automatically 
produces an approximate rendition of the piece in traditional notation, which can be useful 
as an intermediate step in the production of final precise notation. This last technique was 
not used for the pieces described in this article. 

Key velocity (KV) data require special comment. All DX7s put out a reduced range of key 
velocities relative to other synthesizers. The maximum KV value output by this DX7 was 
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120, with values above 117 extremely rare regardless of the force applied to the keys. This is 
typical. Typical apparently also is a certain fine-grained artif actuality, whereby, for exam- 
ple, on this DX7, even KV values are extremely rare in the ranges 94-98 and 112-114, and 
odd ones equally rare in the ranges 85-87 and 103-107. This irregularity led to a perceived 
need for calibration of the KV data relative to an independent measure of key transit time. 

Such a calibration was therefore performed, where, for a large number of random key 
strokes, KV data were recorded in conjunction with independent measurement of key transit 
time, using an oscilloscope. The results show that KV is roughly linear with measured key 
transition time, as expected. An estimate of the range of error in the measured KV values was 
obtained as follows. For individual representative KV values across the full dynamic range, 
the corresponding weighted distribution of key transit times (KTT) that could have gener- 
ated the chosen KV value was noted. The probability that various KV values would be pro- 
duced from this distribution of KTTs was then read off the calibration graph. This gives the 
error distribution around the input KV value. When this is done, it is found that the error in 
KV values is ±2-3 units at at least 80% confidence level throughout the full dynamic range 
employed. The error is actually less than this at lower dynamic values (^90). 

A final point concerns the relationship of key velocity to sound level. This will vary with 
the synthesizer voice, since velocity sensitivity is fully programmable in the DX7 FM al- 
gorithms. A calibration of a voice of the type used in this study (PIANO 1) was therefore 
performed, using a Bruël and Kjaer Impulse Precision Sound Level Meter, Type 2209, accu- 
rate to ±0.5 dB. The results of this calibration are displayed in Figure 1 . Obviously the abso- 
lute sound level is dependent on the amplifier gain. 

Results and Analyses 

The primary data are analyzed separately for Improvisations A and B. 
The analyses look systematically at the following issues: 

1. Macrostructure (traditional musical analysis): the organiza- 
tion of pitch, rhythm, phrase structure, basic articulation, ba- 
sic dynamics, texture, etc. 

2. Microstructure: delays, anticipations, interonset and duration 
distributions, chordal spreads, dynamic detail, legatoness, 
quantization. 

3. Correlations: correlations and grouping effects between mi- 
crostructural parameters and in relation to macrostructure. 

From this examination a number of inferences can be drawn, concerning 
such things as event partitioning (described below) and the resolution of 
expression (by which is meant the boundary between intended aesthetic ef- 
fect and mechanical system noise - cf. Sloboda, 1983). 

IMPROVISATION A 

Figure 2 shows the beginnings of the data file representing this piece. 
Column 1 records the event type: either a metronome tick (at J = 60), a key 
number (the 61 -key keyboard is numbered from 0 to 60, with middle 
C = 24), or a rest. Key velocity is in column 2, and event onset and offset 
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Fig. 1. Decibels versus key velocity (KV) for the voice PIANO 1. 

times are found in columns three and four respectively. Succeeding columns 
provide note duration in seconds, duration in percentage of the beat, closest 
musically notated duration within a framework of duple or triple subdivi- 
sion, error in this notated approximation (first in seconds and then in beat 
%), note displacement from the beat (first in seconds and then in beat %), 
interonset time, absolute legato (overlap in seconds between the current 
and previous notes), and a relative legatoness factor (defined below). 

Figure 3 shows an excerpt from the computer-produced proportional 
notation representation of the piece. Pitch height is on the vertical axis, time 
on the horizontal. Each note is represented by a black rectangular region 
whose length gives its duration, thickness the key velocity, and midpoint 
the key number. 

Macrostructural Analysis 

The analysis here is based on a reduction of the complete data into a 
slightly modified form of traditional notation, as shown in Figure 4. This 
was done by hand. The legend explains the use of special symbols; primär- 
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ily they give information on note displacement [10-30 msec = ( - ); > 30 
msec = - ], key velocity, chordal spread (in msec), and articulation. The 
use of 30 msec as a natural boundary between qualitatively different inten- 
tions or perceptions of note displacement was suggested from our own 
data, but is also supported by other experimental work (Rasch, 1979). In 
describing the piece, metronome tick (beat) locations will be used, with the 
piece beginning with a pick-up to beat 10, as indicated. 

The piece proved to be fundamentally in two part texture, with one ex- 
tended passage in three voices (beats 16-25), and brief chordal excursions 
in four or five parts (beats 38, 41, 51, 63, 64, and 65). Contrary motion 
predominates between parts. The rhythmic design shows little syncopation 
and only rare deviations from triplet eight note beat subdivision, notably in 
the last three beats, where sudden duple subdivision helps define an ending. 
Phrase structure is not specifically given in Figure 4, where slur marks indi- 
cate only legatoness, but it is clearly asymmetrical and may be parsed up as 
follows: beats 10-14; 15-25; 26-29; 29-36; 37-42; 42-45; 46-51; 
52-57; 58-59; 60-65. 

Analysis of the pitch materials shows a number of features. First of all, 
although traditional tonal materials are nearly completely absent, there is a 
tonicization of the note D. This is supported by the following: 

1. D is the most frequently occurring note in the piece, followed 
by G and A respectively, outlining important structural func- 
tions of 4 and 5. 

2. D is the first note of the piece. 
3. The lowest octave bass tones are D, FJ, A, Cfl, and (once only) 

G, which have bass note primary chord functions in the key 
ofD. 

4. The last two chords constitute the following half-cadence in 
jazz terminology: I^-S-V7*9"5. 

Second, there are distinctive recurring motives and intervallic sequences. 
Most noticeable perhaps are three related ordered sets, occurring as indi- 
cated in Figure 5, found primarily in the bass. These motives (ordered sets) 
consist of a minor 6th, 5th, or tritone, followed by a perfect 4th. In interval 
number notation, this class of three motives could thus be represented as 
[(678),5]. In action representation this generalized motive can be seen to 
correspond to the left hand fingering 521, with slightly variable stretch be- 
tween the forefinger and little finger. This raises the possibility that the mo- 
tive class is stored to a significant degree in kinesthetic representation, 
rather than aural. 
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Fig. 4. Transcription of Improvisation A (duration 55.716 sec). Instrument: DX-7, Voice: 
E. PIANO 1. Metronome tick « = 60. [ ] =Chordal spread in msec; numbers near note- 
heads give the order of striking. - , ~+ - are used to show significant displacements, of at 
least 30 msec from the indicated attack points, or, in a few case, of > 10% of the duration 
(for brief notes). (-#-), ( - ) are used to show slight displacements, in the range 10-30 
msec. Displacements of less than 10 msec are not indicated. N.B. The use of such displace- 
ment symbols on chords of three or more notes refers to measured displacement of the cen- 
troid. ( p ) refers to a ghost tone of very low dynamic (often inaudible). Key velocities in MIDI 
units are listed below notes. In the case of chords these are stacked vertically in the same 
order as the notes in the chord, f, the staccato dot implies only a slight shortening. Slurs 
indicate legatoness and not necessarily phrasing. Recorded 10 December 1985 at La Trobe 
University. 
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Fig. 5. Motives and ordered sets in Improvisation A. 

Another recurrent pattern is the intervallic sequence 1211. This occurs in 
the following locations, sometimes truncated, sometimes as part of a longer 
descending chromatic passage: 

-(111211) beats 14-23 treble 
1211 19 (last note)-23 bass, retrograde 

-(12111) 30-32 treble 
2111 46 treble 
1211 60-62 treble 

-(2111) 61-62 bass 

The diversity of contexts here argues against the primary storage of the 
motive being in kinesthetic form. Other passage-specific motives with more 
variable pitch content include the grace note descending semitone figure in 
beats 30-33, and the arpeggiation figure used at beat 51 and to end the 
piece. 

A 

%yi * Beat Locations 
jf n 25-26: permuted, D octave displaced 

\* 
n 
			 37-38 

45-46 
50-51 
52: transposed up a 5th (C(t AD) 
63 

B 

i\\ 9 m - 28-29 
S m 

9 m 38 : contained in r.h. chord 
-_ 38-39: transposed up a 4th, retrograded, in bass 

40-41 
43-44: 8 va, permuted, in bass 
48-49: 8va, retrograded 
63-65: top voice, transposed 3 octaves + 
semitone, intervallically inverted 

C 
fry , 13: transposed up 8 va + 4th 
JA \ 

, 
m = 18 

üZZ * 41 : transposed, intervallically inverted, rearranged, 
IT*" in treble 

43: transposed up 8 va + M2nd, in bass 
47-48: transposed up 8 va + M2nd, in bass 
51, 63, 65: transposed up 2 or 3 octaves + mi3rd, 
intervallically inverted, in treble 
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Third, the piece is characterized by the frequent appearance of two (un- 
ordered) pitch class sets: (056) and (014). Their occurrences are as follows, 
where * indicates the intervallically inverted form [viz., (056)* = (016), 
(014)* = (034)]. 

(056): beats 10 (last note)-13, 18, 27-28, 38*, 39, 40, 41 
(twice), 41* (twice), 43-44 (treble), 43-44 (bass), 45, 
46-47 (treble), 47-48 (bass), 51, 51*, 54-55* (bass), 
59*, 63, 63*, 64*, 65*. 

(014): beats 15-16* (treble), 16, 18*, 23-25, 27-28, 29, 31, 
34-35, 34-35*, 36-37, 37-38, 41 (bass), 51, 54* 
(treble), 63, 65, 65* (twice). 

There are clear linkages between interval or set usage and phrase struc- 
ture. Toward the end of the piece, for example, (056) appears predomi- 
nantly in inverted form. (014) is given agogic emphasis in the phrase of 
beats 15-25. The phrase at beats 29-35 has consistent use of (012) and 
(014) sets (except for beat 33), culminating in the trill at beats 34-35, 
where (014) and its inversion are simultaneously represented by a four note 
(0145) set. Other such particulars could be spelled out, but these seem to be 
the main structural features. The primary conclusion is the presence of con- 
siderable intervallic and pitch class organization in what is ostensibly 
"free" improvisation. 

Microstructural Analysis 

Timing 

Timing analysis here includes the following: interonset times, note and 
chord displacement, durations, and chordal spread. Interonset time (IO) is 
the time between successive note attacks. If we label attack and release 
times of the ith note played a{ and r, respectively, then 

IO,- = ai+1 - ai (1) 

(Strictly speaking, a{ is the time at which the key corresponding to the *th 
note is sufficiently depressed to trigger the key-sensing mechanisms of the 
keyboard). 

Three types of duration are readily distinguishable. Key duration (d) is 
just the time a key is held down. Hence 

di = ri-ai (2) 
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(Strictly speaking, r,- is the time at which the key corresponding to the ith 
note is sufficiently released to trigger the sensing mechanisms of the key- 
board.) A second type of duration may be called note duration (D). This 
simply adds the effect of the sustain pedal to key duration. It may be defined 
as follows: 

D = f r{ : - ai if Pedal = off at t = rf- (3) ' = 
1 PR - Oi if Pedal = on at t = r{ 

where PR is the first pedal release time for t > rf-. The third type of duration 
may be termed sounding duration (S,-). This is the duration of the sound trig- 
gered by the key depressed at time ah including pedal effects. If the synthe- 
sizer sound (voice) decays immediately to zero after note release, and has a 
nonzero steady state, then S, = D,-. If the voice has no steady state compo- 
nent we may have S,- < D„ while if the voice decays slowly to zero after key 
release we may have S, > D,-. The performance voice here was of electric pi- 
ano type, so that S, is nearly exactly equal to D, for all of Improvisation A, 
where notes were not lengthily sustained. 

Interonset Times Figure 6 shows a plot of the distribution of interonset 
times. Several areas of grouping are apparent, which raises the following 
general issue. Namely, to what time (or other parameter) resolution shall 

Fig. 6. Interonset interval distribution in seconds (Improvisation A). 
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we seek peaks? The problem is a standard one in the field of signal analysis, 
where background noise (here performer inaccuracy) is present. The ap- 
proach we adopt here is to sum values over small "windows," chosen to be 
just large enough to clearly show distribution effects in the population size, 
and plot a resulting histogram. This is done in Figure 6 for a window size of 
33 msec. The choice of optimal window size will depend to some degree on 
the nature and structure of the data. 

IO quantization effects show strong peaks at 0 msec (interpreted as 
simultaneity), and 320 msec (interpreted as triplet «h - exact value 333 
msec). Weaker peaks are found at approximately 650 msec (interpreted as 
triplet J - exact value 667 msec), and around 1.00 sec (interpreted as J). The 
data further support the possibility that the J peak divides into two, peaking 
respectively at 950 and 1030 msec, which could be explained by a cognitive 
procedure which in practice always either stretched or contracted a basic 
cognitive category (J) to produce^and J. In view of the small amount of data 
involved, this remains merely a suggestion, one requiring support from 
other improvisation analyses. 

But, in any case, quantization of IO times is clearly based on triplet sub- 
division of the beat. Examination of the global fine detail of IO times below 
100 msec did not reveal any significant substructure, although quantization 
that operated only locally over a restricted passage might not be detected in 
such an examination, if rubato effects in the same time range from other 
parts of the piece were present. 

Displacement Figure 7 shows a frequency plot for note displacement from 
the beat, in beat percentage, with 2% windows. Figure 8 shows a blowup of 
the central region of ±10%, with 0.5% windows. On the basis of these two 
plots, the displacement categories shown in Table 1 seem to hold. The last 
indicated displacement category is weaker than the others and formed pri- 
marily from data at two locations: the double trill (beats 34-35) and the 
concluding chords (beats 63-65). Overall, the cognitive processes at work 
can therefore be hypothesized to be: 

1. Division of the pulse into 2 or 3 parts 
2. Advancement of note placement in relation to the beat by 4% 

(triplet subdivision, on beats); or 2 or 8% (double subdivi- 
sion), at a lower level of significance. 

The appearance of both undisplaced and consistently displaced notes on 
the J downbeat supports the idea that the two processes are independently 
operative. (It also seems reasonable that this independence should be easiest 
to observe in placement of notes on the downbeat.) The possibility of a re- 
lated effect at the half-beat is raised by the data, but there is not sufficient 
evidence for any conclusion. 
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Fig. 7. Note displacement distribution in beat percent (Improvisation A). 

Fig. 8. Note displacement: detail of central region (Improvisation A). 
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TABLE 1 

Displacement Categories 

Displacement 
Center Strength Interpretation 

-37% Moderate -33 V3% (triplet J> before beat) with 32/3% 
anticipation 

-4.5% Strong 0% (on beat) with 4.5% anticipation 
0.0% Strong 0% (on beat) 
29% Moderate 33V3% (triplet J> after beat) with 41/3% antici- 

pation 
42%, 48% Weak 50% (J>) with 2% or 8% anticipation 

There is another type of displacement as well. This refers to displace- 
ments in relation to the notated categories of the transcription. Since this is 
very much passage-specific, it is treated under the correlations section. 

Durations We are concerned here with key durations, di = r,- - Uj. Figure 9 
shows the key duration distribution for this piece. There are clear peaks 
only at about 75 msec (7.5 beat %) (corresponding to grace notes, the trill, 
and staccato figures) and across the range 950-1120 msec, corresponding 
to the J pulse. An examination of the detail below 20 beat % discovered no 
finer resolution effects. There are no significant peaks corresponding to 
triplet or duplet subdivision. Longer durations not shown in Figure 9 occur 
mostly as rough multiples of the J pulse. 

Fig. 9. Key durations (Improvisation A). 
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The differences between interonset and key duration time distributions 
point to the operation of independent timing mechanisms for duration and 
interonset. At the same time, the shared J category points to the fact that 
they can both operate in conjunction with an external pulse, or presumably, 
an internally generated one. The lack of clear durational peaks in the mid 
ranges shows that release time is a far less important variable than onset 
time for this performer. This is in line with the acknowledged habits of most 
piano (as opposed to organ) players, due to the piano's sustain pedal and 
decaying sound envelope. 

Chordal Spreads A chord is defined here by indicated simultaneous attacks 
on the transcription (Figure 4). These reflect intuitive decision-making 
about what is perceived as synchronous. Subsequent consideration of the 
full data set (and particularly the four arpeggiated, hence asynchronous, 
chords) leads to the conclusion that for this synthesizer voice, the boundary 
for synchronous perception of chords lies in the range 50-75 msec. 

Certain patterns within the chordal spreads seem to show that different 
production procedures are operating for chords of different size. Thus, 
77% of the 3 1 two-note chords (X2 two-tailed test p < .005) begin with the 
higher note (r.h.) and 50% of four three-note chords begin with the highest 
note (and 50% with the lowest), while 100% of 2 four-note and 4 five-note 
chords end with the highest note. The four arpeggiated chords have been 
included in this tally. 

The 3 1 two-note chords are numerous enough to justify their own analy- 
sis. If we define the spread X of a two note chord as (higher note attack 
time - lower note attack time), the average value for X is X = 6.5 msec, 
which represents the mean time interval that the right hand leads the left. 
Standard deviation a = 17.7 msec, with a large component of this due to a 
few large values. The average absolute spread X is found to be IXI = 13.6 
msec, and the median absolute spread is 7 msec. These figures suggest that 
two-note chordal spread is intentionally positive and controllable to an ac- 
curacy of about 10 msec or perhaps less. 

The mean displacement of the two note chords in relation to their indi- 
cated note positions in the transcription may be computed to be -30.6 msec, 
corresponding to an anticipation of 3.1%, consistent with the earlier find- 
ings. The fact that the displacement is so much greater than mean chordal 
spread strongly supports the intentionality of the displacement and raises 
the question of whether the ability to internally synchronize outputted 
actions exceeds the ability to coordinate them to an external cue, as seems 
likely. 

Dynamics 

Quantization Figure 10 shows a plot of key velocity incidence. KV values 
range from 1 to 1 12, with a mean of 91.8 and standard deviation 18.9. The 
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Fig. 10. Key velocity distribution (Improvisation A). 

figure shows clear "quantization" effects, with peaks at about 93, 100, and 

108, and a much more diffuse band from 76 to 88. It may be hypothesized 
that these four peaks, which correspond according to our calibrations to 

key transit times of about 10-14 msec (KV 76-88), 9.5 msec (KV 93), 7.5 
msec (KV 100), and 5.0 msec (KV 108), represent separate categories of 
intended dynamics by this performer, corresponding to a process which 

may be termed categorical production, by analogy with the well-known 

phenomenon of categorical perception. The presence of noise is considered 
to be responsible for broadening the sharpness of the peaks. Although the 
data here are hardly unequivocal in this interpretation, the effect will be 
seen to be more pronounced in Improvisation B, and work with other im- 

provisers seems to show it to be a general phenomenon (Pressing &c Troup, 
to be submitted). 

Correlations with Key Number No general correlation between dynamics 
and key number was observed. In particular, there was no consistent differ- 
ence between black and white keys. This was as expected. 

Chordal Dynamics A look at the 42 struck (transcribed as simultaneously 
articulated, including arpeggiated) chords in the piece shows that in all but 
three, the key velocity of the highest note is greater than or equal to that of 
the lowest. The highest note is also louder than all inner voices in all but two 
chords. Thus this is clearly a treble-dominated texture, with the mean dy- 
namic difference between outer voices 1 1 KV units. 
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Legatoness 

One advantage of microstructural recording is the possibility of examining 
degrees of legatoness. In the following discussion, this is defined in terms of 
the overlap of adjacent notes, where adjacent means adjacent in order of 
attack time. Thus there has not been, as would be expected in traditional 
music analysis, a separation into parts, whose legatoness would then each 
be considered separately. We are looking therefore at "global" rather than 
"line" legatoness. Because of the thinness of texture and the nature of the 
figurations in the two improvisations here, this difference is not a major 
one. But it is also not always possible to reliably distinguish independent 
parts in the transcription of improvised music. In any case, the question of 
global legatoness is a legitimate one on its own. 

Absolute Legatoness absolute (key) legatoness L, of any pair of adjacent 
notes may be defined as their overlap time, viz. 

Li = min {rhri+1)-ai+1 (4) 

Note that it is possible to define three such types of legatoness: key legato- 
ness (L), note legatoness (NL), and sounding legatoness (SL). The above 
definition is for key legatoness. As in the previous section on IO times, note 
legatoness includes the effects of the sustain pedal in note overlap, and 
sounding legato includes the sound decay effects of the synthesizer voice in 
determining overlap. Since the sustain pedal was not used in Improvisation 
A and only one synthesizer voice has been used throughout, we consider 
here only key legatoness. 

Figure 11 shows the absolute key legato distribution for this piece. The 
quantization here is very noticeable, with peaks at approximately -250 
msec, 0 to 80 msec, and weak effects at 660 msec, 960 msec, and 1060 
msec. Higher values (not shown) clearly reflect multiples of the underlying J 
pulse. Interpretations of the peaks are shown in Table 2. It is surprising that 
despite the fundamental triplet «h IO quantization, rest quantization is clos- 
est to a division of the beat into 4 Jis. This might be considered to point to a 
quaternary temporal design of rests, independent from other timing values 
(IO times, durations). A closer examination of the passages corresponding 
to this peak, however, shows that this more probably results, in this case, 
from the superposition of two processes : triplet «h subdivision plus staccatis- 
simo. Thus, these legatoness values are found nearly exclusively in places 
(e.g., beats 18-19, bass register) where such processes are readily inferred 
on musical grounds (see Fig. 4), and we do not find legatoness peaks at 
-0.50 or +0.25, which would independently support the hypothesis of 
quaternary subdivision. 
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Fig. 11. Absolute legato distribution in seconds (Improvisation A). 

TABLE 2 

Interpretations of Peaks 

Peak Location Interpretation 

-250 msec ì ? (see text) 
0-80 msec tenuto - slight legato 
660 msec triplet J overlap 
960 msec ^[overlap 
1060 msec J overlap 

The interpretation of the other main peaks appears unproblematic, as in- 
dicated above, but two points are worthy of comment. First, it is surprising 
that there is no peak at 333 msec (triplet^). Second, we see again a weak 
bifurcation of temporal data around 1.00 sec, the pulse rate, which may be 
meaningful, since this also occurred with IO times and durations. 

The fine structure of the very large peak in the range 0-80 msec is given 
in Figure 12. In interpreting the results, the issue of the meaningfulness of 
resolution again arises, and a straightforward answer is not easy. In the 
broad sense there is a peak in the range 0-80 msec corresponding, presum- 
ably, to the tenuto or weak legato process. Within this, there are two une- 

quivocal broad bands in the ranges -10 to 25 msec and 40 to 80 msec. 
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Fig. 12. Absolute legato distribution detail (Improvisation A). 

These might be considered to correspond respectively to a tenuto and a 
weak legato process. Differentiating further, the second band seems to have 
clear peaks at about 43 and 63 msec. If these are not chance arrangements 
of data, they may correspond to distinguishable microscopic legato proc- 
esses whose nature has yet to be elucidated. It may be noted that nearly one- 
third of all legatoness values in the range -10 to +80 msec occur in the 
double trill passage of beats 34 to 36. However, this does not seem a serious 
objection, as even if these values are omitted, the relative peak amplitudes 
in the passage in question remain in proportion. Further study of other im- 
provisations is clearly required here, and is in progress. 

Relative Legatoness This quantity measures the extent of overlap between 
two successive notes in relation to the duration of the first one. In other 
words, 

A,- = Li/ di (key relative legato) (5) 

It is plotted in Figure 13. There are strong peaks around 0.00-0.05 and 
0.95-1.00, and a weaker peak at 0.50. These may be considered to repre- 
sent tenuto to weak legato, 50% overlap legato, and complete overlap le- 
gato. 
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Fig. 13. Relative legato (Improvisation A). 

Correlations 

Here we discuss correlations between microstructural parameters and 
with macrostructure. To facilitate this comparison, Figure 14 shows a num- 
ber of microvariables plotted against time, scaled to allow inclusion on the 
same page. Some notes with extreme absolute legato values have been omit- 
ted for clarity. 

An additional variable is also occasionally discussed. This is notational 
shift, which refers to small deviations from the attack times of transcribed 
notation, where simple (experientially, "felt") beat subdivisions are used by 
the performer. This reduces to note displacement for on-beats. 

The discussion will not treat the entire piece in full detail, but will look 
selectively at significant details within chosen phrases to highlight the kinds 
of correlations found in this improvisation. 

1. Opening phrase, beats 9-13. This passage emphasizes the in- 
tervals of 4th and tritone. Ignoring the very short and very dy- 
namically weak G, it divides into three dyads: DCJt, BFtf, and 
CF. These pairs have remarkably similar key velocities: (93, 
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Fig. 14. Selected microvariables versus onset time (Improvisation A). O = key number, 

 = key velocity, A = absolute legato. Absolute legato is scaled for comparison, and ex- 

treme values are excluded. 

102), (93, 102), and (93, 104) respectively. The absolute key 

legato values for the six transitions between the seven notes 

(now including the G) are .064, .053, .070, .009, .062, and 

.050. Except for the fourth value, these show a considerable 
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consistency that identifies them as belonging to the same 
phrase. The last two notes of this passage (C and F) and the Et 
of beat 14 show what is seen below to be a characteristic at- 
tribute of notational shift: as a phrase or concatenation of mo- 
tives progresses, attacks move progressively (usually forward) 
in relation to the ostensible note positions. Here the notes C, 
F, and Et have respective notational anticipations of 35, 42, 
and 51 msec. 

2. Beats 18-25. The bass triplet figure displays the same feature 
of progressive notational shift. Here are the bassline nota- 
tional deviations, in milliseconds: 

at +37 \ 
G -13 
C -24 triplet figure, 
Et -58 I increasing anticipation 
G -62 
B -81 > 
C -41 \ 
Qt + 22 I change to crotchets, 
D)t +59 I increasing delay 
E +81/ 

Hence the change in note durations, texture, and bass legato- 
ness at beats 20-21 is reinforced by a change of sign and di- 
rection of change of the notational shift, as well as a reduction 
in key velocity. This is also the location where a contextually 
large chordal spread occurs (14 msec) which contrasts with 
the remaining passage average of 3.7 msec. 

At the same time as these clear correlations, there are iso- 
lated phenomena whose significance cannot properly be as- 
sessed due to the uniqueness (hence unreliably small data 
base) of improvisation. A simple example occurs with the 
middle triplet bass notes of beats 18 and 19, where both Gs 
have identical key velocities in a variable environment. Very 
likely coincidence, but. . . . 

3. Beats 29-33. Here we find a consistent order of striking of the 
hands on downbeats and a consistently small chordal spread. 
The right hand sequential semitone motives beginning on beat 
30 show a consistent dynamic range and pairing: (108, 111), 
(108, 110), (108, 109), and (109, 106). Note that the KV dif- 
ferences are (first note KV - second note KV): -3, -2, -1, 
+ 3, showing a clear progression; furthermore, the last ap- 
pearance of the motive, where relative note key velocity 
changes sign, is the end of the phrase, follows the only exam- 
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pie of disjunct soprano motion, and marks the appearance of a 
new pitch class set (pc set progression 014-012-014-012- 
015). Intervals 1, 2, and 4 are emphasized throughout. As the 
phrase nears its end, as well, delays in relation to the down 
beat change to increasing anticipations. Thus the successive 
displacements of the second notes of the motive from the beat 
are + 114, + 118, + 89, and + 13 msec. Consistent legatoness 
values link the motives as well, as shown in Table 3. 

4. Beats 42-54. Here are the suggestive relations between key 
velocity and the use of motives. Thus the three-note motive of 
both parts of beat 43 represented intervallically by ([6, 7], 5), 
seen in four locations, always occurs with minimum KV in the 
middle position. J J> motives (7 occurrences) always have 
higher on-beat key velocities, and this pattern is even more 
regular where the motives have intervallic common structure, 
as in the treble of 47-50, which consists of arpeggiations of 
two diminished chords, with key velocity pattern 106-97- 
106-98-101-95-106. Key velocity also unifies the treble 
motive sequenced in beats 52-54, as follows: 

Note: F D G ; E Cfl F 
KV: 110 108 106 111 108 108 

This occurs even though the rhythm changes in the second 
statement of the motive. 

5. Beats 55-57. This passage is singled out on the basis of the 
subjective sense of surprise reported by the performer at the 
double octave unison on beat 55. The two following beats 
show evidence of cognitive programming control change. 
Pitch material shifts to a tonal chord center (C minor), rhythm 
is simplified, and 50 msec anticipation shifts to slight delay 
(beat 56^ then back toward very slight anticipation (3-5 msec 
on beat 57). There is also a clear drop in treble key velocity at 

table 3 
Absolute Legatoness of the Motives 

Beat 

30 31 32 33 

First motive note .075 .044 .044 .032 
Bass .149 .126 .151 .106 
Second motive note .951 .894 .847 .953 
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beat 56. It is possible to infer from this that the performer dis- 
orientation at beat 55 caused him to 

(a) choose less sophisticated pitch materials; 
(b) delay striking the next notes by some 60 msec, possibly 

in order to have more time to think; 
(c) strike the keys at the following beat with more tentative- 

ness, hence less force; 
(d) choose less sophisticated rhythmic materials. 

That the disorientation was not completely resolved in the fol- 
lowing two beats is evidenced by some sloppiness of execution 
around beat 59 (large chordal spread). By beat 60, however, 
this has passed. 

6. Beats 63-65, the ending phrase. The harmonic implications 
of this phrase were described earlier. Other factors supporting 
the climaxing of the phrase on the final chord include: 

(a) increasing mean key velocities per beat: 93.0, 94.5, 
104.2; and for the bass line, 90, 100, 108; 

(b) increasing normalized chordal spread, defined as 
chordal spread divided by (n - 1), where n is the num- 
ber of notes in the chord: 14.8, 25.3, 32.0 msec; 

(c) the occurrence of the treble set EAEt on beats 63 and 65 ; 
(d) contrary motion to registrai extremes. 

Other general pairs of microstructural variables showed little correla- 
tion. Thus, no consistent relation between chordal spread and dynamic 
spread of chords was found. 

Event Partitioning 

In a recent paper (Pressing, 1987), I presented what is apparently the first 
cognitive model of the improvisation process. The model is basically syn- 
thetic (as opposed to analytic) in that it describes how improvisations may 
be generated. It can only be analytic to the extent that sufficient perform- 
ance information is available to allow the unambiguous parsing of the mu- 
sic into groups of musical events, under specified criteria. This proved pos- 
sible for Improvisation A and gives support for the applicability of the 
theory. 

The model considers that any improvisation I can be broken up into a 
series of nonoverlapping event clusters E, such that 

I=[EUE2...EN], (6) 

where each E, is an integrally conceived motorie and musical unit consisting 
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of one or more events. The relations between successive £,s are considered 
to be characterized by either associative or interrupt generation, corres- 
ponding to continuity or discontinuity of musical design. Adjacent E,s 
linked by associative generation are considered to share common features, 
processes, and/or musical objects (notes, motives, etc.). A set of E,s so 
linked forms a distinct event cluster class K;, separated by interrupt genera- 
tion from the next event cluster class X;+1. For further details the reader is 
referred to the original paper (Pressing, 1987). 

A partitioning of this improvisation into 33 distinct event clusters (£,-) 
and 1 1 distinct event cluster classes (Kj) is shown in Table 4. The number of 
members of the Kj varies from 1 to 6 and their durations from 1.305 to 

table 4 
Partitioning of Improvisation A 

Event Cluster Beat Location Event Cluster Class 

E! 9-13 (first triplet) Kx = (Eu E2) 
E2 13 (last 2 triplets) -14 
E3 15-17 K2 = (£3,£4,E5) 
E4 18-20 
E5 21-25 (except last Ji) 
E6 25(lastJ))-27 K3 = (£6,£7) 
E7 28-29 
Eg 30 K4 = (£8,£9,E10,£ii) 
E9 31 
E10 32 
En 33 
En 34-35 (except last triplet^) K5 = (£12) 
Eu 35 (last triplet JO-36 K6 = (£13) 
Em 37 K7 = (E14,E15,E16,£17,E18) 
Eis 38-39 (except last J>) 
E16 39 (last Ji) -40 
Ely 41 (except last triplet J>) 
Eis 41 (last triplet J^)-42 
Ei9 43-44 Ks = (£19, £20, Elu E22, £23) 
E20 45-46 (triplet^) 
E2i 46 (last 2 triplet «hs) 
E22 47-48 (except last triplet .h) 
E23 48 (last triplet «h)-50 
E24 51 K9 = (£24) 
^25 52-53 K\o = (£25, £26, £27, £28, £29, £30) 
E26 54-55 
E27 56-58 (except last i) 
E28 58 (last » -59 
E29 60 
E30 61-62 
E31 63 K„ = (£3i,£32,£33) 
E32 64 
E33 65 
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10.780 sec, with mean 5.065 sec. The choices for the boundaries between 
the Ei and Kf were made on musical (phrase structures, motives, etc.), mo- 
torie (inferred fingering, hand position, etc.) and cognitive (knowledge of 
the performer's style, recorded comments in score) grounds. 

IMPROVISATION B 

This was recorded a few minutes after Improvisation A, with the author 
as performer and Greg Troup as experimenter. No click track was used. 
The instructions to the performer were to produce a (completely) free piece 
of about a minute's duration. The resulting music was characterized by 
Greg Troup as "a sustained sombre piece, befitting the mood of the per- 
former." 

Macrostructural Analysis 

A full transcription of this piece is seen in Figure 15, where pedal mark- 
ings are given along the horizontal axis. Since no click track was used to 
"drive" note production, such a transcription into traditional notation is 
only possible if some pulse is chosen as fundamental. In the examination of 
note duration and IO time quantization (see below) no dominant funda- 
mental pulse emerged, nor did the performer claim to be using one. There- 
fore J = 60 was chosen for transcription convenience, which is at least con- 
sistent with an observed weak IO peak at about 1 sec and allows ready 
comparison with Improvisation A. However, it must be remembered in 
looking at Fig. 15 that no implications of tempo, pulse or meter should be 
drawn. Therefore, except where rapid passagework demands short note 
values, durations are rounded for clarity by as much as 150 msec, to avoid 
complicated and unreasonable literalness. In all cases, however, local musi- 
cal structure (order of attacks, presence of legatoness, etc.) is preserved in 
the notation. 

Improvisation B in many ways displays far less extensive macrostructure 
than Improvisation A. There are few recurrent motives, and pitch materials 
show less homogeneity. The usage of sets shows no simple central unity. 
The lack of reference to a defined pulse has presumably contributed to 
make this overall a "freer" improvisation. Nevertheless, the following 
points do hold. 

In general terms, the piece is slow moving, and dominated by sustained 
textures, pedal points, and conjunct motion. Phrase structure early in the 
piece (beats 6-19, 20-35 and 36-50) is balanced and fairly long. This then 
breaks into faster note values and shorter asymmetrical phrases, particu- 
larly in the passage of beats 69-81. The final passage (beats 81 -end) 
shows a simpler durational structure and a return to something like the 
original texture. 
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(J = 60) 
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Fig. 15. Transcription of Improvisation B. 
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Fig. 15. Continued. 

A motive based on the interval of a rising 6th followed by conjunct 
(rarely, minor third) descent, roughly of the form I i 

is found at beats 6-8 (treble), 6-14 (bass), 60-63 (top line), 61-66 (top 
line-G Et D), and 75-77 (bass-D Bl> A). Related rising 6th motives alone 
are found at beats 48 (bass), 69 (bass), and 84 (treble). 
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Other melodic events may be interpreted as transformations of this cen- 
tral motive. For example, the size of the first interval is shrunk in the seem- 
ingly related motives at beats 42-44 (treble Et At G) and 48-50 (D F# Ft| ). 
More distant transformations may exist, as at beat 20, with the pattern C 
Bt A, omitting the first A of the treble; at beats 29-26 in the bass, where the 
leap At Bt is followed by the stepwise descent E Et D; the bass figure at beat 
40, then descending to F(t at 44; the treble pattern Gtt AGjt at t56-60; and 
beat 71 (treble), where the notes At G C could be a permutation of the basic 
motive that preserves relative note durations. In addition, a related rising 
M7 motive is used four times in beats 89-93 to end the piece. 

An independent quick chromatic motive moving from F to At occurs 
also: at beats 29 and 40, and transposed a tone higher at beat 35; the chro- 
matic flurry at beats 69-70 is clearly related as well. 

One pervasive process seems to be the use of slowly rising or falling 
diatonic or chromatic lines, sometimes decorated by grace notes, frequently 
emphasizing (by convergence or duration) the notes G, B, or D. This is 
found in beats 10-21 (E F G A Bt), 21-29 (Bt A G F G), 29-55 (At Bt C 
Bt-bass), 31-37 (E Et D), 35-55 (Bt At G Fit Fl) E), 41-59 (Et D C B), 
57-67 (A G« G), 70-83 (At G F Ffl), 71-83 (C C(t D Et Ei) -treble), 71-75 
(C(t D Et El) D-bass), 80-87 (F(t G At All), and 85-89 (A A(t B-top line). 

This process tends to establish the notes G and D as tonal focal points. 
This is also supported by the high incidence of these notes, at least one of 
which sounds virtually continuously throughout beats 6-50 and 62-85. 
Other specific figures promote this, as for example the passage 67-72 (tre- 
ble) which moves by chromatic meandering from D to G. It is also pro- 
moted by the use of the notes F(f, At and Qt, Et as long term chromatic 
neighbors to G and D. This may be seen for example at beats 41-49 (G F# 
G-bass), 72-84 (G F(t G-treble) and 55-72 (C(t D-bass). A related proc- 
ess is visible in the closing three bars of the piece, where the ascending M7 
motives start on F# and end with the motions Et D At G. Finally, the first 
two notes of the piece, and the last and third last, are D and G. 

There is also a vertical emphasis throughout on the intervals M7 and 
mi9: in other words, interval class 1. This has a high incidence between 
outer voices, and also between an outer and inner voice, as may be seen for 
example in beats 23, 29, 41, 44, 61, 77, and 89-93. 

A separate analysis was also performed of the held sonorities of this 
piece. No strong structural features emerged from this. 

Microstructural Analysis 

Timing 

Interonset Times IO times in this piece, as might be expected, show weaker 
quantization effects than in Improvisation A. Figure 16 shows that only the 
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Fig. 16. Interonset interval distribution in seconds (Improvisation B). 

peak at 0 msec is clear-cut, obviously corresponding to intended synchrony. 
Other weak peaks appear to exist at about 180 msec, 500-650 msec, and 
950-1150 msec. Examination of the passages where these IO times occur 
sheds some further information. The 180 msec unit appears primarily in 
beats 70-80. Hence it appears to be a real but local time unit. The 500- 
650 msec units are only found in the second half of the piece, while the val- 
ues around 1 sec occur throughout. 

Durations As seen in Figure 17, distinctive key durations occur only in two 

peaks, centered around 250 msec and 550-700 msec. These peaks are not 

changed by the inclusion of pedaling effects (i.e., producing note rather 
than key durations), since pedaling durations were overwhelmingly at least 
1 sec in length and most commonly far longer. No consistent pattern of long 
durations (>2 sec) was observed for either key or note durations. 

We then turn to the general consideration of time quantization in this 

piece. A comparison of the IO and durational peak shows possible com- 

monality only in the ranges 180-250 msec and 550-650 msec. As men- 
tioned before, 180 msec seems to be peculiar to a particular passage and 
hence is unlikely to be globally fundamental. As in Improvisation A, sepa- 
rate processes, which sometimes coordinate, seem to govern the IO and du- 
rational time structures. 

The existing time peaks do not suggest any simple numerical ratios im- 

plying division or concatenation of an underlying pulse, with the possible 
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Fig. 17. Key durations (Improvisation B). 

exception of the 180-250 and 550-650 msec bands, which might be con- 
strued to be noise-broadened peaks in 1:3 ratio. While a number of timing 
schemes can be constructed, using additive, divisive, and multiplicative op- 
erations, capable of explaining the data, the peaks were found to be too 
diffuse to unequivocally decide between them. Hence no further conclu- 
sions proved possible. 

Chordal Spreads Of the 23 chords in this piece, 12 have a negative chordal 
spread and Ila positive one. Contextual analysis also shows no significant 
local phenomena with regard to chordal spread X. Statistics are as follows: 
mean chordal spread X = 0.2 msec; mean absolute chordal spread = 
IXI = 20.9 msec; median absolute spread = 20 msec. This was apparently not a finely controlled variable, as it was in Improvisation A. 

Dynamics 

Quantization Figure 18 shows that there are clear quantization effects op- 
erating here. Key velocities varied from 1 to 111 and their mean was 87.0, with standard deviation 19.5. Large peaks are found, in the two-unit win- 
dow plot, centered at 91, 99, and 106. These correspond closely with the 
major peaks found for Improvisation A, at 93, 100, and 108 KV units, and 
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Fig. 18. Key velocity distribution (Improvisation B). 

suggest strongly that key velocity quantization is operating globally for this 

performer. Other small peaks may also be significant, such as that at 77, 
which is also found, weakly, in Improvisation A, and the peak at 111, 
which may only be a saturation effect. 

There are also clear differences between the two improvisations. For ex- 
ample, 88-89 is strongly present in B but nearly completely absent in A. 
Overall, there is support for the hypothesis of categorical production 
(quantization) that is characteristic of this performer in general, or at least 
this performer over a certain extended period of time, or within certain sty- 
listic constraints. Here this seems to describe key velocities of 77, 91-93, 
99-100, and 106-108. In addition there may be piece-specific key velocity 
quantization, which we see implied by significant differences in detail for 
the two distributions (e.g., at KV 88). 

Chordal Dynamics There are 23 struck chords in this piece, if struck is 
taken to mean simultaneous attack times differing by no more than 60 
msec. If larger grace-note type figures are included (at beats 75 and 89-93) 
there are five others. Twenty-six of these 28 chords have KV (top note) 
> KV (bottom note), and the mean dynamic difference between their outer 
voices is 14 KV units. The same tendency for a treble-dominated texture 
holds for sustained chords with staggered entries as well. 
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Legatoness 

Absolute Legato Significant detail for absolute (key) legato was only found 
in the region below 200 msec, which is plotted in Figure 19. There are clear 
peaks centered at 45 and 105 msec. The 45-msec peak was also found in 
Improvisation A, but a weak peak around 105 msec there was not judged 
significant. This suggests weakly that absolute legato quantization can be 
based on pulse and also operate independently of it. Further research is 
clearly necessary, but apparently legatoness forms a third type of quantiza- 
ble time framework, after IO time and duration. 

Relative Legato Relative (key) legato X is plotted in Figure 20. This does not 
include any pedaling effects. There are three weak peaks: at 0.08, 0.19, and 
0.54. A comparison with Improvisation A suggests that the peaks at 0.08 
and 0.54 correspond to peaks there, shifted slightly (0.04-0.05) to the 
right. As there, they may be ascribed to a tenuto and 50% legato process. 
The absence of the peak at 1 .00, as in A, is clearly due to the use of the pedal. 
The peak at 0.19 does not have an obvious explanation. 

Pedaling The presence of extensive pedaling should emphasize that the sec- 
tions on duration and legatoness just discussed have referred exclusively to 
the actions of the hand. The major effects of pedaling may be gleaned di- 

Fig. 19. Absolute legato distribution in seconds (Improvisation B). 
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Fig. 20. Relative legato (Improvisation B). 

rectly from the musical transcription. The pedal is used to sustain signi- 
ficant tones, and is turned off at ends of phrases, at changes of harmony, or 
several notes after the start of rapid note figures to limit melodic blurring. 
Mean pedal duration decreases after beat 69, and gaps increase in size, be- 
fore a return to the opening behaviors in the ending passage beginning at 
beat 85. Thus an ABA' form is supported. 

Correlations 

In contrast with Improvisation A, only very few micro-micro or micro- 
macro correlations were found in Improvisation B. IO times, durations, 
and absolute and relative legatoness showed no clear microstructural rela- 
tions to any of the passage-specific motives or processes described as mac- 
rostructure. No correlation was found between chordal spread and chordal 
dynamic spread. Dynamic correlations were found to be absent from the 
M6 motive in its various forms, and from the long conjunct structural lines. 
The only correlations found were those associated with the dynamics of a 
few strongly identifiable motives of short duration: the chromatic grace 
note figure and the closing M7 motives. Specifically, the three notes of the 
chromatically ascending grace note figure and their final main note were 
always played with crescendo. The four M7 motives showed a consistent 
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pattern of dynamics, respectively (86, 99), (88, 101), (76, 82), (77, 80), 
which partitions the motives into two groups of two and shows a monoton- 
ically decreasing KV difference between motive note pairs. 

Event Partitioning 

Improvisation B can readily be parsed up in a musically plausible fashion 
into event clusters E,- and event cluster classes Kj as was done previously for 
Improvisation A. One such analysis yielded 24 event clusters, but only six 
event cluster classes, due to the textural homogeneity of this piece. How- 
ever the presence of polyphonically overlapping phrase structures and the 
lack of unifying motives makes for a multiplicity of possible variations on 
this analysis even using microstructural data, without additional cognitive 
information from the performer, which was not available. Since these alter- 
native determinations could not reasonably be excluded, full partitioning 
data are not given here. 

Discussion 

These two short improvisations contrast strongly in style, yet share a 
number of microstructural tendencies. Thus interonset time distributions 
show common peaks around 0, 650, and 1000 msec (but not elsewhere), 
dynamic quantizations center in both pieces on the ranges 91-93, 99-100, 
and 106-108, chordal dynamics show top note dominance by 11 (A) and 
14(B) KV units, absolute legato features a common peak at 45 msec and 
relative legato shares the ranges 0.00-0.08 and 0.50-0.54. On the other 
hand, the distribution of durations and chordal spreads shows no similari- 
ties, and most aspects of absolute legatoness differ considerably in the two 
cases. Most strikingly, however, the micro-micro and micro- macro struc- 
tural correlations were extensive for Improvisation A and nearly com- 
pletely absent in Improvisation B. This is despite the fact that both improvi- 
sations were judged to be comparably successful in aesthetic terms by the 
performer. 

How much of this variability is due to the whimsicality of intention in- 
herent in improvisation and how much is due to the presence of a metro- 
nome click in only one piece cannot be assessed without further study of 
this performer. However, we may safely assume, in line with common mu- 
sical opinion, that both factors will be important. (The use by a performer 
of an internally generated pulse is an intermediate case that will form the 
subject of subsequent investigation.) 

But another factor is probably involved here as well. This is the extent to 
which aesthetically successful art in general will be found to have strong 
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structural underpinnings. The situation occurs very clearly in composed 
music: some great works don't "analyze well." Compare the published pro- 
lixities on Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Printemps with the paltry analytical of- 
ferings on Schönberg's (pre-systematic) Pierrot Lunairey both acknowl- 
edged twentieth century masterpieces. Speaking on a much more modest 
front, Improvisation B doesn't "analyze well," compared to Improvisation 
A. In other words, the musical meaning is not well described by existing 
analytical procedures. What has been demonstrated in this article is that 
such musical meaning does not necessarily reside in the performance micro- 
structure either, although certainly situations can arise where meaning is 
predominantly present there. It seems increasingly likely to this writer 
therefore that many currently ineffable aspects of music will remain in- 
definitely undescribable by words or other symbolic notation. 

However, many structural aspects have been documented here. Quanti- 
zation, or categorical production, has been inferred from distribution plots 
of key velocity. There is also a strong suggestion that this quantization is 
largely independent of the presence of pulse in the music. If supported by 
further investigations, this should have implications for performance peda- 
gogy and computer-controlled music production. Likewise, the integrated 
microstructural "support" given to the execution of distinctive musical mo- 
tives (found primarily in Improvisation A) provides insight into the impor- 
tance of gestural and kinetic imagery used by performers, since such imag- 
ery presumably acts to coordinate microstructure (based upon past 
movement experience) in a way that focusing on individual details could 
not, within the severe cognitive constraints of real-time performance. Here 
again there are presumably implications for computer composition and 
performance. 

Other suggestions from the data include: 

1. Treble textural dominance for this performer is consistent and 
pulse-independent. 

2. Rhythmic design where pulse is present is based upon the 
processes of pulse division and shifting (predominantly antici- 
pation in these pieces). 

3. Consistent performance effects may operate over time scales 
of 10 msec or less (e.g., chordal spreads). Other effects (e.g., 
synchronization to an external pulse) show less resolution, 
with 30 msec perhaps representing a useful dividing line be- 
tween qualitatively different effects. Simultaneity of tone per- 
ception seems to lie in a range about twice this (50-75 msec). 

4. Differences in the distribution patterns of IO times, durations, 
and legatoness suggest three independent underlying temporal 
mechanisms that may sometimes link together in coordina- 
tion with macrostructure (pulse, motives). 
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5. Microstructural recording is only sometimes (Improvisation 
A) sufficiently detailed to uniquely determine the event pars- 
ing necessary to apply an earlier model of improvisation 
(Pressing, 1987). 

Clearly many more data are required before the issues raised here about 
improvisation design can be satisfactorily addressed.1 

1 . The apparatus was built by the La Trobe University Department of Psychology work- 
shop, with software written by Russell MacDonnell and Glen Lawrence of the same depart- 
ment. I am also grateful to the La Trobe University School of Humanities for a grant for a 
purchase of the DX7 synthesizer and to Greg Troup for experimental assistance and useful 
discussions. 
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Preamble
Improvisation works as follows.  A group of organisms is interacting on the basis of a

shared global purpose, and the details of what they are to do are worked out interactively
in real time. (Of course, we first think of an organism as a human individual, as in
conventional musical improvisation; but an organism can be other things - another kind of
animal, a computer program or internet agent, a collection of human individuals with
shared purpose like a business or a sports team, et al.)  Members of the group have
individual goals, and there are shared group goals. Some goals may be aesthetic, some
emotional, others perhaps ethical, polemic, pleasure-seeking or status-seeking. There are
largely unnegotiated contracts between the organisms to try to fulfill as many of these
goals as possible. Yet the organisms share certain expectations about the range of
behaviors that they and others in the group may produce, though of course these may not
always be met.

If the improvisation is musical, the central purpose is interactive expression through
the medium of sound. Such an interaction may be initially characterized by its input and
output streams.  The input is predominantly auditory, with some role for vision (e.g.
reading gestures or scores).  The output is auditory, but that is only achieved by motor
output, in which organisms produce sound by using their bodies to manipulate resonating
objects.

Motor control and schemas
Motor output has many aspects, and motor control in the body is a very complex

business, exhibiting redundancy of control from numerous competing and cooperating
cortical centres like the motor cortex, supplementary motor cortex, and somatosensory
cortex, as well as lower-lying subcortical structures like the basal ganglia and cerebellum.
There are automatic and reflexive aspects, of which we have no conscious experience, and
also more reflective ones that suggest internal representations of action, which may or may
not be consciously accessible, usually depending on the degree of automaticity achieved
via intensive practice.

These more reflective components form a central part of skill acquisition, which has its
basis in what are called (generalized) motor programs (Keele), or schemas (Bartlett).
These have in common the idea that previous experience and learning, founded on genetic
inheritances, have equipped the body with sophisticated control structures that can achieve
certain goals, control structures that are sufficiently adaptable to cope with a fair degree of
change of context from situation to situation.  Here I will use the term schema.
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How schemas work
These schemas are like encapsulated adaptive programs, or agents that set themselves

into action when their input conditions are triggered. A schema filled in with default
values is called a prototype.  Schemas have certain properties: they can be created, tuned,
combined (in sequence or in parallel), generalized, and deleted. Tuning, in particular,
entails the adjustment of motor control parameters (for example - tempo, degree of
staccato, timing of muscle tension increase in a forearm gesture) that determine the
qualitative and quantitative behavior of the motor system.  It is on the basis of these
schemas for action that improvisation occurs, and skill acquisition is to a considerable
degree about building up the range and accessibility of schemas. Expert improvisers bring
an extensive and highly organized personal lexicon of schemas underlying goal-directed
action to bear on continuously changing performance contexts.  This, coupled with an
extensive information base, forms the safety net for the risks of real-time decision-making.

Schema-based control provides a perspective on the familiar distinction between
referent-based (systemic) and free (experimental) improvisation.  Systemic improvisation
has well-established (though not necessarily unified) traditions of production and control,
aesthetic evaluation, repertoire, sound ideals, and referents (e.g., jazz, theme and variation,
Eastern melodic systems like the raga or dastgah, etc.).  Emergent, free or experimental
improvisation does not offer systematics, but exploratory production with available novel
materials at hand, often in the ad hoc general sense of improvisation.

The schemas used in systemic improvisation are typically well- or over-learned,
because otherwise they will not be sufficiently detailed and rapidly accessible to allow
adaptation to the context of the moment.  This rapid adaptation allows creation of a sense
of authenticity and apt immediacy within the very well-defined aesthetic of the
mainstream.

In more experimental or fringe domains, schemas may be in a very early state of
learning, which furthers the idea of erraticness of control, supporting a goal of
unrepeatable or inconsistent auditory results, emphasizing living in the moment.
Complementary to this on-the-edge philosophy is instrumental building designed to thwart
consistency of control: ruined instruments, physically unstable constructions, a preference
for fragile  instrumental materials, hysteresis effects, and so forth. Yet another path
leading to this control philosophy is when a musical problem is set that is poorly specified,
where by poorly specified we mean that criteria for success are not clear or not stable,
applicable methods are not apparent, inadequate information is available, or apparently
conflicting requirements are imposed.  Perhaps surprisingly to musicians, the last decade
has seen the rise of substantial research and emphasis on improvisation in business
organizations, where improvisation can be considered an intuitive response, coordinated
yet spontaneous, to inadequate information in a dynamic (not very predictable)
environment.

Over-learned schemas are typically processed automatically, without the need for
conscious attention, which produces the oft-rediscovered feeling that the player observes
his or her own body playing rather than directing it to play; the feeling arises that it is
being controlled by transpersonal forces.  In a sense it is, because schemas are triggered
automatically by a mixture of percepts and internal states, schemas that drive or constrain
the body.  Yet although self-observed automaticity is an enjoyable and often productive
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state, it has no intrinsic mystical aspect, arising rather from the inability of conscious
thought to access information about the details of control.

Feedback and feedforward
Schemas naturally include many innate mechanisms, two of the most widespread

being feedback and feedforward. Feedback is a signal received by the organism from
observation of self or the environment that is used to correct or adapt its behavior towards
a desired state.   In musical performance, this is not only sound reaching the ears from self
and others, but the tactile feedback from the instrument, which vitally facilitates nuances
in control, and such things as information on 3-D accelerations of the head produced from
the vestibular apparatus in the inner ear.

Feedforward is advance information about the environment or the organism's own
body, used to prepare for action. For example, the motor cortex sends information about
what it is instructing the limbs to do, to other sensory parts of the brain like the auditory
and somatosensory cortices so that they will have advance knowledge of what sounds are
to come.  More generally, feedforward with respect to the environment (other performers,
for example) implies some predictive model of action in the world. This is an essential
part of improvisational skill, for it turns out that the time scale for feedback is very often
too slow to allow adaptive responsive action.  Rather, we often respond (at least in part) to
what our internal model of our co-performers predicts they are likely to do.  This is then a
technical description that underlies observed phenomena such as the natural compatibility
between certain players (they share compatible performance models) and the maturing of
ensembles that occurs in regular performance together (they build increasingly viable
predictive models of their fellow musicians' propensities).  Nevertheless it should not be
imagined that feedforward models fully substitute for accurate authenticity and intuitive
responsiveness to the events of the "now"; rather, they facilitate this process.

The role of the body
Evidently, physicality is more essentially encoded in the process of improvisation than

in re-creation of fixed music, because the performer feeds off all the resources of the
moment to create, and thus relies more directly on manipulation of motor programs and
specific motor acts in unforeseen, rather than foreseen, ways.  In general terms, this means
that the degree of advance control parameter specification is considerably less for
improvisation than for the re-creation of fixed music.

In the only detailed cognitive model of improvisation so far presented (Pressing 1988),
musical statements, events or intentions are given multiple representations or aspects:  as
sound, musical structure, and motor actions.  Variational and developmental processes can
then act on these different aspects in parallel.  New ideas are generated in part by
associations in each of these aspects, and by cross-talk between them.  Again there is a
difference between systemic improvisation and the more experimental domains;  the
instrumental competence is subservient to the flow of ideas in the former whereas nascent
bodily interaction with the evolving instrument is more likely to form the basis of structure
generation in the latter.
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Instruments with unstable or changing control interfaces can be readily generated by
software processing of digital interfaces.  Despite this adaptability, in many ways
electronic instruments offer a poverty of control, considered in relation to traditional
analog instruments (Pressing, 1992).  Yet many researchers are involved in building novel
control systems, some of which are commercially marketed, many of which remain
idiosyncratic and personal.  Personalization promotes message uniqueness.

The bodily basis of musical thought
The evidence is strong that the fundamental origins of cognition lie in goal-directed

action by the body.  Else what is thinking for?  The body is immersed in the loop of self-
monitored action that refines the cognitions standing behind it; it is the body that provides
the evaluative context for environmental affordances.  But rather than focus solely on its
unique attributes, I feel it is more sound to consider that the mind, body, and environment
are not separated by hard boundaries, but are roughly demarcated parts of an interacting
dynamical system.

 It is clear that full physical involvement aids learning, and that the subjective body
experience is central to primal rhythmic elements of music like tempo, accelerando,
syncopation, and ostinato. The body has "clocks" of various kinds that get entrained or are
set in motion as part of musical experiences ranging from listening to composing to
performing.  We also use body analogies beyond rhythm to structure our cognitions: for
examples, the muscular idea of tension-release arcs is often applied to harmonic
progressions;  the trajectories of melodic lines are given interpretations relying on effortful
actions in a gravitational field; notions of force and power are applied to massed
instrumental groupings;  and specific timbral structures are given emotional shadings.

Developmentally, infants and young children naturally coordinate music with
expressive motor characteristics (gesture, posture, and facial expression; speech and vocal
intonation; and emotional expression).  By middle childhood, formal characteristics of
music typically achieve a separate status from expressive ones.
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The Referential Dynamics of Cognition and Action

Jeff Pressing
University of Melbourne

Referential behavior theory (RBT), a general dynamical approach to psychological and related systems
that operate through a control or referencing process, is introduced. A review of existing evidence shows
that this approach can apply to a variety of human and animal systems and tasks, whether the framing
language is that of homeostasis, error correction, coupled biological oscillators, motor control, adaptive
change, cognitive goal-setting, evaluation and refinement, or neural network learning. Thus, RBT
provides a path for reconciliation of dynamical and information-processing accounts of action and
cognition. RBT generates a class of mathematical equations, one of which, the discrete control equation
(DCE), forms the basis for more detailed investigation. The primary focus here is on the application of
the DCE to the temporal structure of regular human movement. Given certain conditions, the equation
produces various standard (and new, more general) forms of the circle map class that governs relative
phase in motor coordination and, hence, generates well-documented nonlinear "dynamical" motor
phenomena such as behavioral attractors, phase transitions, critical slowing, and so on. Under certain
other conditions, the DCE produces the linear stochastic timing models often associated with motor
program traditions, accommodating hierarchical effects, open- and closed-loop conditions, and unilimb
and multilimb movement. A number of new predictions are identified from the approach, and a review
of experimental evidence gives support for the claim that the current formulation is an integrated
generalization and improvement of several aspects of existing motor program and dynamic approaches.

Some human behavior, such as the knee-jerk reflex, is automatic
and reflexive. Once triggered, it unfolds according to a preset
muscular scheme. Other human behavior, such as an arm released
to swing back and forth as a passive pendulum from the shoulder,
has no such underlying scheme; it proceeds on a simple determin-
istic physical basis, under the driving force of gravity. In both
cases, once the action has begun, we can (at least in principle)
predict with considerable accuracy how it will continue, without
any further information.

A contrasting, less predictable type of human behavior may be
called referential: It is organized by ongoing, often adaptive in-
teraction with some specific process, criterion, set of events, or
plan (in general, a referent) that is used to guide or assess produc-
tion (Pressing, 1988). The interaction with the referent allows
determination of the aptness of the current behavior, which may be
used to shape future actions. Aptness may be determined by such
factors as cost (energetic or cognitive), discrepancy between actual
and target actions, or degree of consistency with a long-range goal,
among others. The referent used to guide the referencing process
may come from the environment in real time or from an automatic
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physiological source; it may be an internal structure pulled up from
memory, or one freshly invented by a cognitive process; it may be
used in open- or closed-loop fashion (Pressing, 1988).

Referential processes are very widespread and occur over a
range of time scales. The time scale of reference is taken to be the
inverse of the mean frequency of access to the referent. Examples
of short time scales (referencing time scale T < ~1 s) include
simple motor tasks such as tracking, synchronized rhythmical
tapping, balancing a pole, and interception. For example, in track-
ing a randomly moving target, the target is the referent, and
discrepancy between target and cursor position is the variable used
to determine aptness.

Examples at medium time scales (1 s < T < ~1 min) are found
in fielding questions in an oral presentation, musical improvisa-
tion, and knowledge of results (KR) and knowledge of perfor-
mance (KP) in many sport or decision-making tasks. KR and KP
are feedback techniques known to improve aptness of control
(Proctor & Van Zandt, 1994; R. A. Schmidt, 1988).

Referencing at long time scales (T = ~1 min-decades) typically
centers around processes that feature adaptation, learning, goal
setting, and planning, such as building a children's swing, inter-
preting a series of experimental results, or updating a financial
investment strategy. In deliberate practice of the kind that forms an
essential element in the long-term development of high levels of
expertise, development of self-monitoring and self-regulation
skills (forms of referencing) is an important constituent (Ericsson
& Charness, 1994; Pressing, 1998d).

The point of this reference-based characterization of many hu-
man activities is to set the stage for a unified theory of referential
control that can operate over these various time scales and classes
of phenomena. In trying to strike a balance between general theory
and application, I have produced an article that is composed of two
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parts. In the first part, I try to justify the plausibility of this unified
dynamic conception of referencing, which yields an approach I
have termed referential behavior theory (RBT; Pressing, 1998c).
This unified conception can be linked to a general class of math-
ematical equations, and I focus here on a particular form, the
discrete control equation (DCE). I elaborate on the characteristic
properties of this equation, using their implications to examine the
schism often considered to exist between dynamical and
information-processing accounts of cognition and human behavior.
In the second part of this article, I develop this central equation in
detail by application to the particular case of timed human move-
ment, which operates predominantly over short time scales. This
provides a framework for the possible reconciliation of dynamic
and cognitive/motor program accounts of human movement. In
subsequent discussion, I address some potentials and predictions of
the approach.

Part 1: Control Theory and Human Behavior

When humans act, they control their bodies, and often, external
objects. In the mathematically barest depiction of such control, the
human system's output at time t is a vector of values, y(t), which
is some function of the system's input vector u(r):

y(r) = (1)

where S is called the transfer function. A more detailed and less
behaviorist formulation involves the possibility of an internal
(possibly unobserved) state variable, x(?), and sources of noise:

dx(t)
dt = W[x(r), u(r), £(/), t],

y(t) = R[x«, u(»), Tj(0, f].

(2)

(3)

In this state-space formulation, the first equation is the equation
of state, and the second equation is the observation equation. W
determines the internal state behavior, and R translates from state
space to output. u(0 is variously identified as system input, the
decision vector, or the control vector (Aoki, 1989); £(f) and rj(0
are exogenous noise sources. In this article, I focus on the equation
of state, Equation 2, assuming that its output can be directly
observed. This equation simply proposes that there is some general
lawful relation among state variable, control source, and noise. It
is a standard theorem that continuous state-based systems can
always be written in this form, subject to a few mathematical
caveats (Ashby, 1960).

The state equation is often assumed to be autonomous (contain
no explicit dependence on t) and to be linearly separable, as
follows (Aoki, 1989; Fleming & Rishal, 1975):

dx(t)
dt

= <t>x(t) + Kll(f) + ((t), (4)

where the noise source £(?) is purely additive. The parameter
matrices cf> and K are represented here as time-invariant; they also
can be generalized to include the effects of long-term adaptation
(K[/]) or multiplicative noise (<£!>]). Aside from the separability
assumption, this equation form is still quite general, because (a)
systems of higher order, ordinary, differential equations that might
be proposed can always be reduced to first-order differential

equations by a standard procedure of defining higher derivatives as
new independent variables and (b) nonautonomous (explicit time)
effects can always be made autonomous by adding appropriate
new components to the state vector (e.g., Burghes & Graham,
1980).

This approach also can be formulated in discrete time and is
frequently found in that form. In that case, Equation 4 is replaced
by

Kun (5)

Here, Qn is the noise source. Analogous discrete and continuous
forms (e.g., Equations 4 and 5) are not in general equivalent.

Equations 2-5 and their alternative formulations find wide us-
age in domains forming the traditional focus of control theory:
industrial, engineering, and economic contexts. However, they
occur much more widely. The continuous form occurs in syner-
getics as the slaving-driving principle and in the physics of
random processes as one form of the Langevin equation (Haken,
1987). A related equation occurs as a proposal for a dynamic
theory of control that is based on environmental information,
memory, or intention (Schoner & Kelso, 1988a), with application
predominantly to human movement. The same mathematical for-
malism, coupled with developing methods of nonlinear time-series
analysis, can also be labeled stochastic dynamical systems theory,
which is being increasingly used to attack psychological and
clinical problems (e.g., Masterpasqua & Perna, 1996; Tschacher,
Schiepek, & Brunner, 1992).

The discrete form of the state equation occurs frequently in
time-series analysis, where it generally constitutes a vector autore-
gressive (moving average) model with exogenous variables, or
VAR(MA)X model: The dependence of the current state value on
earlier values provides the autoregression, the noise term provides
the moving average constituent (the term is not very apt but is
traditionally used in time-series analysis in this way), and the
variable un represents exogenous forces. Such time-series model-
ing has been widely applied to psychological processes (Gottman,
1981; Gregson, 1983). Whether the continuous or discrete form is
more apt will depend on the system's characteristics and the
preferences of the modeler.

One further point needs to be made about these central equa-
tions. The definition of the system-environment boundary will
determine what processes contribute to the first (autoregressive)
term and which processes are part of the second (control) term. For
example, imagine two persons interacting in some behavior such
as coordinated rowing or conversation. Suppose that Person A
adjusts his or her rowing speed and phase to that of Person B but
not the reverse or, in the conversational case, that A listens and
responds to B but B just gives orders. Then B's acts can be
modeled as environmental control input to A's equation of state,
whereas B can be modeled as a system unaffected by outside
control: u^~*B = 0; uf ̂ A ± 0. Each person constitutes a separate
scalar system, and the coupling between the two person-systems is
unidirectional. However, one can instead define the two persons
together to constitute one system, with a two-component vector
state variable. Now there is no external control. One simply has
unidirectional self-referential processes within one equation of
state.

This interpretation, which appears useful for many types of
psychological and physiological aspects of control, allows one to
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rewrite the central control equations, without loss of generality and
without the control variable u, because it is now part of x. In other
words, the system can be defined so that all control aspects are
encoded in relations between components of the state vector. To
make the central equation as general as possible, I propose to
simply use the discrete analog of Equation 2, with the single
assumption of the linear separability of noise, which may be
written as

= xn - G(xn, xn_i, . . . xn_,+ 1; v) (6)

Because G is so far unspecified (e.g., it might be linear or
nonlinear), I might just as well have incorporated the xn on the
right-hand side into it. However, the written form is handy, be-
cause then the function G is interpretable as a control or forcing or
behavior-modification function: If there is no control (G = 0),
changes in state are due solely to noise fluctuations. Here, v is a
vector of control parameters, in which values affect the kinds of
behavior the system can exhibit (e.g., they may affect the existence
and location of equilibrium points, limit cycles, or chaos). / is the
memory span or temporal depth of reference of the system, that is,
the number of earlier time points needed to fully specify the
controlled change in state (I assume l^ 1, so that / is the order of
the difference equation). For Markov processes, / = 1, and such
modeling is widespread. The value of / in general is situation-
dependent and must be determined empirically. Although additive
noise has been made explicit, it is a simple matter to retain the
possibility of other types (notably multiplicative noise) by suitable
choice of the function G.

I refer to this equation as the self-referential form of the DCE.
An analogous continuous form can be readily written,1 which has
its own properties, but from this point on in this article, the DCE
is primarily used. In simple language, the equation proposes that
change in a behavior can be predicted from a sum of the effect of
previous behaviors (including environmental relations) and noise.
Its form provides a foundation for causal inference, because G
suggests an antecedent mechanism for change.

Feedback-Based Control

The application of Equation 6 to a particular problem then
depends on the choice of state variables and a characterization of
the control function G and noise source Qn. The most common
action of G is to provide error correction or discrepancy minimi-
zation that is based on negative feedback.

Such a choice has a considerable history of application in
industry, as seen in the 19th-century steam engine governor of
James Watt (Arbib, 1981) and common control devices such as the
thermostat or regulator. These machines exhibit homeostatic con-
trol, a goal that also applies to many human systems, operating at
levels varying from the chemical to the cognitive (Freeman, 1948).
Homeostatic processes operate at the physiological level to regu-
late fluid level, body temperature, glucose blood concentration,
light intensity on the retina, and many other variables. Homeostatic
forces have been invoked in models of social reconciliation (van
Hooff & Aureli, 1994), emotion (Solomon, 1980), and, in Freudian
psychotherapy, ego maintenance (Grunbaum, 1993).

Of course, error-correction/discrepancy minimization is used
not only for homeostasis. Specific motor tasks like tracking, in-

terception, aiming, and steering require real-time adaptation to
possibly unpredictable environmental change. Synchronization ef-
fects that are based on reciprocal referencing between entities
occur in the simultaneous flashing of swarms of fireflies, in pace-
maker cells of the heart, in circadian pacemaker circuits, in unison
cricket chirping, in coordination of breathing and gait in running,
in cascade juggling, and in phase-coherent menstruation of groups
of women, to mention only a few cases (Beek & Turvey, 1992;
Bramble & Carrier, 1983; Mirollo & Strogatz, 1990; Winfree,
1980, 1987). Such relations between interacting entities produce a
common palette of effects, including multifrequency mode locking
and phase entrainment.

The familiar design of a negative-feedback control system (a
servomechanism) is shown in Figure 1. Feedback about regulated
variables is compared with target (reference) variables. The refer-
ence variables may be internally generated in the controller, or
they may come externally from the environment. The comparison
process generates an error signal, a difference vector, which, after
amplification, produces a forcing function that controls the system.
This control is only partial, because the system is also affected by
noise (disturbances).

The difference vector is customarily just a subtraction of the
actual signal from the target, intended, or reference signal, with
the preferred label depending on the teleological interpretation of
the process. Depending on the nature of the system, these signals
may be produced in various ways. For example, in human move-
ment and cognition, natural signals may be based on spatial vari-
ables (e.g., velocity, position, orientation), force variables (e.g.,
linear acceleration, torque, pressure, muscle tension), or timing
variables (e.g., time, relative phase).

Control through feedback necessarily involves a delay compo-
nent, so it can be accurate only if motion is not too fast. Even with
slower motions, feedback control may not operate well unless the
control parameters are in appropriate ranges. If control parameters
are too weak, resulting in undercompensation, the system is dom-
inated by noise and is not stable. If the parameters are too large,
resulting in overcompensation, high-amplitude oscillatory behav-
ior may result. Such effects are visible, for example, as poor
steering technique in the novice's use of a ship's rudder, as
intention tremor associated with certain types of cerebellar dys-
function in humans (Arbib, 1981), and as a broader range of
deficits attributed to disordered servo-like mechanisms in the
cerebellum in temporary lesion studies with monkeys (e.g., Hore &
Flament, 1986). At certain values of control parameters, depending
on the nature of the equation of State 6, chaotic behavior may
result (Ott, 1993).

Feedforward

Another process that can have a significant role in referential
control is feedforward, which may directly use information about

1 This equation can also be presented in continuous form, using simple
analogy, as \(t) = ~G[/o S(T)X(? - T)dr, v] + Qt), where S(T) is a kernal
weighting the effect of past experience. If S(T) is the Dirac delta function
S(T - TO), the equation reduces to a differential single-delay equation,
which is a variant of Equation 4. If TO is zero (no discrete delays), then the
equation becomes x(/) = -G[x(f); v] + £(r).
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Figure 1. Control via feedback, showing internal and external reference.

the disturbances perturbing the system to make predictions. Feed-
forward avoids the delays found with sensory monitoring and,
hence, is faster than feedback. In motor functions, it is essential for
rapid, controlled movement and forms the basis for anticipatory
postural adjustments, which occur widely (e.g., in the trunk and
legs preparatory to impending arm action and in precision-grip
maintenance tasks under varying inertial conditions; Flanagan &
Wing, 1997). The use of feedforward information requires some
sort of internal model of the system that can be used predictively
to prepare for future input or intended behavior.

Feedback and feedforward frequently operate cooperatively and,
in humans and animals, have close physiological associations
(Haggard, Jenner, & Wing, 1994). For example, in the case of
motor control of reaching or aiming, target position must be
estimated using sensory afference data; current limb location may
be determined by means of either sensory afference (feedback) or
motor efference (feedforward). There is strong evidence for the use
of either or both sources of information in varying circumstances
(Bullock & Grossberg, 1988; Held, 1965; Winters, 1995).

Models specifying feedforward can be readily incorporated into
the control function G above, although their precise form will vary
with system type. In particular, feedforward is quite compatible
with referential comparison. For example, feedforward can be used
to effect compensation that is based on comparison of predicted
system state (e.g., limb position) and predicted values of relevant
environmental variables (e.g., target position). Another possibility
is when feedforward multiplicatively modulates feedback, or vice
versa (Winters, 1995).

Neural Networks as Dynamic Control Structures

Both biological neural networks (BNNs) and supervised artifi-
cial neural networks (ANNs) make much use of error-correction or
discrepancy minimization, typically through feedback or feedfor-
ward mechanisms. BNNs often feature feedback loops designed to
promote homeostasis, and the integration of different control
sources (as in muscle agonist-antagonist pairs) is widely distrib-
uted throughout the bodies of animals. A well-known example is
the cerebellum, which is widely acknowledged to function as a
predictive controller (Buckingham, Houk, & Barto, 1994; Miall,
Weir, Wolpert, & Stein, 1993; Paulin, 1989), integrating feedback
and feedforward information.

Supervised ANNs are also based on what can be viewed as
referential comparison: At each stage, an error (difference vector)
is computed as actual output minus desired output in the output
layer of the net. This vector is reduced by a systematic adaptation
procedure, or learning rule, such as backpropagation, that increas-
ingly connects input and output in the service of a particular goal
(Anderson & Rosenfeld, 1990; Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams,
1986). In fact, the general algebraic form of ANNs used for typical
purposes such as identification or regulation is precisely the DCE,
Equation 6, with G being the neural net function (Narendra, 1995).
Autoregressive control focusing on timing patterns (as I emphasize
later) typically implicates neural networks that are recurrent, that
is, that store recent history in special input or context units (Hertz,
Krogh, & Palmer, 1991).

Aspects of the Control Function

To fully elaborate the scope of the DCE, we need to consider the
control function G more explicitly. To do this clearly, we narrow
our focus for a time to cases in which system control parameters
are relatively stationary, with referencing proceeding on a short to
medium time scale. Given this, there are three important charac-
terizing dimensions of G: linear-nonlinear, discrete-continuous,
and immediate-delayed. These are discussed in turn, using pri-
marily simple motor-control tasks as examples.

Linear versus nonlinear control. In the terminology here, lin-
earity of the control function means, using the simplest possible
form G = G(x) for clarity of illustration, that G(ax + by) =
aG(x) + bG(y)', otherwise the control function is nonlinear. Many
engineering control systems are based on the use of on-line feed-
back control of complex, often nonlinear systems (Panossian,
1987). In practice, most such situations can be converted (by
design) into a situation of linear control that corresponds to dif-
ferential or difference equations with one or more stochastic noise
sources.

In psychological circumstances, where one does not have the
engineer's luxury of designing the system from scratch but only (at
most) varying the experimental conditions, the control function
can nevertheless often be successfully modeled as linear. Notably,
linear correction that is based on positional or higher order error is
found in human tracking tasks (e.g., Bosser, 1984; Licklider, 1960)
and also in similar experiments with monkeys (e.g., Miall, Weir, &
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Stein, 1986, 1988). Linearized control around system fixed points
has been proposed by Schoner and Kelso (1988a, 1988b, 1988c) in
addressing the effects of environmental information, memorized
information, and intention on human performance. In stable syn-
chronized tapping tasks, linearity of error correction provides
excellent agreement with experimental results (Hary & Moore,
1987a, 1987b; Mates, 1994a, 1994b; Pressing, 1998a; Pressing &
Jolley-Rogers, 1997; Vorberg & Wing, 1996).

However, nonlinear effects are also consistently reported, nota-
bly in tracking (Bock, 1987; Licklider, 1960; McCormick, 1970).
Error-correction processes are often considered to have a small
central dead zone of zero sensitivity, whether the task be tracking
(Miall, Weir, & Stein, 1986), synchronized tapping (Mates, 1994a,
1994b), or maintenance of balance (Collins & De Luca, 1993).
Error correction may incorporate threshold effects or higher alge-
braic power terms (Houk & Rymer, 1981; Mates, 1994b), partic-
ularly at higher frequencies (Bock, 1987) or with large errors
(Bosser, 1984). Nonlinear effects are also widely reported in
bimanual motor-coordination tasks, attributed to oscillatory cou-
pling (e.g., Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985; Kelso, Scholz, &
Schoner, 1986; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994; Zanone & Kelso, 1992).
Such tasks generate characteristic domains of phase-based oscil-
latory stability and instability that are due to the nonlinearity of the
control function (Kelso, 1994a, 1994b), in terms of the language
used here. In delayed visual feedback tracking experiments, recent
findings show that first-order stochastic differential delay equa-
tions using a hyperbolic tangent control function and one or two
delays (corresponding to separate visual and proprioceptive feed-
back loops) can successfully model both the actions of healthy
participants and patients with Parkinson's disease (Beuter, Belair,
& Labrie, 1993; Vasilakos & Beuter, 1993). Finally, looking
outside the motor domain, modern theories of behavior and per-
sonality have repeatedly suggested the fundamental importance of
nonlinear relations between these variables and with the environ-
ment under certain conditions (Abraham, 1990; Heiby, 1995).

The most apt conclusion appears to be that referential processes
are in general nonlinear but are often well approximated as linear
in regimes of behavioral stability. This is understandable in the
RBT framework because state-based systems, whether they are
continuous or discrete, and provided the control function is con-
tinuous and suitably differentiable, can with relatively few excep-
tions be cast in linearized form in the neighborhood of an equi-
librium point (Ashby, 1960; Khazin & Shnol, 1991).2 Non-
linearities that produce solutions that are qualitatively similar to
the linearized form of control can be called perturbative. Systems
operating away from equilibrium points, where linearization
breaks down, can exhibit essential nonlinearities (e.g., bifurcations
to qualitatively new classes of behavior).

An equilibrium point (the terms stationary point or fixed point
are also sometimes used) is a point where the control function goes
to zero. Equilibrium points can be locally stable (so that perturba-
tions are damped out, and the system tends back to the equilibrium
point), unstable (perturbations are amplified, and the system leaves
the equilibrium point), or neutral (the system exhibits no tendency
to return or depart from equilibrium due to perturbations; Ashby,
1960; Khazin & Shnol, 1991). Which condition is obtained de-
pends in the first instance on the properties of the first derivatives
of the control function at the equilibrium point (positive, negative,
or zero, respectively; cf. Equation 6); however, in the zero case the

properties of higher derivatives at the control point must also be
considered (see footnote 2). Stable fixed points are also called
attractor points, and unstable fixed points are also called repeller
points. In multivariate cases, an unstable fixed point may be a
saddle point; that is, the partial derivative of the control function is
positive in one direction and negative in another. In the presence
of significant levels of additive noise, only stable equilibria have
significant durations, as states at other types of equilibria diverge
from the equilibrium point in response to fluctuations.

Stability in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition for linearity: As demonstrated in
footnote 2, some equilibrium points cannot be linearized, and some
linear systems are known to be unstable (Vorberg & Wing, 1996).
Given this, the considerable incidence of linearity and (quasi-linear)
perturbative nonlinearity in behavior appears to tell researchers some-
thing about general human control predilections.

Discrete versus continuous control. Referencing or control
may be formulated as a discrete-time process (difference equation)
or as a continuous-time process (differential equation). Clearly, the
nature of the system will affect this choice but so will the nature of
system measurement and the purposes of the modeler.

For example, automated engineering control systems typi-
cally have physical variables such as temperature or pressure
that are continuously monitored to very high accuracy, so that
the underlying processes are effectively continuous. On the
other hand, there is recognition that industrial processes that
include humans in the control loop may be better modeled by
discrete-time rather than continuous-time equations, partly be-
cause of information-transmission latencies and partly because
of intermittency in motor output or decision making (Panossian,
1987). Both continuous and discrete models of spatially and
temporally continuous coordinated human movement are com-
mon (Haken et al., 1985; Kelso, 1994b; Turvey & Schmidt,
1994; Vorberg & Wing, 1996).

In deciding on the optimal representation of control, it is im-
portant to consider the potential relations between corresponding
continuous and discrete forms, bearing in mind that corresponding
forms will not typically yield equivalent solutions, even at the

2 Linearization of control can be readily shown as follows. For simplic-
ity of demonstration, let us use the simplest first-order form of the control
function in Equation 6, G = G(xJ. (The story is readily generalized to
other cases.) Then at an equilibrium (stationary) point, X, G(X) = 0 by
definition. Write xn = X + £„ so that xn is measured as a deviation
from its equilibrium value. From Taylor's theorem (if G is arbitrarily
differentiable and these derivatives are continuous), G(xJ = G(X)

+ g/2! G"(X) + • . (In the multivariate case, each
right-hand-side term would be replaced by a sum of products of the
components of \n and appropriate partial derivatives — see Gillespie,
1960, for details). Because the first term in this expansion is zero, and
provided the first derivative term G'(X) does not identically vanish, for
small deviations from equilibrium £„, the terms beyond first order will be
negligible, yielding from Equation 6 a linear control equation, £n+1 «*
£„[! - G'(X)] + Qn. Equilibrium is stable if G'(X) is positive, unstable
if it is negative, and apparently neutral if it is zero — "apparently" neutral
because investigation of the properties of higher derivatives at X is re-
quired to assess stability (see Khazin & Shnol, 1991) in this case. However,
if these conditions do not obtain (e.g., G'[X] = 0), the equation is not
linearizable; the first term will be a higher power of £„ (Khazin & Shnol,
1991).
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discrete time points where both are defined. There are three pri-
mary ways that discrete control can arise in a system—ignoring the
discretization commonly used to numerically solve differential
equations (Palm, 1983). First, the nature of the system may be
intrinsically discrete—for example, with a process that is based on
sequentially presented, distinct, experimental judgment trials. Sec-
ond, discrete control may arise from an underlying continuous
process by sampling. Many of the properties of the variables in this
sampled system (e.g., autocorrelation) will then vary with the
sample rate. Third, a discrete state equation may arise from a
continuous one by the technique of Poincare section. A Poincare
section is a surface in the phase space of control that is chosen so
that it is repeatedly pierced by system trajectories. The surface may
correspond to some kind of process of conditional observation of
the system's evolution. Sequential piercings by a trajectory define
a sequence of points, which yields a sequence of discrete states
reflecting discrete control. Because of the piercing process, the
resulting discrete system has at least one less dimension than the
parent continuous system (Jackson, 1989).

Likewise, there are three common pathways to continuous con-
trol models. First, continuous control may be intrinsic to the nature
of the system. Second and third, difference equations may be
converted to differential ones by one of two techniques. In the first
of these, which is not always possible, one constructs a differential
equation that is designed so that its solution matches that of the
original discrete equation at every discrete time point. In the
second, more common, technique, which is valid for sample-based
discrete equations, one lets the sample size shrink asymptotically
to zero, and, in this limit, differences become appropriate differ-
entials. Such a conversion has been invoked in the area of motor
control (e.g., Kelso, 1994a; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994).

However, three caveats about this last method must be men-
tioned. First, in general there is no unique or "canonical" (natural
and favored) path of limit-based conversion between difference
and differential equations. Particularly beyond first order, there
may be several ways to group a given pattern of differences to
formulate differentials, and vice versa.

Second, even if the formal conversion can be unambiguously
made, corresponding discrete and continuous equations not only
produce different numerical values but have under some condi-
tions topologically distinct properties. For example, an autono-
mous set of first-order, nonlinear, differential equations cannot
exhibit deterministic chaotic behavior (as defined by nonlinear
systems theory), unless there are at least three independent vari-
ables (Ott, 1993). In contrast, a single-variable, first-order, non-
linear difference equation can exhibit chaos if its functional form
is noninvertible (Ott, 1993).

Third, in the conversion between sample-based difference and
differential equations, it is often found that the limiting process
toward zero sample size can be meaningfully effected only if
system parameters have particular relations or limiting behaviors,
whose validity must be separately assessed. Given these points, it
is essential that the choice of a particular discrete or continuous
representation for human behavior be carefully justified, even in
formulations that only aim to produce qualitative understanding
(see also Kelso, 1994b).

It is worth emphasizing that the division between continuous
and discrete control is by no means the same as the classification
of tasks as continuous or discrete. To illustrate this, consider a task

(e.g., driving a car) that is effected by discrete and temporally
bounded control interventions—that is, intermittency of control.
Such intermittency is well established in the movement of both
humans and nonhuman primates (Miall et al, 1986; Neilson,
Neilson, & O'Dwyer, 1992; Poulton, 1981), and it may apply
whether the movement itself is intermittent or continuous. One
way such control can be effected is if the scheduling of interven-
tions is determined by monitoring some underlying criterion vari-
able that is continuous, or at least changing at a much shorter time
scale than the intervention rate. In this case, despite the intermit-
tency of control, a continuous state model might be essential.
Alternatively, intermittent control might be predictably regular or
cued by external signals and require no explicit specification of an
underlying continuous criterion variable, in which case, a discrete
model would be appropriate.

Immediate versus delayed control. The fundamental issue here
is how far back in time referencing recedes and, accordingly, the
latency of all pertinent control loops. One approach to this is
through the order of the control. In the case of continuous state-
space modeling, the order is the number of derivatives of the state
variable or control used in a task. Hence, zero-order control in a
spatial task is based on position, first-order control on velocity,
second-order control on acceleration, and so on. Higher order
control is used in complex mechanical systems; for example, the
rudder and flaps of aircraft are based on second-order control, and
submarines normally have at least third-order control (McCor-
mick, 1970). Typically, higher order control is more difficult for
humans than lower order control (Jagacinski & Hah, 1988; Mc-
Cormick, 1970). Indeed, display quickening, a technique that re-
codes higher order information as position information, generally
improves performance in tasks that require use of higher derivative
information (Jagacinski & Hah, 1988; Poulton, 1974).

In tracking tasks, one primary result of practice is a shift from
the use of purely low-order information, such as position, to the
inclusion of higher order control information, such as velocity and
acceleration (Proctor & Dutta, 1995). Combined with work show-
ing that performers regress to lower orders of information control
when under stress or when competing attentional demands exist,
there is good evidence for the progression-regression hypothesis
(Fitts, Bahrick, Noble, & Briggs, 1961; Fuchs, 1962; Jagacinski &
Hah, 1988), which states that a performer's control order reflects
training, task demands, and the performer's state.

In many formulations of continuous motor control, first-order
effects are found to be sufficient (Kelso, 1994a; Turvey &
Schmidt, 1994), although second-order models are also found
(e.g., Mussa-Ivaldi, 1995). In adaptive industrial control pro-
cesses, so-called proportional, integral, and derivative (PID)
controllers, where the control signal is a sum of terms based on
the error, its integral, and time derivative, account for more than
90% of control loops (Astrom, 1995). This is a second-order
control process.

A parallel situation exists in the literature on discrete control. In
this case, order is defined as the maximum difference in time
indexes occurring in the control equation. Thus, if control at time
n + 1 is determined from state values at times n and n — 1, the
system is second order. Explicit accounts of compensatory discrete
motor control have normally relied on first-order autoregressive
processes (e.g., Hary & Moore, 1987a; Kelso, 1994a; Mates,
1994a; Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994;
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Vorberg & Wing, 1996). However, second-order effects have been
noted by some workers. Vos and Helsper (1992) proposed a
second-order linear equation in asynchronies in an offbeat tapping
task. Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) found that second-order
linear autoregression occurred in a synchronous tapping task with
an expert performer at fast tapping speeds, whereas nonexpert
performance was characterized by first-order regression, and
Pressing (1998a) found that second-order error correction occurred
in some complex musical tasks (e.g., polyrhythms). In these last
three cases, the model was based on additivity of the first- and
second-order autoregressive terms.

Explicit effects of time delays may also appear in continuous
equations, yielding differential delay equations. Such effects are
empirically well documented (Kelley, 1968) and may represent
latencies in information processing or transmission. Examples of
differential difference control in biological systems include the
Mackey-Glass equation (Glass & Mackey, 1988) and the work of
Beuter and coworkers on delayed visual tracking (Beuter et al.,
1993; Vasilakos & Beuter, 1993).

General Properties of Human System Noise

The final detail in characterizing the DCE is to consider the
character of the noise term, Qn. Stochastic noise generally arises
from the averaged effects of many variables that cannot be directly
measured. In the general systems approach, the effects of noise can
be divided into three categories: control-dependent noise, state-
dependent noise, and purely additive noise (Panossian, 1987).
Which types should apply to human behavior? This is an empirical
question that has not yet been fully answered. Human sensory
processing appears to entail both additive and multiplicative noise
(McGill & Teich, 1991). For systems exhibiting large variations in
system control parameters, the conclusion of control theorists
tends to be that control- and state-dependent noise are most real-
istically modeled as multiplicative (Harris, 1978; Panossian,
1987). Such conclusions are understandable as the result of sub-
stantial amplification processes in the control chain.

However, in many cases, particularly where the system param-
eters are relatively stable over the analytical time frame, additive
noise alone is normally successfully used (Aoki, 1989; Box &
Jenkins, 1976), as given above. This is standard in time-series
analysis (e.g., Gottman, 1981). The typical design of psychological
experiments, which is based on the repeated examination of set
conditions, would therefore be expected to be well modeled by
additive noise.

Such additive noise is often successfully modeled as white,
Gaussian, and temporally uncorrelated. However, this is an em-
pirical issue, and in some human control systems, noise is colored
and shows nonzero autocorrelation at Lag 1 and sometimes also at
higher lags (Box & Jenkins, 1976; Panossian, 1987). Recent work
(Gilden, 1997; Gilden, Thornton, & Mallon, 1995; Pressing &
Jolley-Rogers, 1997) has also established the presence of long-
range noise memory processes in certain types of psychological
control. These processes have no direct effect on the local models
developed here, and their treatment is deferred to a later time.

Adaptation, Learning, Goal Setting, and Planning

I now return to a broader focus and consider referencing over
medium to long time scales, which inevitably involves such phe-

nomena as adaptation, learning, goal setting, planning, and eval-
uation, which are subserved by information-processing entities like
memory and attention. How does this show up in the DCE? In the
state-based dynamic approach given here, adaptation and learning
may be reflected as changes in initial or boundary conditions or
(more typically) as changes in the control parameter vector over
time (v in Equation 6 becomes v[t]). This can lead to altered and
perhaps qualitatively very different solutions to the governing
equations. Yet if the time scale of change in v(r) is slow relative to
the time scale of behavior, as is often the case, then one can solve
the DCE locally in any chosen time neighborhood using an aver-
age v. Alternatively, the control parameter vector may itself be
modeled over time and used functionally in the now nonautono-
mous DCE. Browne and Du Toil (1991) successfully applied this
technique to model learning of an air traffic controller task, result-
ing, after Gompertz learning curve fitting to global means, in a
linear form of the DCE that produced better fits to data than latent
variable models. Transformation of the state vector, for example
by differencing or detrending, may also promote stationarity or
other valuable statistical attributes, yielding effective modeling for
learning or adaptation.

With more complex behaviors, these approaches will not tell the
whole story. Adaptation must also include the possibility that over
time certain new or formerly negligible terms in the state equation
become significant or that certain initial ones fall to zero. The
relevant components of the state vector may also change from task
to task, with other components becoming unimportant "dummy"
variables. Formally, such major changes can be handled in various
ways. One approach is through a master equation of control for the
system in question, operating over a large number of dimensions,
and a set of mechanisms by which the control that is appropriate
for a certain task is projected out to a lower dimensional control
space, as in the theory of projection operators, used in statistical
and quantum physics (Jackson, 1989).3 Projection operators refor-
mulate a problem by transforming a full state equation to a simpler
one based on fewer variables, usually by appropriate choice of
coordinate systems or variable transformations.

Another approach is to suggest that goals and planning enable a
higher order selection-control process that pulls up and continu-
ally modifies different contextually appropriate local G functions
from memory. Long-term memory provides some kind of semantic
indexing of such functions, and the homunculus problem is kept at
bay by an insistence on heterarchical organization, under which
control can shift as needed between competing brain regions in
response to varying afferent data sets and efferent expectancies. In
the global sense, researchers can speak of memories as dynami-
cally stable attractors (Hertz, Krogh, & Palmer, 1991). Neverthe-
less, the particularities of how goals, plans, and schemas arise from
dynamic systems have not yet been successfully articulated.

In any case, the setting and attempted fulfillment of goals that
are chosen to satisfy an organism's needs are clearly referential.
These needs are dynamic, and include those inculcated by evolu-
tion, as well as those that come about because of the complex web

3 For example, this view of projection is one approach to solving
Bernstein's classic problem in motor control, which asks how humans can
so readily solve the problem of having too many degrees of freedom in the
control of multijoint movements (cf. Turvey, 1990).
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of social, cultural, developmental, personal, and physical circum-
stances affecting human life. Actions and plans of action to satisfy
these needs are repeatedly evaluated and repeatedly modified to
improve need satisfaction, often amidst the distracting effects of
noise. Evaluation typically entails a referencing process that op-
erates along germane physical and psychological dimensions: Out-
comes or predicted future consequences are compared with desired
outcomes, and new behaviors tried out or corrective modifications
to existing behaviors made on this basis. Goals may be broken
down into subgoals, each of which may be autonomously refer-
enced, a process related to means-end analysis (Newell, Shaw, &
Simon, 1959). Evaluation processes are affected by such consid-
erations as the veridicality of internal models used and by choices
between primary control (in which the organism attempts to
change the environment to accommodate its preferences) and
secondary control (where the organism adapts itself to environ-
mental dictates; Heckhausen & Schulz, 1995). Emotional evalua-
tion acts as an amplification circuit. If evaluation is not possible,
then behavior may become dominated by randomness, or by ac-
quiescing to a specific external control source (i.e., vicarious
control).

Thus, the incorporation of a wide span of time scales into the
dynamical RBT approach leads inevitably into relations between
dynamical, cognitive, information-processing, and even emotional
perspectives. Whichever of these languages of reference is most
apt, they each may vary across a range of causal styles—from
automatic, unconscious, environmentally driven, or hardwired to
conscious, volitional, goal-oriented, preplanned, or designed. At
all levels, outcomes are somehow referenced to goals or control
sources to produce reliably apt or adaptive behavior.

One advantage of this wide perspective is that a forced choice
between philosophical orientations that are sometimes considered
dichotomous (e.g., top-down vs. bottom-up, case-based vs. rule-
based learning, or self-organization vs. computation) is not a
prerequisite for consideration of the general properties of the
central control equation, and discussion of these interpretive issues
can be profitably deferred until the context prescribes their relative
use, as discussed more fully below.

Different Languages, Philosophies, and Contexts
of Control

To summarize, the perspective of referential control (RBT)
presented here is quite general and can apply whether the control-
ling process is classed as muscular, chemical, diffusive, electro-
mechanical, magnetic, emotional, neurophysiological, cognitive,
informational, energetic, and so on. Of course each such process is
likely to have its own unique characteristics (i.e., parameters,
variables, initial-boundary conditions, noise and control func-
tions), but when these processes occur in living creatures, they will
display links and commonalities by virtue of their integrated
contributions to the functioning of the organism. The capacity of
the current formulation to span distinct structural levels, types, and
time scales of analysis seems therefore attractive. Indeed, parallels
between phase transitions in motor behavior and in spatiotemporal
organization of brain activation point to advantages of just this
kind (Fuchs, Kelso, & Haken, 1992; Kelso et al., 1992).

Because the scope of referencing in RBT is so broad, the
approach here is more general than the dynamical viewpoint that

posits a unique informational foundation to dynamics in living
organisms (Kelso, 1994b). Likewise, RBT does not demand a
fundamental schism or irreducibility between symbolic and dy-
namic modes of operation of living systems, a view held by some
(Kugler & Turvey, 1987; Pattee, 1977).4 Rather, depending on the
state variables and the interpretation assigned to the components of
the fundamental equation, the focal process may be used to char-
acterize behaviors as diverse as the following: real-time control
that is based on error correction or discrepancy minimization,
referential compensation, iterative behavioral modification, infor-
mational signaling between entities, coupling between two or more
dynamic processes (e.g., oscillators), interlimb coordination, atten-
tional dynamics, tracking of an environmental signal, on-line
search in a problem space with constraints, adaptation and learn-
ing, optimal prediction, and goal setting and tuning.

These descriptions point in a variety of directions and are
certainly far from equivalent, but the formalism here is general
enough to accommodate all of them, and I believe that this can be
usefully exploited in a unified approach to modeling psychological
processes. It may have particular use in the continuing debate
about relations between dynamical and information-processing
accounts of human behavior and the brain, accounts whose poten-
tials are often set in marked contrast (Abernethy & Sparrow, 1992;
Schoner & Kelso, 1988a; Skarda & Freeman, 1987; van Gelder,
1998). The perspective here is that a credible, general dynamical
approach must show how it can be reconciled not only with
memory and attentional effects, as in recent neural network ap-
proaches, but also with traditional high-level informational phe-
nomena such as case-dependent learning, expertise, planning, be-
liefs, and representation.

This is the conclusion of the first section. In the following
section, I narrow the focus and apply the general principles for-
mulated above to the production of human temporal patterns.

Part 2: Production and Control of Temporal Patterns

Temporal structure in behavior can seemingly come about in
two ways (cf. Traub & Miles, 1991, p. 120). In the first way,
temporal structure has an autonomous (nonreferential) and funda-
mentally energetic, noninformational basis. Simple physical exam-
ples include a resonating circuit, a mass oscillating on the end of
a spring, and a swinging pendulum. These examples were not
chosen idly; they all have been used in motor modeling. Resonat-
ing circuits can function as clocks to coordinate body activity
(Winfree, 1987), and both energy-driven mass-spring (e.g., Bizzi
& Mussa-Ivaldi, 1989; Buckingham et al., 1994; Cooke, 1980) and
pendular (e.g., Kugler & Turvey, 1987) models have been used
successfully in understanding certain aspects of limb movement,
including the organizing effect of external constraints, such as
gravity.

The second way in which temporal order can arise is by refer-
encing or control, and this is the major focus here. The nature of
the variable of reference is not restricted, but commonly it will

4 One possible specific link between such modes is that of "symbolic
dynamics" (e.g., Hao, 1989), which considers how dynamical systems can
yield preferential patterns of occupation of distinct regions of phase space,
which can be directly mapped to symbols. See also the later discussion on
cognitive criteria for temporal pattern phase transitions.
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Figure 2. A chain of elements that can create a timing sequence. Each
connection represents unidirectional inhibition, so that an increasing acti-
vation applied to all units, each with a threshold to fire, yields the firing
sequence 1-2-3-4.

have an energetic or informational basis. Here, it is important to
note that biological information, unlike the information on this
page, is typically stored in dynamic, self-sustaining energetic
systems, so that the boundary between energetic processes and
informational processes is not always crisp. Accordingly, models
of information processes often implicitly use energetic language.
Consider the example shown in Figure 2.

This figure shows a familiar chain of inhibitory elements as
occurs in models of serial behavior, or as might be found in
particular regions of connectionist models that have an asynchro-
nous update rule (Estes, 1972; Rumelhart, McClelland, & the PDF
Research Group, 1986; Rumelhart & Norman, 1982). In the lan-
guage used here, this example depicts a simple, nonlinear refer-
encing process, because the outputs of units are based on threshold
functions of the inputs from other units.

Because of the pattern of inhibitory connections, all that is
necessary for the sequential behavior 1-2-3-4 to emerge is that a
steady input be applied to all elements simultaneously and that
each element accumulates activation, firing when it reaches a
certain threshold. Activation is clearly an energetic concept, yet
this arrangement dependably produces a sequence of actions, be-
cause of the pattern of inhibitory connections, and hence can act as
an information-storage device. Indeed, the output can be consid-

ered symbolic. The limitations of models of this simplicity in
solving the problem of sequential behaviors are well-known (e.g.,
Rosenbaum, 1991) but are not important here. What is noteworthy
is that one can readily couch the timing structure in terms of
information and symbols, even though its genesis is purely ener-
getic. This perspective dovetails with the work of Frieden (1998),
who derived the central energy-based laws of physics from an
observer-based definition of the measurement process and use of
the principle of extreme physical information.

Temporal referencing provides a natural forum for application
of the DCE, and the referencing process need not be exclusively
energetic or informational. The reference stream may exist inside
the system, outside the system, or both. As shown earlier, we can
convert the last two cases to the first case by appropriate choice of
the system-environment boundary.

The temporal reference stream may be continuous, or it may be
a discrete sequence of reference events. Typically, it is a clock, an
oscillator, or some other organized temporal process, which en-
ables the generation of the target pattern. The process is shown in
Figure 3 in schematic discrete form: A stream of reference events
(/?„) is somehow used to produce a stream of behaviors (SJ, aimed
to be located at certain target positions (defined by the intervals
Tn). Familiar laboratory examples of this process include tracking
and synchronous tapping experiments.

Although clocks and oscillators are not the only kinds of tem-
poral reference processes, they are the most common, and they are
closely related concepts. Essentially, a clock is a combination of an
oscillator and a readout mechanism, typically with a stabilizing
mechanism (e.g., the escapement in mechanical clocks). The read-
out mechanism either counts numbers of recurrences of a specified
oscillator position (for a "fast" oscillator, as in quartz crystal
watches) or measures calibrated distances along a continuum (for
a "slow" oscillator, as with a sundial). It typically does, but need
not, produce equally spaced temporal output.

Reference Stream

Production Stream

Sn+2 (internal)

'n+1 'n+2

Figure 3. The basic referencing or error-correction process. A stream of reference events (R stream) is used
as a basis for the timing of a produced stream of motor events (S stream). The target intervals (Tn) for the
asynchronies (An) are shifted by certain intervals from exact synchrony. The distributions drawn illustrate the
range of actual asynchronies. Pn = «th reference stream interval; In = nth interval between events.
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The Motor Theory "Paradigm Crisis"

The general split between dynamical and information-
processing accounts of behavior mentioned above has percolated
into the area of motor control (Meijer & Roth, 1988). This has
reached the dimensions of a Kuhnian paradigm crisis, according to
Abernethy and Sparrow (1992), with a number of coexisting
competing theoretical positions, variously labeled cognitive, motor
program, dynamical, and connectionist. This view may be rather
sensationalist, but the motor program and dynamical approaches
do remain far apart in the eyes of many, despite some recent
attempts toward limited accommodation. (Thus, Heuer [1993] has
used a motor program approach to broach instabilities in bimanual
performance, normally the mainstay of dynamic system theory,
and Kelso [1994b] has viewed behavioral information as central to
dynamics.)

One distinction that has remained has been a tendency to asso-
ciate distinct mathematical models of timed recurrent behavior
with the two perspectives (Pressing, 1998c): Nonlinearly coupled
oscillator equations form the essential foundation for the instabil-
ities focused on by the dynamical approach (e.g., Haken et al.,
1985; Kelso, 1994a; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994), whereas linear
stochastic equations used in modeling stable behavior have often
been explicitly linked to the motor program approach (Seek,
Peper, & Stegeman, 1995; Heuer, 1988, 1993; Vorberg & Wing,
1996).

In what follows, I show that both types of equations follow
under certain conditions from the central control equation given
here. I then review research that provides sound experimental
support for this new approach, including excursions into new
terrain. In general, both steady-state and transitional-unstable do-
mains have essential and complementary roles to play in behav-
ioral description. Humans predominantly operate in the stable
regions of the behavioral landscape, and so an emphasis here is
ecologically sound, yet a full characterization of dynamic reper-
toire requires system information on breakdown.

Diversity of Temporal Pattern Control

Temporal patterns occur widely in human motor behavior, and
their sources appear to be manifold. Anatomically, the human
motor system is built on extensive parallel and hierarchical neural
connections (Kandell, Schwartz, & Jessell, 1991). Developmen-
tally, there is a shift from subcortical control of movement to
overarching cortical control, as early reflex actions of infancy fade,
are inhibited, or become subject to conscious modification or
override (Kandell et al., 1991). Evolutionarily, this duplication and
dispersal of function are often considered to represent an encoding
of successive solutions to particular adaptive problems over the
course of phylogenesis (G. C. Williams, 1992). Functionally, in
mature organisms, control typically involves the coordinated ac-
tivity of many centers and appears able to be initiated and directed
from a variety of structural levels acting singly or in tandem
(Carlson, 1994; Neilson et al., 1992), by using open-loop or
closed-loop control (Summers, 1981) and integrating central and
peripheral influences (Neilson et al., 1992). For example, where
feedforward is lost because of cerebellar dysfunction, less efficient
conscious volitional control can often be substituted (Arbib, 1981).

The presence of low-level automatic control is indicated by such
things as oscillatory central pattern generators in lower animals,

many postpartum automatic reflexes, and preprogramming for the
walking gait in infants. Adaptive intermediate-level control can
show rapid modification of reflex actions (e.g., changes in stereo-
typed muscular responses to perturbations of stance; Nashner,
1976) and often involves the cerebellum as a learning device that
is capable of error correction, tracking, and prediction (Paulin,
1993). High-level control uses these lower system components and
in addition exploits potentials for consciously planned and exten-
sively rehearsed motor skills constructed in the service of inten-
tions and goals that are configured in relation to specific environ-
mental conditions.

This diversity of control sources provides a challenge to a
unified account of timed motor behavior and skill. The contem-
porary split between different paradigms rests in no small part on
this diversity. Thus, one may wonder, is control top-down, bottom-
up, bidirectional, hierarchical, heterarchical, emergent, or context-
driven? Do these simple choices suppose false dichotomies? One
advantage of the current formulation is that, in its general form, it
is neutral with regard to the answers to these questions, possibly
providing a unified context within which to interpret particular
systems and conditions.

The General Control Model Applied
to Movement Patterns

To apply the central equation to the case of movement timing,
three straightforward steps are needed. The first of these is to
identify the main variable as the scalar asynchrony An, which is
defined as the timing difference between the nth behavior (e.g.,
action, timing point) and the nearest previous event (e.g., reference
point) in the reference stream (recall Figure 3). Second, it is
convenient to consider that the referencing process operates on the
relative asynchronies, which are defined as A* = An — Zn, where
Zn is the zero point interval for the nth asynchrony (i.e., the zero
point value for referencing). Zn will normally be quite close to,
but not identical to, the intended target interval for the nth asyn-
chrony, Tn.

Finally, in line with the general review and specific evidence
about timing tasks given above, I assume that correction-control is
well modeled in nearly all situations by an, at most, second-order
autoregressive process. There is certainly evidence that expert
musical performers can use information over greater ranges, as in
the rubato control of musical phrases or execution of certain
complex instrumental patterns (Shaffer, 1981; Sloboda, 1985;
Sundberg, Friberg, & Fryden, 1991; Todd, 1985). The formalism
here can certainly accommodate these possibilities; however, such
cases appear to be specific to certain conditions of deep expertise
and have not been linked clearly to error correction. Hence, they
are omitted from discussion in this article.

In what follows, I limit timing correction to referencing based
on phase, although it can also be framed in terms of period
adjustment (Vorberg & Wing, 1996). Large and Jones's (1999)
model of pattern-based attentional dynamics uses DCE-type equa-
tions for both phase and period variables.

Given these assumptions, the general form for the (n + l)th
asynchrony is as follows (from Equation 6):

' Qn- (7)
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Here, G is the control function (with the parameter vector v not
explicitly displayed), and in this experimental context it may
represent error correction or discrepancy minimization. In addi-
tion, because of the second convention above, G goes to zero if
there is no control/error correction; in that case, only noise moves
each successive asynchrony away from its previous value.

This equation is still quite general: It can apply to humans and
nonhumans, and it can include cognitive and noncognitive com-
ponents, because target behaviors may be the automatic result of
low-level control predilections in spinal cord, brain stem, and so
on, or consciously intended actions that are governed by a complex
combination of sensory feedback, feedforward, and cortical deci-
sion making. For terminological convenience, I describe the cen-
tral process as either control or error correction, but no large-scale,
top-down connotation is necessarily intended: Control may be
reciprocal or only locally hierarchical, and no central or intelligent
agent is necessarily meant to be invoked, in accord with alternative
descriptions given earlier, such as discrepancy minimization or
referencing.

Elaboration to Include Complex Patterns

The aim here is to make the most general elaboration of Equa-
tion 7 with respect to discretely controlled, timed motor behavior,
to allow the inclusion of the full range of possible behaviors,
ranging from simple isochrony to cognitively complex repeating
patterns, perhaps articulated by multiple limbs. Consider, then, that
the sequence of events is based on a repeating pattern or cycle of
L events, irrespective of length and cognitive complexity. The time
series of observations can then be written using two indexes as

, A2 •A, (8)

where the first index, j = 1, 2, • • • L, indicates position within the
cycle and the second index, n = 1, 2, • • • N, indicates cycle
number. If the noise source has a mean of zero, then one would
typically assume that the best experimental estimator for the zero
point value of they'th position asynchrony is the mean value of the
asynchrony there; that is, Z7 = fij, so that A*n = Ajn — jip where
H.j is the mean asynchrony for position j in the cycle. Hence, the
bias in production, which is the difference between mean actual
and targeted positions, is \LJ — T}.

Under these conditions Equation 7 becomes:

Aj+i,n = Aj,n + (PJ+I - p,;) - ag(Aj<n)

where AJn is the asynchrony of the jth tap in the nth cycle
measured in relation to the nth reference signal. Here, I have
further assumed that the function G is expressible as a sum of
terms from times j and j - 1 and that the error-correction function
applying to these two times is the same. These assumptions can be
relaxed at the cost of a more cumbersome formalism, but there is
currently no information to suggest that such complications are
necessary. Here, the parameters a and /3 are, respectively, first-
and second-order error-correction (or control) parameters. They
can be interpreted as measuring plasticity of short-term response.
These should depend primarily on the individual participant, train-

ing, the sizes of the ( j , j + 1) and (;' - l,j + 1) time intervals,
and the nature of the task. This equation is the practical form of the
DCE for timed human movement. Where this form needs to be
specifically referred to, I call it the discrete temporal control
equation, or DTCE.

For notational simplicity, the convention is used here that
AL+i,n

 = Alin+i and A0n = ALn_i\ in other words, the equation
"wraps around" to the first point of the next cycle. To use this
equation practically it is necessary to collate some empirical in-
formation about the form of the error-correction function g and the
noise function Qj „, with respect to this class of tasks.

The noise function. In view of various experimental investi-
gations of both discretely timed (Wing, 1980; Wing & Kristoffer-
son, 1973a, 1973b) and continuous (Turvey, Schmidt, & Rosen-
blum, 1989) movement tasks, Qjn contains noise that has zero (or
nearly zero) autocorrelation for lags greater than one. That is, to a
good approximation, one may write

\j-k\>i.
(10)

In some cases, y,(l) may also prove to be zero (Centner, 1987;
Vorberg & Wing, 1996), but for tapping experiments, it is non-
zero—the noise is colored.

Such a distribution can be generally described by an at least
two-level random noise structure. In the simplest cases, when taps
and targets are synchronous, or when tapping occurs without an
external reference, the standard Wing-Kristofferson noise formu-
lation can be applied, as shown in Figure 4 (Vorberg & Wing,
1996; Wing & Kristofferson, 1973a, 1973b). In this approach, an
internal model that is based on two processes is supposed: a
recurring clock or timekeeper process, Cn, that triggers a motor
process, Mn. Asynchronies, where tapping is referential, are mea-
sured as before. The two noise sources combine to produce a noise
term with the proper covariance structure as follows:

Q.n = cn — P + (Mn+1 — Mn). (11)

Here, P is the reference stream period, which is assumed to have
negligible variance in the experimental design (this assumption
can be relaxed; see below). Because in this case L = !,_/' does not
vary, and it has been dropped from the right-hand side.

This characterization of the two noise sources as clock and
motor may not be fully apposite, and Ivry and Hazeltine (1995)
have proposed the terminology central and implementational to
highlight this fact. The essential point is that there are two pro-
cesses: one, essentially white noise, with variance empirically
found to be period dependent (CJ, and the other producing non-
zero Lag 1 autocorrelation, with variance empirically found to be
period independent (Mn; Ivry & Hazeltine, 1995; Pressing &
Jolley-Rogers, 1997; Wing, 1980).

Heuer and coworkers (Heuer, 1988; Heuer, Schmidt, & Ghod-
sian, 1995; Spijkers & Heuer, 1995) developed a related two-level
process formulation. In their models, the clock or central noise
source for the y'th interval Cn is replaced by Rnu>, with o> being a
prototypical duration and Rn being a stochastic rate parameter that
governs all intervals of a given cycle. This has the effect of
allowing ready examination of claims of invariant relative timing
at the central level, a possibility associated with the generalized
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Figure 4. Referencing with an elaborated internal process (Vorberg & Wing, 1996; Wing & Kristofferson,
1973b). A stream of reference events (R stream) is used as a basis for the timing of a produced stream of motor
events (S stream) by a two-tiered internal process comprising a Gaussian white-noise "clock" system, Cn, and
a Gaussian white-noise "motor" system, Mn. The effect of the motor system noise is to create nonzero Lag 1
autocorrelation between the !„. Pn = reference stream periods; An = nth asynchrony; K,, = cognitive clock
events; Mn = motor delays; In = nth interval between events.

motor program approach (Heuer, 1988). It also allows a mecha-
nism for nonzero covariances at lags that are greater than one
within a cycle. Although I do not pursue this approach further here,
it is perfectly consistent in principle with RBT, and its viability is
a matter for empirical investigation.

In the general case, when one or more events per cycle are
targeted to be nonsynchronous with the clock pulses, experimental
work has shown that a separate subdivision process (called here
#„) is necessary for successful modeling (Jagacinski & Hah, 1988;
Pressing, Summers, & Magill, 1996; Summers & Pressing, 1994;
Vorberg & Hambuch, 1984). In the simplest case of offbeat
tapping, the noise source becomes (Pressing, 1998c)

Q,.n =Cn-P+ - Bn) - Mn). (12)

The effect of this result is to decrease further the negative Lag
1 autocorrelation and, it is supposed, to undermine the period
independence of the variance of this noise source. Figure 5 shows
another example of this sort of internal event-generation process
for a cycle with two events, using the notation of the DCE.

For this case the noise terms for the interonset intervals are,
respectively,

(M2,n - and

2,n = (Cn ~Bn- ju/2)

(13)

(14)

Even with more complex patterns, there is no clear evidence of
noise forms that require additional hypotheses, at least for tapping
experiments (Pressing et al., 1996). This leads to the general
hypothesis (Pressing, 1998a)

Qjn = (Cn, Pn, Bn}j + (Mj+i „ — Mjn), (15)

where noise appears to be due to a cognitive clock process, Cn; a
reference stream pulse, Pn; an optional clock subdivision process,
Bn; and a motor-delay process, Mn (plus possible constant terms).
In Equation 15, { }, is a linear combination (all coefficients
either 1 or —1) of Cs, Bs, and Ps that are structurally relevant to
position j. Its specific form depends on the specific task and
cognitive approach to it (Vorberg & Wing, 1996). The configura-
tion of the motor-delay process variables always has the given

form. In this formulation, the Ms and Cs are independent random
variables (typically Gaussian white noise), and the Bs are inde-
pendent of all other variables except their enclosing Cs, as de-
scribed in Pressing et al. (1996).

The control/error-correction function. The control/error-cor-
rection function, g, is a priori unknown, but it must be congruent
with several lines of evidence and theoretical considerations.
Clearly, if the reference stream has negligible variance, as is the
case in synchronized tapping to a standard electronic source (P =
Pn), g must have periodicity P, and the equation must also operate
modulo P; otherwise, it would not be consistent from cycle to
cycle and could not represent a stationary time-series process.5

Therefore, the function g can be expanded with complete gener-
ality in a Fourier series. The number of terms needed to describe
it varies with the number of elements in the cycle, that is, L. As can
be seen in Figure 6, which shows a two-harmonic case, each stable
point (O) in the cycle must correspond to a point where the
function g is zero and has positive slope. In other words, each
positive-slope zero crossing point acts as an attractor; around each
such point is a basin of attraction. Repeller points (X) occur at
negative-slope zero crossing points.

Each such attractor point can also be represented as the bottom
of a potential well, as in standard basic physics (e.g., Kelso,
1994b). The control/error-correction "force" derives from the po-
tential energy well by the standard formula F = —dV/dt, although
this is a formulation I do not pursue here. Each successive har-
monic in g potentially introduces one additional independent stable
point; evidently, one may need to consider a sum involving at least
the Lth harmonic for an L-element cycle.

Because there are strong empirical and theoretical grounds for

5 In other words, if asynchronies become so great that the event they
correspond to moves into the next P interval, then correction is made on the
basis of the next reference pulse. It seems reasonable that an operator using
error correction would use the most current value of information obtain-
able, and given the presence of feedforward, there should be a smooth
transition across the cycle boundary. This assumption does not rule out the
possibility of a central dead zone of no error compensation.
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Figure 5. Referencing for a pattern with cyclic substructure, showing a more complex internal process. A
stream of reference events (R stream) is used as a basis for the timing of a produced stream of motor events (S
stream) by a three-component internal process comprising a Gaussian white-noise "clock" system, Cn; a
Gaussian white-noise "motor" system, Min (creating nonzero Lag 1 autocorrelation as before); and a "subdi-
vision" white-noise process, B I - n (in general there might be a number of these per cycle). The subdivision
process may be correlated with its enclosing clock interval. Pn = nth reference stream interval; A,n =
asynchronies; K,, = cognitive clock events; I, n = intervals between actions.

local linearity in error correction, as discussed above, for small
deviations from target positions, g must satisfy

<*g(Aj,a) « «/A;.» - JA,.), (16)

for all j. This local linearity idea can be seen in Figure 7.
Given these considerations, there is a natural form for g:

ag(A) = am sin[2Tr/n(A (17)

where ams are constants giving the contribution of each harmonic
to the overall function and <f>ms are lags (phase shifts). I have
chosen to use sine basis functions with distinct lags, rather than
both sines and cosines, but the two are clearly equivalent. Sine
functions not only are naturally suggested by the periodic bound-
ary conditions but have extended zones of near-linearity around
their zero crossing points.

The 4>ms are expected to be normally small lags that reflect two
possible contributing source types. The first source type is based
on relatively immutable effects corresponding to consistent delays
(and compensations for them) in neuroanatomical transmission
and processing, as have often been reported (Aschersleben &
Prinz, 1995; Fraisse, 1982; Mates, 1994a). They can also reflect
asymmetries in multilimb coordination (Stucchi & Viviani, 1993).
These implementation delays are presumably the primary source
of consistent bias in performance (Collier & Wright, 1995).

The second source type corresponds to adaptation to a par-
ticular set of task demands by learning. For example, particular
external environmental forces may attempt to dictate optimal
phase relations (cf. Schoner & Kelso, 1988b, 1988c), and in
principle, it is possible that arbitrary lag relations that are not
close to zero might be learned and lead to stable performance,
as suggested by Zanone and Kelso (1994). However, available
evidence seems to suggest that the arbitrary learning of phase
relations that is not based on division of the time interval into
a small number of roughly equal parts is very difficult (Sum-

mers, Todd, & Kim, 1993; Yamanishi, Kawato, & Suzuki,
1980). This is true even for trained musicians, which has led to
the conclusion that there is a specialized rhythm production
system for patterns of cognitive simplicity that is not available
for complex patterns (Collier & Wright, 1995). In the frame-
work of the current theory, attractor points cluster around
positions that correspond to cognitive simplicity, which may be
interpreted cognitively as the mental operation of subdividing a
time interval into a small number of equal parts (Pressing et al.,
1996) and, dynamically, as the truncation of the Fourier series
of the control function with the first few terms (presuming quite
constrained control of phase delays).

The possibility also exists that learning of phase delays could
extend to voluntary on-line control, and this is suggested by small,
controlled temporal shifts that sometimes appear in microanalysis
of highly skilled musical performance (e.g., "swing" in jazz;
Berliner, 1994; Shaffer, 1981). This has been researched very
little, but the time scale of such shifting appears to be quite limited.

Is the given form for g unique? Certainly not. Another set of
nonlinear basis functions that exhibits local linearity might do as
well—for example, triangle wave functions. The two representa-
tions are computationally equivalent given sufficient terms in each.
The question of which basis set forms a more efficient description,
in the sense of requiring a minimum number of terms for accurate
modeling, is an empirical one that has not really been addressed.
Instead, Fourier forms have simply been assumed and shown to be
compatible in a number of ways with experimental results (deGuz-
man & Kelso, 1991; Kelso, Scholz, & Schoner, 1986; Schoner &
Kelso, 1988b).

Given this representation for g, what factors govern the
values of the am? First, there are intrinsic dynamic effects that
strongly suggest that al and a2 cannot be arbitrarily set on the
basis of intention alone (e.g., Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler,
1981; Schoner & Kelso, 1988c), although the precise nature of
this constraint is not clear. This suggests that some contribution
to these coefficients comes from sources that are not subject to
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Figure 6. An example of the control/error-correction function gfx). Attractor points occur at 0.000 and 0.500
(O) and repeller points at 0.290 and 0.710 (X). Here, g(x> = '/ssin^mr) + sin(4ra). A = asynchrony; P =
period.

purely voluntary control by the participant, such as subcortical
motor control systems like the spinal cord. Second, there are
effects that are due to intention, attention, and previous learn-
ing. By adopting specific mental operations, practicing, invok-
ing specific memories, and selectively focusing on certain mo-
tor subsystems and sets of sensory input, the performer can act
to vary the am. Control of the am for m > 2 is, I propose,
completely "volitional"; for m ^ 2, it is partly volitional and
partly constrained by intrinsic system dynamics. This position
is broadly consistent with previous work (e.g., Schb'ner &
Kelso, 1988c; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994; Zanone & Kelso, 1994)
but is distinguished by its emphasis on higher harmonics as
providing natural potentials for learning. (The reason for the
limitation of intrinsic system effects to m £ 2, to indulge in
speculation for a moment, may rest with evolutionary needs to
coordinate two limbs in consistently forceful arrangements of
unison or alternation.)

Therefore, the orientation here is toward a variable number of
higher harmonics rather than truncation at L = 2, as in earlier
approaches. This position can more readily accommodate the
preferential use of simple rhythmic ratios in general temporal
pattern production, as has been repeatedly found (Summers, Ford,
& Todd, 1993; Yamanishi et al., 1980), allowing a natural con-
nection with the history of musical notation and practice, although
differences may exist here between continuous- and discrete-timed
motor tasks. Thus, instead of having to suppose that a professional
musician will have one control function that can characterize all
possible rhythmic patterns he or she might ever be able to play, it

seems more economical, and more in line with views of musical
experts, to suggest that expertise consists of the ability to rapidly
recall a range of control functions organized into generic classes,
as may occur in musical sight reading. These control functions
might correspond in informational terms to specialized cognitive
modules or schemas, stored in memory. An ambitious attempt to
take the opposite tack with polyrhythms is found in Haken, Peper,
Beek, and Daffertshofer (1996), who used a continuous oscillator
formulation with numerous nonlinear coupling terms to model

ag(A)

Asynchrony

Figure 7. Locally linear regions of the control/error-correction function
around attractor points T\ and T2. A = asynchrony; P = period.
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polyrhythmic transitions. The approach has been successful in
several cases and fully treats spatial variables but uses as many as
72(!) free parameters, which are given no cognitive interpretation.
The tractability and generalizability of such complexity appear to
be limited.

In general, the lags <j>m are related in a straightforward way to
the means (;O- These relations, and relations between the alphas
and as, can be established by using the quasi-linearity of g(A)
around each of its attractor points, for each particular set of
experimental conditions. Depending on the proposed number of
harmonics in g(A), the resultant equations may have a unique
solution set, no solution, or multiple solutions. This is demon-
strated by specific cases below.

In the linear regime of error correction, we can write the elab-
orated DTCE (using Equation 16 in Equation 9) as

(18)

with wraparound applying to the subscripts, as before.

MR-i

3L4R* polyrhythm

C2

MR2

\
I

IB , !

ML2

MR3

B2
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\

ML3

4-cycle

,MR5

X

3-cycle

ML4

Figure 8. Cognitive model for a 3L4R* bimanual polyrhythm. C, =
clock intervals; MR, = right-hand motor delays; B, = subdivision inter-
vals; ML, = left-hand motor delays.

Selected Case Studies

I now examine a series of distinct examples and show how they
are modeled from Equation 18 and why this formulation appears to
offer advantages over alternative dynamic formulations and purely
linear cognitive formulations. First, I demonstrate that the equation
can readily apply to spontaneous (nonsynchronized) discrete motor
behavior that is not based on error correction.

Spontaneous Isochronous Unimanual Tapping

In this case, there is no external reference pulse; tapping is
self-driven. The reference stream reduces to a scale of measure-
ment. Alpha and beta are zero, yielding from Equations 11 and 18,

A n + 1 = A B + ( C n - F ) + (MB + 1-Mj, (19)

so that the interonset interval /„ = An+l — An + P becomes

In=Cn+(Ma+l-Mn), (20)

which is the formulation of Wing and Kristofferson (1973a,
1973b).

Spontaneous Bimanual 4:3 Polyrhythm

For this bimanual polyrhythm, there are seven taps per cycle,
four of which are produced with one hand and three with the other.
This case has been investigated by Pressing et al. (1996) by using
expert performers who were able to selectively apply different
cognitive models in performance. The different cognitive models
applied by the experts were based on distinct figure-ground rela-
tions that specified hand choice and performance intervals associ-
ated with the fundamental beat, corresponding to the use of dif-
ferent musical meters by the participants. In as much as error
correction is not involved here, the different models are simply
based on different structures for the noise components of the
interonset intervals making up the musical pattern. For example, in
accordance with Figure 8, a 3L4R* polyrhythmic model was found
to be governed by the following equation set:

I 0 = + (ML, - MR,),

I, = C, + (MR2- ML,),

12 = B, + (ML2 - MR2),

13 = C 2 - B , + (MR 3 -ML 2 ) ,

14 = B2 + (ML3 - MR3),

15 = C3 - B2 + (MR4 - ML3),

16 = C4 + (MR5 - MR4), (21)

where the Is are the successive intertap intervals in the polyrhythm.
This equation set corresponds to a hierarchical bimanual model,
with the cognitive ground linked to the right-hand taps, indicated
by R*, and the left-hand taps (the figure) produced by a subdivi-
sion process (the Bs). Here the MLs are left-hand motor delays, the
MRs are right-hand motor delays, and Cs and Bs are as described
for Equation 15. The other polyrhythms examined were 3L*4R,
4L*3R, and 4L3R*.

Pressing et al. (1996) found that noise structures of this type
could successfully discriminate between mental models used by
the performers. Specifically, they showed, through comprehensive
structural equation modeling, that models that are based on this
structural design provide a very good fit of the full interonset
covariance matrix for spontaneous (and synchronous) tapping,
relative to a considerable variety of other linear models (i.e.,
uncorrelated, serial, parallel, and in the synchronous case, ground-
reversed hierarchical). For further details, see Pressing et al.
(1996).

Next, I examine cases that are based on error correction: syn-
chronous tapping.

Synchronous Isochronous Unimanual Tapping

Because there is only one stable point in the cycle, near zero, the
simplest assumption is that only the first harmonic is needed for g.
The linearization condition then requires that
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g(A) = sin[2-n-(A

for A — </> small, yielding a, = a and <t> = —
just the negative mean asynchrony. Hence,

P
g(A) = T- sin(2irA*/P).

The fundamental Equation 9 becomes in this case

-p i=A* , (22)

n; the phase lag is

Subject B

aP BP
A*+1 = A* - — sin(2TrA*AP) - ~

ZTT ZTT

(23)

- P

+ , - M n , (24)

where A* = An — ̂ A. Provided the asynchronies are not too large,
sin(x) "= x, yielding

Aj+ 1 = (1 - a)A* - /3A*_, + (C, - P) + (Mn+, - Mn). (25)

(Note that the inclusion of higher harmonics in g will not change
the form of this linearized equation.) This equation has been found
to yield an excellent fit for both expert and nonexpert participants
for a variety of values of P (Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997), in
both temporal and spectral domains. The authors there found that
the first-order AR1 form (i.e., j3 = 0) was indicated for both
nonexpert and expert performers for periods in the range P > 115
ms, which included nearly all cases. Only for the fastest speeds
with Ps 150 ms for the expert performer was a second-order AR2
equation preferentially indicated (/3 ^ 0). (The nonexpert could
not play this fast.) This transition between the AR1 and AR2 forms
of control is shown in Figure 9, which presents some results from
Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) for the expert performer oper-
ating at his four fastest speeds. The figure shows the power spectra
of the tapping process and reveals an increasing peak at high
frequencies as the period is reduced, indicative of an AR2 process.

Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) rationalized the change to a
second-order autoregressive process at shorter periods on the basis
of known values for auditory reaction time of about 140 ms, a
value that is consistent with recent estimates of minimum visual
error-correction time (Glencross & Barrett, 1992) as little as 130
ms. Specifically, they found that as period drops within this range
(£150 ms), information from the first asynchrony becomes pro-
gressively less reliable and is given progressively less weight (1 —
a: falls), while the coefficient of the second-to-last asynchrony is
given progressively more weight (-B rises).

Because Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) collected a large
amount of data, their results can also be used to attempt to compare
the relative descriptive accuracy of the nonlinear (sine) and linear
forms of the equation. This is done here using only the first-order
autoregressive cases for both participants. When actual data are
considered, the difference between the equations is found to be
very slight in all cases, indicating that the production of stable
patterns tends to use values of error-correction (control) parame-
ters that set up close approximations to a linear process.

This can be illustrated by simulations. The left panel in Fig-
ure 10 shows the covariogram for a typical linear simulation, and
the right panel in Figure 10 shows a typical nonlinear (single-sine)
simulation, which are both generated using the same value of
alpha. In each case, the best fit of the linear theory is also shown,

150

10x

175

10" 10" 10 10
frequency

Figure 9. Asynchrony power spectral density plots for an expert musician
in his fastest speed range of synchronous tapping. The fits at 100, 125, and
150 ms reveal a second-order autoregressive process (AR2); at 175 ms (and
at slower speeds, which are not shown here), best fit is by a first-order
autoregressive process (AR1). The distinguishing feature in the spectral
domain between the two processes is the peak at high frequencies. AR2
fit = _; AR1 fit = _._. (data from Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997).

using alpha calculated from the data from the method of Pressing
and Jolley-Rogers (1997). The noise parameters here are those that
correspond to the nonexpert's maximal asynchrony deviations:
P = 500 ms, jac = 500 ms, ̂ M = 30 ms, crc = 21 ms, and crM = 4
ms (800 trials). Such conditions should correspond to the maxi-
mum difference between sine and linear formulations in the ex-
perimental data, and indeed different values of alpha are estimated
from the two data sets. However, the difference in fit between the
two models is very slight; it is not even clear from inspection
whether the linear theory fits the linear simulation better than it fits
the nonlinear simulation. Such results are typical.

This finding can be partly understood from the nature of the
sine function, which has a wide linear zone around zero. Using
the standard series expansion sirw = x — x3/3! + x5!5! — . . . ,
the difference between the linear and sine functions for small x
is based on neglect of the cubic term relative to the linear (first)
term: x2/3\ < 1. For the left-hand side of this expression to
reach even .05, one must have x a 0.548. Hence, to obtain a
difference of even 5% between the linear and sine models, a
majority of asynchronies of over 0.548/2IT —> 8.7% error from
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Figure 10. A comparison of covariograms of linear and nonlinear simulations. Left: Covariogram of a linear
simulation ("data") of 800 trials (Os) compared with that of the best fitting linear model ("theory," Xs), using
alpha calculated directly from the simulation data. Right: Covariogram of a nonlinear (sine) simulation (data) of
800 trials (Os) compared with that of the best fitting linear model with estimated parameters (Xs), with alpha
calculated directly from the simulation data.

the target will be needed, in the complete absence of noise.6

Errors for expert performers are typically less than this, and so
the difference between models will be readily masked by noise.
Nonexperts show larger deviations of asynchronies from their
means, which should allow better discrimination between mod-
els, although this may be offset in part by greater masking that
is due to greater noise.

A model discrimination test was constructed as follows, using
the extensive data of Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997). Confining
our attention to the majority of cases, where /3 = 0, the two
alternative forms are linear (Equation 26) and nonlinear (sine;
Equation 27):

A*+1 = (1 - a)A* + (Cn - P) + (Mn+l - Mn). (26)

aP
A*+i = A: - — sin(2-7rA:/P) + (Cn - P) + (Mn+1 - MJ.

(27)

Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) estimated alpha in the linear
equation using the analytically modeled Covariogram. Such a pro-
cedure is not available for the nonlinear case, and so a different
"local" procedure was developed for the two cases here, as follows
(see Pressing, 1998a, for additional detail).

The procedure begins by placing all the A *s, for 1 < n < N, into
bins arranged in increasing values. If the number of bins is B and
the total range of the A*s is R = max (A*) - min (A*), then the
width of each bin is W = RIB. Suppose that Bin b contains kb A *s:
A*I; A*2, • • • , A*t>. Then, compute the average relative asynchrony
in the bin as

[A*]<» = -J-
K,b

(28)

where [ ]<6) denotes binned average. Next, compute the mean of
the asynchronies that immediately follow the respective asynchro-
nies in Bin b:

, x-h

- Y A*i, Zj AMKb. , (29)

Then, consider a sum over all members of this same bin, applied
to both sides of Equation 26. The noise terms will average to near
zero, provided the number of bin members is large enough.7

Hence, for each Bin b, there exists a linear estimate of alpha:

](W. (30)

By averaging over all bins after discarding outliers (due primar-
ily to cases where [A*](fc) is near zero), an accurate estimate and a
standard error can be attained. This was verified by extensive
simulations in Pressing (1998b). It is similarly possible to apply
the average over bins to the nonlinear Equation 27, from which a
nonlinear (sine function) estimate of alpha can be obtained:

6 It is not difficult to show that the region of quasi-linearity shrinks with
increasing numbers of higher harmonics. For example, for the case of a
pure nth harmonic g function, the 5% threshold differentiating linear and
nonlinear forms can be shown to require an asynchrony fractional error of
at least 0.548/n. This can be interpreted as evidence of the reduced stability
of more complex temporal patterns.

In fact, the noise terms do not average precisely to zero, but a quite
small residual bias effect remains in the estimation of alpha because of the
nonzero Lag 1 autocorrelation effects of the motor delays, a bias that can
be eliminated by systematic compensation (see Pressing, 1998a). However,
this bias effect and its compensation are the same for both nonlinear and
linear cases in zones of stability, and so, it does not significantly affect the
investigation of relative fit of the two models here (Pressing, 1998a).
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Figure 11. An example of estimates of alpha for synchronous tapping, using the method of bins. Top: based
on the linear form of the fundamental equation (Equation 26). Bottom: based on the nonlinear (sine) form of the
fundamental equation (Equation 27). Async = asynchrony.

„<*> ;
27r([A*]"') -

P[sin(2irA*/P)](w (31)

This method of error-parameter estimation also has the advan-
tage that it can be readily extended to patterns of arbitrary com-
plexity (Pressing, 1998a). Typical results are as shown in
Figure 11.

As with the covariograms, it is very difficult to tell the results of
the two models apart by eye. Points that are more than four
standard errors from the mean were excluded in computing resid-
uals; this consistently excluded most points near A* = 0, because
the effects of small errors are amplified. This does not present a
problem, as this region a priori provides very little model discrim-
ination capacity. The results of binomial comparison for all first-
order cases for both participants, using 80 bins, are shown in
Table 1.

In terms of individual P groups, results did not show a signif-
icant difference between the two equations. However, overall,
there was a significant difference in favor of the nonlinear equation
(binomial z = 2.41, p < .008, one-tailed) for the nonexpert but
only a tendency (in the same direction) toward significance for the
expert (binomial z = 1.26, p < .1038, ns, one-tailed). A clearer
effect was expected for the nonexpert participant, because his
asynchronies were in general much larger than those of the expert.

Hence, there is evidence for the underlying nonlinearity of the
control equation even in the stable regimes of simple isochronous
tapping, although in practice the difference between the two forms

is very small compared with system noise and only quantifiable
with an extensive series of trials, as here, that entails over 20,000
taps per participant.

The effect of a dead-zone nonlinearity was also examined by
simulations. When dead zones were 20 ms or less, using experi-
mentally found parameters, there was little apparent difference
between the normal and dead-zone covariograms. Because partic-
ipants can sense auditory asynchronies as small as 1-2 ms under
conditions paralleling those here (rapid tone onsets, as in Small &
Campbell, 1962), dead zones may have a very limited effect on
time-based control tasks.

Table 1
Assessment of Nonlinearity in Synchronous Tapping

Participant

Nonexpert

Expert

Period (ms)

250
375
500
750

1,000
250
375
500
750

1,000

Fraction of runs with
residual (sine) <
residual (linear)

5/8
5/7
7/8
4/7
6/9
3/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
6/8
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These same data were also examined using techniques of non-
linear time-series analysis, primarily the correlation dimension, in
an attempt to assess deterministic nonlinearity. Computation of the
correlation dimension is one standard technique for assessing
system dimensionality (Grassberger & Procaccia, 1983; Ott,
1993), which bears on the number of independent variables driving
a system. With this method, a log-log plot of the so-called corre-
lation integral versus length should have a straight-line region in
which the slope is the correlation dimension. This slope is calcu-
lated for different embedding dimensions, and it should saturate to
a stable value as the embedding dimension increases if the system
is dominated by deterministic processes. When, in contrast, the
system has significant contributions from random noise, there may
be at best only weak linearity over a limited region, and there will
be no saturation.

Given the model here, it would be predicted that high dimen-
sional noise sources (the Qn) should dominate calculations of
dimensionality, because they are substantial in size and act on the
same time scale as the error-correction process. This was borne
out: Log-log plots of correlation integral versus length for asyn-
chronies (using embedding lag of 1 or 3 steps) showed at best
limited linear scaling regions, and up to embedding dimensions as
high as 25 to 30, there was no trend toward saturation. This
supports the idea that high dimensional random noise is significant
in discrete human coordination systems, which is consistent with
the assumptions of the motor program modeling approach and with
previous dynamic dimensional analyses of rhythmic behavior in
human movement (e.g., Kay, Saltzman, & Kelso, 1991). I also
examined the Lyapunov exponent for these systems, an indicator
that quantifies the extent of divergence over time of two initially
very close points in phase space. These were weakly positive, with
findings in the range of 0.02 and 0.10 in those cases examined,
which suggests that the systems may be weakly chaotic. These
findings should be considered tentative, as the data series, though
long by the standards of psychology, are short by the standards of
nonlinear time-series analysis (Gregson & Pressing, in press).

Dependence of Error Parameters and Noise
on a Time Scale

The model presented here allows a natural interpretation of
alpha as the effective fraction of information fed back for con-
trol—an index of short-term behavioral plasticity. Given this, the
variation of alpha with time scale of tapping can be adumbrated
from the following argument. In perception, information about the
most recent event is registered at the sensory periphery and then
must be transmitted to central nervous system areas for processing
(possibly including decision making) and movement-production
control. Both processing and transmission require time, and such
latencies, despite feedforward processes, are known to decrease
system stability. This, in conjunction with noise effects, suggests
that a minimum value of error correction greater than zero may be
necessary for stability. (A simple first-order treatment without
delays predicts only that alpha must be in the range 0 to 2; cf.
Vorberg & Wing, 1996.)

Above this possible threshold, a reasonable starting hypothesis
appears to be that information transmission and processing pro-
ceed at a roughly constant rate until all information has been
transmitted and processed. This assumption is made plausible by

the roughly constant speed of transmission of action potentials in
any given neural circuit (Carlson, 1994); the assumption is given
more explicit support by the finding underlying the Hick-Hyman
law (Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Luce, 1986): that reaction time in
a choice reaction task is generally a linear function of amount of
information, some exceptions under special conditions notwith-
standing. On this basis, a linear relation between alpha and period
is expected, up to a certain point; thereafter, the curve should
plateau because of saturation (all the information has been trans-
ferred and processed). (The decay of short-term memory suggests
that this plateau level might subsequently slowly decay with fur-
ther increases in period, with the rate depending on various con-
ditions, but this effect has not so far been experimentally probed.)

In other words, above a minimum threshold and below a max-
imum threshold, there should be a linear zone where a(P) = kP +
D, with k and D being constants and P being the time period. It is
to be expected that the lower threshold will be reached in the range
of 130-200 ms, as this corresponds to the typical range from
auditory reaction thresholds and Hick-Hyman law zero intercepts
(Glencross & Barrett, 1992; Schmidt, 1988). No a priori value for
the upper boundary is evident, although it would be expected to be
clearly less than the auditory sensory store duration, which is
commonly considered to be at least 2 s (e.g., Proctor & Van Zandt,
1994), and it may depend on experience and individual differ-
ences. The clearest precedent for this boundary value may be in
Rosenbaum and Patashnik (1980), who found a plateau in reaction
times in a related task that required production of temporal dura-
tions defined by two successive taps, with feedback given on
interval accuracy after each pair of taps. Their plateau set in for
time intervals above about 750 ms. It is further to be suspected that
this proposed zone of linearity for alpha may not necessarily occur
for sufficiently complex patterns, especially bimanual ones, be-
cause such cases might involve interleaved transmission and pro-
cessing of different sets of information, and this might yield
nonlinear and case-specific effects.

Available data for on-beat tapping show promising agreement with
these ideas (more complex patterns are discussed further in a later
section). First, a minimum error-correction threshold in the range
of 0.15-0.20 (achieved at short periods) has been observed by Press-
ing and Jolley-Rogers (1997) in relation to the single first-order
error-correction parameter a and also as the sum of the two error-
correction parameters (a2 + ft) for the second-order autoregressive
case. Second, as seen in Figure 12, a plot of alpha versus period is
close to linear for both participants used by Pressing and Jolley-
Rogers for data below 800 ms. These plots use data from Pressing and
Jolley-Rogers and also additional runs collected at 625 ms and 875 ms
for the same expert participant. Alpha-period size correlations (r2) for
the expert and nonexpert participants are, respectively, .972 and .997
for the range below 800 ms. Above 800 ms linearity fails, in line with
the discussion above. Only four points are available for the nonexpert
in this range because although further trials were run with him at 625
ms and 875 ms, they occurred after many intervening runs of tapping
practice in other experiments, and a clear learning effect was found:
His clock variances were consistently reduced, and his error param-
eters clearly increased over those of the previous sets of runs. In short,
the nonexpert was developing expertise. The expert was not affected
in this way, presumably because he had automatized and stabilized his
production system well before the start of the experiments. For the
expert, the alpha intercept (D) was very close to zero. For the non-
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Figure 12. Error-correction parameter alpha (a) versus period (P) for the expert and nonexpert participants of
Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997), with additional data for the expert participant. Straight lines are fit to points
below 800 ms. Vertical lines depict ± 1 SE. NonExp = nonexpert; Exp = expert.

expert, the straight line fit was good and the intercept D was .092,
distinctly nonzero. Further measurements would be useful here to
confirm linearity and evaluate D for other participants.

Another testable linearity is that between the standard deviation of
interval production and period. Such linearity is a form of Weber's
law and allows comparison with time-perception studies, where such
linearity has been previously observed in time estimation over the
range 100-2,000 ms for humans and has also been shown to hold for
rats and pigeons (for a review, see Ivry & Hazeltine, 1995). Because

the natural variable for averaging across runs is variance, it is easier,
and closely equivalent, to examine production variance by examining
the linearity of a plot of clock variance versus (period)2. Empirical
support for this is strong, as seen in Figure 13, where the correlations
(r2) for expert and nonexpert between-clock variance and P2 are,
respectively, .998 and .933, again using the data of Pressing and
Jolley-Rogers (1997).

This is in accord with other recent results (Grondin, 1992; Ivry
& Hazeltine, 1995). A recent reanalysis of the best known excep-
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Figure 13. Clock motor variance versus period2 (P2) for the participants of Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997).
Vertical lines depict ± 1 SE. NonExp = nonexpert; Exp = expert.
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tion to this case, the data of Wing (1980), which found a linear
relation between noise variance and period, showed that it too can
be interpreted as supporting a Weber's law-type relation (Ivry &
Hazeltine, 1995). In the experimental work here, comparative
linear fits of variance to period yielded credible values of r2

(expert) = .974, intercept = -78 ms2; r2 (nonexpert) = .971,
intercept = — 180 ms2. However, in both variance-period plots,
the P = 0 intercept for the linear period-variance form is clearly
negative, which is an unphysical result; this problem was not found
in the Weber's law -based fit. The preferential conclusion is that
Weber's law, supporting a linear relation between "clock" stan-
dard deviation and period, has strong experimental support for
the case of error-corrective temporal production over the range
200-1, 000ms.

Derivation of Circle-Map Behavior

The next logical example in this series of examples might be the
case of bimanual synchronous and asynchronous coordination,
where considerable elegant experimental work has shown the
presence of phase transitions between antiphase and inphase mo-
tion, under a variety of experimental conditions (e.g., Kelso et al.,
1981, 1986; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994).

Such phase transitions (and those of other cases) have been
modeled in several ways, all featuring essential nonlinearities: by
the use of second-order continuous equations of nonlinearly cou-
pled oscillators (e.g., Haken et al., 1985, 1996), by the use of
discrete circle maps (e.g., deGuzman & Kelso, 1991; Glass &
Mackey, 1988; R. C. Schmidt, Beek, Treffner, & Turvey, 1991),
and by first-order continuous equations based on relative phase
that have a control structure analogous to that of the circle maps
(e.g., Haken et al., 1985; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994).

Because the formulation here is discrete, I address this issue
initially by showing the connection between the RBT and circle-
map approaches. It turns out that the fundamental equation here
(DCE) contains, as special cases, various forms of the circle map
widely used in traditional dynamical modeling. After a demonstra-
tion of this and a discussion of implications, I compare the circle-
map approach with the continuous approaches cited above and
further case studies, which includes a discussion of stability.

Consider then a situation where the asynchronies need not be
small, so that the general nonlinear form of the equation applies.
Let us also assume that for the process under consideration, error
correction is confined to first-order effects, as is frequently found.
In this section, I also return to the more general case where the
pulse stream may have nonzero variance. Under these conditions,
the DTCE becomes, from Equation 9,

g(An + P)= g(An) (mod P). (33)

An+l = An- ag(An) + (Cn - Pn) + (Mn+{ - (32)

I have used the form of the noise term appropriate for simple
isochronous tapping, but the same derivation proceeds with minor
modifications for other forms. There are several cases in which this
equation can be shown to reduce to the circle map with an added
noise term.

Case 1: Negligible Reference Stream Variance

Consider first the case in which the reference stream has neg-
ligible variance, so that Pn = P, as earlier. From the previous
properties of g,

Then set Qn = An/P. This variable is just the discrepancy
between actual behavior and synchronizing pulse, normalized by
the period; in the language of oscillatory dynamics, this is a
relative phase. Then, if we define h(6n) = g(An)/P, it follows that
h(8n) = h(9n + 1) (mod 1), because h(0n + 1) = g[P(9n + 1)]/P
= g(An + P)/P = g(An)/P (mod P) = h(6n) (mod 1). Then,
dividing Equation 32 by P, and substituting, yields

= On + - ah(0n) + £, (mod 1),

where fi = (juc - P)/P and

£, = - Mn)l

(34)

(35a)

(35b)

as may be verified by direct substitution. If Equation 34 is inter-
preted mod 1 , fl may be replaced with fl + 1 (or omega plus any
other integer) without affecting the character of the solution, that
is, ft — > /xc/P. (This ambiguity of definition is a well-documented
aspect of this type of equation; Jackson, 1989). Thus, ft acts as a
ratio between eigenperiods of the two primary timing streams,
clock dj.c) and reference (P), in the absence of coupling (error
correction) and noise. The noise term, £„, has expectation zero and
a nonzero Lag 1 autocorrelation structure, as previously.

Equation 34 is thus just the familiar circle map (Treffner &
Turvey, 1993) with an added mean zero noise term of £„, with
otherwise familiar (if not exactly identical) interpretations for all
variables.8 The noise term often has been introduced in continuous
differential analogues of the circle map, with considerable success.
In the work here, I am able to identify the noise source in terms of
constituent clock and motor random variables and show that it may
have a nonzero Lag 1 correlation, which represents a generaliza-
tion of the more common assumption that £„ is uncorrelated white
noise. (As stated before, the specific form of the noise term may
change with task conditions, and I have used one specific form
here for illustration.) The effect of the noise term is to appreciably
reduce stability of limit cycle solutions of the equation. For low
values of noise, the regime diagram for subcritical parameter
values for this equation will be very similar to that of the ordinary
circle map but with reduced basins of attraction.

Case 2: Nonnegligible Reference Stream Variance

If the reference stream variance is not negligible, an additional
consideration emerges. How should the asynchrony error-
correction process change with reference interval size? If the
variation in Pn is modest, as is typically the case — because rhyth-
mic behaviors are often predicated on a steady pulse — it might be
supposed that error correction occurs relative to the mean refer-
ence interval P. In this case, Equation 34 is attained again, with the
substitution of P for P. That is, with ft = (/xc - P)/P, and

&, = [(C. - (P- />„) + (M_+1 - Mn)}. (36)

8 Note though that the genesis of the motor-domain circle map has been
typically through the Poincare section of a continuous differential equation
(Treffner & Turvey, 1993), whereas the DCE-based form comes directly
from discrete-control processes.
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Because the reference stream now displays its own timing
structure, this equation can also be considered to apply to bimanual
coordination, inasmuch as the asynchrony now corresponds to a
relative phase between the reference (sometimes called driver)
and follower behaviors. In this case, the experimental protocols
include spontaneous bimanual coordination, without external
synchronization.

In the most general case, where Pn varies widely or coupling
between the two streams is asymmetrical, the DTCE does not in
general scale to produce the noisy circle map. This suggests that
the experimental condition of a noisy reference stream would bring
useful insights into the issues here. So far, work on the noisy
metronome problem (Schulze, 1992) has not addressed these par-
ticular concerns.

Case 3: Relative Error Correction

There is another condition under which a circle-map form might
emerge. This arises from a suggestion that when Pn varies mark-
edly, error-correction effects might be scaled by the length of the
last reference interval. Such relational perceptual sensitivity is a
form of the familiar Weber fraction law, and as noted earlier, this
is experimentally supported for temporal estimation and produc-
tion. A similar Weber effect for ballistic movement occurs in the
spatial domain, usually labeled Craik's ratio rule (Poulton, 1981).

If one assumes that under such conditions it is relative error
correction that is the appropriate process, then the main equation
might become

An+l/Pa = /!„//>„_, - a/iCV/V,) + (Q - Pa)/Pa

+ (Mn+l - Mn)/Pn, (37)

where noise terms have been scaled by local period size to obtain
correct dimensions, and so the equation reduces to Equation 32
when Pn does not vary. This again yields

0n+1 = »„ + n - ah(6n) + & (mod 1), (38)

provided the defining variables are

0n = V-P*-i, ft = (ju,c - P)/P, and

1

as may be verified by direct substitution.

(39)

The Sine Circle-Map Class

The circle map is a class of maps, and to produce specific
members of the class that pertain to certain conditions, one needs
the precise map (control) function. In all of the above cases, if g
has a single sine term (L = 1, Equation 23), the sine circle map is
obtained (with added noise term):

: sin(2T76n) + £„. (40)

For L = 2, with zero phase lags, from Equations 17 and 38,

0n + 1 = 0n + 11 - ~ sin(2rr0n) - ̂  sin(47T0J + £„, (41)

which is equivalent to the so-called phase-attractive circle map
(with added noise; deGuzman & Kelso, 1991). These are two
standard map forms used to model dynamic coordination, and
hence I have shown that the DCE contains the motor circle-map
models as special cases, as claimed above, including what are
termed symmetrical and asymmetrical coupling terms. Because
Equations 40 and 41 have been well documented as producing
experimentally substantiated nonlinear phenomena like bistability,
subcritical phase locking, entrainment, critical slowing, phase tran-
sitions, and certain appropriate general forms of regime diagrams,
as described earlier, I have verified that the DCE can also readily
model such effects.

Multilimb applications of these derivations can proceed in sev-
eral ways. If two limbs coordinate relative to each other, then, as
discussed in Case 2 above, Equation 40 or 41 can be interpreted
with 9n = 0J," — 0J,2), a relative phase variable. There is experi-
mental evidence supporting the fundamental similarity of biman-
ual coordination between limbs and unimanual coordination to a
driving signal (Treffner & Turvey, 1993). If two limbs coordinate
relative to a separate reference stream, then the equations for
relative phase will have a different form. The subtraction of sine
terms for the two limbs can be rearranged, in the case of symmet-
rical coupling, to yield frequency terms beginning with sin(-;r[0J1

l>

- 0J,2)]), a first subharmonic.
Because Equation 40 is identical in form with traditional sine

circle-map accounts of motor coordination (provided the noise
term is ignored), these derivations suggest that the coupling con-
stant K found in such formulations and the error-correction param-
eter alpha used here are one and the same, provided additive noise
levels are low enough (and the other assumptions of the derivation
hold experimentally). If this is so, then coupling constants of such
dynamic systems (and hence their zones of instability) might be
assessed by simple tapping experiments carried out in regions of
behavioral stability. Furthermore, the interpretation of K as an
error-correction parameter allows process-based derivations of its
value, as discussed above. These conclusions appear to be broadly
consistent with the suggestions of dynamical modelers, who have
found that K (here alpha) should vary inversely with the funda-
mental frequency of oscillation, a>c, in an oscillatory system (Ster-
nad, Turvey, & Schmidt, 1992; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994). From
the current perspective, because the inverse of the fundamental
frequency is just the period, the previous discussion about the
linearity of alpha with period yields the following:

K = a(P) = kP + D = k<o~' + D. (42)

The constant D may not always be zero, as assumed by Turvey
and Schmidt (1994). As seen above for 1:1 tapping, for the expert
participant for whom the data are clearly the most accurate, D was
close to zero, but for the nonexpert, it was nonzero. Further work
with other participants is required to assess the universality of the
claim that D = 0. In any case, the above findings on alpha suggest
that linearity of K may hold only for a limited frequency domain
of 1.2-6.5 Hz.

If the assumptions required to yield the traditional circle-map
formulations are relaxed, the general DCE approach to nonlinear
discrete control displays additional complexities'. Additional
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second-order terms (beta nonzero) may appear, various phase
delays may be nonzero, second and higher harmonics can occur,
and the effects of task-specific structured noise arise.9 A period-
based variable such as phase is not necessarily fundamental. A full
treatment of the quantitative differences between various nonlinear
forms of the DCE and the simple sine circle maps would take this
discussion too far afield. However, the issue of stability is further
treated below in the sections on 2:1 and 3:1 tapping. Furthermore,
the use of phase delays and second-order control has been exper-
imentally demonstrated in the linear domain by several recent
publications, and these results form a foundation for further eval-
uation, as discussed below.

Limitations of the Sine Circle Map

Although the formulation here can yield the sine circle map used
in standard dynamical motor modeling in a principled way, and I
have taken this as evidence that the current approach can model
phase transitions and generally act in support of previous experi-
mental findings about essential behavioral instabilities, I believe
the current DCE approach is both more general and more powerful
than the simple map approach. Why? Because, in my view, there
are at least five reasons why the application of the simple circle
map (or the phase-attractive circle map; deGuzman & Kelso, 1991)
to general movement patterns can be inadequate, all of which
appear circumventable with the integrative stance used here.

First, the circle map does not incorporate the effects of task-
specific, high-dimensional noise sources (as here). Second, it does
not accommodate general phase lags of the kind modeled here,
which go beyond simple symmetry breaking and for which there is
good experimental support (see below). Third, the circle map does
not accommodate second-order error-correction processes, which
have been experimentally found in some cases (Pressing, 1998a;
Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997). Fourth, the circle map basically
generates patterns that are based on pulse trains of the form of n:m
and appears unable to accommodate patterns of arbitrary temporal
design (e.g., most musical rhythms). In contrast, the current ap-
proach can, in a principled way, accommodate any temporal pat-
tern (Pressing, 1998a, 1998c; also see Equation 9), at the same
time finding a natural emphasis on those patterns that are consis-
tent with cognitive traditions in music timing (subdivision and
concatenation of time intervals to produce hierarchical temporal
relations). There is also a fifth issue, which is based on pattern
stability.

Pattern Stability

In the map-based dynamical formulations of movement control,
stability has often been assessed in relation to the properties of the
regime diagrams of the sine circle map. This has involved the
invocation of the concept of the Farey tree, which can be inter-
preted to indicate relative stabilities of different polyrhythmic
patterns, for which there is some experimental support (Treffner &
Turvey, 1993).

However, consistent deviations from the Farey-based transition
patterns have also been experimentally reported (Peper, 1995;
Zanone & Kelso, 1992). These have sometimes been interpreted as
stemming from learning (Zanone & Kelso, 1992); yet, other ex-
periments have not found significant effects of practice on poly-

rhythm transition routes (Peper, 1995). One explanation of the
prevalence of non-Farey transition routes is that the circle-map
equation is operating in the supercritical regime: K > 1, when
L = 1 (Peper, 1995).

However, in view of the RBT approach, it seems more likely
that the Farey tree simply has limited general relevance for poly-
rhythmic transitions, because alternate forms of the circle-map
class—for example, the phase-attractive circle map (deGuzman &
Kelso, 1991)—or those based on control functions with extra
harmonics or second-order terms (as found in the DCE) have
different regime diagrams that do not lead to Farey-type predic-
tions about pattern stabilities and transitions (deGuzman & Kelso,
1991; Pressing, 1995). Furthermore, the effects of stochastic noise
must be addressed, in general, and even small amounts of noise
can cause substantial changes to the noise-free regime diagram, as
simulations readily show.

Moreover, the traditional Farey-based approach makes only
simple disjunctive predictions (e.g., moving from Polyrhythm A to
Polyrhythm B rather than to C as a result of accelerating tempo).
Pressing (1995) carried the traditional approach a step further by
looking at quantitative correlations between various novel dy-
namic indicators and empirical values for state stabilities and
interstate transition probabilities, using bimanual pendular data
from Treffner and Turvey (1993) and comparing these correlations
with comparable ones made from cognitive indicators. The results
were that a number of his dynamic and cognitive indicators were
strongly correlated in predicted ways with the experimental find-
ings of stability and interpattern transition rates. Empirically, cog-
nitive and extended dynamical approaches were equally effective.

However, the situation changes markedly when one moves
beyond polyrhythms to consider temporal patterns in general.
Here, Farey or traditional dynamical logic does not obviously
transfer, whereas a more explicitly cognitive approach does, as I
show below. The explicit involvement of higher order cognition
also allows a connection with more adaptive and extended phe-
nomena than repetitive pattern production, such as real-time read-
ing, speaking, musical sight-reading, and various forms of impro-
vised behavior (Pressing, 1988), as discussed earlier.

Cognitive Principles Underlying Phase Transitions
and Instabilities

In the cognitive formulation given here, there need be no uni-
versal nonlinear form for control for a given individual, from
which universal considerations of pattern stability emerge. Al-
though multiple stable states can certainly emerge from a single
control function, the more general phenomenon is that different
control strategies can be selectively recalled from memory and
adapted on-line, in response to variations in task conditions, pro-
viding behavioral richness and flexibility.

9 For example, the full extension of Equation 41 to second order with

two harmonics and arbitrary phase lags (<ps) would yield
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Under this view, the principles underlying pattern stability
and interpattern transitions used by Pressing (1995) for poly-
rhythms can be generalized on the basis of subsequent theoret-
ical (Pressing, 1998b) and experimental work (B. Williams &
Pressing, 1999) as follows. Consider a situation where a per-
former is playing a recurring temporal pattern and experimental
manipulations (e.g., acceleration of tempo) or internal changes
of state (e.g., faltering attention) lead to different pattern out-
comes. These changes can be viewed as bifurcations or phase
transitions that arise because of essential nonlinearities in con-
trol. The suggested principles underlying pattern stability and
interpattern transitions are:

1. Patterns (and their associated control functions) will be re-
called on the basis of their accessibility in memory (+), fit to
context (+), and cost of production (—).

2. Pattern stability will be inversely related to costs of produc-
tion ( — ) and directly related to attention (+).

3. Transitions between patterns will be based on the "distance"
between them (—), their relative production costs (—), predilec-
tions for transitions built into the experimental manipulations ( + ),
and performer intentions (+).

(+) and ( — ) respectively indicate expected direct and inverse
relations between the indicated variables.

Two essential considerations for the use of RBT with respect to
these hypotheses are how to compute interpattern distance and
how to evaluate production cost. In line with the nature of goal-
directed action, I assume that interpattern distance should be
computed from behaviorally meaningful dynamical variables that
reflect task constraints and control strategies. For example, with a
pattern made of two time intervals, one cognitively significant
action variable would be interval ratio. As another example, Press-
ing (1995) showed that the incidence of transitions between poly-
rhythms showed highly significant negative correlation with inter-
pattern distance, as measured by |n/m - p/q|, where transition is
from an n:m to a p:q polyrhythm. This provides support for the
first part of Hypothesis 3.

Cost of production is interpreted here to be directly related to the
contextual complexity of a pattern. In identifying cost with com-
plexity, I am using a central idea of algorithmic information theory
(e.g., J. F. Traub, Wozniakowski, & Wasilowski, 1988). Now,
there are many ways to define complexity operationally: One can
count levels of hierarchical organization, compute numbers of free
parameters in a dynamic model, calculate dimensional or entropic
or predictability indicators, ask for the evaluations of domain-
specific experts, or measure pattern learning difficulty, among
others (Pressing, 1998c).

In the DCE approach, complexity of repeating patterns might be
assessed on the basis of the structure of the control function:
Patterns requiring more harmonic terms in the control function (in
terms of subjective report by experts, this involves finer mental
subdivision) require simultaneous maintenance of more system
control parameters (weights and phase lags) in the correct ranges,
with possibly narrower bounds of acceptability, and hence are
more difficult to achieve and to stabilize.

This provides a rationale for the well-established human predi-
lection to produce patterns that are based on simple harmonic
ratios (Fraisse, 1982). It is further supported by Summers and
Kennedy (1992) and Summers and Pressing (1994), who showed
that performers who had difficulty with polyrhythmic performance

tasks distorted the control structures by simplifying them, chang-
ing required mental subdivisions from three parts to two, and
placing taps in the resulting nearest locations. Similar "decom-
plexifying" distortions were found by Summers, Ford, and Todd
(1993), where patterns requiring mental subdivisions of three or
four parts were simplified to two parts. These results provide
support for Hypotheses 1 and 3 above.

Explicit support for Hypothesis 2 above was found by Pressing
(1995) in analysis of Treffner and Turvey's (1993) polyrhythmic
patterns. For example, one successful index of pattern complexity
(hence cognitive cost) of an n:m polyrhythm was n + m.

A procedure for computing cognitive cost of arbitrary temporal
patterns was described by Pressing (1998b), who made the point
that temporal pattern complexity is closely bound with the concept
of syncopation, in musical terms. He showed how syncopation
(degree of off-beat temporal emphasis) can be quantified by a
systematic pattern-classification process embodied in the computer
program Transcribe (Pressing, 1998b; Pressing & Lawrence,
1993), that is, based on five levels of syncopative complexity.
Experimental work (B. Williams & Pressing, 1999) suggests that
interpattern transitions for many kinds of patterns are well-handled
by this syncopation-based model of temporal pattern complexity.
These results are naturally presented in cognitive terms by use of
symbolic dynamics, whereby symbols for different rhythmic pat-
terns are defined by 1-1 correspondence between labels and spe-
cific regions of timing-phase space, yielding sequences of state
symbols. For example, a transition from State a to /might proceed
through the symbol string . . . aaaacaaefaffafffff . . . .

I now return to an examination of explicit mathematical mod-
eling of two modestly complex patterns, to elaborate the ways in
which the DCE approach examines stability and instability when a
single control function applies.

2:1 Tapping

The central equation given in Equation 9 can be applied here by
a characterization of the error and noise functions. For two taps per
cycle, with L = 2, the approach suggests a control function of the
following form (see Equation 17):

= 2^r{a' ) IP] fa) IP]}

(43)

for j = 1, 2, where the linear approximation relation holds for
values of Aj „ near the respective attractor points /a, and fj.2- Here,
I have assumed that the process is first order. By expanding the
sine functions in their linear regions, for stable points near zero and
PI2, and matching the coefficients of the asynchronies and the
constant terms at both points, it can be readily shown that

a^ =
a, + a2

(44)
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The same linear expansion and matching also produces relations
for the lags:

a,/x, - a2(/x2 - P/2)

02= - a, + a2
(45)

An extensive treatment of the linear form of this case is given in
Pressing (1998a). Experimental work is reported there for a num-
ber of 2:1 cases with variation across three independent variables:
expert-nonexpert participant, unimanual-bimanual condition, and
period. Results support a first-order linear process for virtually all
cases (Pressing, 1998a). For all cases, /n, = ;u2 — P/2, and for a
large fraction of cases, al s a2. When the second condition
applies, error-correction processes are equally effective (stabiliz-
ing) at the two attractor points; hence a, = 0, and only the second
harmonic is significantly present in g. Furthermore, the phase lags
are approximately equal to each other and are just the mean
relative asynchrony.

In general, the presence of attractor points depends on the
locations of zero points with positive slope in g, and this can be
shown to depend on the ratio

2a
= (a, - a2)/(a, + a2).

In all measured cases, the alphas, and hence a2, are positive. Given
this, for at/2a2 < — 1, there is a single attractor point near P/2 (TT
radians). For — 1 < cz,/2a2 < 1, there are attractor points near 0
and IT. For a,/2a2 > 1, there is a single attractor point near 0. (All
these points would be exactly at the named locations if ^>1 = <^2 =
0; as it is, they are found experimentally to differ slightly from
these positions, indicating nonzero <f>Jt <f>2.) Thus, this control
function allows exclusive on-beat tapping, exclusive off-beat tap-
ping, or cycles with both on- and off-beat tapping, and changes in
this parameter ratio can lead to system bifurcations.

For such a 2:1 system to be stable at both 0 and IT, and to be
expressible in terms of two harmonics alone, it then follows that
the relation |(a, — a2V(«i + a2)| < 1 must be satisfied. This is
equivalent to the property that either both alphas must be positive
or both must be negative. This relation is not required in a purely
linear system, and so it acts as a (weak) test of whether the system
is consistent with the general nonlinear formulation. This can be
examined for the data of Pressing (1998a), and the results are
found in Table 2. In all cases, the relation holds. This ratio can also
be considered an inverse indicator of the global stability of the
process: The closer the ratio is to zero, the more stable is the
process. In all cases, the absolute value of the expert's stability
parameter is less than that of the nonexpert, indicating greater
stability.

This interpretation ofal/2a2 as a stability parameter differs from
that of some previous workers (deGuzman & Kelso, 1991; Tref-
fner & Turvey, 1996), who have hypothesized that, in the notation
of Equation 41, a*/a should vary as 1/&>C—hence, here, P <*•
I/stability parameter. The data of Table 2 do not support this
conjecture. However, this may be due to differences in task design
between those experiments and the current work.

Table 2
Error-Correction Parameters a, and a2 for 2:1 Tapping and
the Resulting Stability Parameters

2:1 pattern
type

RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RL
RL
RL
RL

Participant

Expert
Nonexpert
Expert
Nonexpert
Expert
Expert
Nonexpert
Expert
Nonexpert

Pulse size
(ms)

1,000
1,000

750
750
376

1,000
1,000

750
750

a,, a2

0.259, 0.256
0.144,0.119
0.195,0.233
0.201, 0.084
0.190,0.149
0.446, 0.296
0.048, 0.323
D.440, 0.483
0.426,0.196

Stability
parameter:
«i - "2
a, + a2

0.006
0.095

-0.089
0.411
0.121
0.202

-0.741
-0.047

0.370

Note. Data are from Pressing (1998a). R = right hand; L = left hand.

The linearized equations governing the tapping in this case
follow directly from Equation 18:

A*,n+[ = (1 - a2)A*n — /32A*n + Q2n, (47)

where Qln and Q2 „ are given by Equations 13 and 14. These same
equations apply whether the tapping is unimanual or bimanual.

3:1 Tapping

This pattern is readily made stable by expert participants and,
with minimal practice, a large fraction of nonexpert participants.
According to the formulation here, the error-correction function g
may now contain three harmonics (see Equation 17):

ag(Aj,n) = {a, sin[27r(A;>

sin[4ir(AJ> 03)/P]}, (48)

for y = 1, 2, 3. Attractors occur at points where g(x) = 0 and
g'(x) > 0. As shown earlier, the linearity condition requires that
ag(AJn) «* otj(AJn — p.j) in the regions around /i,, /A2, and ju,3.
These conditions produce equations that are algebraically messy
but show that, in practice, there are one, two, or three attractor
points. When all as are roughly equal, and phase lags are small,
mean asynchrony values are near 0, P/3, and 2P/3, and this is the
experimental finding, in accord with the task requirement. Precise
values for the parameters a t, a2, a3, <j>t, </>2, and <f>3 can be
estimated numerically on the basis of experimental results. This
allows computation of the corresponding nonlinear error-
correction function, and the result for one sample case is shown in
Figure 14. The data are from Pressing (1998a), taken from a
nonexpert participant 3:1 case with a period of 999 ms. The
parameters required for the fit are at = .058, a2 = .063, a3 = .083,
0,/P = .110, <f>2/P = .036, and <t>3/P = .068, which yields
agreement to two decimal places with experimental values for the
three target fractional asynchronies (AIP = relative phase/2 ir [ex-
perimental values of 0.929, 0.262, and 0.597]) and the three slopes
(a,, a2, a3 [experimental values of 0.423, 0.103, and 0.221];
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Figure 14. The calculated error-correction function for data from a nonexpert participant for 3:1 unimanual
tapping with 999-ms period (data from Pressing, 1998a). The experimental attractor points are 0.262, 0.597,
and 0.929, corresponding to the positive-slope zero crossing points in the diagram. The coefficients and lags of
the three harmonics contributing to g(A) have the following values: at = .058, a2 = .063, a3 = .083, 4>i/P —
.110, 4>2lp = .036, and $3lp = .068; see Equation 48.

Pressing, 1998a). These experimental findings show the presence
of anticipatory yet unequal phase lags in the harmonic components
of the error-correction function.

With this information on the form of the error function, and
using values of the Gaussian white-noise components to the fun-
damental equation (clock variance <7<5> ar)d subdivision/motor vari-
ance CT^/M) estimated from series analysis (Pressing, 1998a; Press-
ing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997), simulations of the data can be
generated. A simulation and actual data for the above nonexpert
3:1 case with a period of 999 ms are compared in Figure 15. The
two graphs are quite similar: Both show comparable levels of
means and variances, and both show similar patterns of parallel
local deviations from the mean for the three subseries. There is one
slight difference: The variance of the participant data appears to
decrease slightly near the end of the run, unlike the simulation.
This is likely to be a learning effect of sustained practice over this
long run and could easily be mimicked by a progressive reduction
in clock variance.

In Figure 16, the effects of increasing noise are shown in a
simulation; clock standard deviation is increased from 12 ms to 18
ms, with all other parameters held constant. The series is still
mostly stationary, although with increased variance, but it also
twice exhibits upward drift in asynchronies early in the run, which
corresponds to the performer falling behind and then stabilizing in
a new phase relation, having lost one beat (i.e., phase slippage).
The first restabilization is brief (over the range 50-65 s), and then
a second beat loss followed by semipermanent restabilization

occurs. More precisely, this phenomenon (dragging leading to beat
loss, or racing leading to beat gain, with subsequent cognitive
misconstrual) was observed when the nonexpert was learning to
perform this pattern. Still higher values of central noise or im-
proper values of system parameters will, in general, produce
continual phase drift or wandering between regions of temporary
stability (intermittency), with frequent omissions or insertions of
beats. These are hallmark effects of essential nonlinearity and have
been frequently observed experimentally.

The effect of varying the Lag 1 negatively autocorrelated noise
is somewhat different. Typically, within limits, increasing the
negativity of autocorrelation (governed by <TB/M), by providing
more substantial autoinhibition, increased the higher frequency
spectral components (fast jitter in the time series) and sometimes
appeared to damp large white-noise excursions, at least on a short
time scale. The inclusion of dead zones of up to 40 ms had only a
very limited effect on stability of simulations.

Figure 17 shows a comparison of data for 3:1 tapping with a
period of 999 ms and a simulation, using an expert performer as
the participant. Data are from Pressing (1998a), with variance
parameters estimated as in the previous case (the expert had lower
values of variance than the nonexpert). The graphs are qualita-
tively very similar.

Although an extensive comparison with circle-map-based for-
mulations was not made, 3:1 behavior was studied by simulation,
using ft = Vs and Equation 40, for this case. The results appeared
to show that there were too few parameters to match all expert-
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Figure 15. Comparison of a simulation of the asynchronies for 3:1 tapping using the discrete control equation
(DCE) with the actual data found for the case of Figure 14 for the nonexpert participant. Phase lags and harmonic
weights are as in Figure 14. In this and subsequent simulations, all noise constituents are Gaussian white noise.

mental observables and that stability there is considerably more
sensitive to the effects of noise than in the DCE form. To even
qualitatively match experimental results, considerably lower val-
ues of stochastic noise were required than with the current
formulation.

Continuous Dynamical Models

The above equations are discrete. However, continuous forms
that have structure that is analogous to the map formulations have
been given a central role in traditional dynamical approaches to
movement, with the relation between them traditionally considered

to be that of Poincart section (Treffner & Turvey, 1993). Thus, the
standard continuous form of the elementary-coordination dynamic
equation (e.g., Kelso, 1994a; Turvey & Schmidt, 1994) is a
continuous-time analog of Equation 41 and can be written as

- a sin($) - a* sin(2<£) + £„ (49)

where <I>(0 O 2irf)n and f, is a suitably defined Gaussian white-
noise process (Turvey & Schmidt, 1994). A recent generalization
of this to include variable phase delays is

= Aco - a (50)
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Figure 16. Simulation of the asynchronies for 3:1 tapping using the DCE, with the same parameters as those
found in Figure 15 but with the one exception of <rc = 18 ms. The greater noise source produces a series that
is basically stable but twice shows a forward drift in asynchronies early in the run, which corresponds to the
performer falling behind and ultimately losing one beat, a characteristic nonlinear phenomenon. DCE = discrete
control equation.

(Treffner & Turvey, 1995), which shows similarities to the phase
delays of the discrete model here. The aptness of these equations
in particular circumstances has been well demonstrated (e.g.,
Kelso, 1994a; Treffner & Turvey, 1995). It is important to em-
phasize that these corresponding equations may yield quite differ-
ent behavior from their discrete counterparts, and parallels be-
tween them need to be treated with caution; nevertheless, the
potential for interpreting such equations as expressing continuous
control seems clear. (To see this analytically, take the continuous
form of the basic control equation given in footnote 1, without time
delays, and substitute from Equation 17 for the control function
with L = 2. Then, provided the noise term is appropriately de-
fined—a standard issue in continuous stochastic differential equa-
tions—and interpreting the variable [asynchrony/period] as phase,
as done above, the result is exactly Equation 50).

It is true that a more congruent relation exists between the
current approach and these and other continuous dynamical for-
mulations (e.g., Schoner & Kelso, 1988a, 1988b; Treffner &
Turvey, 1995, 1996; Zanone & Kelso, 1994), inasmuch as the
effects of intention, learning, and environmentally cued stability
are addressed in general terms, a noise term is present, and addi-
tional free parameters of fit are included.

However, none of five objections given above for the circle
map are fully eliminated. Specifically, these continuous-time
approaches do not currently formulate case-specific principles
of noise modeling (Objection 1) nor clarify the potential role of
higher order harmonics or correction processes (Objections 2
and 3). With respect to Objection 4, the continuous-time ap-
proach just given does not provide a convincing rationale for
why, independently of the presence of polyrhythm-type (n:m)

patterns, approximations to simple temporal ratios are found so
preferentially in human movement patterns, notably music
performance.

Error Correction in General Temporal Configurations

The application of the approach proposed here to patterns of
arbitrary complexity would proceed by an estimation of the non-
linear error-correction function, whose form is determined by
cognitive constraints in the task design and whose detailed para-
metric values will also reflect the effects of structural and neuro-
physiological constraints (Carson, 1996). No such general evalu-
ation has yet been carried out, but the validity of the current
formulation for stable tapping in the linear regime has recently
been experimentally examined by Pressing (1998a) for a wide
variety of uni- and bimanual patterns, using both musically expert
and nonexpert participants, and with a range of periods. The range
of patterns examined is given in Table 3. Note that patterns such
as 8th-16th-16th and paradiddle are included that have not been
accounted for by earlier dynamical approaches (Pressing, 1998a).

I was able in that work to analytically solve for the error-correction
parameters alpha and beta for all possible rhythmic patterns, using
Equation 18. The resulting fits to data indicated that the processes are
well modeled by linear error correction and that this is predominantly
first order. Second-order (and possibly higher) effects occurred pre-
dominantly under conditions of high task demands and were associ-
ated with expertise. Specifically, second-order effects were found in
expert performance of a complex polyrhythm and an off-beat triplet
pattern, and for both expert and nonexpert performance of a slow
off-beat pattern (Pressing, 1998a).
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Figure 17. Comparison of a simulation of the asynchronies for 3:1 tapping using the discrete control equation
(DCE) with the actual data found for the expert participant. Harmonic weights are as in Figure 14; phases shifted
by — .05 from that case.

The standard errors of fit for the error-correction parameters of
the different patterns for equivalent run lengths were comparable
over all patterns and did not show any qualitative change in
moving from simple 1:1 and 1:2 tapping to more complex patterns.
This supports the unified approach used here, which considers that
there is no hard and fast line between cognitive control and other
types of control, despite the undeniable effects of intrinsic foun-
dation constraints.

Pressing (1998a) also examined the issue of alpha variation with
period for more complex patterns, as discussed earlier for the 1:1
and 2:1 cases. In most cases where it was examined, alpha was

found to have a closely linear relationship with period, with
correlations (r2) falling in the range .893-.990. However, in a few
complex cases, linearity dramatically failed—indeed, the relation
between alpha and period was nonmonotonic in one case. This
conditional failure of linearity accords with earlier arguments and
suggests the need for a critical evaluation, which is based on
experimental evidence, of the optimal interpretation of system
control parameters for such cognitively complex cases.

In Pressing (1998a) and Pressing and Jolley-Rogers (1997),
comparison of the results for the expert and the nonexpert partic-
ipants showed that the expert generally has a more richly elabo-
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Table 3
Experimental Designs Showing Good Fit to Linear Error-Correction Models

Pattern

On-beat (R)
On-beat (R)
Off-beat (-R)
Off-beat (-R)
Off-beat triplet ( — R)
Isochronous 2:1 (RR)
Isochronous 2: 1 (RR)
Isochronous 3:1 (RRR)
Isochronous 3:1 (RRR)
8th-16th-16th (R-RR)
Alternating 2:1 (RL)
8th-16th-16th (R-RL)
Paradiddle8

3L4R* polyrhythm

Manuality

Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Bi
Bi
Bi
Bi

Cycle lengths (ms)

100-1,000
250-1,000
375-1,000
750, 1,000

750
376-1,000
750, 1,000

564, 1,000, 1,500
1,000, 1,500

752
750, 1,000

752
1,600
1,800

Participant type

E
N
E
N
E
E
N
E
N
E
E, N
E
E
E

Note. R = right hand; E = expert; N = nonexpert; L = left hand.
a Isochronous RLRRLRLL.

rated and refined error-correction process, which resulted in con-
sistently larger values of error-correction parameters and lower
values of central system (i.e., clock) noise. Also, he has a wider
repertoire of pattern classes. Thus, learning is reflected in both
qualitative system changes and evolution of control parameters (cf.
Zanone & Kelso, 1994).

Conclusion

In this article, I have developed RBT, which is a state-based
approach to human behavior that takes as its central process
referencing, the use of a referent (e.g., process, criterion, set of
events) to continuously modify behavior. The theory owes clear
debts to control theory and also to synergetics, which itself draws
on the older perspective of cybernetics. The referencing process
may be discrete or continuous, but the focus here has been on the
discrete form, generating a quite general DCE. The DCE has been
characterized in terms of a number of psychological and physio-
logical cases by identification of relevant state and control vari-
ables and modeling of the applicable fundamental noise sources
and referencing processes. The DCE is cast in general dynamic
terms but also allows for the natural inclusion of cognitive pro-
cesses, because the control variables may act at any level of the
system (be it hierarchical or hierarchical), varying from local to
global in compass, and from automatic or reflexive to high-level
cognitive or volitional in behavioral orientation. In particular, the
setting, recursive assessment, and adaptive modification of goals
and plans can be viewed as higher level referencing processes.
Dynamical aspects of attention can also be readily framed as a
first-order DCE (Large & Jones, 1999). Both stable and unstable
behaviors can be addressed, the former by equilibrium solutions to
the DCE and the latter by several paths, including state equation
transitions, memory-assisted changes of class of control function,
and complexity-based symbolic dynamics. This variety of opera-
tive variables and span of operational levels does make concrete
the possibility of quantitative reconciliation of dynamic and
information-processing accounts of cognition and action.

Turning from the general theory to a specific target domain to
attempt to validate this claim, the DCE produced by the approach

has been applied to the area of temporal control of human move-
ment and shown to be able, under different but plausible condi-
tions, to generate both characteristic linear stochastic approaches
(with or without error correction), where the focus is on behavioral
stability, and nonlinear dynamic approaches, where the focus is on
behavioral instability. Essentially, this is because the DCE is a
state-space-based method, which can subsume both nonlinear dy-
namical and linear autoregressive moving average (ARMA) ap-
proaches. This common genesis for both accounts achieves a
degree of reconciliation of dynamics and motor programming and
a partial resolution of the putative motor paradigm crisis, because
the use of linear stochastic approaches has been long identified
with the motor program-computational perspective on movement
modeling (Beek et al., 1995; Haken et al., 1996; Heuer, 1993;
Heuer et al., 1995).

Pursuing this reconciliation further, it appears that, like the
current dynamical approach, the generalized motor program
(Keele, Cohen, & Ivry, 1986; R. A. Schmidt, 1988), insofar as it is
computationally defined, is a parametrically tunable control struc-
ture; insofar as it accommodates closed-loop processes, it involves
error correction that is based on ongoing deviations from a refer-
ence stream, which may be based on sensory monitoring of output
from the generalized motor program effectors, or motor efference.
Open-loop processes (central to the traditional motor program
concept) have already been shown to be compatible with the
current theory, via the Wing-Kristofferson (1973a) approach, and
may in other circumstances rely on internal referencing, which the
theory can also accommodate. It is possible that the DCE can
therefore be regarded, at least for the sake of argument, as one
central control process driving the generalized motor program
controlling action. Further applications of the RBT approach to
motor control, including cases of interpersonal cooperation and
force and spatial position-based referential control, are given in
Pressing (1998c).

Thus, the DCE appears to present a coherent approach to move-
ment that accommodates both energy-based and information-based
control and also integrates perspectives that are based on cogni-
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tion, error correction, human automaticity, the development of
expertise (learning), and dynamical systems theory.

Experimental support for the current approach to movement orga-
nization is certainly strong, in no small part because of its ability to
include earlier successful theories as subcases. However, this theory
has also been demonstrated to successfully apply to a number of cases
not previously investigated and to eliminate or alleviate some prob-
lems with existing formulations. In addition, the theory makes a
number of novel predictions that should be subjected to further
experimental examination, such as the equivalence of Stability Pa-
rameter K and Error-Correction Parameter a, new approaches to
system stability and learning, nonlinear effects in regimes of stable
behavior, the importance of second-order effects under certain con-
ditions (yielding new mathematical formulations), the use of further
examination of the noisy metronome problem, patterns of expert-
nonexpert distinction, explicit cognitive hypotheses for pattern-based
phase transitions, and the viability of DCE application to spatial and
force error-correction processes.

The effects of learning and adaptation have not been fully devel-
oped here, partly for reasons of space. Nevertheless, the effects of
training, as assessed by comparative examination of expert and non-
expert participants, strongly suggest that learning the control of timed
patterns entails the development of richer and more effective refer-
ential control processes. This occurs by such means as increasing the
error-correction parameters; building a control structure with greater
temporal memory; developing new, alternative, or more effective
state variables for control; or reducing the output variance by con-
struction of an optimal set of parametrically tuned control processes,
be they conscious, automatic, or an optimized mixture of the two. It
seems perfectly possible that such changes could be modeled suc-
cessfully by neural networks that encode the system variables as
output-layer activations, which are compared with targets for super-
vised learning, whereas the control parameters could be represented
by the weights connecting input and output (or possibly hidden) layer
units. Intrinsic dynamic constraints might be codable as patterns of
bias within the units of the net. As I have shown, neural nets are
high-dimensional, nonlinear dynamic systems consistent with the
DCE formulation.

In conclusion, the theory presented is quite general and, perhaps,
ambitiously inclusive. It has seemed appropriate to delve deeply into
a specific case, partly because of its domain-specific potential and
partly to put flesh onto the bare bones of theory. Clearly though, the
general referential approach will only be as good as the sum of the
specific cases in which it is found to provide useful insights, predic-
tions, and quantitative interpretations of experimental results.
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institution it is a wonderful, extraordinary
institution that provides distance higher-
education learning to a hugely disparate
group of students of many ages and from
many academic backgrounds. For students
studying a part-time, module-based degree
(or the many informal followers of the OU)
a course on brain and behaviour might
seem ideal: learn about the least under-
stood area of science and discover how
your mind and body work at the same
time. I expect and hope that the course is
popular. This volume is very clearly a course
book that is littered with learning objec-
tives, questions and tests. Sections cover
normal ageing, neurological disorders, 
psychiatry (‘The Vulnerable Mind’), brain
damage by head injury and vascular insult
(‘The Vulnerable Brain’) and conscious-
ness. A final chapter covers the wider
issues of mind–brain science, ethical dilem-
mas, and the new genetic techniques and
therapies. Throughout the book we are
shown examples of neuroscience in prac-
tice, real experiments and real disorders,
as illustrations of general processes. We
are encouraged not to try to remember
the details but look at the overall picture.
This is refreshing and part of the general
trend in education that aims to educate by
example and to teach skills rather than
insist upon a slavish memorization of facts.
I rather wish my undergraduate texts had
so often repeated the instruction not to
learn the specific facts but to appreciate
the general point. Correct me if I’m wrong
but I do not recall this message appearing
once in Stanier’s General Microbiology or
Last’s Anatomy.

Unfortunately, this is where I part com-
pany with the book. There are relatively
few actual facts in the book that one could
learn and a distressingly large number are

simply wrong. Sometimes the book is inac-
curate because, although it was published
in 1998, it was clearly written for the most
part in the early 1990s (it is always a mis-
take to be too honest about when a text 
is written as the delay from genesis to pub-
lication can be embarrassingly long); and
sometimes mistakes arise when the authors
should just have known better. For exam-
ple, neurofibrillary tangles are said to be
‘made up of many closely packed neuro-
filaments’, Creutzfeldt–Jacob disease is de-
scribed as a ‘generalised cortical atrophy
caused by viruses’ and neuroses ‘are
grouped under the general heading of
“personality disorders”’. The section on
ageing and neurological disease concen-
trates upon Huntington’s disease (HD),
which is both curious and unfortunate.
Curious, because it ignores some of the
most interesting work on ageing, and un-
fortunate, because it was written before
the discovery of the gene responsible for
HD. The book provides a long explanation
of how genetic factors that influence nor-
mal ageing affect the age of onset of HD,
and a description of the conclusion that
was drawn from the gender of affected
parent data, that something in the mother
(womb or egg) delays the age of onset. The
current explanation, that size of repeat
correlates with age of onset and that re-
peats are more unstable in sperm, is both
more true and more interesting.

In addition to these rather worrying
errors, the general principles we are
meant to learn in this book are beginning
to look a little dated. Perhaps the major,
all-encompassing principle that can be
learned from this book is that neither gene
nor environment, neither nature nor nur-
ture, cause disease or normal function. I
paraphrase, but the general point is there

and is repeated. However, the argument
has advanced and ideas about gene and
environment interaction, rather than co-
existence, are now of more interest.
Understanding how those with a particular
genotype are more vulnerable to certain
environments (for example, why some
apolipoprotein-E genotypes alter the risk
of dementia associated with head injury)
or even more interestingly how certain
genotypes alter the personal environment
(for example, the influence of genetics on
personality, subsequent relationships and
the risk suffering from of depression) are
far more challenging than the jaded ‘its not
all in the genes’ plea.

This leads me to the sad conclusion that
this book fails, despite excellent authors
(one of whom is one of the most popular
writers in this area), despite the lucid and
readable style throughout and despite its
admirable educational aims. Although some
parts are excellent, little of the excitement
and few of the achievements of this most
interesting science, which are of great in-
terest to the general public, have been
captured reliably. Instead we are presented
with some fading general principles and a
few facts, some of which are incorrect.
Readers might not be surprised to learn
that the book is strong on history: the 
history of the philosophy of mind–brain
dualism and of phrenology, and the history
of psychiatry and of electroconvulsive
therapy. This is unfortunate as the Open
University students that want to know
more about the brain and behaviour really
deserve better.

Simon Lovestone
Institute of Psychiatry, 

London, 
UK  SE5 8AF.

B OO K  R E V I E W S

Time holds a fascination for us all. We are
distillations of past events. We are actors
in an evanescent present. We are prison-
ers of unpredicted future events and un-
foreseen consequences of our own behav-
ioural choices. To navigate these quandries
we build mental models of our world and
our human relationships; time-based mod-
els that allow us to make predictions, to
gauge consequences, to limit risk.

Many such models are implicit, uncon-
scious, unexposed. Our nervous systems
emit reflex reactions to meaningful events
before we know why. They adapt auto-
matically to the effects of gravity, to the laws
of thermodynamics and to the affordances

offered by the environment. We learn to
catch projectiles efficiently, to ride horses
and to walk or saunter or swallow without
being able to explain our general control
strategies – much less ‘know’ what our own
muscles are doing, except by self obser-
vation. This is as it should be, for as William
Hazlitt told us in 1840, ‘We do nothing well
until we forget the manner of doing it.’ In
the scientific literature, it fell to Paul Fitts
to systematize the same conclusion first1.

Other time-based models we use are
more explicit and representational: they
allow us to plan, to expect and to perform
induction. Furthermore, there is a special
status for fine-grained predictive models of

timing in disciplines such as music, juggling,
acrobatics, the control of complex machin-
ery and dance. Such domains have temporal
syntaxes, which can take detailed written
form (for example, musical notation).

The picture is complex, because the
evolved multiplicity of motor-control loci
in the human CNS enables overlapping
automatic and volitional guidance of many
timing functions. For example, in normal
speech, timing is both semantically laden
and largely automatic (for example, it pro-
motes proper segmentation); yet we can
make almost any conceivable alteration to
these automatic timing routines intention-
ally, which will convey additional infor-
mation. In short, behavioral timing has two
faces: it could be a consequence (for ex-
ample, of energy minimization), or a variable
that carries meaning (for example, perfor-
mance of a Chopin ballade). In recent years,
there has been an increased recognition of

Timing of Behavior: Neural, Psychological and
Computational Perspectives

edited by David Rosenbaum and Charles Collyer, MIT Press, 1998. £33.95 (xii + 384 pages)
ISBN 0 262 18188 6
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the diversity of the ways in which timing
reflects not only physiology and adaptation
to the environment, but our cognitive goals
and control predilections.

All the better a context, then, for the
appearance of a new and valuable collec-
tion of works in Timing of Behavior, which
spans many of these issues. This is a highly
approachable book that will offer a lot 
to specialists and also provide a valuable
introduction to those unfamiliar with this
growing area of research. It is set out in
three parts, on the basis of neural, psycho-
logical and computational perspectives.
However, neurophysiological matters are
confined largely to the first two chapters,
which target timing and sequencing func-
tions in the cerebellum and basal ganglia; a
story of some considerable subtlety that 
is handled insightfully in this book but
wherein much remains to be understood.

The bulk of Timing of Behavior focuses on
the behavioral level, particularly on ‘simple’
repeating motor acts–gait, bimanual coordi-
nation and rhythmic tapping. The only ex-
ception is a chapter by Bruno Repp on
perceptual-motor effects in musical per-
formance of a Chopin étude. Overall, the
authors’ orientation is towards the auto-
matic and lower-level behaviors, with their
gaze largely averted from the complexities
of cognition. One could imagine a compan-
ion volume that extends to this domain by
providing an update to the only obvious pre-
ceding work: Macar, Pouthas and Friedman2.

But these three classes of motor acts
prove to be fully adequate here as proving
grounds for a variety of modeling ap-
proaches to timing: autoregressive white
noise, motor programs, neural networks
and dynamical oscillatory systems. These
approaches are mainstays of temporal

modeling and their apparent lack of com-
patibility surfaces in several chapters with-
out, perhaps, sufficient depth of explo-
ration. For example, does a motor-program
stance necessarily founder on the problem
of infinite homuncular regress? Given the
general dualities of volitional and automatic
control mentioned previously, apparently
not. And while the case for oscillatory
dynamics is beautifully effective in simple
actions, the multidimensional adaptivity of
neural networks or explicit cognition
appears to be necessary to account fully
for the complexities of goal-oriented adap-
tive action. An attempt at reconciliation of
some of these approaches is presented by
David Rosenbaum as a ‘Broadcast Theory
of Timing’, but this lacks a plausible neuro-
physiological justification and is not cred-
ibly derived from its assumptions, although
it does highlight a mechanism that pro-
vides an intrinsic time scale for neural and
psychological interactions.

My lack of impartiality in these issues
can be seen in two recent publications that
support a much broader formulation that
is shown to be capable of unifying motor
program and dynamical approaches to
temporal pattern production3,4. Regardless
of whether my particular formulation is
upheld, there seems to be a developing
consensus in this area of research that we
need a coherent single theory that can
handle simple and complex actions, stable
and unstable behavior, and lead us from
the temptations of false dichotomies. For
example, do oscillators or clocks drive
behavioral rhythms? The predominant evi-
dence presented in this book is in favor 
of oscillators (for example, the ‘oscillator
signature’, coupled control equations), but
for various technical reasons, these results

are not conclusive; a better articulation of
the commonalities and differences between
clocks and oscillators would have been
helpful in arbitrating the conflicting claims.

Later chapters in the book present an
excellent summary of some fruits of the
dynamical–ecological approach to coordi-
nation, which include frank discussions of
limitations. Hopes for a physics-like for-
mulation derived on the basis of abstract
principles of symmetry might founder for
evolving cognitive behavioral systems,
which typically have an adaptive commit-
ment to time-varying goals and lead to
control paths that are laden with quirky
historical baggage (such as asymmetries).
Particularly deft in its mixture of physical
principles, dynamics and pragmatic sense is
the chapter by Kenneth Holt, which threads
its way through the theoretical under-
growth using the rubric of optimality,
showing how, in locomotion (and hence
elsewhere), constraints shape choices and
choices shape constraints. Timing of Behavior
is a noteworthy step in the exploration of
such reciprocities.

Jeff Pressing
Dept of Psychology, University of

Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3052,
Australia.
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David Milner has brought together an
impressive array of scientists to pay trib-
ute to the memory of George Ettlinger
(1927–1993), one of the founders of com-
parative neuropsychology. The papers in
this book echo the themes that were
important to Ettlinger. These include the
importance of research that uses both ani-
mals and people, the value of the experi-
mental method as well as astute clinical
observation, and the higher order nature
of the deficits seen in agnosia and apraxia.
It is unusual for one person to maintain
active research programs with both non-
human and human animals, although
Ettlinger did so throughout his career. He
helped introduce scientific rigor to neuro-
psychology, but he was also a keen

observer of both monkeys and patients in
non-experimentally controlled situations.
His papers report experiments with ani-
mals, experiments with human participants
and clinical case studies. Ettlinger’s demon-
stration, in 1956, that the visual sensory
abilities of patients with and without
agnosia did not differ and, therefore, dif-
ferences in vision could not explain visual
agnosia, was a milestone in the development
of neuropsychology. Similarly, Ettlinger
showed that the misreaching seen after
damage to the posterior parietal cortex
was a genuinely visuomotor deficit rather
than a problem with motor execution or
spatial perception.

One of the pleasures of this book is the
wealth of older references as well as the

newest findings. Often, gems from the past
are lost simply because they are from the
past. I found the chapters by Milner and
Dijkerman, Halsband, and Passingham, all
of which relate to the functions of the 
posterior parietal cortex, to be particular
highlights of the book.

It seems clear that a stark dichotomy
assigning all visual object processing to the
ventral stream and all visual spatial pro-
cessing to the dorsal stream (including the
parietal cortex) is not supported by the
data available. The dorsal stream must
take object properties into account to
some extent and the ventral stream can-
not completely ignore spatial information.
I find the hypothesis that the dorsal stream
is concerned with the visual information
needed to guide action (for example, ‘How
far should I extend my hand to pick this
object up?’) and that the ventral stream
stream is concerned with the visual infor-
mation needed for object identification and
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